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THE CIVIL JUSTICE COMMITTEE. 

Questionnaire. 
(Please make a careful selection from these questions.) 

1. What do you think is the period reasonably required, having regard 
'to the habits and customs of the people of your province, for the disposal 
of the following classes of civil proceedings:-

:A. (I) High Courts. 

Original suits: (a) Commercial, (b) Others. 
First appeals. 
Second appeals. 
Miscellaneous appeals. 

(ii) District and Sub-Courts. 

Original suits: (a) Title, (b) Money. 
Regular appeals: Civil miscellaneous appeals against orders .. 
Small causes. 

I ,•' 

(iii) District Munsifs' Courts. 

Original suits: (a) Title, (b) Money, (c) Rent, (d) Others. 
Small causes. 

B. (i) Claim proceedings in execution in district courts, sub-courts and 
district munsifs' courts. 

·C. Suits in the Presidency small .::ause courts, suits in the city civil court, 
• ::\Iadras, and execution proceedings in these courts. 

2. Does the period actually taken now for the disposal of those pro
ceedings exceed what you consider to be the reasonable limit in many caseat 
If so, what do you consider to be the main causes of the delay? 

3. Apart from any addition to the existing cadre of judicial officeTB, or 
the opening of temporary courts, what remedies would you suggest for 
shortening the period during which civil procet:dings are now pending? 

4. Do you think it is necessary to alter the present method of recruitment 
of the different grades of judicial officers, namely, district munsifs, sub
judges, district judges, and High Court Judges for the purpose of speeding 
up proceedings? If so, how would you change the present ruled 

5. Do you think any special training is necessary for district munsifs P 
If so what sort of training would you suggest? 

6. Is justice impeded by the too frequent transfer of judicial officers from 
-one district to a not her? 

7. How would you prescribe a standard of efficiency for an officer as 
Tegards amount of work done? Wbat step1:1 would· you suggest to insure its 
attainment? 

8. Is the present delay partly due to the concentration of many civil 
courts in one place, and the consequent waiting for members of the legal 
profession~ 
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9. Do you think any change in the jurisdiction of the several classes of 
courts working at present will lead to more speedy and lef!S costly justice? 

10. Would you enhance the jurisdiction of the dist])ict munsifs in your 
province in origi;o.al suits and small causes; if so, to what extent? 

11. Would you give special enhanced jurisdiction to selected district 
munsifs, and, if so, to what extent? 

12. Do you think it is necessary to relieve the district judge of mis
cellaneous work, (a) judicial, (b) administrative, which he is now doing, to 
give him more time to attend to important work? What is the kind of 
miscellaneous work which you would thus transfer from the district judge 
and to whom? 

13. Would the investing of sub-judges and district munsifs, with juris
diction to try probate and succession certificate proceedings and land acquilfi. 
lion proceedings be acceptable to the public? Would you invest all such 
officers with such powers, or only selected officers? · 

14. Would you con£er exclusive jurisdiction on village courts and pan
chayat.s? What is your experience and opinion of the work done by such· 
courts? Up to what extent and in what class of cases should such- exclusiu 
Jurisdiction be given? , 

15. Would you restrict the scope of section 19 of the Presidency and 
schedule (ii) of the Provincial Small Cause Collrts Act and give small cause 
courts jurisdiction over some and what classes of suits excluded from their 
jurisdiction at present? Is there any objection to suits to enforce simple 
mo7tgages by the sale of the mortgage property as also suits relating to 
partnership with small capital being dealt with by these courts? 

16. (a) Do you consider that summary procedure as contemplated by 
section 128 (2) (/) of the Civil Procedure Code could be introduced in the 
lower courts, and, if so, with what limitations? 

(b) Would it be desirabla (in Bengal and Behar) to include suits for rent 
on a registered kabulyat or where there has been a previous decree establish
ing the relationship and the rate of rent? 

17. \Yould the investing of sub-registrars with jurisdiction to try certain 
dasses of cases which are not contested make for speedy and less costly 
justice? If so, what would you suggest as to the limits of that jurisdiction f 

18. Do you think that at present· the right to appeal is granted in too 
many cases? If so, in what classes of cases would you curtail it? • 

· 19. (a) As regards the High Court, do you _think the curtai:Jment. of th_e 
right of appeal under Letters Patent from the Judgment of a smgle JUdge 1s 
necessary, and, if so, in what cases if any would you curtail it? 

(b) What do you think of the suggestion that in revisions and appeal~r
from the mofussil of the value of Rs. 1,000 and under, no Letters Patent 
appeal should be allowed? 

20. Are very many frivolous second appeals filed in the High Court of· 
your province? I! so, how would you prevent it? What do you think of 
the suggestion that in suits for property worth (a) Rs. 1,000 and less or 
(b) Rs. 500 and less or (c) Rs. 250 and less, no second appeal should b~ 
allowed, whatever the class of the suit? 

21. Would you agree to the suggestion that the appellant should ~e 
compelled to deposit in full the decretal amount before the second appeal IS 

allowed to be filed? 
22. Is the power given under Order 41, Rule 11, duly and systematically 

exercised? If not, what ·would you suggest to ensure this? 
. 23. Is the ricrht of application in revision to the High Court much 
abused, and, if 

0
so, how would you curtail it? ·would you accept the 

ll'lcrcrestion (1) that in cases of revision under the Provincial Small Cause 
C;u';.ts A~t. the decretal amount should be deposited . ~n cour~ . before a 
revision 1 etition can be presented, and (2) that no renswn petitiOn undt>r 
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section 115 should lie, against such interlocutory orders as can be attackec} 
in an appeal against the decree in the suit P 

24. In what ways would you change the present procedure as regards 
ihe trial of original and small caustJ suits, with a view to make· justice more
speedy and economical? 

25. At present much time is taken afte1'_ a suit is filed, in serving the
defendants who are either absent or wilfully avoid service, when the process
server goes to serve the defendant's summons. What would you suggest 
as a remedy for this? Would the application of the procedure under 
section 106 of the Transfer of Property Act to civil suits be desirable? 

26. Does the usual form of plaints in your province differ materially 
from the English writ and statement of claim? If so, would you· insist on 
the latter from being used in all cases? Are the forms of plaints given in the 
Oivil Procedure Code adhered to generally? If not, what penalty would you 
suggest for non-adherence thereto. . 

27. Are the provisions of the Civil Procedure. Code in Orders VII and 
VIII as regards pleadings neglected much in your. province? 

28. Would the more extensi"e use of the post office for the service of 
notices and summonses he effective? Can the village officials of the village

. where the party to be served is living, be used for purposes of serving process~ 
and, if so, with what precautions would you we them? 

29. Would a rule be advisable requiring partieR to give a registered 
address sel'\'ice at which should be deemed to be good service for all purposes 
of the suit and execution? 

30. What do you think of th~ sugges1.ion tl:at precess-Server should always 
report himself to the pleader of the party on whose behalf he is taking out a 
process f·Jr service, so that the/leader or the party. may assist him in finding 
out the person to be served an prevent waste of t1me P 

31. What provisions would you suggest to ensure the better framing of 
issues? · 

32. Are the provisions of Orders X, XI and XII, Civil Procedure Code, 
as regards the examination of the parties, discovery and admission of docu
ments, neglected in your province? If so, what is the reason for such 
neglect? What would you suggest as the remedy? 

SS. Would the axanti.nation of both the plaintiff and ~he defendant. not 
mert?ly with a view to ascertaining what the points in controversy are at the 
first bearing, but as part of the trial at the beginning of it, before any witnesses 
are examined, tend to minimise tba raUing in o.E irrelevant evidence and of 
witnesses unnecessarily? Would you agree to the suggestion that it is ·only 
after the examination of; the parties in that form, that any steps for the 
summoning of witnesses should be taken? 

34. Is the provision in Order 16, Rule 16, clause (i) strictly enforced in 
your province? If not, what steps would you suggest to put down th!!> 
system of issuing summonses to witnesses 'again and again for the several 
hearings with the consequent delay due to non-service? 

35. Is much unnecessary and avoidable oral evidence let in in the courts 
of your province? "'hat would you suggest to prevent the calling of several 
witnesses who ultimately prove nothing? Can you suggest any means by 
which the court can control the citing of a large number of witnesses and 
examination of them? 

36. What is your opinion on the suggestion that in all cases where ther~ 
is no appeal (except small causes) such as enquiries into claims, succession 
certificate proceedin~s, proceedings for removing an obstruction to delivery 
of property, as also m ex parte proceedings, affiaavits should be the primary 
mode of proof, and no oral evidence should be allowed, except with the 
special leave of the court on pre-payment of special costs? , ' 

87. What do you think of the suggestion that courts should have dis. 
cretion to fix a time-limit for the examination and cross-examination of 
witnesses? 
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38. Would you extend tb.e application of Order 37, Civil Procedure Code, 
and, if so, to what classes of cases? 
. 89. Could the principle of representative suits be made of wider applica

tion and are .any steps necessary to ensure that this form of suit is insisted 
on in proper cases? How would lou deal with the case of (a) M:itakshara 
!amilies, (b) other co-owners, (c) 1\ ala bar tarwad P 

40. Is it possible and desirable to throw the duty on a legal representative 
t<? co~e forward and request _the court to add him as a party, on pain of 
his bemg bound by the decree, m case he was aware of the proceedings? If so, 
'Vhat would you suggest, as the most practical way of doing this? 

41. Is much delay caused in the courts of your province by the difficulty 
of appointing a proper guardian ad litem for minor parties? If so, what 
~ould you suggest to remedy the defect? Wbat do you think of the sua. 
gestion that instead of successive petitions being filed, as each propos:d 
guardian refuses to act, the plaintiff should be made to name all the possible 
guardians in one petition and notice should be ordered to go to them simul
taneously and the court should appoint at the hearing of the petition the 
one best fitted to safeguard the interests of the minor? 

42. How far is the practice of granting ex parte inj1mctions and oiders 
taken undue advantage of in your province? How would you check it? 

43. Are judgments of the courts in your province unduly long in any 
appreciable number of cases and does such length interfere with the speedy 
despatch of business? If so, what would you suggest to shorten them? 

44. Are points of law going to the root of the claim or defence usually 
disposed of before taking evidence in your province? · 

45. Are dates for original and adjourned hearing fixed by judges them
eelves in your province? If not, has it led t0 delay in disposal? lf t'O, how 
would you check this irregularity? 

46. Are pleaden; usually consalted by the co•Jrts in fixing the time required 
for examination of witnesses and arguments? If not, has it led to any 
delay in disposal? Wbat sort of rule would you frame to ensure such 
consultation? 

47. Are trials in your province unduly delayed by the exa-mination of 
witnesses on commission? How would yo•1 control the· length of such 
examination? Would you add to the powers of commissioners? Would yov 
insist o~ written interrogatories except by special leave of the judge? 

48. Will the insistence on written applications supported by a~davits 
(as a rule) for adjournments, be of effect in speeding up work? . Is _the 
amount of day costs which can be allowed under the rules on apphcatwns 
for adjournments in your province sufficient to prevent frivolous applications 
for adJouruments? 

49. Are suits not tried continuously day by day in the mofussil ~ourt;s 
in your province in a large number of cases P ·If so, what do you thmk 1s 
the reason for such omission P How would you enforce such a rule? 

50. Does the High Court • exercise sufficient supervision over district 
judges to ensure proper inspection by the district judge of the lower courts? 

51. Would a system of ohina special expedition to commercial suits be of 
value in the subordinate co~rts "of your province? If so, what method would 
you suggest? 

52. Wbat amendments would you suggest in the procedure for obtaining 
execution of th~ different classes of decrees? 

What is your opinion on the following:-
. tl3. Extension of the principle of section 21, Civil Procedure Code, to 

proceedings in execution. 
54. Investing of courts to which a decree is transferred for execution 

w1th the powers which a court which passed the decree has, as tg addwg of 
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legal representatives, recognition of assignments of the decree, transfer for 
execution and similar matters. 

55. So modify the language of section 41 as to include proceedings taken 
by a atranger purchaser at a court sale to obtain delivery of the p.:operiJ 
which he has purchased. . . . , 

56. (a) Curtailing the period given in section 48 of the Oivil Proc.edure 
Code for the execution of money decrees to six years, (b) altering Article 182 
of the Limitation Act by substituting one year for _i;hree years the~in, 
(c) altering of the starting point from the date of the last application to the 
.ate of the last order on the last application. What do you think of the 
suggestion that it shall not be necessary for a decree-holder to apply every 
three years or one year, and that he should be allowed to execute .the decree 
at any time he finds it convenient to do so, provided he does not exceed the 
6 or 12 years' limit? 

57. Altering section 66 of the Civil Procedlire Code so as to present any 
party to the suit in execution of which sale took place from saying that 
the apparent purchaser is not the real purchaser, and anyone except the 
bona fide creditor of the real purchaser from setting up sueh a plea whethe~ 
he is plaintiff or defendant, or is one who claims under either. 

58. Altering Order 21, Rules 1 and 2, in such a manner as to restrict 
pleas of payment out of court, to payments through post office or a regutereiJ 
bank or the vakil oj the party to whom the payment is made or in th" 
presence of the Sub-Registrar. 

59. Allowing the transferee of a, decree on filing an affidavit by the 
transferor to tba fact of the transfer to have execution as though he were 
the original decree-holder pending issue of a notice to the transferor. Is 
ihere any objection t':> the second proviso to Rule 16 of Order 21 being deleted 
or modified? 

60. Is there any objection ,tq. the deletion of Order 21. Rule 21 altogether?. 
61. (a) Is a special notice ·under Order 21, Rule 22, necessary? Cllll if; 

not be made part of the notice of the execution petition in which the eub
stantial relief is asked f9r? 

(b) Is there any objection to the deletion of Order 21, Rule 22 altogether. 
62. In Order 21, Rule 26, will a provision that there s'liall be no interim 

stay in the case of money decrees work hardship? Would you agree thafl 
in the case of money decrees, the proviso of Order 21, Rule 26 should be 
mo&ified so as to give a greater discretion to the court? 

63. Is there any necessity for special notices in the different stages o! 
execution proceedings in the case of money decrees sought to be executed by 
the sale of immoveable properties? Will .it not be enough, as in the case 
of suits, if the judgment debtors are given one notice at the beginning of 
the execution proceedings, and it is ordered that they should be called to 
be present in court at all subsequent stages in respect of that execution 
potition (e.g., for ·settling of the proclamation, fixing of the sale, grad of 
pormission to the decree-holder to bid)? . 

64. Would you be in favour of a rule that in all cases the judgl!lent 
debtor should be served with a copy of the proclamation of sale? Is there 
any reason _why writs of attachment and sale proclamation should not issue 
simultaneously in all suits? Can it be made a rule that notice of execution 
petition may be served on the vakil who appeared for the judgment debtor 
in the suit and that that will be sufficient service? Can it be made a rule 
that refusal by the vakil to receive such notice is tantamount to refusal 
by the party? 

65. \Vould you approve in your province of the system of the execution 
of arrest warrants by village officials, such as the village headman, or the 
village accountant? 

66. What sug"estions would you make for so altering the present pro. 
cedure as regards mortgage suits as to make the sale in execution of a 
mortgage decree clothe the purchaser with a sight to the properly free 
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from future litigation as much as possible? What is your ~pinion on the 
lollowing !!uggestions :-

(a) that whh the plaint, the plaintiff should file an encumbrance 
certific~te in respec~t of t~e pro_perty mortgaged for the period 
for whiCh such :certificate 1s available in the registration offices. 

(b) that the persons whose names appear in such encumbrance certi
. ficates or their legal representatives should, as a rule, be made 
parties to such a suit and that the failure to do so should make 
the suit liable to dismissal for non-joinder of parties. • 

(c) th.at all parties to the suit should be allowed to plead their rights 
to the ;mort~aged pro~erty, and that such rights should be finally 
determmed m that su1t, at all events, if the plaintiff so desires. 

:d} that ~ll sales in execution of mortgage decrees shall be free of 
en encumbrances, and that the rights of puisne and prior en
cumbrancers should attach only to the money in court. 

(e) Is too much ti_me frequently granted by :f;be preliminary decree in 
mortgage smts for payment? Is any time necessary P ~n simple 
mortgage suits is there any necessity for a final decree? Is it 
necessary to have a separate· personal decree where the security 
has been exhausted? 

. 67. Is. much a voidable delay caused in the disposal• of execution proceed
mgs by frequent orders staying such proceedings made by the appellate 
oourtf in ycur province? What would you suggest to prevent such orders 
being asked for and made? Would you invest ta~ appellate courts with 
jurisdiction to award exemplary compensation in cases in which they are 
satisfied that they. have been asked for on insufficient grounds; if so, wh&t 
fa the nature of the compensation which you would award? 

68. Would you curtail the power of co-ordinate or inferior courts to 
grant injunctions to stay execution of other courts' money decrees by imposing 
restrictions and terms-such as that the money decreed should be deposited 
or security to the satisfaction of the court which is executing the decree 
should be given? 

69. Does the present law as to insolvency stand in the way of a decree
holder getting the fruits of the decree speedily? If so, in what way does 
it hamper? Is there any avoidable delay in the disposal of insolvency 
petitions and realization of assets by receivets in your pr.:>vince? WQuld 
the devolution of the exclusive jurisdiction which a district judge has in 
some cases under the present act make for speed in such matters? What 
kind of devolution and on whom, would you suggest? 

70. Are execution proceedings · in· your province frequently delayed b.v 
absconding judgment debtors? What rule would you suggest to prevent it? 
Does the provision for arrest or attachment before judgment in the present 
-code operate effectively to prevent such delay? 

71. \Yhat provisions of the Law of Evidence now operate to protract trials 
unduly? What is your opinion on the following suggestions:-

72. As regards mortgage suits, is it necessary to retain• the. provision that 
the plaintiff suing on it, must call an attesting witness, if available? Cannot 
the provision be so chano-ed as to make every document of mortgage, presumably 
"aZid, and make the pe~on who disputes its validity prove his case? 

73. As regards secondary evidence, is it not desirable to allow the parties 
to consent to secondary evidence being given in any form, even as regards 
public documents, for example, papers printed by the High Court in a 
previous litigation? How much time is taken by insisting on what are called 
" certified copies "? 

74. In what cases do you consider that the Law of Limitation might be 
made more stringent? 

75. What changes in the substantive law of the country would you 
-suggest for the purpose of s~dy trial of suits, or speedy settlement of 
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claims and speedy realization of the fruits of his decree by a bona fid6 
decree-holder? 

76. Would you agree that all future partitions of immoveable property 
should be evidenced by a registered document? 

77. What is your opinion upon a similar provision in the case of partner
ships started with a ca.pital of one hundred rupees and more, and as to the 
compulsory registration of all contractual partnerships? 

78. Do you agree that the doctrine of " part performance ,- practically 
negatives the provisions of the Transfer of Property Act as to creation of 
titles in immoveable property and should not be allowed scope in this country • 
but that every tranSt1ction relating to immoveable property in which rights 
of the value of one hundred rupees and more are created and to which at 
present section 17 of the Registration Act would. apply if there is a document, 
should be entered into only by a registered instrument? 

79. That the discharge of obligations created by registered documents should 
be valid only if there is a registered document to evidence it? (The cost of the 
registration may be made uniform-say one rupee-as in the case of the 
value of stamps for a receipt, whatever the value of the obligation.) 

80. That no court should entertain a plea that any party executed a 
document, unless it is registered, in the case of persons, who cannot sign 
their names? What limitations would you suggest to such a rule in case you 
accept the general proposition? , 

81. What is your opinion on the system of allowing a person who is a 
party to a document or a transaction to say that a document executed by 
him is a sham and was never intended to be acted upon; that the apparent 
owner· of property in whose name the title deeds stand, is not the real 
owner? Will the enactment of a rule that no party to a transaction shall 
be allowed to plead that it is: .benami, assist in the realisation of the fruits 
of a decree speedily and prevent unnecessary claimants?, _ 

82. Do you think frivolous suits can be put down 'by enhancing the rate 
of court fees in suitable cases, and if so, what suggestions would you make 
on this matter? 

83. Is it necessary to retain the provision in the case of mortgage docu
ments that they should be attested, and is there any justification for making 
a difference between them and sale deeds and leases of equal value? 

fi4. What suggestions would you make to prevent champerty and main-
tenance in India? . . 

85. Would you give the court powers to refer to referees any class of cases, 
and, if so, what? 

86. Has a multiplication of law reporls interfered with speedy justice? 
What would you suggest to minimise their number? . 

87. Do you think that codification of law to a larger extent than here. 
tofore would help to make justice speedy and economical? If so what branches 
,f law would you suggest for immediate codification? 
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Evidence recorded at Calcutta. 
PusBN'r: 

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice G. C •. Rankin, Bar.-at-Law, Chairman. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice L. Stuart, Mr. H .. C. Liddell, I.C1.S., I 

C.I.E., I.C.S. District Judge, Howrah. 
Dr. F. X. DeSouza, Bar.-at-Law, Babu Durga Prasad Gh~se, .S' 

I.C.S. Sub-Judge and Ass1st- ;:; . 
Diwan Bahadur Sir' T. Desika ant Sessions Judge, ~ • 

Achariyar Avergal, Kt. Ali pore. · § 1'1n 
Rai Kailas Chandra Bose ~ S ai 

Bahadur, Senior Gov-~· 15 >:::l 
ernment Pleader, Ali- §. 
pore. 6 

Babu Narendra Kumar U 
Basu, Vakil, High I 
Court, Calcutta. J 

Mr. C. V. Krishnaswami Ayyar-Secretary. 

List of Bengal witnesses examined in Calcutta. ...... ' 

Wednesday, 6th February 1924. 

•1. Mr. C. J. Mackay 
2. Babu Ankul Chandra Sanyal 
3. Babu Debendra Nath Ganguly 

• ::\Ianager, Tagore Raj, Calcutta. 
l\Iunsif, Howrah. 
Pleader, Calcutta. 

Thursday, 7th February 1924. 

4. Babu Kunj Behari Biswas • Sub-Judge, Alipore. 
5. Babu Profulla Chandra Dutt • l\Iunsif, Alipore. 
6. Babu Gopeswar Bannerji • • l\Iunsif, Hooghly. 

•1. Babu Jitendra Prasad Chatterji Sub-Judge, Howrah. 

'Friday, 8th February 1924. 

•s. Dr. T. Thornhill, LL.D .• 

9. Babu B. G. Chatterji 
•10. Mr. S. C. l\Iullick • 

,. Chief Judge, Small Cause Court, 
Calcutta. 

• District Judge, Krishnagar. 
• District Judge, Faridpore. 

Monday, 11th February 1924. 

•n. Mr. P. C. Mitter • Representative, British Indi~n :Asso-
ciation, Calcutta. 

12. l\Ir. Lutfi Ali, Bar.-at-Law • Representative, Central National 
l\Iohammedan Association, Calcutta. 

13. l\Ir. Sayed Irfan Ali, Bar.-at- Representative, Bengal Central Ryat 
Law. Association, .Calcutta. 
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Tuesday, 12th February 1924. ~ 

*14. ;Messrs. G. 0. Mandai ancl S. C. Representatives of Incorporated Law 
Sen. Society, Calcutta. · 

15. Babu Damodar Pas Khandelwal Representative, Marwari Association, 
Calcutta. 

16. Babu Charu Chandra Sinha • Government Pleader, Howrah. 

Wednesday, 13th February 1924. 
17. H. P. ·Duval, C.I.E., I.C.B. Secretary, Government of Bengal, 

Judicial Department. 

ThUr-sday, 14th February 1924. 
18. Rai Bahadur Sasadhar Ghose, Pleader, Mymensingh. 

B.L. 
19. Babu Gopal Chandra Biswas • Pleader, Barisal. 

Friday, 15th February 1924. 

20. l\Ir. C. R. Brandt Representative, European Associa-
tion, Calcutta. 

*21. The Hon'ble Mr. B. Chakra- Bar Library, High Court, Calcutta. 
verti. 

Saturday, 16th February 1924. 

*22. The Hon'ble ;Mr. S. R. Das • Advocate-{;eneral, High Court, Cal
cutta. 

•23. 1\Ir. N. N. Sircar, · Bar.-at-Law Bar.-at-Law, Calcutta High Oourt. 

Monday, 18th February 1924. 
24. Babu Bimala Indu Roy Vakil, Calcutta. 
25. Babu Surendra Nath Sen·. Senior J\Iunsif, Baruipore, .24-Par-

ganas. 
26. Babu Akhil Chandra Dutta, Vakil, Calcutta. 

1\I.L.O. 
Tuesday, 19th February 1924. 

27. Babu Abinash Chandra Ghose l\Iunsif, 1st Court, Serampore. 
Hazra. 

28. Babu P. K. Bose, Bar.-at-Law • Dacca. 
·29. Babu Radhica Prasad Sanyal • Vice-President,· Bar Library, Presi

dency Small Cause Court, Calcutta. 

Wednesday, 20th February 1924. 

~0. l\Ir. P. C. Mitter (again) . 

~I. Babu Surendra Nath Roy 

Representative, British Indian Asso
ciation, Calcutta. 

• Behala Bengal Landholders' Associa
tion, Calcutta. 

Friday, 22nd February 1924. 
~2. The Hon'ble l\Ir. Justice T. W. High Court Judge, Calcutta. 

Richardson, Kt. 
'33. The Hon'ble 1\Ir. Justice Bepin High Court Judge, Calcutta. 

Behari Ghose. 
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Saturday, 23rd February 1924. 

""34. Mr. Sarat Chandra Roy Chan- Representative, Vakils' Association, 
dhuri. High Court, Calcutta. 

Monday, 25th February 1924. 
·•35, Babu Durga Charan Bannerji, 

M.A., B.L. 
. 36. Mr. l\Iohd. Nur-ul-Haq Chau

dhri, l!.A., B.L. 

Representative, Bengal 
Chamber of ComiUerce, 

Vakil, l\Iember, Bengal 
Council. · 

Tuesday, 26th Febru~ 1924. 

National 
Calcutta. 
Legislative 

*37. Mr. C. G. Cooper Representative, Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce, Calcutta. 

-38. Babu Joge.;;h Chandra Roy. Vakil, High Court, Calcutta. 

*39. Mr. Cecil H. Moss 

·*40. l\Ir. R. 1\I. Downie 

5th March 1924. 
Representative of Overseas Trade 

Union, Calcutta. 
ditto. 

Mr. C. J. Mackay, Manager, Tagore Raj Estate, Calcutta. 

'f.friften Statements. 

I.-GENERAL. 

Statistical figures of infructuous executions are very misleading. Execu
•tioils are returned as infructuous:-

1. 'Then the matter has been settled ou_t of court and proceedings can
.celled without noting satisfaction. 

• 2. l\Iany executions filed merely to keep a decree alive there being no 
attachable property of the judgment-debtor traceable at the moment. 

3. Many execution petitions carelessly or inaccurately drafted. The peti
. tion is not amended but cancelled and fresh proceedings filed. 

The great majority of infructuous executions belong to one or other of 
·the above. 

The trouble of the litigant is oftentimes fo~nd. to begin after the decree. 
When the decree is sought to be enforced in execution 'the decree-holder is 
faced with various obstacles to get a speedy satisfaction of the decree, and 
this is principally due to the fact that under the present system the work 
of execution is left chiefly to the hands of the ministerial staff and peons. 

Remedy. 
(1) There should be a time-iimit for execution of each process; and in 

case the limit is exceeded the reason for the delay is to be recorded by the 
presiding officer himself. and the steps taken for avoiding a recurrence of 

·the delay are to be noted. 
(2) There should be a time-limit for each class of execution cases; and if 

·the limit is exceeded the cause is to be ascertained and noted by the presiding 
officer himself, and the steps taken in the matter are to be recorded by him. 

(3) The peon's duty is to be more definitely fixed. There should be a 
·greater supervision of the staff entrusted with the service of processes: as 

* :Written statements and oral evidence printed. 



often the delay is principally due to the defective 11ervice of :rwocesses. A1r 
in the case of service of processes of the criminal and re~nue courts the help 
of an identifier may be dispensed with. It appears that often the peons 
try to throw the blame on ignorant identifiers and litigants in cases of undue 
delay and defects in their own work. It should be the peon's own duty to. 
serve the processes successfully independent of any help from the party; and 
if in any case any help is found necessary he may seek it from the village 
panchayat which now-a-days is available in every mofussil village. 

Provisions of section 153, Bengal Tenancy Act, might be extended to all 
purely money suits and the minimum be increased. 

Section 153, Bengal Tenancy Act. No appeal from decree or order passed! 
by_ (a) a district judge, additional district judge or subordinate judge, amount. 
claimed not exceeding Rs. 100, and (b) other judicial officer amount not. 
exceeding Rs. 50. 

· These might be raised t<1 Rs. 500 and Rs. 100 respectively. 
By this means the number of second appeals may be reduced. 

Some check on application for review. 

A great many applications for setting aside sale are instituted simply ~ 
delay final execution because this can be done at little expense if the appli
cant denies all liability. 

The provision for deposit by applicant in section 153A, Bengal Tenancy· 
Act, is for this reason a dead letter, 

H.-REPLIES TO QuESTIONNAIRE. 

1. A. (1) High Court-Bengal. 
There is no delay in the actual hearing of suits or appeals but second" 

appeals usually lie pending for about 3 years and then are frequently 
remanded for reasons which to the lay mind at "least appear often to be quite 
inadequate and unnecessary. 

I am not in a. position to say whether the former is avoidable without 
increase of cadre, the latter is largely a question of personnel, some benches 
being much more prone to remanding than others. 

B. (1) District munsifs' courts proceedings in execution could be greatly 
accelerated by more efficient super>ision of the process department. 

3. The period actually taken for the disposal of proceedings in Bengal: 
may be said to exceed reasonable limits not in many bui7 in almost all cases. 

The causes are many and varied. Some of these are, congested files, too· 
lenient granting of adjournments, dilatoriness and in some cases intentional 
"bstruction on the part of litigants. Adjournments for convenience of 
pleaders otherwise occupied or not prepared, and sometimes pleaders engaged 
who have not received or not been fully paid the fees they demand. Litigious 
agriculturists who having exhausted their present finance wish to delay till 
next harvest provides further sinews of war. Substitution of heirs of 
deceased co-defendants who owing to Hindu and 1\Iuslim laws of co-partnery 
are very numerous. 

Remedies. 

1\Iuch might be done if judicial officers would admit that "Justice delayed 
is justice denied " and not seek to justify acquiescence in every application 
for delay reasonable or unreasonable on the alleged ground that "Tardy 
justice is better than speedy injust.ice." Only, and this is very important, 
the action of the judiciary should be regular and methodical and not 
spasmodic. 

Some officers when a case has been long on the file dismiss withou$ 
warning as lightheartedly as they had previously adjourned. Result: review• 
and appeals .. 
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4. I do not think that any alteration in the method of recruitment will 
•change human nature or secure the selection of a superior type of appointee. 

A competitive examination is no test of character. 
5. I am of opinion that district munsifs on appointment should be posted 

-to a headquarters station and be pu~ through a course of training under 
the district judge before being given an independent charge, just as assistant 
magistrates are trained under the district magistrate in the various branches 
-of their work. 

Munsi£; on appointment have usually had little or no practice and are 
entirely ignorant of procedure and departmental work and receive no preli
minary training .. This places them very much in' the hands of the. peshkar 
and the Bar. 

6. So far as may be possible judicial officers should remain unmoved for 
not less than a or more than 5 years. 

Frequent transfers tempt, offi~ers to show ·a good file of disposals by 
·evading the trial of cases likely to be lengthy. . 

7. Standard of efficiency can in my opinion only be maintained by effective 
supervision. 

Local conditions and cases vaTy so much that no standard can be prescribed. 
10. District munsifs in Beng.al have already more work than they can 

deal with. .Any enhancement of juTisdiction without increase of cadre would 
further increase the congestion. 

67. Yes. Such applications are usually instituted for the purpose of 
retaining possession and usufruct of property attached or !jOld, as long as 
possible. ' 

Many applications and appeals would be' avoided if the court took pos
session pending decision o"f an appeal of application to stay proceedings. 

m. 
Ths tradition and tendency of the East is opposed to prompt action. 

There are 4 parties concerned in every suit. The court, the litigants, 
'the pleaders and the court officers. 

1. In the lower courts (munsifs) the arrears in most districts are so 
heavy that many months elapse after institution before a suit comes to the 
top of the list for hearing. 

This primary delay is inevitable and in the present financial stringenci 
there seems to be. little hope of improvement. 

2. In the higher mofussil courts, the district and sessions judge is in 
most districts in Bengal so fully occupied with criminal sessions and admi
nistrative duties that he has little time left to devote to personal participa
tion in or supervision of the civil litigation in his district. These delays 
leau to further delays as the pleaders are so accustomed to expect that a 
case will not be taken up on the first or second date of hearing that they 
are never prepared until convinced that the court will allow po further • 

.adjournments. . 
The court can and sometimes but rarely does check this to some extent 

by insisting that all documents relied on by the plaintiff be filed with the 
plaint and that any fu~ther documentary evidence required owing ~o .new 
issues raised in the wntten statement of the defendant be filed w1thm a 
limited specified time. 

Also by refusing adjournments unless adequate reason is shown. 

Frequently when a senior pleader in large practice is briefed, he finds 
that l;e is otherwise ~ngaged. an.d exhausts all possible. means .of sec~ ring 
further time-a proceauro wh1ch 1s, of course, often read1ly acquiesced m by 
his cli~n,. 
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3. Another principal cause of delay is the very large number of co-defen
dants due to the Hindu and ;1\fussalman Law of family co-partnership and 
the necessity of substitution of heirs when one of 'these dies during the· 
pendency of the proceedings either original or in execution. 

Owing to this difficulty of representatives, cases are not infrequent in. 
which all progress becomes impossible. 

4. As regards 3, a remedy might reasonably be found in a legislative 
change in the representation of joint families, especially in rent suits and 
money suits of small value, which constitute a very large number of the. 
civil litigation of the country. 

5. The importance of a suit cannot always be gauged by its monetary 
value. Thus a case involving intricate points of law may have to be insti
tuted in a court of :first instance where the standard of legal knowledge is. 
low and this results in subsequent appeals and complications. 

6. Litigants are themselves responsible• for many delays. The parties or 
their agents are often ignorant and careless and apply for adjournments to· 
retrieve their own laches. Not infrequently adjournments may be applied 
for in order to delay settlement or even for the express purpose of harassing 
the opposite party. An overworked justiciary too readily accepts any pro
posal for adjournment unless the case has been sa long on the :file as to be 
likely to attract the attention of higher authorities. 

The Bar has become so accustomed to expect acquiescence from the Bench 
that an officer who tries to check this tendency is branded at once as whim-
sical or arbitrary. 

7. Execution.-Long delay in execution is perhaps the worst blot on the 
present legal system. The causes for this lie mainly not in the court but 
in the machinery behind it. The presiding officer in all courts is constantly· 
changed but the ministerial staff is a permanent institution indifferently 
paid subject to a minimum of supervision. 

A clerk once appointed in the process depar9flent probably remains till" 
death or superannuation without hope of promotion or fear of dismissal so 
long as he performs the minimum of work which will protect him from 
attracting censure from his superiors. 

If in individual cases he is prepared to accelerate or retard a particular 
process for a pecuniary consideration, public opinion does not condemn him. 
He is fully protected by the powerful influence of " dustoor." 

8. For the service of summonses, notices, proclamations, etc., both court 
and litigants are dependant on the honesty and diligence of a large and 
poorly paid staff of peons. The great majority of petty civil suits are· 
decreed ex parte and are uncontested. It is only in contested suits that 
the weakness of this organisation is revealed. The return of service may be 
made without actual service having been delivered and if sufficiently tempted 
or as he considers insufficiently rewarded the peon may return the process 
unserved alleging that an identifier was not supplied by the party or some 
such plausible excuse. 

Application bas then to be made for fresh process. Here again the diffi
.culty is chiefly financial. 

Possibly an improvement might be made by a rule that execution pro. 
cesses in contested suits must be served by a nazir of the court. This 
would, of course, entail some extra expenditure to litigants but would pro
bably be economical in the long run. 

Mr4 C. J. MACKAY called and examined on Wednesday, the 
6th February 1924. 

Chairman.-From the point of view of a large zemindar's office, you have· 
a good deal of experience, I think, of the lower courts in Bengal. 



lllr. liiackay.-A. Yes, Sir. 

,., 
• 

Q. And what is your experience about Bihar? 
A. l\Iy e:x;,verience is entirely of Northern India, United Provinces, Ben~al 

and Assam. Before going any further, I should like to make, since readmg; 
the Government Resolution, one or two extra observations. I had not seen 
that when I submitted my original note. 

Q. I notice that you say the court, the litigants, the pleaders and th& 
court staff form the parties in a suit. I take it that the majority of thfl 
cases with which ypu have been concerned are rent suits. 

A. Yes, a large majority. 
Q. I take it that, under the Bengal Tenancy Act, some suits· were not 

merely for rents. 
A. That is so. 
Q. But a great many of the suits were actually to recover rents. 
A. Yes. Pliflctically all of them. 
Q. Wbat is your own experience during recent years? Have the munsifs

got more work? 
A. So far as my experience goes, I think every munsi~ has got maro 

work than he can manage. They are always in arrears. . · · 
Q. That fact you would record as a primary cause of delay in Bengal. 
A. Yes, so far as original cases are concerned. 
Q. Of course, that is a question as to which this Committee is not em

powered to make effective recommendation. 
A. So I see in the Resolution. 
Q. In your opinion any consideration that left that factor out altogether 

would be ignoring the main cause. Does it P 
A. Yes, because I think it leads indirectly to other delays. The fact that 

there is a large file waiting to be heard makes the munsif very lenient in. 
granting adjournments. 

Q. Now, have you had considerable experience of higher mofussil courts,. 
the district and sessions judge's court, for example P 

A. Well, so far as my experience goes, the district and sessions judge· 
hardly ever hears a civil suit. He i~ so employed on criminal sessions and 
administrative work that all civil suits are heard by sub-judges without. 
exception. I have had very few cases that have ever been taken up by the 
district judge personally. 

Q. In your experience of such cases as the district judge doe~ take up,. 
are they taken up at regular intervals after proper notice, or taken up 
erratically P 

A. Very erratically. 
Q. The reason being, his sessions work constantly interrupts civil workP 

• A. Yes. 
Q. Now, as regards munsifs' courts in partic;:Jilar, what has been your 

experience in recent years as regards adjournments of cases P 

A. Well, I think that the general opinion of both munsifs and the vast 
body of their countrymen is to keep the train waiting for the passengers 
and not to compel the passengers to catch the train, in order that not eve::a 
one passenger might miss the train. That is the opinion expressed by 
Mr. Ramesam of 1\Iadras, and the opinion of India. 

Q. Would you admit that the appointment of dates of cases should ~ 
more regularly and strictly adhered toP 

A. Certainly. , 
Q. I see you note that the large number of co-defendants due to the 

fnmily system of this country makes it very difficult to achieve expedition_ 
Hav.- you considered what can be done to cope with this complication? 
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.&. The _position is this. According to my experience some thirty-four 
,-ears ago notices were served on the &enior member of the family or the 
.member who was the managing member and cases ~re heard on the day for 
which they were fixed. Now since 1885 a large number of co-sharers were 
'brought upon the record as having shares in the tenancies. Especially in the 
{:aSe of Mohammedans there will not be less than forty, fifty or even sixty 
co-sharers in a holding of ten rupees only. You cannot be able to serve 
summonses on all of them and very often you cannot ascertain many of 
-them. After the case has been heard someone crops up and says : " I am a 
co-sharer." The delay is caused by this question of co-sharers. I would sug
gest alteration of the law in this respect so that the tenants resident on the 
holdin~ .and those deali.ng with the landlord should be considered as repre
sentatives and that notices served on them should be taken as notices served 
on the family.. There will be no injustice or hardship. 

Q. In Beng~l th~re is a great difference under the Bengal Tenancy Act 
between what Is stnctly only a money decree and a decree which is taken 
as a rent decree? 

A. Yes. In -certain cases a rent decree becomes a money decree. In 
money decree you cannot attach the immovable property. You can attach 
.a share or the movable property only. 

Q. In a rent decree you can sell the holding as a holding? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Execution problem is considerably lessened? 
."A. Yes, Sir, very considerably lessened. 
Q. You have considerable experience, I take it, of the quality of the 

:legal practitioners in the lower courts? 
A. I have, Sir. 
Q. Do you think there has been substantial improvement in recent years? 
A. I·thirik the standard as regards the men at the local bar has improved, 

but one must remember that in agricultural cases what the agricultural 
tenant looks to is the cheapness, and the competition being very hard many 
practitioners accept very small fee, and in some cases no fee at all. l\Iany 
of them are really incompetent. 

Q. Can you tell us whether the practice ia to charge one fee for the case 
cr charge fees according to time? 

A. I think in most cases it is a daily fee. 
Q. In your opinion the delays in civil suits in the lower courts are due 

largely to the litigants themselves as distinct from court, pleaders or wit
ness P • 

A. 'Veil, Sir, roughly speaking, in seventy or eighty per cent. of cases 
delays are due to the. convenience of the pleaders. In considerable number 
of cases witnesses are also not available and adjournments cannot be avoided. 
But I do ·not think it counts for a majority. 

Q. I see "'our views on the question of ministerial staff of the co:1rt . 
.Now would you be good enough to explain exactly what you complain of? 

A. After passing the decree the execution i~ p~actically left in t~e hands 
.of the ministerial staff. Courts take no part m It at all, and I thmk that 
improvement should be mad~ i~ point of tim? ~y a s~ricter supervision. by 
the presiding officer and by ms1sting upon a hmit of time for the execution 
of processes, and a written report m~de to. the." presiding ~ffice~ who will 
enquire why the processes have not 1ssuea m t1me. He Will himself also 
make his report giving his reasons for the del~y and that. should go to the 
'higher authority, to the judge or some other higher authonty, so that there 
might be constant check over the long long delays. At present nobody 
worries about it, nobody hears of it and it is left to drift. 

~). Nt>w, for purposes of better 'supervision what about a delay statement? 
A. Such already exist in the original courts. 

•Q. For the purpose of checking officers in execution work? 
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A. Yes, at present there is practically no check. 
Q. Now I see you say that once the staff in the process department is. 

appointed, it remains for a very long time without any hope of pro:aotionp · 
f9ar of dismissal, etc. Do you think that anything could be done by oor.ng
ing the office staff of the court P 

A. Well that is really a question which some official witness will be better 
able to answer than I can, because I have no personal experience of tile. 
working of the ministerial staff. I am speaking from the point of view of 
the toad beneath the harrow .. 

Q. Have you any definite reason, in your experience, to say whether 
persons who carry out executions are successfully bribed to a la:rge .extent,. 
induced, for instance, not to carry out their duties? 

A. Well, I think, considering their pay, and the class from which they 
are recruited, one might expect a good deal more .. 

Q. When you have been plaintiff, had you constantly processes returned. 
without being served P · · 

A. Very frequently. I made a remark of that in my second note. 
Q. And !_suppose to remedy that, a. good many fundamental changes are

required which this Committee cannot hope to see. 
A. I am afraid, Sir, the difficulty really is to bring to book any default

ing peon. A few years ago I was able to bring to book a. defaulting peon. 
for a deliberate non-service of summons. I prosecuted him. The whole of 
the ministerial staff approached me and begged me to withdraw the prosecu
tion on the ground that the peon was a. Brahmin, a poor man, etc., and finally 
even the trying officer wrote_ a. letter to me sayinl!', whether I will not see my 
way to punishing the peon leniently. So, the whole public opinion is with 
him. 

Q. You make a suggestion that.•execution processes might be served by a 
nazir of the court. · · 

A. Yes, in certain circumstances. No doubt the service by a. nazir is. 
looked upon much more seriously and much more effectively than service
by a. peon. There again the course is expensive, 

Q. I see that you make certain suggestions for the limiting of the right. 
11f appeal on the linas of Section 153. 

A. I think, Sir, something might be done on those lines. 
Q. I see you suggest Rs. 500 as the non-appealable limit in the case of 

app.eals from district judges and district munsifs • 
.4 .• Yes, provided there is no other issue in the case, except money. 
Q. You are speaking now about purely rent suits. 
A. Yes. The present limit is Rs. 100 and I think it may be raised t<> 

Rs. 500 and Rs. 50 might be raised to Rs. 200. 
?.. "nat do you say as regards the right of second appeal ·in such cases? 

no you think it might be curtailed? 
A. It would be a very good thing if it could be. The popular opinion i~ 

very much opposed to second appeal. . 
J!r. Ju.~tice Stuart. Q. What are tho districts you work in?. 
A. At present I have to work with courts of eighteen districts of Bengal 

and Bihar, mostly Bengal. I was resident in Bihar for a number of years. 
Q. In the l)nited Provinces also? 
A. In Cawnpore, I was in a. business firm there concerned with Eemindars. 
Q. Do you think in subordinate courts things are worse from the point of 

ricw of delay. 

A. 'C'ndoubtedly. 
Q. I am given to understand that the execution is done in Bengal by 

process-servers. 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Are thQ!I~ men better now that their pay has been raised? They used 
"io get ridiculous amounts. Now I think they get.sixteen rupees. 

(. ! do not think the increase of pay has made any appreciable improve
•ment. 

Q. How does their pay compare with that of pankha coolies or syces P 
A. I think a syce gets more in some cases. The process-server in the court 

ris now well paid but not better than a postal peon who gets about thirty-six 
rupees. They are both recruited from the same class. 

Q. Do you think it would be better to place these men under the super
vision of someone superior to the ordinary clerk, whose sole business would be 

tto Ioo~ after them P 
A. Provided you get a. suitable man. · 
Q. Supervision must be provided and one who supervises should be put 

-on supervising work and nothing else? 
A .• That should be so. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. With regard to the service of processes or sum

•monses do you think the use of post offices would minimise our difficulty? 
A .• Not to any grE:at extent. I do not think the service o{ summonses by 

·registered post, where it has been tried, has proved very successsful, because 
·when a peon or process server is sent to the village he has a better chance 
t~f getting it served than by sending it by post. I think it will result in 
'hardship as well, because when the process is sent back the case will start 
ex parte. The peon should himself be respoiJsible for the proper service of 
the summonses and he can always in several villages get the assistance of 

·the panchayat. The identifier supplied by the litigant is generally a farce. 
Q. Do you think that the employment of headman or village officer would 

"be useful? 
.4.. They do not exist. They used to be in the old days. There is no 

~illage officer now except the new village unions. 
Q. Do you think employment of the village union for purpose of serving 

·summons would conduce to the summonses being properly served? 

A. If you send five hundred processes to the village union asking it to 
-serve them they will never be served at all. 

Q. If the plaintiff is asked to file with the plaint a copy of an acknow
ledgment from the defendant that the plaint has been served on him, do you 
-think it will be practicable? 

A .• I do not think it will be practicable. . 

Q. You think there would be room for fraud? 

A .• I think so undoubtedly. 

Q. In the subordinate courts there are many proceedings like claim petJ
~ions, petitions for removing obstruction to delivery of possession. Do you 
think the more extended use of affidavits would be conducive to less time 
·than now being spent in these enquiries? 

A. No, I don't think so. 

Q. You said that in SO per cent. of the cases before munsifs, sub-judges 
and judges, delays were due to a desire to suit the convenience of pleaders. 
May I put it to you that the courts in such cases are willing to grant an 
sdjournment because they could not get on with the work posted? 

A .• They calculate on the adjournment being given. In fact the first 
·three days of h~ring nobody is worrying about the witnesses at all. 

Q. The pleaJ.ers know that the case would not be heard on account of 
·the heavy postings on each day? 

A. Yes, at the first instance. 

Q. The munsif could never get through the cases!' 
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A .• When you get past that stage, when it is really getting up at the 
-top of the hearing list then the court suddenly declares its intention of taking 
~P the case, and the pleaders are not ready. Then they apply for adjourn
ment. 

Q. Is it on account of the pleaders' default, or on account of the conges
-tion? 

A. I thin~ largely on account of the congestion. 
Q. With regard to sales held in court, is it your opinion that appliea.-

.t1ons for setting at~ide sales are filed on flimsy grounds? 
A. Yes, very often to get ;more time. ' 
Q. How would you minimise t}latP 
A. One suggestion I made was that a great deal of such delay could be 

avoided provided the court does not admit it lightly. Secondly it might 
be ordered that the objector to a sale should deposit the money. 

Q. There is a provision in the Civil Procedure Code which lays down thAt 
the money should be deposited at once. · 
. A. Yes, the money in full. If the judgment-debtor admits the liability 

-then there is no delay. He deposits the money and gets satisfied. But he 
does not admit it and he wants to delay payment. He can do that by puttin~ 
in a frivolous petition to set aside the sale. 

Jlr. Justice Stuart. Q. Is .that not the Bengal Act. 
A. Yes, under the Bengal Act. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. There is no other way of avoiding this difficulty? 
A .• I do not know. I cannot think of any other way except insisting 

·upon a deposit. , 
Q. It has been suggested by somebody that the provision to have sales set 

aside in execution should be al~ether taken away. What do you think of 
-that suggestion? 

A. No, I think it would not be right, because objections to sales do arise 
in genuine cases. · 

Q. You spoke about members of Hindu families, members of Musalman 
·families, and co-sharers being represented by somebody for the purposes of 
·summons. Will it do to ask the members of the Hindu family or members 
of the l\Iusalman family to give the name of the accrenited manager and 

·have it registered P " 
A. Undoubtedly it would be more effect1ve if they have to register th9ir 

·representative. 
Q. If it is desirable, is it possible P 
.4.. Well, I suggested once to the Bengal Government and they were 

inclined to think it was not possible. That is a matter for the Legislature. 
Q. When a suit is taken up for first hearing, the issues are drafted and 

put in court by both parties. 
A. Well it actually comes to that. 

Q. Have you any experience of cases in which issues are so put in? 

A. I think that is a question you better ask a lawyer. I lilhould not 
·commit myself. • 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. From the fact that you have experience of 18 courts in 
Bengal and Bihar, I presume· you know the methods of work of subordinate 
judges. "\\'bat is your experience? How many hours do the munsifs and 
sub-judges sit in court. 

A. I think, perhaps you misunderstood what I have said. I have cases 
in 18 districts of Bengal, and Bihar, but I do not attend the courts per
sonally. I attend very rarely indeed. However, so far as my information 
goes, the munsifs and sub-judges of Bengal are very hard worked, more than 
you can expect them to work. They sit for about 5 hours in court. It is 
:not their fault they never get through the file. 
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Q. You have told us that a good deal of the delays, 70 to 80 per cent.~ 
are due to the convenience of pleaders, partly because you say that they· 
hav~:~ work in other courts. Have you ever come across a system where: 
pleaders work in a firm (it is understood such a system exists in Karachi) 

and that no adjournment is granted because the pleaders are engaged in 
other courts? Have you got any system where pleaders work in a firm? 

A. No, for my own part, I have always employed a senior with a junior 
pleader. When the seniors are engaged, the juniors carry out the work. 

Q. If there is such a firm, a good deaJ of the delay can be avoided? 
:.4.. I think if the courts refuse t.o accept as a reason flimsy argumentd for 

aujournment, a good deal of the delay might be avoided. 
Q. Would you object to your junior working for you when the senior is 

engaged elsewhere? 
A. It depends upon the importance of the case. Ordinarily speaking I 

sha~ not. In a very important case, I might. It might be very important 
for th..., senior to attend the court in order to follow the arguments and 
conclusion of an important case. In an ordinary case, I should not obje~ 
~~ .. 

Q. You speak of the di:otrict judges as being so engrossed ·with their own 
duty that they cannot effectively supervise the work in subordinate courts • 
.Are you aware of any districts or any province where there is the system of 
giving the district judge a registrar to carry on the work of supervision? 

A. I have no experience. Th~t is on the lines of the suggestion made 
by the Hon'ble 1\Ir. Justice Stuart. I agree with the view. 

Q. You say that a great deal of time oon be saved if the nazir was made 
to serve the procei>s? 

A. More especially attachment notices. 
Q. What sort of men serve at-tachment notices in Bengal? 
"d.. 'i'he ordinary peon. 
~- Superior grade or inferior grade? 
A. The same man. 
lllr. Liddell.-Nazirs' favourite peons get always the attachment processes. 

Tha, remain .20 or SO days in a rlace, and live on the fat of the·land. 
Cir.airman.-Q. What do you think of the Bengal system? 
A. All the notices are served by the same peon. There is no superior 

class of bailiffs. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Is it usual for the munsif to examine the defendant and 

the plaintiff before the settlement of issues? 
A. I think the plaintiff is first examined nnd then lawyers on. both the 

sides discuss and argue and come to some .agreement as to the tnal of the 
case. 

'-- Mr. Ghose.-Q. You complain of delay in respect of rent suits. Do not 
you know that in a munsif's court in the month of April nearly three to 
four thouSand cases are filed? 

.4 .. Yes, of course in the month of Baisakh. Very large number on 
account of closing of the year. 

Q. According to a High Court circular .order all these c-ases have to be 
disposed of within a period of 6ix months. Can an officer avoid fixing many 
cases for a day? ' 

:.4.. He cannot. 

~. Wb.e:o. he is engaged in a case he cannot take up another case. Can 
ne properly reject any petition even of a frivolous nature? 

~. He has got to pass that over. 

Q. Do :vou not think that the judicial officers have more work than they 
can properly manage'P . 
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~- That is so. 
Q. Is not every order in the execution case put up to the judge fot· 

signature? 
~.Yes. 
Q. If the process fee is not paid when the execution petition to 

made bv the decree-holder, it has to be adjourned and if nothing is dono 
by the ·party within the time allowed by the court the case is dismissed. Is 
not this the procedure that is followed by the courts? 

.A. Yes. 
Q. Is not every important petition put up to the judge? 
~.Yes. 
Q. When the processes are issued by the courts the decree-holder has got 

to identify the judgment-debtor as also the land. . If the peon refuses to 
serve the process notwithstanding that his man accompanies him and is 
willing to Identify the judgment-debtor, is it brought to the notice of the 
presiding judge? 

A. Such matters are seldom brought to the notice of the presiding judge. 
· Q. Has the presiding judge any alternative other than the initiation of 

proceedings for the proseC'ution of the peon when such matters are brought 
to his notice formally? 

A. No,'I do not think so. 
Q. You say seventy or eighty per cent. of the C'auses of delay are due 

to the pleaders' convenience. Do you suggest thereby that the presiding 
judge accommodates pleaders unreasonably? 

~. I do not think he hardens his heart very often. He has got a loi 
of other cases. He does not worry about it. 

Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q, And certainly in such cases where a 
senior man has got to be taken, "the senior man can take up cases accord
ing to his own convenienC'e. His acceptance of or taking 8. case depends 
on his being able to attend on that particular day. 

A. Yes. That very seldom happens in ordinary cases-in title cases and 
miscellaneous cases. 

Q. In your estate the majority of cases is practically rent suits. There 
is practically no title suits involving complicated question? 

:A. Well, they are very few. 
Q. Now with regard to these cases, is it not generally the ~4. that 

various postponements are required on account of papers not having been 
found in time .. On account of collection papers and other papers not having 
been found in time adjournments have been asked for in many cases. 

A. That is so in many cases because they are not kept in order. 
Q. Now is has so happened that on account of collection papers not having 

been filed in time, lot of evidence has to be adduced to prove· their genuine
ness. 

:A,. Yes, in many cases. 
Q. You had some trouble in connection with papers not having been filed 

in time. 
~.Yes. 
Q. In your estate, in ordinary cases, there is not much difficulty in getting 

ex-pa.rte decrees a;; soon as you desire, in cases in which there is no contest; •. 
A. I think no difficulty within six months. 
Q. Do you consider in case of rent suits, if the recorded tenant is taken 

to be the representative of the whole body of tenants, that will facilitate 
matters and save much delay?' 

A. Very much. 
Q. It would avoid much delay if the procedure were to serve a general 

notice inviting the representatives. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And also subsequent proceedings-when one of the men turning up 

and saying that he is not bound by the proceedings • 
.A. Yes, that is why I suggest representation. 
Q. With regard to setting aside the sale, I think your suggestion is that 

if there is a decree for a large sum, you would require the judgment-debtor 
«> pay the entire amount of the deCTee. If the conditions Were to aeposit 
only the amount of sale would not that facilitate matters? 

A. Instead of depositing the entire amount of the decree, you mean the 
defendant should be entitled to deposit only the amount of the sale, the 
amoun~ fetched at the auction sale, instead of the amount of the decree. 

Q. Yes, the judgment-debtor should be bound to pay that amount onlv 
before he applies for setting aside the sale. • 

A. It is not a solution which I have considered. I think it might possibly 
tead to some other complication. 

Chairman.-Q. "\\"hat you suggest is that it would be entirely hard to 
reject an application to set aside the sale unless he puts do~ the whole· 
amount of the decree. 

A. I think it is a possible solution. 
Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q. In the majority of cases are the applica

tions for setting aside sale only to get time? 
A. In the majority of cases it is so. The procedure you suggest would, 

to some extent, stop that. 
Q. Could you tell us how many rent suits were instituted in the year 1922: 

in your estate? 
A. Roughly about 2,000. 

· Q. How many have been decreed? 
A. Practically all of them have been decreed. 
Q. Have all been satisfied? 
A. Very few. But the majority have been generally satisfied in some way 

or oilier. · 
Q. Is the satisfaction in every case reported to the court? 
A. No, that is a point I mentioned in my note, about the misleading 

nature of the statistics of infructuous decrees. I said that there are three· 
categories ·under which infructuous decrees come. 

Q. With regard ·to the satisfaction out of court, which are not certified, I~ 
think that is due to the confidence of the judgment-debtor in the landlords. 

A. The judgment-debtor does not worry at all about going to court. 
Mr. Liddell.-Q. In other provinces where you have been, have you any 

experience of rent suits tried by revenue officers? 
:.t. No. · 
Q. With your experience would you give us a reasonable time by which 

you expect one of your own rent suits to go through? 
A. Well, if pushed through and you keep your men constantly worrying 

about it, you might expect _to get satisfaction in about 13 to 16 months. · 

Q. Would you call that a reasonable time? 
A. I do not think you can get improvement on that. 
Q. You would like to see an improvement, but at present you do not 

e.toect. 
·A. Some expedition might be made in execution.· 

Q. In the execution department, I take it from what J"<'U said, if you got 
a little loose money with you when you go to see the execution staff, the 
execution can be speeded up. 

A. "\\'ell, you must remember that it is not looked upon as dishonesty. 
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Q. But do you think that section 161 of the Penal Code would not apply? 
A. I do not say so. 
Dr. DeBouza.-Q. In what province have you any experience of your rent 

suits being tried by revenue officers? 
A. Xo. I have no experience. 
J!r. Liddell.-You are fairly well organised. I want to know why the 

.adjournments are given for the convenienC'e of pleaders. Do you think your 
pleaders represent or do they tell you that there is no chance of the case being 
taken up? 

A. My pleader is fully instructed before the case is filed.· I supply all 
·evidence that is required and then I ask him to let me know definitely when 
the witnesses are to be heard. 

Q. Then you anticipate from your experience that there is a considerable 
delay in the party instructing the pleaders? 

A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. In connection with your being organised, I .take it that you retain 

·pleaders. You have as many as five or six pleaders. You have in your 
vak.alatnama empowered all the five. 'Vhere the court is ready to take up 
a· case you have first pleader, second pleader and so on to attend. Is it not 
·done? 

A. I think as far as my own pleaders are concerned they do not oppose 
.any adjournment because they might have another case in which they ciight 
get more concession. They always telt me and I suggest to them to oppose 
any further adjournments; but they say "let us not antagonise the court." 

Q. You spoke of the standard of efficiency of the bar. You have long 
·experience; and looking back over that do you think that defences which are 
now put up are becoming ingenious to the point of obstruction P Did you 
find that the tenant is becoming more ingenious in putting up objection P 

A. No. I do not think thail.\he tenant is becoming more ingenious. 
'There are two classes-the commercial class, their anxiety is to settle the 
case. Then there is agricultural class. They have an entirely different 
point of view. They do not want to be in hurry. 

Q. How much do you realise from the decrees in the course of the year? 
A. About one lakh to two lakhs. 
Q. In the case of rent decrees- how many of these are infructuous. 
A. 1\Ioney decree is almost entirely infructuous because no separate :uro

.perty is generally available which can be attached.· Most of my debtors are 
of the agticultural class. · 

Chairman.-Would you have rent suits tried by any other tribunal? 
A. I do not think we have anything to complain against tribunals. 

The munsif of Bengal is a very good judicial officer_ I do not know of any 
·other agency which you can expect to be equally good. 

Babu JITENDRA PRAS~ CHATIERJEE, Sub-Judge, Howrah. 

lTritten Statement. 

I. 

The following suggestions may reduce the duration of cases without 
-entailing any additional cost:-

1. 1\Iuch time may be saved if evidence be recorded by stenographer at 
the dictation of the presiding officer$... and if those officers be permitted. to 
dictate their judgments. Shorthand knowing clerks are now easily available 
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and those already in service may be directed to learn shorthand writing. 
If this system be introduced the judges will certainly be· able to dispose o£ 
a greater number of suits within the prescribed. time. · 

2. Guardians of minor defendants cannot now be appointed without the 
consent in writing of the proposed guardian. Order 32, Rul~ 4, Clause (3) 
lays down that no person shall without his consent be appointed guardian 
for the suit. If the proposed guardian does not give such consent the court 
has to appoint a third person, usually a pleader as guardian. if the said 
provision in the law be changed it will be possible to make suits ready for 
hearing earlier. Where there is a certificated guardian, such guardian 
should, as a rule, be appointed guardian for the suit, where there is no such. 
guardian, notice should be served on the natural guardian of the minor for 
appointing him guardian for the suit; if there be no objection on his part 
he should be appointed guardian for the suit and in case he objects a third 
person should be appointed. Consent of the proposed guardian should be
presumed if he does not object and the guardian appointed. If this proce-
dure be followed much time will be saved. 

3. In suits for recovery of money if the defendant wants to set aside 
an ex parte decree his application should not be entertained unless he deposits 
the decretal money in court or gives security to the satisfaction of the
court for payment of that money. In such suits no appeal by defendant 
should be entertained unless the decretal money is deposited or security 
given. Where cost is allowed to tbe winning party no appeal against the 
decision in any suit should be entertained unless the same is deposited in 
court or security given. If any such provision in the law be made much 
delay and harassment of the decree-holder may be avoided. 

4. Many applications for execution are infructuous because they 
are instituted only to save limitation and give a fresh starting 
point of three years under Article 182 of the Limitation Act. ll 
the period of limitation be changed and it be made six years there will 
be considerable decrease in the number of such execution· cases. 

5. Appeal against preliminary decrees and interlocutory orders is one· 
of the causes of the delay, in the final disposal of suits. The period of 
limitation for filing such appeals in the High Court should be one instead: 

. of three months as means of communication have now much improved and 
rules should be made for the early hearing of these appeals. 

6. The present system of service of processes is partly responsible for 
the delay in the disposal of suits. I would like to substitute for it sen·ice· 
by registered post and also service by local agencies. The village administra-
tion provided by Act 3 of 1892, sections 5, 6 and 7 may be usefully utilised 
for this purpose, the affidavit of the serving peon should be accepted as 
sufficient proof of the service until its correctness is questioned. 

6A. The joint family system prevailing amongst Hindus governed by the 
1\Iitakshara Law frequently causes delay in the disposal of suits. In suits. 
by and against joint families governed by the )!itakshara Law complica
tions do not arise by death because the survivor would represent the joint 
family. The difficulty arises only in case of births after suit. This diffi
culty will be sufficiently and safely met by a prov-ision that members born 
after suit will ba deemed to be represented by those already on record 
but the guardians of any such minors will have a right to apply to conrt 
and be made a party. In case of death of a party proclamation in rnofmsil 
and after substitution of the names of the heirs known to plaintiff, with 
a provision that the absent members will be bound thereby unless they appearr 
will obviate the difficulty of getting the names of all legal heirs for 
substitution. 

7,. Delay in some ('ases occurs for non-payment of process fees in due 
time. Rules should be made for payment of pro('ess fee and filing of written 
processes when the plaint or the memorandum of appeal is filed and so
long as this is not done no plaint or appeal should be admitted. 
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8. 1\Iuch time may be saved by the strict observance of the provisions 
-of Order 12, Rule . If by admissions it does not become necessary to 
adduce evidence for proving documents and some facts the duration of cases 
will be reduced. 

9. Delay in judicial work is sometimes due to want of method among the 
young judges. They should be kept as probationers for a reasonable time and 
be given training in judicial work. ' 

10. Munsifs of ten years' standing should in suits for money and move
ables be made the final judges of fact when the value of the sub.iect matter 
does not exceed Rs. 250. Sub-judges should also be made final judges of 
fact in such suits when the value of the subject matter does not exceed 
Rs. 1,000. All such suits above the value of Rs. 250 should be instituted in 
the sub-judges' court. 

11. The delay is mainly rlue to the fact that the judges have to do 
more than they can cope with. 

12. Much time is taken by parties is filing deficit court-fees on plaints. 
A limit not exceeding 15 days should be fixed for this purpose. · 

13. As regards the question of champerty, no E!nactment is necessary at 
.. present. · 

14. Order 21, Rule 2 (applications by judgment-debtors for payments out 
·of cour~ or for adjustment to be certified). Orders of munsifs exercising 
·small cause court powers in suits up to Rs. 100 and sub-judges on such 
applications when the payment does not ex.ceed Rs. 100 in one case· and 
Rs. 500 in the other should be final. Such courts when exercising powers 
<>f a small cause court judge pass final orders in such cases and there is 
no reason why the same procedure should not apply in the case of regular 
1>uits. This will reduce the number of appeals. 

15. It very often happens that objections to execution of decrees under 
.section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code are preferred at the very last possible 
opportunity-sometimes when th~ auction sale is about to begin. The wide 
1atitude afforded in the existing law and practice for the preference of sUJCh 
.Qbjections gives rise to numerous frivolous and vexatious objections and 
'<'onsequent delay in the final disposal of the execution case~. I would suggest 
that a time-limit of 15 days should be fixed within which such ob.iections 
may be preferred and entertainPd-tbe limit to be calculated from the date 
-of the judgment-debtor's kno\t"ledge of the execution proceedings, In order 
to fix such date the issue and service of notice in all execution cases 
[and not simply in case of execution of one year old decrees provided by 
·Order XXI, Rule 22, clause (1) (a)] should be insisted on. Such service 
of notice will have another good aspect; it will prevent a false creditor 
•to get at the doors of an innocent judgment-debtor with process of arrest 
:and attachment of moveables. 

16. To reduce the duration of execution cases, I would like to have the 
writ of attachment under Order XXI, Rule 54, and the sale proclamation 
under Order XXI, Rule 67, issued simultaneously as is done in rent execu
tion cases (and when objections under Order 58, Rule 21, are preferred, fresh 
sale proclamation may be issued, if necess,uy). 

17. Summary proredure may be introduced in suits contemplated by 
~>eetion 128, clause (/), sub-clause (ii) of the Civil Procedure Code. If this 
be done the delay in disposal of suits may be reduced. This procedure 
.-hould not govern suits beh·een landlords and tenants in which there is a 
1Jo11a fide dispute as to the character of the tenancy. 

18. The nciti.ce provided in Rule 66, sub-rule 2, Order XXI, need not 
.'be given if the notiee proposed by me to be given just after the filinO' of the 
•E'Xecution eases be issued. "' 

19. The judgment-debtor in money decrees should not be allowed to 
'tile petition under section 47, Order XXI, Rule 2 and Rule 90 unless the 
ueeretal money is deposited or security be given to the satisfaction of the 
court. 
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n. 
ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

lA (ii) Original Suits. 

(a) Title suits in which local investigation is not necessary should 
ordinarily be disposed of within one year, and in partition and 
account suits preliminary decrees should be passed within on9" 
year. 

(b) Within one year. 

Regular appeals 
·Miscellaneous appeals 
Small. causes 

(iii) Munsifs' courts. 

Title suits 

Money suits 
Rent suits 

B. Three months. 

• Within six months. 
• Within three months. 
... Within three months. 

:Within nine months unless the
local investigation is delayed 
for the land being tinder water._ 

Within six months. 
Four months. 

2. Yes. The rest has been answered last. 

3. This has been answered last. 

4. No alteration in the present method of recruitment of judicial officers 
can speed up the proceedings. Under the present system of administration 
of civil justice in this province, quickness of officers is considered as the 
most important factor at the time of their promotion; this encourages the 
officers to be quick but this defect is often found in the system that quality 
is sacrificed to quantity. Both the number of disposals and the quality of 
work done should be the factors at the time of promotion. Hasty and 
careless judgments are often the causes of iDJCreased litigation. 

I do not think that competitive examination is the best method of 
recruitment as it is often found that officers with academical distinctions 
are not the quickest and best officers of the service. 

5. I think that munsifs should have a training for two years; of this 
period he should spend six months in learning office work and all kinds 
of judicial work wiTh the help of experienced munsifs and sub-judges; 
after this period he should officiate in leave vacancies and when unengaged 
he shoufd be employed in clearing off arrears wherever there is any; greater 
probationary period than six months is not necessary for graduates in law 
with experieDJCe in the bar. 

6 .. Too frequent transfers of judicial officers must impede justice. 
7. There cannot be any hard-and-fast rule about the amount of work to 

be done by an officer. More frequent inspections should be made with 
the object of seeing whether the officers fully utilise their time or not and 
the reports should be considered at the time of their promotion. 

8. The concentration of many civil courts in one place is no doubt res
ponsible for some loss of time in taking up one case after another has been 
:finished. In every station practice is confined to a few pleaders and 
their services are requisitioned in all courts of the station; the courts have
therefore to wait for them. 

9. In Bengal there will not be more speedy and less costly justice by 
changing the jurisdiction of the different classes of courts, inasmuch as 
there is a very small difference of pay between a senior munsif and a junior 
sub-judge. 
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10. At present munsifs have jurisdiction to try original suits up to the· 
value of Rs. 2,000 and small cause suits up to the value of Rs. 250. l 
would not change the jurisdiction. 

11. To a few selected munsifs, powers may be given up to Rs. 4,0()(} 
but it should be considered in this connection that the percentage of sub
judges in Bengal is low compared with other provinces for which already 
there is discontent among the munsifs and if the increase of powers results. 
in the further reduction of sub-judges, this discontent will be accentuated. 

12. (a) 1\Iiscellaneous judicial work may be transferred to sub-judges And 
munsifs on the basis of valuation. 

(b) The district judge has to attend to a large amount of administrative· 
work; at present he, being overworked, has to rely on his serisht~dar for
assistance in this matter; and as the serishtedar is a ministerial officer, 
the district judge has either to devote more time to this work at the ex
pense of judicial work or if he places implicit relia.nce on his serishtedar' for 
saving his time, he makes mistakes which have a prejudicial and demoralis
ing effect upon the entire administration ·of the d-istrict. I would suggest 
that the seniormost munsif or a: sub-judge should be in charge of all· 
matters of administration including nazarat, record-room, and copying 
department subject to the control of the district judge, that" the time· 
devoted by the officer in charge of this work each day should be noted in 
his diary which should be counted as work in his monthly statements; 
otherwise the tendency would be to do as little of administrative work as 
possible.-

I shall mention a recent experience of mine. I am in charge of the 
nazarat of Howrah station and soon after my arrival here in July last I 
found that there was great delay in the issuing of processes from the offices 
and serving thereof from the nazarat and so I introduced distribution of 
processes to peons by lottery the day following they were :filed in court; as 
a result, the parties had not to apf>roach the nazarat for the prompt issue of· 
processes and dishonest parties could not make arrangements with an oblig
ing peon or officer of the nazarat for the suppression of any process. The 
interest of the peons and all persons connected with them was affected and 
various representations were made to the district judge, who took up the 
matter :firmly in hand. The serishtedar, however, put an extraordinary· 
note on my report (which I learnt subsequently from the district judge)· 
which he did not accept and my method of distribution of processes was 
maintained by him and an enquiry was started by him (:M:r. H. C. Liddell) for 
the punishment of the revolting peons who are trying by all means to get 
the rule cancelled. In my experience I rarely found a district judge like· 
him who would study these questions for himself against the obstruction of 
his serishtedar; at this stage we learn that he is about to be transferred 
after his labours in the Civil Justice Committee. I should not conceal that 
if I do not get the same support from the present district judge, the
improvements made by me cannot continu~ If a judicial. officer was in· 
charge, there would not have been any apprehension of the misplacement 
of the fact by the ministerial officers before his successor. 

I would also suggest that a subordinate judge should be appointed as 
an Assistant Registrar, or Deputy Registrar in the High Court whose 
duties should be to examine the work of the subordinate .courts. At present 
the clerks, who have no experience in such niatter, are entrusted with this 
work. The Hon'ble Judge in charge has little time to devote to such 
matters and the Registrar, who is an inexperienced judicial officer, does not
get proper help. 

13. I do not think there would be any objection from the public. Sub
judges and munsifs of certain standing should be invested with such· 
powers. 

14. No. Qualified and impartial men can rarely be available in villages· 
for the trial of civil suits. 
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15. I think that suits to enforce simple mortgages and partnership suits 
cannot be conveniently tried by small cause courts as in such suits intricate 
questions of law and fa.ct are involved. ~ 

16. (a) and (b) Summary procedure may be introduced in suits contem
plated by section 128, clause (/), sub-clause (ii) of the Civil Procedure Code· 
this _procedure should not govern suits between landlords and tenants i~ 
which there is a bona fide dispute as to the character of the tenancy or the 
rate of rent. · 

17. The .sub-registrars, as at present recruited, are not fit to try suits 
contemplated in this question. 

18. Orders of munsifs exercising small cause court powers up to the 
:value of Rs. 100 and of sub-judges on applications by judgment-debtors for 
payments out of court or for adjustments to be certified· under Order 21 
Rule 2, should not be appealable upto the value of Rs. 100 when order~ 
are • passed by munsifs and up to the value of , Rs. 500 when orders are 
-passed by sub-judges. 

· 20. I would not like to restrict second appeals as suggested in this 
·question. 

21. Yes. 
22. In first appeals there is very little practical advantag~ in exerc1smg 

this power &s in very few cases only questions of fact in appeal can be 
~ecided without hearing the respondent and so if this power is exercised 
practically appeals will have to be heard twice. 

23. I accept the suggestion about the deposit of decretal money in this 
-question and the restriction of revisional applications against interlocutory 
orders, which can be questioned in appeal. 

25. Service on defendants should be made through local agen.cy and whea 
it is 'reported by such local officials that the defendant wilfull.} 
-evades service. substituted service should be allowed and in addition regis
tered postcards should be issued. 

If this suggestion be accepted, the provisions of section 106 of the 
'Transfer of ProJ)erty .Act need not be applied to Civil Procedure CoQde. 

26. The forms are not adhered to generally. When the defect is found 
·after the appearance of the defendant costs may be a'l'l·arded to him. 

27. In ~ome cases the provisions of Orders VII and VIII, Civil Procedure 
·Code, are neglected. 

28: Service of notices and summons by registered post should be more 
-extensively used as an additional safeguard but it should not be adopted 
as the substitute for the mode of service laid down in the Civil Procedure 
·Code for then the whole staff of postal peons will be found to be as corrupt 
. .as the civil court peons. 

The village officials should be used for the purpose of serving process 
and the service should be made in the presence of two neighbours of the 
person served with notice who, if literate will sign their names, and if 
illiterate, they should give their names through the pen of others. The 
President Panchayet should be made the commissioner of affidavits and also 
the agent of the court to receive the process and send them back through 
post after service. 

The President should be given a percentage of the process-fee realised 
as remuneration for his labour and also for other incidental charges. The 

·tax-collector or a peon under the President who will sen·e the process will 
· swear the affidavit before the President who will transmit the same to 
-court. 

Where the services of village officials are not available, service of 
•11ummonses and notices on defendants should be entrusted to plaintiffs who 
would get them served and swear affidavit in court through the person who 

·11erved them; in such cases, registered postcard;; should always be served 011 

·.the defendants in addition. 
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29. :Xo. 
30. This is ~nnecessary under the suggestions given in answer to

Question 28 and also the suggestion made in this question does not go to 
the root of the evil. 

31. The parties should be examined at the time of framing issues; this 
is not done and the issues are also not generally framed. by court after 
going through the pleadings, for the heavy work the officers have to cope 
with at present and for their anxiety to show greater disposals. 

At present there is no column in the periodical statements for showing: 
the number of suits in which issues have been settled and the time devoted 
to this work is not taken into account in judging the work done by an 
offker. · 

It is for this reason that the p~ocedure is' generally neglected imd the
offic'€rs utilise the time which might have been devoted to the framing of 
issues to the trial of suits for showing a better outturn of their work.' It: 
is often found that cases, in which issues have been settled, are compromised: 
or disposed of otherwise than on contest and the time spent in framing 
issues in these suits is ultimately found to be of no use; but this should not. 
weigh much if the ~·elfare of the litigants be taken into consideration as it 
would reduce the volume of evidence and the cost of litigation. 

The courts should, therefore, be encouraged to use these provisions ofl 
the code by inserting a column in their periodical statements about the 
number of suits in which issues have been settled by them. · 

32. The provisions of Orders X, XI and XH, Civil Procedure Code, are 
neglected in this province; the principal reason for such neglect is that 
litigants do not, as a rule, understand the advantages of these provisions. 
The remedy seems to be that the courts should encourage the litigants tOt 
avail themselves of these provisions as far as practicable. · 

33. This becomes unnecessary after answer to Queiltion 31 ; steps · for
summoning of witnesses should be taken after settlement of· issues as sug
gested under Question 31. 

34. The provisions of Order 16, Rule 16, clause (i), are not strictly· 
enforced in this province. 

:Xo steps are necessary to compel the attendanca of witnesses who have 
already appeared, as such witnesses usually turn up whenever they are' 
informed that the suit would be taken up for hearing. It is only in rare 
cases that processes are required to compel the attendance of such witnesses. 

35. Unnecessary and avoidable oral evidence is not usually let in, in the' 
courts of this province. 

If the expenses of citing witnesse~ who do not prove relevant facts are· 
not allowed as costs of suits, this will be some check to the citing and· 
examination of a large number of witnesses. 

36. I do not approve of the suggestion of proving claim b:v affidavits in 
cases other than rent suits; if affidavits be allowed in other classes of suits 
it will encourage false claims and corruption in court. 

37. I do not agree with the suggestion. If the courts have discretiom 
to fix a time-limit they will be tempted to ex.clude evidence for showing 
a greater number of disposals which is now the principal factor in judging 
merit. Full latitude should be allowed for the cross-examination of witnesses· 
for eliciting truth; it will prejudice the parties seriously if they are deprived: 
~thdri~~ • 

38. I would not extend the application of Order 37, Civil Procedure Code;. 
to other suits. 

39 (a) In suits by and against families governed by the l\Iitaksara law 
complications do not arise by the death because the survivors would repre
sent the joint family. The difficulty arises only in cases of births after suilt 
This difficulty will be sufficiently and safely met by a provision that memberS' 
born after suit will be deemed to he represented by those already on the! 
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cecord; but the guardians of any such minor will have a right to apply to 
·Court to be made a party. 

(b) In case of death of a party proclamation in mofussil after substitu
tion of the names of heirs known to plaintiff with a provision that the absent 
members would be bound thereby unless they appear will obviate the diffi
culty of getting the names of all the legal heirs for substitution. 

40. The question has been answered under Question 39 (b). 
41. Guardians of minor defendants cannot now be appointed without the 

consent in writing of the proposed guardian. If the proposed guardian does 
not give such consent the court has to appoint a third person, usually a 
pleader, as guardian. If the said provision of the law be changed it will 
be possible to make the suits ready for hearing earlier. Where there is a 
certificated guardian such guardian should as a rule be appointed guardian 
for the- sutt. Where there is no such guardian notice should be served on 
the natural guardian of the minor for appointing him guardian for the suit; 
·if there· be no objection, he should be appointed guardian for the suit and 
in case he objects a third person should be appointed. Consent of the pro
posec;l guardian should be presumed if he does not object after service of 
·notice. 

I do not approve of the suggestion m;de in the second part of the 
·question. 

42. Undue advantage is not taken in this province of the practice of 
·:granting ex parte injunctions and order. 

43. Judgments are not usually lengthy but it is occasionally found that 
young judges write lengthy judgment, paying more attention to the language 
·than to the questions of law and fact involved in the case; this defect will 
'be easily'·remedied by giving them training during the probationary period. 

44. Questions of law going to the root of the case are usually decided 
'first. 

45. Dates of cases which are ripe for hearing are fixed by judges them
selves and dates of other cases are usually fixed by the bench clerk under 
the instructions of the presiding officer. This practice does not lead to delay 
in disposal. 

46. Pleaders are generally consulted in sub-judge's court about the pro
'bable time to be required for the case. In munsif's courts also some idea 
·of the time is taken. 

47. Commissioners should have power to disallow questions and the pro
·priety of disallowing such questions should not be allowed to be challenged 
at the time of trial. 

Written interrogatories should be insisted on when the cross-examining 
·party·will not take a pleader to attend the commission. 

48. No action is necessary; parties come ready when the case is likely to 
be- taken up. 

We award sufficient day-costs to prevent frivolous applications for time. 
49. Suits are tried from day to day in this province. Piecemeal trial is 

·prohibited by High Court's Circular Order No. 51, Chapter 1, Vol. 1. 
50. High Court exercises supervision over district judges to ensure pro

per inspection by the district judge of the lower courts. Notes of inspec
tion should be invariably taken by the district judge personally. It is 
sometimes seen that the serishtedar or other ministerial officer is sent 
previously or accompanies the district judge for taking the notes; this 
practice is very demoralising and should on no account be followed.. It 
lowers the position of the presiding officer and is insulting t? them if a 
l'ninisterial officer be directed to take notes of the work done liy them. 

51. There are very few commercial cases in mofussii. So no rule need 
be made for their expedition. 

53. The principle of Section 21, Civil Procedure Code, should be extended 
.as suggested. 
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54. The powers should be extended. 
55. The modification may be ~ade. 
56. I think the decree-holder should be allowed to oxecute the decree ac 

any time he finds convenient within 12 years. This wiU reduce the number 
()f infructuous applications. 

58. Such an alteration should not be made. It will be putting people 
to unnecessary trouble. 

59. The suggested' change should be made; no separate notice to the 
transferor or the judgment-debtor is necessary where affidavit of the transferor 
to the fact of the transfer is produced. 

60. The court's discretion should not be curtailed. 
61 (a) Notice under Order 21, Rule 22, is not necessary but notice in all 

.cases should be given after application .for execution. 
(b) No, if the above suggestion be accepted. · 
62. Greater discretion should be given to ccrurt as suggested in thia 

question. If a provision be made that there would Le no interim stay in 
money decrees it will work hardship. ' 

63. There is no necessity for giving notice at different stages; one notice 
t~hould be sufficient as suggested in question number 61. · 

64. Writ of ·attachment ·and sale proclamation should issue simultaneously; 
I am not in favour of service of notice on the vakil for the judgment-debtor 
who appeared in the suit as the vakil may not take any interest after 
disposal of the suit. A copy of the sale-proclamation may be sent to the 
judgment-deb~or by registered post with acknowledgment due. 

65. No. 
66 (a) So~tl provisions in the Registration Act should be made laying 

down the procedure for the compulsory granting of encumbran.ce-certificates 
by sub-registrars; such · certific,t.es may be directed to be filed with the · 
plaint. · 

(b) Persons whose names appear in such encumbrance-certificates or th6ir 
·legal representatives should be made parties to mortgage suits and on plain· 
tiff's failure to do so, such suits should be liable to dismissal. 

(c) Only mortgagees and persons holding charges should be allowed to 
plead their rights in the mortgage suits; persons setting up paramount title
should not be made parties in the mortgage suit and if any party takes 
such a plea it should not be investigated in the mortgage suit; such a 
procedure would lead to increased complications and would stand in the 
way of speedy disposal. 

(d) The sales in execution of mortgage decree shall be free of all encum
brances so far as tne parties represented in the suit are concerned. But it 
t~hould not affect the rights of any mortgagees or encumbrance-holder whose 
name might not have been mentioned in the encumbrance-certificate. The 
rights of previous and prior mortgagees should, as suggested; attach only to 
the money in court. 

(e) No time need be given in preliminary decrees· in mortgage suits for 
payment. 

There is no necessity for a final decree in simple mortgage suits. I con· 
.sider it as unnecessary to pass a separate personal decree when the security 
is exhausted. In the decree it should be provided that the decretal money 
would be realised, first by sale of the mortgaged property and if that be 
found insufficient from the person and other .properties of the judgment
debtor. 

67. Delay is caused by stay of execution proceeding by. the appellate 
~ourt, but it cannot be avoided for the interest of the parties. If, however, 
decretal money is deposited or security for the same is furnished, the execu. 
tion case should be struck off. I would not like to invest the appeli10te 
courts to award exemplary compensation. 

c 
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58. A provision should be made that before granting injunction for staying 
execution, the decretal money should be deposited or security for the decretal 

. amount should be furnished as may be directed by court. 
69. 'Fhe present law of insolvency does not unduly stand in the way o~ 

decree-holders getting the fruits of their decree. 
70. Execution proceedings are not frequently delayed by absconding 

judgment-debtors. 
71. Some provisions of the law of evidence lead now to protract trials 

undUly. 
72. I do not think it necessary to retain the provision of calling attesting. 

witnesses for proving mortgage-bonds; mortgage-bonds should not be made 
presumably valid but provision should be made for proving them like other 
documents without the examination of attesting witnesses. 

73. If the parties consent, the court may accept secondary evidence of 
any form without insisting on certified copies. 

74. Period of a:ppeal against preliminary decree and orders to the High 
Courl; should be reduced to one month as means of communication bavt>
now much improved. 

71i. Courts should ha.ve discretion to call for deposit of decretal sums or 
secuiity at any stage from the judgment-debtor or any person who fileso 
objection in delaying the execution or the sale or the delivery of possession of 
the property in execution. 

76. No. 
77. No. 
78. No such difficulty as is stated in the question arises in this province 

in mofussil. I agree that the doctrine of part performance should be
abolished in this country as it is a fruitful source of litigation. 

79. No. 
80. No. 
81. The people of this country are accustomed to benami transactions for

such a long period that the practice will be followed in spite of any legisla
tion to the contrary. Any attempt to change the law will bring hardship 
to many and create confusion. 

82. Court-fee should not be enhanced further and sUJCh enhancement will 
not have the effect of putting down frivolous and malicious suits. 

83. I consider it unnecessary t.o retain the provision that mortgage-bonds 
should be attested; the law has now been changed and all such documents. 
are now compulsorily registrable; so the additional safeguard is not neces
sary. 

84. No action should be taken as it will deprive poor men of this country 
in coming to court for relief. 

85. The cases should not be referred to arbitrators without the consent. 
of parties. 

86. There should be only one set of law reports for each province in which 
all important cases should be reported. Multiplication of law reports causes 
much inconvenience and puts those who have to deal with law to much 
unnecessary expense. 

87. I do not think that codification of law to a larger extent should be 
made. 

2 and 3. Main causes of the delay and their remedies. 

(i) Much time is devoted in recording evidence and writing judgments 
'by judges with their hand; at least half the time in doing so will be saved 
if evidence be recorded by stenographers on dictation of presiding officers, 
and if these officers are permitted to dictate their judgments. 

:ii~ The delay is mainly due to the fact that the judges have to do mor~ 
lhan they can cope with. · 
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From the administration reports it appears that litigation steadily 
increased up to 1920; the receipts during the years 1917-1920 from civil 
~ustice were Rs. 1,47,56,574, Rs. 1,49,02,371, Rs. 1,66,84,507, and Rs. 1,68,61,146 
respectively so that the- receipts increased in 4 years by 20 lakhs while the 
number of officers were not increased; on the contrary leave vacancies not 
having been filled up, the strength of the cad_re was considerably weakened; 
so the delay is due to a false economy on the part of government. The 
<~ystem of administration should be elastic enough to adopt itself to the 
Tequirements. 

(iii) Much time is taken by the party in filing deficit court-fee on plaints; 
a limit not exceeding fifteen days should be fixed for the purpose. 

Delay also occurs tor non-payment of p1ooess-fees and not filing of written 
processes and copies of plaints in due time. R 11le should be framed for 
payment of process-fees and filing of written processes and copies of plaints 
when the plaint or memorandum of appeal is filed; no plaint or appeal 
.should be admitted so long as this is not done:. After tamadi institutions 
many adjournments are taken simply for .the . purpose of filing w:-itten 
process and process-fees and copies of plaints; much time ie wasted jn passing 
orders on them which are too many in number; if their filing is insisted on 
hefore the admission of plaint or appeal the parties will take care to fil13 

· -them as soon as possible and also the duration of cases will be reduced 
by avoiding linnecessary adjournment. 

(iv) The present system of service of processes is partly responsible for 
the delay in the disposal of suits and if improvements be made as sug
,gested in answer to other questions, this source of delay will be removed. 

~!') Want of time of the presiding officer to supervise the work of the 
ministerial officers is another source of delay; the corruption amongst the 
ministerial officers cannot, therefore, be checked an~ the litigants remain 
entirely at the mercy of those officers who would not issue process from 
court, send or comply with req11j~itions for records' on fixed datea of hearing 
unless they are satisfied. The work of the court should not be so heavy as 
to deprive them of the time they should devote in looking after the work of 
the ministerial officers. 

In this connection I should also mention that eyen if a judge be inclined 
to work extra hours and put down these corruptions he finds himself in a 
very awkward position because he has to face the !COmbination of the 
meanest peon to the highest ministerial officer of the district. If my sugges
tions in answer to Question 12 be accepted and a judicial officer be kept in 
charge in the district headquarters, the hands of all judicial officers of the 
district will be greatly strengthened and they will have the courage of 
making attempts to put down corruption. 

(vi) It very often happens that objections to execution of de!:rees under 
section 47 of Civil Prooel.!ure Code, are preferred at the very last possible 
opportunity, sometimes when the auction sale is about to begin. The wide 
latitude afforded in the existing law and practice to the preference of such 
objections gives rise to numerous frivolous and vexatious abjections 
and consequent delay in the final disposal of the execution cases. 
I would suggest that a time-limit of 15 days should be fixed within which 
·such objections may be preferred and entertained, the limit to be calc.qlated 
from the date of the judgment-debtor's knowledge of the execution pro
ceedings. In order to fix such dates the issue of service of notice in all 
-execution cases (not simply in cases of execution of one year olc.l decrees 
provided by Order 21, Rule 22, clause (1) (a) ) ·should be insisted on. Such 
·service of notice will have another good aspect; it will prevent a false cr~.itor 
to get at the door of an innocent judgment-debtor with process of arrest 
and attachment of moveables. 

(vii) The judgment-debtor in money-decrees should not be allowEd t~ fil!t 
petitions under section 47, Order 21, Rule 2 and Rule 90 unlo;;s th<i :!ecretal 
money is deposited or security given to the satisfaction of the court; this 

c2 
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will put a stop to frivolous and vexatious petitions and objections in 
executions. , 

In suits for recovery of money, if the defendant~ wants to set aside an 
ez parte decree, his application should not be entertained unless he deposits 
the decretal money in court or gives security to the satisfaction of the court 
for payment of .that money. In such suits no appeal by defendant should 
be entertained unless the decretal money is deposited or security given. 
Where cost is allowed to the \'!-inning party no appeal against the decision 
in any suit should be entertained unless the same is deposited in court 
or security given. If any such p"rovision in the law is made, much delay and 
harassment of the decree-holder may be ayoided. 

(viii) .The period of limitation prescribed for application for renew of 
judgments under Order 47, Rule 1, Civil Procedure Code, should be reduced 
to one month from the date of the decree. 

(ix) At present there is great dislocation of business of courts by a large 
number of institutions on the tamadi day; at first many adjournments are 
bken for filing deficit court-fee; then . the suit is registered and written. 
processes, process-fees and copies of plaints are called for from the plain
tiffs; considerable delay occurs in complying with these orders and much 
time of court is wasted for the many orders in the numerous ·cases; then 
considerable time is spent in getting the process served on the defendant. 

To meet these causes of delay I have suggested as above a time-limit 
of 15 days to file deficit court-fees; the suits should not be registered so 
long as all the requirements for serving processes on the defendants are 
not complied with and thus the age of the a;uit would :not run before the 
courts have any control over it; service of process on defendants would no~ 
take much time according to my suggestions in answer to Question 28. The 
claims may be proved by affidavits as suggested in section 93 of the preli
minary draft of the Bengal Tenancy Amendment Bill published in the 

. Calcutta Gazette, dated the lOth January 1923. 

Babu JITENDRA PRASAD CHATI'ERJI called and examined 
on ~ursday, the 7th February 1924. 

Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q. How long have you been at Howrah? 
A. Since 2nd July. 
Q. And before thatP 
.4. I was at Midnapur for about 6 months. 
Q. Could you name a place where you have been for three years? 
.1. At Dacca. 
Q. You ane one of the Ienior men. Will you give us a rough idea as t.o 

the number of suits instituted in Howrah besides small cause suits? 
A .• About 100 suits. 
(J. I believe, money, ren~, etc. 
A. Yes. 
~- Do you find any difficulty in serving summons upon defendants in 

titrA~e cases? 
A. Yes, very great difficulty. So my procedure was to issue registered 

postcards and I found in many cases that it was successful. By the issue of 
summons the parties did not turn up, but by the- issue of post~ards, the 
parties turned up and contested the suits. 

Q. In how many cases was it reported that the men could not be served P 
A. In 25 per cent. of cases. 
Q. In the remaining 75 per cent. you have been satisfied with the service~ 
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A. Ko. Though it was said that the summons was personally served, 1 
was not satisfied. In about 40 per cent. I was not satisfied and so I issued 
postcards. 

Q. So that in your experience so far ~s service by post is concerned, it 
was found effective in many cases. 

A. Yes, that was more successful. 
Q. Out of these cases, how many were ex parte P 
A. About 50 per cent. 
Q. In how many cases applications for re-hearing are filed? 
A. 'In about 25 per cent. of cases. 
'Q. Successful applica10ions for hearing? 
A. About 20 per cent. 
Q. }'irst service generally was not considered sufficient. By the second 

service, you say you were satisfied that there was good service of summons. 
A. Not in many cases. Those who are determined to suppress the sum

mons influence the peon and the na~ir, and the defendants do not get the 
summons. · 

Q. Is it your opinion, as far as your information goes, that if sum~onses 
·were issued by post, it would secure better service? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You consider that in ex parte cases, time may be saved by means ot 

affidavits? 
A. Yes. But I would suggest that summons be served by persons who 

have the knowledge of the locality. Under the present Local Self-Govern
lDE>nt Act, there are panchayats. A few peons are to be kept under the 
President Panchayet. Those persons who serve under the President have 
knowledge of the locality and they also know the persons on whom the 
summonses have to be served. 1 , 

Q. And you think that servic~ through them might be more effective? 
A. I would suggest both. ' Service by registered postcard and also through 

that agency. 
Q. Do you consider a patrol book might be kept by the panchayat in 

order to show that the peons went ther~ and served the summons? 
A. Yes, that would be useful. 
Q. In regard to hearing of suits. First of all the examination of wit

nesses on commission, is it your experience that there is much waste of time 
over itP 

A. The juniors generally examine witnesses. They have not power to omit. 
irrelevant portions, so they put both relevant and irrelevant questions. 

Q. Do you suggest that commissioners should b~ selected from senior men 
who would be in a position to use their discretion when recording evidence? 

A. Yes. ' . 
Q. Do you suppose that if power is given to the commissioner that would 

check the length of examination? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Don't you think that some time-limit might be usefully fixed in th.& 
examination of witnesses by commission? 

A. Time-limit cannot be fixed. 

Q. Don't you think that if a commission goes on for a length of time, the 
court will have to wait for a long time to take up the case? 

A. Yes, that will be waste of time. Usually the commissioners are nomi
nated by district judges and appointed by trial courts. 

(J.. Can you suggest any remedy P 
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A. One commissioner should be entrusted with one commission and the 
number of commissioners should be increased. 

Q. Can you suggest any remedy for avoiding the anomaly of commis
sioners' and courts' taking evidence? 

A. Usually courts have not to take any evidence. In very exceptional 
cases courts have to do so. l\Iy experience as a judicial officer is that I'O 

cases come up before me, but while I was a practising pleader in sub-judges' 
court I found on two or three occasions that the sub-judge had to take evi

.dence for the reason that the parties suspected the honesty of the commis
sioners. 

Q. Can . you suggest any remedy which would avoid delay in partition 
8Uits? 

A. I· was placed in charge of the additional sub-juc:Ige's court and found 
that partition .suits in my court were pending from six or seven years. 

' Q. Even after preliminary decree had been passed? 
A. Yes, because one of the parties died. ' 
Q. Is not the period of six or seven years too long? 
A. But that cannot be avoided. In partition suits all the parties must 

~ on. the record. 
Q. What is your experience about the working out of partitions after 

the preliminary decrees? How much time does it take? 
A. Even two years are taken. From June to November the land remains 

under water and it takes at least six months to work it out on the spot. 
Q. Can you suggest any remedy by which partition can be effected more 

expeditiously? Do you think that if it is done by the pleader commissioners, 
it will shorten the period? 

A. It must be done by the pleader commissioners and also the number 
of commissioners should be increased. 

Q. At Howrah how many suits have been pending for partition and to 
what period do they date back? 

A. When I came here I found cases pending from 1917-18, but during the 
last six months they have been much reduced and now they are pending from 
1921. 1 

Q. Do you consider that the delay is due to other than natural causes, 
that is to say, death, etc.? 

A. The only reason that I can think of is that the courts have much more 
to do than they can cope with. I am not aware of any other reason. 

Q. Can you suggest any other remedy by which these partition suits 
can be more expeditiously disposed of? 

A. Occasionally it is found that after the passing of the preliminary decree, 
appeals are preferred against the decrees of the sub-judges' and munsifs' 
courts. Appeals are then heard by the High Court and there they remain 
pending for not less than two years. Then after two years the decision of 
thf' High Court is communicated and cases thus remain pending for·so long a 
time. Now I suggest that the period of limitation for preferring appeals 
against preliminary decrees should be reduced from three to one month and 
that special arrangements should be made for the disposal of cases in the 
High Court. 

Chairman.-Q. In trying regular suits and title suits do you examine 
parties and take and order admissions, discovery, etc. P 

A. We have no time to do that. 
Q. But if the admission of parties is taken, do you consider that that will 

shorten matters and will reduce the volume of evidence? I think that will 
be better. 

A. It is difficult, courts have no time to do so when issues are framed. 
q. Now, what about settlement of issues? 
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A. Both parties give written issues. If I find any difference between them 
then this is done. When the parties appear issues are framed. 

Q. With regard to the procedure of interrogatories, discovery, inspectiuu, 
etc., is that procedure followed very much in Dacca P 

A. In my court I used to do that, not at the time of the settlement of 
issues, but at the time of trial. When the trial commences my first duty is 
to ask the parties to admit documents. I used to take the statement of 
parties then and to find what facts were admitted and what had to be 
determined by the court. 

Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q. Do you think that much time is wanted 
over irrelevant questions P 

A. Yes, much time is wasted. Even a decision of one small. queStion 
takes several hours. 

(J. Will strictness do any good? 
A. Strictness would not do. 
Q. What is your idea as to the judgments being,very'longP 
,1. Judgments are generally long but all the material points must Oe ill 

the judgment. 
Q. In regard to execution matters, would you suggest any method of 

shortening the present procedure by repealing or modifying any provision 
of the law? 

A. I suggest that one notice should at first be given in all execution cases. 
At present the practice is that when execution cases are instituted after one 
year notices are given. I suggest that in all execution cases notices should, 
be issued in the first instance. That will be convenient to the parties and 
will be a check on the false creditors. Then my suggestion is that cases 
under section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code should not be allowed. It fre
quently happens that when the property is about to be put to auction a party 
comes with objection under sectio,ll 47 and wants the postponement of sale. 
My another suggestion would be that in most cases appeals should bot be 
allowed ordinarily when payment or adjustment is pleaded by the party. 
Appeal should not be allowed in cases of under Rs. 100 disposed of by small. 
cause court and in cases of under Rs. 500 disposed of by sub-judges. There 
is another suggestion which I wish to make. In most cases applications are 
merel;v made to save limitation. Three years' limitation is· provided by 
Article 182. I want to make it six years instead of three years to allow 
decree-holder to save the decree. 

Chairman.-Q. Under the Civil Procedure Code attachment is to be issued 
and then there will be a sale. Should not the attachment and sale be simul
taneous? 

A. I think it will be useful if attachments and sale proclamations are 
made simultaneously. 

Q. What value would you put in proclamation in that cas~? 
A.t It is not of mu'ch use now. The decree-holder puts the value, the 

judgment-debtor puts the value and under the present rule the court is to 
determine the particular value, but it is not done generally. I would rather 
suggest that no value be put at all. It would be the look out of the bidder 
what value it will fetch. 

Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q. Now, with regard to applications for setting 
aside the sale, do you think some security should be deposited by the man to 
~ohow his bona fides P 

A. In my note I have suggested that. In all applications, that is when
ever ex parte decree for money is also to be set aside, he will either have to 
deposit decretal amount or the security. 

I 
Mr. Ghose.-Q. You said that commissioners while examining witnesses 

should exercise check in stopping irrelevant questions P 
A. Yea. 
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Q. ·Do you think that the pleaders who examine the parties would submi1; 
to such checks and would not the courts be put to great inconvenience if they 
ltave got to decide such questions every now and then? 

A. If the commissioner is given the power to disallow irrelevant questions, 
it might go a great way. 

Q. But wouid not the parties resent that and would not the partiea' 
pleaders go on arguing before the courts if the commissioners disallow 
questions. 

A. In the trial courts the parties should not be allowed to question the 
correctness of the question. 

Q. But do you know that in some caseS' when a question is disallowed by 
a subordi.nate judge's court, the aggrieved party seeks the revisional juris
diction of the High Court, and do you mean to say that once a question is 
disallowed by the commissioner, there should be no reference either to thA 
court trying the case or to the appellate court? 

A. If that too is not necessary (in reference to appellate court) the time 
of hearing of the appeal may be altered. · 

Q. Is there any guarantee that the decision of the commissioner would be 
correct? 

A. Commissioners ~re lawyers. 
· Q. Do you think that senior men would care to execute a commission for 

Ra. 12 a day? 
A. Unless that is done, the difficulty will continue to be the same. 
Q. In every question that· is disallowed by the commissioner if the court 

Las to decide the matter that would cause great inconvenience. 
A. Yes. 
(The witness also said t}J.at in a big suit which was before him, the 

examination of one witness was prolonged for 20 days. There were so 
many irrelevant questions which the commissioners could not check. He 
himself felt tired to 'read the evidence.) . 

Q. If the commissioner is vested with the absolute power to check irrele
-vant questions, would that be a remedy? 

.4 .• Yes, some sort of remedy. Unless he is given absolute powers, the court 
wm be bothered again and again. 

Q. IF. every court persuades the defendant to admit facts set out in tha 
-plaint, then cases could be disposed of in a much shorter time. But is it 
posaible? Did you try it successfully in title suits? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Did you succeed in any title suits of importance in eliciting admissions 

from the defendants regarding the facts set out in the plaint which were 
contradictory to what they had stated in their written statement? 

A. It oft~n happens that the written statement is drawn up by the defen-
iant's law:\'er. · 

Q. Yon have said that if issues are :fixed by courts then matters can be 
disposed of sooner. Are not the issues :fixed by courts in every case practi
callyP 

A. In subordinate judges' courts. I kno~ that even in sub-judge3' 
courts, for example in my own court, I am very busy with another important 
suit. That is also the date fixed for framing issues in a particular suit. If 
ihere is no difference between the parties regarding the issues, the issues 
euggested by them ln their notes are generally taken. 

Q. What practice do you follow as a subordinate judge? 
.t.. I do that, but in caseo of difference, I decide what is to be kept and 

what is to be expunged. 
Q. Do you succeed in expediting the disposal in such cases by fixing the 

1ssues yourself? 
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A. No. The thing is that in those cases in which there is no difference 
between the parties, I have not to consider the plaint or the statement. 1 
have no idea of the suit even. In case of difference, I have to consider the 
plaint and statement. · 

Q. How many cases had you for framing issues daily? 
A Two or three. . 
Q. If yon go through the plaint and written statement in each such case, 

what time do you take? 

A. 1\fuch time. Nearly the whole day. 
Q. If you take nearly the whole day in attending to the plaint and written 

statements when would you try cases? · 

A. If I have to do that work myself, i.e., frame issues in two or three 
important suits, a day would be taken, 

Q. If you read the plaint and written statement is those cases;·even when 
there is no difference between the parties regarding the issues, you have to 
waste a full day. · 

A. Yes. 

Q. Now, 'if the case be settled or cannot be disposed of quickly then that 
labour is lost. 

A. Yes, if the suit is compromised. 

Q. If these cases cannot be disposed of quickly then that one day's time 
is gone for nothing. You could better utilise it in recording evidence in 
another case, It is possible that in a sub-judge's court a big title suit can 
be dispo~d of quickly if the judge attends to the plaint and the written 
statement at that stage and takes good care of fixing the issues himself? 

A. It may not be disposed oft' quickly, but unnecessary issues need not b& 
framed. That would be a check. Occasionally it happens that 20 issues ar& 
suggested by the parties, but only 10 or 12 issues are necessary. 

Q. Even if there be no difference the court has to sign the set of issues it. 
approves and at that time can you not very well exclude some of the issues: 
if they are not material? 

A. If I know the facts of the case. 

Q. Even if you do not know, at a glance you can know the nature of tho!· 
case. If it is a mortgage suit and if there are certain issues that do not. 
generally arise in a mortgage suit, Y•>U can exclude them? 

A. That is not safe. Without having an idea of the suit, to expunge
issues is not safe. There may be issues of fact and issues of law, which cannot~ 
be settled without reading the plaint and written statement. 

Q. If you cannot frame the issues by reading the plaint and written state
ment at that stage, would you devote the whole day? Then when will you hear· 
cases? · 

A. It will not be possible to settle two or. three issues in a day. When
ever a case is taken up for hearing and is opened by the vakils or pleaders of 
one side and the other side too gives an idea of his case, then we see· 
wl.at issues have been framed. If we see that some issnes have been· un
necessarily framed, we expunge those issues and if we find that an important 
issue is not framed we frame that issue. That will be done, not at the time 
of trial, but when the issues are framed. 

Q. What is the practice at Howrah if any omission is made by the court? 
A. If any omission is made iri fixing any issue one of the parties comes

before the court and make~ a petition that that issue be added. 

Sir T. De.~ikachari.-Q. Do you think that suits which are now tried by. 
munsifs can be tried by any other agency? 
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A. Any other agency, I cannot follow. 
Q. You ju'!t. referred ·to some union C·)urts, panchayat courts, etc. Jlo 

you think that suits of the value of Rs. 50 can convenhmtly be allowed to be 
tried by them? 

A. If good panchayats are available. I do not think any good panchayats 
are available. If they do not belong to one or the other party, they may be en
trusted to try suits of small value provided questions of law are not involved. 

Q. Do you think that suits of the value of Rs. 50 or 100 may be transferred 
to sub-registrars? 

A. 'No. Sub-registrars are not experienced men in this province. They 
have no idea of law. 

Q. What do you think about honorary munsifs? 
A. Such persons can be found. Only experienced retired judicial officers 

should be appointed, but they would not like to live in mofussil, becau.se party 
spirit is so strong in villages that it is very difficult to live there. 

Q. In what class of cases would you refer cases to arbitration? 
A.-I cannot suggest any class. But my practice is that when I see that 

there is a difference between the nearest relations or between intimate friends, 
I usualiy refer the matter to arbitration so that good feeling may be restored 
and they may not be ruined by litigation. 

Dr. T. THO~HILL, U. D., Chief Judge, Small Cause Court, 
Calcutta, called and examined on Friday, 

the 8th February 1924. 

(No written statement recei1:ed.) 

Chairman.-You are the chief judge of the presidency small cau.se court 
in Calcutta : how long have you presided over that court? 

A. Since June 1911. 
Q. Are there puisne judges? 
A. There are six judges besides myself. There were six judges when I 

came in. 
Q. What is the system of arranging work between the different judges? 
A. The chief judge takes up cases from Rs. 1,600 to 2,000.· 
Q. And the other wor!~ is divided equally among the other judges? 
A .. At ona time I tried to take from Rs. 1,400. There were many con

tested cases. So much of the time goes to decide and control applications 
tbat I found it impossible to dispose of them. 

Q. The cases that go to other judges are allotted by you? 
A. They are allotted by the registrar. 
Q. They are not selected? 
A. No. • 
Q. The procedure in the small cause court is not quite the same as under 

the Code, in some respects? 
A. No. 
Q. What is the main difference? 
A. We are governed by our own Act of 1882: that is the fundamental 

basis on which we work. 
Q. As regards other matters, execution, etc.? 

A. Of course, as regards real property, I have no jurisdicl;ion. 
Q. There is a certain time by which the defendant has to appear. Ho•• 

long is, the time? 
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A. I think it is 10 days and 14 days. Really the registrar deal.q ·with it. 
It depends on the distance from Calcutta.. . 

Q. At the end (JJ" the 10 days or 14 days, what has the defendant to do? 
Has he merely to enter an appearance or lodge a defence P 

A. 'Vhat we call entering an appearance strictly means entering aa 
appearance and a written statement of facts, but I know there has been a 
good deal of objection made over granting time for filing; they enter an 
application very often, and take two or three weeks for detailed statement. 
Well, of course in the case of the mofussil, sometimes they are 'ill, sometimes 
they have to come from long distances. Really they cannot come wi'shin the 
time-limit. 

Q. In those cases they enter an appeara.nce in time and ask for. adjourn
ment? 

A .. If they do not -nake their appearance, the suit is decreed e.x parte. 
If the written statement is filed in time, the case. will be set down ln about 
10 days' time. 

Q. The Chamber of Commerce has suggested· that the time might bEi 
shortened. · 

A. I think the suggestion is good. We have a ruling to that effect. 
Q. Of course if the normal time is only 10 days, one cannot curtail time 

for filing written statement very much P 
A. Well, five or six days. 
Q. In certain cases, is it possible to make an application and have the 

tlate of hearing expedited? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It has been suggested. that when the defendant wants time to file his 

written statement, he should be compelled to make it in the presence of the 
plaintiff? , 

A. The present registrar has 1ttdopted a course which seem~ to me to be 
11. good one, and absolutely fair. That is, the case is posted giving the date 
for entering an appearance as 10 days. On the fixed day the case comes 
before the registrar. If no one turns up, it is decreed ex parte. 

Q. That is to say the application for further time to file written state-
ment is usually made in plaintiff's presence as it is. 

A. Of courRe. 
Q. On what date is it usually made? 
A. The date for appearance is fixed on February 8th. Tliat appears in 

the list of the registrar. That is the time for application when the plaintiff 
should be present. 

Q. When time is allowed, is it allowed on a'n affidavit or a petition or a 
mere statement? 

A. Mere statement. Sometimes it is made by the pleader without the 
defendant being presl'nt. 

Q. It might be possible perhaps, if there were any alteration, to hisist ori 
some sort of affidavit before an adjournment is granted. The time allowed 
to filG should not be more than 3 or 4 days, 

A. Yes. It could be made by the pleader. 
Q. Could you tell me with special reference to your court, as to whether 

there are large number of defendants coming from the mofussil? 
.4 .. A good many. As a rule when merchants want to sue a member of a 

family, they do not know whom to sue. The parties are 4 or 5 in a joint 
family. They put all of them as defendants. I may mention I 4ave always 
been in favour of the idea that the partnership should be registered. 
Tremendous lot of time is wasted. 

Q. There have been proposals in Bengal for the registration of partner
ships. But has it ever been considered practicable to insist on registratioJt 
of tho members in a joint family. 
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A . . Well, I have mentioned that point to some Bengali gentlemen. I do 
not think they have any objection. I think it could be done. 

Q. I" understand from this report that the serVing of process is done 
chiefly under the pMtal certificate system? 

A. That is quite wrong. The facts are, according to our rule we send a 
process-server with either the plaintiff or the plaintiff's man. But the 
bailiff has to make a statement as to whether he served the process person
ally on the defendant. That is the fundamental rule. That rule exists and it 
iis always followed. ' 

Q. As an additional check? 
A. Merely as an additional check. We do not pay much attention to 

that. · 
Q. So you can send registered postcards P 
A. I do not t!link so, because when defendants. in Calcutta will come 

to know that this i& being done by registered postcards, they would not, I 
think, accept them and if they do accept them at all, a large number of 
people, particularly l\farwaris would not sign them. It will onl:v be 
goma.shtas who would sign them and the postal peon would not. be able to 
read the Marwari characters. It will create much suspicion as to whether 
they ar~ signed by the defendant or not. 

Q. Have you ever seen any figures or have you formed any impression as 
to the total number of cases in which e:z: parte decrees have been made where.. 
in applications to set aside decrees have been preferred on the ground of non
lervice? 

A. Yes-greatly. 
Q. Have you any idea what proportion of the total number of e:z: parte 

decrees result· in the re-opening of suits on that ground? Perhaps more than 
5 per cent. 

A. I think probably 7 per cent. 
Q. How many cases, as a rule, are decreed e:z: parte? Is it a large 

number of the total suits? . 
• 4.. About twenty-five thousand suits were decided and about nine thousand 

were decreed one way or the other. It means that. about one-third of the 
total number of suits are decided e:z: parte? 

Q. Of that one-third the question of service is raised in about 7 per cent. 
A. If not more. 
Q. I observe that the Chamber are satisfied that at any rate a good 

number of people do not in fact receive processes. 
A. That is so. Couti;s are deceived by plaintiffs in the granting of e:.c 

parte decrees. In a substantial number of cases I think that is so. 
Q. One has to bear that in mind in considering the question whether pay

ment of money in court or giving of security may in all cases be made a con
dition of leave to apply to set aside the decree. 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If a substantial number of ex parte decrees are the result of non

-service, one might do considerable hardship by rigid rules. 
A. Very often, if it looks a clear case, the defendant is ordered to pey 

money in court. 
Q. Take the case of an ex ponte decre&-the' plaintiff is minded to take 

o()Ut execution and the defendant is minded to apply for the setting aside of 
the decree on the ground that he h~s not been served-do you think that when 
tlte defendant makes his application, the execution of the decree is antomll.ti
.cally stayed? 

.4 .. No, no. It does not operate automatically. They take stay orders. 
Q. When the defendant makes his application, does he make it simply 

in a formal manner st.ating what he wants or does he file a statement of 
.facts? 
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A. Well, he has to be examined, he gives evidence on oath; but he does 
not make an affidavit: 

Q. Then applic&tions to set aside are made ih court? 
A. Of course. 
Q. Supposing I am a defendant and there is an ez parte decree which I 

41"ant to set aside. Do I give notice to the plaintiff? 
.4 .• You go to the court and get leave to make an application. 
Q. Supposing at the time the application comes on to be heard the judge 

is busy. Is it adjourned? 
A. These applications are not adjourned. Of course there are occasions 

~·hen they are adjourned, but very often settlement. is made. 
Q. I see there is a complaint made in the Chamber's report abo\lt the ques

tion of instalments. There is a note to this effect that if the defendant has 
taken time for written stateme11.t or has moved for adjournments of the date 
of hearing, in such a case he should be taken ~o have forfeited his right of 
payment in instalments. Have you considered this, that where the 
defendant has obtained some delay by asking fo.r adjournments he ought to 
be taken to have forf.-~ited his right to further payment in the form of instal
ments? The suggestion is this, that you should take into account not merely 
how much time has elapsed since the passing of the decree but how much 
time has passed since the institution of the suit . 

.4 .• I agree with the Chamber. Dishonest defendant does not deserve any 
considers tion. 

Q. It is not possible to know who is honest and who is dishonest by look-
ing at him. · 

A. Of course that is so. 
Q. 'l.'he defflndant who has a decree passed against him in a 'contested 

case and who has not applied for instalments, applies for instalments when 
the plaintiff takes out application for execution and that I take it prevents 
the execution of a decree. Ca-b you stop that? • 

4.. Unless you lay down a limitation within which an application for 
instalment may be made. 

Q. If you draw hard and fast rules do you think plaintiffs will be unduly 
delayed? 

:1. Of course, but in this instalment system the plaintiffs do not look into 
the merits because many plaintiffs do not get a farthing and they want to get 
anything. I take the figures, the number of institutions in Bombay is greater 
than in Calcutta. In 1916 the number of decrees satisfied in Bombay was 
2,208 and in Calcutta 4,302. The amount realised is quite double in Calcutta. 

Q. Do I understand that in Bombay they have no instalment system? 
.4.. No, they have the same system. They are governed by the same law. 
Q. Then more use is made in Calcutta than in Bombay and that accounts 

for the great€r amount of satisfaction received? 
A. Yes, that is so. 
Q. What rea~on have you to say that more use is made in CalouttaP Do 

these figures show that? 
A. No. But Mr. Dalal's report makes references to the first instalment. 
Q. That is your impression. -
A. Yes. 
Q. What I would like to find out is this. Supposing a person prays for 

instalments, does that operate as an automatic stay of execution? 
A. Very often the judge makes an order. He won't accord stay of execu

iion until he hears the party. 
Q. Have you ever seen figures or derived any information on thia pointP 

What are the longest adjournments given by judges of your court for the 
Mtisfaction of a decree? 
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A. So~e are long if you take extre~e cases. 
Q. ·what do you mean by extreme cases? 
d. I might mean up to 4 years. A decree is very often made up largely 

of interest. ' 
Q. Now, take rent cases. What is the longest time that you ever had t~ 

give a man? 
A. So far as I know pretty short time. 
Q. What would you put as a maximum? 
A. Six months in my court as the longest. 
Q. The Chamber appear to allege that ·some orders are passed by bench. 

clerk. 
A. I am afraid that is quite a mistake on the part of the Chamber. They 

are formal orders. An application is made by a plaintiff or defendant for 
return of old exhibits. The bench clerk sees the applicatkn and if he finds 
that it is a formal order, he brin~s it to the judge to his chamber and the 
judge signs. I never had a single complaint. The judge signs and he is 
responsible for every order. 

Q. As regards the arrangement of the daily list, supposing I was a judge 
of the small cause court, what sort of list would I find in front of me? 

A. You will find some notice cases, new trial applications, and then a 
lot of more cases than you could do. 

Q. About how many cases should I find contested, or cases that might be 
contested, for disposal? 

.4.. About 30 or 35. 
Q. And ordinarily how many of these have to be, carried to another day? 

A. Great many. We have got more cases than we possibly could get 
through. 

Q. Could not 3omething be done to put a less number of cases in the list 
to begin with? 

A. So many new cases are filed that the registrar puts them down in the 
list of contested cases. 

Q. Does he take the new eases ? 
A. He takes the new cases that are on the top. If no parties are there, 

he goes on to the next. Not the contested cases, but the old cases. 

Q. ()f course there is nothing to be gained by putting down cases if you 
cannot possibly hear them. Could something not be done to prevent people 
coming again and again unnecessarily? 

A. \\'ell, in new cases people are so eager to get decrees that they insist 
upon a list so far as possible. They say our case has nothing in it, it is so 
~hort, we will tak~ our chance. In that way they ge:; a lot of cases down. 

Q. Of course in your court, when you are six judges, it might be pos.._ 
sible to arrange that the short work should be put down before a certain 
judge for the particular day for that particular month, but tbat the other 
jurlges should be engaged with lists of substantial matters and simply have a 
reas•mable day's work put down in front of them. Could not something like 
thai be done ? 

A. You mean to say that practically all the new cases, practically 60 new 
cases, should go before one judge, and he should decree those that have not 
much in them. 

Q. And in those that have to be adjourned, the parties have to take their 
turn. Would not that be better than cases coming in again and again? 

.4.. Yes; if it were workable, it would be be-tter. 

Mr. Justice StWJ;rt.-Q. As regards service of summons is there any 
adv:lntage in having identifiers? 
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A. You cannot do without them, because you cannot expect bailiffs to do 
. that work. 

Q. I think it is only in Bengal that you have got identifiers. I do not 
think there are any in any other province. 

:1. Well, it is only because Calcutta is a very big city and about 100 men 
live in the eame house. It is very difficult for the ordinary process server to 
serve on the proper person without the help of the identifier. 

Q. But' I think there are dishonest identifiers as well and if it is so, the 
flystem of keeping identifiers is not a check at all. 

A. In that case it is not a good check. 
Q. Then it is only a waste of time and increase of expense. 
A. Yes, but here in Calcutta it is impossible to do without identifiers. If 

the summ'>ns is taken first to the man by the ordinary process server, it is 
Lrought back unserved, but if the identifier goes, then it is served. 

Q. When a plaint is put in (small cause court) then the first process is 
.l>erved. Now, wh11t date is fixed for the service of. the first process and who 
fixes that date? 

A. The date is fixed either by t.be bailiff or the registrar, whoever is 
.responsible. The date for Calcutta is 10 days, and 14 daY.!il for mofussil. 

Q. If you have got no identification system, could you carry on if you 
bad better process servers? 

.4.. I am &.fraid it is very difficult in Calcutta to do without identifiers. 
As I have alre::dy said about 100 people live in one house and to serve on the 
proper person would be very difficult. 

Q. But what cla!'B of people are these ba.iliffs?- What are they paid? 
.4.. They are paid Rs. 20 a month. 
Q. Would it not be an improvement to employ better men? It will make 

Tnuch difference I think. 
A. Of course. 
Q. If an earlier date is fixed for the service of the process, will it not be 

J.>ossible that all men can be served in that period? 
A. Ten days I suppose to be the reasonable period. 
Q. Fnder whose supervision are processes served? 
A. Under the supervision of the registrar. 
Q. But who is the immediate superior? 
A. I should say the head bailifi and the deputy registrar. 
Q. What is the pay of the head bailiff? 
.4. His pay is Rs. 250 per mensem. 
Q. How many bailiffs are there in all? 
.4 .. About 30. 
Q. I think this number of 30 can be supervised easily? 

.4.. No, sir1 it i~ very hard to supervise. 
Q. In 1901 and later there was an elaborate system of fraud worked in 

the small cause court in Calcutta. There were men from Ghazipur and other 
districts who had come to work in Calcutta in various capacities. They , 
institut~d suits in the small cause court, Calcutta against men who really 
lived in their own districts. The summonses were served on the accomplice• 
who accepted them; a decree was given ex parte and the decree then trans
ferred for execution to the districts where the judgment-debtor lived. Do 
you remembei' such cases? 

:1. I was also acquainted with one such case. 

Q. What acticn is taken against the men for deliberate false return of 
·service? Are they prosecuted? 

.4.. I think many of them escape because tha judges are not satisfied t.hat 
-they can get convictions. In otle case I myself vrosecuted five. 
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Q. When a case comes before the judge do you know whether it is a coD
tested case or not? 

A. Of course. 
Q. Then your position is that you know that there is a contested case hui 

you do not know whether it is to be very seriously ,contested? 
A. No, of course not. 
Q. In producing evidence you have to have your evi,dence ready on the first 

day? 
A. Ordinarily that is so. · 
Q. Do you agree that in many c-ues the money is realised but that all tb 

payments •are never satisfied? 
A. I do not think so. 
Q. Do you think that defendants always certify payments? 
A. I think the defendant as a rule takes care that he certifies; otherwise· 

the pleader will again take up a case against him. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. May I ask you whether the work in the small 

cause court is very heavy? 
A. It is very heavy and at the same time very important. 
Q. Judging from the duration of suits I do not think it takes more than. 

three or four months in an uncontested suit?. 
A. I think so. 
Q. I put it to you whether in your opinion it is a reasonable time? 
A.. I think it is. 

Q. May I ask if it is possible to alter section 19 so as to increase the
jurisdiction of small cause courts by eliminating some classes of suits from 
the list !n that section? 

A. I should like to go through the provisions before answering. As matters. 
stand at present we cannot increase the jurisdiction if it is going to bring in 
more judges. 

Q. What I mean is, will it be conducive to speedy disposal of cases by 
having some sort of devolution of powers from a higher court to a lower
court? 

A. I think the presidency small cause court is quite competent. 
Q. Coqld any suits relating to recovery of possession of property, in addi

tion to those mentioned in Chapter VII, be transferred to pre:::idency :;malt 
cause courts, or rather placed within the jurisdiction of the presidency 
small cause courts? 

A. I do not know that we may not want further machinery. But if the
machinery is correctly set up, I do not see why it should not be done. 

Q. Will the same be done to suits of higher value in which the matter is 
evidence-! by registered deeds? 

A. Well, tshould think the same thing. , 
Q. It was urged in some places that the power now given to the parties t8: 

have a suit removed to the High Court under Section 39 of the Act may be· 
altogether done away with, in order to relieve the High Court, and in order 
to see that there is expedition in ihe disposal of cases? 

A. I think it might be done a~ay with. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Is there a substantial number of cases where execution: 

is delayed by allowing the defendants to ask for instalments after decree? 
A.. Yes, the defendant always does that. 
Q. Would it work as a serious hardship if it were provided that if install

ments are granted at all they should not be granted after the decree? 

A. I think it would, especially in oases of ez parte decreeB. 

Q. In the case of decrees in suita which are heard and decided? 
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A. Well, if they do not apply for instalments, they are supposed to acquiesce
in the jl\dgment. 

Q. I tsk this question because you say that there are a number of case& 
in which, there is deh.y in the execution of decrees owing to instiilmenta: 
being ap~ied for after decree. 

A. Yes~ Supposing I am a merchant with a small stock-in-trad~. Sup
posing there are 5 or 6 decree holders. They will get. only a trifle. If you 
do not gral\t instalments at least to small busines;; people, they would simply 
rush to ins~vency, and then what good is that. . 

Q. In case of suits brought against residents in mofussils, you i:laid there
are fraudule\lt suits against fictitious persons. Have you not got a oystem 
here by which the interests of defendants in distant places are safeguarded? 

A. First of all we send summons by registered post. If that is marked 
" left '', " not known," we then send the summons to the civil court having 
j urisdi cti on. 

Q. Is there no safeguard to prevent fictitious easElS? 
A. No. One court has to rely upon the other. 
Q. With regard to service of process, you say service by registered post. 

·would be more or less useless in Calcutta? 
A. I am afraid so. 
Q. Would it work very gre'lt hardship where registered letters are refused: 

by a defendant and knowledge of the contents is imputed, to him? 
A. But it is so difficult to prove that he has refusea the letter sent by 

registered post. 
Q. Practically it depends upo~ the postal peon. 
A. To a great exknt. 
Q. Who is more honest? The process server or the postal peon. 
A. Pr<Y.:eS..'\ server, I think. 
Q. You would not approve of that method . 
. 4.. I do not think that is practicable. 

Mr. Basu.-Q. What percentage of cases do you think have to be &:ljourn
ed by judges because the list is too full? 

A·. Even if the parties are ready and willing to go on, about 20 per cent •. 
of cases have to be adjourned. · 

Q. In what percentage of cases is the decree ordered 'flo be paid by instal-
ments? 

A. Well of course small cases are generally paid. 

Q. Wba t do you mean by small cases i' 

A. By small cases I mean cases up to Rs. 100. 

Q. Then I take it that the number of cases in which instalments &:rE1' 
wanted is very small? . 

A. No, it is re11lly big, a decree may be payable in two or three instal
ments. 

Q. In the case of arrears of house rent,. do you think that the i11stal-· 
ments are less than the monthly rent d,ue? 

A. No, never, I do not think so. The instalment might be a little leSS' 
than the monthly rent provided that the instalment order ceasP.s to operate. 

Chairman.-Q. Do you think any good can be done in this class of cases?" 
Supposing the plaintiff sues for Rs. 75 and the defendant really admits 
Rs. 50. Can anything be done to enable the court to give a decree straight
away for Rs. 50 and then to ;1djourn the case? 

A. Well of course it would be worth while. Very often the judges sa,y; 
Well, if you want an adjournment pay the money admitted.' That is the
only way in which it is practicable. 
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Mr. S. C. MUWCK, I.C.S., District Judge, Faridpur. 

Written Statement. 

I.-REPLIES TO QUESTIONNAIRE. 

1. A. (ii) Contested. 
Original suits (a) 7 or 8 months. 

(b) 4 or 5 months. 

Regular appeals, 3 months, civil miscellaneous appeals ag~ins~ ordeiB, S 
-or 6 weeks, small causes, 2 months. 

(iii). Contested. 
Original suits (u) Title, 6 months. 

(b) Money, 4 months. 
(c) Rent, 3 months. 
(d) Others, 3 months. 

Small causes, 5 or 6 weeks. 

B. (i) District courts and sub-courts, 2 months. District munsifs' courts, 
6 weeks. 

2. The period which is actually taken now for the disposal of the above 
proceedings exceeds the reasonable limit in many cases. The main cause of 
the delay, in my opinion, is that civil litigants in this province have at 
present got the Idea that in civil courts time is of little consideration and 
that civil courts also have been a little too partial to the dictum th81~ tardy 
jl'lstice is better than speedy injustice. The people of this province are 
often accused of dilatory habits. But so far as civil litigation goes, this 
dilatory habit is not a thing which can be said to be inherent in their 
character. This habit of delay is a creation of some other factors and the 
principal among those factors are (a) the knowledge that civil courts have 
got more work than they can expeditiously get through, and (b) the idea that 
time is not of much consideration in civil courts. The courts do not mind 
very much such dilatory habits on their parts. That the people are not by 
nature dilatory in litigation would appear from the fact that no such dilatory 
habits are evinced in criminal litigation. 

3. A. A little more strictness on the pa11h of judges throughout. 

B. Devoting a little more time by judicial officers to administration 
llork such as the work of the nazarat and the process serving department. 

C. Fixing dates of cases themselves as far as possible. 

4. I do not think so. 

6. Not in my opinion. , 
8. To a certain extent it is. Judges have to send for members of the 

legal profession and have occasionally to wait for them. 
9. I think so. 
10 and 11. I would. In the case of district munsifs I weu!d have their 

ordinary jurisdiction in original suits raised to Rs. 2.000 and in the case of 
flome selected officers to Rs. 5,000. In the case of small causes I .,.-ould have 
t.he jurisdiction enhanced to Rs. 500. · 

12. I think it is very necessary to relieve the district judge of his 
r.niscellaneous work both judicial and administrative, so that lle may have 
more time for the work of supervision in order that he may be the effective 
bead of civil justice in his district. The district judge ought to have an 
'lffice!' like a registrar who can do a considerable portion of the mamuli 
work of administrative nature which the judge ha!> himself t.o do at pret;ent. 
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I would. have the majority of the insolvency, probate, su~cession, n~i.Ll.; .. 
tration and will cases, both contested and uncontested tried by sub-Jud~e& 
and som~ of the insolvency and probate cases by some experienced murums. 
The majority of the cases under the Guardians and Wards Act can also by 
an amend..ntent of the law be got tried by sub-judges. . 

13. I dJ. not think the people would raise any great objection. I know of 
cases -where1 there are sub-judges who try land acquisition cases without any 
objection fli>m the public. I would, however, have only selected officers 
vested with 1hese powers. 

14. I would confer exclusive jurisdiction, when such jurisdiction <:an be 
given to village courts. I am doubtful, however, if materials are availablo:
all over the province for the constitution of such village courts and pan-
chayats. I ha'l'e not seen any work done by any such court. If any e·xciusive 
jurisdiction is to be given, it should be given in petty cases to begin with 
suits for recovery of money on bonds of small value for instance and pett) 
rent suits where the question is of payment only. ·. 

20. I am inclined to think so. I am in favour of the suggestion that in. 
certain suits no second appeal should be allowed-suits for property worth 
Rs. 2.30 and less, whatever be the class of suit. 

21. The suggestion that the appellant should be compelled to deposit in 
full. the decretal amount before the second appeal is filed, commends itself 
to me. 

22. I am afraid not. If this power is duly and sys}ematically exercist;d il 
may reduce the number of appeals wh~ch have to be regularly tried an<! 
thereby save some time. 

27. They are to a certain extent in the mofussil courts. 
28. It may be a little more effective in the beginning; but I am incli.r..ed 

to think that the postal peons also will in a short time learn the little tri~h 
of the present process-servers. 

I .• 
The village officials of the viliage can, in my opinioo., be more advan

tageously used for the purpose of serving processes. I would have the pro. 
c-esses sent to the president panchayats of the unions E•nd the president 
panchayats can have the processes served with the help of village chowkidars 
who should report the service to the president panchayat.> and the president 
panchayats will return the processes by post to the issuing courts. The 
great drawback, however, of this scheme is that_ the judicial officers have got 
no hold or control over. the president panchayats. .But this is not an 
insurmountable difficulty. 

30. I do not approve of this suggestion. 

31. I would have a more extensive use of the provisions of Order 10 
of the Civil Procedure Code. As matt€rs stand at present the framing of 
issues in mofussil courts has become more or less a formal affair. No parti
cular care is taken either by the judges or by the pleaders representing the 
parties for ascertaining before the settlement of the issues what the rea£ 
points in dispute in ihe case are. Experience shows that sometimes consi
derable mass of eviden<'e is introduced of which hardly any use is made at 
the time of giving final decision in the case. .If clear-cut issue~ are framed 
before the actual trial begins, a considerable saving of time can be effected. 
I have thought over the matter why judicial officers in the mofussil do not 
pay any great attention to the provisions of law as contained in Order 10. An 
anxiety on their part to show a presentable outturn of work seems to me to 
be the real cause of this. To examine parties and to hear them b~:l'ore the 
settlement of issues takes time and as there is alwavs a considerabie interval. 
between the framing of issues and the final disp~sal of the cases JUdicial 
offic_ers in mofussil. perhaps think that if there will be any saving of time by 
havmg clear. cut Issue~ settled before the hearing of the case begins tiu.J 
themselves will not denve any benefit therefrom and that the time taken in 
the examination of the parties under Order 10 will be so much time lost te 
them. 
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lfeasons for such neglect. I have given when answering Question 31. .As to 
the neglect in making use of the provisions of Orders 11 and 12, the reason 
perhaps is want of earnestness and an inclination in some quarters to have 
the proceedings protracted as long as possible. The only remedy that sug
gests it.lelf to me is to impress on the courts the provisions of Order 10 of 
the Civil Procedure Code and to tell them that they should encourage a 
greater use of the provisions of Orders 11 and 12. The parties cannot be 
compelled to make use of the provisions of these two Orders. 

33. I am inclined to think that it would tend to minimise and I agree 
t() the suggestion that steps for the summoning of witnesses should be taken 
~fter the examination of the party in the form mentioned. 

36. I am in favour of the suggestion. 

37. I am in favour of the suggestion. 

40. It is possible, but I doubt if it would be desirable. The majority of 
the people in thi~ country are illiterate and in matters of litigation, unles~ 
they would get something in the way of summons or an order from the court 
they would not realise that they have got any duty to do. Ignorance of law 
tis no excuse, it is true; but it would be extremely hard always to follow the 
Jictum in this country. 

41. I am inclined to think so and I cannot think of any suggestion to 
;remedy this defect. The only partial remedy that I can think of is the 
t~uggestion contained in the latter part of the question, a suggestion which 
commends itself to me. 

42. I do not think any undue advantage is taken. 

43. Not in any appreciable number of cases. 
44. In a very few cases indeed so far as my experience goes. 

45. Ordinarily they are not fixed by the judges themselves and I think it; 
does to a certain extent lead to delay in disposal. If the importance of the 
point be impressed on the judges, matters may be improved. 

46. Not usually. 

I do not think it has led to any delay in disposal in any appreciable 
number of cases. I am not in favour of framing any rule to ensure such 
.consultation, as any rule on the subject will no1;, in my opinion, improve 
matters. 

47. I think so. The commiSSIOners should have powers to disallow irre
levant questions . and they should exercise those powers. Experience shows 
that examinations of witnesses on commission are inordinately long and all 
·i!orts of questions are put to the witnesses before the commission£>rs. I would 
-also insist on written interrogatories except by the special leave of the judge. 

48. To a. certain extent it will be. .Adjournments are very often applied 
for. and obtained on simple petitions, containing only some stereotyped 
reasons which are not always based on correct or true informatipn. These 
applications are very often the handiwork of the pleaders' clerks and th£>y 
are based often on very flimsy grounds and sometimes on no grounds at all. 
If affidavits are insisted on it will be a considerable check on the filing of 
these mamuli applications for adjournments and will thereby though in an 
indirect way help in speeding up work. · 

I am afraid not. 
49. In Bengal suits are ordinarily tried continuously day by day. 
61. (a) I do not think it necessary. 

(b) I cannot think of any. A judgment-debtor cannot under the present 
!aw come with anv plea of sati~faction or adjustment after 90 days. Notice 
under Order 21, Rule 22, only invites a judgment-debtor to show cause why 
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the decree shall not be executed. But he cannot obviously come with a plea 
CJf satisfaction which is more than 90 days old •. The law does not require a 
notice when a decree is executed after 90 days of the decree. Why should a 
notice be required after a yearP 

67. Some delay is caused and to prevent it, I would invest the appellate 
court wltb. jurisdiction to award exemplary compensation in ciiBes in which 
they are satisfied that such applicatiolhi for stay orders have been asked for 
CJn insufficient grounds. As to what the nature of the compensation to be 
awarded should be, I would leave it to the discretion of the courts. I would 
also insist on the deposit in court in all cases of the decretal amount before 
such applications are entertained at all. 

72. I do not think it is necessary. I am in favour of the proposed c:hange. 
73. I would agree to the suggestion made. 

80. I am not in favour of this proposal. It. will, if accepted, cause, in 
:my opinion, a good deal of hardship. 

81. The system of allowing a person who is a . :party to a· document or a 
transaction to say that a document executed by him is a sham and was 
never intended to be acted upon, that the apparent owner of property in 

·whose name the title deed stands is not the real owner, cannot be supported 
.on any reasonable or moral grounds. The enactment of a rule that no party 
to a transaction shall be allowed to plead that it is benami will, in my 
.opinion, assist in the realization of the fruits of a decree speedily -and 
J>revent unnecessary claimants. The benami system in this country is respon. 
sible for some delay in civil litigation and as I have stated above, it cannot 
jbe supported either on reasonable or. moral grounds. The sooner it is put 
.an end to the better. 

82. I do not think so. 

83. I do not think so. 

86. I am afraid it has. I would have only those cases reported where 
-there is any clear proposition of law laid down and any publication where 
-this rule is violated should not be recognised at all. 

87. I have my grave doubts about this. 

II. 

In an average Bengal district, the district and sessions judge is more a 
.criminal than .a civil judge. Except, perhapl!, in the few districts where 
there are one or more additional judges, the judge has to devote consider
ably more time to criminal work than to civil work. As far as my experience 
g-:::M, there are districts where the criminal work takes nearly two-thirds of 
·the judge's time. There can be no difference of opinion that this is not 8 
.very desirable state of affairs. 

There are two ways of rectifying this undesirable state. One of thein ls 
"by increasing the number of judges and another is by finding out means by 
which 8 judge may be relieved to some extent of his criminal work and also 
of work of a mamuli nature which can be more advantageously done by some 
.cheaper agency. To increase the number of judges is a remedy which is out 
of the question at the present time of financial stringency. The suggestions 
·which I would make to secure the object in the second way are as follows:-

(1) The summary or small cau.t;e court procedure should in mv opinion be 
.extended. At present munsifs in Bengal ordinarily exercise small cause 
court powers up to Rs. 100 and in the case of a few selected officers this 
-power has been enhanced to Rs. 250. I would have this small cause conn 
power enhanced in the ca,;e of munsifs ordinarily to Rs. 250 and in the C8118 

.of selected officers up to Rs. 500. 
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:2) I would have ,the small cause court procedure applied also to rent. 
suits up to the value of Rs. 50. , 

The suggestions given above, if given effect to will save t.he munsifs of 
th~. pr~vince. a very considera?le ~mount of time and this time they can 
utJhse m domg some work whtch IS at present done by subordinate judges. 
and thereby save somq time of these latter officers. 

(3) A.t present mur:tsifu in Bengal have ordinarily got power;; to try suits 
up to the value of Rs. 1,000 and there are only a selected few who have got 
powers up to Rs. 2,000. I would have this powu enhanced to Rs. 2,000 in. 
every ordinary case and in the case of some selected officers to Rs. 5,000. 
This would give considerable relief to the subordinate judges, as the majority 
of cases ~hich tfue subordinate judges have at present to try do not exc-eed' 
Rs. 5,0GO in value. 

(4) T~e. small cause court powers of the subordinate judges are at 
present hmited to Rs. 500. This amount should, in my opinion, be raised tQ. 
Rs. 1,000. 

Suggestions Nos. 3 and 4, if given effect to, will savtJ thl} ;;ubordinate 
judges of the province a considerable amount of -time and the time thuiJ. 
saved to them can be utilised in giving some relief to tha district judge by 
helping him in the disposal of petty sessions cases and by relieving him of 
some civil work which is of a simple nature and which, in some cases ordi
narily is, and in others ha,; to be, done by the district juJge himself. I 
would have the majority of the insolvency, succession, probate, administration. 
and will cases, both contested and uncontested, tried by subordinate judges. 
and some of the insolvency and succession cases even by some experienced 
munsifs. This can be done without any amendment of the present law. 
The majority of cases under the Guardians and Wards Act can also be tried' 
by sub-judges. But an amendment of law would be required hPre. 

A very large percentage of the sessions ca.ses which have to be tried by 
sessions judges can be disposed of ·by officers vested with t~1e powers of aa 
assistant sessicns judge. 

(5) My proposal is that in each district headquarters thert· should be 
at least one sub-judge vested with the puwers of an assistant sessions. 
judge. If the criminal powers of such officers are taken full advantage of, it 
would give a considerable relief to the judge so far as his criminal work goes. 

fi) In office matters also the judge has to do a lot of things which are 
purely of a mamuli nature and which in my opinion can very safely be 
entrusted to a gazetted officer subordinate to him. I would have in each 

. district an officer like a regis~rar, of the same rank as a mun~'f, who will 
do all the office work of a mamuli nature which is at present to be done by 
the judge himself. Most of the charges in Bengal are, it is true, not so 
heavy as to require one whole-time :.;nan for t_his kind of office. work. ~_or· 
those districts. I would have a munstf who will work as a registrar for a 
portion of his time and as a munsif f~r the rest. 

(7) There is another way of giving some relief to the judge so far as his 
criminal work goes. At present the judge himself has to reccrd .the whole
evidence in sessions cases in his own hand. I would have a stenographer 
to take shorthand Iiol.es of the depositions of witnesses at the dictation of 
the judge as the examination goes on. At fi~t sight this m~: ap_Pear !o 
be an expensive measure. But a closer examma twn of the questwn w1ll 
show that this is not so. If shorthand notes are taken bv stenographers 
the recording of depositions would be considerably expedited and if by the· 
takino- of shorthand notes of depositions the amount of criminal work which 
the j;d"e does in a month can be done in 4 or 5 days less-ar,d I have no 
doubt that theA; can be done--the amount of money saved in the judge's 
pay for those 4 or 5 days, would more than cover th:e p~y of tw<? ?r even 
3 stenographers. The quality of work, moreover, ':"Ill, In my opm10n, be_ 
improved if stenographers are employed for takmg shorthand notes of 
oppositions of witnesses. 
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Mr. S. C. MUWCK, I.C.S., called and examined on Friday, the 
· 13th February 1924. 

Jlr. J1JI!tice Stuart.-Q. I think you have got considerable experience aa 
district judge both in Bihar and BengalP 

A. Yes, Sir, I was for some time in Bihar and am now in .BeDJZal. 
Q. For how many :years have you been at HooghlyP 
A. I have. been at Hooghly for three years. 
Q. Am I' right in saying that under you there were five subordin&te 

judges, four small 'cause court judges and about fourteen munsifs'f 
A. I will give you the exact number including Howrah. I shall. have to 

count them, Sir. Yes, there were five subordinate judges, four small c8lL'le 
court judges and fourteen munsifs under me. 

Q. Well, I understand that under the system pr~vailing in Bengal super
vision of the courts is not practicable? 

A. The High Court Judges have no ti~e at all· to inspect. During this 
period of three years and-a-half no High Court Judge has inspected the 
courts. 

Q. And statements of delay do not go to the High CourtP 
A. No. 
Q. Of course you are very busy ? 
A. Yes, Sir, I ft.Dl very busy. 
Q. Is your c.-riminal work heavy P 
A. Pretty heavy. 
Q. I think you decided something like 150 civil appeals P 
A. I should think so. 
Q. And miscellaneous work? 
,1. I had to try land acquisition cases as well. 
Q. Could you possibly find time for the supervision of nineteen courts? 
A. I think supervision is not done as it ought to be. 
Q. Have you any holidays in Bengal the date of which depends upon the 

moon becoming visible P · 
A. Yes, there are Mohammedan holidays. 
Q. You have got four or five such holidays? 
A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. If you have fixed cases and then you find that that day is a holiday, is 

not that time wasted P · 

A. It is in a way wasted -if we have to change, but very often we have list 
of holidays when the days are fixed. Of course, sometimes we have to change 
but then I do not suppose there are many changes. • 

Q. Supposing now on the 4th January it is ld and if moon is not 
~isible it is on tho 5th January. Do you not think it will really save delay 
it you fix no cases for either of these days P 

A. That would be possible, Sir, in the case of courts at a station. 
Q. Now, there is another point. Do you find that your work is very much 

thrown out when new lol'al Government holidays are made known P 
A. Sometimes It does cause dislocation of work. 
Q. When one of ~·our officers goes on casual leave do you see that he hu 

arranged his court list P 
.1. Not always. It is rather hard on the public when a man ~~oes on casual 

leave and people who have got cases fixed come up. 
Q. People are put to unnecessary inconveJ.lillJ)t:e P 
A. Yes. 
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Q. How much time is taken up during the day for your oflic3 work? 
A. Are you referring to my present district or Ho!>ghly? 
Q. Say, Hooghly? 

A. In Hooghly it was rather heavy. I used to do administrative work a-.· 
home. 

Q. Do you thillk it l'l ill effect any improvement to get some senior sub
judges to take up the office work? 

A. Yes, someone. like registrars. That would be a real economy becaus~ 
the judicial work would be disposed of more quickly and at the same time it. 
will relie_ve the judicial officer of a great deal of unnecessary work. 

Q. In Bengal do you have to spend much time on accounts work? 
A. Yes, it is done by the sub-judge. 
Q. Would it not oo better if the registrar were in charge of this ? 
A. I think that would be a very good idea. 
Q. Do you find that cases are very much tied up both in your court and 

in the subordinate courts by an appeal being f,iled to the High Court and the-
records sent away and the whole proceedings tied up P · 

A. The number cannot be very high but the time taken is very great. 

Q. It has been suggested to us that if we increase the pecuniary jurisdic
tion of the small cause court to cover some title cases, that will make for 
expedition. Do you think such a movement will be very unpopular with the 
people of this country? 

A.. I do not think so. There niay be some outcry in the beginning, but 
after some time it will subside. It depends upon the amount. If it is very 
big there will be greater objection. 

Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. At present district judges have got a lot of 
work to do, so much so that they cannot devote any time even to original 
o.uits. 

A. That is true. In my experience it was at Gaya that original suits 
were possibly taken up. 

Q. Do you agree with me in thinking rbhat a district judge should be in 
a position to do the superior civil work in the district P 

A. It would be better if it could be arranged. 

Q. What do you think of devolution of power that is now exercised by 
district judge, in such cases as probate and land acquisition, to district 
munsifs and subordinate judges? t 

A. Majority of these cases are really of very small importance and there i& 
l\O rt-ason why that kind of small work should not be done by the sub-judge. 

Q. Do you think that concentration of too·many courts in the same place 
!flakes for delay P 

A. Yes, to a certain extent it does. 

Q. Apart from the consideration of the bar, do you think it will be better 
to have courts distributed in different areas? 

A .. I do not quite see how it could be done. 
J. Now witn~SflAS come from sixty to eighty miles. If the courts are 

i.ocated in the centre of the various territorial jurisdictions they would not 
haye to travel all the distance and evidence could be made available easily. 

A. If the distance is taken into consideration it may save time, but I do 
not suppose it will be very much. 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Is the concentration of too many courts in one place 
responsible for the applications for adjournment or postponement of cases? 

A. To p. certain extent it is. Ag a pleader has to plead in two courts, he 
has got cases .fixed in two .courts, but he cannot attend in both. Naturally 
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Jte would come and ask for adjournment to suit the convenience of the mem-
.bers of the bar. ,, , 

Q. So that for the convenience of the bar, you would grant adjournments? 
A. It. has to be done, and it would add to speedy disposal. 
Q. \Vhat do you think of increasing the jurisdiction of district mu.n.Sifs? 
A. ~orne have powers to exercise up to Rs. 2,000 . 
. Q. What do you say about increasing it to Rs. 3,000P 
A. I would accept it very readily. 
Q. Could it be raised to Rs. 5,000P 
A. To selected officers: to some selected senior munsifs. 
Jlr. Ghose.-Q. In sub-divisions alsoP 
A. If there are senior officers. 
Q. Wbat is <bhe small cause jurisdiction of district munsifs? 

A. Ordinarily it is Rs. 150. But there are some of Rs. 250 also. 
Q. What do you think about increasing the am~unt to Rs. 500P -
A. I would have it. That is one of my suggestions before the Retrench

llllant Committee. 
- Q. Would you select a number of classes of suits to which the summary 
procedure might be extended P That would make for the speedy disposal of 
cases. 

A. Of course, it would give more time to the officers. 

, Sir T. De&ikachari.-Q. As a district judge, with your experience, wha1i 
do you think would be the feeling if we take away the right of second appeal 
lin certain classes of cases, say, up to Rs. 200, Rs. 300 and Rs. 500P 

A .• It is rather difficult to say how the people would take it. 
Q. Vlhat do you think yourself? 
A. From the judicial point of·' view, I think it can be safely excluded, 

a.e., in petty matters, second appeals should not be allowed. · 
Q. As a district judge have you exercised the power of rejecting fi~ 

.appeals under what is called the old section 551 P 
A. No. 
Q. You think it would be a hardship to do thatP 
A. I think it will. 
Q. Having regard to the large amount of work that has to be done by a 

district munsif, do you think that there are munsifs enough :.0 dispose of 
work which is allotted to themP · 

A. They are very hard worked. 
Q. Therefore, you think thnt some relief must be given to themP 
A. If we want to expedite matters. 
Q. Without thinking of increasing the number of munsifs, what other 

agency would you suggest P 

A. I think ther._. are some means of expediting the work even without 
increasing the number. I am speaking of original suits only. For instance, 
.officers are a little too partial to the dictum of the law that " tardy justice 
1s better than speedy injustice ". That is beincr carried too far. The riooht 
thing to do is to follow the mean.. " " 

Q. If the munsifs were faced with more work than they could get througn, 
could a portion of that work be allotted to other acrency? For instance, the 
village tribunal, the panches, etc. " 

A. _I think in Bengal also it is being slowly done. In Hooghly district, I 
know It to be a fact. 

Q. Will not the extended devolution of power to such institutions lessen 
the number of cases instituted in munsifs' courts? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. What do you think should be value of the suits entrusted to sucb 

agencies? 
A. In the beginning about 20 or 25 rupees. But later, it may be extended 

as they gain experience. 
Q. So you are in favour of village courts being established for the trial of 

suits of a small cause nature; starting with Rs. 25 and gradually going up to 
Rs. lOOP 

A. H suitable men are there. 
Q. This will be a great convenience to plaintiffs and defendants, and also 

possibly avoid witnesses coming and telling lies at a distance from their 
villages. 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to suits before village courts, I am told that at present 

the defendant has the option of going to district munsifs. 
A. Yes, the law will have to be changed in that respect. 
Q. Would you give exclusive jurisdiction to village munsifs? 
A. I do not think that jurisdiction ought to be concurrent if the full 

benefit of the system is to be obtained. 
Q. What is your opinion regarding courts being empowered to refer cer

tain classes of cases to arbitrators? 
A. That will lead us to the consideration of other things. It depends 

upon whether the arbitrators will be available or not. 
Q. There is a question as to whether a culvert has been pro

perly built, or there is a question as to whether a particular ceremony 
was properly done, or something which must be judged only by relations or 
experts. In such cases would you much rath3r have the power for having 
the thing decided by arHt1 a tors instead of by taking oral evidence before 
youP 

A. I think it w<Juld be a good thing if you have good arbitrators. 
Q. With reference to suits which, are tried by you, do you find that a 

large number of witnesses examined to prove a fact on either side make for 
repetition of the same thing? 

A. Yes·, Sir, they make a repetition. of the same thing. 
Q. '!'hen how would you minimise the question of numerous witnesses on 

either side P 
A. I think some legislation may be undertaken in order to give greater 

discretion to the judge. I do not suppose that there is any other way of 
stopping it. As things stand at present, we cannot stop it. 

Q. Do you find that pleaders let examination go on for two, three or four 
daysP 

A. I do, of course. I may say it cannot be avoided because strictly
speaking all these questions are relevant but at the same time absolutely
pointless. 

Q. Do you think that munsifs and subordinate judges in your district 
are exercising their powers in controlling examination of witnesses, etc. P 

A. I do not think so. They are not doing so. At the time of writing: 
judgment we see a huge volume of evidence which is not made use of at all.. 
We cannot avoid taking evidence of all the witnesses. 

Q. But what remedy would you suggest to avoid it P 
A. I understand that in the High Court it is done before issues are 

framed. In my opinion there ought to be a hearing so that when a cour~ 
proceeds to try a case it may have some clear issues before it. 

Q. l\lay I take it then that your suggestion is that at the first hearing 
both parties must be examined P 
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A. Of course, if necessary. 
Q. Do you think that in the present Code there is any power of cross

-examining either plaintiff or defendant at this stage? 
A. I think there is a provision. It is allowed, but it is not made use of 

.by any munsif. 
Q. If use is made of some such provision do you think that it would lessen 

the volume of evidence? 
A. It will eventually be reduced. If I am allowed to say something on 

~his point I would say that the main reason why judicial officers do not make 
u~;e of this provision is that they do not get immediate credit for it. 
What I mean to say is this: As things stand now they are judged almost 
-entirely by their outturn and if a particular judge 'devotes some of his time 
to this kind of procedure he does not get any benefit: Perhaps his- successor 

·will get it. He only cares for the p1esent outturn of his work. 
Q. Would you like to have the power to have parties examined as at the 

-trial just before the settlement of issues P · 
A. Not at that length, but only real points that are in dispute. 
Q. The present Code gives the power to the court to examine the parties 

1f it likes to? 
A. I know that the court has got that p~wer, but what I say is that that 

power is very seldom exercised. 
Q. I think a greater use of that power will be very useful. 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. How many old suits are pending in your district? 
A. I do not think they are very many. I can't give you .t..ha figures off 

hand. · · 
Q. How many one year old suits are pending in your distri!:tP 
A. Roughly speaking there ~r{l about 50 of them, but more than half of 

these l'uits are lyin6 with commisSioners. I should say in a majority of cases 
delays are caused on account of commissioners. 

Q. Do you not think that inspection of courts by district judges would 
-<'onduce to work leing done by sub-judges and munsifs in a better manner? 

A. I think so. 
Dr. DeSouza.-You belong .to the Indian Civil Service? 
:A. Yea, I do. 
~'· Have you served in the revenue branch P 
A. l served for four or five years. 
Q. You were first assistant collector and from that you were appointed 

directly as district judge? 
A. Yes, I was appointed directly as district judge. 
Q. You know there is a good deal of complaint in India on the score of 

young civilians being appointed district judges without experience of civil 
work? · · 

A. Yes. 
Q. What method would you suggest to remedy tl.is evil? 
A. Well, one experiment was tried in the case of two or three officers in 

Ilenga.I. They were appointed munsifs in the first instance to try original 
ci vii suits. · 

Q. Has that experiment been given up? 
A .• I have not heard of it any more--so I think it has been given up. I 

did not notice any &uc·h appointments in recent years. 
Q. Do you not think that to allay public dissatisfaction, young civilians 

should be allowed to do munsif's work only for a year or so at the least? 
A. I think it would be a very good idea. 
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Q. It is an experiment tried in Bombay. Do you not think ty ·its exten
sion to other partb of India the clomplaint will be remedied P 

' A. I think so. 
Q. But considering t~at such officers are mostly~ignorani of the languag( 

and customs, do yoJJ thmk that such a system would be popular with the 
public? • _ 

A. I do not think there would be much objection; at most, it would be 
temporary. 

Q. I take it then that you d~ not approve of the present system of an 
officer having experience of revenue work only being appointed a district. 
judge? 

A. No. 
Q. What period would you suggesb for an asshltant collector being put in. 

charge of subordinate civil courts before being appointed as a district Judge P 
.4. For a couple of years he should do work as a munsif and for another· 

two or three years as a sub-judge. 
Q. Now, how many working days have you in. a year? 
A. I suppose about 260 to 270 days. 
Q. Is your district considered a heavy criminal district? 
A. Practically so. 
Q. How many days do you devote to criminal cases? 
A. I think it is more than one half. 
Q. How much time in a year do you devote to original and appellav 

work? 
A. About sixty days. 
Q. What sort of original" suit do you take upP 
A. Probate. 
Q. In your present district of Faridpur do you have heavy civil appeals P 
A. I have been in that district for not more than a couple of montlis. 

During this time I have had 273 appeals. 
Q. Then a lot of the dist.rict judge's time is taken up with hearing; 

sessions cases and criminal appeals? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What remedy would you suggest so as to make him the real head of 

the civil justice of the dhltrict, instead of being nominally so, as he is at. 
present? 

A. He ought to be given some relief. So far as criminal work goes, that 
might be done, without entailing much expense, by investing subordinate· 
judges with powers of assistant sessions judges. 

Q. It is a very difficult question. You ought to find a solution. What 
would you suggest as a remedy so as to make a dhltrict judge a real head of civil 
justice, instead of being nominally so? 

A. I will givEo him some relief so far as criminal work goes. Perhaps that 
ean be done without additional expenditure. More subordinate judges might. 
be given the powers of assistant sessions judges. If you wot.:.ld make a 
change through~ut, I would have summary procedure applicable to more
cases. I would have the power of the munsifs increased. 

Q. With regard to the examination of parties, I do not think you han 
had experience of much original civil work P 

A. No. 

Q. Similarly, with regard to the supervision that you exercise over thfl' 
·subordinate courts, the :nunsifs' courts, and the returns-monthly, quarterl,y 

and yearly, I suppose they are scrutinised by the head of the offi.oe
sarishtadar. What sort of an official is he? What is his r'1,v? 



Q. He lS always a graduate? 
A. No. 
Q. He has no knowledge of law? 

A. Generally none. 
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Q. Then, as regards munsifs' courts and subordinate judges' courts, so far 
as delay statements and execution work are concerned, no supervision is. 
exercised at all. Perhaps you have no time. 

A. Personally I myself sometimes do it, but very rarely. The present 
rule is one should inspect once a year : the High Court do not say anything. 
if we do it within three years. 

Q. Supposing we appoint registrars for district courts of the grade of 
subordinate judges, whose business would be to inspect courts t() check 
delay statements, to check execution statements, to check the wo:k of guar
dians appointed by courts. "'hat do you think of the appointment of sucho 
an officer? -

.4. Of course he has to be a high paid officer, if he is given the powers of 
C"hecking the work of subordinate judges' courts. 

Q. Suppose a munsif or sub-judge of 8 ·or 10 years' standing is ap
pointed, would such an officer be an efficient· check upon the administration 
of civil justice in the district? 

A. Certainly. 
Mr. Basu.-Are suits under section 92 many in your district? 
.d. During my three months, I do not think I received more than 2 or 3 .. 
Q • .Applications under the Religious Endowments Acti' 
A, I received only one. 
Q. With regard to suits under the Act of 1840 or .under section 92,. 

application for leasing of part property, could not they be ta1.en, up by 
sub-judges? •.·· 

.4.. I do not find why they shovld not .. 
Q. With regard to civil appeals which are filed in your court, do you make

it a point to take up a case on the application of the respondent i' 
A. So far as I am concerned, I fix a day. 
Q. As a matter of fact I suppose that with regard to civil appeals, you· 

find no difficulty to go on with them, if you find time P 
A. No. I was very successful for a short time in Hooghly. There was a 

large congestion of such appeals and I made it a point that I would send 
for the pleaders and ask them if it would be convenient for them to take the: 
appeal, and then fix a date and on that data I would positively take the
case up. 

Q. Huw long do yoJ. take generally to finish miscellaneous appeals, in 
which there is stay of execution, stay of injunction, etc. i' 

A. Three months. 

Q. Do you make it a point of speedily disposing of them? I suppose if 
you want to speedily dispose of them, ther~ is nothing to prevent it so far 88' 
the lawyers are concerned. 

A. No, not on stay matters. 
Rai Rahndur K. C. J,ose.-Q. Now, as regards setting aside of sale, can 

you give us an idea as to what number of cases turn out to be sut'Cessful? 
.4.. I do not think they are very many--<>nly a very small number of them. 
Q. Do you think that the petitions are always actually bond fide P 
.L They are not always actually bona fide. 
Q. "hat remedy would you suggest P 
A. One thing that I would like to say in this re<;pect is that whenever 

there ii any such application for setting aside of sale, I" would call upon the-
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judgn~nt-debtor to deposit the decretal amount or at least a part of it. I 
think that will exercise a salutary check over filing of frivolous applications. 

Q. With regard to injunctions, do you think that injunctions are granted 
rather layishly? ~ 

A. I think they are granted as a matter of course. 
Q. Do you think that is a satisfactory state of things? 
A. B~t I do not think it causes much hardship because my experience is 

that these injunction proceedings are disposed of in a very short time. 
Q. And do you think that in those cases where public bodies suffer they 

-should be granted P 
A. Where it is obvious that public bodies would suff~r, in that case, courts 

-ought· to be chary jn granting injunctions. 
Q. Now, in n'!-(ard to commissioners for local enquiries, do you think 

that that procedure really helps or simply causes delay?. 
A. In my opinion that procedure simply causes delay. Tha judges have 

got a list of commissioners with them, but they are not in a position to know 
which commissioners are engaged and which not, because the power of 
appointing commissioners is only wihll the district judge. Each subordinate 
-court has got a list of commissioners, but they cannot be sure- which of them 
are engaged. · 

Q. Then you mean that much delay is caused in regard to commissioners. 
A .. Yes, Sir. \Vhen a suit is pending the munsif has to refer the matter 

to the district judge and so mucJt delay is caused in that ~ay. 
Q. Supposing that power is taken away from the district judge? 
.1. Then, of course, it will facilitate matters. 

Mr. P. C. MITIER, Representative of the British Indian Associa
tion, Calcutta, and late Minister to the Government 

of Bengal. 
Written Statements. 

I. 
Some useful statistics are collect€d from page 81 of the .1dministration 

Report of Bengal for 192.l-2:Z. 
Year 1921. 

Total number of suits instituted in 
1921 

Rent suits 
.l\Ioney suits . 
Title and other suits 

644,045 
340,000 
237 597 
66:448 

(-52 per cent.) 
(about 37 per cent.) 
(about 10 per cent.) 

()f these title and other suits 43 per cent. are mortgage suits, therefore 
over .4 per cent. are mortgage suits. In value title suits represent more 
than half the total litigation of the province. 

Plaintiffs successful 
Compromise 
Dismissed for default 
Plaintiffs unsuccessful 

Total number of 
after contest 

suits 

Total number of suits 
after contest 

70·6 per cen~ 
10•8 
10·6 
8 , 

ToTAL . 100 per cent. 

decided 
81,733 = i 2·6 rer CE'nt. of th total 

numbPr of suits insti· 
tnted. 

decided 
562,312 =SN, per cent. 
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Of these contested suits 84·4 per cent. resulted in favour of the defendants. 
Average duration of contested suits. 

DU!trict judges 861 
Subordinate judges 590 
M~& ~ 

Considering that more than half the number of suits are rent suits and" 
onore than one-third are money suits the avex·age_ duration of .contested title· 
and other suits is really much longer than what appears in these figures. 
Of the 340,000 rent suits only 2,557 exceed Rs. 500 in value. It may there· 
fore be taken that the munsifs dispose of most of the rent suits. The
duration of 268 days of suits disposed. of by munsifs practically represents. 
the time taken by them in disposing of rent suits and money .suits for 
less than 10 per cent. are title and other suits and out of this 10 per cent. 
over 4 per cent. are mortgage suits. The duration of suits tried by 
munsifs is therefore very unsatisfactory. The duration of 590 days of suits. 
tried by subordinate judg~s appears on paper to be far more satisfactory 
than those of the munsifs but in point of fact a. large percentage of suits 
tried by the subordinate judges are title suits. I· have not got before me
figures relating to suits tried by the subordinate judges but I find from page 
180 of the administration report of Bengal, 1921-22, that. suits exceeding. 
Rs. 500 in value are .classified as follows:-

Suits for money and moveables 
Suits under rent law . 
Title and other suits 

.. 7,578 
2,567 

11,679 
The sub-judges in some places deal with suits of value of over Rs. 1,00()' 
and in others over Rs. 2,000. The percentage of title suits is much larger
in case of the sub.judges. The real duration of title suits therefore is often 
more than 3 years. At the present moment the jurisdiction of sub-judges 
and munsifs is divided according to thanas within their areas. In the 
interest of 90 per cent. of'the.·'litigation represented by rent suits and 
money suits I suggest that the present system be changed with regard to 
title suits. Rent suits and money suits should be instituted according to 
the jurisdiction of thauas at the present moment and the subordinate judges. 
and the munsifs should deal with these suits very promptly. One sub
ordinate judge and one munsif, however, should receive all title spits within 
the jurisdiction of. the district or the sub-division in the chowki as the 
case may be. He should deal with these suits in their preliminary stages 
and till they are ripe for hearing. That is, to say the admission of the
plaint, the written statement, production and discovery of documents, interro. 
gatories, preliminary citing of witnesses should all be taken up by this 
officer. When these title suits are ripe for hearing they should be distri· 
buted under orders of the district judge amongst the different subordinate 
judges and the munsifs. This re-arrangement of the work will facilitate
disposal, As regards uncontested rent suits and money suits the munsifs 
and the sub-judges should be expected to dispose of such suits within 2 
months from the date of institution and as regards contested rent suits 
and money suits they should be expected to decide the same within 4 months 
from the date of institution, where there is no question of iama or enhance
ment in rent suits. 'Where however there is a question of jama or enhance
ment they should be expected .to decide these suits in 6 months' time. 
Speedy dispos'll of 90 per cent. of suits instituted will mean relief to 
litigants and will remove congestion in our civil courts. The ipspecting 
judicial officer will give special attention to the disposal of the different types 
of suits and should not merely proceed on the basis as to whether a suit 
has been decided after contest or without conkst. 

II. 
I am a VicP.-'Presidt'r.t of the British Indian Association and was a 

Minister to the Government of Bengal for three years. I am a vakil of 
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-the Calcutta High· Court, of 27 years' standing. From 1894 to 1904 I 
managed 3 zemindary estates with a total rent roll of over 2 lakhs a year. 
'These zemindaries are in 7 districts of Bengal. I have some experience, 
though limited, of trial of· original suitR in our subordinate courts. 

The problem· with which the Committee lias t~ deal is one of extreme 
difficulty. Apart from the intrinsic difficulties of the problem arising out 
.of the points of reference the difficulty is enhanced by many local factors such 
as the dilatory habits of many litigants, ignorance and helplessness of a. · 
section of these litigants, the wickedness of a set of people who hang about 
Iaw courts and try to take advantage of the ignorance of the litigants, the 
poverty of a large section· of the litigating public; the want of business 
habits and close supervision of an important section of the richer litigants, 
-the e:Jttremely litigious spirit of a section Of litigants and other extraneous 
reasons which I do not desire to enlarge further. ' 

In view of the shortness of time at my disposal and the intrinsic difficulties 
.of the problem, I express my views with some degree of diffidence and I 
would like the Committee to take my views more in the nature of suggestions 
.some of which the Committee might think it worth their while to investigate 
than as my final and definite opinion. 

• I desire to divide my evidence into three main heads:
(1) Suggestions relating to trial of suits. 
(2) Suggestions relating to improvement in execution proceedings. 
(3) Those relating to appeals and revisions. 

A bout suits I desire to touch on the following points :-

(a) 1\:lore effective methods of valid service of summonses and notices 
so as to avoid so far as possible the re-opening of ex parte 
decrees and orders. 

(b) Adjournment taken for filing written statements. 
(c) Time taken for citing witnesses. 
(d) Time taken for production of documents. 
(e) Limited use of provisions relating to interrogatories. 
(/) Discovery and inspection of documents, as also applications of Order 

12, Rule 2 for admission of documents. 
(g) Etpediting the decision of rent suits, suits on promissory notes and 

money 'claims. 
(h) A more strict observance of some of the rules of procedure as laid 

down by the Civil Procedure Code, and the rules and orders of 
the High Court. 

(i) A suggestion about a more effective inspection of judicial work by 
competent judicial officers. 

Before I deal with these specific points I would like to observe that in 
many suits more than a year generally elapses from the date of the filing 
()f the plaint to the time when the case is really ripe for hearing. This, in 
my opinion, ought to be shortened and can be shortened if there be a more 
~trict observance of the existing; provisions relating to the rules of procedure 
and the circular orders of the High Court. In some cases it may be 
necessary to introduce some modifications in the existing procedure and 
-circular orders. 

(1) Sug{Jested improvement 
1
in the service of summonses and flo'fices.

Under the present system a number of peons are attached to the courts 
which are situated etther at the headquarters stations of a district or at a. 
sub-divisional town or in the munsifi chowki. The peons are under the 
nazarat department. They go out from their headquarters station into the 
interior and serve summonses on the identification of the plaintiff or his 
servants. A district often comprises several thousand square miles and a 
sub-division several hundred square miles, travelling is slow, tedious and ex
tJensive. The process-serving peons as also identifiers are poor men in 
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humble walks oi life. The temptatiolu· to nvoid the· tedioas journey and 
J•oeket the trllvclling expenbe are f11ctors whieh ('llUUot be ignored Loth witl::. 
.rt>gard to the proc·ess-serviug peon and the identifi~r even when the plaiJ;~tif( 
himself has no fraudulent int11ntion. When the plaintiff has a fraudulent 
jntention the opportunities of suppression of summons are great. In rura.i. 
a•·eas there are no streets wi.th municipal numbers such as 'ire have ir,. 
.Calcutta. The natural difficulties of proper service are great as compared. 
with, say, service within tte original j~risdiction ,of the Calcutta High 
Court. The peons natur11lly do not know the parties and ·the dishonest 
pl11intiff .c·an, if he so desires, get the process suppr(!ssed or make a pretepce 
..of serving taking 'good i:·are to keep the defendant in, ignorance. · I suggest 
prol'esses may be served in rural areas by a numbet: of peons placed uuder 
.the presidents of vill&ge union boards "·here these exist or the p,resjdenl; 
panchayat where these do not exist. At the present moment 
there are about 1,500 union boards in Bengal and their number . is 
increasing. In areas where there 1 are no such boards, tb~:re are. the 
pan('hayati organisations.· When the whole of ".Bengnlc will be divided 
into union boards the number will be about '7,2.00. I· suggest that the 
local peon under the local president will serve th& process on the identit 
fil'ation of the identifier. The peon as well as the identifier will t~en swear 
the affidavit of service before the president of the village ·umons or the 
president pnnchayat as the case may be. The president should be given 
power to hold a summary enquiry about the service· and. he will return the 
summonses after service to the court with his endorsement thereon. He will 
he permitted to express his opinion about the truth of the service and if 
nPed be to ask the peon and the identifier to call upon the defendant again 
if he thinks nel'essary. The court on the filing of the plaint will send a 
('opy of the plaint with the summons to the president under a registered 
·!'OVer and the peons at the disposal· of the president panchayat Will serve 
the writ IOI'ally on the identification of the identifier. ·A 1·egistered post 
eard will al~o be issued by the court direct to the defendant staf.ing the 
number of the suit, the name of t-fle plaintiff, the nature of the claim and 
the da~ fixed. This system will assure double check. Service through the 
intenentiou of the president will be an improvement on the present system 
bel'au~e the president is a local man oi some position and it will be more 
difficult to suppress the summons if it has to be served through the president. 
'l'he peons also being local men are likely to know many of the defendants. 
This system will also mean some savii1g in the expcmses of the process-serving 
.department as the t:ime and expense wasted by the peons in travelling over 
n large uea will be saved. There should be strict rules to ensure honesty. 
Ut servil'e. If the identifiers or the peons are negligent there should be 
provision for fine to be reali!':ed from the identifier (not necessarily from the 
·plaintiff) and the peon. If they act fraudulently then they should be 
.criminally prosel'uted. '\'henever there is a criminal prosecution the minis
t-t>rial ofli.Pe•· of the court should notify the fact amongst serving peons. If 
:the president a._--ts negligently he should be fined, if he acts fraudulently 
he ~hould be prosecuted. The president should get a small .remuneration 
for his trouble and should have the services of a moharir (whole time or 
l'urt. 1 imc a.~ ·may be necessary). He should keep a register of ~Nvice with 
the help of the muhurir and forward copies of such register to the civil 
<'ourt coJlC'erned every week. No additional expenditure will be necessary 
for all this as the present prol'ess-serving fees will be more than ample. 
The number of peons at the headquarters may be very considerably reduNld. 
The onl~· peons thnt I would retain at headquarters will be those neNlssary 
for attachment and sale of moveables of judgment-debtors and for servin~ 
processes, suv within an area of 5 miles from the court houses. The minis
terial nazar~t establishment at the headquarters oean also be considerably 
reduced. 

The peons are like!~· to serve at a lower remuneration in t\J.eir village 
home!l' -:thnn at ihe 'hendqunrters stntion. From tht" savings so effected I 
would prO\·iue for the peons of the president, the president's remunera.tion, 
the n>muneration of his muharir and of one or two supervising officers in 
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each district whose duty it will be 'to inspect th~ process-serving work of 
th$ presidents. The pre!;ident will be responsible to the district judge for 
due discharge of his process-serving duties. 

If" the exec'lti.-e authorities raise a practical difficulty about employment 
of presidents ior service of summons· then I suggest power should be given 
to th.~ dist.rict judge to select a prominent man from each vi.Jage union 

or panchayati area to discharge the same duty that I have suggested that 
the president should discharge. The average area ·of an union board is about 
10 square miles and when the whole of Bengal will be parcelled out into 
union boards there will be about 7,200 union boards .. As an· alternative 
measure I suggest that district judges may be allowed to select one 
prominent man 1n each local area. of 10 to 15 square miles. It will perhaps 
be convenient to follow the units of village union or pancbaya'ii boards. 
The person -so selected may be paid a. small percentage of the process fee and 
his peons and mahurir may also be similarly remunerated. Selection by the 
district judge will perhaps add to the prestige of the judiciary and may be 
seriously considered as an alternative proposal. Similarly in municipal areas 
one person may be selected in small municipalities and two or three persons 
may be selected in larger municipalities . 

. 2. Time fG·;- filing w1-itten statements.-Three weeks' tinie is ordinarily 
allowed for filing written statement. I suggest that the court should not 
allow more than one adjournment and that adjournment should not be more 
than 3 weeks for .filing a. written statement. If, for any reason, the court 
considers it necessary to allow more than one adjournment then the defend
ant must move the court by petition and giVe special reasons for such 

. adjournment a.nd the court shall not grant any such adjournment unless 
special reasons exist and such special reasons should be recorded in the 
order sheet. For any adjournment (including the first adjournment) for 
filing a. writte.a statement the court shall award cost. 

3. Time for dting witnesses.-Within one month from the filing of the 
written statement both parties mlNit cite their witnesses. Subsequent sum
moning of witnesses must be by moving the court and for special reasons. 
If for any r&r.son the case is adjourned on the date fixed for hearing the 
court officer should endorse on the summons the date of the next hearing 
and direct the witnesses to come on the next date without service of 
further summons. 

4. Time for production of documents.-The plaintiff must within a. 
month from· the filing of the plaint file his documents. The defendant also 
must within a month from the filing of the written statement file his docu
ments. If the time for the filing of llhe documents be extended then it 
must be by motion to court giving special reasons and the court shall not 
gt:ant time to file documents unless it is satisfied that special reasons exist. 
Such special reasons should be recorded in the order sheet.. 

5. Interrogatories.-Very little advantage is taken of the provisions relat
ing to interrogatories. If advantage be taken of these provisions then 
litigation is likely to be shortened. In passing orders of cost at the final 
hearing the court shall take this fact into consideration. 

6. Discovery and inspection of documents.-No more than month's time 
should be given for this purpose from the date of filing of the documents 
If more time is required then such time may be given after a petition to 
court giving special reasons and the court must record in the order sheet 
what these special reasons are. All orders for extending the month's time 
must be on payment of costs. 

7. Service of notice on pleaders after appearance of defendants.-Although 
the pleaders for both parties have appeared noti<'es are sometimes served 
not on pleaders but on the clients. This means delay. After pleaders have 
appeared notice-s to the pleaders should be enough and the servire on the 
parties should be dispensed with. 

8. E:rpecliting rent suits.-Pages 59 and 60 of the Gene~al Rules and 
Circular Orders of the High Court (1918) contain rules directing that the 
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date for hearing of the rent suits shall. ordinarily be l4 complete days after 
service of summons. In point of fact rent suits are very seldom really 
tried after 14 days from the date of the summons. The .;ent suits form a 
large percentage of litigation in rural Bengal. • Volume II, Appendix A, 
page 139 of the General Rules and Circular Order of the High Court show 
that a register is to be kept for money suits and rent suits more than sis 
weeks' old, more than 3 months' old and so on. But these suits are ver1 
often not tried promptly. Strict orders about speedy disposal of ren11 
suits and money suits will have a salutary effect 4t preventing the lP.ngthening 
of proceedings and inspection should be specially directed about the speedy ' 
disposal of rent suits and money suits. A separate note• is submitted about 
rent suits and money suits. 

9. llule& of procedure and circular 01'den to be &trictl!l obse7"11ed.-Prope~ 
observances of rules of procedure and circular orders will have a. salutary 
effect. 

10. Divisional judicial inspectors.-The present s;ystem of j11dging the 
work of judicial' officers by the number of cases disposed of is unsatisfactory 
and, paradoxical though it may seem, helps in tlie aocumulation of arrears. 
A natural anxiety to show disposals very often ·leads to the disposal of 
11imple contested cases and putting off all intricate and difficult cases with 
the· result that it really means more delay in the disposal of cases. I 

. 11uggest that the present system should be done away with and that one 
experienced and strict judicial officer should be appointed for each of the 
five divisions of Bengal for inspecting and examining the work of the courts 
in each division. This officer may examine at random, ny, 10 per cent. 
of the cases disposed of. It will be their business specially to see whether 
provisions for speedy disposal of suits have been observed and the proce. 
dure laid down in the Civil Procedure Code under the circular orders for 
shortening litigation have been kep.t in view. He will also have an oppor
tunity of judging the real quality rather than the quantity of the work. 
He will examine as to whether difficult and intricate cases have been unduly 
put off and easy cases have been,disposed of in order to show an apparent 
good result on paper. Subordinate judicial officers have complained that 
the work of examination of disposals is sometimes practically left in the 
bands of subordinate ministerial officers. If that is so it is not a right thinK. 
The appointment of experienced judicial officers as divisional inspector& 
will have a salutary effect. Their pay will . I believe be more than :m~t 
by 'speedy disposal of suits and by the resulting convenience to the !i'.~gant 
public. I suggest further that a Judge of the High Court should devote 
about 60 days every year to check the work of these judicial divisional 
inspectors. The whole object of the inspection will be to look to the quality 
rather than to the. quantity of the judicial work and to see that salutar.f 
provisions for curtailing the length of judicial proceedings are kept in view 
by the subordinate judicial officers. The subordinate judicial officer shoul<l 
try. to cultivate the habit of having a grip over his file and to make dc.t 
arrangement about different types of work. 

Setting tUid11 of e:t t>arl11 decTilea.-I have already sug!;Uited a more 
effective procedure for serVlce of summons. I suggest further 'that within 3 
days from the date of passing an ez parte decree the court shall send & 

registered postcard to the defendant giving him the number of the suit, 
the name of the plaintiff, the nature of the claim, the amount decreed and 
the date of the decree. In view of these safeguards I suggest that in suits 
for money (including by that expression rent suits and mortgage suits} 
~pplications for setting aside ez parle decrees should not be entertained 
unless CJash or promissory note to the extent of the decretal amount and 
costs be deposited along with the application for. re-hearing. In other suits 
the costs as also say 20 per cent. of the value of the amount as found in the 
judgment should be deposited in cash or in promissory note along with the 
application for setting aside the decree. Section 153A of the Bengal Tenancw 
Aet (being section 47 of Act I of 1907 B.C.) is a provision intended tc 
safeguard against filing of frivolous applications for setting aside ez partt 
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rent decrees. This provision appears all right on paper but tn actual practice• 
this provision of law is easily -evaded by an unverified statement that nothing 
is due to the plaiiltiff. If lilY suggestions about setting aside of all ex parte 
delTees ,be accepted this provision will be superfluo4.s but if this provision ha.;. 
to· ,be retained then in order to give effect to its intention it should he 
provided that the petition must be supported by an affidavit and when pa~·
ment is pleaded the particulars of such payment, I'.(J., the amounts paid, th~ 
date of such payment and the name of person to whom such payments have 
been made should be given. As rent suits and rent decrees, money claims and' 
molli'V de~ree;; biH:e.d on ki8tibnndis executed bv tenants form a verY la!''-!fl' 
-percentage of civil litigation in this province, ·1 am submitting a separate 
note on the subject. 

Delay in execution proceedinu~. 

This is a difficult problem. The following seem to be root causes for 
delay in execution proceedings in Bengal :-

1. A large section of the rural population do not posse<>s valuable assets 
in the shape of moveable properties, such as, furniture, shares, 
debentures, banking accounts, book-debts, etc., and in many 
cases immoveable properties divided into small plots form· 
practically the only source from which money can be realised. 

2. The owner of the immoveable property dings to it with extreme 
tenacity and will take every conceivable step to postpone part
ing with his possession. 

3. The fight often starts at the time of attachme11t. It is carried on 
when sale proclamation is issued, property brought under ham
mer and even at the time when the decree-holder or the auction 
purchaser tries to take possession. 

4. It is often difficult for the decree-holder to get the particulars of 
immoveable property of his judgment-debtor. Particulars as to 
location of the small plots, their value, title, etc., are not ofterr 
available to the judgment-creditor. The consequence of this 
want of knowledge on the part of the decree-holder is that 
charges of fraud are often justly made, but the procedure is 
auch that it enables the dishonest judgment-debtor to put for
.vard a charge of· fraud unjustly. 

One important remedy will be to make a more extended use of Order 
21, Rule 41, C'ivil Procerlure Code, whieh is based on Order 42, Rule 32 
of the rules of Supreme Court in· England. So far as my limited experience 
goes this provision is seidom taken advantage of. This is due practically· 
to want of knowledge on the part of many munsifs· courts' pleaders to take 
proper advantage of this provision and also becam•e the only penalty 
for non-compliance of the judgment-debtor is the ordinary penalty under 
Penni Code for non-compliance with the order of the court. It is beliE!ve-i 
by the practitioners of the munsif's court, who ought to know their judges, 
that the munsifs are reluctant to take applications under Order 21, Rule .U 
seriously. 1 suggest for the consideration of the Committee that in ca~e a 
judgment-debtor does not appear in court when a nobce under Order 21, 
Rule 41. is issued, the court should appoint a receiver of all the immoveable 
properties of the judgment-debtor. It may be said that it will be diffieult 
for the receiver to take possession of various small plots of laud, land~ 
scattered in the different parts of the country. This difficulty may he 
obvillted if some sort of an official receiver being attached to each court. 
It will be open to that official receiver to take charge of various small plots 
of l~<nds, through the help of the president pllnchayat, the process-serving
agents of the court, in the different villages and the municipalities within 
the jurisdiction of the court. 'fhis official recei;·er will naturally have to 
deal with a large number of plots as there are a large number of money anrr 
~nt mtecution cases and it will be possible for him to have some sort of 
staff. If the judgment-debtor knows that the effect of hi:S non-complianC'tt" 
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will be that he will have to part with possession of his properties m favour 
of an official receiver of the court he is more likely to appear' in compliance 
with the notice under Order 21, Rule 41, than he is inclined at the present 
moment. Possession by receiver will have more than one salutary effect. 
It will enable the decree-holder to know the particulars of the property S() 

that the decree-holder will have a better knowledge of the value ana location 
of the property. As most of these properties will be agricultural holdings 
it will be possible for the court through its receiver to allow a subsistence 
allowan<·e to the honest judgment-debtor, in case the judgment-debtor himself 
be chosen to cultivate the land. With regard to the dishonest judgment
dehtor the fear that he will have to make over possession to somebody else· 
will have a salutary effect. Effective applicat~on of the provision under 
Order 21, Rule 41, will shorten a good deal of litigation in execu~ion proce~d
ings and will prevent much of the dishonesty on the part of the judgment
debtor as also the decree-holder. The court in these proceedings will have· 
an opportunity ot getting important information about the value and the 
s1tuation of the judgment-debtor's properties. These informations wilt 
relie,·e the court of a considerable amount of litigation arising out of Order 
21, Rule 90, Civil Procedure Code. It will also have the effect of bringing 
the decree-holder and the judgment-debtor face to face in court. If the 
decree-holder be dishonest the judgment-debtor will hav!) an opportunit~r 
of placing important facts before the court, on the other hand, if the· 
judgment-debtor be dishonest much of his dishonesty can be successfully met .. 
The court after it has passed the decree ought to see that its decree is not 
flouted and this procedure will prove helpful in bringing execution proceed-· 
ing~ to a speedy conclusion. 

In case where the decree-holder can satisfy the court by affidavit or by 
statement on oath that the judgment-debtor is delaying execution ·the
court should direct the judgment-debtor· to give security as a condition. 
preO!'dent to taking steps to meet the decree-holder's claim in execution 
proceedings. This power, however, should be exercised cautiously as it might. 
work injustice in case wherE!' the judgment-debtor is unable to provide 
securit~·; but in caRe of judginent-debtors of means it will have a salutary 
effect. 

Another reason for delay in execution proceedings is the law of limita
tion on the subject. The law of limitation often compels the judgment
creditor to makd frequent applications in order to keep alive his decree 

,although for want of adequate information he is not in a position to effect-
ively enforce execution and has no real intention of enforcing execution. 
A provision similar to Order 42, Rule 20 of the English Supreme Court 
Practice may prove helpful. Under the said rule a. writ of execution, 1i ' 
unexecuted, remains in force for one year. Order 21, Rule 57 of the 
"Civil Pror-edure Code was embodied in the Act of 1908 with a very laudable 
object. But it often results in causing more delay, for upon dismissal of 
the application the attachment ceases and that means the whole process has. 
to he started over again. The difficurt.v in many case~ is want of knowledge· 
of the decree-holder of the judgment.-debtor's affai!'s. . 

· In many cases the decree-holder has to purchase the property in auction 
sale, that means that another litigation in executior proceedings is started' 
for .. ~tting aside the sale. lf the sale is set aside then the decree-holder 
has to start afresh. I suggest that where the decree-holder is auction: 
purehaser, before the judgment-debtor is allowed to file hi!< application for 
"€tting aside the sale he Rhould be compelled to put in the decretal. amount. 
It may be said that the decree-holder may have purchased the property for 
a small sum. In suc-h a case undoubtedly the judgment-debtor is entitled to 
relief for the decree-holder may pursue the judgment-debtor and cause other 
properties to Le sold. But when the decree is final there is no doubt that 
the decree-holder is entitled to his decretal amount and no injustice will be 
done if the judgment-debtor be compelled to deposit the full decretal 
amount. 

Another trouhle of the dec-ree-holder auction-purchaser is that even after 
purchasing the properties, in many cases, he cannot take effective pos11ession 
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and cases are not uncommon where he has to start another title suit to 
get back possession. The nsual plea in some of these cases is that the 
~ecree-holder auction-purchaser was again dispossessed after the auction 
t>.1rchase, _and the suggestion ~hat I have. made ahout the appointment 
of a rel'elver to take possess10n of the Judgment-debtor's property will 
effectivel)r put an end to the prolongation of the litigation at the stage 

of execution and subsequent thereto. 
5. Execution matters are generally taken on Saturdays and the harassed 

munsif has to go through a large number of execution cases. In another 
part of my statement, I have suggested that one of the judicial officers should 
be specially set apart for dealing with title suits in their preliminary 
stages. It will be possible for this judicial officer to give two days in a week 
to execution cases. In my view of the matter I suggest that in the interest 
of speedy disposal of execution cases, instead of 4 days in a month being 
set apart for such cases, at least 6 days in a month should be set apart. 

Appeals. 

I will first of all deal with appeals in the High Court. As regards 2nd 
appeals I suggest that preparation of paper books should be dispensed with. 
When the case is heard under Order 41, Rule 11, typed copies are prepared 
for the use of vakils and of the 2nd Judge. In my opinion there is no 
point in printing the two judgments and the grounds of appeal over again. 
This merely causes delay and saddles the parties with unnecessary ex
pense. Typed briefs in 2nd appeals will be helpful in speedier disposal of 
such appeals. In appeals from original decrees the question is more difficult. 
The printing of papers means heavy expenditure to the parties and long 
delay. In the district courts, where there are European judges, they can 
manage to hear appeals without a printed paper book. The vernacular 
portion of the record is translated by an officer of the .court. A similar 
arrangement may well be tried with regard to first appeals. I make this 
suggestion with some degree of hesitation. The bar as well as the bench 
are accustomed to argue with reference to the paper book. That the paper 
book is more convenient there can be no doubt nor can there be any doubt 
that the preparation of paper booK means delay and expenditure. I would 
suggest for the consideration of the Committee that the procedure now 
obtaining in district courts, where there are European district 
judges, may be tried. If, however, one of the parties would agree to preparrl 
a printed paper book within a reasonable short time I would give him the· 
option to prepare such a paper book. 

As regards appeals from original orders my suggestions are the same as 
in that of appeals from original decrees. 

1 am not generally in favour of curtailing the right of appeal. The whole 
question may have to be examined, but such examination should be on 
different basis. The very existence of a right of appeal has a salutary effect 
not only on the deoeision of cases of the subordinate judiciary but gives 
the High Court an opportunity to judge of the qualit:y; of work of the subor
dinate judiciary. 

III. 

A note on rent suits and ·money suits in Bengal. 
' The rent suits and money suits form a very large percentage of litigation 

in Bengal. I have shown elsewhere in my statement that rent suits number 
52 per cent. and money suits 37 per cent. of the total litigation in Bengal. 
89 per cent. of the total litigation is, therefore, in rent suits and money 
suits. It will be useful to get an idea of economic questions connected with 
tnese suits. · 

Most of these suits come from rural Bengal. The population of the pro
vince is about 46 millions, out of which <Jver 3 millions live in urban areas 
and over 421 lllillions live in rural areas. Of the :-r ruiT!ions in u·rban area& 
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Calcutta and its neighbouring municipalities, Howrah with a population ot 
over 1 lakh and 80 thousand, Dacca with a population of over 1 lakh and 10 
thousand, are important towns. The rest are comparatively small towns 
with no industries. The population of the towns other than Calcutta, its 
neighbourhood and Howrah depend mainly on reproduction of basic. agri
cultural wealth. A considerable portion of the population of Calcutta, its 
neighbourhood and Howrah also depend on reproduction of basic agricul
tural wealth. The economic prospenty of the province, therefore, depends 
on the economic prosperity of the agriculturists and the landlords. Of the 
total population. of Bengal about 36 millions depend on agriculture and of 
these 36 millions, about 13 lakhs depend on i;ncome from rflnt of agri
cultural lands (i.e., they are landlords). Of the 36 millions, who. depend on 
agriculture, only about 10 millions are actual male workers, the rest are 
either females or other dependants of theirs. Of the 13 lakhs who depend 
on income from rent of agricultural lands, less than 3 lakhs are male heads 
of families, less than one lakh are female heads of families and over 9 
lakhs are their dependants. The prosperity of Bengal, therefore, largely 
depends on the prosperity of the ten millions of actual male workers and 
of the four lakhs of rent receivers. Any system, which causes great economic 
loss to the ryots and the landlords,' must react prejudicially not only on 
the landlords and ryots dependant on agriculture but on other important 
sections of the community, who depend on the reproduction of the basic 
agricultural wealth produced by the agriculturists. Prolonged and harassing 
litigation is baneful both to the ryot and to the landlord. It also affects 
prejudicially other members of the community who depend on the prosperity 
of the ryot. The money, which the ryot loses over litigation, saps capital 
at its root and must be itrongly deprecated. The ryot often listen& to the 
siren voice of the village tout, launches into litigation to put off the evil 
day and, at the end of 2 or 3 years, finds that he is not only out of pocket 
hy a considerable extent in defending his rent suit but he has also to pay 
a much larger sum to his landlo,:d in the shape of costs and interests included 
in the decretal amount. It is a cruel kindness to the ryot to perpetuate 
a system hy whil'h his agony is prolonged and his economic destruction is · 
ensured. The bulk of the landlords in Bengal are poor men and the 
economic loss to these landlords is very severe. The average income of a land
lord in Bengal (the expression landlord is according to the definition in 
the Bengal Tenancy Act, and includes the proprietor of estates as also 
the proprietor of tenures) is Rs. 22 a year. There are not more than 400 
landlords in ruFal Bengal whose minimum income is over Rs. ten thousand 
a year. The maximum income of a few landlords may be more than 2 or 3 
lakhs a year, but 99 per cent. of landlords, at the present day, are poor :tnen. 
This is due to partition, sub-infeudation, migration to towns and other causes 
into whieh we need not enter. The condition of the poorer middle 
elass in Bengal, who own the petty tenures of Bengal, is deplorable. 
Litigation in rent suits and money suits, therefore, affect the poor in 
11engal, the poor landlord, the poor tenure-holder and the. poor ryot. Th~ 
speedier the disposal of rent suits and money suits the better for all classP-11 
in Bengal. 

I desire to examine the question from another point of view. The total 
rent-roll of Bengal is less than 13 crores of rupees (this will appear from 
the Land-Revenue Reports of Bengal). The total value of suits instituted 
in the year 1921 amounted to over 10 crores of rupees (see page 180 of the 
administration report of Bengal for 1921-22). The year 1921 was a lean 
year for litigation. From rough calculations that I have made I find that 
out of the total value of 10 crores over four crores was the value of rent 
suits. It is well known that the bulk of the r·ent suits is instituted when 
the claim for rent is about to be barred, i.e., after 3 years and 11 months 
and on the last date of the Bengali year. The total value of four crores 
in rent suits, therefore, means that for over about one-third of tne total 
demand for rent of the province the landlords have to vait for 3 years and 
11 months before they institute their suits. They very often . do not gtJt. 
t.h£>ir money before another 3 years or 4 years elapse. The whl>!t'l system ia 
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vicious, and should be done away with. It means great economic loss both 
-to the landlord and the tenant. It is extremely unjust to the landlords and 
s.lso unfair to the tenants if their true interests be considered. The only 
class of ~;~eople who are benefited are the village touts~ and· the petty la~yers. 

1\Ioney suits very often are based on ki.~tilwnrlis executed by tenants who 
-after wasting their substance in litigation find that they are unable to 
pay their landlords in cash. Speedy disposal of rent suits and of money 
snits will r~ally affect the village tout and the petty lawyer more. than 

-either the landlord or the ryot. Speedy disposal of rent suits and money suits 
will greatly improve the economic condition of the ryot and the landlord 
and will help in building up capital. · 

I, th~refore, suggest that effective steps should be taken for the disposal 
of uncontested rent suits and monev snits within 2 months from the date 
of institution, for contested rent suits (where there is no question of jama 
'()r enhancement) and money suits within 4 months from the date of the insti
-tution and other rent suits and money suits within 6 months from the date 
of the institution. As regards execution of rent and· money decrees I suggest 
that the court should attempt to finish realisation in these decrees within 6 
months from the date of the decree so that the whole litigation will be at 
-an end within a year at the most. It will be the duty of the inspecting judicial 
'()fficers, whose employment I have suggested, to examine specially the speedy 
-disposal of rent suits and money suits. 

Lastly, I suggest, in rent suits the ·landlord will have to sue only his 
registered tenants and will not be bound to implead any one other than 
the registered tenants. 

IV. 

ANSWERS TO QVESTIONNAIRE. 

1. A. (i) First appeals, ordinarily two years, if the present system of 
printing paper books be followed. In appeals with a small paper book, one 
and a .half year. Second appeals, originally 15 months to 18 months. 
Miscellaneous appeals, originally 15 months to 18 months. 

(ii) ·District and· Sub-Courts.-Qriginal suits; (a) Title, ord:narily 11< 
months; (b) l\loney, ordinarily 6 months. 

(iii) Original suits; (a) Title, ordinarily 15 months; (b) nnd (,.), ~[on€'y 
and Ren~ontested suits should ordinarily take not more than 6 months. 
Ex parte, not more than 6 weeks. 

6. Ordinarily :nt>. 
8. Normally no. 

9, 10 and 11. Unless the strength of the cadre of the munsifs be increa5ed 
this suggestion will lead to more delay. As increase in the cadre c.f jndi1·ial 
officers is outside the scope of the Committee's enquiry, these questions 
must. be answered in the negative. 

14. N<l, not in Bengal. 
l.'. :\ '· -
18. Nl'. 
29. I think this is a good suggestion, but it will take a long time to 

reap the full benefit from this suggest.ion. There are difficulties but they are 
not insurmountable. 

31. The judge should always read the pleadings and try to have a clear 
1dea as to what the litigation is about and frame issues intelligently. The 
i.'Omparatively ~uort time taken in doing this will ultimately save a good deal 
.of public time. 

32. 11u;~e provisions are ordinarilly neglected. They are due partly to 
\ValAt of knowledge on the part of the pleaders in many places and to want of 
encoura~~:ement on the part of judicial officers. l\Iany judicial officers are 
apt to think that the time taken up in giving ~ffect to these provisions is 
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time wasted. I do not wholly blame those judicia'! officers who have this 
attitude of mind so long as the present s:vstem of judging their work by 
numher of disposals continues. I have already made S\lggestions for a remedy 
'of thi~ attitude of mind. · 

44. Very seldom. The subordinate judiciary cannot be wholly blamed 
in this matter for the High" Court has often discouraged this. 

4.). Very seldom. It is ordinarily left to the peskar. If the system of 
judging of results by number of disposals .be done away with •and the sub-. 
ordinate judiciary encouraged to have a better grip over their files there wiH 
be improvement. 

47. In most cases no. 

50. The supervision is· practically nil. Such, as exists, hampers rather 
than encourages speedy disposal. 

64. I am in favour of the judgment-debtor being served with a copy of 
the proclamation of sale and for simultaneous issue of writs of attachment 
and sale •proclamation. The notice of execution should be served on the 
vakil who appeared for the judgment-debtor in the suit and that will be 
!!Uffieient service. But for greater safety I will also issue a registered post
card to the judgment-debtor giving particulars. I am in favour Qf making 
it a rule that the refusal by the vakil to receive such notice is tantamount 
to refusal by the party. 

7 -!. I am generally not in favour of changing the ·Law of Limitation. 
Changes may perhaps be introduced here and there with, advantage, but 
there may be disadvantages too. After all a dilatory plairttiff or a dilatory 
decree-holder has no right to complain. The plaintiff or the decree-holder, 
"·ho tal•es proper steps and is hampered by the action of the .court, has a 
right to complain. Not othe!"s. 

80. I would not go so far., But it may be worth while to consider that 
in the case of all registered" documents the onus of proof should be on 
the executant if he chooses to question the execution. of the document. 

81. I am not in favour of this suggestion. 
82. I am not in f.avour of this suggestion. 
8!. I am not in favour of this suggestion. 

V'. 

A large percentage of litigation in this province being rent suits any 
satisfactory device for diminishing such suits or speedy disposal thereof will 
result in relieving our law courts of its present congestion. Under section 
158.\ of the Bengal Tenancy Act, provision already exists for the application 
of summary procedure for the recovery of rents under the Bengal Public 
Demands Recovery Act of 1913. This provision is, for all practical pur
poses, a dead letter. There are only a few proprietors who are allowed the 
benefit of this section. In my opinion the provision of section 158A with 
safeguards can he justly applied to a very fair number of rent suits. Wilih 
safeguards of the nature, I shall mention below, there will be no risk of 
injustice. 

There are usually two questions in rent suits-a question of jama and 
a qn!'stion of payment. A dishonest landlord or a dishonest gomasta of 
a landlord may not give rent receipts and the ryot may be prejudiced there
by. Sections 5i and 58 of the Bengal Tenancy Act provide for rent receipts. 
ami recei!>ts in full of all rents falling due at the end of the year. Section 
58. dause 3 also provides for the penalty. Under clause 3 of section.58 the 
collector, after a summary enquiry, has the right to connct the agent. This· 
ri~ht should be more freely exercised. It is more often the agent than 
the landlord who is really guilty for not granting a rent receipt. Applica
tion of the provisions of the Bengal Public Demands Recovery Art will 
facilitate the exercise of power by the collector under section 58, clause :l 
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'of the Bengal Tenancy Act. Sections 9 and 10 of the Bengal Public Demands 
Recovery Act give the certificate officer summary power to determine the 
quPstion of liability. Jf during such enquiry it tra.nspires that the agent 
had not given rent receipts the eertificate officer (who should always be given 
the powers of a collector under section 58, clause 3, of the Bengal Tenancy 
Act) should fraely fine the gomasta or the agent. This will be a better 
system, for at the present moment when the munsif finds that a gomasta 
has not granted any receipt he has no power to fine the gomasta, but the 
question 0f finding has to be enquired into by the collector. As the certificato:J 
officer can go into the objections summarily and any question of bona fide 
claim to right of property there is provision for referring the case to civil 
court un,der which harm will be done with regard to enquiry about questions 
of payment by the extension of the certificate procedure if a summary enquiry 
be held by the certificate officer. · · 

The more important question is the question of jarrw,. In case '.where 
there is a record of rights, or where a registered kabuliat exists, or. where 
there is a previous rent decree, or where payment at the rate claimed 
is proved by the production of the counterfoil of the rent receipts, 
signed by the tenant, for a period of 5 years, the certificate procedure should 
be extended to all landlords. · 

I would also have a provision in the Bengal Tenancy Act to the di<>ct 
that the tenant on receipt or the rent receipt will be bound to sign the 
counterfoil of the rent receipt. If in any suit or proceeding in civil court 
.or in any proceeding in a revenue court it is proved that the tenant did 
:not sign the counterfoil I would give power to the court or officer to _fine 
-the tenant up to five or ten rupees and in case of repetition of the offence 
up to ten or twenty rupees. 

If the certificate procedure be extended to the class of cases mentioned by 
me, in all probability, the total number of rent suits will be reduced by about 
trds of its present number. As rent suits form over 52 per cent. of the 
total litigation the extension of this system will mean a reduction of 34 per 
cent. of the total litigation of the province. 

Mr. P. C. MITTER, Representative of the British Indian Association, 
Calcutta, and late Minister to the Government of Bengal, 

called and examined on Monday, the 11th February 1924. 
Rai. Bahadu·r K. C. Bose.-Q. You have much experience in matters of 

rent suits? 
.lfr. Mitter.-Not lately, but during the last e1ght or ten years I had a 

good deal of experience of such suits. 
Q. With regard to the rent suits have you experienced much difficulty in 

serving summonses on the defendant? 
A. Yes sometimes but not always. 

· Q. I may take it that so far as you are concerned there have been very 
few applications for setting aside ex parte decrees P 

A. I think there have been very many applications. lt happens very 
often that a defendant would allow an ex parte decree to be passed against 
him. After a month he would come forward and file an application for 
re-hearing of that decree. 

Q. With regard to the service of summonses in rent suits, do you thi~k 
there is delay in finding out the real address of defendants so far as zemm
dars are concerned P 

A. Yes, where tho defendant lives on his property the difficulty is very 
small but on account of economic reasons a fairly large numb<>r of t<>nants 
have now migrated from their village homes and that gives rise to a trouble. 
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~~- With regard to your suggestion about the service of summonses, the 
identifier should be the headman of the village or the panchayat P 

.4. Yes. l\ly suggestion with regard to the st>rvice of summonses is no\ 
c:onfinl'd to rent suits. I have made that suggestion with regard to all the 
suits. It is better to get the affidavit of somebody. Merely taking the 
signature will not have the desired effect. The affidavit. should be taken 
before the headman of the village or the panchayat. 

~~. With rt>gard to your suggestion that the service practically may be 
left to the pancha:vat, do you not consider that that would be more costly and 
sometimes cause delay P 

.4. I do not think so. At the present time the peons are 11-t the head
quarter3 and they have to go to many distant parts and in many places facili
ties of travelling are very scarce. If the service is left to a local man it will 
be more economic. / 

Q. Do you think that in transferring the work of serving summonses the 
control of the court over the peons would be lessened P 

A .• l\J.v opinion is this; the district judge b~ing the head of the process
serving department, the headman of the village panchayat will be responsible 
to the district judge for t.he proper serving of summonses. The president 
or headman will for this purpose be under the district judge and the latter 
may choose his own ma'l according to his own notions who may be made res- · 
ponsible for the service. This is a matter of detail whether the panchayat 
or the distn<'t jn1lge appoints the man. Personally I would like that he 
should be C'hosen by the district judge. 

Q. Will you give us some idea as to the number of rent suits, so far as you 
are aware, which were instituted sa.y in the year 1921 or 1922 P 

A. During the last ten years there have not been many cases. Before 
that t.ht>re were many. 1\Iy e:werience is that the majority of the tenants are 
honest. 

\ 

~~- Your scht>me reall~· aim'! at dishont>st zeruindars? 

.4.. It is far more comprehensive. 1f my suggestions are adopted there 
will be very little trouble in serving summonses. 

Q. So far as the service of summons is concerned I think that will do for 
the present; we shall consider it at some other time. Now I find that there 
is another comprehensiv-e suggestion of yours that· one munsif and one sub
ordinate judge should receiv-e all title suits within the jurisdiction of the 
district, that he should deP1 with these suits in their preliminary stages and 
till they are ripe for hearing. · 

. .J.. )[y suggestion is that a. differentiation should be made between money 
suits and rent suits, issues in which cases are very simple, and title suits, 
issues in which are generally complicated. The statistics that I have given 
in my statement are quoted from page 180 of the report on civil adminis
tration for the year 1921-22. From these statistics it is clear that about 
ninety pt>r cent. of litigation in Bengal consists of rent suits and money suits 
issues in whi<'h are generally aimple. Therefore· an attempt should be made 
to make a differentiation between this sort of suits and title suits which are 
usually com~licated. It will be seen from the statistics quoted that there 
are about 52 per cent. rent suits, 37 per cent. money suits and about 10 per 
C'ent. titl-.~ suits-out of this ten per cent. al:.c>ut four per cent. are mortgage 
suits. Therefore it means that 93 per cent. of litigation in Bengal consists 
of rent suits and money suits. Therefore my suggestioll!J are that the ordin
ar~ mnnsifs a11d Rnhordin11te judge!} should have charge of these rent suits 
and money suits according to their jurisdiction, and with regard to the 
remaining seven per cent. they should deal with them in their preliminary 
stag!:'~, that is to say, the admission of the plaint, the written statement, 
production and disC'overy of documents, interrogatories and preliminary 
citing of witnesses. And it should be the duty of these officers to make the 
case ready for hearing but at the same time their idea should be on thE! one 
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band to accelerate things and on the other to see that by undue haste injustice 
-may not be done to any of the parties, and I am sure that if that special 
attention is paid to this class of case3, many cltses willbe ripe for hearing in 
1ess than ona year's time which can aft<lrwards be distributed amongst the 
different munsifs. 

Q. In which of the sub-divisions would y~u suggest that this principle 
·should be adopted? 

:1. \Vhere there are three or four munsifs in the sub-division and in sub
·divisions where thet:e are many suits; but that is a matter of detail. 

Chairman.-But I think there would be ex~~ptional cases where that 
Tule cannot be applied? · 

A. As regards exceptions, I would suggest that if there is one man at a 
·place, he should set apart half of. the day for that purnose say on each 
Monday or each. Friday. ' - ' 

Q. Now as regards your suggestion about the appointment of receivers, 
do :vou think that if the judgment-debtor does not come before the court 
Teceivers should be appointed? 

A. My suggestion about the appointment of receivers is secondary. What 
I want or suggest is that more use should be made of Order 21, Rule 41. At 

· the present time very little use is made of Order 21, Rule 41, perhaps even 
some of the members have also experience in this respect. So far as my 
limited experience goes this provision is very seldom made use of.'• This is 
due practically to want of knowledge on the part of many pleaders of 
munsif's courts. They do not take proper advantage of this provision. 'What 
I want is to bring the judgment-debtor and the decree-holder face to face in 
the court. Of course if the judgment-debtor does not appear in court when 
a notice under Order 21, Rule 41, is issued, the court should appoint a 
receiver. Effectivp flnplication of the provision unrler (\rder 21, Rnle 41, 
·will shor~n a good deal of litigation in execution proceedings- and will pre
·vent other difficulties. 

Rai Bahad11r K. C. Rose.-So far as rent suits are concerned, I do not 
think there is much difficulty, because the landlords know the land of the 
tenant, specially after the record of rights has been made. 

A. There is a good deal of difficulty. I have some experience of two dis
tricts. I may not have •difficulty about finding out the plot. After the 
record is prepared, generally the position of t.he parties is changed. For the 
fir~t year or so, the record is popular. In Bengal it is not a popJilar thing. 
'The reason of the difficulty is that where you have got to sell out thP right 
and after selling out take possession, that is needless inconvenien~e for all 
parties concerned. If the decree-holder goes before the court. he w1ll be a hle 
to find out what the property and assets of' the judgment-debtor are. The 
decree-holder puts Rs. 500 as the value of the property; on the other hanJ 
he has no idea of the valua of the property. 

I have suggested the appointment of a receiver only in case the judg
ment-debtor does not . appear. That is a penalty I suggest _for his non
appearance. 

Sir T. Desikarhari.-Q. Don't you think judgment-debtors are afraid of 
coming before the court? At least they are in )Iadras. 

A. "Why should they. They won't be arrest-ed. 
Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Under the old Civil Procedure Code the property 

was placed in the hands of receivers after attachment. "'ith regard to tht! 
appointment of a receiver, you have at times to consider as to whether Order 21, 
Rul-a 22, should be changed or not, because much time is wasted in the appoint
ment of a. receiver. 

A. A receiver is appointed at the present moment under different condi
tions, but the receiver, I suggest should be appointed, will be upon a con
sideration different to what Wl3 have. Even at the present moment, in 
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~xecution pr()('eedlllgs, the receiver can be appointed, but considering the 
peculiar conditions of Bengal and comidering the difficulties of ~xecution, I 
l.ave suggest~d the appointment of a rece1ver only when judgment-debtors 
do noi appear. . 

Q. With regard to the time for filing of documents do you think that .the 
1a w is too strict in this respect? 

.L Y(·S, the law is too strict for the ordinary habits of the people with 
ihe result that the judges in order to avoid injustice are sometimes too leni
ent. I have suggested a middle course in my note, that is to allow a period 
of one month. 

Q. Do you consider interrogatories should be extended also to rent suits? 
:1. I leave it to the discretion of the judge. There"are sometimes very 

complic;1ted suits but I do not like the general extension of the rule as it 
would mean some delay. 

(). There is one other matter. With .re~ard tQ the rent suits there is a 
pro,·isian in th~ Bengal Tenancy Act that after the decree if the defendant 
<'omes to set aside an ex parte decree hf> should deposit the decretal amount? 

A. I h<)ve made suggestions for setting aside ex parte decre-es. The pre
£ent section of the Bengal Tenancy Act is a farce. From actual experience I 
have seen that defendant comes forward saying that nothing is due from 
him to the plaintiff; then the whole litigation goes on merrily. Of course 
there mav be onses where the defendant ha~ paid and the landlord has not 
ct·editcd it. • 

Q. So far ·as Bengal Tenancy Act is concerned you are perfectly aware 
that the landlord generally grants receipt. They are liable to heavy penalty 
if thE'v de. not grant receipts. Therefore it may be taken that defendants 

·who plead payment had got receipts . 
.1. I am sorry the difficult~ is that these landlords generally have 

gomashtas who ~·eceive payments but do not generally grant receipts and 
the tenants are put to great trouble. I would like to have an additional 
J•ro\·ision that before the landlord is fined the gomashta should also be fined. 

{'. You consider that the provisions in the Bengal Tenancy Act do not 
improve the situation? 

rl. Not always. There is a large number of middle class landlords who 
work for th!>ir living in places like Calcutt~ and Dacca and there are very 
often co-sharers in these estates which specially lead to a good deal of !fiffi
culty. Perhaps the annual income of many of the co-sharers does not exceed 
n~. 200 or Rs. 300. 

Q. Now calling attention to the provisions of the ,pengal Tenancy Act 
with regard to Yarious provisions on the question of limitation may I suggest 
-that limitation of three years for execution of decrees be fixed fqr cases up to 
Hs. l,OUO~ , 

.L No; for this reason. Large class of landlords in Bengal, perhaps 95. 
p!>r cent. of them arc very small people. I am not speaking of big land
lonk Statistics show that out of 1 one hundred and thirty-four thousand 
rl'\"enue paying landlords there are hardly five or six hundred w!10se income 
is heyond ten thousand rupees a y·?ar. Therefore in regard to small land
'lords whose vocation is not that of a landlord but something else, the rais
ing of limitation will work out in hardship.• 

Q. WotJl<l you desire that limitation for suits of more than Rs. 500 may 
he ~hortcned to si:. ye:trs :' 

.l. r W<>uld leave the present limitation as it is. I have suggested in my 
statenwnt the difficulty of shortening the time for execution proceedings. I 
'have suggested something on the lines of the Supreme Court rules. namelv. 
onP yea•·· There should be no further attachment within one year.· - · 

4). ""ould you continue the ttresent pr()('ess of applying within three 
~·ear~? At present there are too many applications to keep the decree alive 
'hut which are never intended for execution. 
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A. I have made some suggestions ?n that poi!lt. m ~y statement. At/. 
present the decree-holder has to ~xpenence many difficulties. If somethin!( 
1s dona. to kt>ep the decree_-holder mfor_m~d as to what the judgment-debtorr 
properties are the necessity of submittmg applications every three yea s 
may be dispensed with.. · 

Q. Under the Bengal Tenancy Act, don't you think that the enhancement 
suits take a very very long time, longer than any lther suit? 

A. Yes, owing to the complicated system. 
Q. Do you know any method to shorten the p ·oceedings? 
A. ·No. Because in a suit where the capitalise! value is Rs. 40 by th~ time 

the litigation is over, each party must have spent Rs. 1,000. So if he 'wants 
to get the rent of one tenant raised by 2 annas in the rupee, the other penants 
may not agree. Now both the tenant and the lan:ilord are ruined. But in the 
settlement court, the system is better. There th3 settlement officer goes inti) 
the question over the whole village, and it is much more easily settled. 

Q. In these cases, I do not suppose there is any suaaestion to shorten the 
proceedings. . · "" . 

A. It is difficult. If we attempt to shorten the proc_eedings, it may be unjust 
to th:_e tenant and the landlord. 

Q. With regard to ejectment and enhancement, don't you think that section 
46 may be done away with? 

A. Speakina off-hand, I agree with you. But other matters have to be 
considered. The provisions taken from the English Law have not got any 
relevancy here. 

Q. With regard ~o section 150 o( the Bengal Tenancy Act where the tenant. 
is bound to deposit the amount, would you accept the suggestion that unless 
the tenant produces a rent receipt in proof of payment, no notice should be 
taken? 

A. I will go so iar as to favour the ten~nt and accept his affidavit. 

Q. Under section 153, would you enhance the amount from Rs. 50 to 
Rs. 250 and Rs. 100 to Rs. 500? • . 

A. The difficulty I feel is this. Sometimes the pecuniary value of a suit 
is not its real value. I would prefer to wait and see how the changes in the 
system work. I think by a re-arrangement of work much of the present delay 
will be avoided. • · 

Q. Say, with regard to munsifs 'Yho are specialJy empowered, I think it 
won't matter if we increase the amount toRs. 100? 

A. Well, I am not for any change. 

Q. With regard to suits under the Bengal Tenancy Act, I do not think you 
have got any suggestion just now to shorten those proceedings? 

A. Not that I have not got any sug~estions. Ny view is that the presen~ 
system should be changed with as little administrative changes as possible. 

Chairman.-! suppose before making any changes in the Bengal Tenancy 
Act, we ought to know a good deal about the local conditions of Bengal. 

A. I venture to su~gest to t.he Committee that ~he local laws be bet!er le~t 
alone. It is more or less an all-'lndia problem whiCh the other Committee IS . 

dealing with, and the field of enquiry is wide, while social and political 
questions will also be raised. 

Q. At ~he same time dealing with munsifs courts, do you think there is 
much difficulty in raising their powers from Rs. 50 to Rs. 150? 

A. I do not think there is much difficultv. I do not think it has much 
to do with the subject-matter of the enquiry- here to-day. Where there is a 
question of jama, where there is a questioa of title, appeal is allowed under 
roection 153; where there is no substantial question, then the judgment-debto•· 
11-ppeals in order to put ofi execution. 
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Q. With regard to rent suits ~gainst registered tenants, do you think that 
any injustice will be done to the tenant who has been served with a notice and 
has refused to accept it, if the case is decreed against him? 

A. No, I do not think so. When there is the question of payment of rent, 
I do not think that any injustice will be done if the man is sued and the case 
:s decreed against him. · 

<'· One or two questions more. Now looking at the figures in the reporl 
011 civil administration of 1922, I understand that there is a very small propor
tion of contested cases in munsifs' courts. Title suits are about forty per 
cent. and mortgage suits are about forty or forty-three per cent. P 

A. Yes, Sir, according to the report the proportion of contested rent suits 
to the total number of suits is very srriall. • 

c.!. Now ns regards money suits, do you think that anything c~n be done 
by extending the small cause court powers in Bengal? -

A. Well, Sir, I have not considered that question car~fully and I do noli 
like to offer any opinion on it, but I will go iuto· the question and will write 
on the subject. I am sorry that I have not been able to go into the question. 

Q. A great majority of rent suits are under Rs·. 50 and if the amount is 
raised to Rs. 100 I think a very large proportion of cases will be covered. 

A. Yes, Sir, that is the case. 
Q. Do you think that those cases which are contested are usually up to the 

amount <Of Rs. 100 and do you think that contested rent suits are as many ae 
uncontested suits up to the amount of Rs. 50P . 

A. Sir, the rent suits are contested for one or two reasons :-Where the 
question of enhancement and jama is there even a rent suit for the amount of 
two rupees may have an important bearing either for the landlord or the tenant, 
but when the question of enhancement or jama is not .involved a rt;lnt suit even 
for rupees five hundred may not be important· either to the landlord or the 
tenant. ~ 

Q. Supposing rupees fifty were raised to rupees hundred do you think that 
it will have an appreciable effect Ill the number of appeals? 

A. No, I do not think it will have much effect. It ~ill 4ave very little effect. 
Q. Would you explain to me why the question of rate of rent which may be 

five rupees a year becomes so much more important? 

A. The reason is this that section 50 of the Bengal Tenancy Act, after 
twent:v years, gives right to permanent assumption. Now if there is a question 
of raising of the rent it affects reversion. 

Q. Of the forty per cent. of title suits are they not in many cases of very 
small holding? 

A. I think so because out of sixty-six thousand suits only five or six thousand 
exceed rupees five hundred in value. From. my experience. I find that mos~ 
of the mortgage suits are mortgages executed in favour of ordinary " mahajans." 
They are all generally of small holding. 

Q. Do you think it could be possible to do anything to expedite mortgage 
suits? ' . 

A. I think ordinarily mortgages are based on registered documents. 
Q. On the whole your opinion is, if one looks at the contested suits, thd 

there is no larger scope for clearing the decks by limiting further the right 
of appeal? 

A. That is my opinion. In important matters there should be right of 
appeal. 

Q. As regards these matters one has to consider the practice of the local 
Go,·ernments in granting powers to munsifs under the small <'ause court 
procedure and also summary powers under section 153. From your knowledge 
of profession do you think that local Governments &hould be more liberal than 
+hey now are in granting these powers? 
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A. I have e~nsidered that, Sir. Speaking personally I do not think that 
much harm will be done if summary power IS given by local ~overnments t() 
selected officers. 

Q. Then you think an1 revision of that matter might assist in speedy dis-1 
posal of cases ? · 

A. It may no~ have much effect, but it is bound to have some effect. 

Q. Taking the amount of business done in munsif's court the numbe~f 
uncontested rent suits put thro1,1gh is very large. Thus there are over t ee 
lakhs of such suits. They are filed, as I understand, in May because the pe od 
of limitation commen~e§ with the agricultural year in Bengal. I take iJahat 
no goo4 will be done by attempting to shorten the period of limitation. hat 

· will increase the number of such suits. Have you thought whether it co d be 
possible to get rid of this mass of over three lakhs of uncontested rent sujts? 

A. I think where there is no record of right stricter system makinrt it penal 
for " gomashtas" if they do not grant receipts should be introduced. j 

Q. Now you have .dealt with certain other questions. Do I underst1¥1d that 
figure for the average duration of conte~ted suits under ordinary procedure 
before munsif's court as for 1922 is 268 days? The ordinary time taken 
must be a good deal more. 

A. Very much more. . 
Q. The reason being that the title suits are a small proportion ofcontested 

suits. Looking to that figure about what number of days you think would 
more fairly represent tlie time? 

A. Something double of that figure. 

Jllr. Justice Stuart~-Q. In your opinion would it be possible to abolish the 
system of identifiers in the service of process? In criminal matters you do not 
employ identifiers when you have to summon witnesses. 

A. My opinion is this. In criminal matters you get them ser>ed by a police 
constable. In civil matters the peons are under the nazir, a man who him~elf 
is paid low and no one supervises him. The munsif is very busy otherwise. 
Therefore from ,that point of view it is wiser to fix the responsibility on some-· 
body on the plaintiff's side. 

Q. l\fay I take it that yoN think the necessity of identification is really 
founded on the insufficient super-.ision of process-server. Could it not be· 
possible to abolish the identifier if you improved supervision? 

A. Yes, but I _would like to wait for five years to see how the thing-3 work. 

Q. In your. scheme you suggest the employment of union boari:s. Do you 
think thart they are responsible persons? 

A. At the present moment in most of the villages in Bengal there are very 
few men of education and most of them are not above part:v feelings. There
fore from that point of view thE> scheme ma:v not be a desirable Clle. But 
surely the headman of a village will be no worse than a nazir. 

Q. Now a peon has to go seventy or eighty miles, perhRps on foot, to serve 
a notice. On arrival in the village he finds the man on whom the notice is to 
be ~erved is not there. Do you think that that proce% could be left to the 
hearlmRn of the village or do you think it could be possible to send the process. 
to tt1e head of your union board by post telling him to serve it on such and 
such a person? 

A1 Yes, I think it could be dnne. 

Q. That is really your idea. I entirely approve of it. Now I take it there 
is a great deal of trouble in Bengal in serving some men over and over again. 
Do ~·ou think it will be feasible to make the parties register their addresses and 
get the notices served on those addresses? ' 

A. I have thought over it but I hav'nt had time to examine the idea very 
carefully. 
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Q. Take an prdinary class of defendants, say, villagers. :r.Ia~y of them serlle 
in towns. If you register their town addresses they will in most cases get the 
summonses? If a man changes his address he should send to court the change 
in his address. 

A. Theoretically it will be possible but practically it will be impoosible. Our 
:nen are not of businesslike habits. 
. Q. \Ve have that diftkulty too. You ~now a very large number of men from 

be United Provinces are actually working in Ca!.cutta. But would you not t::v 
u~ . 

A. 1\Iost of these things depend upon one's experience. I have no objeci!on 
to ~1e thing being tried in Calcutta. . 

Q. Would it be possible to recruit members of the legal profession to work 
as Iilllsters or registrars with prospects of promotion afterwards? 

A. Yes. In the long run that may be done. But for the present I am not 
incline!l. I won't do it immediately. I will first 'of all get the system changed 
and see how it works for 5 years. 

Q. Have you any experience of Midnapur? 
A. Some experience. 
Q. There are 4 munsif's courts in :Midnapur itself. In one year 6,945 rent 

suits were instituted of which 1,054 were contested. The number of contested 
cases was very very high. 

4· In that particular ~-ear, a good deal of litigation was going on bet"·eep 
zenundars and the ryots. 

Q. Supposing out of 'the four munsifs two are specially put on trying rent 
suits and nothing else. Don't you think it would improve matters, and will 
that be practical? 

A. It depends upon the nature of contest. 
Q: In your experience, how .many contested rent suits can a munsif get 

through in a day P '· . • 
A. I think quite a number. 

Q. I find· that in original suits for money, there were 23,770 of which no 
less than 22,619, i.fl., 94 per cent. were under Rs. 500. Why not give a little· 
bit more wor~ of this nature to munsifs and cut off the work of the sub-judges? 

A: From the point of speeding up justice, it may be done. But the 
munsif has too much to do, and unless you can give more munsifs, the posi-
tion cannot be iDJproved. · 

Q. Hal'e ,-ou got now an incremental system of munsifs' pay in Bengal? 
A .. ',l'he mQ.nsif stops at Rs. 700. 

· f.( Do Y~U. think that we can do llnything b:v training probationary munsifs, 
by pointmg out. to them. t'h~ difficulties, training them to study pleadings anti 
showing them poasiq,Ie pit"-f,Jllls? . . 

A. If we can afford the.money it is a good idea. The officer who trains the· 
new Jpan, ·should himself ~ an experienced and sound man. 
~ ... (). An officer of:.. proVincial civil service or a retired district and sessions 
ju~ge, wo~!d mak~ a!'~ ,instructor? · 

.• A, Yes ... · ... 
··~ ... Air, ··Baau.-Q. l>o you think that the-re is a large mass of cases where· 
execution, oJ decrees is held up by the interference ot High Court . in 

'interlocutory matters? ·' 
.· .t:· Not a large mass of cases. A few cases here and there. .There were· 

ouly, two judges, who, in my· experience, used to interfere in interlocutory 
·matters. • ·• ·· · · ' 

; Q. Do you· think tha£ there is· a large number of frivolous second appeal~' 
filed P • · · , , ~- .• 

'.4.. Well I iJo ,llot think there is _a l¥ge number. 
I 
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'Mr. Liddell:-Q. You are very strong on supervision and control. You hsve 
auggested the appointment of divisional inspectors for the work, which if pro
perly managed would primarily be the duty of th..e district judge. If the 
district judge who gets time looks after that work, will that suit you P 

A. Yes, I think that would suit. 
Q. If the work of supervision is to oe in the hands of divisional inspectir 

who is going to have control over munsifs? 
A. The district judge should be the head of the district. The divisio I 

inspector, however, who will be a whole-time officer will be in a better positi n 
to judge the best officers in his districts. 

Q. Who is to do merit reports and confidential reports? j 

A. This is a matter of detail. It may be left to the district judge. There 
are many other points; the judge who is keen on his work will keep such i'tters 
in his own hands. · 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. With regard to your suggestion about having processes 
served through the local agencies, if possible under the control of the district 
judge, will not that involve a question of initial expenditure? I 

A. The headman of the village has got his own vocation. If the service is 
effected. through him a small percentage by way of process fee niay be paid to 
him. I think the arrangement "\\ill be much cheaper. 

Q. With regard to your scheme for the distribution of work may it not 
happen that the judge who tries a suit after the issue~ are framed may consider 
t>hat the issues have not been properly framed? • 

A. That will depend upon particular judges. 

Messrs. G. C .. MANDAL and S. C. SEN. Representatives of the 
Incorporated Law Society of Calcutta. 

Written Statement. 

There is at present no reasonable ground to complain of delay in the disposal 
of cases on the Original side of the High Court. 

There are a number of facilities for expediting the hearing of suits and 
contentious matters on the Original side of the High Court which are not 
available to litigants in the subordinate courts, viz.:-

(1) Summary procedure in suits on Negotiable Instruments (Order 37, 
Civil Procedure Code). 

(2) The Procedure of Originating Summons (Chapter 13 of the Rules of the 
High Court, Original side). In the following cases, it is not necessary to file 
a regular suit, but relief can be obtained by application in chambers. If, 
however, the Judge is of opinion that the matters in respect of which relief. is 
FOught cannot be disposed of in a summary manner he may refer the parties 
tc. a. suit in the ordinary course. 

(a) The executors or administrators of a deceased person or the trustees 
of any instrument or any person claiming to be interested in the 
relief sought as creditor, legatee, heir or legal representative, or as 
beneficiary under t'Qe trusts of any instrument, or claiming by 
tnmsfer or otherwise uDder any such creditor, or any other person 
aforesaid, may take out an originating summons returnable before 
a J vdge in chambers for the _Aetermination, without an adminis
tu.ticn of the estate or trus(, of various specified questions. 

(b) Any of the persons last mentioned may, by originating summons 
1·eturnable before a Judge in chambers, apply for and obtain an 
order !or the administration of the estate of the deceased or for 
the administration of the trust. 

o!~~ A vendor or purchaser of immoveable properties may take out an 
originating summons returnable before a Judge in chambers for 
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the determination of any question which may arise in respect of 
any requisitions or objections or any claim for compensation or 
any other question· arising out of or connected with the contract, 
not being a question affecting the, existence or validity of the 
contract. ' 

(d) Any mortgagee or mortgagor may take out an originating summons 
returnable before a Judge in chambers for relief of the following 
nature or kind, vi~e., sale, foreclosure, delivery of possession by or 
recovery of any deficiency from the mortgagor, redemption, re. 
conveyance, delivery of possession by· the mortgagee. 

(e) Where existence of a partnership or the right to or the· fact of the 
dissolution thereof is not in dispute, any partner in a firm or his 
representative may take out an originating summons returnable 
before a Judge in chambers against his partners or former 
partners or their representatives for the purpose of having the 
partnership dissolved and for taking .the account of and winding 
up such partnership. 

(f) Any person claiming to be interested under a will or other written 
mstrument may apply In chambers by originating summons for 
the determination of any question of constntction arising under 
the instrument and for declaration of the rights of the person~ 
interested. 

(3) Summary procedure in suits to recover a debt or liquidated dem&nd in 
monpy or for recovery of immQvenhlt! rr0perty with or without a claim for 
mesne profits by a landlord against a tenant whose term has expired or ha~ 
been determined by notice to quit or has become liable to forfeiture for non. 
payment of rent, or against l'ersons claiming under such tenant. (Chapter 13A 
of the Rules of High Court, O~pginal side). 

In such a suit, as soon as an appearance is entered by the defendant, ihe 
plaintiff may on summons apply before a Judge in chambers for final judgment. 
The defendant may »how cause against the application and upon such appli
cation the Judge may, unless satisfied that the defendant has a good defence 
to the claim on the merits make an order refusing leave to defend and forth. 
with pronouocf' jud~ent in favour of the plaintiff. Where leave t.o defend 
is given, it may be unconditional or subject to such terms as to giving security 
or time or mode of trial or otherwise as the Judge may .think: fit. 

(4) Classification of cases into (1) Commercial suits, (2) Suits for liquidated 
claims, (3) Short causes and (4) Other ~uit.s. Th~re is a ,Judge specially 
appointed i.>y t 1•e Hen 'hie the Chi'olf .TusticE' fr:Jm time to time to hear 
CommE'rcinl suits, which are heard in priority to all other suits. There are 
Rpecial"rules for expediting the procedure in such cases. Further rules are now 
under consideration for still further speeding up the hearing of these cases. 

Suits for liquidated claims are given preference over other suits. 

A snit where the parties agree and counsel on each side certify that the trial 
will not in their judgment occupy more than an hour may be marked as a · 
"Short Cause" and set down on the top of the peremptory list of defended 
causes, subject only to any part-heard case or specially fixed case, thus giving 
it priority over other cases. 

Other facilities available on the Original side are:-

(1) Service of summons and other processes by registered post with the 
leave of a Judge or the Registrar or Master (Chapter 8, Rules 11 
and 24A of the Original Side Rules). 

(2) Garnishee Orders (Chapter 18 of the Original Side Rules). 
(3) Substitution of parties by ex parte applications. 

On the Original sidl'!, if a plaintiff is diligent and availR himself of the 
f11cilities providE'd by the rules. he can have his case ready for trial (i.e., 
awaiting a hearing by the Court) in a vPry short time. 
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~dinarily most suits are ready for hearing in less than 6 months and 
.commercial suits much before. As soon as a case is~ready for hearin(J' it is 
on the requisition of any party, placed on the prospet tive list and aw~its it~ 
tum to be heard by the Judge. 

Unle~s s plairi~ifi. takes the necessa7 st.eps. to ~ave his caRe placed on the/ 
prosrect~ve hst ~v1t~nn 6 month~ fr?m 1ts mst1tutwn, his cas~ is placed o'? ~ 
spes1al hst and IS hable to be dismis~ed for want cf prosecutwn, 1rrespectJv6 
cf its merits. I 

The:r'e are, 'however, one or two suggestions which our Society desires to 
:roal.!:e n\>out ~rth~r expedition at some of the stages of a suit. They will 
save only a few days, but nevertheless are worth consideration. 1 

(1) 1'he Rules provide that the writ of summons should be delivered to the 
sheriff for service on the defendant within 14 davs from its institution. This 
period can be reduced to 7 davs as has renentiv been done in the case of 
notices of appeal from thE< o;.iginal side. The change would necessitate 
plaints heing registered in the Registrar's office the same day as they are filed, 
and the return to the plaintiffs' attorney of the writ of summons duly signed 
by the assistant registrar in sufficient time for delivery to the sheriff within 
7 days. ·writs of summons should be prepared by the plaintiffs' attorney 
-and filed with the plaint, and not afterwards as prescribed by the existing 
rule. (Rule 2A, Chapter 8 of the Original Side Rules.) 

(2)' '.!;'here is some delay in the sheriff's office in translating the writ of 
summons in cases in which the defendant is not a European or cPrtifi.ed by 
the plaintiffs'· attorney to be acquainted with the English language. These 
-translations are of no practical use, as the' number of person"s likely· to have 
litigation in the High <;ourt who ~c not . tmderstand En~lish is ~egligible. 
'The language of 'the H1gh Court IS Enghsh, and there Is no good reason 
now-a-days why & vernacular translation should accompany the English writ. 
Other processes of the High Court, which are served hy the attorneys are not 
accompanied by any translation nor are processes issued by the Calcutta 
police court or the Calcutta small cause court so accompanied.. The processes 
of the mofn,;sil courts are ordinarily issued in the language of the comt, 
·even where intended for Europeans or other persons unacquainted with such 
language, and are not accompanied by any translation into English or any 
other language. There is no reason in principle why a writ of summons of the 
High Court should be accompanied by a· vernacular translation. 

(3) We suggest that Order 49, Rule 1 of the Civil Procedure Code should 
be so amended as to empower the High Courts to authorize the plaintiffs' 
~ttorney to serve the writ of summons in the same- manned as other processes. 
If the plaintiffs' ·attorney is so authorized it will mean considerable saving 
of time and expense. . 

(4) We suggest a reduction from 10 days to 7 days of the time allowed by 
Order 11, Rule 17 of the Civil Procedme Code. 

(5) 'Ye recognise the present delay in issuing orders and decrees by the 
Registrar's office, and we trust that i~ ~ill s~on ~e remedied. H_av~ng regard to 
the large increase of work on the Ongmal side m reeent years, It IS Imperative 

·that the subordinate staff in the Registrar's office should be substantially 
streng~hened. The staff that was fi:x;ed year~ ago, when the work was very 
much less, cannot obviously eope w1th the mcreased work, and as a result 
there is delay in the disposal of work in the Registrar's office, which can be 
avoHed with an increased staff. 

Messrs. G C. MANDAL and S. C. SEN called and examined on 
Tuesday, tbe 12th February 1924. 

l'hnirman.-I see from vour statement on behalf of the Incorporated 
l,aw Societv of Calcutb th;t there is no reasonahle ground to complain of 

·delays m ;;;,tl disposal of cases on the Original side o.f the High Court. Ar 
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a matter of fact a great deal has been done in recent years in making rules to 
prevent delay in eivil eases. 

Mr. Jlandal.-Yes, Sir, that is• so. 
Q. I also see from your statement that there are a number of facilities for 

expediting the hearing of suits and contentious matters on the Original side 
of the High Court. Now, first of all there is the procedure under Order 37. I 
think I am right in sa~·ing_ that every Monday the judge on the Original side 
has a. long list of cases recently instituted for disposal and that a substantial 
proportion of these suits are under Order 37. There is also a rule which allows 
the plaintiff for sufficient cauGe to move in the presence of the defendant to 
discharge an order giving leave to defend. As a matter of fact suits under 
Order :11 are generally relating to Negotiable 'Instruments. 

A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. There is also as you point out the originatizi..g summons procedure for 

the deci~;ion of points under wills and trus:ts. 
A. Administration matters generally. 
~1. You lllt'an that tmstees or other persons need not bring a suit but 

simply Rwear the neeessary facts to verify the will or other document and then 
the matter is decided. 

A. That is so. 
Q. And this originating summons procedure is applied also to vendors' 

·anJ purehasers' cases? 
A. Yes; Sir, it relates also to partnership disputes. 
Q. And al~o in cases of mortgagor. and mortg<;gee? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. ""ith regard also to the matter which has recently been introduced on 

the Original side, namely, the prooedure for recovery of debts or liquidating 
·demand in money, und cuses between landlords and tenants regarding eject
ment? 

A. That is so, Sir. 
Q. I think that has been enforced in the High Court? 
A. Yes, Sir, since November last. 
Q. Can you tell me if any orders giving leave to have summary jua.,ment 

have been made? 
..t. Several have been made. 
Q. In what cla"ss of cases so far h~s that proved useful? 
.1. ::\[ostly in ejectment suits and. also in liquidated demands. 
Q. Do you think that the new procedure has been well received? 
.-!. "·hat-summary procedure? 
Q. Yes, summary procedure?_ 
A. Yes it has been well received by the litigant public. 
(/. :\ow, suits on the Original side have always I think been elas~ified in 

recent years into commercial suits and suits for liquidated claims? 

A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. Now, as regards commercial suits, I think that at one time the eouuner

r·ial li~t was very much congested owing to non-accept:mce of goods. The fact 
that after the war prices of piece-goo<ls in market in Calcutta fell very heavily 
was the main cause why f!hout two or three years ago there was considerable 
eongestion in the commercial list, and there being that congestion, suits did not 
come on for disposal until a long time; people who had no defence were 
tempted to put in some sort of defence to gain time . 

. 4. Yes, Sir. 
Q. As far as the commercial list is concerned, I thl!:.l!: ic is pratf1• :vell 

~·orked? 

A. Yes, Sir. 
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Q. I understand that the ccmmercial liilt in the High 'court is really va..., · 
well up to date. Is that so? ~ , 

A. 'Yes, Sir. · 1 1 

'J. Have you any amendments or criticisms to make on the working of tb~t 
a;ystem? 

A. I think. the sy~tem is working very: w~ll. Recently some rules have 
bee·n drafted mtroducmg the form of application for directions. These rules 
are under consideration and the High Court is still considering them. We do 
not know what will be done. 

Q. But your sociE-ty is I understan'.l making representations to the judgeo 
before the rules are finally passed. -

A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. As regards service of summonses and other processes there is a provision 

that with the leave of the judge or the registrar the service of summonses 
may be made by registered post. Have you found that a useful provision? 

A. Sometimes very useful. 
Q. Then in ordinary way, apart from special.order, the service of summonses 

is made through the sheriff? 
A. With regard to that system we want to say that the sheriff generally 

translates all the original summonses and it causes delay. The English copy 
ought t.o be quite sufficient for the purpose. For instance the processes of 
the small cause court are issued only in English. ' 

Q. You think time might be saved by abolishing that; but can it be done 
without leading to injustice in so far as Calcutta is concerned? 

A. There will be no injustioe at all. 
Q. I seeo you say that the _rules provide that summonses should be delivered 

to the sheriff within fourteen days and you think that period should be reduced 
to seven days as has recently been done in some cases. Will you explain that 
point to me? 

· .4.. After the filing of the plaint the rules provide that the writ of summons 
ahou ld be delivered to the sheriff. These summonses have to go to the sheriff 
through the registrar or the sub-registrar. That can be done within se'ven 
days if the registrar's office is efficient. · 

Q. Then you consider that the writ of summons should be filed with the 
plaint and not afterwards as prescribed by the rules. 

A. The rules at present provide that after the filing of th~ plaint the writ of . 
aummons should be sent to the registrar. We suggest that instead of waiting 
till after the plaint is filed the writ of summons should be prepared by the 
attorney and filed along with the plaint. That will save four or five days. 

Q. You make a suggestion that Order 49, Rule 1 of the Code should be 
ame--~aed. Will you please explain the point in that? 

A. "Gnder this rnle the only process that cannot be served by the attorney 
is first 1rrit of summons or writ of arrest. All other processes are served by 
the attorney. 'Ve suggest that even for the first writ of summons the power 
may be given to the High Court to authorise the attorney to serve that 
process also. That will save some delay. 

Q. Is it quite clear that as regards the Origi!lal side, having regard to 
section 129, the High Court cannot do that? 

.l. There will be doubt about it. 
Q. Then you think that as a matter of fact every service of writ of 

summonses might be made by attorney and that will save time? 
A. Yu, lot of time . 

. Q. Then you further suggest reduction from ten days to seven days of the 
time allowed by Order 11, Rule 17 of the Code as regards serving notices of 
in~pection? 

.i. Yes, ten dayil are too long for Calcutta at least. 
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Q. In the ~ase of attachment of debts, you have a process by which fh'! 
alleged debtor 1s called in and he has to submit to have that question decided 
in the process of execution. Have you found that work satisfactory in great 
many cases? ' 

A. Yes. 
Q. Speaking generally in the High Court as regards motions, I think it ia 

thoroughly understood by the parties and the court that although motions are 
brought and answers are. made by affidavits, in the first instance, it is always 
possible to cross-examine. 

A.·Yes. 
Q. As a matter of fact on the Original side in administration cases, I thinir 

you sometimes get considerable number of defendants, but probably the litiga
tion on the Original side is not so much concerned with many parties on the 
other side. 

A. No. 
ll. I think you probably have had your attention drawn sometime or other 

to the statistiGs in connection with the Original side.· I see that the number 
of original suits pending was 5,378. The number instituted during 1922 was 
3,707, so that at the end of 1921 thPre was on the face of it a very large arrear 
and I see that the number of suits disposed of in 1922 was just a little larger 
than the number of institutions, 3,763. It would appear from these figures 
that inspite of the various means set up for expediting cases, there are a 
large number of suits left over at the end of the year. What do you think 
is the cause of that and what do you think could be done to remedy that state 
of affairs? · 

A. That is due partly to a large number of cases having been filed in 1921 
and 1922. Before that it was 2,000 a year. In 1921-22 the number rose to 
4,000. That is why there are so many cases pending. 

Q. The number of institutioqs during the last three years has beeno 
Pnormously great, and I think over" the bulk of that time you liad four Judges 
sitting on the Original side . 

. 4. Of course, when Judges are busy with sessions or other speci~l matters, 
it is not possible to keep pace with the work. 

Q. Do you think the number of institutions is maintaining still a high 
level, or is it likely to go down? 

A. I think it is going down this year. 

Q. I think for 1923, there was not much drop in institution as between 1921 
and 1922. 

A. No. 
IJ. What really happens is that a larger amount of business is now down 

than it used to be. Now what effect has that upon the office as a whole? 
A. The office is not able to cove with the work. The staff is very much 

the same as it was severa.l years a-go. The staff was originally intendlld for a 
small office, but at present as the work is increasing, the same staff is i,n. 
capable of coping with the work. 

Q. As regards ~ettina orders and decrees dra~. up, the pra~tice on the 
Original side is a good deal more elaborate than It IS m a mofussil court. 

A. Yes. 
Q. That is to say in any complicated c~se, the <;>rder is drawn ~P hy t!ie 

registrar in the presence of both the parties, and m ·a few cases IS r.Jerr.,d 
to the Judge. 

A. Yes. 
Q. But it is not a question of the bench clerk or sheristadar drawing it up. 
A. No. 
Q. I think I am right in saying that you do not get much litigation &.>iebg 

out of the ambiguity of orders. · . 
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A. No. 
Q. Then the congestion in the registrar's office can only_ be dealt with by-

increasing the staff. · · ~ • 
A. Yes, that is the only way. 
q. Taking an ordinary case, contested. but not commercial, what do JOU' 

constder. to be a reasonable standard to atm at as regards time? If you file 
y~ur pl~u~t, say! on the 1st of January, what would you regard as a reasonable 
t1me wtthm wh1ch you ought to get a decree? 

A. Under the orders of the court, we must place the time at six months. 
Q. Now I take it that in some partition cases, there is a great deal of 

work t? be done and hen~e there is a lot of delay. Have you got any 
suggestwns to make by whtch such cases can be satisfactorily and speedily 
dealt with? 

A. I think it is generally fairly quickly dcne now. 
Q. As a matter of fact the registrar is the busiest man. 
A. No' doubt about it. 
Q. But do you feel any grievance for getting short time_? 
A. No, Sir. 
Q. Would you mind telling me whether there is any difference between 

the habits of clients i:q. Calcutta and clients in the mofussil? 
A. Yes, certainly there is a lot of difference between the habits of mofussil 

and Calcutta clients. 
Q. Now of course the client ~ere knows that the attorney .has got his 

office for keeping documents and other papers safe. But the mofussil client 
does not put in so much faith in his pleader. Now, do you find any difficulty 
in getting your clients to provide you with full instructions so that you may 
carry on or you have to wait for some time until the case is ready? 

A. We can get them when we want them. 
Q. But many clients do not leave documents and other important papers? 
A. Many do; but we can get full instructions at the time of written state-

ment. 'Ve have got the procedure of discovery, etc., which is availed of 
almost in every suit. -

Q. As regards these powers, .do you think that they are exercised on the 
Original side such as notices to admit facts, notices to admit documents, etc.? 

A. They are availed of in most cases. 
Q. Sometimes I think they are very little availed of. 
A. 'Ve have discovery in every case, notice to admit in every case, but with 

regard to interrogatories they are not necessary. 
Q. There is another matter. You know perhaps the Presidency Small ' 

<is.use Courts Act. It is section 39-cases between Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 2,000 
ean _be removed to the High Court and there is a right of removal. There is 
also the right of imposing terms . 

. 4. Yes, Sir, that is so. 

Q. But do you think that that is a very important matter? At least I do 
not think it a very important matter because there are very few such cases. 
·l'here are hardly twenty or thirty cases in a year. 

A. Yes, Sir, I also do not consider it an important matter. 
Q. Have you any suggestion:; to make with regard to that? 
A. 'V fl can leave that matter out. 
Q. As far as you are concerned you have no complaint to make with 

regard to tJ1nt.? 
A. No, Sir. 

Q. Thl;lre is en the Original side a right of revision? Do you think that 
there are many applications about it? 
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A. No, there are very few ~pplications; 

Q. I think that rules as regards appeals from the Original side have after 
~ careful consideration been recently revised. Some new rules have bee'll 
made in order that subsequent appeals to the privy council may require little 
reprinting. I do not suppose you have had enough experience of that. Have 
_you any objection to those rules? 

A. We had some obj~:ctions to make when the draft was first circulated. 
'\Ve submitted our ob~ervations to the court and some of them were accepted. 

Q. The number of appeals from the Original side to the Privy Council is 
''ery few. In some year it is only two and in some five, seven or eight. For 
t.he purpose of few appeals like that it was thought inadvisable to insist on 
anything that would be expensive . 

.4. Yes. 
Q. In case of order, which amounts to judgment, under Letters Patent, 

Clause 15, there is an appeal ftom the Judge on the Original side in.some cases 
where there is no appeal under the Oode. Have yo\l found that that right is 
in any way abused? 

A. No, the number of such appeals is very few.· 
Q. As a matter of fact interlocutory appeals are very promptly disposed of?. 

· A .• Yes, they are given precedence over the original appeals. 
lllr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Have you considerable experience of the work i» 

the small cause enurt? 

A. We cannot claim to have much experience. 
Q. You serve all witnesses through your own clerk and, I understand, you 

propose serving original summonses also through that clerk. Is there any 
difficulty in obtaining identification? 

.4. The client's man always accompanies the clerk. 

Q. You were mentioning jnst-no.w that on the Original side in the case of a. 
death the rule is that the other side states the ·name of the heir and then 
aeeepts him at his own risk. Is there any reaso~ why the same procedure 
should not be applied to courts outside the High Court? 

A. Yes, I think it might be. 

Q. Would it saYe a considerable time in the IPOfussil if the same nrocedure 
is applied there?' ' 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think there are cases which were instituted as far back as three 

)'ears but have not come up for hearing as yet? 

.4. There may be some cases; the number of such cases must be very 
small. ' 

Q. Another point. In the making of accounts it is your practice to make 
up your accounts and submit them to the officer checking it. Does this 
procedure save a good deal of time? 

A. Ye.o. 
,<;,'ir T. De.~ikochari.-Q. Have you had anything to do with the ~ofussil 

courts? 

A. Very little. 
Q. With regard to the service of summonses you were saying that serviCe 

of process was being effected by registered post successfully? 
A. In some cases. Ordinarily summonses are served through the sheriff. 
Q. You suggested that certain . processes . s~ould be served through the 

Attorney's clerk. What do you thmk of vaklls clerk being asked to do the 
,same work? 

.4. I do not see why they should not do it. 
Q. You think that the vakils' clerks may be allowed to do that. 
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A. The civil court peons who do the 'fOrk .there cannot be said to be more 
reliable than the vakils' clerks. 

Q. You think vakils' clerks can be trusted to do that work. 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Do you think they would go the distance in a 

district? You see in Calcutta it is only a few miles · very often a man has to 
go hundred llliles by road. ' 

A. There may be some expense. 
9· I simply. wanted t? k~ow if it was possible. You file a copy of the 

plamt along with the plamt Itself, also pay the fee for the issue of summons 
to defendants. 

A; We do not file a copy of the plaint. 
Q. In the mofussil if you file a copy of the plaint along with the plaint and 

also an affidavit that the summons has been sent by registered post to 
defepdant,' will that do here? 

A. In Calcutta I know of no cases where summonses were served by regis
·tered post. 

Q. I am speaking of cases where a defendant is living in the mofussil. You 
prepare a plaint, you also have a copy of the plaint sent by registered post to 
the defendant, and there is his aclmowledgment. How would that procedure 
answer? 

A. With regard to High Court suits, many of the defendants reside in 
Calcutta itself. 

Q. You have not answered my question. 
A. I do not think that would work in Calcutta. I would prefer first of all 

filing a plaint and sending a copy in the usual way. 
Q. Do you think the jurisdiction of the presidency small cause court may 

be enhanced? 
.A.. No. 
Q. Why not? Would it not give relief h the High Court? 
A. It it; not a question of giving relief. We think that suits for amounts 

more than Rs. 2,000 should be tried in the High Court, because a man may 
get better justice in High Court than in small cause courts, where things are 
done in a summary manner. There the defendant has got the right to show 
that he has got a good defence, then the case goes on. 

Q. Do you think that under Section 19 of the Presidency Small Cause Courts 
Act any;, suits not within the cognizance of the small cause courts could be 
included as within the cognizance of small cause courts? 

A. We would not suggest any alteration. 
Q. I was going to ask whether it would not relieve the High Court in any 

way if you have a city civil court? 
A. The question should be considered by our Society. It is cheaper to have 

suits in High Court. 
Q. As regards substitution, do you think that this charge in law is useful? 

Rule 5 runs as follows " Where a question arises as to whether any person is 
or is not the legal representative of a deceased plaintiff or a deceased defendant, 
such question shall be determined by the Court." Before tha~ the law ~as 
different. The new law makes it imperative on the court to decide as to wh1ch 
of the contested legal representatives should be substituted. Don't you think 
that this change in law leads to unnecessary delay? 

A. The que'ltion is raised very seldom, and I think there is a very small 
number of cases in which this point is raised. 

Q. Is there no contest between persons who claim to be legal representatives? 
A. Very few cases there are in which this question is raised. 
Q. Why is it that there is no contest? In the mofussil, I think there is a. 

great deal of contest. 
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A. We have not met with any difficulty. over suits of this nature. 
Mr. G hose .-Because of the fact that notices are not issued? 
A. I do not know what is the reason. We have no difficulty over them. 
Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q. In how much time are the ex parte cases 

disposed of? 
A. They are disposed of in a month's time after service, not even a month, 

probably less. . -
Q. From the institution of the suit what time is taken? 
A. 10 to 15 days. 
Q. How many cases of small cause nature are decided? 
A. We.can not give figures. 
Q. How much time is taken for the actual hearing· in contested suits? 
A. The cases of this sort are mostly finished during the day: ordinary 

suits are disposed of in the course of the day. 
Q. H9w much percentage of suits you get relating to title? 
A. We are sorry we can not give figures. · 
Q. That is apart from mortgage suits. To what percentage the number of 

ti tie suits come to P · 
A. The percentage will be one or two. 
Q. With regard to easement suits, do you think that the same number of 

days is taken for the disposal of such cases? 
A. These cases generally take longer time; that is two or three days. 
Q. And for the suits relating to establishment of title? 
A. Probably less. 

Q. Have you any idea of mofussil cases? • 
A. l\lofussil cases take a longer time. Title suits here are very simple. 

1\Iofussil cases are complicated and so they take longer time. 
Q. I should like to gather from );&U, generally speaking, whether suits which 

are tried in the mofussil are more complicated than those tried here P 
A. Yes we may say that they are more complicated. 
Q. So far as the mofussil is concerned,. suits in subordinate judges' courts 

take much time owing to litigants being far far away-about hundreds of 
miles away, don't you think that difficulties are experienced in following this 
procedure? 

A. Yes, of course. 
Q. But can you suggest any remedy? 
:A. Of course pleaders can do that if they trust them. 
Q. Are there here any applications for setting aside ex parte decrees; 1 
A. Very very. few. 
Q. Is there much difficulty in serving summonses in Calcutta? 
A. The service of summonses is scrutinized by the judge very carefully. 
Q. Do you think that the reason why there are very few ·such eases is 

more effective service? • 
A. Yes, I think so. 
Mr. Ghose.-Q. You were talking of the question of substitution without 

notice. I shall be glad to have your opinion as to whether it will not leave 
an open door for fraud. Supposing the defendant dies, the plaintiff brings in 
his own man with whom he can collude. The real man may know of it 
later and will have to bring in a suit for an adjudication of his right. 

I A. It is probable. But the chances will be rare. 
Q. You say that vakils' clerks could serve summonses and notices. 

Supposing the vakils have not got any regular offices, would it be possible? 
I think solicitors keep record of the processes that are issued through their 
clerks and if neces~ary such records can be referred to. But if the vakils do 
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not keep offices and such records, would it be advisable to have the summonses. 
served through them? 

A. Unless they choose to be businesslike. 
Q. So your suggestion in this respect is tha~ they should keep regular 

offices. 
A. Ye.; they lilhould keep regular staff. 
Q. Then you say that in the mofussil court<> parties are unwilling to admit 

facts. Do you find that in the High Court the defendants admit facts which 
are contradictory to what they have already said in the written statement? 

A. I mean that in the mofussil they are never admitted. If they ate obvious 
facts, then in the High Court they are never contested. \Ve alwavs admit 
them. • 

Mr. Basu.-Q. What is the average time that is taken in execution of 
mortgage decrees? 

A. We do not deal with figures. It depends on the circumstances of the 
case. 

Q. Well roughly. For example you get a decree for, say, one tho~sand 
rupees on the l~t of January. By what time would you expect generally the 
exeoution will be ma-le? 

A. About six months. 
Q. Is there any considerable number of infructuous applications for 

execution? 
1 

A. I do not think so. We always make proper enquiries before attaching: 
any property as to whether the judgment debtor has got any real property. 

Q. Do you :find any difficulty in executing mortgage decrees on account of 
the provision that mortgaged property muet be proceeded with before any other 
property of the judg1pent-debtor is proceeded with? 

A. No we do not :find any such difficulty. 
Q. Do you think that generally speaking in case of decrees on mortgages-

the m01\gaged property is sufficient to cover the debt? 
A. Of course, it is very often the case in Calcutta. 

Q. You have made certain suggestions about paper books? 
A. Yes; what we suggested is that the 'attorney should not be made res

ponsible ·for the preparation of paper books. It should be prepared by the 
court. 

Q. May I ask your opinion about the suggestion that the paper books should 
be printed? 

A. Some kind· of paper book might be given. Manuscript books will be 
more costly for several copies have to be prepared. 

Q. That is as regards the expense. What about the time? 
A. It all depends upon the bulk of the paper book. 
Q. I mean an average case? 
A. I do not see why ,there should be more delay. 

Mr. Justice Siuart.-Q. I se; there is a very large amount of apl'e~ate work· 
against the decisions of the Learne~ Judges s1ttmg on tha Ongm~l s1Je. 
'l'here is an appeal as well on a questwn of fact as on law. Do you think you 
could abolish appeals on facts? 

' A. At present the trend of practice in the High Court is n•>t to grant appeals-
(D points of fact. 

~~- But under the law the High Court must hear them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In discussing the duration of cases before the High .Court, before the

filing of the preliminary plaint do you have an elaborate correspondence? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. As to the duration of cases in HiO'h Court, we cannot compare that wi'th1 
the delay in the mofussil. 

0 

A. I see no reason why there should be a difference in the mofussil. 

The Hon'ble Mr. B. Chakravarty, Representative Bar Library, High1 
Court, Calcutta, called and examined on Friday, the 

15th February 1924. 

(Xo written statement reCPit•ed.) 
Chairman.-Q. Will you kindly tell us any points on which some improve~ 

ment can be made as regards expedition in civil suits? 
A. I will very gladly do so. First of all I would like to say !<omething 

as regards service of s1,1mmons, service of notices, etc. Now good deal of 
delay is cauRed by the defendant_ pretending t.hat he has uot been duly 
f;erved and asking- to have the case, which was tried ex parte, to be re-cpeneu, 
and this is mostly in rent cases. The case is re-opened and much unnecessary 
dela,Y is in this way caused. This is one cauRe wl~ich causes delay. Another. 
class is with regard to notices in connet"tic-n wit.h execution pro~eedings. The 
execution debtor prob11bly knows far bet-ter than the execution \\reditor that 
the evil is coming. He knows all about it but he pretends that the notice 
has not been duly served upon. him and therefore the case has to be re-heard. 
I ;;houlu be inclined to suggest some method of avoiding delay in connec
tion with service of summonses or service of notices. That is one reason 
of uelay. The other reason is that there is a tendency on the part of judicial' 
officers especially shortly before ~he 31st of j.\'l:arch to strike off ca><es. Later 
on they would take up these cases again by saying " restoration of these 
cases eJ:-dffirio." That I understand is for the purpose of disposal. That is a 
piouR kind of fraud, showing that their file is clear where in reality the filo is not 
clear. Another· fact which cat\'leS delay is that there is no insistence, 
there may be a rule I am not aware, on the part of the judicial officers
to attend at regular hours. Some gentlemen come at 12, some at 1 and·· 
some at 2. They then go into their chambers and they are doing some
thing there, no onC' knows whRt they are doing and poor litigants are waiting. 
Then if they nre inclined to be industrious they may go on workinb' tilr 
late hours which cau~es great inconvenience, especially in the cold weather. 
Then there is another cause of delay. I hope I am not attacking any class 
of.. legal practitioners, when I !'ay th3t the plaintiff and the defendant are 
both present, but the two learned pleaders appointed on their behalf put 
their head,; together and the result is adjournment. The judge, where there
is no opposition, adjourns the case and the poor litigants do not know why 
the case has been postponed. I should therefore be inclined 'to suggest thac 
there must be some reasons shown on the order sheet why· the case has been 
adjourned. I should also be inclined to suggest that as in the High Court the 
lt>nrned jurlges come at 11 and are free to go away• at 4-30 with an interval' 
of ! hour in the middle of the day, if it is more convenient to many munsik 
they mRy come at 11 o'clock, but they must put in. the same amount of work 
al,.;o. Tln•re is another cause and that iR thnt practitioners in the country do not· 
keep any copies of papers filed in court and the litigants have to take attested 
copies from court which proves very expensive. Then there is a further 
cause of delay in execution proceedings. There is probably, it may be human 
nature, some sentiment or consideration shown to the debtor. My experience 
i~ that this false sentiment and unjustifiable kindness result in the debtor 
gainer more and more into the mire until he is practically ruined. It will 
be r:;uch better if he ifl saved some portion of hiR property at an earlier stage 
without being dragged into courts again and again. I would therefore insist. 
on money being paid in court in cases where something has been awarded. 

I would further sug!.!e~t that fiR in the High Court there ought to be 
a daily list of cases maJe out, with a warning list. I would also suggest-
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that 3 or 4 classes of lists should be made out. With regard to undefended' 
cases there ought to be a list and they ought to be dealt with as soon as 
possible; with regard to liquidated claims and mortgage suits, I should cer
tainly insist upon a very short period within which they should be dealt 
with; rent suite ought to be dealt with in the l!ame way, without any 
postponement which is called ez-of!icio. With regard to long titJe suits, more 
time might be wanted. I remember a. case which went on for six years. 
In those cases, if the papers are looked into, the brief properly prepared, 
evidence gathered and then put before the court, much time would be saved. 

Then, as I have already referred to the question of execution, I think it 
has become necessary to curtail appeals and revisions with reaard to execu
tion cases. Most of the litigation coming from the country is 

0 

due to delays 
in execution proceedings, notwithstanding the fact that their Lordships 
of the Privy Council have so often said that the troubles of an Indian liti
gant commence when he has got a decree. At present there is first either 
a claim or some other means of delay. 

Then with regard to the sale of properly in the execution of a decree, 
an interminable procedure is resorted to by a litigant who wants to postpone 
the day, and if the sale has be::1n finished, every possible objection is taken, 
mostly technical objections, Ior the purpose of setting aside the whole thin<>, 
and the judgment creditor has to begin the proceedings again. In the mea~
time, there may be an application for revision in the High, Court; there may 
be an appeal; so that often and often you do not realise your money within 
two years. 

I remember a case some little time ago. It was a mortgage suit. A man 
had lent Rs. '20,000. He got his decree. It took hi.m full 2 years to realise 
liis money. The man appears in court, and then the other man in order 
to postpone the sale says that he will pay 4,000 or 5,000 rupee3, and the 
judge out of kindness sa:vs, "what does it matter, we will postpone it for 
another 4 months." In that way it hangs on for a long time. 

I am sorry I have not prepared a note. But these are my impressions and 
I request that they may be considered. . 

Q. To deal with the 3 lakhs and more uncontested rent suits that fill the 
munsifs' courts after the tamadi day, could you suggest any satisfactory way? 

_ . A. I have thought over the matter and I moved the Government, 
not to very much satisfaction. It is open to the Government to allow the 
certificate procedure to approved landlords. I think with regard to the rent 
cases, where practically there is no defence, if certificate procedure was allowed, 
a large volume of these cases which go on for a considerable length of tim.e. 
with applications to have the decree set aside, would be minimised. 

Q. Do you think it would be possible to save any time or make any economy_ 
by trying to introduce some form of summary judgment? 

A. It would be a desirable improvement provided the court was certain 
that the service was really effective. If some method of service is devised 
for the purpose of brin~_g: to the notice of the. defendant that there is a c.l~im 
against him, then I thmk 1t would be very desirable to have summary decBJOD 
with regard to certain classes of oases. That would not of course apply to 
cases involving titJe to property. 

Q. I understand that a good deal of the munsif's time in th~>se undefended 
rent suits is taken in hearing formal evidence from the vakils' gomashtas. 
Do you think anything could be done to save that time? 

A. I certainly consider it should be somethinf{ in the. nature ('If .a claim 
on a promissory note. The summons ought to be m a particular form m order 
to give him notice that the judgment would go against him unless he came 
forward with a. reasonable defence. -

Q. There miaht be difficulty as t-0 giving interest or damages in such cases. 
There is room l'or certain judicial discretion there. 

A. Yes; the statute allows 12t per cent. interest and in some cases the 
~ubordinate judge can allow damages to the extent of 25, per cent. II there 
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were statutory rules mad~ allowing a smaller figure the landlord will get hi11 
decree more expeditiously settled. 

Q. Have you ever thought of any suggestion for improving the process 
11ervice in Bengal? 

A. I was thinking only this morning and I spoke to the manager of a. large 
estate. It would be an imp.rovement on the present system to have the 
service made by registered post acknowledgment due. According to the pre. 
sent practice I think there is a. very grave suspicion that although the defend
ant )mows everything the service which is formally placed before the court 
is open to grave question. I do not believe in many cases, especially in 
rent cases, that the man who is the identifier goes from the district town 
to any place which is ten or twenty miles away.· I do not believe in that 
procedure. Although I do not say that service through the post· office will 
not be open to objection, still it will be a. great improvement. I was thinking 
also that the ·committee has better means of making enquiries whether it 
could not be possible ·to have the service made m a similar manner ...as in the 
criminal court. There service is made without· the assistance of the- com
plainant. I have not got that amount of faith iil the police which is a limb 
of Government that I should have. If the police be ordinarily free from 
dishonesty, then of course it will be a very good idea to have the process served 
through it. One of these two methods or both combined might be adopted. 
There is a. third method also v•hich has suggested itself to me; there are union 
boards and circle officers and I think it may be possible to take advantage of 
their existence for the purpose of serving notices and summonses. 

Q. Now coming away from the particular conditions in Bengal and 
going to another large matter, could you please tell me whether in your 
experience there is much by way of champerty or maintenance that accounts 
for the congestion in the courts? 

A. There have been a large number of cases extending over the period during 
which I have had the honour of belonging to the profession. I know the 
litigant would not have put his.·'case befor~ the court without the assistance 
of some financier behind him. I have always considered that however justifi
able the law against champerty .and maintenance may be in England, in 
India it will not work well because the people are poor. I have, therefore, 
very great doubt whether the law of" champerty can be introduced in this 
country. 

Q. I unden;tand that of the so-called title suits about forty per cent. are 
mortgage I!Uits? . 

A. They rank as title suits but in point of fact they are not title suits. 
Q. I think you were a member of the Committee that sat to discuss 

improvements on the Bengal Tenancy Act? 
A. I was not a. member; but I had a. great deal to do in connection with 

that Committee. 
Q. Can you tell me from your experience whether the proposal of thati Com

mittee to increase the non-appealable limit of the munsif up to rupees one 
hundred is open to objection or should it be extended further? 

A. I do not think it is open to objection. 
Q. I think the proposal was to make non-appealable all cases up to rupeei 

hundred. Do you think the limit of rupees one hundred might be usefully 
raised? · 

A. If it is desirable it should be raised. Most of the claims are below 
rupees hundred, while there are substantial number of cases, I understand, 
of value between rupees one hundred and rupees two hundred and fifty. If 
it appears that there is a. considerable number of cases between one hundred 
and two hundred and fifty rupees by all means raise the non-appealable limit 
of the munsif to two hundred and fifty. 

Q. Have you noticed in the mofussil courts the question of pleadings and 
the question of settlement of issues? Do you think you can make any sug
gestions for avoiding delay caused in these stages? 
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A. Yes, there is difficulty O':E'r these. I feel there i~ a time iimit given 
by the statute. There may possibly be some amount of hardship but yo11 
cannot devise any rule without some hardship heing caused. Therefore, I 
-should be inclined to think that in every case, unless it is an extraordinarily· 
. difficult case, ordinarily three weeks time to file a written statement from the 
time of service will be quite sufficient. \Yhen the statement has -been filed, 
issues should be settled after 8 week or a fortnight. 

Q. Has it ever occurred to you in the course of your practice that there 
'is some period of limitation which could usefully be curtailed? 

A. I have always thought over it. In the case of ap1wals wit;1 regard t,, 
execution matters, I think the period of limitation may be shortened; and 
in order to give the man relief he mav be asked to give securitv and in money 

.claims I would insist on the money 'being paid in court. ·· · 
J[r .. ],,.~tirP. 8fuort.-Q. You were talking about effective, I mean, original 

effective service. You were saying that great difficulty is experio.>nced in 
·serving processes in execution matters. In the United Provinces .the plain
tiff when-he files his written petition is asked to put in his registered address 

. on which all subsequent notices are iss'ucd. Similarly as soon as we get the 
defendant served we take from him his registered address and all subsequent 
notices, in execution, appeals and in ever~·thing else, arc served .at that adJres'l 
,by post. Do you think that would be a sort of practical relief?. 

A. That is an excellent way of serving notices, if you can catch the 
rdefendant. 

Q. Of course you have got to catch him first. After you ha'e caught 
'him the penalty is that if he does not file his registered address he is liable to 
have his defence struck off. \Vould you approve of thai method? 

A. I think that would be an excellent method. 
Q. Then you were talking of delay caused by officers coming late. Perhaps 

·-you have not seen the diary kept under the order of the High Court in which 
all officers have to. enter the time of their coming to court and of the ri£ing of 
court. 

A
1 

Yes, I have seen it, but there is no use if it is not kept properly. ::\fy 
point is not so much with regard to the record being kept. What l say is 
-that there should be a fixed rule. 

Q. Is there not a fixed rule? 
A. But if an officer comes to court at 1 o'clock, I am afraid h~ falsifies 

•his diary._ I am afraid the keeping of this diary will not help mueh. l\Iay 
I mention one instance. I happen to be the Chairman of the Loard of 
Directors of a Bank and there I have insisted upon every man signing &p-ainst 
-the column showin"' time of arrival in office. but I have not succeeded in 
-that. I have kno~ many ca.<1cs in whid1 people are told that +he !enrnc!l 
,judge will be in court at 11 o'clock and that every body should l~e rea<ly. 
But the poor people have to wait long and are put to great inco:r..venicuce, 
·and it leads to great delay also in the disposal of cases. 

Q. Have you ever come across absolutely blackmailing claims? 

A. About ten or fifteen per cent\ of the big claims in the High Court are of 
·a blackmailing character. 'These plaints are filed only for the purpose of 
-extorting some money. 

Q. Do you think we can find 8 remedy? 
A. Only last year we settled a case. '\Ye advised the client that instead 

of fighting the man, which might last for two, three, four or five years a_nd 
in which he would have to spend lot of money, it would be betttr to pve 
1him Rs. 5,000 and some property. 

Q. \Vhere do you get these cases mainly from? 
A. From Bihar. 
Q. flaye you any experience of Oudh? 
A. No. 
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·Q. You agree that we should endeavour to du something to meet thi! 
.evil, while at the same time endeavour to protect the interests of the 
genuinE> claimant? 

A. Certainly. 
Sir T. De.,ihachari.-Q. I take it that you have a very Urge experience 

<>f mofussil courts, and you are yourself a very big landlord. 
A. I hove had experience of 38 years : I am a small landlord. 
Q. Do you think that munsifs can be invested with higher jurisdiction than 

:now-jurisdiction increased to Rs. 5,000. 
A. In the case of selected officers only. I would not confer ·that jurisdic

tion upon every munsif. But out of the cadre if· by exuminiug t.he work 
of the munsifs you were satisfied that about 25 per cent. or 30 per cent. o! 
the munsifs were particularly E<rnart, clever men, I see no objection to raising 
the jurlstliction of the muusifs, because the cadre of the subordinate judges 
is recruited in the same way as munsifs. As a matter of fact a man may be 
to-day a munsif and to-morrow a sub-judge. I do not see any objection to 
ili~ . ' 

Q. That would in a measure lessen the number· of institutions in a sub
ordinate judge's court? 

A. Yes,-undoubtedly. 
Q. Do you think there is any agency in the mofussil to take up any small 

cause cases which come up before the munsifs? 
A. The munsifs have no doubt to try "a large number of rent c'nseE.. A 

f!ubordinate judge who 'has powers of a small cause court, generally takes the 
liquidated claims. I see no objection, provided you get the proper sort or man 
.in making over C"ertain number of suits to circle officers-in this part we 
cull them circle officers, i.e., they have a certain amount of jurisdiction which 
follows the jurisdiction of the munsif. I do not see any objection to that. 

Q. I see a paragraph in the Retrenchment Committee's report, in which 
the observation goes : ·· · 

" The Village Self-Government Act has recognised the principle 0f hoDora1·y 
civil courts, and we conBider it is desirable that it should ·he put into force. 
·The number of suits for money and moveables not exceeding Rs. 50 in 
value was !l8,5A9 in the year 1921, and the bulk, if not all, of these suits 
might well he disposed of by honorary munsifs with considerable relief to 
the files of stipendiary officers." 

A. Ruther I should prefer honorary munsifs to circle officers, becauEe the 
honorary munsifs will be drawn mostly from the local bar and they are 
expected to do much better than circle officers who are not used. to rivil work 
at all. 

Q. Having regard to the evid~nce of one or two witnesses before, honorary 
munsifs could be got here and they could take over these suits whil·h are 
p&tty. 

A. I think they could be got. 
Q. Do you think there is any inconvenience caused by the concentration 

of too many courts in the same place, particularly in the matter of delay? 
A. It does, not to a very large extent. I do not however know how that 

is to he got J"id of. The difficulty is-it may be a difficulty of the legal pro
fes~ion-that husiness gets into the hands of a compa"ratively small number 
of practitionerR. They have cases in various courts and the:v. are not. !lble 
to attend to all of them. Some have to be postponed and that causes deiaJ. 
Jf there was more distribution of work, of course that would not happen . 
.Concentration of various courts in one place no doubt facilitates a big practi
tiOJwr. n favourite practitioner taking more work in his hands than h£. can 
pos~ibly attend to. Therefore, if you disperse those courts, you would, l 
think, plaee physit-al difficulties in the way of his attending those courts. 

Q. "·hnt do you think of locating a munsif's court in the centre of 70 or 
€0 villages over which the court .has jurisdiction? 

E 
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A. If you can provide accommodation for residence it would be an excellent 
thing. It would be an advantage to the litigants who have to trudge now 10 
or 15 miles to seek relief. 

Q. Is it possible in this province, having regarl to the qualification of sub
t~rdinate judges, to select some and invest them with the powers of assistant. 

,;essions judges? 
1 

A. Oh yes, undoubtedly. 
Q. What percentage would ·you probably suggest? 
:A. About 80 per cent. 
Q. You spoke of the _dilatoriness of the courts. I suppose this is what is 

happenmg. I read agam from the Retrenchment Committee's report. It 
says-" A further matter of general complaint which we feel obliged to refer 
to is the dilatoriness of the courts. 'Ve have been told they spend insuffi
cient time in the actual hearing of suits, and too much time in chambers." 

A. Yes. 
Q. This is your experience? 
A. This is correct. 
Q. And it is necessary to make the district judge to find time to minimise 

this evil? · 
A. Either the district judge or some other higher official must inspect 

tae office and must nave supervision. . 
0 

Q. What is your experience, do the district judges find time for civil 
l'llSPs? 

A. District judges have very little time to do-civil matters. Their time 
rs mostly taken up in hearing criminal appeals, not so much in original 
C!IIGes. 

Q. Do you think whether any improvement could be made in that matt€r? 
A. There again I insist upon the officer being a proper officer. Provided 

you get a proper officer I think it will relieve the judge. 

Q. You mean to say there should be more assistant judges· to deal with 
land acquisition cases and other petty cases? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And also to do some important civil work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is your view? 
A. Yes, certainly. 
Q. With regard to the question of limitation, may I ask :f it is I>Ossible 

tl) so amend section 48 of the Civil Procedure Code as to limit the time for 
~xecution to six years? , 

A. It is open to the legislature to do so. Twelve years limitation provided 
for is the highest amount of time allowed for execution petitions. It may be 
t•cduced to six years, that will cause no hardship. 

Q. May I also ask you whether Article 182 of the Limitation Act prescrib
ing three years may not be so amended as not to force any decree holder to 
file any application to keep the decree alive? 

A. That Article 182 has been more fruitful of litigation than any other 
article and it has been more fruitful in giving us precedents which I fur one 
find great difficulty in reconciling. If that were done away with I will part 
with my old friend with rejoicings. 

Q. In execution applications we have to issue a number of notices to 
p.,agment debtors. I think one notiC'e at the first ins~ance will be quite enough?. 

A. I rather think the suggestion which fell from one of the members 
of the Committee· was an excellent one. Once you get :vour defend~!~· and 
the duty is cast upon him, as I undE.>rstand it, to notify to the court 1f there 
k ~~ny change of address, the notice sent to him, by _registered pos~. pro
Vlded acknowledgment is due, should be deemed to be nohce served on o•m. 
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Q. \\·hat do :vim think about satisfaction of decrees? Number of applications 
are now fil~d, whe? an execution petition is filed; the judgment debtor says thai 
be has satisfied h1s decree. May I suggest that courts should recognise only 
payments through the post office or through the vakils of the party. 

A. I do not think whether it will be wise in the case of pleader to make 
payment through him. If you want to restrict any payment being made, it 
may be done through the post office or the honorary magistrate. 

Q. What is your view as to whether the law of insolvency is properly 
worked in the case of mofussil courts? 

.1. With great respect t~ the mofussil rourts I may say that I do not think 
they understand anything of it. . 

Q. What do you think can be done in order to prevent it? 

A. ". o>ll, :vou may appoint a proper insolvency officer who has been kained 
in the High Court where the insolvency work is done. District judges 
even, l'l'ith great respect to them, do not under~tand it. In the mofussil 
rourts I hnve found that the question of partnership is very. impel"fectly 
understood and therefore these cases take ·an enormous time with indiffereor 
re!mlts and the judges of the High Court have to do the best they can 
to set them right. 

Q. What is the remedy? 
A. The remedy is more qualified officers. Matters of administration, matters 

of partno>rship, these are not matters which arise constantly in the mofussil. 
These arise mostly in the High Court in the Original side. ·']'he machinery 
of the High Court i>1 much better, therefore the result is very much better. 
If you can provide the same kind of officers you will have the same results. 

Q. Do you think any one munsif specially selected may be asked to do 
11Uch work? 

A. Provided he is kept as an apprentice in the High Court at "least for 
twelve months. I think the best, way will be to select an officer from the 
prP><o>nt Blnff of munsifs ancl give •l1im training in the High Court. You can 
do that without increiiRing the number of munsifs. 

Q. There is no doubt that in insolvency casea considerable amount of 
delay happens. 

A. I am not satisfied with the work. 
Q. \Vhat remedy 'l'l·ill you Rttggest to prevent the defence of oral discharge 

pnrticulnrly in small enuRe suits? 
:A. If the money lender takes precaution and pays money in the presence 

of some reli11hle person and that reliable person makes a note in his diary 
that mon.~y hnR been pain in his presence, I think the defendant would be 
rather reluctant to take that defence and later on find out that he has been 
ft•lling- untruth on o11th and thA ultimate pAnnlty may fall upon him. Other
'l'l"ise as long as the money is lent on promissory notes and the law does not 
require that tho>re t<hould be some 11ttesting witnesses, I think the court is 
powerles~. If the defendant goes and says t}Jat he did not receive the money 
the court is bound to hear him. 

Q. What do you think of a law which requires that all partitioiUI should 
be evidenced by documents and by registered instruments? 

A. I think it will be good provided the estate is of confliderable valuP.. I 
shoul1l make it applicable to emall estates as well. It would be desirable I 
l'houlJ I'II.V that the property must hi> of value of over one thousand ruptes. In 
tlu•"e CR~o>s pnrtitions !'hould be evido>nced by registered infltruments. 1 would 
al><o apply thiR in CIISP!i of p11rtnership hecause in many cases when the preliminary 
do>t:>rt>e is passed and furtht>r procedure is going to be taken people say we 
are not partners. This difficulty can only be avoided if partnerships are 
ro>gistered. • 

Q. Do you think that there is any possibility of affording relief in benam; 
tran~Rr-tion"' • 

E2 
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A. I entertain very grave doubts with regard to any relief being effected 
in connection with benami transactions. Benami transaction has existed foJJ" 
11uch a length of time in the country that if it is interfered with by legisla
tion for some time there will be a considerable amount of hardship. The 
idea of benami is inherent in every body. Even the poorest pea<>ant has an 
idea of the benami. I do not think it is desirable, because it will cause a 
considerable amou~t of revulsion of feeling in the country. It i;, quite pos
sible that there is a registered document and every formality bas been 
properly attended to but in reality it is only a paper transaction and in many 
case.; courts have come to the conclusion that notwithstandin"' all the forma
lities the transaction was really a paper transaction and it wa; never in~~nded 
that it sbou1i pa effected • 

. Q. Supp~ir:g il; is the law that such a plea should not be set up, you 
think it would help fraud? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Another question connected with minimising litigation. At present i;J 

the mofussil courts, if the parties like they can have a reference to arbitration. 
How would it be if the .court has power to say that a particular suit shoultf 
be referred to arbitration? Such matters as are peculiarly within the 
knowledge of local inhabitants or relations or experts. 

A. No doubt the legislature can confer such a power. But would it be· 
the proper jurisdiction of a court. The proper jurisdiction :>f the ~IJurt is to 
try the suits of· citizens. Can the court say: it is not going to give any 
assistance with· regard to the decision of the matter, but it will throw tha 
burden upon arbitmtots. 

Q. In some cases is it not advisable? How is the court going to decide 
whether a bridge is properly constructed or not. 

A. It can now be done. The court has the arm of the law sufficiently long 
to enable it to say that this is a question which should be decided by arbitrators. 
and name the persons and call them. . There is nothing to prevent the court. 
Their decision would be on the evidence recorded. The decision of the court 
should not be superseded by that of the arbitrators. 

Q. Englil:!h courts have jurisdiction to refer certain cases to arbitrators. 
Section 14:-

" In any cause or matter (other than a criminal proceeding by the crown),

(a) if all the parties interested who are not under disability cojlsent; 
or, 

(b) if the cause or matter requires any prolonged examination of docu
ments or any scientific or local investigation which cannot in the 
opinion of the court or a judge conveniently be made before a 
jury or conducted by the court through the other ordinary 
officers ; or 

(c) if the question in dispute consists wholly or in part of matters of 
account; 

th~ court; or a judge may at any time order the ~·hole cause or matter, or any 
question or issue of fact arising therein, to be tried before a special 
referee or arbitrator respectively agreed on by the parties, or before an official 
reieree or officer of the Court." 

Why should not such a provision be made available to us? 
A. I rather think that even there I am not satisfied whether the court i::; 

justified in throwing the duty of decision upon somebody else-. It is really 
choosing some other judges. 

Q. You think in our country it is not desirable or advisable? 
A. Assuming that the court refers it to arbitrators, if the objeet is expe

ditious decision of ~ case, I think the remedy there i.:> worse than the ciisease,. 
bt'<'ause you will only allow th~ litigant to proceed fron: court to court making: 
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frivolous charges against the arbitrators chosen by the court and finding 
fault if the decision goes against him. 1f the decision is in his favour. 
then he will support. The defeated party will alwa~·s try his best to avoid 
the decision of the arbitrators and complain to the court that the arbitra
tors have not done their duty properly. 

Mr. JusticB Stuart.-Q. Would there not be great difticulty in procuring 
arbitratms '! 

A.. I think there is a certain amount of ditliculty, but not so much in the 
presidency towns. 

Q. I mean in tl.e districts? 
A. Yes. 
Sir T. Desikaclla,.i.-Q. Has the multiplication of law reports any effect in 

the administration of justice? 

A. What I feel with regard to that is this. Often and often the interference· 
of the lli;.:h l'ourt is necessary. If ~·ou have not ·.a better class (I do not say 
the present cadre is not fairly good, some of them are very able men, but in a 
pereentap;e of cases the mistakes made are obvious. and foolish) and if there
"·ns no court to set them right, there might be grave injustice. That is the 
renson why I feel whether it is possible to say, after the matter is decided 
hy the munsif, there should be no appeal, or there should be no revision. 

Q. I was asking you about the multiplication of law reports. A number 
of reports hava lolprung up, any decision and any observation is reported. 

A. It add~ a burden to the life of a practitioner. When a man has a bad 
case, if he can get some expression of opinion from some part of the country, 
he will refer to that. How is that to be prevented'! · 

Q. That is my question. Is it possible? 
A. r'nless the High Court or the legislature lays down that except the 

authorised r{'port, no other report should be observed in the court, the ~;ame 
condition of things would continu.e. 

Chnil"man.-If there is a report citing a Calcutta case from a ' 1 "Weekly 
Xotes " or a " Law Journal," I think it should be entertained. But if the 
decisions of other courts are cited, it ought not to be entertained. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Supposing it is pointed out by the Court that only reports which are 
authorised by the legislature should be quoted and not others, how will it be 
taken by the proi6'3<!icn? 

A. " In Indian Law Cases " you can find a proposition of law in 
support of any class of argument you like. I do not know wuether it a:.,ists 
th., proper 1\Uministration of justice. Decisions have to be 'arrived at after 
all on the fncts and on law. Often and often I have seeu in the courtS' 
a learned gentleman comes iri and gives 40 or 50 cases. I rt·mcmber it was 
a mort."n~e suit. The learned gentleman gave me a jqdgment f1·om a particular 
pnge from " \Yeekly Notes"; it happened to be an authority on adultery. 
Appur('ntl~· the. puge was mistaken and he got somebody to look llp the< 
authorities. So I said, ")ly friend would not seriously suggest that this case 
was any authNit:v upon the matter being investigated now. It· might be 
some other prige." Even then he said there were propositions in it whicl.ls 
would as~ist the judge. 

Sir T. [Jesihachari.-Q. 'J."hcre is another matter arising o11t. of what yo:J 
suiJ. about proce;:sPs. What will you think of a proposal like this--d1e reduf). 
tion of process serving establishment at the headquarters to hnl! of its strengta 
and the rest being distributed to village panchaynts and Pr<"re:lses ,;erveG • 
through that agency which is likely to have the benefit of !oral lmcwlede:;a~ 

A. I think I have mentioned three methods :

(1) By registered post, acknowledgment dul•. 
(2) Police nnd village dwwkidars. 
(3) l'nion boards and circle officers. 
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Q. It appears in this province identifiers never go with the peons. The 
general opinion is expressed by witnesses examined that identifiers are per
fectly unnecessary and possibly dangerous. What do you think in this matter? 

A. I think so. In some big streets in Calcutta' there is an officer who is· 
known as the maker of affidavits. His duty is to make affidavits under the 
orders of the manager or his master, although he has never been with the 
process server for the purpose of serving summonses. 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. In connection with process serving, what do you think 
of decentralisation of naib nazirs in a central place covering fl>rty or :fifty 
villages, giving them process serving peons and making them responsible for 
the return of processes duly served. ·would it not be more useful than service 
through post offices? 

A. If the naib nazir does his duty properly I think it might do. But 
my apprehension is if the naib nazir ·is· appointed on sixty, seventy, or hundred 
rupees and is asked to serve processes relating to a claim of thirty or forty 
thousand then i~ will be extremely difficult to get an honest man to get the 
service duly made. It is no use having another method of serving processes 
where the trouble will be the same. 

Q. The advantage of the other method will be that the naib nazir's juris
diction will be limited to a small number of villages. His peons will have 
knowledge of the locality and identifiers can be abolished. 

A. I conceive if you can :find honest naib nazirs for the purpose of serving 
on the right defendant it will be an excellent method. Regard being had 
to the larger number of cases it will be difficult to secure an honest man. 

Q. But if there is effective supervision? 
A. Effective supervision will of course minimise chances of fraud. I have 

a grave suspicion that no clerk, even in the High Court, does any work without 
being paid something by way of illegal gratification. I think it will be a good 
arrangement if the naib nazir is paid Rs. 250 a month. 

Q. The other method you proposed was the employment of union boards 
for the purpose of serving summonses. That will be an honorary agency 
and would not be under the control of. the district judge or the sub-judge. 
In case of neglect of duty they are not liable to be punished by the district 
judge. 

A. They are under magistrates and can be dealt with by them. 
Q. With regard to the proposed enhancement of jurisdiction I. suppose the 

iurisdiction of munsif is two thousand rupees so that all smts over two 
thousand rupees have to go to a court in the sadar. If munsifs are 
invested with jupsdiction up to :fi':e thousand rupees ap. cases .UP. to. th!'-t _extent 
can be tried by them. Are you m favour of extendmg their JUriSdiCtiOn? 

· A. I have already said so. . 
Rai Bnhad11r K. C. Bose.-Q. Do you not think that the more expeditious 

way of effecting service woulll be for the peon to go ~o t_he village and get 
the process served through the panchayat and get h1s signature? 

A. I do not think so beC'Buse it would be more expensive: So far as my 
knowlEl'lge goes the serving peon would not be satisfied w~th one visit and the 
poor litigant will have to pay for more than half a dozen t1mes. I am .sorry to 
say that signature of the head of the villago, I mean panchayat, can be 
obtained very easily by paying him i:Jomething. 

Q. Then you mean that the panchayat may also be mixed u~ in the 
conspiracy? 

A. No, I do not mean that. l\fy suggestion is that the pancha_vat shoul,j 
be mad111 responsible direct to the court and these matters should be transferred 
to the headman. 1\l:v suspicion regarding signature is that when thtl 
panch~:yt.t. goes to the· district headquar:ters h~ signaturt;s can be obta~ed on 
as many -processes aa possible. . :But 1t he 1s made d1re~ly ~espons1ble to 
W..e co>\T*. he- will then employ hlB own men and the serv1ce w1ll be effected 
mur~ tll<P&'lir'a:·uoJly. 
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Q. Then that is your idea about panchayats. 
A. I am sorry I have to say like this. 
Q. 'Veil as regards notices in execution, there are various notices which 

are to be served on the debtor. Do you think that all these notices are 
necessary? 

A. Some of them are necessary. But as I have already suggested that 
when one service bas been effected you register his address and if notice is 
to be served, it may be sent at the registered address. 

Q. As regards execution cases service of various notices may be e£fect.M 
by the postal agency? 

A. That is sufficient. 
Q. In rE>I!ard to attachment, ·it has been suggested that notice!: Ll:J.Y not bt 

necessary. Do you think that it can be dispensed with? 
.4. Yes, tt can be dispensed with. 
Q. 'Vith rE>gard to rent execution cai;es you li:now that notices have go.. 

to be served at many places. Do you think they ·~re of no use? 
A. I do not think they· are of any use. I think I am convinced that b:J 

fl!l cases out of 100 the tenant knows that he owes money and he knows that a 
decree has been made against him and he also knows that attachment will 

·be made. I do not think bow he can escape. 
Q. Do you think that whenever an application is made for setting asido 

sale, the man should be asked to deposit money? . · 
A. I have already said that before any application for setting aside .sale is 

entertained the man should be asked to pay the amount of money with interest 
up to that date. 

Q. With regard to Ritting of courts in the mofussil, there has been a circular 
that courts must sit at 11 o'clock? 

A. That has not been my experience. In almost every district of Benga1 • 
courts generally begin at 11 o 'cloqll . 

. Mr. Ghose.-Q. In connection with the service of process, who is princi
pally to bla~e for the non-service of summons? 

A. The ,probable man must be the plaintiff. 
Q. What do you say about the postmen being tampered with by the 

plaintiff or decree-holder, if service in execution ca~;es has to be made through 
the post office? ' 

A. In some cases I think it will be a case of fraud. At present it is 
wholesale fraud. 

Q. In the mofussil there is a branch post office and there is one branch pos.t 
master who is usually the gurumoshay of the village and one or two postmen 
attached to that post office. Do jOU think processes could be served throug~ 
them duly? . 

A. Very probably, but not in all cases. At present I do not believe that 
the serving peon goes anywhere near the_ man. My suspicion is that 
he never goes, and the service you get now is no service at all, it is a pretended 
~ervice. In this mundane world, a perfect method is very difficult to get. 
Through post offices 50 per cent. of cases you might get, in the other iiO 
per cent. you might not. _ 

Q. You will have the post office as a substitute for the present agency . 
• .J.. I will hn,·e all the three, the agency of post office, the agency of police 

and the agency of union board. . 
Q. Are civil processes served by the pohct~? 
..t. I clo not know if the police would obey the civil court. 
Q. What do you think abou~ the decree being onc-e ~x;ecuted _within 11. y<!ar 

after it is made, and there bemg no need for a repetJtwn of 1t after that!' 
How do you like the idea of the period of limitation being curtailed I' 

A. It might operate as a very great hardship. 
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Q. But it might be a safeguard so far as the interests of the judgment 
debtors are concerned. I may tell you in what way. Supposing a decree i!l 
obtained ex paTt e, by obtaining the false return of service by the plaintiff 
in a suit brought on a false claim, he keeps quiet• for three years after decree 
and allows the file of the record to be destroyed. That file only contains 
information as to. how the summons was served. If that is destroyed, then 
the defendant haa no means to prove that there was no service on him. 

A. I quite appreciate it. But my difficulty is this. It may be I am look
ing at it from a point of view which may not be right. But my idea is that 
the plaintiff never goes into the court on a false claim. In 99 ca.;;t!s cuh of 10(} 
he has a just claim. It is the defendant who wants either to cause delay 
or to prevent the payment of the claim. In one per cent. of cases this 
diffieulty may ari::.e. As I have already said; you cannot have a system by 
which you car. ensure any form of relief against any form of fraud, and against 
any form of dishonesty .. It is only a method of finding out wtJich is the 
least. unjust, because absolute justice you cannot expect in this mundane world. 

Q But is it your opinion that in only one per cent. of rent suits and petty 
money suits there is, suppression of the process? 

A. Not a question of suppression of process. The claim is unfounded. The 
rent suit:; as a rule are just claims. 

Q. But is it not within your experience that many landlords claim rents 
much in excess of what they are entitled to. If I say that about 20 t.o 30 
per cent. of the claims are bolstered up by the landlords in the mofussil, would 
you be . surprised? 

A. 1 would be. 
Q. \Vould you not give some relief to defendants in such cases 9 

A. On the contrary I think a great deal of delay i$ cnus~d and a great 
deal of money is lost on account of false sentiment with regard to defendants. 

Q. I am talking of non-service of summons on the defendants. 
A. I have alre!idy said, at the present moment the service is only an eye

wash. It is no service. 
Q. Even then you would not give any pr~tection to the defendant? 
A. Change the method of sen-ice. But I would not reduce it to one year. 

Otherwise he may not execute it at all. 
Q. It is not necessary to extend. 

4. I cannot expect: 

. Q. You say that- cases are frequ~ntly struck off. Is your experience limi
ted to su~-judges' courts or munsifs' courts. 

A. \Yhen I was young, I appeared before munsifs as late as 10 years ago 
and also before judges in the small cause courts and ·some of them who have 
J>een munsifs have since got appointments •in the small cause courts. 

Q. Coming to the' sub-judges' courts, and coming nearer to the place, i.e., 
Alipore, how many times did you appear before the subordinate judges during 
~e last 4 years. 

A. I have already appeared for nearly six months in one case. 

Q. I know that, and I remind you of the fact that you always found the 
presiding judge present from 10-30 and only under arrangement, the case was 
taken up ,sometimes after 11 A.:U. 

A. With regard to a single offieer I cannot remember what the time was. 
Q. Do vou remember that during the last 4 years you appeared beforeo 

sub-judges ·at Ali pore on 3 occasions, namely onc-e in connection with the 
matter in the Jharia case and for some months during the trial of that suit 
and once in connection with a will case 'l 

A. May be . 
. Q. You remember perhaps that you first appeared in connection with the 

J haria case before me and after I had left the place and come over to the High 
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Court, Mr. N. K. Da~u came; he heard the case and you took six months before 
him. Did you not find the two judges come to the court at about 10-30? 

A. I wus not there to see that they came at 10-30. 

Q. If they entered 10-30 A.li. in the diary would you believ·e that? 

A. I am not prepared to accept the entry in the diary. 

Q. That is your mental condition; you do not believe an Indian Judge? 

A. Not because he is an Indian Judge but because these diaries are kept 
in such a ~;lipshoJ way that I cannot rely on them. 

Q. Do you know that after the publication· of. the Retrench~ent Com. 
mittee Report there was 8 chorus of protests from judicial officers and many 
pleaders who appeur before them oft~n iu case:; against the remarks that the 
muusifs and the sub-judges devote less time to the hearing of cases and 
Apend more time in their chambers and that Sir Abdul Rahim had to say from 
his place in the Legislative Council that the mun;sifs and the sub-judges were 
hard w0rked and that the Governor in C~uncil appreciated their work? 

..4. I do not know of it. I do not take much interest in such matters. 

Chairman.-It is rather 8 mistake to take these matters personally. I do 
not want to atop anybody but I think it is rather a pity to take these matters 
personally. · 

Illr. Justice St uart.-The diary shows the time when' 8 judge comt>,; into the 
court precincts and not the time when he actually takes his seat. I have 
suggested this so that there may be no misapprehension. 

Q. You Rnid case~ are struck off in munsifs' or sub-judges' courts? 

A. I was speaking generally. I have known of cases which were struck 
off ex-officio. • .• 

Q. \Vould you be surprised" to hear that not one per cent. of cases are· 
struck off by the judicial officers at Alipore? 

A. I cannot say, I am· giving you my experience with regard to what 
gent>rnll.v happen~ in civil courts i'i1 Bengal, including small causes, rnunsifs,. 
subordinate and district judges courts. ' 

Q. Are your observations with regard to present state of things or wha · 
used to happen formerly? 

I 

A. My experience is o£•38 years. I am not aware whether there has been: 
any improvements within the last two or three years. 

Q. Since the introduction of the High Court rules? 
A. I do not know when those rules were introduced, 

Q. If 8 judicial officer goe~ back to the chamber to write out an important 
order which _he has made verbally, would you find fault with him? 

A. I have no fault to find with it. · 
Q. What is your idea about the number of cases that a subordinate judge· 

bns to den! with? Is it more than he can di.-po!lll of in the course of 8 year 
or is it lesser? 

A. I have no idea. 
Q. bo you think that lists are prepared every day? 
.L I llllve not seen them. 

Q. Have you got any idea as to how many cases 8 subordinate judge can 
decide in the course of 8 year? 

A. I cannot say. Twelve months may not be sufficient for 8 big case 
while 120 cases may be decided within 8 few days. Of course the number 
of clk!es is more than what they can manage. 

Q. They have represented to the High Court that they have more work to 
do and the High Court knows it already, so also the Government; what remedy 
would you suggest? 
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A. l\Iy remedy is .that the.y should give up the service or put up with it. I 
understood that it is not within the province of this Committee that there ou(}'ht 
to be more judicial officers. If you want me to express that opinion I will say ~o. 

Mr. Basu.-Q. You have in fact approved that. the jurisdiction of munsifs 
should be increased to five thousand rupees. If the jurisdiction is raised it 
will increase their work? 

A. That depends upon the file. 
Q. Is it not a fact that judicial' officers have got much work now? 

. 1· .It may be with some ~fficers, but my complaint is that there is less 
dlSClplmed work. If you want to work methodically sift out your undefended 
suits, mortgage suits and other suits every day, then I think vou will find that 
even with the present c-adre you can do a great deal of work. 

Q. Next point tliat I want to ascertain from you is what is your general 
idea about the honorary magistrates. Is their work very satisfactory? 

A. Well I" do not know. Some of them do very good work. 

Q. liaving regard to the outtum of work done by the honorary magistrates 
will you encourage honorary munsifs? · · 

A. I have one reason. Honorary magistrates whose work has come under 
my notice are the honorary magistrates in the presidency towns. I am aware 
that in the presidency towns there are good many people who are rather 
anxious to become honorary magistrates. The position of honorary magis
trates adds to prestige. I am speaking of honorary munsifs recruited from 
the rnofussil bar where you have very good material and generally those I 
have in view have not got too much work to do and therefore they can be 
called to do useful work. · 

Q. Do you mean .that honorary munsifs should be recruited from the bar? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You said something about the curtailment of appeals in execution 

matters? 
A. You' have Section 47. That is in connection with execution, satisfac

tion· and so on. Now this section enables you to take the matter on appeal 
from court to court. I say with regard to some of the matters either 
stop any appeal if you can, othe~ise make it less u~just ~ecaw;e if t~e man 
ha;; t . .., find money he wonG go on ror any length ~f time with falsi' claim. 

Q. What I was going to say is this. If an honest debtor finds himself in a 
position where an .unjust order has . been made ag:ainst . him, would you 
deprive him of the nght of appeal because he makes thmgs d1latory? 

:A. As I have al!eady said it is rather difficult to get an honeSt debtor. 
Iu most mal;ters the plaintiff goes into court hec1luse he cannot get his jllst 
claim realized. 

• The Hon'ble Mr. S. R. DAS, Advocate-General, High Court, Calcutta, 
called and. examined on Saturday, the 16th February 1924. 

Replying to Chairman, he said:-

I propose to take the subject step by step, from the starting of the suit 
to the execution. 

Original Side. 

So far as the Original side is concerned, I do not think there is any ground 
of complaint. Practically every case can be heard within 4 to 6. months, 
particularly commercial cases, suits for liquidated claims, and eJe<;tment 
suits. There is a rule under which all cases which do not appear m the 
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prospective list, i.e., list of cases ready for hearing within six months from 
the date of institution, are placed in a list, generally called by us "the 
mas~acre list" und placed before the Judge fairly frequently and unless good 
cause is Rhown to the contrary are dismissed for default. This has a very 
~alutary ~ffect. There have been numerous cases in which even an appeal 
from a decree on the Original side has been decided within a year of the 
institution of the suit. · 

Thera' are of course certain cases in which delay is inevitable, such as 
partition suits where there are numerous parties, and some of them die, or 
where there is a reference to arbitration, or a case in which there are numerous 
doeuments to Le inspected and briefed. 

Certain amount of complaint has, however, been recently heard: with regard 
to delay in references to take accounts. I believe the complaint of the 
l\Iarwaries is principally with regard to reference. We have known cases of 
references lasting nearly two years which shQuld have been finished in 6 
months. This, how~ver, is not due to the system followed, but to personnel 
of the officers. The salary of the referee and assistant referee are so inade
quate that it is difficult to get a barrister or solicitor of sufficient experience 
to accept the posts. 

I am unable to speak of the delays on the Original side. There is no delay 
as regards appeals from the Original side. 

Mofussil. 

There is considerable delay in disposing of cases in the court of the sub
ordinate judges. I have no experience of the munsifs courts. 

I shall take the causes step by step after the suit is filed and till the decree 
is executed. 

Betu·een the institution and hearing. 

(1) Firnt of all numerous adjournments are granted to file written state
ment. It is granted more or less as a matter of course for at least a year 
after the institution. No case is considered ripe for hearing until at least 
a year has expired from institution. 

Even in suits for ejectment of a tenant who continues in possession without 
paying any rent, it is not possible to get the court to seriously consider an 
appliC'ation for hearing, until a year is over. This is from my' own experi
ence at Alipore .. ; 

(2) Even after·· the issues are framed, numerous adjournments are 
granted. In faet, it· i.s only after the issues are framed, that the parties 
think of getting ready. 

Causes. 

All these adjournments are generally for a month at a time. It seem~ 
to me that these adjournments are due to the following canses :,_ 

(a) for every adjournment a pleader gets a fee of Rs. 10 toRs. 17. This 
is a considerable addition to the ad valorem fee to which he is 
entitled. 

(b) Pleaders on both sides generally arrange with each other for adjourn. 
ments and the courts grant them far too readily. . 

(2) The system of monthly and quarterly returns very often are respon· 
l'ible for these adjournments. The sub-judges are anxious to avoid a bad 
aYerage of disposals and if the case is at all a long one, they are usually 
reluctant to take it up. In two of the cases in which I appeared for the 
Secretary of State in the mofussil, they were ready for hearing and the brief 
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was actually delivered to me in onE' case 3 years and in the other 4 years before 
the cases were actually heard. They were long and heavy cases and lasted some 
months. No sub-judge could be induced to take th~m up till at least sub
judges happened to be posted to the district who were about to retire and 
bad no longer any reason to be afraid of returns. 

' Suggestions for cure. 

I would suggest that delay lists should be made up as on the Original side 
and that the cases in the list should be disposed of as they appear in the list 
one after the other, fresh cases being added as the cases are disposed of. 
Adjournments should be granted only for good rea<>ons to be recorded by the 
jndge. At present it is very usual to find a case in the day's list adjourned 
for a month, simply because the court is engaged in hearing another case. 
There should be no adjournment at all; the case should remain on the iist 
and heard- in its turn. 

I am informed that the practice of adjourning a case for a month is due 
to the system of returns; it enables the judge to add to the number of cases · 
dealt with during the month. 

Hearing. 
"When a case at last cbmes on for hearing, it takes about 3 times as long to 

-dispose of it as a similar case on the Original side. 

There are. several causes for this delay:-

(1) There is no preparation to speak of for the hearing. The chapter 
relating to Discovery and Inspection is practically unknown. Even the 
judges do not understand the law relating to interrogatories. There is hardly 
€Ven an affidavit of documents. 

Documents on which parties rely are filed along with the pleadings or 
shortly thereafter. In some cases a few days before the hearing. These 
-documents are usually brought to the pleader in a bundle by the law agent 
-of the party, usually a layman, a list is made out and the documents are 
:filed in court. No copies are kept and very little attempt is made to sift them 
to find out which of them are relevant. .A junior pleader is then employed 
to inspect the documents of the other ~ide. Consider:~ ble delay takes place, 
b-ecause documents can only be inspected in court and he has to arrange for 
the pleader on the other side to be present which is not always either con
venient or alleged not to be convenient. This inspection is practically value
less. No copies are taken and the junior pleader who has not sufficient ex
perience takes notes of such documents as he thinks are relevant or import
ant. In practically every case in which I have appeared in the mofussil courts, 
I have had to insist on copies being taken while the case was going on in 
oQrder to ascertain which of the documents should be put in evidence. I have 
-often found that important documents in the possession of the party had not 
been filed, because his pleaders have never called for them and he as a lay
man did not understand them. 

No attempt is made until the case actually comes up for hearing to as
certain how a particular document is to be proved and the court has to be 
kept employed with irrelevant matter while the necessary witnes~es are sent 
for. 

One of the reasons, for not taking copies of documents filed, is of course 
the expense of certified copies. This however can, easily be avoided, if pleaders 
were made to keep copies of documents filed by them, as is always done by 
solicitors. · 

Witnesses. 

No statement from the witnesses taken prior to the hearing of the case . 
.I have very rarely had a statement given to me of what a witness purposes. 
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oGenerally when a case is being beard, the client's agent is a;;ked what wit
nesses he has for the next day ·and they are taken to the ·pleader's office or 
house in the evening or in the morning and I have beAn simp!~· told the sub
ject on which the witness intends to speak, and it has occurred more than once 
that the witness when called knows nothing of the point on which he is calleJ 
to give evidence. In case of important witnesses I have had to insist on 
statements being taken from them and furnished to me. All this causes un
necessary delay during the hearing. 

\ Thue is such a thing as notice to admit, but is unknown, I am told that 
that is not used because in mofussil courts no one will admit anything and 
the judges have no power to enforce it as we have on the Original side, where 
there is a rule, if you do not admit, and if it is proved you have to ·pay the 
cost, whatever may be the cost of the suit. · 

I. have already spoken of the interrogatories, which is very rarely made 
use of. All these go to prolong the case. I have d. suggestion to make with 
Tegard to this, but I do not know how far it will be ac~epted by th~ judges. 

Suaaestion. 

This can only be avoided by a better system of the dual agency which in 
fact prevails. I do not suggE-st that the dual systE-m, which prevails on the 
Original side, should be introducE-d in the mofussil, it would probably be too 
E-xpensive. But a form of the dual system in fact exists and must exist 
in so far as the seniors are principally employed in settling pleadings in 
heavy cases and in advocacy, while to the juniors are relegated such work of 
preparation as there is. I would suggest that some sort of tt·aining should be 
given to every junior pleader practising in 'the original courts in the mofussil 
in the preparation of cases. Ever» vakil should be made to pass an examin
ation in practice and procedure particularly with regard to the provision~. 
of the Code ns regards discovery. If it is not possible to give every junior 
pleader a training in preparation work such as is given to attorneys, I think 
facilities ~hould be provided for such of them as care to undergo .the training. 
I am sure they will be in great demand in all important cases. I should like 
to see an increasing division of work betwE>en the junior and the senior vakils, 
the junior confining himself principally to preparation work, like attorneys 
though there is no reason why he should not also plead in cases in which the 
·dient cannot afford a senior. 

Hearina. 

There is another reason why the hearing of a suit is considerably pro·· 
longed. 

The sub-jud€(es will not decide questions relating to the admissibility of 
documents as 1t arises. Documents are invariably admitted " subject to 
uhjection" whatever that meano, and it is not until judgment is delivered 
that the question of admissibility is dec-ided. I have known arguments last
ing over a couple of hours on the admissibility of a particular document, 
ami at the end, no decision is given and document is admitted "subject t.1 
objection." The result is that the other side who cannot possibly know how 
the court will E-ventually decide the matter, is obliged to tender a large number 
of documents in order to get rid of the effect of the document which has been 
'o admitied, though all these documents may afterwards be found to be 
irrelevant. Similar indecision is also prevalent with regard to oral evidence. 

I am told this is really due to a desire to avoid a remand from the High 
Court in case documents are wrongly e:icluded. 

Preliminary points in denuner are also not decided. In one case only 1 
t>ucceeded 
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Execution-Considerable de~ay. 

Trouble commences with execution. Too many' appeals, too many adjourn· 
ments at the instance of the judgment-debtors. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. The law lays down "Either party may call upon 
the other party to admit any document, saving all just exceptions, and in 
case of refusal or neglect to admit, after such notice, the costs of proving 
any such documents shall be paid by the party so neglecting or refusing, 
whatever the result of the suit may be," and then further ".Any party may, 
by notice in writing, at any time not later than . nine days before the day 
fixed for the hearing, call on any other party to admit, for the purposes of 
the suit only, any specific fact or facts mentioned in such notice. .And iu 
case of refusal or neglect to admit the same within six days after service ut 
such notice, or within such further time as may be allowed by the court, 
the costs of proving such fact or facts shall be paid by the party so neglect
ing or refusing." This is absolutely in the Code. Of course I agree with 
you that it is never used. But I wish· to point out that the court. has no 
initiative in the matter if the parties do not use these provisions. If the 
parties do not use -chem the court cannot do it. 

A. It has h~ppened on the Original side that cases have been disposed of 
on notices to admit. · So far as munsifs courts are concerned they have got 
very little power. 

Q. Would you suggest that we might amend Orders 2 and 4 to give th11 
court some initiative? 

A. I think that will be a very good idea. 
Q. I think that the rules of the High Court practically require that they 

should ,give reasons for adjournments? 

A. But it is not an easy matter to get the rule obeyed. l\Iunsifs and 
subordinate judges take small cases and adjourn the rest for months and it 
is only because they have to ·show good returns. 

Q. But what remedy would you suggest? 
A. I would suggest that instead of this return system the system of 

supervision .may be adopted. Better supervision will be much more effective. 
Now ther-e are some cases which can be finished in a week but there are also 
those which may take months. 

(J. I think more intelligent supervisiOn would be very useful. Now if the 
ju~ges b~gin to try old ca.ses they may take months and other cases may be 
finished m a very short tl!lle· The :r;nan maY. be a very good judge and yet 
arrears may be left by him. The difficulty IS that they are judged not b,· 
inspection but by returns. It is a very difficult matter. · 

A. I think cases are very often prolonged simply because of the system of 
returns. 

Q. Do you find that time spent by parties in examining and cross
examining witnesses is unnecessarily long? 

A. I do not think so. There are instances of course in which certain 
pleaders take good deal of time in examining and cross-examinina witnesse~. 
On the whole it is not unnecessarily long. ., 

Q. I know that counsel of your experience do not take too much time in 
examining and cross-examining witnesses, but I suggest that others usually 
take much time. It frequently happens that counsel does not know what 
the witness is going to say. 

A. There are some counsel who do take a long time. So far as the Original 
side is concerned he has got no excuse of that sort because he has got a written 
statement. In the mofussil of course counsel does not ]mow what the witness 
is going to say. He has no instructions. 

· Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. In the mofussil do you think that cases aro 
generally opened by the plain tift? 
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_A. It is very rare that the defendant opens his case. In cases in 
whiCh I have appeared I have always insisted on the other side openin" 
his case. "' 

Q. I see that in the mofussil in many cases neither the plaintiff's vakil nor 
the defendant's vakil nor even the judge bother very much about the issues 
before witnesses are heard? . 

A. Yes; it is very often that some issues may arise afterwards which have 
not been considered before. 

Q. ·what do you think of the suggestion that the plaintiff and the defend
ant should be examined briefly just before the settlement of issues· so that 
the plaintiff, defendant, and the court may all know what points are exactly· 
at issue? " . . 

A ..• The difficulty will be this that in many cases I do not think the plain
tiff and the defendant themselves understand what the real issues are. They 
have not sufficient knowledge of law and they do not know anything about 
this. They may be very good in making statements and telling grievances 
against each other but they in many cases do not know what points are really 
at issue. · 

Q. Nor their vakils? 
A. Yes, but the vakils ought to know. 
Q. Would you recommend that the court should itself examine partieil 

after reading the pleadings on the points so as to know what exactly the 
points are?· 

A. I 8hould not for this reason :-First of all it would not assist the court 
very much because the parties themselves do not understand the real points 
at issue and it very often happens that the court in examining one party 
may give an opportunity to the other party to procure evidence or to creata 
evidence which would not" otherwise have. been produced. I would however , 
insist that the plaintiff must in {!he ordinary course open the case before the 
defendant is called upon to do so. . 

Q. At present the Code contains the provision by which they can examine 
the party any time? 

.!. That provision is only exer~ised if there is some doubt as to pleadings, 
or if the court does not understand them. 

Q. In your opinion issues are not settled by the court but draft issues 
are filed by both the parties? 

A. If they do not, the court itself settles the issues. 
Q. In your opinion the issues might well be settled just about the hearing 

of thE> suit? · 
A. Yes. Now issues are settled on the pleadings without a knowledge of 

the documents. 
Q. The judge after hearing both the parties settles the issues. That is 

what ought to be done in theory: How are the parties to know they are to 
be ready with the documents, etc., if issues are not settled? 

A. If you have before you the whole of the e~idence of the case, the 
pleadings of each side, the documents of the both sides, it is not very difficult 
then to know what the issues of the case will be. There is .a system also on 
the Original side of taking advice on the evidence. The counsel advises that 
these are the issues which arise and this the evidence in the suit. 

Q. You referred to too many appeals. I thought you referred to executi~n 
proceedings, as also interlocutory orders before hearing. 

A. For instance, as I have said the application is made for adjournment 
A subordinate judge disallows adjournment. When I said appeal I meant 
High Court-revision. The application is made to High Court either to 
disallow the amendment or to disallow the proceedings. When you allow 
them, the proceedings are brought to' the High Court and six months are 
wasted there. -
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~Q. Have you thought about the appeals provided f~~ in section 104 of the
Civil Procedure ·Code and Order 43, Rule 1 of the Civil Procedure Code. 
Can you say what classes of cases may be convenW!ntly omitted from the sec-
tion or·the order? 

A. I would not interfere with these orders, neither with S-ection 104, nor 
with Order 43, Rule 1. The scope of these is considerably enlarged undel.' 
Section 115 so far as the Calcutta High Court is concerned. I certainly _) 
should not extend them in any way by Section 115. . 

(~. 'With regard to execution, have you thought about what appeals could 
be allowed in execution? 

_4_. ·so far a:s appeals are concerned, a good deal of delay takes place apart 
from· the right of appeal granted by the court. For instance take the case
in which the value of property has to be settled. The subordinate jud"'e goeS' 
into the valuation. On his valuation an appeal is made to the High"'Court. 
That takes tip a lot of time. I suggest that it should not be allowed at lt!l. 
Giving the valuation is the indication of what the subordinate judge thinks. 
We do not want appeals on that. 

Q. There is one other matter which is a' source of delay: in- execution 
proceedings, Order 21, Rules 58, 72, 82, etc., claim proceedin"'s, proceedinO'& 

·to set aside sales, obstruction proceedings and similar thing~. Could any
thing be done to minimise the delay caused by the existing procedure? 

A. So far as that is concerned, I am not familiar with what is done in 
the mofussil court. In the High Court, they take very little time. I do not 
know whether mofussil courts go into evidence. 

Q. Do you think that having regard, to the decisions of the various Hi[!h 
Courts the periods of limitation laid down in Article 182 of the Limitation 
Act should be abolished? · 

A. I think time should be fixed in which a decree-holder is to execute his
decree.' I think that will be useful if it is done. 

Q.' l\Iay discretion be given to tho munsif or th~:~ sub-judge to extend the 
period as they may think necessary? ' 

A .. I am afraid in that case it will be extended in every case. 
~~. In that case a fixed period should be laid down? 
A. Yes, I think so, if something could be done to make a sub-judge to 

execute the decree it will be very much useful. ' But it is difficult to make a> 
sub-judge to execute a decree. 

(J. What is the difficulty? . 
A. I do not know, perhaps it is half-heartedness. 
Q. Sub-judges should be less kind? 
A. I do not know what can be done; adjournments given are very very 

great. 
(J. With regard to the execution of decree there is another point that has

frequently been the cause of delay. If you have a decree against the pro
perty belonging to a :Mohammedan family or the joi!lt ~indu family you 
have a lot of trouble. Is there any method of preventmg 1t? 

A .• I do not .think any satisfactory method could be found. Each execu
tion breeds at least four suits. I have not thought anything yet about it. 

(J. There is another point on which I should like to have your opinion and 
that is with regard to reversion suits; forty or fifty years afterwards the 
claimant comes up, -!up ported by evidence that is manifestly false. Can you 
suggest anything which will prevent this? Is it not possible? 

A.. I don't think so. 
(J. Are there many suits under Section 92 of the Code in this part of the

country? 
.• -1. Not many. , 
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Dr. DeSouza.-Q. About the delays in subordinate courts are they mainly. 
due to the want of training and experience of pleaders? •• 

A. Yes, that is my view, so far as preparation is concerned:. 
Q. Could you gh·e us some suggestion as tO the best method of training. · 

pleadtors M as to enable them to. discharge their duties satisfactorily? 
A. I do not know if any provision c~'il be made for all of them to have· 

that training. I do not know ;whether facilities exist. I should insist on all . 
of them passing an examination in practice and procedure like the solicitors 
have .to ~o ~n the Original side. At present they havn'~ got• to· pass an 
eli:ammatJOn m procedure. Such of them as care to have 1t Should be gi.v~n 
opportunities to be apprentice to an attome3> practising on the Oricrinal side
or to a senior pleader after becoming vakils, so as to see to the p:t,paraticn. 
of cases. I am afraid.being an apprentice to a senior pleader will not be rli: 
much use as he is always busy, but at any ra.te he will understand relevancy ol 
documents. ·. 

Jlr. LiJJcll.-Q. Would you leave it to· the pleader himselfP 

A .• I am afraid you will have to leave it to the ~leader becau8e there are-= 
not sufficient facili~1es. But I would insist on their passing an examinatiol:l. 
in procedure. . 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Does it not form a subject of examination?" 

.!. No, I unde~stand, it does not. 

Q. Would you make it as one of the subjects for the LL.B. dtogree? 
.!. Yes. . · 

Q. Do you think knowledge as to the chapter dealing with discovery, in· 
terrogatories, etc., can only be derived from practice in the Original aide of the· 
High Court:- . · 

A .. Yes, the best training can~be drawn from tlttt only, but it can also· 
be derived by becoming an apprentice to a senior pleader. • 

Q. Do you want to make apprenticeship to a senior ple~der compulsory? 
A .• I will not make it compulsory, simply because if you make it compul-

sory you cannot. provide facilities for about 750 graduates who pass every .
year. 

Q. ·what preliminary training would you suggest for munsifs and &.ubordinat~-
judges before they actually take up their duties as judges? · 

A. Oi course you cannot give any training to those who are already munsifil
nnJ subordinah judgtos. You know perhaps that in three years you cannot 
get any practice or experience at all. I would suggest that instead ct 
three years' practice they should be attached to some court and should M 
left at the disposal of the court and they should do any work that the con!-~",. 
may ask them to do. 

Q. But if you attach them to Government pltoaders? 
.. 4. Thnt Would not give them much experience as to how the work i<& done· 

exactly. A munsif appointed after three years' practice is absolutely usde!':Sr . 
He has got no experience at all. He should be attached to a particular :uh.. 
ordiiiate judge as a probationer without any powers. He should learn :..ow
tht> work is done b,.- the court every day. He should be at the service of the
judge to assist him. in any way he may ask him to. After two or three yean 
when he has got sufficitont training he can be appointed as munsif. 

Rai Baliadur K. C~ Bose.-Q. Do you think that sections regarding discove~ 
are made use of by the parties and pleaders? 

.1. No, tht>y do not make use of the discovery sections. Pleaders also do· 
not make use of this section. I have seen myself some interrogatories which 
would not be allowed by the High Court and it is only because they mab 
vtory little use of it. ' 

Q. What I was ~oing to suggest was that these sections are not taken ad
vantage of because litigants very ?ften do no~ go to th~r pleaders? 
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A. Yes: I know that they charge separately for them but it is very rare 
that they make use of these sections. . · 

Q. And litigants in mofussil are generally too poor to attend to thes~ 
mntters? 

A. Yes. 

. Q., With. regard to adjournments I suppose you know that a subordinate 
JU~ge s file IS very often congested and they sometimes welcome petitions for 
ll.dJ ournmen ts ? 

A. I mllt!t always have some reason before me why the case is postponed. 
Q. The junior pleader before going in for practice should be under the · 

training of a senior lawyer P • 
A. Yes. 

Mr. Ghose.-Q. Do you know ~f daily lists of cases are prepared in sub. 
ordinate judges· courts? 

A. Daily lists are prepared. But they· are prepared a month beforehand 
practically, i.e., from to-day you postpone a case a month he:nte. TO.:morrow 
you may postpone another case a month hence. 

Q. There is a list on the board to inform the public as to which cases are 
fixed for the day. 

A. Yes. ·l\Iy objection is that this order in the list is not followed one 
after the other. 

Q. No, that cannot be. Because it is the pra_ctice of all subordinate judges 
to take up the older cases first. 

A. But why cannot the list be made in accordance with the age of the case 
and proceed from day to day? 

Q. As you know some 10 cases are fixed for the day: some for settlement ot 
issues, some for execution, some for disposal after .adjournments and some for 
interlocutory orders anA the cases which are ripe for hearing are taken in the 
first instance. 

A. But they can be taken from day to day. I suggest on the lines of the 
Original side practice that a classified list should be prepared of the cases. 
that are ready for hearing, according to the age of the case. The first case is 
finished and the second case is proceeding. Instead of postponing it for a 
month, why not continue it the next day. Take the cases that are ripe for 
hearing in their order. 

Q. Would it not be necessary in that case to retain'the witnesses in the 
other cases from day to day? 

A. If you cannot get rid of more than 2 or 3 cases, what is the use of 
putting in 10 cases. 

Q. Possibly he might not find any case ready if there be 2 or 3 cases in 
the list for a day? 

A. But I have suggested the preparation of the list according to the age 
of the case, i.e., the oldest should be the first in the list if it is ready for 
hearing. Some old cases may not be ready ~or hearing. 

Q. The High Court practice is not followed because it is not possible in the 
present state of things. 

A. It is the only way of getting rid of old cases first. Go on with the first 
ease. It may take 2 days or 15 days. After that take another case. I would 
eont.inue the cases in the list till I finished with the list. I want to abolish 
tihe system of adjournments. 

Q. Many witnesses have to come from very long distances? 
A. In cases where witnesses have to come from long distances, we induce 

lbe judge to take up that case first. For a particular case you alwa>s fix a 
particular date. · 

Rai Bahadur K. C. Bose.-Q. There are 4 cases on the list of the sub-judge. 
In every case would the pleaders ask their parties and witnesses to come? 
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.4. Are not your suits classified according to the placei from which \hey 
rome? 

Mr. Basu.-The practice that is followed is that the pleaders come 
and enquire as to whether any of the cases :fixed for the following day is 
likely to be taken up and when they get the assurance, then they send for 
the witnesses. Otherwise the witnesses· do not come. 

Jlr. Gho&e.-As regards the opening of the case, is it not your experiomce 
that in every case, the pleader or the vakil or the counsel engaged in the 
case, opens the case in the first instance? 

::1. In every case I have appeared. The difficulty is more with the pleuder
for the defence. The plaintiff opens the case, but after he closes his· case, the 
defence pleader has to be insisted on to what his defence is. 

Q. As to settlement of issues, you say that t}_ley are to be made jusb at. 
the time of trial, when the court can examine the· parties and hear pleaders. 
But if they are to be settled just after the written statements are filed? 

.4 .• Then it would not be'fair. 
Q. Would it not be waste of time on the 'part of the presiding judges? 
A .. It would not be fair to the parties. 
Q. As to adjournment in execution cases, do you object to an adjournment 

OE-ing allowed on the ground that the mortgage property on being put up foJ 
sale fetch~s a very inadequate price? 

.1. No. 
Q. Suppose according to the sale proclamation the valuaticn settled is 'a 

Jakh of rupees. Now when it is put up for sale, the highest bid that is obtained 
is only Rs. 20,000. ' 

..t .• I would adjourn it on the first ~ime. But if the same price is offered 
for the second time, I woU.ld not .. •adjourn it. · There is some mistake in the 
,·aluation. But if after due notification the property fetches more than 20,000 
rupees I can understand that there was some defect, and if it fetches the same 
price the second time, it is a fair indication that the property is not likely to
fetch more. 

(1. But if at the same time the judgment-debtor satisfies the court that he 
has been carrying on negotiations with a party who has to purchase it, would 
it not be necessary that there should be adjournments? 

A. If the judgment-debtor can bring in that party ·to say that they were 
only consi~ering the price. 

Q. But that will not increase the delay. If not sold straightaway there· 
will be an application that would deter the decree-holder from. realising his 
~oney for a long time if the decree-holder happens ~o · be tne purchaser· 
lumself. 

A. Of course, in that case he takes the risk. It is for him' to consider. 
Mr. Basu.-Q. You have .s~id that probably. the delay in -cases mighf; __ 

be obviated by better supervisiOn. Do you reahse that for the purpose of 
rupervision there is only one officer, the distric~ judge, a!ld do :you also realiee 
that if they are junior civilians they are lackmg both m t.h? knowledg"e and 
the information necessary for the purpose of better superVIsiOn? 

.4.. So far as the supervision is concerned the High Court Judge ought to 
do a "ood deal more. If necessary, an additional Judge of the High Court should 

. he appointed. I will employ a senior civilian district judge to do the super-
t'ision exclusively. 

(1. Apart from supervision do you think some system of training should 
be introduced for district judges? 

A .. I think a system has been introduced according to which they have to 
work as munsifs. 

J/ 1-. Liddell.-Q. As to the question of supervision does it not strike you 
that there must be something very faulty about the return submitted if, as is 
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-said, they are manipulated so as to show disposals? l\Iy point of view is this 
that while some formal returns are necessary, man:~r of them do not give the 
Information needed for control. For such purpoEes returns have to be 
lntellgible. 

~ A. I do not. t_hink any ret;rns could possibly tell you whether one 
·1s capable; statistics are only useful for the purpose of showing the number 
-of cases dealt with. · 

Q. I note one point· on the qu~stion of delay which seems to be serious. 
I found a court unable to take up a heavy contested case because tho dP.fence 
-counsel were brought from Calcutta and could attend on Saturda~·s only and 
the case had therefore to be adjourned from Saturday to Saturday. Conld 
·you suggest if anything could be done to prevent this? 

.4. I cannot, such cases ar~ very rare. 
Chairman.-! think it may be pointed out in connection with the settle

ment of issues that the scheme seems to be rather bad, th11t is to say the 
·defendant shall if required by the court present written statement at the 
first hearing and the court also shall frame issues at the first hearing. So it 
·seems that. the absence of discovery and inspection in the lower courts is not 
entirely due to the habits of the people but that the frame of the section in 
-the Code was rather ill considered? 

A. After the issues are settled it is usual· that the case comes up for 
l1earing;; so there is ample time for discovery and inspection of documents. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Do you think there should be specialised procedure for 
•complicated cases? . 

A. As a matter of fact the procedure laid dow·n applies equally to all 
•cases. There is no need applying it in small cases in munsif's .court. 

·Mr. N. N. SIRCAR, Bar ... at-Law, Calcutta, called and examined on 

' Saturday, th~ 16th February 1924. 

(No written statement 1·eceived.) 

Chairman.-Q. Will you l\Ir. Sircar tell us what are your suggestions? 
A. I will first of all speak in regard to execution matters not so much as 

-a representative of the Bar but from my o·wn experience as a munsif. 
Q. l\Iay I just take it that you are now one of the senior barristers on the 

Original side and you have had considerable experience as a munsif? 
A. I was munsif for about 3t years and pleader for four or five years. 'With 

·regard to execution proceedings in my experienee of a~l the different parts 
to which I had been posted, and they were not few, dunng 3! years, I found 
that there was really no supervision. The matter is left to the man who is 
called execution bailiff. Now the munsif is very busy with original cases and 
this matter is absolutely neglecte:l by him. He cannot find time to super

·vise' this and that I think is responsible for part of the delay which arises 
in execution proceedings. I secondly think that some delay can be saved if 
•Jle court dou:; nd insist on service of processes at every step of execution 
pr'l<:eedings. Once you have to sen•e a notice at the time of attachmeut, 
again at the time of fixing valuation and so on. I have not exactly evolved any 
c;:.nstructive idea but if it is possible to have something like order sheet, as 
we have in cRses, in execution proceedin!:ls I think the situation mav be 
improved. We know once ior all that he IS the pleader acting for the ]udg
ment-debtor in these execution proceedings and much delay I think may be 
·saved in this wav. Then with regard to the system of serving processes, 
well, the system 'm itself is not really at fault. \Ye know ver:v often that 
sen·ices are not actually executed but false returns are made. On the other 
hand cn~es are very common where service has been properly done, but we 

·verv often Ree that there bas been no service and the judgment-debtor 
c011u~l! to thE> court !'Jr the first time and says that notice has not been served 
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•tpon h1m and he gets time. The real trouble is not in the system but in the 
fact that the litigant and his ag.~nt or representativ,, interferes and swears 
false a!fida¥its and makes. the service difficult. That is the real difficulty and 
the ch1ef reason why notices are not properly served. Then your tinkering 
with the things will not. remove the difficult¥. I fnd that it has been 
suggested that service may be done by registe~ed post. Of course it should 
be welcomed, but it is left to the postal neon alone. "'€\ all know that there 
are in villages people who will swear for -one side or the other and I am sure 
we can get as many as possible who will be willing to swPar. Therefore 
before you make any changes in the 'system of service I would ask you to 
cons~der what the r~t c~use is. Now, generally speaking, in niofussil court;; 
the JUd~ment-debtor IS g1ven that amount of indulgence to which he .is not 
entitled. It is sometimes backed. up in the High Court also but not often. 
The prevailing idea is that if you put in a petition on stamp paper and 
engage some vakil to appeal to the emotions of the judge about your being 
rendered homeless and your hous~ being snatched away you are sure to get 
some time, and I know oi many cases in which sales have been rendered infruc
tuous time after time. Another thing that strikes me is that the unfor· 
tunate munsif and the subordinate judge in the matter of disposal ol 
contested cases is very much hampered by a nu-mber of miscellaneous 
proceedings. He has got to dispose of these cases before he can come up to 
the contested list of cases and I think much of his time is taken away in 
this way. Now, if some method can be thought of by which he can be relieved 
of these cases and mattE>rs which require very litt.le judicial experience to 
dispose them of, I think that will expedite matters very much. The only 
thing; that I can sugge~t is to have an officer corresponding to the registrar 
to whom these cases may be entrusted. If he is a local man and if he knows 
that he will not be transferred outside the district I dare say you can get a 
¥akil for reasonable remuneration-his pay may be anything like a munsif's if 
finch ar. post is creatpd. I think he can take in hand not only undefended 
cases, but also the execution departmep't, looking into service of processes and so 
on. That will be a great relief to courts. Well I read yesterday in The States
man that munsifs and subordinate judges do not attend regularly at 10 or 
£;ay 11. I strongly prote><t against this because that has not bee1~ my ~xperi
ence. I must say that I have always found munsifs and su'.>ordmate Judges 
attendincr courts punctually. It is only the man in charge of the nazarat 
dt'p:rrt.m~nt that comes lat~ at 1 or 2, but he cannot avoid coming at that 
time because he has got a lot of work to do before he comes to court, and 
according to my experience they are very p11nctual. 

Q. Do you wish to make any special representations as regards delays on 
the Original side? -

:1. At the present moment we have absolutely no reason for complaining 
.about delay. 

· Q. You agree that it would probably be more ':lseful to have summons for 
directions taken out after the written statement IS filed rather than before 
the decree? 

:1. I would suggest immediately after the defence . 

.JI r. J usfice Stuart .-Q. Do y~m agree that the_ difficult~ in t~~ execu;ion 
<ll'partment is that the matter 1s not taken up m a busmesshke .way. I 
r1uite agree "·ith the suggestion you put for~ard. I <'nlY want to ask you 
that in addition to handing over to the e~ecut10n depann;ent any undefended 
cases, don't you think that the :\laster m Chamben might also be usefully 
employed in supervising the work of the process department? 

.l. YeE. 
Q. Xot for one court, but for a.. group of courts. 

A. Yes, it is quite:: possible. . . . , 
Q. The remuneration would be sometlnng of course l"ss tbi\n 3 muns1f s? 
.L I think it would be an attraction for the post to pay decently. 
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rJ. If that is done, in your experience as a lawyer, don't you think it is 
uosllble to get perfectly honourable and efficient ger:tlemen to take up the job? 

A. You would get such gentlemen. • · 
'~· Do you think the introduction of the system of thumb impressions 

.vou ld work in practice? Do you think it is worth a trial? 
A •. No,. I don't think _it "::.ould work. I find in some parts of the country, 

e;pec1ally m East Bengal m 9a cases out of 100, the man would refuse to give any 
acknowledgment for any summons. 

Q. The burden of nearly everythi~g you say is the necessity of better 
supervision. As a munsif did you not ever find that you were· very much in 
touch with district judges? 

.4. Not at all. There was e, district judge who made it quite clear that 
munsifs were a nuisunce. . Some were tolerable and others intolerable. 

· Q. But is it not a fact that however much a district judge may want to 
know his munifs, the very large number of his staff makes it impossible to 
know them? 

A. In Bengal that is so. 

Q. But don't you think that that is one very great fault in the Bengal 
system? 

A .. In some of the districts it is practically impossible. For instance, the 
East Bengal districts. There the meeting between the munsif and district 
judge is not practic'lble. · 

Q. Mr. S. R. Das was in favour of special supervising officers who would go 
about inspecting and getting into touch with the people. Don't you think 
there i9 something in that idea? 

A. It would depend on the class of officers. If yqu select a junior man it 
is no u:>e. If you can get a first class man with more experience it is another 
matter. 

Q. Don't you think it would do a good deal of good? 
A. If you could get proper officers. The very fact that the inspecting 

officer may come, would do a lot to improve matters. 
Q. As regards the question of training munsifs before they actually sit in 

the courts under an experienced retired subordinate judge or somebody of the 
kind ~ ho would give them useful tips as to what to do with pleadings, how 
to prt'pare issues, how to handle process service and so on, do you think that 
that would help? 

.4 .• Well, Sir, I mean no disrespect to subordinate judges, but there is 
very little work left in retired subordinate judges. 

Q. You would approve of a senior munsif selected for the job? In our 
province, after the end of a year, or the second year of service, we collect all 
oul' young civilians and all our deputy collectors of the same service and send 
thj m for two months to a certain district where they are to be under special 
civil officers who try to teach them . 

.4 .• Of course, there is no question tli.at it will do them good. 

Q. Have yQu not found that there is rather an absence of system? You 
think that that ~ystem is worth following up? 

A. Yes. 
Q. There is another point. In our province we have a system by which 

on<·e we get hold of a man we make him regist~r his address, so that all pro
cesses might be served on him by post, and do not accept any excuses for non
acceptance . 

.4. I think it is a good idea. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. What do you think generally of the work done 

by district munsifs? 
A. I think they are hard working. 
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Q. They have got more work than they can manage? 
.4.. Yes, :i: think so. , 
Q. Do you think that with better system ana method we would be able 

to cope with the work with the existing staff? 
A. I think so. I am not complaining against the staff. If you relieve 

them from miscellaneous work they will be quite competent to cope with the 
work. 

Q. Could not a large numb61" of ex ~arte petty suits be transferred t(.\ 
village panchayat? 

A. I think not. 1\Iy only real objection is th.at unfortunately in this 
country there are no village panchayats free from faction and I cannot trust 
them. · · 

Q. What about the suggestion that junior pleaders should "do honorary 
munsif's work? . 

. L I am rather against it. My objection is ve~y much the sa\Jie as in the 
oth~r case. 

Q. They will not command the confidence of the pubHc.~ 
A. I think they will not. 
Q. What are the possibilities of the union courts which are being con-. 

stituted under the Village Self-Government Act? 
A. Unfortunately I have no experience of them. 
Q. What do you think of enhancing the pecuniary jurisdiction of m~nsif!! 

up to rupe~s fiJe thousand? 
A.. I do not see any objection. After all the cases which a munsif tries 

are exactly the same as the other cases. · 
Q. Do you think that Article 182 of the Limitation Act should be so altered as 

to fix only on•) period of six yearJJ 
.4. I think it is desirable. That will be a move in the right direction and 

I will make a further rule that first step in execution must be taken within one 
year or six months. . 

Q. Will you abolish the various stages which are provided for in Article 
182 and fix once for all a period of six years for the execution of the decree? 

.4. What I mean is that the decree holder should take the first step within 
a reasonabie time, whether it is six months or one year. 

Q. You think that will minimise the trouble.? ' 
.4. I think that will help to minimise the tri>uble. 
Q. Whnt do you think of applications for setting aside the sale, applica

tions which are made from the time of attachment to the time of possession? 
Do you think that those applications should be summarily disposed of on 
affidavits? 

A. What I find fault with is that sales are set aside .on v"ry flimsy 
grounds. 

Q. What do you think of the lll.w with regard to benami transaction? 
A. I think it is very good for the profession. 
Q. Is it possible to put down this benami system? 
A. I thoroughly agree that the system of benami causes serious delay. The 

idea of cour~e is very good but you cannot do it at one stroke of the pen. 
Thousands of benami transactions are now being done and it cannot be put 
down without having retrospective effect. / 

Mr. Basu ...... Q. \\'bat do you think of the multiplicity of law reports? 
.4. I think the law should be more stringent. 
Q. I was asking you something about Indian Law Reports. Co;uld we not 

get them on the analogy of the English system? 
A. If it is made a rule that no report should be referred to unless it is certain 

that the reporter was pre:>ent during the hearing of the case. · 
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Q; U nbss the reporter is 3. member of the :Sar ? 
4. That will remove the difficulty to some extent because you can gei 

p!eaders for very reasonable remuneration to sena their reports. 
Q. As a matter of fa<~t in all Indian cases you only get the judgments. 

Arguments seldom appear. 
A. Yes: 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Have you any experience of champertous suits?' 

l1o you think that the difficulty can be got over in speculative cases in which 
the plaintiff is put forward as a stalking horse and the real plaintiff is specu-
!ating behind? · 
. A .. I think the present law covers the situation. I actually had a cas& 

of this sort where we got the real man. . . . , 
Q. If tlie court is satisfied that the case is of this nature would it be 

possible to ask the plaintiff to put in security for the costs of the other side, I 
mean reasonable costs for defending the action? 

A. That seems to be practicable, but .the difficulty is in finding the real: 
man. • 

Q. My experience is that generally the defendant is in a position to say whO' 
ilie real man is even before summons is served ; very often he can prove it. 

A. If that is so I think it will be a very good idea that the plaintiff 
should be asked to put in security. . 

Chai-rman.-Q. Do you think that it would be advisable to limit :ia any 
way the tel!IDs of Section 115? Will you welcome any restriction of Section 
115 in regard to interlocutory matters? 

A. Yes I would because as a matter of fact very few applications under 
Section 115 ultimately succeed, but great deal of injustice is done. 

Q. Do you think that it is possible to make better rules' with regard tc. 
:::ecords being sent for by the High Court \\-hen only a couple of documents are 
sufficient for the purpose l:' 

A. I know that is very often dona. It is purposely done. There should 
llo some kind of provision which in proper cases would not necessitate the 
sending o£ records. 

Balu SARAT CHANDRA ROY CHAUDHRI, Representative, 
Vakils Association, Calcutta, called and examined on 

Saturday, the 23rd February 1924. 

(So u:ritten statement received.) 

Chair11;.;n.-Q. You represent the Vakils Agsociation of the High Court? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to first appeals, supposing a first appeal is filed orr 

the 1st CJi January, how mu,ch time do you think it should take? 
A. It depends upou the volume of the uppeal. If you take an appeal ot 

which the paper book is of about 200 pages, I think from the beginning to th& 
and, making every allowance for service of notices, for the time that has to be 
gi~en to the parties to deposit printing costs, etc., 15 months' time from the 
date of filing of the appeal to tho date of the final disposal is quite sufficient •. 
In some cases where the paper book is over five hunJred pages, then it may 
tal.;e two or three years, but generally 15 months' time is quite reasonable aml 
sufficient. 

Q •. Do you think that 15 months' time is quite sufficient? 
.4... Yes. · 
Q. ~l'hfln with regard to second appeals, how· much 'time do you think ii> 

necessary for second appeals P 
A. One year from the date of filing. 
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Q. And with regard to miscellaneous ·appeals? 
. :1. There ar~ _two classes of miscellaneous appeals: first is the appeal 

.1HLSL~lg_ from _on~ma! or~ers an~ the second arising from appellate orders. 
I tlunk one ~ear s -ttme 1s sufficient for the first dass and six months' time 
js sufficient for the seLOnd class. 

Q . • \s regards miscellaneous appeals, I take it in these cases there is- a 
.J~nger that cases are being hung up in the lower courts pending their 
·<.hsposal? 

LL Yes. 

Q. Then with regard to district and sub-courts? 

A. So far as orig~nal suits. are concerned, I think one year is sufficient 
·from the date of tilmg, but m money suits it should be six months. In 
.miscellaneous matters and small causes three months will be sufficient. 
l{egular appe!ds are also there and I think six months should be given. 

Q. Similarly ctvil miscellaneous· appeals' ag.ainst orders of the lower 
.courts? 

A. I think these ought to be. disposed of in three months • time~ 
· Q. As a matter of fact in subordinate judges' courts contested small 

.cau:;e cases take much time . 
.4 .• They can be disposed of in three months, but I know of instances in 

which they have been going on for more than six months and the reason 
js that there is defect in the procedure about service of notices and also there 
are irregularities in hearing of cases. There is np particular method as is 
.adopted in the High Court as regards these cases. If a list of ready cases 
1s prepared and the judge takes the cases in order, I do not think there 
will be many applications · for adjournment. Cases will be disposed of 
regularly and more quickly thau at present. 

Q. You mean there should pe. more method and l;ystem as regards the 
.arrangement of· judges' work? •· 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then as regards district munsifs' courts? 
.4. The same time as I have' told in the case of original suits and mis-

.cellaneous matters, will be sufficient in regard to these cases. 
Q. As regards claim proreedings in execution in lQwer courts? 
A. I think they can be disposed of as quickly as possible. 
Q. Then as regards suits in the presidency small cause courts? 
A. No. I cannot give any opinion on these cases. 
Q. Then the next question is whether the period ac'tually taken now for 

.the disposal of those proceedings exceeds the reasonable limit in many ca~es? 
A. If more attention is paid, I think, cases can be ?isposed of more quickly. 

l\Iinisterial officers make great delay in the preparatiOn of the case. 1f they 
are directed to make cases ready as soon as practicable much delay will be 
!laved. If the list of ready cases is prepared in the presence of pleaders then 
I think there will not be any postponem.ent: I have ~!so thought o~ another 
matter. Orders relating to ex pa·rte diSmissal of su1ts or proceedmgs and 
.orders passing ez parte dec~ees a~e resp~nsible for d~lay~ in many ca~es. 
If the judge or the subordmate JUdge g1ves one days t1me. probably the 
matter may be disposed of the next day. The appeal agamst summary 
01dcr for dismissal comes up to the High Court and the cage agm~ goes b~ck for 
hearing. Recently I had an instance, where an appeal was filed agamst a 
person and the 1e~pondent was to appear on ihe 19th January. He could 
not arrive in time and an ex parte d~cre~ was passed. Th~ respondent came 
iu the same day and filed an apphcatwn that he was 1ll and could not 
arrive before 2 o'clock. The application was rejected and then there was 
an appeal. I argued only for two minutes and the order was set aside. 
llad the judge waited the appeal would have been heard the next day, that 
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is on the 20th January. There are many cases where orders for dismissal 
are made indiscriminately. 

Q. Of course if you want to put down undue delays. it is necessary to. 
be fairly :firm on insisting on reasonable grounds;· but you say that infinite 
damage can be done by not accepting reasonable grounds? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Have you any other suggestion to make in connection with delays 
in the disposal of suits. 

A. Yes, there is another question about service of notrees. Service of 
noti.ces through court peons is very much responsible for delays in the 
hearing of many cases and appeals. I would suggest the adoption of a 
particular mode, namely, service through the post office. I do not say that 
there should be only one i;ervice through the post office, but as we have it 
already court peons should also" be sent ·with a copy of the notice. The 
notice through the registered post will not cost more than three annas. If 
this· simultaneous service by post and through the court peon is adopted 
probably in many cases the complaint about the non-service of notices would 
disappear. 

Q. Are you suggesting that the identifier or the identifier's affidavit 
should remain as at pre'>entP 

A. As I told you I am inclined to retain the service of noti.ces through the 
court peon. In that case the identifier's affidavit should remain. The 
party should be asked to pay the additional cost of sending notices through the 
post office. 

Q. If you are keeping-the present system of identifier's affidavit would you 
make it a point that the notice should be registered? 

A. Yes. If you send a notice by registered post it may come back as 
' refused.' The peon also goes and if he comes back with a return that 
notice has been served and along with that you get the registered notice· as 
refused, then there is no necessity of further service. 

Q. You use it as an· additional check? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Have you considered this question of identifier? We are told that in 
many cases the identifier never goes with the peon and yet he swears the affidavit. 
Do you not think that an identifier really introduces means of interrupting the 
peon rather than helping him? 

A. I cannot deny that. This has occurred in many cases where the 
decree holder or the plaintiff wants to delay the service or wants a false 
return being presen~d. 

Q. As regards that, something is to be considered. First of all in other 
provinces they have no system of identifier's affidavit. The peon goes 
to the village and he gets somebody who knows the man and makes the 
service. Then there is the question as to whether it could be possible to use 
either the union boards or the panchayats for the purpose of identification 
and to get rid of identifiers. 

A. I haye very little faith in these panchaynt~ and the union bo_ards. I 
would rather leave this matter to the court peon than to the presHlent of 
the panchayat who will set up people for jobbery. l\loreover if you do not 
give an identifier, the plaintiff whose duty it is to see that the notices are 
served will refuse to have any responsibility. 

Q. Do you think that the main thing is that the plaintiff or decree holder· 
should bear the responsibility of seeing that the right man has been served 
vn? Is it your opinion, as has been suggested to us. that as a rna tter _of fact 
non-service of process is not merely much of a difficulty in subordinate JUdges' 
courts but that it is a real difficulty in cases of rent suits nnd money 
suits? 
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A. I do not know much about this, because I have very little ex
perience. 

Q. If that is so, the ultimate fault is not so much with the peon as with the 
plaintiff or other persons P 

A. From the two classes of cases I hear from you, in that case one 
)aturally thinks that the responsibility lies with the plaintiff rather than 
with the peon. I think you are right in this that supervision of notice and 
tn;nunons, etc., ought to be hard in connection with rent suits. 

Q. In the case of title suits, in your experien.ce, do you often find much 
difficulty in serving processes? . ' 

A. No. In title suits, it takes considerable time for disposal. To-day. 
the notice comes and he suppresses the notice. Considering the time the 
judge will take in disposing of the matter, he will be particularly' anxious 
to see that the parties appear on the fixed date. If there bas been any sup
pression the party will somehow or other get notice of it. Therefore, in 
those cases, you will find very few instances in which a decree is passed 
ex pnrfP, or the matter is disposed of ex parte on '-account of suppression of 
notices. ·-· · · 

4 Q. On this qul!stion do you see any way by which either in cases under 
the Bengal TenaiiJCy Act or generally under ordinary litigation, something 
could he done to limit the number of defendants, when individual service 
has to he made? 

A. I do not see how that can be done. 
Q. Take a case under the Bengal Tenancy Act. Would you be in favour 

of allowing a landlord to sue for rent so as to get the right to sell the pro
perty in full? 

A. So far as that is concerned, _you are aware that under the Bengal 
Tenancy Act, a landlord can institute a suit for rent against the tenant whose 
name is registered in his books, and if be obLains a decree against the tenant, 
he can proceed against the tenure. But these difficulties arise in cases of. 
rights. lt was decided that the llndlord not only will be satisfied by seeing 
a person whose name is registered in his books. b11t he must also ascertain• 
whether he is the person whom his brother tenants regard as their representa
tive. If that is so then probably some rule can be made. 

Q. Do you think it would be possible to require all persons to put for
ward somebody as their representative? Do you think that might be done? 

A. That can be done simply. In the Bengal Tenancy Act there is a 
provision in regard to tenure holders and others that every person should have 
his name registered, but there is no such provision with regard to ryots. 
If this is made, ,•hen there is a transfer of the ryot's holding, that person 
should get his name registered also, and it· will be yer:v easy for the land
lord to see that there are so many persons. It is very difficult for him to deal 
with so manv tenants hence they must give somebody as their representative, 
and for all ·purposes 'he will be considered as their representative. 

Q. I think you have probably seen the draft bill in the local Council for 
making certain amendments. Do you think that the effect of these amend- · 
ments as regards transfer of holdings will do something to do away with the 
difficulty of impleading defendants? 

A. Prohahlv. The change in the law in regard to transfer of holdings, 
~ill not. So ·far as expedition of justice is concerned, that will be of 
verv little assistanre in these matters. No doubt, if there is this change in 
the.law whenever there is a tenure owned by several tenants, it must always 
be settled between landlord and tenant as to who will be the represen
oative and whose name will be registered. Then all these difficulties will 
be removed. 

Q. Now with regard to suits of very small ''alue,•do you think that something 
vught not to be done to curtail the right of appeal, particularly the right of 
!'econd appeal, in these suits? 
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'A. C~msi.dering the.nature and_ha~its of the people of this country, I will 
not be mchned to thmk that this right should be curtailed. 

Q. Don't you think• that this right of app€al is at present abused? 
A. In second appeals the judge ought to int~fere in every case involv~ 

in"' a question of law. The suit may be of very small value it may be a 
s~all bit of land and owing to its being situated in a village' its value may 
be Rs. 10 or Rs. 15, but there can be a question of law involved in it bv 
which the man has a right of app€al and can go up to the High Court. if 

• there is a decision of a subordinate judge or of district judae involvin.a a. 
question of fact I do not c?nsider that the man can ask the High Court to 
.interfere, but when a questiOn of law is involved I do not think that he will 
get corr~ct decision in the lower court. In a large percentage of cases it 
will .depend upon the nature of class of persons appointed as judcres_ 
Therefore I am not inclined to feel that this right should be curtailed. 

0

As 
regards the question of public importance I do not think that it arises 
in any case between one party and the other party. I think that the pre
sent provisions allow appeals to the High Court only in some classes of cases 
and to curtail that right of app€al to the High Court would not be desirable, 
as people would think that they have not obtained justice and got a 
correct decision in the lower courts. 

Q. Perhaps you know that in any case of small cause type there is no 
second appeal under Rs. 500, but there are certain exceptions made in 
Schedule II, Provincial Small Cause Courts Act. Now have you ever gone
through the second schedule with a view to seeing whether some of these 
exempted items .could be struck off or done away with? 

A. I have certainly gone through the schedule but not with this 
view. 

Q. For instance do you see a·ny reason why simple mortgage suits should 
not be dealt with as of small cause type? Is there any reason why this 
exemption should continue in mortgage suits? 

A. Yes I think so. In mortgage suits many questions are likely to arise 
1and I am not inclined to make over these suits for disposal to the small 
cause court. For instance, I have noticed a question in your questionnaire 
whether it is desirable to do away with the provision of prelimmary decree 
and final decree· in mortgage suits. I have thought over that matter very 
anxiously. No doubt the number of cases in which the mortgagor takes
·any advantage of the delay is very few but it depends upon the judge who 
disposes of these cases. He can fix a time limit for the payment of the money. 
If the mortgagor does not pay the money, then the property may be sold 
and there is no reason why more time should be given. The judge should 
not give as much time as the mortgagor likes. The discretion of the judge 
to give as much time as he thinks proper should be taken away and after 
the decree is made only tluee months time should be given and no more. 

Q. 'Vould you maintain the present system of barring the mortgagor 
from getting a personal decree until be bas exhausted the security? 

A. I think that ought to be the case. Under the old law it was provided 
~n the decree itself that if the mortgagee could not execute by the sale of 
the mortgaged property then for the balance be could procee? with the 
other property. In the new Code provision has been made wh1ch takes a 
good deal of time. 

Q. Would it not be possible to have it stated in the decree that the pro
perty should not be sold until after the time fixed in the decree has· 
expired? 

A. If in the first decree it is provided that so much time is given. 

Q. Do you not think that it would save time and simplify the process if 
one of the decrees was made conditional, that is, not to be executed for 
a certain time but that if that time had elapsed and money was not pail} 
the decree should become executable? 
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A. I considered this matter and I do not see much difference between that 
and the present system, because if the money was not paid within the time
the decree holder comes in for execution of decree, and the matter is brought 
before the court. 

Q. Can you tell me if there is any_ point of principle behind the provision 
of Ia_w that debars the small cause courts from having anything to do vri.tho 
the 1mmova ble property? 

A. I do. not know. Probably the intention was that the small c~use 
courts are mtended for disposal of petty matters in which complications ·are
not likely to arise. . 

Q. Would you object to .cases of small partitioJ;J.s being dealt with by 
the small cause court procedure? 

A. I have very little experience in partition matters. I do not- see any 
objection to small partnership matters being left to the small cause courts. 

Q. Of course ejectment suits come before the small cause courts? 
A. Yes; not in the mofussil. • 
Q. Is there any objection to ejectment suits goin"' before the small cause· 

judge? . 
0 

, 

A. There are two different classes of ejectment suits. Here the tenants 
. re;;ide on monthly rents and tenancy is terminable by only fifteen day8' notice~ 

In the mofussil the ejectment cases are of two kinds. Ejectment from a spot 
of land may involve the que~tiolol of right to the land. And theu there are
houses let out on monthly rent. J n such cases there is no objection to 
give jurisdiction to a small cause judge. Ejectment suits relating to land should 
not be left to small cause judges. 

Q. Even in case of a house, I think you may get a case where it may form. 
part of a holding? · 

A. Yes, there may be. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Have you reason to believe that in certain cases the-

identifier deliberately makes fal~~ affidavits? -
A. I have seen some instances. 
Q. Have you seen a case in which subsequently the penon on whom the 

. noti.ce was t. be served has established absolutely that notice was not served. 
on him? 

A. There have been some instances. 
Q. Has any identifier been prosecuted for such a crime? 
A.. I do not know of that. I have never heard of it. 
Q. Though these things go on daily, yet not a single identifier has been 

punished. Is the identifier system of any value. Is it any check? 
A. I take exception to the expression. that these things go on daily. It 

sometimes has been the case, no doubt, but not daily. The law makes ample
provision for the punibhment of identifiers but that is not done. 

Q. '\"e are told that in the small cause court in Calcutta there are pro. 
fesswnal identifiers who are ready to identify anybody whom they have 
never seen before. 

A. I have no experience of small cause courts in Calcutta. Of course-
there may be &ome. ' 

Q. I do not impute any diseredit to the town of Calcutta. I was given 
to understand some years ago that there were professional affidavib framers
in London. After that they gave up the affidavit s~·~tem. Now in the 
service of process, have you come across a case in which there has been a· 
delay of as much as two years before a person was served? 

A. I do not know of one: 
Q. I know instances of that kind in my own province. • , 
.1. Probably in our province you will not find an instance of that descrip

tion. 
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Q. Do you think that there would be any gain in such a judcreship as 
Alipore where there are a large number of subordinate judges at the sadar 
if instead of giving them territorial jurisdiction, the judges distributed th~ 
cases amongst themselves to suit the convenience of the public? 

A. I think that may save time. 

Q. After all this system is nothing new, it would only follow that of the 
High Courts. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you think there would be any advantage gained, if, where you have 
many subordinate judges in the sadar, one subordinate judcre only was 
given small cause court powers and did the whole small cause c~urt work? 

A .. If there are enough small cause court cases. 
Q. He will have other work also. One subordinate judcre does 8 davs 

small cause court work in the year. \Vould it not be better if one man 
did the whole lot, and then the public would know whom to go to and there 
will be less delay. 

A. I think it would be more convenient. 
Q. I think that system could be extended even to munsifs. In reg;rd to 

small cause courts, could not pow~rs be given to senior munsifs only? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I take it you had a very large experience not only in the Original side 

and ~<\ppellate side of the High Court, but also in dealing with subordinate 
judges and munsifs courts. Do you think there is anything to complain of 
in the qualifications of subordinate judges and munsifs in Bengal? 

·A. I think if the selection of. the different grades of judges is made 
partly from practising lawyers and partly from munsifs, appointed and 
promoted to these positions, the disposal of cases may be expected to be 
done in a much better way and more expeditiously. 

Fifty per cent. of the munsifs may be promoted in due course to the 
subordinate judgeship. and another 50 per cent. of the judges or subordinate 
judges are to be taken from the practising lawyers of different grades, who have 
studied law and have experience in law. In that case you will be doing a great 
improvement to the service for this reason. You are in a case involving some 
questions of_law. So far as decision and facts are concerned, whether this story 
is to be believed or that story is to be believed, that depends upon commonsense 
and a subordinate judge may possess a greater commonsense than a lawyer. But 
there are cases where questions of law are involved and if practising lawyers 
are taken there who know the law on the subject and who do not depend upon 
the lawyers appearing before them and telling them: " thi~ is the law an~ here 
is the report," and another telling them : " this is the law, and here IS the 
report," then reading their report creates difficulty and delays the hearing of 
the case. 

Q. But I take it that many of the subordinate judges are well qualified 
lawyers., 

A. They could be if they kept up the habit of reading the law. But they 
do not. I cannot say positively whether they do not. But the general run 
of the judges do their work in the courts and hardly keep themselves 
acquainted with the law. 

Q. Perhaps the reason might be that at the end of the day they are 
too tired to read anything. 

A. Yes. 
Q. In these circumstances it may be considered whether they should not 

be given a little opportunity of reading. · 

A. To my ~ind there are several grades, of judges, but ~o judge is 
more hard worked than a High Court Judge. He gets. very t~red at the 
end of the day, but still he has got to keep himself acquamted w1th the law. 
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Q. But High Court Judges work under more comfortable conditions 
than subordinate judges. Are you satisfied with the amount of supervi11ion 
exercised over the subordinates in the offices? 

A. I am not. 
Q. Do you think that the ineffectiv~ supervision bulks rather large as 

a. cause of delay? 
A. I think so. I can tell you also that I know it. Many subordinate 

~udges with whom I talked over the subject told me that the supervision is 
made, in many cases, by the sharistadar instead of by the judge. 

Q. Could you suggest any remedy for the delay caused in lar~ cases
in taking up interlocutory matters either on appeal or on rule to the 
High Court? Could you suggest any method by which the delay might be 
minimised? 

.4 .. That delay can be m_inimised only if the High Court Judges, as they 
have recently done, make 1t a. rule to take up and dispose of these orders _ 
from interlocutory matters, as soon as they are entered. I know 10 or 
15 years ago an order on interlocutory matter took up one to one and a 
half years to di.<<pose of. Nowadnvs, under the prElSent rule, an order for 
revision, a rule, or order in miscellaneous matters i~:~ disposed of in 3 or 
4 months time. But I am not in favour of curtailing the power of 
inteference. 

Q. In your opinion the remedy lies in more prompt disposal? 
A. Yes. 

Q. You find that it has worked quite well in Calcutta. It is possible to 
make a peremptory list of sllJCh matters so as not to delay the work of the 
original court unduly? 

A. Yes. In the High Court, Calcutta, I see Judges refuse to allow 
adjournments in these matters. That is good. Because these matters should 
be disposed of as quickly as possible, so that a case in the lower court may 
not be tied down. ..• 

Q. Do you think greater care should be taken over the original admission 
of appeals, so that they may be examined more closely before they are 
admitted under Order 41, Rule 11? 

A. I think the way in which some judges examine the admission of 
appeals is the best--only just to see whether there is any prima facie 
question of law for admission of appeal. If that method is adopted. in 
all the courts, the business may be conducted more quickly. 50 or 60 
appeals may be decided-admitted or rejected-in the course of the day. 
But I know of instances in which 20 rulings were cited before the Bench 
sitting to hear these appeals. The Judge does not agree with some of 
them, and he cannot agree with some of them. 

Sir 7'. Desikachari.-Q. What is the rule that is being adopted for the 
~;election of district munsifs? 

A. The rule that is now adopted is this. After three ye.ars' practice a 
person is appointed as munsif, and a person is usually appointed who gets 
some words from the judge before whose court he was practising and pro
bably without the judge knowing whether the person has learnt anythins: 
or not and there are other things which I do not want to enter into. .l 
think the best thing would be that after a calldidate passes his final B.L. 
examination he should appear in a. competitive examination and if he 
comes out su(·cessful in the examination he should be kept as a proba
tioner in some court, it may be munsifs' court or subordinate judges' court. 
for six months or one year and then sent to a mofussil court to work as munsif. 

Q; In what manner should this competitive examination take place? 

A. It should deal with court's P-rocedure and law. 
Q. But he has already passed an examination of law? 
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A. The B.L. examination does not give you any idea as to whetl1er 
ihe knows anything of the practice of the court. Unless he practises before a 
court and learns the procedure of the court he won't prove a successful munsif. 

Q. If the best candidates after passing the examination are selected will -
that remove all favouritisfu? , 

.t-1. Yes that will remove all favouritism. . 
Q. And that in this way those people who do not deserve will not be 

.appointed? That is, I think, your suggestion. 
A. Yes that 'is my suggestion. 
Q. I have read a long article to-day in the En!jlishman that there are some 

people called sarishtedars to whom all ministerial work is left by munsifs 
:and subordinate judges and that these surishtedars exercise a considerable 
amount of influence upon peshkars and therefore there is a good deal of room 
for delay. , 

A. So far as Bengal is concerned I tell you that sarishterlars and 
peshkars have different kinds of influen,ce which the;v exercise. The 
-sarishtedar does most of the duties of the judge in ex partf! matters, succes-
-sion certificate, etc. If one closely enquires into it, it will appear that the 
sarishtedar ga.nerally writes the order and the judge signs it. Now as 
Tegards inspection work, the sarishteda;- goes round and hi·s note is the 
note. of the district judge. Now as regards the peshkar, the fixinn of dates 
1s entirely left'to him and he fixes dates as he pleases. It should be the 
-duty of the judge to fix dates, but it is not in practice in Bengal and in 
other parts of the country also. If the system is introduced that every appli
-cation for adjournment should be made before the court and after hearing 

. the parties the judge fixes a date, that will avoid much inconvenience and 
delay that is caused under the existing arrangements. Order fixing; the date 
must be made by the judge himself and not by the peshkar. There must 
.be a rule to the effect that it should be the duty of the judge to fix dates after. 
hearing the parties or their pleaders. . 

Q. You mean to say that the judge should fix dates in the presence of 
pleaders? 

A. Yes. I have already replied to a question of ~Ir. Justice Rankin 
-that if a list of ready cases is prep~red on Fri~ay and the judge devotes 
about an· hour or two on Saturday m the mornmg and tells the pleaders 
that such and such cases will be taken up next week it will save much 
delay and avoid great in.convenience to the parties which is otherwise 
-caused. 

Q. Then the present complaint is that the peshkar does a lot of things 
which should be done by the judge? • 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then about the nazarat department. This too I read in one of the 

papers that the nazarat department is thoroughly demoralised and so far 
as peons are concerned there. is much corruption prevalent among them. Is 
that true? · 

A, Yes .that is true, I know of many instan~s in which peons have 
.accepted bribes and the nazir is the ht$d of that department. 

Q. But how would you rectify the evil-by stricter supervision? 
A. Yes by stricter supervision and by simultaneous service through post. 
Q. It is said in some quarters that it is 'due to the poor pay that these 

-peons are receiving? · 
A. 1\Iy idea .of civil courts in Bengal and other :rarts. of th~ country 

is that the in.crease of pay will not affect the present situatiOn. .!'\ow peons 
get Rs. 15 a month and nazirs get Rs. ?O a month, and if you incre.a~e their 
pay to Rs. 20 or 25 and Rs. 100 respectively that won't make any ~hfference. 
Only stricter supervision is the solution of this problei?· l\I~ns1fs should 
supervise over these matters in their courts and subordu~ate JUdge_s sho~ld 

.supervise over these matters in their courts. I know of mstances Ill which 
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judges themselves know that their peshkars are taking bribes and still 
.they do not take any action against them. 

Q. Why is that? 

A. Because nothing is done in his presence.. If be is strict be can do it 
There was a district judge at J essore and he beard from some source that ~ 
-nazir who used to issue parwanas was takin"' bribe. He went round but could 
not ~et any in_formation. His infm;mant told him that if he would pour down 
the ink from Inkstands of the naztr he would find two annas and four annas 
pieces coming ~ut of them. The district judge took one of these inkstan.J,g 
~nd all these thmgs came out. He ought to keep all these ministerial officel'li' 
m check. 

Q. You mean that district judges hardly exercise the supervision )'·hich is 
necessary? 

A. I think so. 
Q. There is another matter about delay in proc.edure. In insolvency pro

ceedings at present after adjudication is made thin"'s are left without any 
further attempt to have any discharge by the court .. 

0 
. 

A .• You have got clear provisions in the law itself. Supposing the insol
vency jurisdiction is given to the district judge, he is responsible for it. 

Q. I see from two statements that in one case at the close of the year 
2,188 cases were placed in charge of the receiver and 372 were discharged 
and in the other case orders for discharge were passed in 164 cases out of 
2,367. Do you not think that disproportionate number of cases remain 
pending at the close of the year P 

A. You can set it right by makin"' it a rule that the district judge should 
inspect the records of subordinate ju:lges. There is a rule but that is hardly 
observed. \Vhen we were first enrolled, at least one of the HighCourt Judges 
used to go round once in a year, but that system is not observed now. I 

·have not heard any High Court Judge going out for the last ten years. It 
is lack of supervision that is resp{1nsible. 

Q. What do you think of the time that a district judge can give to such 
workP We are told that they do not get sufficient time. · 

A. I have very little faith in that. The district judge may have to 
do a lot of administrative work. If he would come at 11 and work till 
4-30 he can devote one hour in the morning to miscellaneous and administrative 
.work. And then if he works from 12 to 4-30 he can do a good deal of his 
work. ~ 

Q. Then there is a possibility for the district judge to exercise strict 
6Upervision P 

A. Yes, there should be a strict rule about the attendance of judges. 
Q. I was looking up a diary of one of the judges and ~ found that he 

.went invariably at 11 to his court and he left at 5 in the evemng. 
A. He must be one of the best types of judges. 
Q. There are certain matters which are referred to in our ·questionnaire. 

I shall first take the question of attesting the mortgage deeds by two witnesses. 
Do you have registered documents? 

A.. I consulted many of my friends and they all had different opinions. 
Personally I consider v.·hen a deed of sale can be done by registration only, why 
.should there be any different system for a mortgage deed. 

Q. Is it in your experience that contentions are put forward by mort
·gagors that they did not sign the mortgage deed in the presence of attesting 
witnessesP 

A. Almost every day. 
Q. Is there any possibility of checking the benami system? 

A. From the earliest time the benami system is going on. You have got 
·under the law sufficient check : you cannot extend it any further. 
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Q. With regard to reference to arbitration do you think that courts 
should be given powers to refer matters to arbitration? At present it is 
left to the parties to have recourse to arbitration. 

A. It will be taking away the right of parties. If you give powers to .a 
court it may transfer cases to arbitrators against the wishes of parties. 

Q. But there are cases, for instance, the maintenance of a widow. I 
think the relations are better· judges than court for assessing the amount of 
maintenance that is to be given to her. 

A. If the relationi:l are better judges, that case should not have come to 
'court .. When they have come to court, it proves that the relations have 

!ailed to induce the widow. But after coming to court, if there are persons 
wno think that this thing ought not to be debated in a court, and can induce 
the .widow that they shall look to the interest of both parties and decide to 
her satisfaction, then they can come to the court and say : " Please refer the 
ease to arbitration." · 

Q. Supposing there are technical matters which the court cannot ordi
narily decide, why should not the court have the power of selecting arbi
trators? 

A. Have you not provision in the Civil Procedure Code for the appoint
ment of commissioners, etc. You have got enough powers~ In engineering 
matters, a matter which is not within the knowledge of a judge, he can 
appoint an engineer. He has got enough powers to appoint an engineer 
eommi.!sioner. 

Q. With regard to the law of limitation, do you think the period of 
lin::.i~ation for execution of decrees could in any way be lessened P 

A. I do not think so. But I approve of some suggestion in the question. 
naire: Instead of keeping it pending for 12 years, you can curtail it to six 
years. One has to make application to keep his decree alive, although 
he knows lie cannot execute his decree successfully. In that case the party 
may be given the opportunity ·of executing his decree at any time within 
the six years. But I am not in favour of reducing the period of 3 years t~ 
1 year. 

Q. These frequent steps-in-aid of execution might be avoided? 

A. Yes. 
Q. In· cases of immovable property, soug!lt to be recovered· by a reve!'

sioner by setting aside the alienation of a Hindu widow-the alienation having 
taken place half a century ago. What would you suggest to avoid the possibility 
of a very very stale case being agitated before a court? 

A. There is a provision in the law which provides, however, that a 
person, who is a reversioner now and before any alienation is made by the 
widow, can sue for a declaration that the ·widow has n~ right to make such 
au4 such alienation. He cannot enjoy the property until after the date of 
the death of the widow. The widow dies 50 years after. Then the suit is 
instituted. It would be impossible after that to produce evidence that the 
widow sold the property. Those are cases of hardship. If you can insist 
upon the declaratory suits, which are provided by the law, ·which should be 
instituted within a particular date from the date of alienation, so that the 
evidence may be produced by the purchaser within a short time after the 
nlienation that may be done. The person who institutes the suit that the
alienation is bad; never lives to enjoy the property. 

Q. To-day X i.; the reversion~r. He institutes a suit for declaration a_nd 
he succeeds. 'Vhen the widow d1es, that gentleman or any body in his lme 
might not be benefited, but somebody else? 

.4. 'fhat is so. 
Q. I suppose it is not possible to suggest any period of limitation or 

'!ny method to prevent this sort of litigation. 
A. The difficulty will remain there. You may fix a rule of limitation; 

that rule of limitation will induce or compel the reversioner for the time 
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being to institute a suit. Although he institutes a suit and succeeds, then 
ultimately he or anybody else in his line would not benefit by the suit. 

Q. With regard to the law of registration, are you not in favour of 
insisting upon the registration of all partition deeds and all partition being 
eviden~ by written instruments and those written instruments being 
registered P 

A. I am inclined in favour of it. 
Q. Your view would .be the same with reference to partnership? 
A. Yes. 
Dr. DtSouza.-I do not quite understand your scheme for the selectio11 

tlf munsifs and sub-judges. I think you said that 50 per cent. should be 
;;elected from among practising lawyers. · 

A. Yes. Not about the munsifll. Of the subordinate judges and district 
judges 50 per cent. should be selected from practising lawyers of difieren\ 
trades of course, and the other 50 per cent. will be by promoting the munsifs. 

Q. These are your suggestions for the appointment of sub-judges and 
district judoes. And your scheme for the appomtment of munsifs is that 
they should be selected by open competit1ve examination from among 
persons who passed the B. L. examination and practised for two years ill 
!IllY court. Would that two years' practice be sufficient? 

.-l. It would not. I know it. Your present system is for three years. 1 
re<luced it to two years, because I asked you to hold an open examination. 
If there is a fear that they have no chance of getting an appointment of 
munsifs by any other way excE'pt by passing a competition, then these twll 
_y!'ars will be the time in which they will be able to learn scmething. 

Q. And after passing the examination would you give them any train
ing, if so, of what sort P 

..J .• I would make them work as probationers for six months or one year. 
As a probationer, he will sit .tn the court of a subordinate jud~e, see tl:e 
trial of cllSes for one year, and theu. send him away to any part1cular place 
to ad individually. • 

Q. What sort of duties would you make him perform when sitting witr 
the judge? Would you not give him any judicial duties of an inferior 
.!haract{'r? 

.-l. I think it should be left to the discretion of the judge. In smaller 
matters, the judge may give him instructions as to how to dispose of them 
~d he may dispose of them. As a probationer, he ought to learn something 
and ought to be taught something. The judge under whom the junior is 
•mrking should teach him something. He can even ask him to take down 
the evidence of witnesses, sitting by his side. 

Q. You say that 50 per cent. of subordinate judges should be taken from 
the bar and in that case I think you would require men of considerable 
~;tanding? 

A. Yes, they would be men of considerable standing. At present I think 
a munsif does not become subordinate judge until he has got over 15 years' 
~ervice as munsif. 

Mr. Ghosl!.-lfunsifs become subordinate judges after 19 cr ~!! 
.f!'ars' service. 

L Then in that case you will have to take a practising lawyer who has 
practised at least for 12 years. 

Dr. DcSou:a.-Q. But what sort of test would you adopt in selecting 
such mE'nP 

.-l. These difficulties do not generally arise in regard to persons practising 
'>efore the High Court, but in regard to persons practising before district 
rourts, it will depend on the distri<."t judge. 

Q. Do Tou think that a man with good practice in mofussil courts would 
11ccept the" post of subordinate judge having regard to pay and prospects of 
the post? 
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A. Of course in these days you can get many practising lawyers who would 
accept it if you give them Rs. 750 a month. I think that is the pay of 
subordinate judges at present. • 

. Q. Don't you think that by reducing the number of subordinate judges. 
by 50 per cent., the prospects of munsifs would be impaired? 

· A. Prospects of munsifs will be impaired to a certain extent no doubtr 
but we were just talking about judging the merits of judcres' work.. If a 
munsif possesses qualifications of being a subordinate judcre

0
he may rise to 

that post very soon, and may even become district judge. ., 
Q. But surely these appointments are now made on merits alone, I mean 

appointments on promotion are made on reports about the merits of the-
individual officer concerned? •' 

A. Yes. Supposing you have got 100 munsifs and if all of these munsifs 
prove to be equally meritorious, then of course there will be hardship er 
injustice, but if all of them do not possess the quality of being subordinate 
judge the c-ase would be otherwise. Some of them may rise to the post of 
judgeship and some of them may only rise to the pos.ition of senior munsifs. 

Q. A very senior district judge who has appeared before us has told us
that in ~ev~ral distric~ iJ?- which W?rk is . very hea'7 ~nd judges have to do 
heavy cnmmal work, It IS almost Impossible for district JUdges to exercise 
efficient supervision over civil courts. He has told us that it is impossible 
to hear a large number of appeals by which a definite opinion can be formed 
about the judicial capacity of lower courts and it is practically impossible 
to make personal inspections of the subordinate judges' courts and of out
lying chowkis or places where munsifs are located. 

A. Yes, it is true but an hour is quite sufficient to decide several appeals 
of the district. After the judge has disposed of his criminal work he can 
have plenty of time to devote to judicial work. In certain cases district 
judges can be relieved by handing over certain matters to subordinate 
judges which are at present- done by them and I do not think there is any 
harm in that. But in many matters subordinate judges cannot relieve 
distric-t judges, i.e., certificate matters, etc. But· matters which are not 
conte..o;ted can- be safely made over to subordiiate judges provided they have 
got time enough to do that work . 

. Q. You said that you objected to the quality of inspection which district 
judges make. May I know that quality of inspection? 

A. I know that district judges spend about a month in inspecting lower 
courts, two weeks they spend in the first half of the year and two weeks in 
the second half but generally these lower courts are judged by their returns
Every munsif has to send a return to the judge showing how many cases 
he has disposed of; similarly subordinate judges have to submit returns and 
these returns t~re responsible for the large number of ex parte orders that 
are made by. these courts. ·when the month is approachmg its end they 
have got to dispose of many cases by passing ex parte decrees in order to 
show that they have disposed of a large number of cases in the month. 
Now I am not in favour of that kind of judging the lower courts' judicial 
capacity. Supposing there is a complicated case and it takes away ten or 
fifteen days, and it is certain th~t the number _of cases disposed of i_n that 
month will not be large. Now wstead of lookmg at the number or cases-
disposed of the judge should see the quality of work and form an opinion 
about the judicial capacity of that court. 

Q . .As regards service of processes I think you said tllat" uitimatel,y tne 
responsibility of service should be thrown upon the plaintiff aud 1.e snould 
furnish identifiers for the purpose? 

A. Ye<J. 
Q. I think it is also generally admitted that the suppression of ~ervice_ 

is due to the dishonest plaintiff who is interested in the suppressiOn olf 
aervioef 
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A. Unless the peon is induced he cannot do anything bimsel •. 
Q. In epite of all that you will insist on the necessity of an identifier? 
A. Yes, an identifier is necessary. If you leave it entirely to the peon hEJ 

t~annot be sure about the person who is to be. served. Peon will mal;:e 
enquiries and he will not be able to recognise the man. In a village there
may be three persons of one name and you cannot leave it to the decision 
of the peon as to the identity of the three persons. It is always desirable 
that the plaintiff or the decree-}l.older ~ho)lld be held responsible for idtmti
fi.cation. 

Q. Supposing the chowkidars in a village are detailed for the purpose of 
identification of a person? 

A. The same jobbery will remain. The chowkidar will do the same thing 
as the peon but you will remove the responsibility of the decree,holder or the
plaintiff. 

!J!r. Liddell.-Q. One of your strong points. is that there ought to be
more supervision from top to bottom, from the High Court Judge to the 
district judge and you also consider that the il.istrict judge, if he likes, 
ean find time for administrative work and supervision. You say that if he
tries to give one hour a day and then take up the hearing that will be 
quite sufficient. When he is hearing sessions case do you still think that he
can devote one hour to miscellaneous work? 

A. That depends upon the urgency of the case. 
Q. You cannot know the urgency of a case unless you take it up. The 

point is this. In the course of inspection of administrative work in the
morning you often come across things which demand instant .attention and 
which show that very serious things are going on, such as very gross mis
conduct on the part of a peon. You put a judge for an hour in the morning 
to deal with such matters and have his temper tried by lying excuses and' 
then he has to see whether a man is going to be hanged. Do you think it 
will be fair on the judge or on clle accused? · 

A. The district judge can transfer such matters to a subordinate judge. 
There is nothing to prevent him from doing that. 

Q. It is remarked that inspection of judicial officers' work. is done by: 
sherishtedar. You say that some judges have complicate of this. The dis
trict judge is a highly-paid officer and you may take his salary &:~ Rs. 2,000. 
per mensem. Sharishtedar is a man getting only Rs. 200 pre nmesem. So ten 
minutes of sharishtedar's time are equal to one minute of the district judge. 
By working ten minutes the sharishtedar can save the district judge one· 
minute? 

A. No, because sharishtedar is not the judge. 

Q. I mean that complaint is apt to be made. It may be right, it may be
wrong. I just wanted to show you it may be quite possible that it may be
unjustified. The sharishtedar may examine the diary and note whether the
presiding officer is regular in his atendance,. and takes his seat in the court 
at the appointed hour and when he rises. Such facts can very well be veri
fied by a sharishtedar. There are other things which a sharishtedar may be· 
competent to note down, before the judge commences his examination.· It is. 
quite possible that the judge might send the sharishtedar down in advance 
asking him to pay attention to certain things; and then sittmg with the 
officer, the judge might decide everything. The opinion may be that the· 
sharishtedar has done everything. 

A. In regard to formal matters, if the sharishtedar, after examining the· 
attendance regi;;ter, etc., sends his report, and the district judge is himself satis
fi~d on the matter, after m~king such enquiries as. are necessary from the judge 
h1mself, then there remams no cause for gr1evance. But one cause for 
grievance is this. Should you have _a ministerial officer drawing a sal:;.ry oi 
Rs. ~50 or Rs. 200 to inspect the attendance, etc., of a subordinate judge 
drawmg a salary of Rs. l,OOQ-whetber he works regularly, whether he sit& 
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from 11 .&.u., etc. P That is bad in this respect that it exercises a nry 
unhealthy influence over the judiciary. 

Q. There was another point you were making "'regarding the subot,dinate · 
judges neglecting the law. Well, law is a subject which is very wide. At 
t.~e bar you generally have various groups of pleaders who might be called 
specialists in each particular group of law. 

A. Lawyers generally have to know law, but there are others who have 
devoted themselves to Mohammedan Law, H'mdu Law. If you are practisin(Y 
in a Hl~h Court, you should be in touch with all the laws. "' 

Q. .tlow ·do you keep in touch P 
A •. It is said that the subordinate judge has got more work. High Court 

Judges are very hard worked •. But I daily find that they work from 11 .&.u. 
to 4 P.u., still they find time to read reports and decisions of the High Court. 
'Ve find always that whatever ruling we have read, they have also read. · 

Q. Dr. Rash Behari Ghosh told me once that there was much ruling, but 
not much law. Though you get through all these rulings, you may not find 
very much law. 

A. In almost all the High Courts, excepting the recognised reports, 
permission ought not to be given for publications of different classes. Un
necessary rulings are published, and so long as they are published, we have 
got to look into them. If I find a subordinate judge, without caring for 
the rulings which are quoted, who devotes his attention to the language of 
the law itself, and discusses what the meaning of the language of the law is, and 
arrives at a decision, I have nothing to say against him. 

Mr. Basu.-You say 'that you would not have the right to prefer second 
appeals curtailed in any way.. Are you aware that of the second appeals 
preferred in the High Court, quite 33 per cent. are dismissed under Order 41, 
Rule 11, and of the rest a large percentage, say as much as 77 per cent., are 
tventually dismissedP Would you still think, after having these figures 
before you, that the right of second appeals is not abused and should not 
be curtailed in any way P 

A. I still think it is not abused. Although I entirely agree with you that 
out of the appeals that are filed, 33 per cent. are dismissed, still I would 
not, for this reason. I have known of a case in which an appeal was dis
missed under Order 41, Rule 11. The Judges held that it was a frivolous 
appeal and there was nothing in it. When an appeal came before the 
Judges on an application for review, I myself argued the case, it was 
decreed in 3 minutes. Therefore, one is not certain which appeal will be 
decreed and which will be dismissed. One appeal will be decreed if I enter 
the High Court by one door, and another may be dismissed if I enter the 
High Court by another door. Instead of being very strict, which only takes 
the time of the court, you can dispose of these matters by satisfying your
self whether there is an arguable question of law or not. That will not take 
much time. Then give an opportunity to the parties. 

Q. What do you think of the effect of curtailing the right of second 
appeal upon the subordinate judiciary? If the right of second appeal is 
curtailed, do you think that would have, in itself, any effect upon the 
subordinate judiciary in their judici&l work P 

A. They work really under some fear. They know that when they decide 
cases and that there are judges over them who will see whether they decided 
them rightly. If you take away the right of appeal, that fear will go. 

Q. You think the quality of the work of subordinate judges will suffer? 
4. Yes. 
Q. Regarding the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code as to pleadings, 

d<> you think that these provisions are generally followed in the lower courts 
in your experience P 

A. All the provisions are not generally followed. In regard to pleadings, 
I have noticed some questions. There is a pl'ovision in the Civil Procedure 
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c~·de which provides for laxity, etc. If the judges exercise their powen., 
they may put them in proper order. So far as written statements are con
t'emed, I think the present rule.~ give su.fficiena powers for the judge to know 
whether they are correct or not. It only requires a careful treatment of 
them by the judges who have got to decide whether they have got it properly 
done or not. .· · 

Q. Coming back to the High Court for a moment, you have stated that 
so far as regular appeals are concerned, you owould allow 15 months' as the 
maximum time and 12 monthg for second appeals. We all know that the 
time taken is much longer. To what do 'you attribute thisP 

.4.. Much time is taken in the office in the preparation of paper books. 
Supposing an appeal is filed to-day, I think 6 weeks would be quite sufficien~ 
for the service of notice. Then some 2 weeks are necessary for the estimates 
to be put into the court. Then amounts are deposited in two instalments and 
considering the general conditions of the people of this country, I alii . 
inclined to give them 3 months for the first instalment and 2 months for the 
~>econd instalmnt, because during this time, the translation of the paper 
books will be going on. After this, the printi'n_g of these books will take 
2 months' time, and in other big cases at the most a period of 3 months iB 
necessary. I find 6 to 7 months are required. That ought not to be allowed. 
Then some time ought to be allowed to the parties for preparation. Two 
months should at least be allowed so far as regular cases are concerned. But 
in cases of regular appeals, where the people :have got to find money · ~ 
instruct proper lawyers to argue the case before the court you have to gift 
them two months. Totalling all these things, I :think 15 months as quite 
enough. 

Q. That includes translationP 
A. Yes. When first deposit has been made, then two months' time is given 

for the second deposit. As soon as the first deposit is made translation 
should be undertaken. , 

Q. In the present state of -Ale of the High Court do you consider that 
delay is greater before the case is made· ready or delay is greater. after -the 
case is made ready before it can be taken up P 

A. I think delay is greater after the case is ready. 
Q. Then you mean that the number of Judges 'is smallP 
A. Yes, I was going to tell you that there is great congestion in' the High 

Court and it comes to the same thing that the number of Judges is small. 
I see that there are appeals of 1922 or 1923 ready but they have not .Yfli 
been disposed of. · 

Q. Is it any use making your cases ready if you cannot }.tave the Judges 
to, read them P 

.1. No, certainly not. 

Q. Do you think that in subordinate judges' courts also cases are ready 
and the judges have no time to hear them? 

A. Yes. One word about the High Court. Nowadays the High Court 
is managing these matters in such a way that they are taking up regularly 
appeals of 1922. ·· 

Chairman.-We are getting on better now. 
A. Much better. 

Mr. Basu.-Q. You said something about the inspection of subordinat& 
cour~ by 'district judges and you suggested something about better recruit
ment of munsifs and subordinate judges. You said that the quality_ of 
subordinate judiciary could be improved by better inspection of the nature 
of their work as judicial officers by competent district judges. 

A. l\Iy remarks apply to those district judges who are qualified to act 
as such, to exercise better supervision and to examine the nature of the 
work done by judicial officers subordinate to them. 
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Q. About recruitment of district judges and subordinate judgei:J, you 
Mid that 50 per cent. of them ought to be appointed from practising lawyers. 
About civilian district judges,· would you give them any preliminary train
ing before they are appointed as district judges? • The only training they 
now get is in magisterial work and not in civil cases. 

A. That is why they do not take up civil cases at all. I should like the 
idea of some sort of arrangement bemg made for preliminary training in 
civil la-rv. • 

Mr. Gh'ose.-Q. In respect of t.i.tle suits in subordinate judges' courloJ 
and in munsifs' court you have said that one year will be quite sufficient. 
Do you include in that category partition suits and account suits alsoP 

A. No, I do not include them because there are two stages of these suits. 
Q. Then you suggested that in subordinate judges' courts and munsifs' 

courts a list of ready cases should be prepared every Friday in consultation 
with the pleaders? 

A. No, my idea was that the peshkar should prepare a list of ready cases 
()n Friday and the court should decide in the morning on Saturday in the 
presence of pleaders whether any adjournments are required, etc. If this 
procedul"e is followed I think there will be no delay which is at present cau.sed. 
The court will tell the pleaders that the cases will be taken up in the next 
week and much inconvenience will be thus saved. There will be no difficulty with 
regard to peshkar in this matter. He has only to see whether notice has been 
-duly served or not. The advantage of this procedure will be this that there will 
·be very few applications for adjournment. At present the difficulty is that 
on the fixed date one party appears before the court with say 12 witnesses 
and the other party comes in and makes an application that he cannot bring 
his witnesses and that a further date may be given and so on. 

Q. But can that practice be followed in the mofussil courts? The 
clients have to come from long distances and pleaders can only report about 
thP readiness of the cases after hearing from their clients. 

A. Yes, there is that difficulty in mofussil courts but the list can be arranged 
()n Friday and cases may be taken up two weeks after. 

Q. You mean to say that at least fifteen days' notice should be given? 

A. Yes, before the case is taken up the party must be given intimation 
..,f it some fourteen days previously. 

,, Q. You are not for curtailment of the right of second appeal because you 
doubt whether questions of law are correctly decided by lower courts? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know the percentage of appeals from sub-judges in which the 

High Court interfered in 1922? Out of 1,730 second appeals there was 
interference by the High Court only in 206 cases. In 108 cases the judg
ments were reversed, in 17 cases they were varied and 81 cases were remanded. 
I quote from the administration report of 1922 and the percentage of 
.cases in which High Court interfered comes up to 11 per cent. Is ii 
still your view that the subordinate judges are unable to grasp the law? · 

A. I have nothing to complain against the subordinate judg6S. If you 
give me statistics of those cases where there was interference on q~estion 
.of law you will find that it would be nothing less than 70 per cent. 

Q. In cases which go up to the Privy Council the judgments of the 
lligh Co•1rt are intefered with in 50 per cent. of them and they are appeals 
-on questions of law only. Then out of those 50 per cent. in 25 per cent. of 
the cases the judgments of the subordinate judges. are restored. D.o not 
different judges put different interpretation on a pomt of law and 1s the 
-efficieney of a judge to be judged by such a standard? 

A. It is on the question of law that there has been much difference. 
Different judges do put different interpretations. 
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Chairman.-Law in India is very difficult and very complicated and there
is a very great room for difference of opinion. It does not follow that 
subordinate judges are incompetent. 

A. That does not follow necessarily. ' But I am not inclined to curtail 
the right of second appeal. 

Q. Now you are going to give 50 per cent. of judgeships and sub-judge
ships to members of your bar. Would not that affect the munsifs injuriously? 
At present there are munsifs of 20 to 22 years standing who cannot exp_ect 
to. be made subordinate judges .even in another two or three years: :Munsifs 
generally are confirmed after 30 and they have to retire at 55. Now· under 
the present system chances are that many would not get sub-judgeships and 
if 50 per cent. of these appointments are to go to the Jllembers of the bar 
what will be their position? 

A. If you introduce the system of appointing munsifs in a way as I 
have suggested you will find that their promotion will depend upon the 
quality of work. · 

Q. As you know the scale of pay runs up tn"Rs. 700, and then there is a 
stop. Then there is special selection and those only who are considered effi. 
cient by the High Court are made subordinate judges when there are vacancies. 
Thus there is a great delay in a munsif being appointed as a sub-judge .. 

A. I was not aware of selection and efficiency bar. I am obliged to you 
for that information. Then I am wrong. 

Mr. Ghose.-Q. Do you practise in district courts, or your practice is 
confined to the lligh Court only? 

A. I am a vakil of the High Court, and there is no district in Bengal 
where I have not practised. I have got very much practice in the mofussil. 
In these days I do not go out often. 

Q. For how many years you did not go out? 
A. No, no, not how many .fears. Even two months ago I went to a case

at Faridpur. I used to take very big cases in the mofussil, the value of the 
suits being 2 or 3 lakhs. I am in my 24th year of my practice. 

Q. You say that the men who are recruited directly from the bar would' 
be better, because they are better lawyers. But do good lawyers always
make good judges? 

A. Not neceSl>arily but from those persons the selection must be made.. 
Practising lawyers must be better lawyers, must be accustomed with the· 
procedure of the country, their nature, habits, temperaments, etc~ A judga· 
requires many qualifications. 

Q. ''\"'ould not such men, who have practised as lawyers, and always-
represented one side of the case, require special training llS judges? 

A. No. I do not think so. 
Q. Not as appellate court judges, but as judges who try original suits?

A. I do not think so. About a lawyer, or a practising lawyer, the remark that 
he represents one side of the case generally, and therefore he is incapable of 
looking into the two sides of the case, is unfounded, and I do not 'agree with you. 
there. Up till now a practising barrister or practising vakil, who has been. 
elevated to the Bench of the High Court, has not been found anywhere, or 
bJ[ any party or by any litigant, wanting in any of the qualities that go· 
to make a good Judge. No one has come forward to say anything about 
the quality of his work or that he is not capable of looking into both sides
of business, or that he required any training as a High Court Judge. 

Q. You say that the sub-judges and munsifu do not keep up the habit 
of studying law reports. Now would the new recruits from amongst prac
tising lawyers be able to continue that nabit when they are put into the
harness? 

A. I expect them to do so. I do not think a subordinate judze who· 
works in the court from 11 A.M. to 4 P.M. works harder than I do. Wll.,en th& 
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High Court Judge !1-nd a vakil can find time to do that, they can clso get time 
to read. 

Q. I think you know that the subordinate juda;s write judgments at 
home. They work at hqme for 3 hours almost daily."' 

A. Yes. My idea is that they can very well avoid that. 
Q. Do you know that every district judcre has to examine certain records 

from each sub-judge and each munsif ev~ry quarter? Such are the High 
Court rules. 

A. Does he do it, that is the question. 
Q. Tb,e question. of efficiency is not determined merely on the returns. 

They have to examme records, and have to hear appeals from the judgment 
of officers before they can report to High Court about their efficiency. 

A. Yes. If that is done then there will be no reason for complaint. 
Q. But if the work that the subord~_ate judge has to do is more than 

what he can manage, apart from superviSIOn, some suggestion has to be made 
to relieve him of a portion of his work. 

A. Certai~ly. If you find congestion, if you find him burdened with 
work, somethmg must be done to relieve him of his duties. 

Q. How can he be relieved? 
,A. Increase the number of officers. 
IJ. That the Government is not going to do. 
A. Then there is no use appointincr a Committee and enquiring into 

these things. '"' 

l'dr. DURGA CHARAN BANERJEE, Representative of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

Written Statement of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. 

1. {it) District and sub-courts--In sub-courts, the duration of Original 
title suits and money suits depends upon the nature of the case and the en
dence to be adduced by the parties. In title suits the time taken for the 
cases is longer than that required for the money suits. In title suits the 
average time taken is five or six months from the date of the institution of 
the suits, and in money suits the time taken is four months. Regular appeaL! 
take 3 months, and miscellaneous appeals 2 months, provided notices are 
served promptly. Small causes take 3 months. 

2. In our opinion the period actually taken for the disposal of the civil 
proC"eedings exceeds the reasonable limit in many cases- The main causes of 
the delay are due to the service of summonses and notices, the dilatory habits 
of some of the litigants, sometimes the conduct of pleaders in protracting 
cases in examination of witnesses. Above all the judicial officers find their 
work to be more than they can cope with: sometimes they scarcely find time 
to.take up cases even if they be ready for hearing;. The cadre of judicial 
officers should be increased; the judicial officers often become embarrassed 
which of the old cases to take up first, all being of equal importance and all 
having become old, for which explanation should be given at the end. of the 
quarter: this circumstance affects justice sometimes, as the desire to dispose 
of the cases 'in haste interferes with tho due consideration to be given to the 
evidence and law involved in them. 

5. No pleader can be a. munsif unless, according to the rules, he has 
practised for 3 years in courts. This rnle is no doubt good, but we would 
suggest that those who are to be selected as munsifs should be required to 
sit with the munsifs and sub-judges of the district for a certain. period, 
say three months, to see how they work and how they handle difierent cases, 
so that they may not get embarrassed in dealing with cases when they are 
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actually appointed as munsifs, because they do not actually see all the 
aspects of cases when they practise as pleaders. 

6. Judicial officers should not be transferred from a station before they 
have sen·ed for three vears. But in unhealthy stations the period may be 
fixed for two years. Frequent transfers impede justic~ 

8. We do not think that the pr"selit delay is partly due to the concen
tration of many civil courts in one place, and the consequent waiting for the 
pleaders, as the judicial officers have 10 many cases at hand that they can 
afford to wait in a particular case for a short time if a pleader be engaged 
in another court .. M01eover, the pleader engaged, if he is engaged elsewhere, 
often himself makes arrangement for conducting his case during his absence, 
if be has got a junior pleader under him, and ·a junior pleader is often, 
though not al"dys, engaged with a senior pleader .. • 

10 and 11. We would suggest the enhancement of jurisdiction of experi
enced munsifs of certain yean~' standing to Rs. 2,500 in original suits, and 
in small C3Ses up to Rs. 1,000. ·. . 

13. We would suggest that sub-judges and cUstrict munsifs should be 
invested with power to try probate and succession certificate cases, as may 
be made over to th6Ill by the district judge, and land acquisition cases may 
be made over to the sub-judges only, but these officers i:iliould be selected, 
and the powers should not be extended generally to all sub-judges and 
munsifs. Th /ublic ~·ill appreciate such investments. But it should be 
borne in min that these officers ara overworked, so that when they are 
invested with thesa special powers, the number of cases, title, etc., should 
also be taken into consideration, so that they can consequently cope with 
their work. 

15. Small cause .courts should not be invested with powers to try simple 
mortgage suits. 

17. Qualified sub-registrars m41y be selected and inyested with powers to 
try uncontested money suits up to the value of Rs. 50. The provisions of 
Order 37, Rule 2 tnil.Y conveniently be applied to rent suits and money suits 
up to a certain value B'lY Rs. 100. 

· 29. We think that the more extensive use of the post office for the service 
of notices and summon~es would be effective, provided that the processes are 
sent by registered post, and any collusion between a litigant and a post 
office peon is severely dealt 11·ith. Village officials, such as president pan
cbayats, should be used for the service of processes; only precaution is to be 
taken against collusion. • 

30. This is a good suggestion : the process-server should report himseli to 
the pleader of the party to enable him to assist him in finding out the person 
to be served with the process. 

33. It i3 not necessary that both the plaintiff and the defendant should 
be examined as a part of the trial: the existing procedure is good: it will 
not minimise the calling in of irrelevant evidence. If it be made a rule that 
the parties should oe examined before their evidence is taken, they should 
be unnecessarily harassed and an astute party should not be allowed to take 
advantage of the weakness, goodness or Ignorance of the other party. Both 
the parties have pleaders to state their own cases. 

34. Unnecessary and avoidable oral evidence is sometimes resorted to for 
the protraction of cases. This cannot be helped always, because there would 
be a hue and cry that courts refuse to debar legitimate evidence on the pre
text of checking of unnecessary evidence. 

37. The courts cannot have discretion to fix time-limits for the examin
ation and cross-examination of witnesses, yet something should be done to
pre;ent irrelevant questions being asked by the pleaders, which sometimes 
become the main cause of delay in the disopsal of a suit. If the courts 
endea;onr to check such questions the pleader makes a long argument for the 
justification of such questions, so that the courts think it more prudent to 
allow such irrelevant questions to go on than waste their time in hearing 
argumentl! of the pleader. 
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41.· We do not think that trials are unduly delayed by the examinatio~ of 
witnesses on commission. 

49. Suits as a matter of fact are tried continuouSly day by day. This is 
a matter for inspection. 

72. If the mortgage deed be registered, then it should be presumed to be 
valid, and the mortgagor defendant should make out a prima faci~ case that 
the mortgage deed is invalid before the plaintiff should be called upon to 
!Prove the mortgage deed by attesting witnesses. This suggestion we approve. 

83. The present law regarding mortgage documents and sale deeds and 
leases should be retained. 

The main object of enquiry by the Committee is to devise means for mini
mising the delay in the disposal of civil cases without raising the csdre of 
judicial officers. It must be admitted that one of the principal causes of 
unnecessary delay is that judicial officers hal'e so many cases on their daily 
iboard for disposal which they cannot possibly take up. The other causes are 
mainly the imperfect form of pleadings, non-compliance with the provisions 
of the Code which refers to the production of documents and their inspection, 
the absence of any time-limit·for summonins- of witnesses and production of 
documents, and granting of unnecessary adJournments. In the Civil J?roce
odure Code as it stands, forms of pleadin"'s are given in the appendices, but 
they are not at all observed. These shoufd be strictly observed. In the Code 
it is provided that parties may at any time after the institution of the suit 
:apply for summons against witnesses and the parties must produce all docu
ments at the first hearing of the suit. Some time-limit must be fixed for 
these things so that the parties will be ready soon and the legal advisers will 
know the parties' cases more fully. Many adjournments are granted for sum
ruoning of witnesses and production of documents. These will also be avoided. 
Several adjournments are granted for want of time of the presiding officers. 
~his of course cannot be remedied without increasing the number of judicial 
officers. The proVIsions of the Code as regards discovery and inspection of 
documents and interrogatories 11hould be strictly followed. Unnecessary issue 
<>f commissions should be avoided. 

If the pleadings are in form and parties are compelled to cite their wili
nesse9 and produce documents within a time-limit and issues are settled after 
bearing both parties' pleaders and the evidence is adduced, there cannot be so 
many adjournments in cases and that will facilitate the disposal of cases. 

Mr. DURGA CHARAN BANERJEE, Representative of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce, called and examined 

on Monday, the 25th February 1924. 

Chairman.-Q. You have given the written statement on behalf of the 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce? 

A .• Yes. 
Q. I take it that you have come to speak on their behalf. 
A. Yes. 

Q. As to the time- taken for the disposal of the different classes of suit&, 
you consider that for commercial cases, 6 months, would be high? 

A. Yes. I consider so. 

Q. In suits for ejectment and rent you think that we ought to dispose of 
:them in 3 months? 

A. Yes. In 3 months. 

Q. But that in Original suits the time may go twice? 
A. Yes. 
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Q; Then you think a year for first appeals and 6 months for second 
appealll and three months for miscellaneous appeals is enough? 

.4.. Yes. 
Q. The Chamber is of opinion that the time now taken for commercial 

cases on the Original side, in suits on the small cause side, exceeds the 
reasonable period ·in all cases? 

.4.. Yes. 
Q. You take a good deal of objection to the insufficiency of the number of 

judges? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you considered in detail the holidays· in the civil courts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You think that there are a large number of miscellaneous holidays and 

the annual vacation is very long in the lower courts of Bengal? 
.4. In my opinion the annual vacation ought not to exceed a fortnight. 
Q. A great many of the courts below are sitting in very unhealthy places. 

Is not a fortnight rather a little holiday when they are doing heavy work? 
A. That is not c&nsidered insufficient by the magistrates. 
Q. Which magistrates? 
A. The criminal courts and the magisterial ·officers. They do not get 

longer than 12 days. 
Q. You mean the collector, district magistrate and people of that sort? 
.4.. Yes. 
Q. I take it that the district magistrate does. not spend all the day long 

sitting on the bench? 
A. He is as heavily engaged as the judges. 
Q. He is not sitting as the judge all the time from half past ten or eleven 

till five? · · 
A. No. 
(,). A fortnight is rather little. The climate is very damp. 
A. In the e;ecretariat the officers are so tagged down to their desks from 

11 to 6. They also enjoy 12 days. 
Q. Do you think that a clerk of the secretariat is in the same position as 

judges on the bench? 
.4. Yes. To some extent. 
Q. As re~~:ards the casual holidays are these not necessarily connected with 

Hindu-!\1 uhammadan religious question? 
A. Yes. 'fhey are. 
Q. Those, I think, have been curtailed during this year? 
A. Not to an appreciable extent. 
Q. Do you not think that these holidays are generally spent by j~dges 

in doing work in fact? 

A. Sometimes they employ their holidays for writing judgments. 

Q. "l1at I may call these casual holidays, how many more 'days would you 
want to curtail? 

A .. I think these should be 'cut down so as to bring them to the same level 
as the ordinary gazetted holidays. 

Q. You say that there is want of proper division of the work. The judges 
hne to do all classes of work and you think that something might be done 
to reorganise it? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then again you say that in the present disposal of miscellaneoua 

matters the judge has got to do a!l sorts of work from the highest to the 
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lowes~ in thttory with the result that questions of details and ao on are left. 
to the peshkar• which is very dangerous. 

A. Yes. 
Q. You say that the provisions of the Code requiring the parti~ to file 

the~r do;cuments .in the initia! stages are not enforced by the courts. and the. . 
option 1s left w1th the parties and you would have an alteration. that the
courts should insist on it. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Connected with this question is the. qu~stion of i?terlocutory applica. 

tiolll!. You say that at present theSe applicatiOns are diSposed of in a very 
inconvenient and haphazard fashion. 

A. Yes. 

Q. You comment upon the fact that the system of successive adjourn
ments gives opportunity for the ministerial officers of the court to make
small amounts of money at every time. 

A. Yes. 
Q. The judges are too apt to admit all evidence that is offered and _not. 

take the responsibility of rejecting irrelevant evidence. 
A. Yes. 
Q. The courts will sometimes propose to reject evidence; but that general!;,: 

results in a long argument. 
A. It does. 
Q. And unless the local bar is perhaps better than the average it may-

result in a very long argument. 
A. But I think once the system is introduced the bar will improve. 
Q. Of course it will take a certain amount of time. 
A. Yes. 
Q. l\Iay I take it it cannot be dealt with by rule. It must be left to the-

discretion of the judges. 
A. Yes. 
Q. I see you say that judicial officers are timid in exercising their powers~ 
.4 .• Yes. 
Q. You say that recruitment should be made by competitive examinatio!ll 

from amongst legal practitioners of not less than five years' standing . 
.4 .•. Yes. 
Q. And that the examination should be both theoretical and: practical
.4.. Yes, 
Q. Then you say that there should be a probationary period during which 

each officer selected should be required to serve with a district judge or 
subordinate judge. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then you say that the initial pay of the lowest rank of the service 

should be fixed at not less than Rs. 400 per mensem, and that at least two 
seats in the High Court should be thrown open to the subordinate judiciary 
service to imprt>ve their prospects. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Then I see that you are in favour of extension of the practice of 
recruiting certain number of district judges from practising pleaders of' 
standing. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Then you say that at leas~ one responsible judicial olficer should be· 
appointed in every district headquarter and sub-division ~o organise and' 
supervise the details of work in the courts of such di.1trici and sub-division 
and that his functions should be similar to those of the registrar of the
Original side of the High Court. 
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A. Y~. 
Q. As\regards that, of course, there might be more difficulty in the sub

division t4n at sadar. 
A. Yes.\ 
Q. You say that the practice now prevailing in the lower courts of fixing 

periodic dafes for hearing with a view to further postponements afterwards 
should be d\llcontinued and in lieu thereof the practice prevailing in ,the 
Original side\for the preparation of prospective and daily cause lists should 
l>e adopted. \ 

.4 .• Yes. \ 
Q. You say that the responsibility attaching ·to attorneys on the Original 

side facilitates 1 quick disposal of work and similar responsibility should be 
thrown on pleaders in the mofussil courts to secure despatch of business. 

A. On the Original side attorneys are required· to take necessary steps to 
bring the suit for hearing and when he. does not. do so after some time the 
case is brought on the list for summary disposal, but in the mofusail pleaders are 
not required to take these steps and they secure their instructions from 
their clients and they have no responsibility of their own. 

Q. At present a pleader may be changed at any time without notice to 
any body. 

A .• Yes. 
Q. You say that prospects and pay of subordinate ministerial officers are 

not good at present. 
A. Yes. 
Q. That instead of allotting local jurisdiction over certain specified area. 

a more equal division of work should be introduced. -
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you had any expeJence in the mofussil courts of insolvenc1 

workP What is your opmion about that? 
A. I have not got much experience of insolvency work, but I think they 

have dragged it too much and there is always some difficulty in collecting 
assets of the insolvent in the mofussil. 

Q. Do you think that this work should be .done by the district judge 
himself, and, if so, do you think it is possible for him really to see that the 
estate is properly administered? 

A. There is no fixed receiver in mofussil &tJ we have in Calcutta. 
Q. In a big station do you think it will be an improvement if a receiver 

is put in charge of the work P 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Do you know that most subordinate judges and 

munsifs employ a greater part of their holidays in writing judgments? 
A. No, they do not do so, I mean they do not spend a greater part of 

their holidays in writing judgments. 
Q. Some people think they do soP 
A. Might be, but I am not aware of it. 
Q: With regard to deputy magistrates, does it strike you that their work 

is healthier than the work of subordinate judges and munsifs? 
A. No I do not think it is healthier. 
Q. Deputy magistrates are expected to be in camp for at leaet _go days 

in the year, would that not be healthier than sitting in court for the period? 
.4 .• Yes in that case it might be healthier. 
Q. Ar<!l you aware that subordinate judges and munsifs can get leave only 

on half pay, but not on full pay because they get vacation? 
A. No I did not know that. 
Q. Now if they are deprived of these vacations they will have to be 

given full pay when on leave? 
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A. Surely that will be the case, but there will be gain in time, if not io 
money. 

Q. Would not this increase the amount of money already spentf 
A. Yes. · 
Q • .As I understand from your note you take it that the great defect in 

the present system is that the presiding officer of the subordinate court is. 
not strong enough to handle the bar. What do you propose to be the
remedy? 

A. By changing the method of recruitment. If the service is recruited 
from men with experience then they will not be so intimidated as the present 
subordinate judge is. 

Q. You would have competitive examination for the recruitment of 
munsifs? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How would a competitive examination be a test of a man's strength 

of character? 
A. Well, it would prove the candidates' knowledge. 

Q. It has been put to me by people who are in a position to know that if 
the presiding officer of a mofussil court endeavours to take a strong attitude
towards the bar, his position becomes extremely difficult. 

A. I do not think so. 

Q. I was told that in. some cases he would not be able to get ·a house. 

A. I think it is very much exaggerated. 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Would you be surprised to hear that the mortality 
table shows that, whereas the average duration during which a retired sub
ordinate judge enjoys his pension is one or two years, that of a deputy 
magistrate is more than five years? 

A. I think the deputy magistrates live longer than the subordinate 
judges. 

Q. I suppose on the analogy of your reasoning, you would be in favour
of curtailing the holidays of the High Court Judges? 

.4 .• Yes. 
Q. You will make a High Court Judge work in the same manner as the

secretariat officer ? 
A. Yes. 
·Q. That will also involve all the solicitors and barristers having to work 

without any break in the year. You would not be opposed to it? 

A. No, I would not be opposed to it. 
Q. You me~tion that for better disposal of work in the sadar stations 

you would appoint responsible judicial officers more or less on the same line. 
as the registrars on the Original side of the High Court. Have you con
sidered what functions you will assign to these responsible officers? 

A. He would hear chamber applications and applications which are dis-
posed of by motions in the High Court. 

Q. That would invo!ve the disposal of judicial work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you would make that responsible officer to do also the execution 

work? 
.4.. Yes. 
Q. To whom would you leave the preparation of various cases? 

.4.. That offic~r will be in charge of all the cases which are to be heard by 
all the juages located in that particular station. 
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Q. You would also give him control over administration and supervision?' 
A. Yes, of the office. 
Q. Have you considered that that officer in a fairly large station would 

have very heavy responsible work which he may not be able to cope withl 
A. In heavy districts two officers may be appointed .. 
Bai Balt~dwr K. C. Bose.-Your firm has to, deal with title suits in the-

Alipore court? 
.4 .• Yes. 
Q. And these suits are of much more complicated nature? 
A. Yes, th~n on the Original side. 
Q. And the delay which is caused in the disposal of these suits is due· 

mainly to local investigation and examination of witnesses on commission P 

A. In some cases local investigation delays the hearing but the percentage· 
of these cases is lower than where the delay is due to other causes. 

Q. What are the other causes of delay? 
.4. Generally the delay is du~ to a certain am~unt of laxity and gen~re.l! 

practice in the court and also to there being not efficient organisation tc 
handle the preliminary work. 

Q. As a matter of fact the subordinate judges are very hard working: 
because if a case is postponed they go on with other cases. Have you thought 
over the question as to how this delay can be avoided, other than by appoint-
ing registrars? • 

A. By increasing the number of officers. 

Q. Do you think there is much delay in the actual hearing of a case? 

.4 .. Yes, the officers in the mofussil courts take longer time than in the· 
High Court. , 

Q. Is it due to the subordinate judge writing depositions and translating: 
them from vernacular to English? 

A. To some extent it is due to that and it is also due to the fact that in. 
the districts the cross-examination is needlessly prolonged. 

Q. Have you got experience of other districts? , 

A. Yes, I have got experience of other districts also. 

Q. Have you been a ritigant there or had your firm to do business there? • 

A. My firm had to do business there. 

Q. In cases where your firm has been a litigant have you followed th!!· 
procedure of discovery of documents? That I think facilitates the trial of a 
case. 

A. Yes, but I should mention that even when an application for discovery 
is made sometimes the subordinate judges are not willing to give us facilities. 

Q. This is very rare? 
A. Lately I applied in one district for discovery of documents agai115t 

the other side, and the subordinate judge asked us to file a petition showing: 
how the discovery of documents would help us and what we wanted to ciiscov&r. 

Q. Did you follow his advice? 

A. Yes, but he allowed the discovery to a limited number of i:ssues. 

Mr. Basu.-Q. You seem to think that the ministerial officers in 
the subordinate courts are not properly supervised, and you think that an 
officer of the rank of registrar ought to he appointed to supervise. ·would' 
vou make the selection of registrar from the judicial service staff, as at '(>re
sent constituted, or have them a3 a separate service altogether? 

.4 .• From the judicial sel'vice. They should be recruited in the same w~J 
as judicial officers. 
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Q. Their posts should be interchangeable P 
A. Yes. 

~ 

Q. A senior registrar will be made a munsif afterwards P 

A. Well, a senior' ~unsif should be appointed as a supervising officer. 

Q. Who will supervise his work? 

A. He will be generally subordinate to the co~rts. 

Q. I do not understand. Supposing, as at Alipore, there is one district 
judge, several additional district judges, 4 or 5 subordinate judges and 4 
munsi~s. You will have one man as registrar for all these courts. Who will 
supervise his work? 

A. I do not think any, supervision will be needed. He will be generally 
subordinate to the district judge, but I would make him responsible for the 
whole department. 

Q. But the district judge has to supervise his work. 

A. Not close supex·vision. 

Q. Do you think that a district judge, who is now the head of the minis-, 
terial establishment in his district, does exercise any official supervision over 
his staff nowadays P · ' 

A. I do not think it is possible for him to do so. 

Q. Do you think that if the district judge were to be relieved of a part of 
his criminal business, that would facilitate his supervising the judicial 
officers, as well as the ministerial staff P · 

A. No, I do not think so. 
Q. Why notP 
A. Because the district judge, except in a hoavy district, does not hear 

many criminal cases. It is only in sessions cases that his services are required, 
and in districts like Alipore, there is more than one district judge. 

Q. But then if the district judge has got to. do criminal work for the most 
part of the year, he cannot supervise the office? 

A. No. I mean the supervision of the office is not so important as the 
disposal of criminal work. 

Q. You said something about the recruitmen·~ of munsifs. Do you or 
~oes your Cham'ber think that the present system of recruitment of district 
judges is quite satisfactory? 

A. At present the district judges are recruited mainly from the Indian 
Ci vii Service. 

Q. Does your Chamber approve of the present system? 
A. I personally do not. I did not consult this particular point with the 

Chamber. 
Q. Personally speaking have you any suggestions for the alternate system 

of recruitment? 
A. I would prefer all the district judges to be recruited, if possible, from 

the profession, i.e., barristers, vakils and pleaders. 
Q. In fixed proportion? 
A. Not in fixed proportion. 
Q. You have of course ample experience of the Original side of the High 

Court. You think cases there are delayed longer than they should be P 

A. In commercial cases there is not much delay, but in other suits there is 
a certain amount of delay. That, I think, is mainly due to the insufficiency 
of the number of judges. 

Q. That applies not only to the Original side, but also to the other courts 
of Bengal. 

A. Yes. That is the primary eause. 
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Mr~C. G. COOPER, Representative of the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce, Calcutta. 

,Writte" Statement. 

A1 to delay i,. mo/u11il Court•. 

The following instances are typical of the delay to which· litigants at& 
subjected in the mofussil civil courts:-

I. In 1918 a jute mill company purchased certain lands in the district of 
24-Parganahs from a person who held the same on permanent mokurari 
tenure. After their purchase the company went into possession of the lands: 
and used the same for some time for their cooly sheds. Early in 1920 the 
company demolished these sheds and proceeded to erect pucca buildings fer 
their mill extension. Thereupon the zemindars instituted a suit in the sub
judge's court at Alipore to eject the company on the' ground that they were
not entitled to construct any pucca structures or buildings on the lands. 
Simultaneously with the institution of the suit the zemindars obtained a rule 
on the defendant company to show cause why they should not be restrained 
from proceeding with their buildings pending the disposal of the suit, and by 
such rule the defendant company were restrained from continuing their 
building operations pending the bearing of the rule. The rule was served on 
the defendant company in June 1920 and the defendant company's affidavit ' 
and petition in reply thereto were filed within the time prescribed by the rul9. 
Notwithstanding special efforts on the part of the defendant company for an 
early hearing the rule was postponed from time to time at the in.c;to.nce of the 
plaintiff, and on every occasion frivolous grounds such as, illness or absence 
of his witnesses, were put forwarl;l in support of the adjournment. The 
hearing of the rule was delayed ir\ this way for close upon a year; and to 
avoid the loss to which the company were being put through stoppage of 
their building operations, the company ultimately compromised the case by 
paying the plaintiff a large sum of money as salami. 

2. In February 1905 a jute mill company acquired certain lands on pe·rma
nent tenure from certain persons claiming title thereto in ll;emindary right. 
Shortly after their acquisition. the company erected expensive pucca buildings 
on these lands; and whilst they were in possession thereof, the owner of the 
adjoining zemindary instituted a ·suit in the subordinate judge's court of 
Alipore in 1918 for recovery of possession of these lands on the allegation that 
they appertained to his zemindary and not to the zemindary of the person 
from whom the company had acquired the same. In :Marcn 1919, a com
missioner was appointed by the court to determine the boundaries ·of the· 
plaintiff's zemindary with reference to the old Government survey maps. 
Aftt>r numerous sittings; the commissioner submitted the report to the court 
in November 1922. Objections were t~en filed agains~ hi.s report by the
defendant company as well as their zemmdar. These obJectiOns have not Jet. 
been heard, as older suits are still awaiting disposal. 

3. In 1911 a jute company obtained a decree from the Hoo~ly court 
against their landlords for compensation for the latter's failure to carry oub. 
the terms of a lease which the company held under. them. In !;!Xecut10n of 
this decree the company attached the interest of the1r landlords m the lands 
comprised in such lease. Certain persons thereupon preferred a c~a}.m to tpo 
attached property on the alle("fation that the same belonged to a JOint f8IDlly 
of which they as well as th: judgment-debtors were the members. On the 
claimants' own statement made in certain previous proceedings it was ~bundan.tly 
clear that their allegation of joint ownership was unfounded. Notw1thstandmg 
this, however, the claim case dragged on for over a yea~ and ":"as postponed 
from time to time to enable the claimants to adduce ev1dence m support of 
their allegations. 
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Mr. C. G. COOPER, called and examined on Tuesday, the 
26th February 1924 .. 

Chairman.-Q. You, I think, have considered some matters to put before 
us on behalf of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce? 

A. I have comparatively very little to say. Yesterday le"'al points of view 
were put in by ancther gentleman on behalf of the Chamb:r. I have rather 
.some ideas as a layman only. 

Q. I understand you have got other engagements to-day. Will you let 
us have your views now P 

A. We have come across trouble as to the purchase of lands. When buying 
dsnd you must be very careful and so far as you are able you should require 
!the ryots concerned to sign the lease or documents, for when you try to erect a 
;building suddenly some person, whom you have never known, shoots in and 
brings a case. The case goes to Ali pore and there it is stuck; adjournments 
.after adjournments are granted. I have had three particular instances. 

Q. Will you give us these instances? 
A. Early in 1918 we bought some lands in the district of 24-Parganahs 

.from a person who held the same on permanent mokurari tenure. After their 
purchase we went into possession of the lands and used the same for some time 
lor coaly sheds. Early in 1920 we demolished these sheds and proceeded to 
erect pucca buildings. Thereupon the zemindars instituted a suit in the sub
judge's court at Alipore to eject us on the ground that we were not entitled 

· Ito construct any pucca structures or buildings on the lands. Simultaneously 
with the institution of the suit the zemindars obtained rule on us to show 
cause why we should not be restrained from proceeding with our building 
!Pending disposal of the suit. The rule was served on us in June 1920 and we 
filed our petition in reply thereto within the time prescribed by the rule. 
We did everything in our power to expedite the hearing but every time at the 
instance of the plaintiff H was postponed. Several times I went there myself 
,and found frivolous grounds were put in that somebody was ill or the witnesses 
·were not present. The hearing of the rule was delayed in this way and it 
went on till the end of the year. 

Q. What happened at the end of the 'year? 
A. In order to avoid loss to which we were being put through stoppage of 

-our building operation we ultimately compromised by paying the plaintiff a 
large sum of money as salami. 

Q. You have had more than one experience of that sort? 
A. Yes, more than one. 
Then in February 1905 we acq\lired certain lands on permanent tenure 

from certain persons claiming title thereto in zemindari right. Shortly after 
·their acquisition we erect.ed e},_-pensive pucca buildin~s on. t~e.se lands_; and 
whilst we were in possessiOn thereof, the owner of tne adJOimng zemmdary 
instituted a suit in the S\lbordinate judge's court of Alipore in 1918 for recov

·ery of possession of these lands on the allegation that they appertained to his 
·zemindary and not to the zemindary of the person from whom the company 
had acquired the same. In l\Iarch 1919, a commissioner was appointed by the 
court to determine the boundaries of the respective zemindaries, with refer
-ence to the old Government survey maps. Three years afterwards the 
commissioner put in his report. The other side then objected to his report 
and the case is still going on. I do not know when it will be finished. 

Apart from that, other people have started this game, and four or five cases 
·ma going on. That is No. 2. 

In 1911, we obtained a decree from the Hooghly court against the landlords 
for compensation for the latter's falure to. carry out the terms of a lease 
which we held under them. In execution of this decree, we attached the 

interest of the landlords in the lands comprised in that leave. Certain per
·sons thereupon· preferred a claim to the attached property on the allegation 
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ihat the same belonged to a joint family of which they as well as the judgment
-debtors were the members. On the claimants' own statement made in certain 
previous proceedings it was abundantly clear tliat their allegation of joint 
ownership was unfounded. Notwithstanding this, however, the claim case 
.dragged on for over a year and was postponed from time to time to enable the 
claimants to adduce evidence in support ot their allegations. In this case, 
the court allowed them the delay to go on, so that they may adduce evidence. 
"This is the trouble in these. landed matters. 

Q. So far as these cases are concerned, you cannot safely buy save under the 
Land Acquisition Act? 

A. It is impossible to get these cases expedited. . The small cause courts 
are uncertain of themselves and uncertain of the law they are g~ing to 
.administer. 

Q. It is difficult to make certain changes in the Hindu or Muhammadan 
Law. When there is an injunction you cannot get.proper expedition? 

A. Yes. 
(J. Any other points on which you would like to speal£ with special referenoef 
A. The whole point is this. Something really ought to be done in the 

munsif's courts to stop these consistent i:lelays. Apparently it seems im
possible that they cannot go on without adjourning and adjourning on the 
-same excuse every time. That is the disagreeable impression I have got. 

Q. As regards the small cause court in Calcutta itself, have you had any 
particular experience? 

A. No. 
Q. I take it in Bengal a large part of this delay is due to the fact that the 

courts have got congested with all sorts of cases? 
A. That is my impression. 

• Q. The best remedy is that there should be more classification? 
:.1. Yes. ' l 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Could you let me have 8 detailed list of these 

-cases? 
A. There should be no difficulty about them. I shall certainly let you 

have the papers. 
Mr. Ghose.-Q. Was the judge at the time engaged in other cases? 
A. Presumably. 
Q. So you think that in consequence of congestion in these courts, there 

is delay in the disposal of cases, or in the disposal of interlocutory matters? 
A. Yes. There is far too much delay in not going through the files quick 

~nough. 
Q. If there are more judges then they can manage. What is your sugges-

tion? How would you remedy it? 
A. I do not know. It is rather outside my province really. 
Mr. Basu.-Q. Have you ever been 8 defendant in 8 civil case? 
A. ·we are always defendants. 
Q. You think that these cases have not come ~p because the other s~de .w~s 

taking unnecessary postponements and that the Judge was unduly leruenli m 
granting them? 

A. That is my impression. 
JJr. Liddell.-Q. In each case where judges grant adjournments, you press 

for security? 
A. Yes. I think we find they could not give security. 
Q. mat happened to your cooly sheds? 
.L We demolished them and started the big buildings. In the end we paid. 
Q. \\bat happened to your buildings in the meantime! 
A. We stopped coustruction. 
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A. Yes •. 
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Q. Ia it your experience that in a ease like tiiat injunctions are granted 
~1 the court and that you consider yourself very unfairly treated? . 

A. Undoubtedly. 

'Mr. CECIL H. MOSS~ nominated by His Majesty's Trade 
Commissioner in India, called and examined on 

Wednesday, the 5th March 1924. 

(No written statement received.) 
Chai~~an.-Q. You are Mr. Cecil H. Moss? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I think you represented the firm a good many years-the Manchester 

firm of Messrs. Frank and Lander? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I thi~k Mr. Lander is the present chairman of the Indian Executive 

of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce? 
A. He was in the Chamber last yeaz. . 
'?· Now I unde~tand tha~ during the. las1i 2 or 3 years you have been 

looking after certam proceedmgs upon b1lls of exchange in Delhi and else
where? 

A. Delhi only. . 
Q. Is that on behalf of your firm or on behalf of other firms in connection 

with that Chamber? 
A. Only on behalf of my own firm. 
Q. How many cases in Delhi did you have? 
A. I had some cases which dropped, off very quickly. There were 3 

serious cases o£ substantial matter. 
Q. Do I take it that these 3 cases. you are thinking of were cases where 

the Manchester firm was suing upon accepted drafts, not a question of 
dishonour of acceptance but a question of dishonour of non-payment? 

A. In each case there were accepted drafts as the basis. In some of them 
towards the end they refused to accept the bills and as we were suing for the 
total amount of the goods they had taken up, in some cases there were non
accepted bills also. 

Q. As regards the actual suits upon accepted drafts, at the time that the 
suits were started, shall I be right in thinking that the goods in question would 
be in the godowns of the Delhi banks? 

'A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell me in your own way what happened when you started the 

suits, as to how the suits got on 1 
A. In the first· instance I had difficulty in instituting the suit in regard to 

tbe delivery of the plaint to the parties. I mean the service of the summons 
with the plaint. '!'hat occ~pied some little time and va~ous difficu~ties occurred 
the!l which made me beheve that some delay was gomg on which I should 
have difficulty in encountering later on. 

Q. What sort of delay? Was the process returned unserved? 
.-1. Yes in one case. All the while I knew that the man was in Delhi. 

Arter great delay the process was served by advertisement in paper. 
Q. What was the reason given for non-service? 
..t. The man was away. 
Q. Had be a house or any place of business in Delhi? 

.4.. Yes. In one case the process was put upon the door of his bouse. 
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Q. How long did it take in effecting the service? For what time they kept · 
the suit hanging lor service of process? 

A. One to two months. 
Q. 'l'hen what happened? 
A. Wht-n the case. was heard the great difficulty was that they refused· 

to admit any other papers. First of all I should say that in l:'uina on an 
accepted b:n. w~ do not ant~cipate that. we should hav£. to prod~h!e th~:~ 
document; reiatmg to the pnor transaction. We considererl that the man 
having admitted his liability by accepting the bill, the case would merely be 
on that bill. However tho question of consideratio:q was allowed to be raised 
and the case was heard from the very start. He denied everything in toto. 
Then I had to telegre.ph home for 4 copies of the whole correspondence relating 
to the whole transaction. These copies were sent out and were certified by the 
Manchester Chamber of Commerce as being true records from our books. 
They were denied by the defendants. . But the delendants were not called 
on to produce their books which were in Delhi and the whole documents were 
in Delhi and could have been verified there on the spot. After that, a com
mission was appointed. . 

Q. Did you apply to have the documents produced by the defendant or to 
make him answer interrogatories or to make him disclose them? 

A. I only know that my lawyer did everything he could possibly do to avoid 
delay. . 

Q. Can you recollect any reason given by the court for rejecting any 
application for the production of any such document? 

A. The reason given to me was that a man cannot be compelled to produce 
evidence against him. 

Q. A commission was ordered home? 
.-1. Yes. This commission wa;; in addition to the certifying of the corre

spondence by the Chamber of Co~merce. More than one commission was 
sent out in the same case. The defendants got up and asserted that my :firm 
consisted of more partners than Mr. Frank and Mr. Lander and they asked 
me. There is my power of attorney and we have no other powers. Nevertheless 
a commission was ordered heme to find out whether there were any more 
partners. What that had to do with the case I do not understand. 

(/. When the Manchester Chamber of Commerce sent the certified copies, 
notebooks and correspondence, did the judge admit them or reject them and 
did you have the commission because of the delay? · 

.4 .. Yes. The defendants refused to admit them. That was the difficultv. 
Nothing except admitted documents were ever taken under t~e :file. He wouid 
not accept unless we prove it. With regard to the admitted documents on the 
:file a commission was issued. 

Q. \Vas that commission issued at your request? 
A Yes. We had to make that request. . 
Q. 1\Iore than one commission was i~sued for England in the same. case? 
A. Yes. Further actions were brought up when the :first commission had 

come home. There was a commissioq ordered at the instance of the defendant 
for the purpose of finding out who the partners were. 

Q. Do you remember how exactly the suit was brought? Was it brought 
on behalf of the :firm? 

A. Yes, on behalf of the :firm. Another suit was brought as a partner of 
the:firm. , 

Q. How many times did you go to Delhi? How many adjouni.ments were 
given? 

A. I am sure I attended 50 times in Delhi. There were as many as 3 suits. 
' Q. What is the time grauted in e'ach adjournment you used to attend? 

:l. From 4 days up to 3 months. 
Q. And on these occasions, did anything happen, did any discussion take 

pla.ce? 
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A. On many occasions the use was adjourned without being touched at all 
but on some occasions some minor points were settled and that was con: 
sider~d s_uffic~ent wor~ for the day. The judge~ then took up older cases 
pending m h1s court~ . . . . 

Q. In the end before you threw up your case did you get any discovery 
from the defendant? Was he made to produce any document? 

A. Of course he produced some documents, but those only which he thouuht. 
might suit him. He produced what suited him. I never saw that the 
documents produced were really relevant to the case. 

Q. How long have you been doing business with them? 
A. We have been doing business with them for thirty years and they

we:::oe a firm of long standing. 
Q. I understand that at that time for various reasons there was a tre

mendous slump in market? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I take it that the ~addar movement and other similar movements of 

political character were responsible for all this? There was a good deal of 
Gandhi influence? 

A. Yes.\ 
Q. And in these circumstances I take it that the people who werG buying 

in India were probably fighting for time? •. . · 
A. Yes. Certain firms which were in a weaker position than ours started 

a very bad system, hitherto unknown, of concession. I am right, I think,.. 
in saying that all firms realizing the position adopted the principle of con
cession with greater hesitation because they were afraid of forming a precedent. 
Therefore these people saw, the longer the time, the greater the concession. 

Q. So it means that they had a chance of getting concession by fighting for 
time? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then under these circumstances, the best thing would be, I think, t& 

.have a receiver appointed and the goods sold, so that they might not dete
riorate or the market value might not fall? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And what is your experience as to that? Did you apply in any case to 

have a receiver appointed and the goods sold? 
A. The judge seemed very strongly against disposing of the goods. 

He seemed to think that it would alter the nature of the case and would 
bring in complica~ions. Th<? only case wb~re I applied for the appointment of 
a receiver was the case agamst one Kanh1ya Lal. 

Q. Did the defendant object? 
.A .. Yes. 
Q. On what grounds did he object? 
A. He objected on the ground that if the goods were sold by the order 

of tht court they would fetch no price at all and therefore his loes would be -
greatly accentuated supposing he had lost the case? 

Q. In point of fact did the market value of the goods go down further? 
:A. No it never went down further from the time I applied. 
Q. Then if the case had been fought out to the end, would there have 

been MJ.y deterioration of goods? · 

:A. Yes the goods would indisputably have gone rotten. 

Q. Rave you got any experience of cases where you got a jud~ent and• 
then discovered tliat the debtor bad made over his property to some oody else? 

A. I never got a judgment. 
Q. Can you tell me in these cases, -after waiting how long, you threw. 

up your cases? 
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A. From the time of the institution of the case, you mean? 
Q. Yes. 
A. The longest esse tha£ ~ had was one instituted in August 1921 and I 

threw: '-t out in March last year. 
Q. And what did you do in the£e cases? ' 
A. Compromise. 
'Q. You mean compromise in the form of concession? 
A. Yes. And in these cases concession which we were making to others 

was always open to those firms whom we were suing. . 
Q. It means that ordinary concession they might have taken at any time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In these cases did the defendant deny documents filed with the plaint? 
A .• In some cases they denied the signature on the draft. They would put 

forward every possible objection, whether relevant; or irrelevant. 
Q. Did you have settlement of issues in all thes9 cases? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you see that issues were settled by the judge? 
A. Yes. , 
Q. Were they alf relevant and reasonable? . 
A •. From the business point of view some of them_ were very unreasonable; 

from the legal point of view they might be reasonable. 

Q. Is there any other place apart from Delhi where you had experience? 
A. No, not at all. 
Q. In the ordinary way did your firm, during the war for example, sell 

800ds in Calcutta? 
A. We have been trading in Calcutta for big number of years_ 
Q. As regards the cases in thl.e locality have you any complaint to, pu• 

forward? • 

A. No, we never had any case. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. How many suits did you have in Delhi? 
A. I cannot say exactly. 
Q. About six? 
A. Six or seven. 
Q. In every case, the men were carrying on business in Delhi? 
A. Yes . 
. Q. Were they solvent? 
A. They were all solvent and big men. 
Q. What was the value of your claims, roughly in each case? Was it a 

1ak b of rupees? 
A. In some cases it was more than a lakh of rupees. There were two or 

three big cases of twelve to fourteen thousand pounds each. 
Q. I may take it roughly that it was a matter of ten lakbs of rupees? 
A. About. five lakhs altogether. 
Q. Where they actually on bills of exchange? 
A. Yes. They were actually on bills of exchange to which Order 37 would 

apply if in force. 
Q. What became of the goods finally, did you get them back from the bank? 

A In some cases we took them ourselves and sold them and in other cases 
men took them, when we had made settlement with them out of the court. 

Q. What was the nature of the concession that you offered them? 

A. We offered them allowance of 25 per cent. 
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Q. You allowed them substantial reduction? 
A. Y~. . 
Q. Your experience is that courts are absolutely useless? 
A. Yes. I shall never have another law ~a'l!e in Delhi in the present 

circumstances. 
Q. Yours of course was a firm carrying on business in British India? 
A. It was argued that we were carrying on business in England. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. All this happened in September 1920 at a time 

,when there was a slump and fall in prices? ' · 
A. Yes, th~re was a great deal of fall in prices at that time 
Q. I understand from what I know of this matter that from l::leptember 1920 

to_ ~·anuary 1921 there was considerable fall in pric~. There were no persons 
wllhng to take over goods. 

A. Y~; 
Q. Have you had any cases of your customers refusing to honour. accepted 

drafts afterwards, in 1921, 1922 or 1923? . 
A. One or two. 
Q. But generally they behaved all right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The suits that you had were suits of exceptionally. difficult time in the 

piece goods market? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You spoke of every possible objection being taken by the defendants' 

counsel. You were represented by competent counsel? 
A. Yes, I was told that I had very good counsel. 
Q. The goods that you had, were they lying in the customs house or in the 

bank? 
A. In the bank. 
Q. When they were sold what did they realise? 
A. They realised about 25 per cent. of the original price, that was aftei 

allowing the accumulated interest and bank charges which were very heavy. 
Q. In these cases you have lost enormously? 
A. Tremendously. 
Q. Am I right in saying that some firms gave concessions to the extent of 

:SO to 60 per cent.? 
A. 25 per cent. is the general concession when the trouble has been going 

on for a few months. 
Q. You said there was some trouble in serving summons on the defendants. 

How? 
A. Summons had to be served on a man in Rawalpindi, and it was served 

only after much delay. In one case the notice was pasted on the door and 
m another case it was advertised in the paper. '!'hough the notice was 
advertised in the paper, still no defendant appeared and I attended t.he 
court. The judge was asking "where is this man." The judge remarked 
that as the defendant did not turn up, the judgment must go by default. 
'As I turned round, I suddenly . saw the head of the man and I told the 
judge "there is the man." Then he was called in and the case went on. 
The judge reprimanded him severely. 

Q. May I know how long after the institution of the suit did the man peep 
into the court? 

A. After about S months. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Did you not ask your lawyer to expedite the matter? 
:A. I did ask him and he pressed very hard, and the judge also allowed me 

to expla~ my difficul.ty. The judge always gave me a courteous hearing. 
Q. Have you ever had to go to court before, either in Delhi or Calcutta P 
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A. No. Litigation has been practically unknown to us before. 
Q. Did you have any litigation in any otlier court except in Delhi court, 

in connection with the slump jn 1920 P · 
A. No. 

Mr. R. M. DOWNIE, nomin.ated by His Majesty's Trade 
Commissioner in India,· called and examined on 

Wednesday, the 5th March 1924. 

(No written statement received.) 

Chairman.-Q. I think I am right in saying that after th~ armistice the 
price of piece goods slacked in India somewhat. Did it not? 

A. After the armistice there was a slump. Then there was a boom. In 
both the price of cot.ton and the rate of exchange there was a slump in 1920. 
Then the trouble began. · · 

Q. That trouble was about the September of 1920? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Did you have some c-ases where you shipped the goods on the ordinary 

c.i.f. termsi' 
:.t. Yes. 
Q. Did you have any difficulty in realiding your amount? 
A. I tried to keep out of litigation. In 2 cases in Delhi I could not make 

any reasonable arrangement and so I filed suits against two parties. 
Q. I understand that before you took to litigation at all, you offered a 

reduction of rate in the invoice price!' 
:&. Yes. 

" Q. Those reductions are not 8 "or 4 per cent? 
A. Yes. In cases where the party would not pay I offered less. In cases 

where I knew the man was making a loss, which would probably ruin him, 
I gave a larger allowance. In the case that I am going to refer to here 
I offered 25 per cent. There was a dead loss to us of 25 .per cent. They 
would not listen to anything lesa than 50 per cent. and knowing that they 
could pay-well-off people-! decided to file the suit. 

Q. Taking this particular case, can you give us the names of the parties 
or shall we keep names out of it? You can give us the number of the suit, 
if you like and we will send for the actual records. ' 

A. If it is to be published I do not think I can give the names. The 
matter is not yet finally disposed of. 

Q. They have appealed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Taking the broad facts please give me your experience in this case. 
A. I had no time to look up to the number of the suit. It is against a 

firm in Delhi and Calcutta. I shipped goods in August, September or October 
1920. From that date onwards there was a slump. We tried all during the 
period from November 1920 when the goods arrived till that date in 1921. 
Correspondence was going on. There "Was a heavy loss. I went up to Delhi 
in November 1921. I could not come to any conclusion. I instructed. the 
pleader there to file a suit. "But that suit was not filed till I went a second 
time. Ultimatel:y- he filed the suit in November 1921. The suit came on 
for hearing in I• ebruary 1922 and I do not know why it took so long a time. 
There is no reason that I know of. I went in February 1922 to give 
evidence. I found there were 2 pleaders on the other side and they would 
raise all sorts of questions which never had been raised before and try every 
expedient to delay. I went from Calcutta to Delhi to give evidence and these 
pleaders would not cross-examine me. I do not know what their idea was. 
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I was examined in February 1922. When I went Home in the month of 
1\Iay, they sent a commission Home to get evidence in the month of July. 

Q. Evidence about what? 
~. On the whole question from the goods being~shipped. They sent down 

a solicitor to London. He took my evidence, just the same as l gave. The 
only thing was that there was another 6 months delay. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Were you the only witness examined on com
m.i.sdion? 
- :A. Yes. 

Q. You gave the same evidence? 
A. Yes. After that evidence was sent out I got a decree in March 1923. 

Then· they gave notice of appeal to the High CQurt. A curious thing 
happened then. I always understood that if you get a decree and an appeal 
was made, the party who appealed had to deposit the amount of the decree. 
:Well, they deposited nothing. On the other hand we were asked to give 
security for their costs if they win the appeal. It is a sort of reversal of 
the ordinary course of things, so far as I know. This appeal has not yet 
come on. I got a letter from my pleader the other day that he wanted some 
money to go on and to defend the appeal. 

,Q. I suppose the appeal is to come on shortly? 

A. Yes. There was no doubt about this cas~ from the beginning, because 
the . bills were accepted. I wanted the pleader in Delhi to allow me to sell 
the goods and sue for the loss. He said:-" Oh, No. You have got accept
ance. You have got a fair case. Simply sue on the acceptance." The result. 
is that the goods have been lying from November 1920 to 1924. 

Q. You have not got your money yet? 
:A. No. 
Q. Are the goods still in the godowns? 

:A. Yes. 
Chairman.-Q. That was the advice given to you by your pleader? 
Jt. Yes. 
Q. You did not ask the court to appoint a receiver to sell the goods? 
A. 'Ve asked the court each season. He said that it would spoil our 

case on the bills. So, I had to take the advice. 
Q. I take it that they· are lying from November 1920 till 1\Iarch 1924? 
~.Yes. 
,Q. Until November 1921 you did not come to court? 
A. No. The court was not responsible till then. 

Q. Have you any other experience of any other case? 

:A. I have another case which I started at the same time. I got a decree 
there. The l;lank, when the season came round fo;r the goods, took it in 
their own hands and sold the goods. Then there was a dispute as to whether 
I was entitled to the decree. I got what is called a temporary decree. It 
has not been made a permanent decree. 

Q. You probably got a decree on the ]>_ill and got a stay of execution 
until that is settled? 

i1. Yes. 
Q. Have they applied to set aside the decree"? 
Jt. Yes. Now, that case has taken some time. As to the other one, it is· 

still going on. ' 
Q. In theae two cases if you will give us the number and date of the 

suits, we will call for records? 
A. Very well I will try to furnish you with the number and date of these 

two cases. 
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Q. When you went to Delhi, did you find that· practitionerS and court& 
there were' accustomed to commercial l~tigation? 

A. Yes, there were good many cases there. There was a good deai of 
commercial litigation. . 

Q. Have you got any experience of commercial litigation ·in High Courts t 
A. Yes. I had a case here in Calcutta over a matter of seven thousand 

pounds. It went on quite satisfactorily and took only six or seven months .. 
Y1 e got a decree in that caee. . 

Q. Have you got any experience of Amritsar or Bombay? 
A. I settled everything in Amritsar long ago. I have no· more cases 

there. · 
Q. As far as you ·are concerned about the matter of appointing .receivers. 

to sell goods in these commercial cases, do you think that they would' 
mi.nimii;e damages or losses? 

A. The quicker the goods are sold, the bettet. Of course there was a 
period in which the Gandhi influence was ~o very great that we could not sell' 
goods at all. ~ot only there was loss in interest,' .but in godown rent and 
all the other charges that are ofteri incurred in these matters. 

· Q. So far as your firm is concerned when you sell goods in India, do-
you sell them merely on the reliance of merchants? .. 

A. Well up to this time we have been i:!elling our goods merely on reliance, 
but now we have sto:{lped. We now sell on credit •. The bill of exchange is. 
attached to the shippmg document. We have to pay the cost of freight and' 
insurance and the only thing that we can keep back ill the return C'Ommission. 
~ometimes part of the price is not paid till the end of the journey. 

Q. So there is no co~plication in that way? 
A. No, there is no complication at all and it is perfectly clear. 
Q. I notice that you filed on~ suit in November 1921 and got a decree-

in February 192'S. · 

A. Yes, I was examined in February 1922 and got a decree in Match 1923. 
Q. What was the delay due to? I think what happened was that the 

pleader for the defence refused to cross-examine you because he had not got. 
hii:J papers with him? 

~. The only thing I know is that I wa8 examined in February 1922. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Who was the judge? 
:A. 1\Ir. Goldstream. 
Q. In both the cases? 
A. In £he other clkle the judge was an Indian. 
Q. V.'bat was the amount of your decree? 
A. In the first case it was forty thousand and in the other about twenty 

thousand. 
Dr. Dc8ouza.-Have these cases in any waY. influenced your dealings with 

Indian merchants? 
A. Yes. But if we know the buyer very well, we do not insist on credit. 

'Ve want some sort of guarantee, i.e., if they go to the bank and guarantee
that they will pay the draft on due date. 

Q. So you want some sort of guarantee or security? 
:A. There are some exceptions. There are some people from whom we do 

not want any security. There was another point which I think I should 
mention here. I think an English or an European judge is apt to allow these
people to extend time because he does not want to give the impression that. 
he is at all partial to Europeans. 

Q. But if you have an Indian judge? 
A. Tlie Indian judge would not go the other way and favour Europeans. 
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ASSAM. 

Evidence recorded at Calcutta. 
has~: 

The Hon'ble Mr. ·Justice G. C. Rankin, Bar.-at-Law, Chairman. 

The Hon 'ble Mr. Justice L. Stuart, 
C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Dr. F. X. DeSouza, I.C.S., Bar.
at-Law. 

Mr. R. E. Ja.ck, I.C.S.,"') 
District and Sessions l .,; 
Judge, Assam Valley rg i;; 
District, Gauhati. . · ~'8 

Rai Bahadur Kali Charan I o,: 
Sen, Go v ern men t 0 ~""~ 
Ple~der, Gauhati. J 

Mr. C. V. Krishnaswami A;yyar-:Seeretary. 

List of witnesses examined from the Province of 
Assam. 

W~esday, 27th February 1924. 

1. Dabu Rajendra Kumar Gupta • Munsif, Sylhet. 
"2. Babu Upendra Nath Sen • • Pleader, Gauhati, also Representative, 

Gauhati Bar Association. 
3. Babu Dasant Kumar Das • Secretary, Bar Library, Sylhet. 

Friday, 29th February 1924. 

"4. Rai Bahadur Radha Nath 
Phukan, 1\I.A., B.L. 

5. Srijut Jogendra Nath Barua, 
M.A., B.L. 

Subordinate Judge and • Assistant 
Sessions Judge Gauhati. 
Extra ASsistant Commissioner, Tezpur. 

Babu'UPENDRA NATII SEN, Pleader, Gauhati, and Represen• 
latin, Gauhati Bar Association. 

Written Statement. 

Civilauit1. 

(i) Rule 3, Order 5, should be used in as many cases as possibie, to bring 
up the defE>ndant before the court as early as possible. He may appear in 
person or by pleader. His movables should be attached, if ntcessary, to 
make him appear. 

This will do away witli a large number of miscellaneous cases for setting 
aside e:z: parte decrees and their appeals. Defendant thus will find himself 

• ·written statement and oral evidence printed. 
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~mpelled to take .i>teps in the case at once and the case will move more 
t~peedily. 

This will be found beneficial also in executing decrees ; many judgment
debtors sit idle when the case is going on and then after decree, come to set 
~ide judgments and decrees on the ground that they know nothing about the 
cases. 

Amicable settlements may also take place in many cases in the early stage 
instead of at the close of a suit. In many cases it takeS long to serve 
tiummons on the defendants, as they evade service. 

(ii) Prosecution against witnesses for non-attendance after summons and 
fining them for same, should be resorted to. This is now seldom clone in civil 
-cases. ·~ · 

Warrants of arrests and issue of proclamations generally do no good. 
:Attachment of moveables is the better remedy, but this now is seldom done. 

(iii) Improvement in the process-serving staff-necessary. Much delay can 
be avoided by· prompt service. The peons (the process-serveN) ,;houl<l be 
under the direct control of the munsif and the civil court. The civil court 
tihould have its own process serving staff. This is not the case here. 

(iv) The·. process-servers should be taught taking of thumb impr<o"Rsion~ 
and necessary implements should be supplied to them. Most of the defendants 
and witnesses are illiterate. This will en"mre proper service of the summonses 
end notices in many cases. 

(v) Officers for judicial work· should be recruited from lawyers of some 
experience. They will be able to gra.~p the points in dispute and the legal a~pects 
~f the questions more easily and dispose of cases more speedily. 

·(vi) Delay is often experienced in getting copies from the copyists. 
(vit) E:c parte rent suits and claims on contracts in writing, up to Rs. 100 

may be disposed of by the civil sharishtedar and he may be empowered to do so. 

Delay in the execution of decrees. 

(i) Often O\Ying to objections about out of court payments, no other out 
-of court payments should be allowed by court except postal money orders 
(suitable forms for sending decretal amounts should be introduced) and 
through recognized banks. 

(ii) Objections about outside adjustments and compromises. No such thing 
should be allowed except in writing, signed· by both the decree-holder and 
the judgntent-debtor and filed 'by them jointly in court. 

. (iii) :More use of the provisions under Rules 1 and 5, Order 38, and of Rule 
1, Order 39, Criminal Procedure Code. 

A decree-holder is seldom deprived of his decretal amounts when there was 
a previous attachment before judgment under the above orders. · 

(iv) Simultaneous execution against both. person and property if done will 
-compel the judgment-debtors to arrange payment. This is rarely done now. 

(v) A judgment-debtor should be liable to be imprisoned more than once. 
{after reasonable intervals) for the non-payment of the decretal amount. The 
present rules about civil imprisonment are too lenient for the judgment
debtor~. 

(vi) The technicalities regarding execution within every 3 years, notices 
before arrest, notices under Rule 22, 1 (a) frustrate execution proceedings 
and are too favourable for the debtors. 

(vii) Some select and approved peons should be set apart for the execution 
-of decrees. 

(vii1) Filing of appeal is one mode of delaying payment after decree. In 
money appeals, a deposit of half the decretal amount in cash in case of above 
Rs. 50 decree and full amount up to Rs. 50 at the time of the lodging of the 
·appeal, should be made a condition precedent to the entertainment ?f the 
-appeal. This will enable the decree-holder to get aiJ least some port1on of 
the decree at once without trouble. 
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(ix) Order 21, Rules 21, 22, 1 (a) and 2, 23, 37, and final decrees in mort. 
t;age suits, sale and foreclosure should be abolished. 

(x) Small cause courts should have power to attach and sell lands in execu
tion of their decrees. The present state of the law also gives opportunities to 
unscn1pulous persons to increas9 litigation by false and unfounded actions. 
Sometimes with the help of tutored witnesses they succeed also, thereby the 
people lose faith in the administration of civil justice in our courts. The 
following may be suggested under this head towards improvement. A large 
number of suits which are now brought will then disappear and~ cease to 

-exist. ~ 

(1) All transfers of land should be by registered deeds, of whatever value. 
(2) All wills should be made compulsorily registrable. 
(3) RPgistered documents should operate from the data of registration. 
(4) Allowing sqits under allegations of benami purchase (except by illi

terate persons and females). 

Babu UPENDRA NAm SEN called a~d examined on 
Wednesday, the 27th February 1924. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. In your place is not civil judicial work clone by 
~xecurive officials? Are you satisfied that the quality of their work is as 
bood as that of dbtrict munsifs? . 

A. No. 
·Q. Would you like that the. civil judicial work should be transferred to 

regular district munsifs? 
A. That is the view of the public. These extra assistant comm1ss1oners 

do criminal work, revenue work as well as civil work. The civil work should 
be handed over to regular munsifA. 

Q. llas it ever happened that an extra assistant commissioner was suddenly 
asked to take over charge of the treasury work on a day when he had civil 
-cases fixed? 

A. Formerly I used to see that munsifs were also in charge of treasury 
work, but later on that work voas given over to an extra assistant commis-
sioner and the whole file is in his hands now. • , 

Q. Do yon think that the system of process serving is working satisfactorily? 
'A. No, it is not working satisfactorily. 
Q. What are the main defects? 
A. One particular defect is that the civil court has not got any separat.e 

f!et of peons. 
Q. If the civil court has not got a separate set of peons, then what are , 

:these peons employed for? 

A., There are some persons under the nazir who is under the deputy com
·missioner and these peons serve processes in revenue work, criminal Wot'k 
and in civil work. So the munsif has got no direct control over peons. 

Q. Do identifiers accompany peons when they go out for serving processes? 
A. No identifiers were emplcyed formerly, but from some years past i<lenti~ 

fiel'3 are being supplied by. the partie':!. 
'Q. I am very much interested in that answer. Have you found any 

.improvement as a result? 
~. Not much improvement. 
Q. So there bas been no improvement but a considerable amo1 .ab of extra 

.expenditure? 

~. Yea and the number of suits has also increased. 
G 
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Q. It is stated by a gentleman, who bas written a note for us, and 
who, I believe, ht, a leading lawyer in your courts, that the system of employ
ment of identifiers is a positive l>reventive of justice being done in manv 
cases. I think you are familiar wtth cases against contractors. • 

'A . . No, we are not so much familiar at Gauhati ;-ith these matters . 
. Q. He has illustrat'ed it by a case. He says that a man receives an 

advance of Rs. 500 or more to bring labour to a tea estate but does nothing. 
He usually resides in another district. The tea estate brings a suit against· 
him for recovery of the advance and has. to send a clerk over a very long 
distance as an identifier to accompany the peon. When the clerk arrives at 
the destination, he bas to wait until the peon is ready to accompany him. 
In the meantime the contractor comes to :Know of it and goes away to some 
other place. When the peon arrives at the village he does not find the con
tractor. Now if the peon had gone directly without waiting for the identifier
be would have got the process seried. Do you consider that a reasonable 
atate of things? 

A. No. 
Q. Now abou~ the headman of the village, what do you call him? 
A. \Ve call him gaonburra. 
Q. Do you look on him as a responi:!ible officer? 
A. Yes, he is in a sense a responsible officer. 
Q. I take it he is tnore honest than the identifier? 
::.i. Yes sir, lie is an honest man. 
Q. Would there be any objection to the ga(}nburra being made re<;ponsible-

for identification in his own village? 
A. I think, sir, tha,t suggestion is likely to be useful. 
Q. If the gaonburra gets some fee for his trouble, would not that be an 

-incentive? 
A. Yes, it will be an incenti~e. 
Q. Do you think that there would _be a reasonable improvement in the 

Assam valley if the village headman is made responsible for this purpose? 
::.i, Yes sir, I think there will be great i:nprovement. 
Q.' Do you think that the provisions of Order 1, Rule 8, are sufficiently 

employed? Rule 8 says :-
" Where there are numerous persons having the same interest in one·· 

11uit, _one or more such persons may, with the permission of the Court, sue · 
or be sued, or may defend, in such suit, on behalf of or for. the benefit of 
all persons i:3o interested. But the Court shall in such case give, at the 
plaintiff's expense, notice of the institution of the suit to all such persons 
either by personal service, or where from the number of persons or any •other 
cause such senioe is not reasonably practicable, by public advertisement, as 
the Court in each case may direct." 

Do_ you think that there will be a good deal of saving of time if these 
provisions are utilized more? 

:t. Yes. Then, sir, as regards Rule. 3, Order 5, if the man does not appear 
the court has not sufficient power to enforce his attendance. 

Q. You suggest that the law should be strengthened to increase the powers 
of the court in enforcing attendance? 

:.t. Yoo. 
Q. The next point you have taken in your note is that the courts should 

lli:e more freely their powers of punishing persons who do not obey their 
orders such as witnesses. I think, your experience is that it is very seldom 
done. 

A. Yes, very seldom. 

Q. Have you ever known of tlle non-appearance of witnesses sued in the-· 
interest of the man who c-alls him? 
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A .• No, I have never come across such a case. 
Q. Now in regard to improvement in process service you want to have a 

separate staff of proceo;s-servers for the civil courts and proper supervision 
over it. At present you are not satisfied with the supervision which tbe;y 
receive. ·· 

A. If the same peon is entnlSted with the service of criminal process a;d 
·revenue process he takes more care to serve the criminal process. 

Q. You suggest taking of thumb impression on processes. Would you not 
have to alter the law to do that? 

:A. I think the law will have to be altered. 
Q. As the law at present stands :you cannot ·compel a man even to sign. 

Would ;\·ou not have a great difficulty in compelling him to fix his thumb 
impression? 

.L That is not the re~son. What led me to write that is that if a man 
is unwilling to acknowled~e he will equally be unwilling to write but there 
are some who acknowledge out they canpot write.. , , 

Q. Of course, I take it, that you say that process-servers should be trained 
in taking thumb impressions. 

A. That is not a very difficult thing. 
Q. llut surely it is difficult. I have found that in sub-registrar's offices you 

have to give them training before they can take a good thumb i!Dpression. 

Then in the ~.\ssam valley you are strongly in favour of appointment of 
munsif>~ and not extra assistant commissioners. Now the law in Assam 
is the ordinary law and they are bound by the Civil Procedure Code and the 
ca,es finally come up to the High Court . 

.4.. Extra assiHtant commi:Jsioner is empowered to try several oases. He 
begins to try them without any experience and one gentleman actually 
complained against an extra assistant commissioner. He takes a long time 
to understand the relevancy of.points. 

Q. You say that there is considerable trouble in gett~g copies. What is 
the period in which you expect to get a copy? 

A. We expect generally in ten or tw11lve days. 
Q. Do you use typewriters in the copying department? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In regard to execution,· you put forward that certain methods of pay• 

ment shonkl be recognised by the court and not others and you put down. 
payment by money order? 

A. Yes; I think we shall have to make"special money order forzru. · 
Q. We. are already taking that into account. We shall have to get 

~pecial money order forms containing particulars which will enable the court 
to traee payments. One part shall be kept in the post office, one returned to 
the remitter and one retained by the court. And you would also admit a 
dH•que on a recognised bank. Do you think any hardship will result if you 
restrict the adjustment to these two? ' 

:-t. As regards banks, in Presidency towns, it would be a good thing. In 
the mofussil, it would not be so. 

Q. Has every body got a post office reasonably at hand in the Assam 
valley? 

:A. The number is not very great, still there are some post offices. 
Q. Do you think there will be any hardship in asking a man to go to a 

· post office? 
. .-L Xo. At least much less hardship than to deposit in court. 
Q. Whenever there has been a promise or an adjustment, it should be 

recognised. 
~1. It ohould be. signed by both parties and filed iri court. 

G2 
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Q. You think that more use should be made of arrest· and attachment: 
· before judgment. 

~.Yes. 

Q. And also of temporary injunctions. Don't you think that temporary 
injunctions are sometimes issued a little freely? 

·A. No. Not there. But temporary injunctions have failed to ~ecure the 
desired result. 

Q. :Would you be in favour, in money suits, of making a man lodge at: 
least a portion of the decretal amount before filing an appeal? 

~.Yes. 

Q. Do you get many champerty suits in :Assam? 
A. No. 1 

' 

'Q. You suggest that all wills should be compulsorily registered: Don't you 
think tp.at would be rather difficult to effect? 

~. No, I do not think so. Now-a-days we find that when a man dies,.. 
not only one but several wills are brought forward by several parties. 

Q. As an experienced pleader, you really think that that is a practical· 
suggestion. 

~. Yes. 
Q. :!nd would you make benami transactions illegal? 
~. Considering illiteracy and helplessness of the· femal&· landholdel'S) :& 

would expect only these two classes of peri3ons from disputing benami in 
. sales, lthe illiterate persons and those likely to be deceived~ 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. I see from the civil list here that all. the subordinate 
judges and district munsifs are all graduates in law? 

~.Yes. . 
Q. What is the class of officers that are entrusted with munsifs' duties. · 

in Assam? 
A. First of all they are revenue officers appointed' as extra assistant com

missioners and then they are gazetted with the powers of a munsif. 
Q. After how many years of service in the revenue department are they 

posted to do munsifs' duties? 
~. There is no fixed rule. In some cases very soon after they are appointed.' 

and in some cases of course after they have done a certain amount of criminal 
and revenue work. 

Q . • But generally are they whole-time munsifs or part-time munsifs. 
A. In a few places they are whole-time. 
Q. For what purposes ar~ they under the district judge and for what

purposes are they under the deputy commissioner? 
A. For purposes of appeal and transfer of cases from· one file to another 

they are under the district judge. 

Q. In all other-respect-s? 
A. They are subordinate to the deputy commissioner. 

Q. Now what about t!Ieir establishment? 
A. In their establishments they have got a peshkar. 
~. :Are tl$ey interchangeable with the establishments- of tl:ie revenu&-

officer:~? 

~-Yes. 

Q. They have no training in civil work at all. 

~.No. 
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Q. The result is that you have got an untrained munsif a~d an. untrain~ 
establishment. 

A. That is throughout the case. Even inspections by the 'district judge 
seldom have any effect upon them. · 

Q. You are familiar both with Assam valley and Surma -valley? 

A. I am familiar with Assam valley. I am not ilo famili11r with the Surma 
valley. 

Q. Is there an:v marked difference in the civilization in the two provinces 
as to necessitate this difference in judicial cadre? 

A. I cannot say. 
Mr. Sen.-You say that all wills should be regh!tered. Do y;Ju think that 

all diBpositions of landed property should also be registered? 

A. As regards that when I sent my note I did not get tha set of questions. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. You could gi"ve us a written note after yo\1 had time 
to study the quet;tions. My experience is to tha effect that the ·delay and 
difficulty in deciding title suits arise partl~ on· account of the long 'period 
of limitation allowed by law to file these land 8uit~12 years. Therefore, 
by this time the thing goes on and becomes more and more complicated. 
The land is let out or leased and houses are constructed. Various f.hings 
happen and transfers take place. That is one reason why land "cases take 
more time and ultimately they are difficult in deciding. Another reasOll 
which strikes me is that the state of the present law is very defective. 
The Jaw takes many thin~s to oral arrangements and does not insist on tran
sactions regarding lands to be registered. If all transactions regarding lands 
had been by registered deeds, then to decide land cases . _it will noil 
be a very difficult thing, because the deeds will show the transfers and 
everything will be quite clear. But now there are so many things against 
the decision. There is oral· sale against registered sale. f There is un• 
rt>gistered sale against regi!itered sale. 'l'hese complications create 
great difficulty. Then the remedy vou suggest is that all transfers of interesD 
m land must be by registered deed~ 

:A. Yes. 
Q. You would over-rule all personal law in that matter? 

A .. Yes, because ultimately we find unregistered deeds are not advantage
ous to purchasers. They get into some trouble. The partition deeds referred 
to in one of these questions, deeds of surrender, deeds of sale _and mortgages 

,-all these should be registered deeds. , 
Q. Do you think there is any object in getting attestations to the mort. 

gage deeds? · · 
A. I do not see any necessity unless it be to create difficulties. 

' .. 
Q. As r~>gards the registration l&w the question should also be considered 

as to whether effect should be given from the date of the registration and no' 
from the data of execution? · · · · · .. 

A .. In my experience I have got several cases where fabricated documents 
came to exist between these 4 months. It was registered . after bein<r. ante
dated. I do not see anything on that point. Unless there is a 'perigd pre
scribed by law to bring it up for registration (a short period of 2 months), it 
will not be conducive to public good. I am submitting that the deed should 
operate from the date of registration. As regards limitation, Gauhati 
Pleaders Association is of opinion that Sections 19 and 20 extending the 
period of limitation by payment of interest or by part payment of principal 
is a source of great difficulty. 

Rai Bahadur K. G. Sen.-Q. So you are not in favour of extending limi
tation by payment of interest? 

~. No, I am not. 
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Mr .. Justice Stuart.-Q. Are you in favour of reducing the period of limi
tation for redemption? At present, I think, it is 60 years. Would you 
!educe that? 

::.4.. Of course 60 years seem to be a very long period. 
Q. Would you reduce it to 30 years, i.e., to one generation? 
:d.. Yes. 
Q. In certain circumstances it may be longer? 
:.4.. Yes. 

Q. Then about execution of money decrees, what do you think of the 
suggestion that it shall not be necessary for a decree holder to apply every 
three years .and that he should be allowed to execute the decree at any time 
he finds it convenient to do so, provided he does not exceed the 6 or 12 
years limit? 

A .• Well Gauhati Pleaders Association is of opinion that the execution 
should be left to the decree holder without the necessity of repeating it after 
every three years. · 
. Q. So you are of opinion that a decree should be executed after six years, 
no more and no less, and it is not necessary to keep it alive. Is that your 
suggestion? · 

.-1. But six years according to our Association is not sufficient' as the decree 
holder gets very little facilities for execution. 

Q. Then you would have 12 years? 

A. Yes. One or two suggestions more which may be taken into considera
tion. Small cause courts should have powers to ~ttacb and sell lands and the 
<>thsr point is that as soon -as a decree for money is passed, it should operate 
automatically as a charge on the debtor's immoveable property until it is 
~aid or until it is set aside. 

Q. To prevent subsequent alienation? 
:.4.. Yes. ' 
Q. But it will be difficult if no notice is given to the transferee? 
A. If he is a transferee without notice he is always expected. 

Q. I cannot see your point. Supposing the man has a house. and nothing 
else and a money decree is passed against him on a promissory note for 
.about Rs. 1,300 or Rs. 1,400. Now he knows that his house is going to be 
attached and he J;Ilay sell it or mortgage it. The transferee may be per
fectly honest and may not know that a de<."l"ee · has been passed against the 
man. 

:d.. He comes to know of it. 
Q. Not always? 
A. But I think that it becomes known that a decree has been passed 

against the man. Then as regards peons' work I wish to suggest that pro
motion of peons should depend upon personal service of processes entrusted 
to them, and if it is entered in their service books quarterly or half-yearly, 
I think that would be an incentive to them. 

Mr. Jack.-Q. Do you think that more use could be made of Order 41, 
Rule 11, in dismissing appeals su~marily? . 

A. So far as Assam valley is concerned the number of appeals is very 
o;;mall. From three munsifs we have got only 125 appeals. As regards land 
acquisition cases, the opinion of the Gauhati Pleaders ~-\.ssociation is that they 
t;hould be left in the hands of the judge. 

Q. What about insolvency work? 
A. It is now done by the sub-judge. 
(J. h:l probate cases? 

..d.. They are done by the judge. 
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Rai Bahadur RADHANATH PHUKAN, Sub-Judge and Assi .. tant 
Sessions Judge, Assam Valley J?istrict. 

Written Statement. 

The average duration of an ordinary suit in the- munsif's court in the 
.Assam valley is about 5 months. This is somewhat less than the average 
duration of such a suit in Bengal. But ·conditions in Assam are quite 
different. Here, our cases are mostly of a simple character; the litigants 
are less dilatory; the pleaders who do not get daily fees as a rule are 
not only not obstructive but are anxious to help tht court. (Daily fees are 
now bemg charged by some pleaders at Gauhati and Dhubri.) Under sucb 
fal"ourable circumstances civil cases in the· Assam Valley should have been 
much more speedily disposed of. 

But the ~<ystem under which the work is done is faulty. Formerly in all 
districts civil work used to be done bv executive officers in add:tion to their 
ordinary duties. Naturally enough, they used to·.take the least interest in 
the civil work and there was very great delay in disposal. , 

In 1907, however, in some of the· mora ·important districts, extra 
aS~;istant commissioners in charge ·of the munsifis were relieved of all other 
work. But the old system still continues in the outlying sub-divisions. 
1\lost of the officers appointed 8.i munsifs have no aptitade for civil work. 
The jud~e has no administrative control over them and they themselves have 
no acimmistrative control over their own office and process-servers. U IJdE>r 
such circumstances we cannot expect them to do work expeditiously. It is 
true that civil cases cannot be as speedily disposed of as criminal cases. 
It is neither possible nor expedient to do so. But even with the existing 
law and procedure, there is a great room for improvement, only if we have 
a trained judiciary. · · 

I do not write in disparagement of the extra assistant commissioners. 
I am myself one of them. But speaking of the average munsif in the Assam 
valley, I am bound to say that -t.e has no legal training and there is no 
method in his work. It is true that he workS hard but it is entirely his 
fault if he is overworked. Suits which he could dismiss on preliminary points 

. are allowed to drag on ; unnecessary adjournments are granted; parties 
know that they have great latitude in protracting their cases; long adjourn
ments are granted to. file written statements; ocases are dismissed for default 
only to be revived afterwards; it is left to the pleaders to frame issues; 
parties are not encouraged to make use of Rule 2, Order XII, which relates 
to the admission of documents; dates are fixed without regard to the state 
of the file; during trial, irrelevant matters are allowed to go on; judgments 
are written long after th\) arguments were heard (1 know of one or twa 
in~tance!l in which judgments were written 6 months after. the. arguments). 

1 am decidedly of opinion that unless we have a separate. iJ.Idicial service
things are not likely to improve. I am prepared to show that a separate 
judicial service will not involve any extra expenditure to Government but. 
will lead to economy in the long run. · 

When such a :ervice is created, it will be possible to try most of the suits 
under small cause court procedure and the administration of civil justice 
will be greatly expedited. . 

As matters stand at present, I do'nt think it possible to f1xtend the 
powers of the munsifs, more particularly when (except at some of the 
headquarters stations) they do not get any material assistance from the bar. 

If it had been possible for the judge to inspect the civil offices more 
frequently, things might improve to sonie extent, but under the· existing 
system this is not possible. 

I welcome the suggestion contained in question No. 33 of the questionnaire 
about the examination of the parties before settlement of issues. It should 
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be enacted that unless a party offers himself for examination either in court 
or by commission at this stage, he shall be debarred from citing himself 
as a witness afterwards. 

·when a party appears by pleader, the pleader must have full instructions 
to admit or deny the documents filed by the opposite party at the time 
of settlement of issues. No pleader should be allo\'(ed to appear unless he 
has such instructions. I think Rule 11, Order XVIII, may conveniently be 
repealed. 

In certain classes of petty suits when tried under the ordinary procedure 
by experienced munsifs it is hardly necessary to record evidence at length. • 
In criminal courts, first class magistrates need not record evidence at 
length in sumJ:D.onl! cases tried under the ordinary procedure. I would 
suggest that Order XVIII of the Civil Procedure Code be amended and the 
analogy of the Criminal Procedure Code be followed in civil courts also. 

2. During my inspection of some of the civil courts, I found good many 
instances of cases being adjourned on the application of both parties. This 
makes it probable at first sight that the litigants themselves are dilatory. 
But when the litigants know that their cases will not be heard, they do not 
bring their witnesses and apply for time. This is not their dilatoriness. The 
idea seems to have gained· ground that the civil suits are very leisurely 
tried and that any excuse is good for an adjournment. My . experience is 
that when the parties know that their cases are sure to be ta\;:en up, they 
bring their witnesses whether summonses had been personally served or 
not. 

This will be borne out by the fact that in places where the work is light 
(e.g. Tezpur) the average duration of contested suits falls far short of the 
provincial average (70 days for contested suits). 

There are however cases in which one party deliberately wants to harass 
the other by prolonging the litigation. But such cases are rare and to 
meet them, the existing prohibition against what has been called piece-meal 
trial should be relaxed. I am aware of the evils of piece-meal trial.and I 
had myself condemned it on more than one occasion. But it is a lesser evil 
than the detention ·of witnesses and the intentional harassment of one party 
by the other. I think that when the party on whom the burden of proof 
hes is ready with· witnesses, the trial may begin and another date may be 
fixed for the examination of witnesses on the opposite side, if necessary. 

3. As I have said before, the munsif has no control over his process 
serving department. He can only report to the deputy commissioner or 
the sub-divisional officer but cannot take any action himself against the 
nazarat. The nazarat probably thinks civil processes to be the least 
important ones. ' 

The large jungly area in Assam makes service difficult. Summonses on 
defendants may perhaps be sent by registered post with advantage in dis
tricts where the postal arrangements are satisfactory. The munsifs have 
discretion in the matter. 

. The suggestion contained in Question 25 may also be adopted as an 
additional precaution. 
· The service of summonses on witnesses is not really an important mat~r
beca,use in majority of cases parties can bring their own witnesses,. il they 
like, without any process whatever. They however invariably appl:r for sum
monses and warrants lest the credit of the witnesses be impeached on the 
gr\)und of their attending without summonses. l\Ioreover, non-service of 
sum,nol).ses furnishes them with a ready excuse for an adjournment. If the 
parties are encouraged to summon their own witnesses, the process serving 
establishment may be reduced. ·while I was a munsif I used in several 
casE's to give the summonses to the parties themselves to .serve and the result 
was satisfactory. 
. 4. I am aware of the very great delay in execution proceedings. I know 

that munsifs generally leave these cases to the office. But there would be 
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no great improvement even if they "were to do the \vork themselves. Delay 
is inevitable where the only object of the decroo holder is to keep .the decroo 
alive. 

Probably if the law were amended on some points execution cases may 
be more speedily disposed of and their number reduced. 

I propose the following -changes :-
(1) The three years' rule of limitation should be entir,ely dispensed 

with. There should- be no law of limitation except section 48, 
Civil Procedure Code. The decree-holder may come at any time 
within 12 years of the decroo. If in the meantime the judgment 
debtor had paid any money out of court and omitted to have 
the ·payment certified in court, he did so at his own risk. 

(2) No payment out of court will be recognised by the court of, 
execution 'Unless made through post office or through the. 
pleader. 

(3) No application by the judgment debtor· to set aside a sale should 
be entertained unless he had appeared and stated his case in 
the enquiry under Rule 66, Order· XXI, provided that he Iiad 
notice of tbe said enquiry.· · . • . 

(4) In the investigation of claims and obje~tions under Rule 58, Order 
,XXI, the court should have discretion ·to award compensatory 
and exemplary costs against the party at fault. This will check 
malicious attachment as well as frivolous claims. · 

5. As regards the original and. appellate work in my own court, it is 
not for me to sny how far the delay is due to my dilatoriness. All I know is 
that there is delay. I have to toUT about in 6 districts and some time is 
certainly wasted in travelling. 

!Jnder existing orders, I have to 'try the original suits and hear the. 
appeals at the headquwrters stations of each district. The cases are made 
ready for me by the deputy commissioners (except at Gauhati) and when 
they are ready, they are transf,rred to my file. The orders of transfer are 
communicated to me but the records'remain in the office of the deputy com
missioner concerned. 

When I proposed to visit any particular district, I sent a draft tour pro
gramme to the judge. If it is approved, I send a copy to the d~uty com
missioner concerned and his sharishtedar then fixes dates for trial of . the 
cases pending for me in his district and issues notices to the parties·. and 
summons to witnesses. Sometimes too many cases are fixed for one day 
and sometimes I do not get sufficient work to do. 'Vhen I have. to adjourn a 
case I have to adjourn it sine die because I have no free hand in •arranging 
my own tours and I do not know when I may be allowed to visit that place 
again. When I leave the district all my pending cases there are .adjourned 
sine die, witnesses are not bound down under Rule 16, Order XVI, and the 
records are left behind with the deputy commissio~er's sharishtedar. 
. It is needless to say that under such an arrangement civil cases cannot 
be disposed of promptly. ' .. 

The best thing probab1y will be to let me have a free hand in arranging 
my t<lurs. In lieu of my ordinary travelling allowance, I may be given a 
fixed travelling allowance. This will obviate the necessity of the judge 
watching my tours-or in the alternative,· a certain sum may be budgetted 
as my travelling; allowance and if I exceed it, I travel at my own cost. This 
has been done in the case of some sub-divisional officers. 

"nen criminal cases are transferred to my file, they should be trans
ferred before the dates are fixed, so that I can fix my own dates having 
regard to the state of my civil file. I should be supplied with a cop'y of 
the jurors list. 

There is no objection to my beirig invested' with' powers to try probate; 
land acquisition and guardianship proceedings-but such case,s are not too 
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many. What is really necessary is that the judge should be relieved of a 
-portion of his criminal work so as -to enable him to do more inspection. 
But this is not possible unless we have two sub-judges for this valley. 

Rai Bahadur RADHANATII PHUKAN called and examined on 
Friday, the 29th February 1924. 

Chairman.-Q. Is there only one assistant sessions and sub-judge for 
the Assam valley apart from ex-officio sub-judges? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then it means that you are the only legal officer acting as sub-judge? 
A. Yes. ' 

· Q. At wh.at place do you sit? 
.4.. There are six dist&ricts and I have to tour about among these districts. 
Q. Am I right in thinking that ex-officio sub-judges practically dispose 

of all uncontested cases, and that, practically speaking, they do no contested 
work? 

A. They do not do contested work, but make cases ready for me. They 
frame issues and the cases are transferred to my court. 

Q. How much of your time is taken up by criminal work and how much 
by civil work? Is it half and half? 

A. No Sir, less than that. Last year I tried 60 criminal cases and they 
-took me about 80 days. 

Q. That means you devote two days to civil work and one day to eriminal 
work? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How long, at one time, do you sit at each district headqu~rters? 

A. That depends upon the state of the file. 
Q. How many times do you visit each district? 

A. I have to visit frequently Dhobri, Jorhat and Gauhati. I have to 
spend mo'st of my time in these places. At present I am not taking 
Dibrugarh; that is a special arrangement between l\Ir. Jack and myself. I 
have not to visit more than twice a year. 

Q. Do you do small cause court cas~s? 
A. No Sir. 
Q. So your work consists of original contested suits, civil appeals and 

criminal work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As regards origina1 suits, up to how much value do you try them? 
A. Over one thousand: 

Q. And in these cases the preliminary work is done for you by the deputy 
<!ommissioner ? 

.4.. Yes. 
Q. When you commence the trial of contested cases, do you find that, 

in general, preliminary work has been done properly? 
A. Issues are not very carefully framed sometimes. 
Q. Is any use made of discovery sections of the Code? 
A. I do that after the cases are transferred to my court. 

Q. When you commence the trial of original suits do you find that 
pleaders on either side have inspected the documents? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. And do you frequently find parties making admissions? 
A. Yes. In most cases. 
Q. What are pleadings like in the Assam valleyP 
A. They are not very concise. 
Q. If they are not concise, do yqu not find that long pleadings confuse 

the caseP 
A. That does not matter because cases. are not very compficated. 
Q. Is it possible to settle issues simply by reading pleadings P 
A. I think so. 
Q. What are your cases aboutP 
A. Mostly mortgage suits. 
Q. Cases of simple mortgage? 
A. Yes and cases relating to promissory notes and bonds. There are 

some cases under the Indian Contract Act also. 
Q. Have you flot any work to do in connection with rentP 

A. No. 

Q. Then what about title suits apart froni mortgage suits? Are there 
many questions of boundaries P 

A. I have not got mail.y title suits to deal with, but I do not think that 
they are very compli.cated. 

Q. As regards your work, generally speaking, are you able to dispose of 
your file with reasonable expedi~ionP 

A. I think I am. I think I can do better than I have been doing. At 
present cases have to be adjourned sine die. If that can be avoided I can 
try more expeditiously. 

Q. I think you were on leave for some time in 1922 P 
A. Yes in 1922 I was on two months leave-July. and August. 
Q. And that made your file a little more congested? 
A. Yes. 

Q. You just now said that you would be able to dispose of your case.c:: 
with greater expedition if the system of adjournment of cases sine die 
could be avoided? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then how do you manage your present fileP 
A. At present the system works like this. Cases are made ready for 

me by the deputy commissioners (except at Gauhati) and when they ar& 
ready they are transferred to my file. Orders of transfer are communicated 
to me but the records remain in the office of the deputy commissioner con
cerned. ""hen I propose to visit any particular district, I send a draft tour 
programme to the judge, and if it is approved I send a copy to the deputy 
commissioner concerned. The sarishtedar then fixes dates for trial of the 
cases pending for me in his district and issues notices to the parties and 
summons to witnesses. Sometimes too many cases are fixed for one date 
and sometimes I do not get sufficient work to do. When I have to adjourD 
a case I have to adjourn it sine die because I have no free hand in 
arranging my own tour programmes and I do not know when I may be 
allowed to visit that place again. 

Q. Now that list is the list of contested cases. How does he fix the· 
-day's work, does he put down a couple or three cases for each day P , 

A. He does it in his own way. I do not know anything of the nature 
of the work. Sometimes he keeps too many cases for one day, sometimes I 
do not get sufficient work. 

Q. He endeavours to put cases down for separate days upon which they 
may be reached? · 
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A. I think he does it in his own way and that is hY idea. 
Q. But what steps. are taken, you think, by sharishtedar to find out how 

long a case is likely to last,. whether it is three days' cue or one day's case? 
A. Be consults the pleaders. 

. Q. 'Vhen you take your seat how many cases, as a rule, you find put 
down for that day'? · · 

A. Generally 9ne case· a day._ 
Q. As regards your appellate work, I understand, you do appeals from 

the munsifs and the munsifs, in fact, are extra assistant commissioners 
with munsif's power. Have you many civil appeals? 

A. Yes. I think last year I got over five hundred. 
Q. Speaking of your experience of murisifs' court, I gather from your 

note, you do not think that there is very great delay in the disposal of 
suits? 

A. That is quite true but the cases are so simple that they should take 
less time. 

Q. You think they might be more rapidly disposed ofP 
A. Yes. 
Q. I understand that in munsif's court pleaders do not get daily fee? 
A. Except some places like Gauhati and Dhubri 'they do not gel daily 

fee. 
Q. Whether they take a daily fee or not, have you noticed- any excep

~ional prolongation of cases attributable to the system of taking a daily 
fee? · 

A. No. 

Q. You do not think that fee system is doing any harm? 

A. No. 

Q. As regards the actual quality of judicial work you find the munsifs 
satisfactory? · · 

A. Some of them are, others require more experience. 
Q. I take it that they are not generally men who have devoted their lives 

to law? 
A. No. 
Q. Considering their circumstances they do fair work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Some of these gentlemen I understand in fact are entirely employed in 

munsif's work. How many P 
A. Five. 
Q. As regards them the district judge has no administrative control over 

them and I understand that in any case has no administrative control over 
nazaratP 

A. No; ·and· this is the reason why our processes are not served. 
Q. First of all. in the munsifs' courts and then in your own court have 

you got gr~at difficu~ty in process service? 
A. There is avoidable delay. 
Q. What is that due to? 
A: In the fi~st place service itself is difficult; and in the second place the 

peon or nazarat probably thinks that civil processes are of least importance. 
In the third place more supervision is necessary over peons. 

Q. That is yo~r nazarat should be more efficient? 
41. Yes. 
Q. Does he fix organised beats for peons? 
~. I do not know, I never had to do anytli.ing with the process servin~. 
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q. 'In any case you think there is some avoidable delayP 
... Yes. 
Q. Do you have any trouble or do the munsifs have any trouble with 

·.applications to set aside ex-parte decrees· by reason of non-service of pro-
•cessesP • 

A. There are not too many cases of that sort, but still there are some. 
Q. Have you noticed whether in munsif's court unnecessary adjournments 

:.are granted? 
A.. Yes. 
Q. Why are they granted? 

. A. I have assigned the reasons in my written statement. I think it 
"We have a trained judicial service probably there would be no adjournments 
1ike this. 

Q. Do you think that these munsifs-extra assistant commissioners-
.'are not firm enough P 

A. They are not very strict. 
Q. Then you find that too long time is givep. to file written statement? 
A. Yes. 
(>. You think that P.leaders frame their own issues? 
d.. Yes, 'and the worse of it is that when the munsif begins to record 

·~vidence he does not know the C'ase and it is delayed. , 
Q. Is jt the practice in a munsif's court for the pleader to open the 

•<lase? 
A. I think not; that had never been the case when I acted as extra 

·.assistant commissioner. · 1 

Q. Th'en your pra.ctice was to read the pleadings and the issuesP • 
d. Yes. 
Q. And you think that some of these munsifs record evidence quite 

•mechanically without getting a grip of the case? 
A. I think so. 
q. And so the irrelevant matters come in? 
A. Yes, irrelevant matters C'reep in. 
Q. As regards the ordinary diary of one of these munsifs, his daily 

'listed work, you think that is not very well managed P 
A. In some courts; I am not making remarks which apply to all courts, 

there are exceptions. 1\:ly impression is that in some courts cases are very 
·indiscriminately fixed. 

Q. And probably in that case you will find that the dates are not fixed 
'by munsif 'himself but left to the bench clerk? 

A. I cannot say for certain but that is my impression. 
Q. Then as regards the small cause court procedure does not that obtain 

·in Assam at all? 
A. No<; some of the munsifs have got small cause court powers up to 

rupees hundred. and some up to rupees fifty. 
Q. Have you been given small cause court power? 
A. I have not been. 
Q. I understand you are not in favour of increas~ng the munsif's powers 

·above Rs. 100. 
:A. I am not. 
Q. Do you find that appeals from munsifs' decisions are brought to you 

·in an undue number of cases? Js the right of appeal abused? 

A. I do not think the right of appeal is abused and. this may also appear 
'from the fact that in more than 20 per cent. of cases, th~ appeals are 
:successful. 
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Q.. Then, as regl\rds appeals, are they properly brought on for hearing? 
How long does an appeal take from beginning to end? 

A. When we have time, we hear the appeals promptly, otherwise they 
drag on. For instance I htve got four appeals ~nding in Jorhat. They are· 
ond year old. 

Q. How long is it since you had been to Jorhat? 
A. I cannot say. I had been there in connection with criminal work. 
Q. Wben you go to a district headquarters, do you do a certain amount of 

civil work, and also civil and criminal cases at the same time, or are th<ere 
different kinds of work apportioned for different periods? 

A. I do not apportion. Sometimes, if the case drags on, I have to ad
jouru all the civil appeals, but sometimes I can finish the sessions cases just 
in half a day and then take up civil appeals. They are always kept ready, 
and whenever ther.e is time, I take them. 

Q. Do you do much inspection work, or you have not time? 

A. Formerly it was thought that I was not to inspect. Last year the 
district judge asked me to inspect the offices and I inspected 4 offices. 

Q. What was your general impression from the inspections you have made· 
lately? Did you find them more or less satisfactory? 

A. In Gauhati the work of the office improved. In Nowgong and Tezpur, 
it was not very satisfactory. · 

Q .• I see that a good many cases are adjourned on the application of both 
the parties. Is that because the judge has got too much work for the day 
down on the list? 

A: I think that is the reason. If you go through my note, you will find. 
it stated that if the parties know when their case!~_ will be taken up, they 
would bring their witnesses on that day. 

Q. Do you think that registered post could be used as an additional 
safeguard? 

A. Yes, in districts where the postal arrangements are satisfactory. 

Q. As regards summons to witnesses, you think that the parties might 
bring their own witnesses? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Instead of sending out a serving peon and an identifier for long dis-

tances, do you think it would be possible to have a system by which processes 
could be sent to a mandal and served under his supervision? 

A. You cannot get the mandal always. Sometimes he goes to headquar
ters. A~;~ regards gaonburras, it is likely that their services may be available· 
always. But as a class they are only on a level with the peons themselves. 
It will not improve matters. · 

Q. How often is the mandal away from his neighbourhood? 

A. For four months in the year. Under tlie rules he is required to be at. 
the h~dquarters of the deputy collector for a month in a year. 

Q. But apart from that month, is he on the spot all the time? 
·A. Yes. 
Q. Is there any reason why he should not keep a register of processes? 
A. That will be· giving him too much work, probably. 
Q. Is there a good many processes for the mandaZ to issue? 
A. Not many. But he has to keep the register. 

• Q. Don't you think that he will be pleased to do the work for some more
remuneration P 

A. That will make litigation very expensive. . 
Q. At present you have got the identifier. Is he not expensive? 
A. I do not 'ink, Sir. The identifier is their own man. 
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Q. The great thing is to get good proof of the service? 
.4.. Yes. · 

· Q. Is there any other officer superior to the gaonburra who might be ea-
"trusted with the duty of keeping his eye on process service? 

A. There is the mouzadar. 
Q. The mouzadar cannot probably exercise any effective r.heckP 
..1. Yes. The mandai will be communicated. 
Q. You cannot alwars get the mandal? 
.i. Only in the rainy season you cannot get for 4 mon~iu11. 
Jlr. Sen.-Q. Only for a short time? 
.!. Only for 4 months. ' . 
.Dr. DeSouza.-Q. For 4 months he has to be at headquarteJ:sP 
.!. Yes. 
Q. How many mandal& are there at one time? 
.i. All the mandal& of the circle. 
Q. Are there great many, or only two or thr~e? 
.-L Forty or fifty in a circle. 
Chairman.-Q. Do you find great delay in execution proceedings? 
A. Yes. 
Q. 1fhat do you suggest to get over that? 

.-1. In the first place certain rules of limitation are to be abolished. You 
"l'hould do away with the applications filed in order to keep the decree alive. 
l'hen half the number will go. 

Q. If you do not keep that system of keeping the decree alive would you 
reduce the period of limi1>ation from 12 to 6 years P 

.-1. There is no use Sir. 
Q. I understand that the ll. file is destroyed at the end of three years? 
.-1. The blue D file is kept".for 12 years in ez parte cases. 

{l. Will there not be some trouble? 

.-1. There will be some trouble. 
. <!· I gather from what you say that munsif leaves all execution proceed-
"lngs to the office? 

.!. Yes. He does. If he does not do the duty himself, there will be no 
improvement. tJ 

Q. What is it that you want to improve? 

.-1. In the first place this limitation under the 1 year and the 3 years 
ought to be abolished. In the second place I say, Sir, that all payments 
need not be recognized. Payments made to pleaders or through the post 
office should only be recognized. 

{I. As regards that you have got a great many illiterate judgment-debtors? 
.4.. Yes. 

{I. Will it not be a hardship to them, if you want the payments to be made 
through the post office or to the pleader? 

A .• It may be a hardship. But, it is a greater hardship for them to come 
to court and otherwise prove the payments made by them. 

Q. Then you would not allow them to pay the plaintiff direct if he does 
not send it by money order or pay it to the pleader? _ 

.4.. Yes. 

Q. Then you say that a judgment-debtor l\·ho does not appear under rule 
66 of Order XXI should not be allowed to object or to set aside the sale if 
he had notice of the enquiry under the rule P 
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A. I say so, Sir. My object is to secure his attendance. If he be present. 
at the enquiry, much of the subsequent' trQuble will be saved. 

. Q. Would you be in favour of saying that a judge should always put down 
the plaintiff's and the defendant's valuation to get rid of deciding any ques
tions about the validity of the sale? If he puts down. that value do you think 
it will be enough? 

A. 'If the decree-holder gives a certain valuation and the judgment
debtor says, " The value of my property is this " then you fix the judgment
debtor's value, because the court is selling on behalf of the judgment-debtor. 

Q~ If he values the property highly? 
A. If be does it and if it subsequently affects the sale, he has himself to

lose. 
Q. Then you say that under rule 58 the court should have discretion to

•award exemplary costs against the party in fault? 
A. I ~ay so, Sir. It will be a very good thing to my mind. 
Q. Then you think in your own particular instance, that, if you 

could arrange your own tour, it would not be necessary to adjourn cases. 
sine die? 

A. It would not be necessary, if I can arrange my own tours; but the
difficulty is that the judge has to approve them first. That is why I do not. 
know when I wil~ visit the district next and that is why I adjourn. 

Q. You say that unfortunately the district judge has got too. much crimi
nal and other work which does not enable him to do any inspection work? 

A. I think he has no time really. 

Q. I understand that the extra. assistant commissioner's courts ar& 
inspected by the commissioner or deputy· commissioner? 

A. The deputy commissioners inspect. 

Q. Have you any suggestions to make as regards the district courts-any
special difficulty, anything you want to be considered about the district 
courts? 

A. I have nothing to say. 

Q. You think that the subordinate judge should be given jurisdiction 
to try probate and guardianship and land acquisition proceedings? 

A. I think that the subordinate judge has got time to look after that .. 
But I think that it will be no relief to the district judge. 

QfYou do not get much land acq~isition work in .Assam? 
A. Not much. 
Q. The only relief you suggest as regards the district judge is to take 

off some of his criminal cases or to assist him in hearing criminal appeals. As. 
far as you are concerned you do, more criminal work? 

A .. Criminal appeals, I cannot hear. 
Q. Have you time to try criminal appeals? 
A. I think that I have time. If you see my diary you will ree that 

I do not always remain at court till 5 o'clock. I rise early always, though I 
sit punctually at 11 o'clock. 

Q. You think that if your powers are extended you will relieve the dis
trict judge of some criminal work? 

A. I think I can. 
Rai Bahadur K. C. Sen.-Q. In that case you say you can arrange your 

own tour? 
A. I have to arrange my own tour. 
Mr. Jack.-Q. Will that not lead to delay in the disposal of civil suits? 
A. There may be delay in one or two cases. But important cases will be 

promptly taken ·up. I will fix it at my own convenience with regard to 
the state of my file. 
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ChaiT1111Jn.-Q. Do you have many commissions to take evidence? 
. . 

A. Most of the witnesses come to court. Of course in some cases commis-. 
lions have to be issued. 

Q. Do you find that commissioners take evidence satisfactorily? Do they 
do their work satisfactorily? 

A. They do not have the witnesses examined satisfactorily. I have made
it a point now to issue commission only to meet the ends of justice. I d~s
courage commissions now-a-days. 

Q. But if the commissioner were a satisfactory instrument, will you be 
more ready to grant IUl open commission? 

A. Probably. 

Q. Why is it that so much delay is caused in these matters? Is it because
the commissioner is usually a junior pleader? 

A. I do not know that, but commissioners do noli exclude irrelevant qu.es
iions and write down every thing the parties ask. ·. 

Q. Do you think that it would improve· matters if commissioners were tolcl 
to read the pleadings first and then to exclude all irrelevant matter? 

A. Yes, that will surely be an improvement. 

Q. Have you bad a chance to go through our questionnaire? 

'A. I received it only a day before I had to leave for Calcutta, but I have
gone through it once. 

Q . .Are there any questions there on which you would like to say some
thing? For instance take the question of e:z: parte injunctions. Supposing. 
a man asks for an e:z: parte injunction, does the extra assistant commissioner 
give it himself or does he send it to you? 

.4. We have not got many cases of e:z: parte injunctions. It is very rare
that we get a case of this sort. .·' 

Q. Do you know anything about the demand for increasing the jurisdic
tion of distrirt judges as regards appeals? For instance, there is a case for 
Rs. 5,000, now would you like to have an appeal to :the district judge or, as 
at present, to the High Court? 

A. I think the public would prefer to have it done by the district judge. 
No one would like to go to the High Court as it is very expensive. We have 
not got many cases of second appeals. Parties do not care to go to the High 
Court and many of them would prefer to go to the district judge. You will 
find, Sir, that the number of second appeals is very small. 

Q • .And I think the number of first' appeals is also not very large? 

A .. No, it is not large. 

Q. In a case for Rs. 5,000 or more, would you like to have an appeat to. 
the judge or to have a direct appeal to the High Court once·for all? 

A .. .An appeal to the judge would be better. 

~~. Because of the fact that the expenses pf the second appeal in the High 
Court are comparatiYely small? 

A .• Yes. 

Rai Balwdur K. C. Sen.-Q. Have you apything to suggest with ·regari 
to the appointment of munsifs? 

.!. I have said in my written statement that they are usually not meu 
po~sessed of very high legal training. I would suggest, as I suggested to the
judcre last year, that we should have a. separate judicial service. Yon may 
aite";. the law, you may alter procedure, but things would not improve to an 
appreciable extent unless you have a separate judicial service. 
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M~. Jack.-Q. Do you think that so~e improvement might be made by · 
]essening·the number of transfers? Do you think that any delay is caused by 
-frequent transfers? 

A. No, I do not think ao. 

Q. Do you think that some delay might be saved in execution work by 
having stricter supervision over the nazarat? 

A. Yes, a little delay might be saved, but most of the delay is caused in 
-thjj disposal of claim cases. Under Rule 58, Order 21, the court should have 
discretion to award compensatory and exemplary costs against the party at 

·fault. This will, I think, check no;,licious attachment as well as frivolous 
claims. 

Q. As regards tour programmes, do you not arrange your tour pro
grammes yourself P 

A. Yes, I draw up tour programmes myself, but I have to send them to 
.the district judge for approval. I cannot visit any place unless the tour 
programme is first approved by him. I have no free hand in arranging my 
')wn tour and I do not know when I may be allowed to visit the place 
.again where I have been once. 

Q. But it is merely a matter of approval and I do not think the district 
judge has altered your tour_ programmes P · / 

A. They have many times been altered by him. They are not always 
.approved. I cannot go to any place of my own accord, because it depends 
upon his approval. He has refused me on several occasions permission ;to 
visit a place again. 

Q. But only when there is some special reason against it. 
A. Yes. 
Rai Bahadur K. C. Sen.-Q. You Eay that without any expense to Gov

ernment you suggest means how the judicial munsifs and the extra assistant 
·commissioners are to be appointed? 

A. Yes. ' 
Q. How many munsifs are in the either valleys? 
A. Eleven in Sylhet and two at Cachar. 
Q. And how m.any in Assam valley P 
A. Fi.ve or six. 
Q. You think that a cadre can be formed? 

A. Yes, it will be a small cadre. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. You say the quality of work suffers because you have 

·not got a special judicial service and you prefer to have a special cadre of 
judicial officers. Would not the sa~e object b~ ~erved if care is taken to 
.appoint law graduates as extra assistant comnnss10ners? 

A. Yes, that will do. 
Q. Then it will meet your argument if care is taken to select those only 

·who are law graduates? 
A. But that i~ not always possible. 
Q. Why is it not always possible? 
,L Because executive work is to be done also and some of the law graduates 

·woul<lu<>t like executive duty. 
Q. 1''ben your impression is that only those who are failures as executive 

-officers ate posted as rounsifs? 
A. I do not go so far: Government has its own way of appointing munsifs. 

Q If it is insisted upon that only those extra assistant commissioners 
-who ~re law graduates .11hould be posted to munsif's work your objection will 
~~? . 
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A. In the first place you have not got so many law graduates in the ser
Tice. Some of them will probably themselves wish to do executive work. Then. 
in outlying sub-divisions where the work is very light you might have to send' 
a senior officer to do the civil work. 

Q. It is merely a question of posting a suitable man to a suitable place
assuming that there are_ sufficient number of law graduates. 

A. I cannot understand what the good is of assuming a thing when ycrc 
cannot do it. · 

Q. Xo, take it that law graduates are appointed by proper selection to do· 
munsif's work. "'ould that meet your argument that the work is not satis
factory? 

A. Yes. 

Q. In other provinces where there is a combination of revenue work and' 
judicial work care is taken always to select law graduates for this combined 
work-as for instance in some places in Madras. It is generally the prac
tice where the two functions are combined that law graduates are appointed. 

Now you say th3t there are twelve officers who 'have. to do civil work in 
Assam and six or seven of them have to do criminal.work in addition, other~ 
have to do some executive work? 

A. We have no munsif in each sub-division. 
· Q. Then speaking from the point of view of delays, the fact that half th(\ 

time munsifs have to do criminal work in addition to civil work interferes with 
despatch of ca·ses, because he gives preference to criminal work. Is there much
c-omplaint on that score? 

A. Well, the work in these places is so light that in spite of all that the· 
civil work is done rather promptly and delay is not very great. 

Q. Now with regard to appeals against munsif's decrees, they are filed._ 
I suppose, in the first instance in the courts of district judges? 

A. In Gauhati and Jorhat they are filed in the courts of the district 
judges and in other places they a.l'e filed in the courts of ex-officio sub--
judges. • 

Q. Do these ex-officio sub-judges dispose of appeals under Order 41, Rule-· 
11 p • 

A. No, invariably notices are issued. When the party does not enter· 
appearance then appeals are decided ex parte. 

Q. In that case the provisions of Order 41, Rule 11, are never used. n· 
they were to be used they could be used by the ex-officio sub-judges? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is the nature of appeals that come before you? Is there con
siderable percentage of them that can be disposed of under Order 41, Rule 11? 

A. Some of them, it would not save much time because appeals are not 
complicated. 

Q. "}!at is the percentage of successful appeals? 

A. Provincial average of successful and partly successful appeals is less. 
than thirty per cent. but )n Assam it is much more than thirty per cent. 

Q. You were a practising lawyer and also extra assistant commissioner? 
A. Yes, I was. 

Q. Are practising lawyers selected for the posts of extra assistant com-. 
missioners? 

A. \ery r_!lrely. 

Q. So you have special qualifications that you were a law graduate and' 
practising lawyer? There is no other law graduate with similar qualifications .. 

A. There are. 
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THE UNITED PROVINCES. 

Evidence recorded ·at Allahabad. 

PRESE..'f'r: 

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice G. C. Rankin, Bar.-at-Law, Chairman. 
The Hon'ble Mr.' Justice ·L. Stuart. Mr. L. S. '\\bite, I.C.S.,l , 

C.I.E., I.C.S. Additional District and t a 
Sessions Judge, Lucknow. ~ 

Dr. F. X. DeSouza, I.b.S., Bar.- Dr. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, L ~ 
at-Law. K.C.S.I., Advocate, Alia· r 2 

habad. 1 §".; 
Diwan Bahadur Sir T. Desika Syed Nabi· Ullah Khan, 1 t3j 

Achariyar, Kt. Bar.-at-Law, Lucknow. ·J 
Mr. C. V. Kris:t.naswami Ayyar-Secretary. 

List of United Provinces Witnesse$ examined at 
Allahabad. 

Monday, lOth March 1924. · 

*1. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice S. R. Judge, High Courl, Allahabad.• 
Daniels, I.C.S. I . 

Tuesday, 11th March 1924. 

*2. The Hon'ble 1\Ir. Justice L. G. Judge, High Court, Allahabad. 
Mukerjee. ' l 

Wednesday, 12th March 1924. 

•a. Dr. Kailas Nath Katju 

4. Mr. Nihal Chand 

\ 

Vakil, High Court, and Editor, 
Allahabad Law Journal. 

Bar.-at-Law, Allahabad. 

Thursday, 13th March 1924. 

5. Mr. Kauleshar Nath Rai 
6. Mr. Sheo Darshan Dial 
7. Mr. Tirloki Nath 

8. l\Ir. Jitendra Nath Roy • 

Small Cause Court Judge, Benares. 
Small Cause Court Judge, Agra. 

• Formerly Small Cause ·court Judge, 
Allahabad. 

• Additional Small Cause .Court Judge, 
Lucknow. 

Friday, 14th March 1924. 

*9. Mr. James Mos ,.. Representative in India of certain 
Mercantile Manchester Firms. 

10. Rai Bahadur Gopal Das 1\lukerji District Judge, Mainpuri. 
11. Syed Agha Haidar • Bar.-at-Law, Allahabad. 
12. Mr. Satkari }.lukarji .. • Bench Reader· (Privy Council), Allaha-

bad. 
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Saturday, 15th March 1924. 

13. Mr. Alakh 1\Iurari Lal 
14. Mr. Banwari Lal 

Sub-Judge, Agra. 
Personal Assistant to Legal Remem

brancer. 

Monday, 17th March. 1924. 

*15. 1\Ir. ·wazir Hassan . 
*16. l\Ir. Peare Lal Bannerji 
*17. 1\Ir. Iqbal Ahmed 

Judicial Commissioner, l.ucknow. 

·1 Representatives, Vakils' Association, 
. J High Court, Allahabad. 

Tuesday, 18th March 1924. 

*18. Dr. l\I. L. Agarwala 
*19. l\Ir. B. E. O'Conor . 

·1 Representatives; Bar Library, High 
. 5 Court, Allahabad. 

Wednesday, 19th March 1924. 

20. 1\Ir. Ladli Parasad Zutshi • 

21. Mr. Dwarka Parshad . 

Representative, District . Bar Associa
tion, Allahabad. 

l\Iunsarim, District Judge's Court, 
Allahabad. 

Thursday, 20th March 1924. 

22.,1\Ir. 0. l\I. Chiene 
:12. l\Ir. N arain Parshad Asthana 
24. Mr. IZhar Hussain 

Official Receiver, Allahabad. 
Vakil, High Court, Allahabad. 
Honorary l\Iunsif, ·Allahabad. 

Friday, 21st March 1924. 

Law. Representatives, 
25. Mr. Ahmad Hussain, Bar.-at-} 

Bar Association. 

26 l\I L "kh R . --..,T ,_,1 Bareilly. . r. e1 aJ, a .b.! • • 

Monday, 24th. March 1924. 

27. Mr. E. l\1. Nanavutty 
28. Rai Bahadur Shankar Dyal 

. District Judge, Fyzabad. 

. District Judge, Lucknow. 
29. l\Ir. Gokal Das . 
30. l\Ir. Jugal Kishore 

·1 Representatives, Gorakhpur Bar Asso
J ciation. · 

Tuesday, 25th March 192~. 

31. l\Ir. Fateh Bahadur Varma 
~2. l\Ir. Abdul Haq Sahib 

. 3rd · Additioni\.1 Judge, Sitapur. 

. Sub-Judge, Lucknow. 
*33. Rai Bahadur Yikramjit 

President. 
Sino-h ) . "' ' Representatives,. 

*31. Hafiz 
tary. 

~ C.awnP.ore. 
Hada~·at Husan, Serre- .J 

Bar Associa t'ion,.. 
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Wednesday, 26th March 1924. 
:35. Mr. Bhagwat Parshad . 
.36. :Maulvi Ahmad Karim 
~37. ::\Ir. J. C. :Weir 

Munsif, Sitapur . 
1\Iunsif, Fyzabad. 
Professor of Law, Allahabad Univer

sity. 

Thursday, 27th March 1924. 

:38. ;Mr. Hari Kishan Dhaun . . • Representative, Oudh Bar Association, 
Lucknow. · 

Friday, 28th March 1924. 

'39. 1\Ir. Bipin Chandra Chatterjee ·1 Representatives, Fyzabad Bar Asso-
·40. Mr. Nripendro Nath Datt . • J ciation. . 

Saturday, 29th March 1924. 

*41. :Mr. A. G. P. Pullan, I.C.S .. 

*42. ::\Ir. C. H. B. Kendall, I.C.S. 
"43. The Hon'ble ::\Ir. Justice B. J. 

Dalal, I.C.S. 

Legal Romembrancer, United Pro
vinces. 

District Judge, Lucknow. 
Judge, High Court, Allahabad. 

Monday,. 31st March 1924 . . ·. 
·44. The Hon'ble 1\Ir. Justice Kan- Judge, 'High Court, Allahabad. 

haiya Lal. 

Tuesday, 1st April 1924. 

*45. ::\Ir. Jai Ram Das ·1 Representatives, United Provinces 
*46. l\Ir, Dwarka Parshad Singh . J Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore. 

47. l\Ir. Bal Ram Das Representative, Benares Bank. 

Wednesday, 2nd April 1924. 

48. l\Iaulvi l\lahammad Abdul Ghani 
-49. 1\lr. Chhail Behari Lal 

Retired District Judge, Lucknow. 
Advocate, Sitapur. 

Thursday, 3rd April 1924. 

•50. 1\Ir. R. Burn, I.C.S .. 

51. Rai Ratanchand 

1\lember, Board of Revoone, United 
Provinc!ls. 

Special Manager, Court of Wards, 
Nanpara. Oudh. 

*Written statement and oral evidence printed. 
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The Hon'ble Mr. Justice S. R. DANIELS, I.C.S., Judge, Allahabad 
High .Court • 

.Written Statem~~t1. 

L 
In preparing a note of the principal causes of unnecessary delay in the 

disposal of suits together with suggestions for their removal, I have classified 
them under three heads. · 

1. Causes of delay which can only be removed by legislation. 
2. Causes requiring for their removal an amendment of the rules or an 

executive order. 

3. ·cau~es due to neglect of existing rules which can only be remedied by 
greater supervision. . · · 

(I) Proposals involving legislation. 

1. Provision of a period of limitation for revisions both civil and criminal. 
I~ is highly anomalous that while strict provision of limitation is applied 
in the Cll'>e of appeals revisions which are often appeals in disguise can be 
brought .. iter ,any length of time. The result is that much time is occupied 
in disposing of. a large number of frivolous applitations and the absence of 
a period of limitation enables counsel· to save up applications which they 
know are bad in order to lay them before a particular Judge who has the 
reputation of being lenient in admitting them. 

2. Abolition of letters patent appeals. It seems absurd that a High Court 
Judge cannot be trusted to decide a case of the valuation of under Rs. 500 
withoU'~ an appeal to a Bench of two Judges when subordinate judges in 
the exercise of small cause court jurisdiction can be empowered to try 
cases up to Rs. 1,000 without appeal. There is no doubt that letters patent 
appeals add considerably to the. Cf?ngesdon of the court, both directly by 
the time which they occupy in hearing and by prolonging litigation and 
in;:lircctly by requiring the Judge hearing the appeal in the first instance to 
write a much more elaborate judgment than he would otherwise find it 
necessary to do. Cases can always be referred to a Bench and ·in practice 
a Judge rarely if ever refuses a request of this nature. A Letters Patent 
appeal not infrec1uently keeps a case pending in the High Court for between 
five and six years, say 2l years for the second appeal and a further 2! years 
for the Letters Patent appeal. ' 

3. Another suggestion which has been made to me by .many officers of 
the Provincial Suvice is that a provision should be inserted in the Evidence 
Act or in the Code of Civil Procedure giving the courts power to put a 
time limit to c~ol!s-examination when they are satisfied that it is being 
unnecessarily prolonged. There is a common agreement that in the aggre
gate a very large amount of time is wasted in cross-examination which, 
though it is difficult to stop it on the ground that the questions are not 
legally relevant, yet adds nothing to what has gone before and is mere 
waste of the court's time. Under the Evidence Act as it stands they feel 
that they have no power to prevent this. It was objected by a pleader to 
whom I repeated the propgsal for criticism that very lengthy cross-examina
tion is in most cases the fault of the court. Some officers do not trouble 
to follow the case or understand what the cross-examination is about but 
merely record the evidence mechanically and only begin to take an intelli
gent interest in the case at the time of arguments. His view was that if an 
officer really follows t~e case while it is going on there· is no danger of irre
levant cross-examination. On the other hand, some vakils and nearly all 
judicial officers whom I have consulted agree that some provision of this 
nature is needed. Such a provision would obviously be liable to abuse in 
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'the hands of an incompetent officer and might need some safeguarding but 
I think something should be done to strengthen the hands of the subordinate 
courts in this matter. · ' 

4. The law of limitation regarding execution, Article 182 of the Limita
tion Act requires amendment. It is the experience of all courts that numer
ous applications for execution are made, and then allowed to be dismissed 
for default, simply for the purpose of keeping the decree alive. Further 
limitation under clause 5 of the article runs not from the last order passed 
"by the court on a prior execution but from the last application by a party.~ 
I would suggest that a Jimitation should run from the last order passed by 
the court on the previous application and that an application dismissed for 
default without any process having issued should not be allowed to save 
limitation. · '· 

5. Limitation for pre-emption suits should be reduced to six months. Pre
·emption is originally based on Mohammedan Law and under Mohammedan 
Law the person claiming .to pre-empt is bound to declare his int~ntion to 
purchase the very moment he hears of the transaction. There is no adequate 
:ground for allowing him a whole :year within which to bring a suit. 

6 Sections 19 and 20 of the Limitation Act produce undesirable results 
in the case of suits under Articles 148 and 149 "~here the period of limita
tiop is sixty years. An acknowledgment· made (frequently in ignorance of 
its legal effect) in the sixtieth year after the mortgage. has the effect of 
allowing redemption up to nearly 120 years after the original mortgage. I 
·have frequentt'y seen suits brought more than a hundred years after the 
date of the alleged mortgage. Such cases are very difficult to decide and 
the danger of a miscarriage of justice is great. I would add a proviso to 
these sections that no acknowledgment or part payment should have the 
•effect of extending limitation by more than twelve years. 

7. A frequent and serious cause of delay is the necessity of effecting service 
on all the numerous members of a joint Hindu family including minors. I 
would suggest-

(a) that service on the head of the· joint family should be declared by 
law to be sufficient except in cases where the other members may 
have an adverse int'~rest, e.g., where a mortgage or sale of 
joint family property has been effected by the manager, 

(b) that where all the adult members of the family have been served, 
minor members should be considered to be represented by them. 
The difficulty and delay in serving minors is much greater than 
in the case of adults owing to the difficulty of finding a guardian 
to represent them and where all the adult members of the family 
are parties to a suit there is in practice no danger that the 
interest of the minors will not be represented. 

8. I am in favour of allowing no second appeal in cases of a valuation 
Qf Rs. 100 or less whatever the nature of the suit. I have seen second appeals 
to the High Court of the value of only Rs. 5 or Rs. 6. Frequently a petty 
claim. in which no second appeal would ordinarily lie is taken out of the 
jurisdiction of the small cause court by adding a prayer for injunction. A 
c~se recently came before me of a claim for damages for cutting down a 
k1kar tree worth only Rs. 6 in which the plaintiff also asked for alii injunction 
to prevent the defendant cutting down any more trees. The result was that 
the case had to be tried as a regular suit and an appeal lay right up to the 
High Court. 

(II) 

1. Delays in service account for a great deal of the delay in litigation. If 
the rules regarding registered address which have been framed by this Court 
are rigorously applied-which is only now beginning to be done-litigation 
will be very much shortened. Wherever summonses have to be served in the 
Bengal Presidency the rule applied by the High Court at Calcutta of' re
quiring that someone should be sent with the serving officer to identify 
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the person on · whoni notice has to be served is a fruitful source of del~y 
and the abolition of this rule is very much to be recommended. 

It has been suggested to me by many officers that service by registered 
post acknowledgment due might be permitted in all cases as an alternative 
to or in substitution for service through a process-server. I am sure that 
service in this form might with advantage be permitted much more freely 
than is now the case. ~ 

. 2. In "tt.e High Court a great deal of time is occupied in the aggreaate 
with reading out written judgments in extenso. No useful purpose is se;;.ed 
by this. It is never done in subordinate courts whllre merely the purport 
of the judgment and the operative order are announced. If the pleaders 
wish to see the ·full judgment it is handed over to them for perusal in 
court. In Oudh also the entire text of the judgment is not read. No 
legislation is needed on this point. .All that' the law, Order XX, Rule 1, 
Civil Procedure Code,- requires is that the judgment shall be " pronounced ,. 
in opeq court. To pronounce a judgment is not necessarily to read the 
whole of it,. but if it is considered necessary I would be prepared to add an 
explanation to Order XX, Rule 1, to this effect. 

3. Use of unauthorised law reports, especially "Indian Cases" which 
include cases of all degrees of authority from all sorts of courts. Indeed 
this publication boasts. that it includes every case reported in any other 
publication as well as many not reported at all. The result is-

(a) Much time is occupied in a;gument in citing and re~ding extracts. 
from judgments not really authoritative. 

· (b) The time of the courts is occupied in analysing and distinguishing 
between these numerous judgments and trying to extract some 
principle of law from cases that were really decided on the facts~ 

(c) The practice tends to produce a habit of mind which seeks always 
some authority instead of decidjng on the merits. • 

The High Courts are much to blame in this matter. Notwithstanding 
the express prohibition contained in section 2 of the Indian Law Reports .Act 
of 1875 they constantly treat as binding authorities cases not included in the 
official reports. IIi Oudh a strict rule has been adopted not to allow citation 
from " Indian Cases " and there is a judicial pronouncell;fent on the subject 
in 23 Oudh Cases, p. 320, and another in 44 Mad., p. 417, at p. 420. _ 

4. In this Court appellants frequently fail to deposit process fees for 
service on the respondents within the three days allowed by the rules and 
by' successive applications to the Court obtain delays sometimes amounting 
to four months. I suggest an amendment of ·the rules requiring process 
fee to be deposited along with th~ appeal. The appeal should be treated as 
not properly presented unless this) is done. 

'5. The conditions imposed by Rules 5 and 6 of Order XLI, Civil Procedure 
Code on stay of execution being granted pending appeal are not strictly 
obse;ved. Where a decree is for the payment of money the appellant might 
well be required to deposit the money in Court before his application is 
entertained. The delay is most serious where stays are applied fos._pending 
the sale of immovable property for which a date has been fixed. H stay is 
allowed thirty days' notice has to be given before a fresh date can be fixed 
and bidders have to be collected all over again. The rule should be that 
the sale should take place as if no application had been presented but con
firmation of sale should be delayed till the appeal is decided. 

6. I need not enlarae on the delay caused in this Court by the slip 
system by which a cou~sel has a right to get his case postponed if he is 
engaged before another Court as the modification of this system is at present 
engaging the attention of the Court. 

7. Subordinate judges complain, and with reason, o~ t?e great p~ysical 
strain imposed on them in having to write out ~II the~r Ju?gments ~~ full 
by hand as well as having to record evidence. Th1s stram might be relieved 
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and work considerably quickened by a more extended employment of steno
graphers. They should certainly be allowed to sessions and subordinate 
judges and they might well be allowed to selected subordinate judges also. 
If they were employed only in taking down judgments their time would not 
be fully occupied and some arrangement will have to be devised to make pse 
of them at other times. In this connection it might be worth considering 
whether in the case of district and sessions judges E~vidence might not 
·under proper safeguards be recorded in this way. Whenever a special 

·tribunal is constituted this procedure is adopted. 

8. Excessive holidays.-The fact' that there are too many holidays is 
.admitted on all hands, but I am afraid nothing is likely to be done to remedy 
it except by legislation. I have, however, two suggestions which could be 
adopted at once, one affecting the High Court and the other affecting sub-
ordinate courts. · 

In the High Court Saturday is nominally a working day but ihe Court 
·does not sit. l\Iy suggestion is that when there are two or more holidays 
earlier in the week and Saturday is not a holiday the Court should save one 
of these days by sitting on Saturday. It should surely be no great hardship 
to sit for four days in the week instead of the usual five. Thus if Tuesday 
and Wednesday were holidays and Saturday was not, the Court would sit 
on ~Ionday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. • 

I do not think that the authorities fully realise to. what an extent 
1>arties are inconvenienced and the disposal of the cases delayed when the 
courts are closed unexpectedly at short notice on account of the death of 
sc.me prominent man or other special cause. Parties and their witnesses 
come to court, find the doors closed and go away without any date of 
further hearing having been fixed. The result is that witnesses who may 
have been served with summons with much difficulty and after great delay 
have to be served all over again. I would like. it to be the rule that in 
such cases the court should be closed from 11 o'clock so as to allow an 
opportunity for fresh dates of hearing to be fixed and the parties to be 
informed of them. .·' 

9. Registrar's powers.-! am much attracted by the rules of the Patna 
High Court but these would involve the appointment of a senior officer with 
judicial experience as Registrar. 

In the meantime there are a number of matters which take up the time 
of the application Judge which are mainly if not entirely of a routine 
·character and which might be trl~Jlsferred to the Registrar. 

That officer should be empowered-

(!) To appoint or discharge a next friend or guardian of a minor 
except in Privy Council cases. 

(2) To receive applications for substitution of names and dispose of 
such applications where uncontested. 

(3) To deal with applications for exte'nsion of time for payment of 
printing charges. He need only lay them before the Court 
when he considered that no more time should be given and that 
the appeal should be struck for default. Indeed I would 
go further and so amend the rules that an appeal 
should be automatically struck off. on the expiry of the 
time without compliance unless before the time expired an 
application for extension was made to and allowed by the Court. 
The Court would· merely pass a formal order recording the fact 
that the appeal had lapsed. 

(4) To pass orders on applications that the parties be excused from 
printing the record or any part of it. 

The above list is not exhaustive. 
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(III) 

In addition to causes of delay which can be removed by amendment of the 
law or rules or by executive order there are many sources of delay which 
are due to neglect of rules already in force ,And can only be remedied by· 
increased supervision. Some of these causes are ebumerated below:-

1. Failure to try suits de die in diem and the granting of unnecessary 
adjournments to suit the convenience of counsel. 

2. Trying a big suit for one or two hours each day and spendin"' the 
rest of the day doing other work. "" 

3. Postponing the writing of the judgment after the hearing is and 
arguments are concluded. In this connection I may note that 
it is very difficult to convince Subordinate Judges that the High 
Court will not object to their sitting in chambers for a day or 
two to write their judgments at the conclusion of a heavy suit. 
They seem to think that they must go on with current work to 
prevent arrears accumulating and must write the judgment on 
holidays or whenever they can find spare time. The result is 
that they have to study the case all over again, having fargotten 
all the facts in the meantime. 

4. Leaving it to the office to report on the sufficiency of service espe
cially under Rules 15 and 17 of Order V, Civil Procedure Code. 
Some courts seem invariably to treat service by affixation. as 
insufficient even when the women of the defendant's family are 
present in the house. 

5. Leaving execution work to the office. 
6. Striking off cases just before the end of the quarter to prevent their 

being shown in the statements' of delay, ·and afterwards read
mitting them. Circular No. 3020/19-0-20, was issued by the 
High Court to all district judges on 4th September 1923 on 
the subject. 

7. Failure to examine the parties under Order X, Rule I. 

II. 

Note regarding Village Jlunsifs and Panchayats. 
This note is intended to supply certain information regarding the above 

which I was unable to give in full in my orhl examination. 
The United Provinces Village Panchayat Act (VI of 1920) only comes into 

operation when specially applied by the Local Government to any district 
or part of a district (section 1). In any local area to which it is applied 
the Village Courts Act, 1892, automatically ceases to be in force. The juris
diction of village panchayats extends by section 16 to certain simple cases 
of claims for money and movable property not exceeding Rs. 25 in value. 
Partnership cases, suits against a public officer or against Government, 
suits against a minor, revenue suits and claims under a will or intestacy 
are excluded. 

Wherever a panchayat is established it has by section 32 exclusive juris
diction over cases of which it is empowered to take cognizance, but the 
collector is given power· under section 71 to cancel the jurisdictio!l of a 
panchayat in respect of any suit or case or to quash its proceedmgs or 
cancel any order or decree passed by it. No appeal or revision from any 
order of a panchayat lies to a civil court (sections 52 and 53). 

Village mmisifs are a dying institution. They are appointed. ul?'der the 
.Village Courts Act ((Local Act III of 1892) above referred to. It IS IDtended 
that they shall gradually be replaced by panchayats. They deal with the 
same class of case as the village panchayat up to a limit of Rs. 20, or with 
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the written consent of both parties, up to a limit of Rs. 200 (sections 9 andl' 
10). They have no exclusive jurisdiction (sections 17 and 18). Village
munsifs are appointed by the collector (section 5). The Code of Civil Proced
ure does not apply to their proceedings (section 80). No appeal lies fromu 
their decision but the district judge :Dtay revise an order of a district munsif 
and set it aside on the ground of corruption or misconduct or for any cause 
which should be ground of revision under section 115 of the Oode of .Civil 
Procedure ~section 73). 

Honorary munsifs appointed under Local .Act II of 1896 are far more-· 
important from the point of view of relieving the regular courts than either 
Village munsifs or panchayats. Honorary munsifs have jurisdiction in all 
suits of a small cause court nature, though they do not try them by small' 
cause court procedure, up to a pecuniary limit of Rs. 200. They have con
current jurisdiction with the regular munsifs and an appeal lies from their 
decisions to the district court as from the regular courts. The ci.vil state-
ments issued by this Court for 1922, page 12, show that in the year 1922 
honorary munsifs disposed of nearly 8,000 suits. 

m. 
Replies to certain questions in the Questionnaire. 

(Supplementary to the special note I.) 
9 to 11. I would let munsifs start with jurisdiction up to Rs. 1,000, to-·· 

be increased after three months to Rs. 1,500 which should be the normal 
limit with power to extend up to Rs. 3,000. · 

13. I would give this jurisdiction both to subordinate judges and munsifs 
according to the pecuniary limit. These cases are no more difficult to try
than many others which they already try. .All subordinate judges should 
also be invested with powers under section 92 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

15. I would certainly not allow, mortgage suits to be tried as small cause· 
court suits. Very difficult questi-Ons of priority arise in such suits. I have· 
examined the schedule to the Provincial Small Cause Court .Act and come-· 
to the conclusion that it admits of very little extension. The only .Articles 
in which it struck me that small cause court jurisdicti.on might be extended'' 
are Articles 11, 20 and 43.A. Under .Article 11 there seems no reason why· 
a suit for ejectment of a tenant of a. house or shop might not be so tried. 

The exception in Article 20 as regards suits under Order 21, Rule 63, 
should I think be limited to suits relating to immovable property. Under
Article 43A where a property is claimed from an agent or servant it is often 
difficult to decide prima facie whether the act amounts to a criminal breacJ:ro 
of trust or not and I see no reason why small cause court procedure should 
not be applicable. 

17. Sub-registrars could not be safely invested with judicial powers. 
19. As I have said in my note I strongly favour the abolition of Letters· 

Patent appeals. If such appeals are retained the period of limitation fo:rr 
filing them should be cut down to thirty days. 

21. This suggestion goes too far but I think the Court might be em• 
powered to require security or deposit of the decretal amount under Order· 
41, Rule 10, wherever the appeal appears on the face of the judgment' 
unlikely to succeed. 

23. (1) Yes. 
(2) This is already the law in this province: 
25. I cto not think the procedure of section 106, Transfer of Property 

.Act, practirable in the case of civil suits. 

33. This is an exrellent idea but I would not lay down that no st~ 
should be taken to summon witnesses till after the examination of the parti~•-
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'The examination of the parties or their pleaders is compulsory under the 
present law under Order 10, Rule 1, but this provision is constantly over
looked. I agree that the statement made under this rule should be treated 
.as evidence in the case. 

36. Affidavits are generally prepared so carelessly and with so little 
regard for truth or accuracy that I should be• reluctant to agree to any 
extension of evidence by affidavit. I would certainly not agree to a rule 
that no oral evidence should be allowed except by special leave. The only 
advantage of an affidavit is that it enables the person making it to be 
prosecuted for perjury if the statements contained in it are false. An appli

·cation duly verified according to rule has the same effect and in ex parte 
proceedings a verified application might be accepted as prima facie evidence 
of the facts contained in it where they are verified an the personal know- . 
ledge of the person making the application. 

3~. Yes; see separate note. 
40. I do not think that it is possible to make any general rule of the 

-kind suggested but where a party has been served with notice and has 
not appeared and proceedings against him are taken ex parte I think the 
proceedings against him might be allowed to bind his legal representatives 
without their being formally brought on the record unless they themselvei? 
come forward and ask to be joined as parties. This would apply even more 
strongly to appellate proceedings. Similarly in appeals in which the person 
who dies is represented by counsel and such counsel desires to continue 
to act on the instructions of person claiming to be the legal representatives 
·I see no reason why the decision should not be held to bind the estate of 
·the deceased. Of course counsel in such cases could. not be allowed to com
promise the appeal without the person's legal representatives being formally 
·.brought on the record. 

Proceedings for bringing legal representatives on the record are un
tloubtedly a very serious cause of delay. From a note recently prepared by 
the Deputy Registrar of twelve oldest appeals pending in this Court I 

.find that seven out of the twelve were pending on account of proceedings 
to implead legal representatives. 

41. The plaintiff might be given the option of naming more than one 
possible guardian but I would not make it compulsory. It is not always 
easy for him in the first instance to find out the names of all the possible 

-guardians.· 
-53. Yes. 
54. Yes. 
55. Yes. 
56. A period of six years should be sufficient except where execution is 

-sought against immovable property in cases not affecting immovable pro-· 
perty. In the latter case it would not be enough unless time occupied in 
deciding objections filed by the judgment-debtor and in deciding objections 
and suits filed by third parties claiming the property is excluded. In cases 
where execution is very much delayed it is usually on account of successive 
-objections by the judgment-debtor or by persons put up by the judgment
debtor to prefer claims to the property and it would not be fair to penalise 

-the decree-holder on account of objections of this kind. If the limit is cut 
clown the three years' rule might well be abolished. It certainly leads to 
the time of the court being taken up with applications put in purely for 
the purposes of saving limitation. I agree that the starting point under 
the three years' rule, if retained, should be the last order on the last 
application and not as at present. 

57. Yes. 

58. Yes. 
59. I agree to the first suggestion. I am more doubtful about the second 

.suggestion. A judgment-debtor who purchases the rights of the decree-
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holuer should certainly not be allowed to execute the entire decree against: 
his co-judgment-debtors. 

61. (a) I do not understand the suggestion made in the second sentence of 
this question. Except in cases covered by Order 21, Rule 22, no notice of the. 
application for execution is required to be given to the judgment-debtor. 
The court proceeds to issue process under Rule 24. 

(b) Notice is in my opinion necessary where application is made for the 
first time against the legal representative. 

64. This is a good suggestion, but if it is adopted care will have to be
taken that dates are fixed in presence of the parties and not by the office 
in their absence as is ofte{l the case at present. l\luch time is at present 
occupied in execution proceedings against immovable property in the pre7-
paration of the sale statement, and in deciding objections to its terms and' 
subsequent applications to set aside sales on the ground of it having been 
improperly prepared. '\\"'by should not the decree-holder prepare 11- draft 
sale proclamation without any formal proceeding by the court? A copy 
of this would then be sent to the judgment-debtor by registered post or· 
otherwise and he would be at liberty to object to the- correctness of any of 
its items and to substitute correct particulars for imy particulars to which 
he took exception. The judgment-debtor's .corrections and objections could 
then be treated as part of the sale proclamation which intending bidders 
could inspect. There would then be no need to entertain objections to the 
sale on the ground that the proclamation was wrongly prepared except as 
to' the specification of the property to he sold. If some procedure on these
lines could be adopted proceedings would frequently be shortened by many 
months. 

I am of opinion also that the purchaser at auction sale should have li. 
statutory right to the refund of his purchase money in all cases in which· 
he is deprived of the property by subsequent suit or objection. 

65. No.' 
66. Most of these suggestions in my opinion go too far but I see no reason 

why the court should be debarred frQm deciding in the suit a question of title 
paramount put forward by a part"y who is impleaded. I also agree that 
there is no necessity for a separate final decree. 1 

67. I agree that stay orders are gr~nted much too freely. Parties con
st:wtly come up for stay of execution within a few days before the date
fixed for sale of immovable property. A fresh proclamation has then to
he i~sued and another thirty days' notice allowed, even if the sta.y order is 
removed immediately the opposite p31rty has heard it. The rule shmtld be 
thnt the Rllle should take place but should not be ·confirmed pending the 
decision of the appeal. 

A broad distinction is to be made between
(1) daims to money, and 
(2) claims of other kinds, e.g., claims for possession of a ~ome, or 

fo,. partition, or for specific performance, or for restitution c•f 
ccn]ugal rights and so on. 

In the first class stay should ordinarily be conditional on the decretal 
amount being deposited with power to the court to order it to remain 
in deposit till the appellate decision. In the latter class stay may often 
legitimately be granted, as in many cases irreparable damage would be done· 
by allowing the decree to be executed pending appeal. 

68. Yes. 
72. The court should be empowered to presume a registered document to 

be duly executed. I should like to see the introduction of a provision allow;.. 
ing documents to be executed as well as registered in presence of the sub
registrar whose certificate would be prima facie evidence of due execution. , 
Sertion 33 of the Indian Registration Act already contains such a provision, 
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in reference to certain powers of attorney and this provision might .well 
t.e extended to other documents. 

73. Yes. 
74. I suggest the following provisions of the law of limitation as requiring 

~mendment :-

Sections 6 and 7 should not apply to applications. 
S~ctions 19 and 20 should in no case operate to extend limitation for 

more than twelve years (vide separate note). 
Article 10. Limitation should be six months (t·ide separate note). 
Article llA. Where the property claimed is moveable property limita

tion should not exceed six months. 
Article 25. Six months would be ample. 
Article 120. Suits for an injunction are treated as coming under this 

Article. Three years should be sufficient fqr suits of this nature. 
·Article 156. I would cut down limitation to sixty days and in the case 

of appeals under the Letters Patent, if retained, to thirty days. 
·A person who comes up under the Letters Patent has usually 
had his appeal pending· for from one to two years in the High 
Court and has had ample opportunity to make up his mind 
whether he wishes to take the case further if the decision goes 
against him. As, moreover, there are no court-fees to be paid 
there is no reason why he should have another three months 
within which to file a Letters Patent appeal. 

76. I think such a provision will do more harm than good; it would 
-certainly lead to a great deal of fraud. 

79. No, for the same reason. 

80. No. 

81. I am inclined to agree, though the proposal wants careful considera
tion with reference to possible hard cases. 

82. No, but I do think that the court-fees in declaratory suits ought to 
bear some. relation to the subject-matter in dispute. 

83. No necessity. 

87. A codification of the provisions of the Hindu Law relating to the 
alienation of Joint Hindu family is urgently needed and I trust that the 
attempts which have been mad~ in this behalf by Dr. Gour and others will 
.ev~ntu~lly succeed. 

'.The Hon'ble Mr. Justice S. R. DANIELS called and examined 
on Monday, the lOth March 1924. 

Chairman.-! understand that you are at present in charge of the English 
:1>ep_artment in this province. 

A. Yes.. 
Q. I want you, if you please, to teach me as an ignorant outsider and to 

:give me some elementary information to enable me to get a bird's eye view 
• of the position in this province. Roughly speaking how many munsifs 
: have you altogether? 

A. Munsifs including officiating munsifs run up to 107. 
Q. That is for the province of Agra alone? . 
A. Yea. 
Q. And sub-judges? 
A. There are thirty sub-judges, three in the selection grade . 
• Q. The number of districts in Agra? 
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A. There are thirty-three districts not including the hill tract. 
Q. Apart from the district judges, sub-judges and the munsifs, have you 

"Village munsifs and honorary munsifs in .this province? 
A .• Yes. 
Q. Would ;mu just tell me what are village munsifs, under what Act they 

-exist and what work they do? 
.4. There is a \·illnge Munsifs Act, I think, under which they are 

appointNl and I think the limit.of their jurisdiction is rupees two hundred. 
Q. Are they paid officers? 
.!. No. 
Q. \Yhat sort of personnel are they, are they headmen of the village? 
:1. I think they are generally· zemindars. I have not been in contact 

with them very much. They are appointed by the Government and tho High 
·Court sees nothing of their work. 

<1. Could you tell me, as far as your knowledg.:~ goes, do they dispose of a 
-substantial amount of business under rupees two hundred? 

A. I do not thir.k, :1s a rule, t.hey dispose of'.great deal of work. We 
'have got some figures in the annual report. • 

Q. Then this system has. been in existe~ce since .1892? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could you just tell me who criticises their work? 
A .. I should say district judges. 
Q. Are you able to give us information as to whether they might be 

used more frequently than at present to relieve other courts that are con
gested? 

'.4. I am afraid they cannot be. 
Q. Is that by r<~ason of the work they do or because there is general · 

.opinion that they should not be entrusted with this work? 
A. I think the second. 
Q. I see also there is a referenc.e to honorary munsifs. Who are they P 
.4. They. are just land owners who are given powers of munsifs. 
Q. For the purpose of relieving ordinary judicial officers, I think? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Then these powers are given by the local Government up to the limit 

-of Rs. 50 in the case of one man and up to the limit of Rs. 100 in the case 
of the other. 

A. I am not prepared to answer this question off-hand. 
Q. Then I come to courts which are immediately under your supervision. 

I think courts of ordinary munsifs are under your control. 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Then as regards this, apart from munsifs and subordinate judges 

exercising small cause court powers, have you any small cause courts in this 
vrovince? 

A. Yes, one at Allahabad, one at Agra, at Meerut, at Be~ares and at 
Debra Dun. 

Q. Are these courts with more than one judge? 
A. No there is only one judge. 
Q. Is there any great problem as regards legal delays in these five courts? 
A .. No. 

Q. Coming then to munsifs, what is your practice in this province as 
regards giving of small cause court powers? 

A. We do not, as a rule, give small cause court powers till_ihe man is 
-confirmed. 

B. 
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Q. Up to what limit do you give powers to these munsifsP Four hundred 
or five hundred P 

A. As a. rule we start with powers up to Rs. 100, but in the case of 
experienced munsifs, we raise them to Rs. 250. I think powers above 
Rs. 250 nre given to subordinate judges only. 

'Q. In the case of munsifs do you find that the practice is to give a . 
special day in the week to small cause court work? 

A. Yes I think they do that, bu,t they are pressed ~ith other work. 
Q. What is the condition, broadly speaking, of the file of munsifs in 

this pro~ince P Are they congested P 
A. Yes. \Ve arP. under-staffed at present and we have got a promise of 

more courts being given to us. I just had a t·eport that tne amount of 
work in munsifs' courts is more than they can cope with, but there are 
munsifs who are not overworked and they can dispose of their cases quite 
expeditiously. 

Q. ·can this ,congestion be removed by redistribution of aistrict juris-
diction between munsifs ? ' 

A. I do not think so. What we propose to do, when we get the promised 
extra staff, is \o post additional munsifs with jurisdiction throughout the 
district to relieve those munsifs who are at present very much congested. 
In one or two cases we are proposing to re-open munsifis which were abolished. 

Q. Then in the case of those munsifs who have got more work at present 
than they can cope with, there can be no question of giving extension of 
&mall cause court powers P • 

A. No, but I am not sure whether that would save a lot of time. I 
think they can dispose of small cause cases as well. 

Q. You think that something might be done by increasing small cause 
court powers of munsifs even though their present file is congested P 

.4.. Yes. 
Q. Apart from small cause court powers of munsifs, I take it that all 

munsifs. have powers under the ordinary procedure up to Rs. l,OtlO. 
A. Yes. 

Q. And some of them up to Rs. 2,000. 

A. Yes. 
Q. How many of them are entrusted with ~eater poweAr 

A. Not very many I am not carrying statistics in my head, but I think 
not more than half a dozen. 

Q. In this province, I understand, you do not have any rent suits to deal 
with in munsifs' courts. 

A. No. 
Q. And probably the inflow of work in the munsifs' court may be fairly 

regular throughout the year? 
A. I should say that the bulk comes in after the harvest. 
Q. What is the reason for that? 
A. Because before that people are busy in cutting their crops and they 

cl-:> not get sufficient time to come to courts. 
Q. As regards your personnel, I take it that munsifs are appointed from 

a·mong junior pleaders in the first instance? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are they kept on probation for some time? 
A .• Yes. They are appointed as soon as a vacan£'y occurs either officiat

ing or permanent. What is actually done is this. Wben we select a candi
date he continues to do his ordinary practice. When a vacanC'y OCC'Urs, he 
is employed and gets his pay from the date of his appointment. "nen a 
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man goes on deputation and his post falls vacant, then we select a candi· 
date from the list and post him there. "When we get extra staff we will 
appoint additional ruunsifs to give relief to those courts which are at pre. 
sent conge•ted. · · 

Q. h it your impression that during the last 10 years and more in the 
munsifs' courts the work had been increasing in volume? 

.4 .. Certainly. 
Q. Wben a man first becomes a munsif, how old is he? 
A. lle must, I think, be 27 years under the rules. The old rules said 30. 
Q. He is a junior pleader with perhaps 4 or 5 years practice? 
.4.. t:" sually less; not more than 2 or 3 years. , 
Q. When you first appoint him is he put straight into court to carry on 

his work as 'best as h6 can P 
A .• Yes. If it is possible to do it, we prefer to put him as an addi. 

tional munsif in places where there are munsifs, where he can get ·help and 
the assistance of the staff. 

Q. But he gPts no training. There is no means making provision that to 
begin with he should get the simpler class of case5. He has to do whatever 
comes to him. 

A. Yes. If he is an additional munsif he gets· such cases as are made 
over to him; but I do not think that any particular care is taken to send 
simple cases. 

Q. Have you ever considered the question of getting some sort of special 
training, only for a few months, to the people before they commence to work 
ns a munsif? 

.t. I have never seen any suggestions for that. I sometimes think that 
if a man works for a month under the district judge or some such sort, he 
will get some training. 

Q. I take it thet auch a person can hardly be upect~d to have more than 
rudimentary notions of pleading. He has had only very little practice, 
2 or 3 years in addition to wha;t he learnt for the B. L. degree. Now 
pleading as a practice may not prob:lbly be very great . 

.!. No. 

(). !\ow in your headquarter stations, I suppose you have altogether a 
£OQd many courts. Have you 4 or 5 courts? 

A. Yes. 
Q. I suppose you have the system of each judge or judicial Qfficer having 

an office of his own. 
A. Yes. 
Q. I suppose he will have a munsarim and reader. 
A. He will have his pwn office and clerks. There is the copying depart. 

ment and there is also the record room with its own staff. 
Q. At the headquarter stations I think there is only one nazir. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Has each judge a copying department of his own or is there one 

~~pying cE'rartmE'nt for all the courts in one station? 

A. In most places we have got a central department. 

Q. Assuming that the department is central, the munsif then will h&vt' 
a separate clerk for execution work, a munsarim and a separate reader. 

:1. Yes. 
Q. Hs¥e you ever considered whether it is desirable to have .me office at. 

each headquarter station serving all the judicial officials and placing thelll 
under an officer, at any rate not less than the grade of a munsif, something 
like a registrar whose duty it is to see that the !>ffice is run properly? 

H2 
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A. I think it is a good idea. 

Q. What is the largest number of courts at any rate at the headquarter 
districts of this province? 

A.· They ·might have a district judge, a small cause court judge, possibly
an· additional judge, a subordinate judge and an additional subordinate 
judge and something like 6 munsifs. 

Q. Each of them, to use the expression as regards the office, has a little
hell of his own. 

A. It is only the subordinate courts that have got about 3 or 4 separate
men belonging to them. The record room is common; the copying room is. 
common. The subordinate judge has not got separate English officers. He 
will have a reader, a munsarim and a couple of clerks, one for regular work 
and one for execution. 

Q. That small office is doing all classes of work within a certain territorial 
jurisdiction? 

A. Yes .. 
Q. That is to say within· the pecuniary powers the munsif's jurisdiction• 

is territorial? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It goes by than as? 
A. It is necessarily by thanas. They usually correspond to sub-divisions. 

Q. If all are to :have 3 clerks, that will rather increase the number of 
nazirs and it may be that in one particular munsifi the actual execution work 
might not be enough for a wholetime clerk. 

A. Yes. 
Q. 1\Iy suggestion is :-Do you think it would be possible to have the 

places better classified and have greater expedition in this system of ten:i
torial jurisdiction and whether you consider it advisable to have a system 
~f placing practically all the officers under the immediate control of a 
gazetted officer? 

A. I think it would probably be an improvement. The munsifs might 
object that they have not got sufficient control; that is to say, supposing 
that in their cases they went properly prepared and the work in their ollie~ 
was· not promptly done, then they have got no control over the men doing 
their work. I find this complaint made very frequently in. regard to the 
process service. " The process serving is now unsatisfactory. I used to have 
my own process-serving staff. Now if anything goes wrong I have to r~port 
to the judge and get his orders." I do not know that is a valid objection; 
but it is certainly an objection and a good many officers expressed it to me. 

Q. Is it the practice in this province that one subordinate judge has ~ 
be in charge of staff and one subordinate judge in charge of accounts~ 

A. No. 
Q. Then whose duty is it to look into the accounts? 
A .. I believe each officer checks his own deposit register. Otherwise the

accounts are always under the district judge. 
Q. Then the headquarters staff in this province, with the nazarat, is sup-

posed to be directly under the control of the district judge? 
A. Ye~~. 
Q. I suppose the district judge is very hard worked, as a rule. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you find in your experience that it is possible to arrange to give 

the attention that is desirable to the nazarat and other office matters? 
A .. It is very difficult to find time to do it. It is essential that the nazarat; 

should bo examined now and again. But I know some judge:1 find hardly
any time. 
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Q. As a rule a good judicial officer is not quite good in managing the-
office work. l " 

A. Generally the man who does one .work well, does the other work equally 
well. .", · . 

Q. If an officer is appointed separately to attend to thes~ .things exclu-
si;rely, would it improve matters? · · 

A. It would be a good thing, if we can have a gazetted officer on whom 
we can place absolute reliance on the management of the office work. 

Q. As regards your subordinate judges, are they, on the whole, more hard 
worked than munsifs? · 

A. Yes, they e.re. 
Q. I suppose you get out special statistics about the average durat~on 

under the small cause court procedure and under regular procedure. Takwg 
contested cases under the ordinary procedure in subordinate judges' courts, I 
see the figure on page 4 of the Administration Report is put down as 250 
days. Now subordinate judges have a ctlrtain amount of short cases and 
the 255 days average is probably much under the number, if you have
taken a typical type of suit. 

A. Yes. Though subordinate judges do not }]ave so many cases (if you: 
are excluding small cause court jurisdiction), booause all their cases are 
over the value of Rs. 1,000, still they have a good numbJr of title suits. 

Q. I do not know if that figure excludes small cause court cases or not.. 
· At any rate the tendency is that the heavier files are rathP-r left oyer. Jt 

may be that the average duration of a substantial type of suit is a great 
deal more than 200 days. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Have you had to inspect the diaries of munsifs and subordinate 

judges? -
1 

A. No. Are. you referring to the new diary that was introduced last 
year? 

Q. Well, I am not so much .. MncerO:ed with the details and form of a 
diary. You take it now as established that a substantial type of suit lasts 
for 255 days and it may be a great deal longer. Now does that case keen 
on appearing at intervals of a mo~~;th or six weeks in the diary of the su~ 
ordinate judge? 

.4. It depends upon the method of the subordinate judges. I am afraid, 
however, that the parties have to bring their witnesses more than once. 

Q. 'Ve have had some instances in Bengal of a treptendously long string of 
cases being put down for each day. Have you ever had your attention 
called to the way in which that could be avoided? 

A. "'ell, an endeavour has been made to avoid it in this province "!:·v 
prescribing that the subordinate judge or munsif shall fix the date and note 
the date with his own hand, and get from the pleaders concerned an estimalie 
of the time that the case will take. It has been found in recent inspe.cti(,n:; 
that perhaps the diary prescribed is a little too elaborate. 

Q. In this province do you have files pending for as much. as a year? 
.4. I should think it is very very rare. 
Q. First two or three adjournments might serve useful purpose as regard's 

settling issuE!s and granting interlocutory orders, provided people ar"' told 
that they ought not to bring witnesses. 

A.. More than one stage is taken in settling issues and evidence. 'I'hen 
there are some other stages which contribute for delay. ' In some cases whe1·e 
there is a number of defendants, a hundred days will be taken in gettinp; t.he 
parties served. 

Q. What I was suggesting is that in cases where the file is congested 
~ill it be possibl_e to work on ~he system of a pro.spective list; ~hat is to say, 
mstead of workmg on your d1ary-when a case mtervenes givmg it anothe11 
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date without knowing if it would be taken up-whether it will be possible to 
keep a list of cases as they become ready and take that list from the top and 
when a particular case is likely to come up to have the notices issued and 
it will be the duty of the pleaders to preveni intermediary appointments in 
the diary? 

A .• Well, I should like that. But the difficulty is. that some parties are 
not represented by pleaders, particularly in the original trial. 

Q. In your court are issues settled by the judge after reading the plead
ing 0 r doe~ he accept the issues handed by the parties? 

A. I do not think that parties hand over any issues. 
Q. You think the sub-judges read the pleadings and settle the issues for 

themselves? 
A. I think so. 
Q. Do you find much use made in the mofussil of the Order relating to 

discovery and inspection? 
A. Not very much. 
Q. Have you ever thought of any way in which the law might be stiffened 

as regards that? 
A. I should like that generally. As far ~s I know that law does at pre

sent 'provide some remedy in that respect, but it is not observed. 
Q. I suppose that under the present Code the matter is left, as it would 

be in Englanu, to parties to compel discovery from the other side and it is 
not left under the present Code to the judge in particular. The provision 
1s that the plaintiff should get the discovery from the defendant and that it is 
not the business of the court. Perhaps the courts might be given initiative 
in the matter? 

A. I should not like to express definite opinion, ,but I would certainly 
have a proposal to penalise the man who denies the discovery of the docu
ments and who knows that they are genuine. 

Q. Are cases opened in this province? 
A. No. 
Q. I suppose the case begins with the persons being called in? 
A. Ye&. 
Q. If any question of irrelevancy arises is not the judge in a very good 

position to deal with it? 
A. I think so. When a point arises it is left till the judgment. 
Q. That is to say it is admitted subject to objection. 
A. Yes, theoretically it must be decided then and 'there and in some cases 

u~ I 

Q. Do you find that the district judges are able to take a proper share in 
the civil work in the province or do you find them occupied too much with 
the criminal work? 

A. They cannot do very much of the civil work. Some judges occupy a 
very long time in criminal work, others decide good many of civil cases. 
The judge at Ghazipur, for instance, decided 741 civil appeals whereas the 
district judge at Shahjahanpur decided only 135 civil appeals. 

Q. In this province are sub-judges given the powers of assistant sessions 
judge? 

A. l\Iany of them have these powers. 
Q. Then do you think that the civil work will improve if it could be 

arranged to give to the district judge more time to the hearing of civil work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What I mean is if in any way district judge is relieved of some of 

his criminal work and if he gives more time to civil work, do you not think 
that will improve the disposal of civil work? 

A. Certainly. 
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Sir Tej Bahadur Sap1·u.-Q. You probably would like some provision 
made in the statute book· regarding applications for revision. • Is it not 
really a fact that stale applications for .revision are usually not admitted by 
the judges of the High Court? Suppose I present an application to you for 
revision in a case disposed of three months ago. Have I any chance of 
getting that application· admitted? I put it to you generally. Mr. Justice 
Daniels-the judges differ very much. · 

Q. I think your suggestion is both as regards the revision under the Civil 
Procedure Code and under the Small Cause Court Act. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you not think that the law relating to the revision requires more 

careful amendment? Take for instance the Civil Procedure Code, section 115. 
We know that applications for revision are not admitted which do not raise 
question of jurisdiction. 

A. No. 
Q. I have known judges admitting applications for rev1s1on merely on 

ground of justice. You think that there is room for amending section 115 
so as to make it more certain? 

A. Certainly. 
Q. Perhaps you will like the law to be stiffened "'i?y proper amendment P 
A. Section 115 as interpreted by the Privy Council is already fairly strict. 

It is rather difficult to provide a remedy. , 
Q. With regard to your suggestion regarding abolition of Letters Patent 

appeals, do you want to abolish all Letters Patent appeals, or only to impose 
certain restrictions? 

A. I would be wilLing to have a Letters Patent appeal, if the judge certi
fies it to be a fit case. I think the same result might be arrived at in 
another way, i.e., if a case comes up before a judge and counsel on either 
side suggest that the case is suitable for hearing by the bencli, I think the 
judge will never. raise any objection. 

- Q. As a matter of fact your suggestion is on the same lines as that of 
Letters Patent appeals in the Bur.ma High Court? 

A. Yes, because if an appool.remains pending for about two years, then 
the Letters Patent appeal may be filed and kept pending for another two 
years. 

Q. Roughly speaking what is the number of Letters Patent appeals in 
this High Court? I think it has considerably increased during the last ten 
years, if so, what is the reason? 

A· I am not prepared with statistics. I think the number is given· ia 
one of the statements in the Administration Report. 

Q. In the olden days, I am talking of 20 years ago, I do not think the 
number was more than 75 to 80. 

A. If I am right I think there was a ruling given P.ometime back that 
Letters Patent appeals did not require court fee. 

Q. That was, I think, set right by the legislature in a short time, but I 
say that in the last year according to this statement there were 329 Letters 
Patent appeals, which is really a very startling number. 

A. Yes. 
, Q. Are you in favour of increasing the P!lCUniary jurisdiction of a single 

judge, or of reducing it? 
A. If any change is made, I should certainly in~rease it. 
Q. To Rs. 1,000? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As a matter of fact what is your expe·rience in this Court, do the 

members of the bar generally prefer their cases being taken befori'l a lench 
of two Judges or before a single Judge? 
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A .. Perhaps if you ask them they would say a bench of two Judges. 
Q. There is some suggestion regarding the time wasted in cross-examin· 

a t.ion. "\\'nat is your opinion about that? 
A. Well you will see that Lhave mentioned that in my note. 
Q. Sq far· as my experience is concerned except one subordinate judge, l 

have known no other judge who has persisted in •Seeing at the beginning 
whether the documents filed are relevant or not. They are admitted subject 
to objection at the time of hearing, but the mischief is done and the cross
examination prolonged, on that point. Do you think that much time could 
be saved if the cases were opened and issues settled properly? 

.4.. Yes. . 
Q. In point of fact subordinate courts in Oudh attach far greater import. 

ance to settlement of issues. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Perhaps ·you will agree with me that in many cases in this province 

iss;.:,;;; are not settled as they should be or they might be with the result that 
much evidence is admitted which ought not to be admitted. 

A. Yes. 
Q • .As regards cross-examination do you not think that if counsel put a 

question which is not relevant the judge has got the right to disallow that 
question? 

A. Yes be has got the right, but the trouble is that many subordinate 
judge~ are rather afraid of the bar. They are afraid especially of the senior 
counsel who appear before them. 

Q. Why should that be? 
A .. They are afraid that a complaint might not be made against them in 

the High Court that they are hasty and arbitrary. I do not know whether 
the feeling is right or wrong, but in fact it exists. ' 

Q. Ha-ve any complaints actually been made? 

A. Yes, not against district judges, but against subordinate judges and 
munsifs. 

Q. But you as a judge would not tolerate these complaints? 

A. \\'ben a complaint is made you have to make some enquiry as to 
which of the parties is wrong. 

Q. But the party who makes the complaint must take the consequences? 

A. I have asked a large number of subordinate judges and munsifs and 
they say that much time is wasted in cross-examination. They say while 
knowing that the question is irrelevant an~ useless they caunot stop it and 
that they have not got the power to stop 1t. 

Q. With regard to tendering of evidence, I think that if the courts 
were more careful much of the evidence could be ruled out which is not 
relevant to the case. I have known of cases in subordinate courts where 
very important documents. have been produced almost at the last stage and 
it has led to the prolongation of the case. 

A. Yes, but it applies to documentary evidence. 
Q. Quite a large number of officers do not apply their mind in time 

when it comes for arguments. 
A. It is not true of all. 
Q. I am not saying of all subordinate judges. I say some. 
11. Yes. . 
Q. I ha\·e known cases in which documentary evidence tendered in civil 

courts is really exhibited after the argument is over. 
A. I do not know of such a case. 
Q. I know one case in which Justice Sir William Tudball strongly con

demned the practice. 
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A. Yes. Officers differ so much; some Judges are very stiff and others are 
very lenient. 

Q. Your next suggestion is "·ith regard to Article 182 of the Limitation 
Act·. '• 

A. Yes. 
Q. Perhaps you agree with me that having regard to the modern con

ditions a great deal of the schedules of Limitation Act should be revised and 
long periods cut down. 

:1. Yes. 

Q. Would you reduce the period of limitation for a suit for redemption 
which gives about 60 yearsP 

A .• Yes. 

Q. In any case would you welcome if the period of limitation for these 
suits is reduced substantially P 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to execution matters don't .you think that a good deal 

of trouble arises because of those words "step-in-aid of execution"? 
.-l. Yes. 
Q. Perhaps your experience has been the same as mine that in quite 

a number of cases it is as much the interest of th9 decree-holder as the 
interest of the judgment-debtor to prolong the executionP 

.-l. Yes. The judgment-debtor is more often likely to prolong, so that the 
decree-holder cannot get hold of any property. Th~ 3 years rule operates if 
I do not put in an execution petition. So, I will put it in. 

Q. Would you rather prescribe an absolute period of 3 or 4 years within 
whioch the decree-holder should execute his decree and if the decree is not 
executed "·ithin that period owing to any fraud on the part of the judgment
debtor or owing to any circumstance for which the decree-holder is not 
rPsponsible, do you think that .file .court should be able to grant ~-..tension 
of timeP 

.4.. Yes. I will go much further; I would exclude all the time occupied 
not only hy the fraud of the judgment-debtor but also suits brought in by 
third parties. 

Q. You would exclude that in favour of the decree-holderP 
.-l. Yes. 

Q. Do you a11:ree that so far as limitation is concerned, for a simp!& 
money decree and a mortgage decree and a decree for immovable property, 
where execution is not taken out promptly, the law might be stiffened? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do ;~·ou find much fault with regard to the manner in· whi.ch the 

arrest of the judgment-debtors is made in this province? 

.4.. The court has got discretion to allow it in the first place. In the 
second place as soon as the man comes he applies to be declared an insoh·ent 
and gets released. I should think it is only one of the points certainly 
that if you send a man notice asking him to show cause why he should not 
be arrested, he naturally evades arrest. 

Q. In regard to partition decrees in your province with regard to revenue 
pa~·ing Mahals do you suggest some modification? 

.4.. I have not known any and I should know something about it before 
I can criticise it. 

Q. You do not think that it is absolutely necessary for the purpose of 
execution of a civil decree that civil court execution should bo transferred 
to the revenue court? 

A. I do not think I would interfere with ifi. 
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Q. You do not think that it is absolutely necessary?. 
A. No. 
Q. If the decree-holder claims property· which was paying revenue or 

for which he got his namEC> entered in the revenue papers, on the basis of 
that the civil court is only bound to give him a decree for title. 

A. Yes. To make it clear it must be made a rule that when a civil court 
has given a decree for title the court must dispose of that. 

Q. With regard to your suggestion as to pre-emption suits perhaps you 
would give this Committee some idea of the nature of the pre~mption suits 
in t~is province. There are some gentlemen who do not belong to this 
provmce. 

A. We have just got the law codified by the Pre-emption Act. The pre
sent village administration papers prescribe usually .a custom and if the sale 
is to a nian of an inferior !Class of pre~mptors or to a stranger, any one whose 
name is in the village records will come and pre~mpt. He may be a person 
.-ho only recently bought the estate but it does not matter. 

Q. Don't you think that the whole law of pre-emption is an archaic law 
and that it is not really wanted in this province P I sh<JUld like to know 
what is your opinion. 

A. I think it would be a good thing if it is done away with. _ 
Q. Do you really think that this Pre~mption Act is going to end litigation 

or to further litigation? 
A. I think it would reduce it. I doubt very much that it would further 

litigation. It is a v~ry difficult question. At any rate it would put an end 
to all those cases that arise as to the interpretation of the Wajibularis. 

Q. Will you please tell the Committee how the rule of law laid down by 
Sir Henry Richard and Sir William Tudball is working in regard to pre
emption cases? Do you think it has led to satisfactory results or to any 
diminution in regard to pre-emption cases? 

A. There are a good many cases. 
Q. And so long as the law of pre-emption is on the Statute Book and 

so long as you recognise the law of pre-emption, you cannot stop litigation? 
A. No. 
Q. Therefore, perhaps you will agree, that the best thing to do is to 

abolish the law of pre-emption in this province? 
A. I think there would be opposition. 
Q. You do not get many cases of pre-emption under Moha~edan Law? 
A. No. There is one very great safeguard under l\Iohammedan Law: 

the pre-emptor must claim his right immediatel;J he hears of the sale. 
Q. Have you got a very large number of cases coming up in this Court 

where. alienations arise in regard to the management of a joint Hindu 
family. I do not think the Law is in a very'happy position even after the 
decision of the Privy Council. Don't you think there should be legislation 
on this point? 

A. I agree. 
Q. If mere servi~ effected on the head of the family was considered suffi

cient, I venture to think that there would be many loop-holes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And unless suits such as are now :filed are barred on account of public 

policy, there does not seem to be any prospect of stopping litigation, what
ever be the law. 

A. Well, I am not much concerned with stopping litigation as with pre
Tenting delays which occur. Not only litigation is delayed, but a decree 
is set aside on the ground that minor's property has been alienated. 

Q. In paragraph 8, you suggest that there should be no second appeal _in 
eases of a valuation of Rs. 100 or less, whatever the nature of the smt. 
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When a substantial question of law arises in a case valued at Rs. 100 would 
7ou not allow a second appeal? 

A. I would not· object to that. 

Q. You would perhaps relax the rule where any substantial question of 
Jaw is involved or where a question of title is involved in a big property 
auit? 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to delays in service, don't you think" that you could 

frame rules requiring plaintiffs. to deposit all process fees along with the 
plaint, and suppose you are to frame a rule and enforce it rigorously that 
witnesses in an action should be summoned within a limited time and if they 
are not summoned, the parties shall not be allowed to do soP Don't you 
think much of the delay could be avoided in that· way P 

A. Yes. 
Q. I do not think that there is a rule on that point at present. 
A. No. 
Q. As regards the . .citation of cases, why is it' that rulings in the Indian 

Cases are still allowed to be cited? · 

A. It is partly because a counsel gets strength to his own case. The 
second point is that our regular law reports are not brought out as promptly 
as they ought to be. Sometimes they wait for the Calcutta Law Report. 

Q. You think the only way to improve the position is by improving the 
law reports? 

A. Yes: 
Q. Could you kindly tell me whether any action has been taken on the 

report of the Indian Law Committee which was.appointed by the Government 
of India about a year and a half ago P 

A. I do not know. 
Q. I want to know whether tile local governments have taken any action 

on that? · · 
A. I have no idea. 

Q. Well, as regards the stenographers, the district judges have now got. 
their shorthand writers. 

A. Yes. 
Q. And not the sub-judges? 
A. No. 
Q. And you would like that E>tenographers should be given to the sub

judges. 
A. I am not sure whether all the sub-judges can use them, only the 

selected sub-judges may be given shorthand writers. 
Q. With regard to the excessive holidays, don't you think that Saturday 

is very much necessary both for the judge and for the counsel to prepare 
th~m:<elves for next wee]{? 

A. They get leisure. 
y. That will rather introduce an element of urucertainty P 

A. lt has happened that Courts had been. closed for two days in a 
week and as t,hey did not sit on Saturday there were only three working days. 
I have limited my suggestion to two holidays. 

Q. What a bout the long vacation? Once you suggest about the curtail
ment of holidays probably the suggestion may be made that vacation· is 
too lo11g . 

. 4. That seems to me quite an independent question. I do not see why 
the que:<tion of holidays should involve the question of vacation. LonJl 
vacations are useful because a man can go aw.<lv and have a change. 
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Q. With regard to the powers of Registrars in the High Court, I will 
read to you from the Letters Patent constituting the Rangoon High Court, 
which says-" The High Court of Judicatur.e at Rangoon may, from time 
to time, make rules for delegating to any Registrar, Prothonotary or Master 
or other official of the Court any Judicial, Quasi-Judicial and non-Judicial 
duties." This goes perhaps further than the Patrl'a High Court Letters 
Patent. Would you like to have something like that? 

A. Ye~. 
, Q. You said that the rent suits are not filed in the munsifs' courts here, 

but in fact rent suits come up to the district judge and in some easel 
second appeals lie in the High Court. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are you in favour of the present system? 
A. In· what respect? 
Q. Would you like the present system to continue that the rent suits 

should be dealt with by the district judge and the second appeal should be 
to the High Court or would you rather abolish this system and give jurisdic
tion to the Board of Revenue? 

A. The Board of Revenue has now been relieved of much of its executive 
work. It may be possible to transfer the rent cases to them. 

Q. What was really the basis of the appeal in rent suits to ·the district 
judge and not to the revenue officer? 

A. I think it was that rent suits might involve decision in the title. 
Q. Theo decision in the title is involved in very many rent cases . 
. :1. It i:; not involved in cases where the appeal comes to revenue officer. 
Q. You also say that one of the causes of delay is the postponement 

oQf the writing of the judgment after the hearing of arguments is conduded. 
What exactly happens in this province P 

.4.. Here again I do not want to generalise. The common practice is that 
the pleaders ask for fifteen days' time to prepare their arguments, perhaps 
in a month's time they get copies of deposition and then the judge hears the 
.arguments. He writes thP- judgment when he gets leisure or holidays and 
oQf course by that time he forgets all about evidence. 

Q. I suppose generally the difficulty arises because the copies of deposi
tion of witnesses are not very freely available at the time when the evidence 
is closed. Probably no brief is prepared and after the evidence is over the 
·counsel get hold of the documents to prepare their case. 

'A. Some pleaders do get derks to take down evidence. Some senior 
pleaders get junior pleaders. 

Q. Do you not think that there should be adjustment of relation between 
the junior and the senior pleaders? 

A. The Bar must adjust itself to it. 

Q. And further if the case is to be argued out just at the close of the 
evidence the junior counsel must see to it that the brief is really ready for 
the leader who wants to argue the case and it is a practice which is not 
generally followed. · 

A. Yes. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. Could you kindly tell me whether I understood 

you aright that the work has been increasing in the muns1fs' courts and the 
sub-judges' courts P 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is the work such as can 'be managed by them without the addition of 

the cadre? 
A. No it requires addition of the cadre. We have been promised addi

iion of the cadre. 
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Q. Without an addition to the cadre would you suggest any devolution of 
the power to other agencies which will make for the speedy disposal of the 
judicial work P 

A. I should. like to know what is in your mind. 
Q. The suggestion is, in the Madras Presideocy we have got village 

panchayats courts. These are successors of village munsif courts. These 
courts try suits up to rupees twenty and a large number of suits are 
disposed of in that manner. Could such a thing be done in this province? 

A. I think it has been done under the recent Village Panchayat Act. 
The Act is very new and only beginning. 

Q. The object of my question was to know whether their jurisdiction is 
.cc-ncurrent with that of the munsifs I' 

.4. It is concurrent. 

Q. Supposing it is suggested that these courts should exercise powers up 
to rupees fifty and they. should have exclusive jurisdiction P 

A. They are so new that I would like to give them a little more chance 
to work before making any change. 

Q. Are you in favour of increasing the jurisdiction of ordinary munsifsi' 

A. I am, they might start with one thousand or with fifteen hundred and 
their powers may be extended to three thousand. 

Q. I was going to suggest with reference to your answer to Questions 9 
:and 11 that in the Madras Presidency the munsifs try suit"s up to Rs. 3,000. 
Why should not that he done here in t.hi~ provinc-e? Why t;hould they be so 
rautious to start them with power of Rs. 1,500 and then increase that to 

Rs. 3,000? 
A. Do you start at Rs. 3,000 straightaway? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I will be quite willing to give experienced munsifs this power. 
Q. Surely Rs. 3,000 now are equ11i to Rs. 1,000 of five years ago. 
A. Yes. 
~'· I think your munsifs are Bachelor of Laws and they are appointect 

after three or four years' practice? 
A. They need not have any practice. 

Q. Yo'u will agree that after a particular time they should be given 
powers up to Rs. 3,COO? 

A. Yes. 
Q. What do you think to be the period aft€r which their jurisdiction 

should be extended i' 
A. Five years. 
~1. So after five years munsifs might be entrusted with jurisdiction up 

to Rs. 3,000. 
A. Yes. I may mention here also that I would be in fav~ur of small 

cause court power of a sub-judge being increased to Rs. 750. 
~1. Should not the small cause court power of a munsif be increased to 

Rs. 350 or Rs. 500 i' 
A .. Yes, that might be increased to Rs. 500. 

Q. You said that certain district judges have no time to give to ciVIl 
li'Ork, as a substantial amount of their time is occupied by criminal work. 
In this produce do you appoint senior district munsifs as assistant !leseions 
judges? 

.!. No: only sub-judges. 

Q. In this province you make senior district munsifs as· district judges? 
A.. Not munsifs, but 'subordinate judges. 
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Q. What is the time when you make sub~rdinate judges as district 
judges? I am told that when they become district judges they are very 
old and they are put to great inconvenience as they have not been doing 
criminal work before and have to learn it then. After how many years _ 
standing you make them district judges? ~ 

A. Yes: that is quite true. They are usually appointed as district judges 
after 14 years standing and they are then· about 40 years of age. 

Q. But if you give them some criminal work to do along with civil 
work, would not that be a good thing? 

A. No, because there is a complaint that in some cases the tendency is to 
give preference to criminal work and to allow civil work to accumulate and 
this means another serious delay. 

Q . . Could you not find any other agency to take over mun,sifs' civil work 
up to Rs. 50 or Rs. lOOP Can't sub-registrars be given some of the civil 
work? 

A. No, they are not well educated and there is a general opinion that 
they should not be entrusted with civil work. · 

Q. Then you think that it is not possible, as it was contemplated once 
in other provinces, to invest sub-registrars with civil powers? 

A. I do not think so. 
Q. Supposing it was possible to employ people of higher educational quali

fications as sub-registrars, would' you consent to have them invested with 
ci vii powers ? ' 

A. I do not think that the system would be popular or would work well 
in this province. 

Q. What do you think of the work of honorary magistrates in this provincef 
A. The work of honorary magistrates varies very much. Some are said 

to _be rendering useful help, but some simply waste time. 
Q. Is there no means of checking them ? · 
A. The district magistrate can check them to some extent. 
Q. I read from the administration report that the record of honorary 

munsifs is good. 

A. I have no personal experience myself, but a question was raised by 
Government as to whether we could do more in the way of appointing 
honorary munsifs :md Mr. Justice Lindsay said that the work of honorar~ 
munsifs was not satisfactory and that they did not command the confidence 
of the public. · 

Q, Then you said something about the control of establishment under 
munsifs and subordinate judges. 'Could the clerks and other people employed 
in the various courts at headquarters be controlled by registrars? There is 
a notion among the subordinate judiciary that the central nazarat system 
is not working properly. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Is that a correct notion? 
A. I would say that the notion exists. 
Q. Is it true that munsifs have got no direct control over the copying 

department or the process serving department? 
A. They have got no direct control, they can only complain t~ the 

district judge. -

Q. And the result is that they are not in a position to do anything with 
regard to these matters? · 

A. I think if a munsif makes a complaint the district judge would centainl:y 
back him up. 

Q. Do you think that there is great advantage i~ keeping the central' 
naza1·a~ department? 
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A. Well I think it ought to prove advantageous, but I know of many cases 
"'''·here the nazarat system has not worked well. There are some drawbacka 
which are difficult to get over. How can ·you prevent the process server being 
hribed? 

Q. Will you just look at Queetion 76?. Do you think that if parti
tions of immoveable property are evidenced by registered documents, it 
would prevent a lot of litigation which otherwise follows if they are not 
evidenced? • 

A. Yes, I think if it is tried, it would save litigation. 
Q. I know that in other provinces partitions need not be evidenced by 

registered documents under the Hindu Law? 
• A. Partitions of land are all done by·revenue courts and not by civil courh. 

Q. But I think partitions of houses are done by civil courts? 
A. Yes. ' 
Q. Then if there is a document in these partitions, it should be registered P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then in the case of partnerships, do you think that all partnerships 

started with a capital of one hundred rupees and m,ore should be registered P 
A. I think the limit of one hundred rupees is too low. 
Q. To how much would you increase itP 
A. Not Jess than five hundred. 
Q. Do you think that in the case of persons not educated, their thumb 

marks are sufficient? 'Vhat is your experience of thumb marks? My ex
periwce has been very sad. ·It is not possible to say after sometime that 
the thumb mark is of the same person .. · 

A. Yes. 
Q. It seems to me rather hard for a poor person to register every docu. 

rnent he executes. Having regard to the habits of this country is it not 
correct to insist upon such documents being registered? 

A. That is my view. • 
Q. What is your view with r~ference to the plea that is often set up 

that a document which has been executed and registered is merely intended 
to evidence a sham transaction? Should such a plea be permitted P 

A. I would be inclined to favour a provision to stop it. . 
Q. With regard to a large number of transactions which are calle<l 

benami transactions in this country, what would you do to prevent a person 
from pleading that such a particular transaction was a sham transactionP 

A. Your suggestion is to amend the Code of Civil 'Procedure? 
Q. W9 could do that. 
A. Yes. 

Q. I understand that in the Mysore province if a case is not contested 
a particular court-fee is allowed. If a ca11e is contested additional court 
fee is demanded. 

A. You are speaking of pleader's fees? 
Q. Court fees also. 
A. You say in the M:rsore State? 
Q. That was I am told the measure recommended by a similar Committee 

in the l\1ysore province. 
A. Yes. • 
Q. What 9-o you think of the suggestion in order to put down vexatiou11 

defence? 
:1. Then the. court fee is not paid by the defendant but by the plain. 

tiff. . 
Q. But you can ask the other man to pay the court fee or mulet him 

with costs at the end of the trial. 
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A. That is to say, if it is defended unsuccessfully. Supposing the court. 
fee is paid in the first instance and the plaintiff wins then the defendant has 
to repay the court fee to the plaintiff as part of the costs. ( 

Q. But the defendant has to pay an additional fee as a sort of punish-
ment for having set up a frivolous contention. • · 

A. You could not allow that to every case which the plaintiff wins but 
•mly limit it to such cases where the defence is vexatious. 

Q. Your idea is that in addition to the ordinary court fee the defendant 
who puts in a false defence should be required to pay an additional fee? 

A. Yes. No objection. 

lllr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Do you· think, 1\Ir. Justice Daniels, that the 
services of patwaris could be utilized t.o any advantage for the service of 
processes? 

A .. Yes. 

Q. What do you think of the suggestion that in outlying parts of the 
district the processes should be distributed to patwaris who would serve 
them and bring them back and put in their certification at their next 
visit to the tahsil? The patwaris to receive a fee for their trouble. 

A. I would like to see it tried as an experimental measure in some· 
· districts. · 

Q. Do you see at first sight any radical defect in the suggestion~ 
.4.. No. 
Q. Do you think a patwari can be trusted? 
A. Well, generally he is a responsible official. 
Q. At any rate he will be much more trustworthy than the present process· 

serving peon? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In respect of selection of munsifs are you quite satisfied with the

recent changes adopted by this High Court as to selection? 
A. I know that we have a selection committee which interviews the can-

didates exhaustively. 
Q. Are they tested before they are appointed? 
A.. Yes. 
Q. Do you think any further improvements necessary? 
A.. I cannot think of any better method of selection. 
Q. In your opinion would there be any advantage in a competitive ex-

amination? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you think thai would be a test for a man's fitness? 

A.. No. As far as educational qualifications are concerned every can
didate munsif has got· an educational qualification. He ID•lst bE' a B.A .... 
LL.B. He must undergo two years training. One other aspec'& of competi
tive examination would be that you might have the whole cadre flooded with 
a particular caste or section of the community. That particular caste is a 
very admirable caste ·and a well qualified caste but they are well represented. 

Q. On the question of training do you think it might be possible to have 
something of the nature of the executive officer's training for judicial 
officers? 

.4.. Yes. 

Q. Do you think it might be possible to have senior retired distrirt 
judges who would he perfectly qualified to give a 2 or 3 months' course t() 
probationary munsifs, tearhing them what to avoid and what to do? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. I think you go back to the period in the Civil Service when we were-

compelled to report cases P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you not find that a very good training? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could not something similar be done for munsifsr 
A. Yes. 
Q. As to central offices apart from the expense of giving each officer his 

own staff, is it not a fact that such offices are usually inefficient? . 
A. It is certainly so in the copying department. I have not much ex-

perience of other offices. · 
Q. Is it not a fact that long delays in this province are a rarity? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that there is really very much gross delay in thia

provinceP 
A. They do not happen very often. 
Q. As to case diaries, if the judge does not make the entry in his 

.own hand, can you suggest any method by which you might be teertain· that 
he looks into it? 

A. I do not think I can. 
Q. With regard to the criminal work by subordinate judges, has there 

not been a considerable number of complaints that their civil work is 
interfered with by their criminal work? 

·A. Yes. 
Q. Do you not think that in this province the district judges do a 

reasonable amount of civil work? 
A. Practically they all do a jeasonable amount of civi'l work. 
Q. Do you think that there was any serious cause of complaint in the 

very large powers held by the Judicial Commissioner's Court of Oudh in 
respect of jurisdiction in appeals? Do you think the people had very much 
to complain of the fact that a civil appeal up to Rs. 10,000 was decided b,, 
one judge without any appeal against his decision? " 

A. It is very difficult to say what the opinion of the outside public is. 
One generally hears the opinion of the Bar and that is supported in the
Legislative Council. However, I think that Rs. 10,000 is a high limit . 

. Q. Do you think that daily fee system is largely responsible for the-
delay oi cases? Can :rou suggest any remedy P 

A: It is responsible. I cannot suggest any remedy. 
Q. I think it is much more common in Oudh tban in Agra. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think there is any necessity nowadays to r~tain the pro

vision that the sale of ancestral property in execution of the decree shou!d 
be carried out by the collel-tor't 

A. It certainly results in a very great delay in execution. 
Q. Have you had experience of some very bad delays in that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Extending to seven or erg-ilt years? 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Do you think there is any chance of ttetting the Act of Pre-emptioiF 

reconsidered P 
A. I do not think so because the Act was passed very recently. 
Q. Does pre-emption lead to black-m~ilingP 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Do you th~~k that it will ~e possible or feasible to do something in' 

the na~ur.e of. editing the record .m ~he first appeal before the High Court 
before 1t IS pnnted P . :My suggestion 1s that an enormous amount of evidence 
is printed and this causes very much delay. Can there be not some sort of. 
editing? • 

A. I should be glad to see any such proposal carried out. I agree that a 
great deal of unnecessary matter is printed. 

Q. You have considerable experience of the big taluqdari cases. I think 
it must be in your experience that nine-tenths of the printed stuff is not 
even referred to? 

A. Quite so but I cannot suggest a scheme off-hand. 
Q. That will save a considerable amount of delay in putting up the 

· appeals before the court? 
A. I think so. 
Q. You know the champertous taluqdari case. Have you ever thought 

whether it is possible to get any remedy for that? What lines will you 
take? 

A. Some provision making it more expensive and more difficult. 
· Q. Do you think, if it is possible, when the case is merel_y speculative, 
to ·eall upon the plaintiff to deposit security for the actual costs of the other 
sideP 

A. l\Iay I ask at what stage the .cost will be deposited? 
Q .. At the very beginning. 
A. I think that would be possible. 
Q. Will not that have very good effect? 
A. Yes. There is another method which was actually adopted and that 

is prosecuting the lying plaintiff afterwards. 
Q. I understand that in the only case whe1e that was done the man 

was imprisoned for four years but was released after three months? 
·A. Yes, when His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught came he was 

released. 

1 · DT. DeSouza.-Q. I believe in this province the courts in mofussil are 
regularly inspected by a High Court Judge? 

A. Yes, the district judge is supposed to inspect all sub-judges' courts. 
Q. I am speaking of inspection by a High Court Judge. 
A. In Allahabad they have all been inspected in the last three years. 
Q. How many in a year the district judge inspects lower courts? 
A. It cannot be said exactly for how many times the district judge 

"makes inspection of lower courts, but we always call his attention tO this 
important work, when we see that he has not done reasonable amount of 
inspection. 

Q. Then it means that the district judge has a good deal of time to 
devote to inspection work as well as to civil work, which is not, I think, 
the case in other provinces. 

A. Inspection work is considered to be very important in this province. 
Q. And the result of the inspection is communicated to the High Court? 
A. Yes. 
Q . .And action is taken by the High· Court? 
A. In most cases action is taken by the district judge himself. He is 

the head of his own office and he asks the High Court if he wants any 
thing or if he has to suggest any alteration in the rules. 

Q. Is there any !Complaint in this province re~arding the method of 
recruitment of district judges? 

A. I do not know anything about it. 
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Q. I mean to say that majority of district judges are men of Civit 
Service and as they have no training of civil work usually cqmplaintfl are 
made al!:kinst them? 

A. There was a proposal just before the war to give them some train·ng, 
but as the war broke out, the proposal could not be developed. Of course tiJ.ey 
are not absolutely ignorant of civil procedure. It is applicable to sent. 
suits and every district judge tries rent suits. 

Q. In any case have you heard any complaint that. they _are not well: 
versed in civil procedure P 

A. Yes. 
Q·. Do you like a change in the method of recruitment of district judges. 

in your province P . 
A. I am not apposed to the system of giving theni a training, but I would 

Eke to see the definite scheme before I criticise it. · 
Q. With regard to the selection of munsifs, you have mentioned that. 

junior pleaders are selected as munsifs by a com.mittee of the High Court. 
Judges? 

A. Yes, after an interview of course. They are appointed when· a 
vacancy occurs without any preliminary training. · 

Q. In the revenue department, I believe, it is the practice in this pro-. 
vince to select one or two officers every year by open competition. 

A. I ani not quite familiar with the regulations. I do not think competi
tion is open to every body. I am not sure that competition will give us 
good, experienced and efficient men and there is also one thing more which 
is rather more important than the first. Supposing you have an c.pcn com-. 
petition and not a single l\Iohammedan comes out successful. It .is certain· 
that there will be an outcry among Mohammedap.s. 

9· Your objection to competition then is to 11afeguard the interests c,f 
min~r communities? 

· A .. There are two things. I dq not think in this country it is necessary 
that the man ·who is successful m1l be tho b'lst man and also there will be 
dJinger of over-running certain communities. 

t,l. Then so far as you are aware there is :ra.; complaint about the m•;thod· 
of recruiting munsifs. 

A .. No I have heard of none. 
CJ Your impression is that the most fitted for the appoint!Q&nt of 

munsifs are those appointed and selected by this committee. 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Would it improve the committee in any way if in addition to the 

three Jt:dges of the High Court two senior advocates a1e ·taken in tht'l 
committee? 

A. The present committee is working extremely weli. I do not think 
there is any reason for making an alteration. 

Q. So you are not in favour of having two senior advocat"!s P 
A. I have not very strong opinion either way. l\fy idea simply is· that 

the present committee is working well. I have heard no complaint both as· 
regar•ls t.~t.! method of ~>election and the constitution of the rommittee. 

Note by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice S. R. DANIELS, dated the 28th 
March 1924, on the suggestion of allowing an immediate 

appeal to the High Court when a question of 
jurislliction is raised. 

A question was asked me by a l\Iember of the Committee as to whether· 
an immediate appeal to the High Court should be allowed when a question· 
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-of jurisdiction was raised. My answer is, No. In these provinces a question 
()f jurisdiction may arise in four different ways-

1. A question of local jurisdiction. 
II. A question of pecuniary jurisdiction. 

III. A question whether a suit is cognisable by~a Court or Small Causes. 
IV. A question whether a sui.t is cognisable by the Civil or the Reve

nue Court. 

Case I is fully covered by section 21 of the Code of Civil Procedure. It 
·can very seldom happen that there is a failure of justice because a suit is 
-tried in a wrong local area. ..: 

I regret,· however, that there has been a tendency in some courts to 
whittle down the effect of the section-see, for instance, Lachha Ram 11. 

Virji, 19 A.1 L. J., p. 305. The Madras High Court, hQwever, has given it 
'its full scope-see 43 Mad., p. 675 (F. B.). 

In case II also no difficulty is· likely to arise. If the defendant does not 
·co~;~te8t the valuation put on the suit by the plaintiff he is deemed to have 
accepj;ed it. If he _does dispute it and the question is decided the matter 
becomes res jur]icata between the parties. (Khudaijat•t! Kubra , Amina. 
Khatun, 22 A. L. J., p. 122.) 
~In case III, if a defendant who has unsuccessfully contended that the case 

·is not within the jurisdiction of the Small Cause Cqurt files a revision to 
the High Court no difficulty arises. The High Court's decision on the 

'{}Uestion of jurisdiction is final. The danger lies in a party coming in after
wards and alleging in a subsequent suit that the decree was a nullity and 
not binding en him. The courts sometimes apply the principle that con
·sent of parties cannot give jurisdiction. In my view a party who has sub
mitted to the jurisdiction of the court and has not availed himself of the 
remedy which the law gave him ought not afterwards to be heard to object 
to the binding force of the decree. 

A power of reference on a question whether a suit is cognisable by a. 
Small Cause Court or not is provided by order XLVI, rule 7, Civil Procedure 
'Code, btit it is very rarely used. 

Case IV -is partially provided for by sections 195 to 197 of the Tenancy 
Act. Section 195 allows a power of reference in case of doubt. This power, 
like that contained in Order XLVI of the Code of Civil Procedure, is rarely 
used and for the same reasons. Sections 196 and 197 provide wherever an 
-appeal lies to the District Judge or the High Court 

(a) that no objection as to the suit having been instituted in the 
wrong court shall be entertained unless it was made before the 
court ·of first instance, and 

(b) that if such objection was made the appellate court may either 
dispose of the case on the· materials on the record or if this is 
not possible it may remand the case either to the trial court or 
to any court competent to try it. 

The section further provide.s that no objection shall be taken to any s~ch 
urder either in appeal or otherwise on the ground that the court to wh1Ch 
the suit is remanded is not competent to try it. · 

These sections however do not apply where the appeal lies to the Reyenue 
Court and they leave open the possibility that the Civil Court may return 
t.he plaint for presentation t.o the Revenue Court and that the Reveune 
Court may subsequently return it for presentation to the Civil Court. T~is 
difficulty might be met by the omission of the words "when an appeal hes 
to the District Judge or the High Court " in section 196 and by proyiding that 
subject to these provisions no decree shall be treated as a nullity on the 
ground that the suit was cognisable by the Civil and the Revenue Court 
respectively. There is at least one case on record in which a final decree of 
the Board of Revenue passed on a second appeal has been afterwards treated 
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as a nuJlity on the ground that the appeal should have been preferred .to 
the Civil Court although no question of jurisdiction was raised by the part1e11 
in the proceedings. (Sundar Kunwar 11 Dina ·Nath, 13 A. L. J., p. 326). 

The Honourable Mr. Justice L G. MUKER,JEE, Judge, Allahabad 
High Court. 

Written Statement. 

High Court. 
1 A. 
Origfnal.-Have no idea. 
First appeals.-Qne year. 
Second appeals.-9 months, 
Miscelianeous appeals.-6 months. 

District Court&. 
Original.-9 months. 
Regular appeals.-4 to 6 months. 
·l\1isce11aneous appeals.-3 months. 
Small causes.-There are no such cases, in the United Provinces, in dis

trict judges' courts. 

Uunsifs' Courts. 

[ 

Title.-3 to 6 months. 
Original suits. :Money.-2 to 4 months. 

Rent.-2 to 4 months. 
Small Causes.-1 to 2 months. ,.' 
B. (i) Claim proceedings.-! to 3 months. 
C. Have no idea. 
2. There is a delay. The main causes are:-

1. The delay in the service of summons, and 
2. The congestion of work, in most courts. 

I. This is a vast question, and I will answer this, after answering the rest. 
"· I can speak only of 'the province of Agra. 
Munsifs.-The recruitment of the munsifs used to be satisfactory till of 

late. I would not appoint a man for the post of a munsif who has not, bond 
fide, practised as a vakil or pleader for at least 3 years. Under the present 
rules, a :man, who has not put in even a day's practice, may be appointed. I 
would rais~ the initial pay and would thereby attract right men .. 

Sub-Tudges.-I have no fault to find with the selection and appointment of 
subordinate judges. 

District Judges.-There is much to be desired among the I. C. S. district 
judg~3. 'Vhen these officers are appointed, they come without any previous 
cidl training, and naturally, those among them who are anxious to do 
justice must take time over the arguments and disposal by a suitable judg
ment. If the disposal be satisfactory, there would be fewer 'second appeals. 
FurthP.r, of the appeals, most would be summarily dismissed under the provi
sions of Order 41, Rule 11, C. P. C. 

Iligh Court Judg~s.-I would increase the number of Judges who have 
first-hand lclowledge of the civil suits and other proceedings. 

5. I do not consider any training than has been already mentioned would 
be necessary. 
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6. I am not aware if the transfers are too frequent. If in any province 
thE'y arP., the frequency should be decreased. 

7. I ~<"ill take the several officers separately. 
· Munsifs.-These have 5! hours of court day. i hour should be left ou~ 
for rest and refreshments (lunch). Out of the Yemaining 5 hours, 1 hour 
should be set apart for the passing of orders on the applicati·Jns ::nd for 
the disposal of execution cases. Saturday, as usual will be <;et l!part for the 
trial of contested miscellaneous and execution cases. \Ve are thus left with ~0 
hours a week for regular cases. Supposing that, the smaller money c-aaes 
are disposed of by the munsif in his small cause court jurisdiction, or by a 
judge of small cause court, a mun.Sif should not be expected to do more than 
5 contested cases a week of full 6 days. This of course is the average. It is 
not an infrequent thing in a court of munsif that a l'BSe takes several days. 
The average ·will be different in difierent places, e.g., it would be too mueh 
to expect a munsif of :Meerut city to show this average. 

Subordinate· Judges--As in the case of munsifs, thera will be but 4 
working hours. per day. On the average, a· subordinate judge should have 2 
days for a contested suit. This should leave him sufficient time for looking 
after the execution proceedings as well. 

District Judges.-These officers require on the average 1i hours a day for 
looking into the administrative matters, answering letters_ and disposing 
of applications. They cannot therefore be expected to hear and decide 
more than 2 sub-judges' appeals, or 3 munsifs' appeals or 4 revenue appeals. 
Of course there are the sessions cases and the criminal appeals and the appli
cations in revision. Ordinarily one day in the. week is sufficient for the 
disposal of criminal appeals, in a normal district. One day would be taken 
up in disposing of miscellaneous cases (guardianship, disposal of property 
of minors, registration, etc.) This will leave 4 days in the week for either 
sessions cases or civil appeals. For sessions cases, having regard to the fact 
that, dacoity cases have become so frequent, on the average 2 days should be 
allowed for sessions cases. · 

If the statement of the year should show that, the outturn has fallen 
below the standard, the officer may be asked to explain, and he will probably 
be able to show that in a particular jurisdiction, the standard is too high. I 
would deprecate asking for explanations every quarter or earlier. 

8. Sometimes, the delay is due to the fact that, the practitioners are not 
forthcoming. But this may be remedied by insisting on a case ·being taken 
"up, without waiting for the practitioner, and in the strict order of institu
tion, except for part heard cases. Then, the practitioner will know where 
he is expected to be and when, !).nd if he is unable to arrange, he will hand 
over his brief to others. Tliis will ensure the employment of more legal 
practitioners and will prevent the concentration of work in only a few 
hands while the others starve. 

9. No. 
10. It is all a question of cadre of the officers,- and unfortunately this very 

point has been excluded from the inquiry. Ordinarily, a munsif 'l;"::>uld take 
as much time over a case of higher value as a subordinate judge. I see there
fore no point in the increase of the jurisdiction (pecuniary) of a munsif. Of 
course, if anywhere the work be too small, the jurisJictiou n:ay be extended. 
As to costs, the court fee and the pleader's fees would be the same. 

11. Same a.s.under 10. 

12 and 13. The administrative work which a district judge is expected to 
do should be done by himself. Where some lazy officers leave this to their 
munsarim or the head of the office, there is always trouble. I see no harm in 
transferring all the miscellaneous duties of the district judge in the matters 
of probate, succession, guardianship, registration and land acquisition to a 
subordinate judge. The public have full confidence in a subordinate judge. 

·In some cases, a subordinate judge or munsif does exercise some cf the juris-
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dictions. I do not think that selection would be necessary. These may be 
the ordinary jurisdiction of a subordinate judge. 

14. I am emphatic on this point. I will give no person, who is not in the 
pay of the State, any judicial work to do. The appointment of honorary 
munsifs and magistrates is to be entirely deprecated, especially the grant of 
magisterial powers to a landholder to be exercised within hi!:! own estate. 

The new system of village panchayets may however be given a fair trial. 
Th3re the justice will be administered not by o!le man but by se\>'eral. 

15. l wiJl not.give the small cause courts any jurisdiction over matter in 
which they do not now enjoy jurisdiction. I will keep the mortgage suits 
out of their jurisdiction. Nay, I will not invest officers with small cause juris
diction till they have put in at least 5 years service, and then only up to 
Rs. 50. An officer, unless he is exceptionally noted for .his patience, should not 
have larger jurisdiction before he has put in 1.0 years' service. The.remedy 
lies in giving one of the subordinate judges jurisdiction as a court of small 
cau.;;es. 

16. Summary procedure is unsuited to this country, where the majority 
or the people are illiterate. . 

17. For the good name and stability of the gov~rnment, it is .essential 
. that the administration of justice should not be in the hands of unpaid or 

ill-paid or insufficiently trained officers. I would therefore not give the 
flub-registrars any judicial powers. 

18 and 19. I would curtail the Letters Patent appeals from the decisions 
of a single judge disposing of second appeals. ~f this cannot be done, I 
would suggest that no single judge of the High Court should hear any ap_Peal 
1\'ith respect to which a further appeal is to be provided. In other cases, l 
will maintain all rights of appeals which are not too many. 

l\Iany appeals are filed only for the purposes of obtaining a stay of 
execution. I would make it compulsory for the appellate court to see the 
judgment appealed from before granting a stay. A stay should be only an 
exception even if the party be wiV~g to furnish security. · 

I would not extend the jurisdiction of a single judge of the High Court 
beyond its present limit, if there is going to be a Letters Patent appeal. 
Otherwise I would extend it to Rs. 2,000. 

20 . .As I have already stated, I will not cut down the present rights of 
11ppeal. l\Iuch time would be saved, if the second appeals· would not be 
lightly admitted. 

l\ly suggestion on this point is that in all second appeals, as soon as it is 
!iled, the record should be sent for and where they are to be heard by two 
judges, two paper books should be at once prepared. The case will then be 
carefully examined before a notice is issued and the decision of the case lS 

nung up for a long time. 
21. I do not approve of the idea, so long as our I. C. S. district judges 

are not better trained. 
22. See my answer to Questions 18 and 19. 
23. Person .. iiy speaking, I do not admit an application in revision except 

for very good grounds, and I consider the present rules sufficient. 

24 and 25. The present rules are not at all bad. Only they require to be 
properly administered. The service of summons is a difficult matter owing to 
various causes. The country is vast, and a process server travels at least 100 
mile,;, at each trip. ~e is ;not allowed anything over and abo~e his meagre 
pay. He accepts the Job, simply because he can make somethmg out of it. 
It is difficult to check his movements, especially if one of the parties is pre
pared to shield him. I can think of nothing better except providing some 
means of checking his doings. This can be done if the courts have time to 
devote themselves to ~he inquiry. They generally think that, during the time 
they would devote to the inquiry, they would be able to do a portion of their 
judicial work. The remedy I will suggest is the appointment of supervising 
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officers, in the shape of an extra but well-paid nazir, better pay to the peons~ 
nnd a thorough inquiry by one of the officers at the headquarters, or by the 
officer hims~lf of the outlying courts. 

Section 106 of the T. P. Act permits of the notice being left with a servant 
of the house or on the premises. But the main question is, whether the peon 
goes to the spot or not, and whether his report that the house was found shut 
up is correct or not. A service howsoever done may be accepted. But the 
moment the decree is sought to be executed, the defendant will come and 
prove that he had no information. 

It is only in particular districts like Azamgarh, where many people go to
distant parts of the country for a Jiving that the service is really difficult. 
Otherwise service does not present in most cases with any serious diffi~ulty, 
Then, there is the rule for substituted service. It can be resorted to whe.:-& 
desirable. I will let the present rules stand, but will ensure its better working 
by better· supervision and better umuneration. 

26. I have no adequate idea of English pleadings. But the forms given 
in the C. P. C. are adhered to in simple cases. It is impossible to provide 
forms for all cases. I would insist on the munsarims reporting in cases of 
prolix and argumentative plaints and grounds of appeal and if the courts 
get time to look into these and return the plaint in a few cases from tim<;! 
to time for amendment, the pleading would improve. The same remarks 
apply to written statements. "\\nere an adjournment is involved, the opposite
party not being in fault himself may be awarded costs. 

27. No, but they are not as fully utilised as may be desirable. The reason 
is want of sufficient time .. 'Vhere an officer knows that, he has to turn out 
a large number of cases, by the end of the month, he will naturally try to 
dispose of a case, and will neglect the details. An improvement can be 
effected only by inspections by the Judges of the High Court, from time to 
time. · 

28. If the post office be utilised, the same trouble would arise as now. 
The postal peons would become corrupt. I know a case in which a ficti
tious notice was manufactured with the aid or connivance of postal officials. 
The service through the village officials will not improve matter. They can
not be expected to serve the summons themselves. If they employ peons the 
same trouble would arise. Further these officials, not being under the con
trol of the officers of the civil courts, a sort of dual control would arise with 
frequent friction between officers of the different departments. 

29. Yes, such as has been adopted in the Allahabad High Court. 

30. This will be of little avail, unless we make it a rule, as in Bengal and 
Bihar, that, there will be no service, unless the server himself knows the man 
to be served or there is some one on behalf of the party requiring the 
service, to point out the party to be served. 

As a matter of practice, the parties who are ~areful do wait for ib.~r 
service to issue and then accompany the peon for service. 

31. The present ones are quite sufficient, if they are bona fide followed. 

32. The provisions of Order X are not neglected. The procedure laid 
down in Orders XI and XII are taken advantage of in certain districts and 
not in others. This depends on the leaders of the bar. 1\nere .t~ese camw, 
from Bengal (where there is more frequent use of these provlSlons) they 
brought in vogue these rules. 

The remedy lies in grounding the future vakils in these rules of procedure. 

33. The suggestion would be useful only when. there is but on~ pb~ntiJr 
and one defendant. It is only as to facts essential for the clearmg or the 
pleadings that a pleader can be questioned. H~ answer ':'"ould be o_n ~ehalf 
of all ~he persons constituting a party .. But If a particular plamt~ff _be. 
examined and if he should make a damagmg statement, the other plaintiff\! 
may say that. they are not bound by the statement. They may adduce evi-
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denc-e to sh<lw that that statement is really_ wrong., I do not therefore 
accept the suggestion. 

34. The provision is not resorted to .as frequently as is Jes~rable. '!he 
attention of the courts to t!iis provision should be drawn from time to time 
dlld the district judges may be asked to note at the annual inspections 
n·hether the rule is observed. · 

3.3. I would not at all interfere in the matter. It is beyond the legiti
mate duty of a court to make any suggestion as to the curtailment of the 
~vidence. The court cannot often come to a right conclusion till it has 
heard the entire evidence for the parties and then the arguments of pleaders. 
I have sometimes found that I have not noted down in my memorandum 
of evidence a certain matter as unnecessary and then have discovered that 
it had an important bearing and had to look to the vernacular record for 
that piece of evidence. 

36. Affidavits, if properly drawn up and swor~ to by proper parties 
may do in non-contested cases and in simple cases. I am, therefore, for a 
rule requiring a petitioner to file.an affidavit, a copy of which, however must 
be served on all the opposite parties interested in the proceedings. But in 
cases of contest, evidence will have to be taken, ··and this will involve an 
adjournment. 

The court may in such cases direct a certain party to examine witnesses 
but only on condition of payment in court of security for costs of the opposite 
party. 

3i. I cannot accept this suggestion. The court has ample power to stop 
examination and cross-examination on irrelevant matters, and so long as the 
-1uestions are relevant, how can a court be justified in putting an artificial 
limit to the examination or cross examination? • 

38. I do not see any classes of cases to which I would suggest the appli
cation of summary procedure. 

39. These are really questions of facts. In each case the question arises 
whethei' a particular party tepresents any one besides himself and whom. 
"'here he does represent; the parJ;ies represented !Ire bound. We cannot 
adopt the cumbrous procedure laid 'down in Order 1, Rule 8, C. P. C. 

40. I cannot accept the idea underlying the question. 

41. Undoubtedly there is caused a considerable amount of delay, in cases 
where there are minor defendants and the adult defendants want to delay the 
disposal of the suit. But the question does not go to the root of the trouble. 
The trouble is this: 

The court, under the law,"cannot appoint a person a guardian for the suilt, 
except by his consent. This consent is seldom given, unless the party is 
desirous of at once contesting the .suit. Where the idea is to cause a delay, 
the person proposed as the guardian (he may be the best man of all the per
sons suggested by the plaintiff, and he may have been selected by the court 
itself) if served, would not appear till at a late stage in the suit, and would 
then come and ·say that he did not propose to act. He would say that he 
did not receive the notice or that he was too ill to have appeared before that 
date. The court cannot force him to act. A fresh guardian has to be pro
.posed, or a fresh person out of the several names• given has to be chosen and 
then a fresh notice has to go. If the service of an earlier notice (as the 
.question suggests) be taken as sufficient, a fresh summons must go to the 
11ew guardian to give him notice of his appointment, and then probably, he 
would come and say 'no.' It often happens that, when, as a matter of last 
J'esource, a court appoints one of its officers, a relation of the minor comes 
and offers to act. The remedy proposed, then, is of no benefit. 

Further, it is not safe for a court to take the whole responsibility of the 
appointment of the guardian for the suit. For, later on the minor may come 
and show that his guardian was not a fit and proper person to act. The 
plaintiff then may find his decree set aside, because the court appointed a 
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person as the guardian whom, if he had not been required to give 
several names, he would not have nominated. 

I really see no remedy for the evil except this that .,.-here a person 
knowingly had delayed to express his unwilling11ess to act, the court may be 
empowered to saddle him with the costs to be incurred by the plaintiff and the 
co-defendants (if necessary) owing to the delay. 

42. I do not think that there is an abuse of the~ rule. The law itself pro
vides the check; vide Section 95, C. P. C. 

45. The practice is not uniform. I would ask all judges to fix the date~ 
themselves. 

43. No. 
44. The practice· is not uniform. The law on the point is clear ;-See 

Order 14, Rule 2. 
46. The pleaders are consulted, but they can seldom give any definite idea. 

of the .amount of time the hearing would take. Another practice is, which is. 
more useful, to give the parties a time within which to file the list of wit
nesses to be summoned. The number of the witnesses does give the court 
some idea of the time required for trial. But all this can apply to the larger 
suits in the court of the subordinate judge and even this is not always suffi
cient for the parties to summon more witnesses later on. I do not think the
court can very well refuse to summon fresh witnesses if there be time enough 
for this purpose and cannot confine a party to the examination of witnesses. 
first summoned. · 

In my opinion, much can be done in the matter by insisting on the parties 
(by law) filing a list of their witnesses, within a time, and not to issue
summons for fresh witnesse~, except for good cause. 

47. I have not found that commissions for the examination of witnesses 
have unduly delayed the disposal of suits. A court has the right to refuse 
the issue of commission if the application be unnecessarily delayed. It is not. 
safe to multiply rules and to fetter the discretion of the court . 

• 48. There is usually no affidavit, but these are called for in suitable case!!' 
and costs are awarded. 

49. They are. I would enforce such a rule. 

50. Yes. 

51. No. 
52. It should come after the. other questions on execution have been ex

hausted. It will be answered after these. 

53. I agree. 
54. I do not agree. A decree may be sent for execution to more courts 

than one~ and different courts may bring different persons on the record. 

55. The case. of a stranger purchaser may be brought within the rule of 
Section 47. But this will mean a second appeal being permitted to him. 

56. The execution is sought to be defeated only by the indigent judgment
debtors and those who though able to pay, would not pay. The case of the 
former class is by far the larger. This is the reason uhy executions are often 
unsuccessful. This fact is dften lost sight of. The decree holder would suffer 
if the period of 12 years be cut down. Again if the decree be not allowed to 
be executed once at least in 3 years, a dishonest decree holder, whose decree· 
has been satisfied out of court, may wait and execute the decree at the 11th 
year. Then the judgment-debtor may find it impossible to prove that he has 
paid and to recover the money paid by suit. I would leave these provision:i 
untouched. 

57. There is no justification for extending the provisions of Section 66. 
C. P. C., as suggested. 

58. The present rule is stiff enough, and it need not be made stiffer. 
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59. The last proviso to Rule 16, Order 21, must stand, being based on 
very sound principle. The equities existing among· the co-judgment-debtors 
cannot be adjusted in the execution department. 

I see no objection to the execution. of' a decree by the assignee pending 
the objection by the judgment debtor. I would add a sub-rule like No. 2 in 
rule 22. 

60. 'The matter is discretionary, and the rule may and should stand. 
61.. A notice would be necessary seeing that, in most cases, the judgment

debtors are not literate persons. But this fact does not stand in the way of 
execution, vide sub-rule 2. ' 

62. The addition of the proviso suggested would work hardship. The power 
is discretionary, on good cause being shown, it may be exercised. Then secu~ 
rity may be taken. Nothing further is needed. 

63. I do not think that any of the notices requ~red by the law is un
necessary. In the suit, every date is fixed in the presence of the parties or 
his pleader. In the execution department, there is no pleader for tlie judg
ment-debtor, and in the interest of fair play on the part of the decree-holder, 
notices would be necessary, for all important steps. I have examined the 
several provisions and I do not find that at any stage any unnecessary notice 
has been allowed to be issued. Where a judgment-debtor is represented, there 
is nothing in the law which says that a notice to the -pleader will not do. 

64. I do not agree with any of the suggestions in this question. 
65. No. 
52. Execution generally. 
Firstly.-! will do away with the execution of decrees by the collector. 

In my experience of 28 years, I have not come across a single case, in which 
the execution by the collector has done any good either to tl:e judgment
debtor or to the decreE.'-holder. It only serves to complicate matters and causes 
delay. The subordinate officers of the revenue department are not fully 
acquainted with law, and they by their illegal orders only complicate matters. 

Secondly.-! will call upon the decree-holder to deposit all the expenses 
for the various stages of ex:ecutioq ,itll at once. I will make a rule by which 
a note will be made in the register of all the costs paid, and in case of such 
costs or any portion of the same not being necessary for a particular execu
tion, the costs should be refunded at once. Most of the execution cases are 
struck off the pending file, because the decree-holder does not pay the costs. 
In many cases the clerks of pleaders realise the costs, but do not deposit with 
the court, when asked, probably because they spend the money, and it .is 
not forthcoming when wanted. 

Thirdly.-When the costs have been paid, the notice to show cause against 
-execution (and attachment or any other order, in case of urgency, along 
with such notice) will issue. Of course where no notice to show cause is 
necessary, none will issue. 

On the date fixed where an attachment is necessary, an order for the pur
pose 'will be made. "nere the property to be sold is mortgaged, a date will 
be fixed for the settlement of the sale proclamation. Where there has issued 
a previous notice to show cause against execution it will not be necessary to 
issue a notice to the judgment-debtor telling him of the date fixed for the 
settlement of the terms of the sale proclamation. Otherwise a notice will go 
telling him of the date fixed. ' 

The decree-holder, with his application for execution will file a state
ment of all the particulars- that are necessary for the settlement of the terms 
{)f the sale proclamation, in the cases of a mortgage decree. In the case of 
.attachment, when the attachment report has been received, a date will be 
fixed for the settlement of the terms of sale. 

The decree-holder may be given a right to bid, without a notice to the 
iudgment-debtor and certainly the sale should not be postponed in ordel' 
that the decree-holder may be permitted to bid after notice. 
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1\ly opinion is that the rules for the execution are not defective, only thAY 
are not worked with proper attention either by the courts or by the pleaders 
of the decree-holders. These matters are left by both the courts and tha 
plaaders to the mercy of the clerks with the result we all know. 

One suggestion is that there should be separate officers f0r the execution 
work. This may be done at the headquarters and in that case a subordinate
judge may be put in charge of all the execution cases. But this idea ~as not 
my approval. It will be difficult to keep the officer fully occupied and if he
be given some original work, the same trouble will arise and the execution 
cases will be neglected. 

I would insist on a copy of the decree bE>ing filed with an execution 
application. 

66. I am unable to accept the suggestions contained in this question except 
the one contained in the last paragraph. ~·e cannot go back to the days 
of the case of Matadin Kasodha v. Kazim Husain, and the cases which were
decided on foot of it. No other High Court followed that case and that 
case and all the subsequent cases had to be overruled later on. 

But I do agree that in the case of simple mortgages, only one decree
may be granted and this will also contain a decree under Order 34, Rule 6, 
C. P. C. 6 months may be allowed to pay up. If the money is not paid, the
decree may be executed and where the sale does not satisfy the decree, the
personal decree' may be executed. "·here no personal decree can be passed, 
the decree will expressly say so. · 

67. I will suggest that the courts should not stay execution without going 
into the merits of the case. If the courts do not do their duty a party can· 
not be punished because a court accepted his prayer. 

68. No, the order granting injunction is appealable and that is sufficient 
remedy. Then there is the penalty provided by the law for grant of corn· 
pensation. 

69. 'Whoever may be the officer hearing insolvency cases, he should have
time to look into the cases. It is all a case of over-work and congestion. If 
officers can get time to dispose of the insolvency cases quickly, it 1s immate
rial whether a dist"rict judge hears these or subordinate judge. 

70. No. 
71. I am not aware of any. 
72. I will do away with the law, which makes the attestation of mort. 

gage deeds compulsory. If the law be amended, all will go well. There carr 
be no presumption as to any private document being valid unless the same
is proved to be so. 
, 73. If both or where there are more than two, all the parties agree, there
is no bar to any sort of secondary evidence being accepted. 

74. In suits fer the setting aside of the alienations of a ~Iitakshara father, 
and in suits for the setting aside of alienations made by Hindu females, in 
their life-time, the period of limitation may be reduced to 6 years. For· 
pre-emption suit the period of limitation should be 6 JUonths. 

75. I would make all adoptions to be evidenced by registered dccument&1-

and all wills compulsorily registrable. In the cases of non-registered wills, 
these must be deposited with district registrars. 

76. I agree that all partitions must be evidenced by a registered document, 
and any other mode should not be effective. 

78. I am entirely opposed to the doctrine of part performance giving vali
dity to a transaction, which must under the law be completed only by 
registered documents. The law should be always simp)~. 

77. I agree that all partnership contracts must be registered. 

79. This will not be desirable. The law is such as hss been suggested i!li 
the case of immoveable property, except with a slight exception. 
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80. This will affect many small transactions. I will put a hmit of Rs. 50· 
and upwards. Otherwise I agree. 

81. I think that a rule like the one suggested will cause more fraud than 
will prevent the commission of it. 

82. My experience is that more suits are decreed, either wholl~ or in par~,. 
than are dimissed totally. This means that if the court fee be mcreased, 1t 
will cause real hardship and will not stop dishonest litigation. 

83. I am decidedly of opinion that the rule as to attestation in the cas&· 
of mortgages should go. 

84. I have no suggestions on the point. 

85. I do not quite follow the question. l\Iany things are referred to 
experts and commissioners in suit. 

86. Multiplication of law reports cannot be put a stop to. As human 
ideas expand, argumeuts '1\'0uld be finer ant' subtler. We cannot go back t& 
the days of rough and ready justice. I would therefore not suggest putting 
a stop to the publications. 

87. Codification of law is certainly desirable.·. Hindu and Mohammedan 
Laws are fit subjects for codification. But, there is bound to be opposition_ 
The law of pre-emption requires to be codified, and .this has been done in tha 
several provinces. There are several subjects which have codified law, but it. 
requires overhauling. 

The Hon'ble Mr. JUSTICE L. G. MUKERJI called and examined on. 
Tuesday, the 11th March 1924. 

Chairman.-Q. I think you presided over all claSses of courts in Agra. 
A. Yes, except revenue courts. I had appeals from revenue courts. 
Q. So you have considerabl-:·' knowledge as to the workability of the· · 

various suggestions that have been made in the questionnaire? 
A. I suppose so. 
Q. Do you think any expedition could be achieved by an increase in the

ordinary powers of munsifs 'l 
A .. I do not think. I have already answered that question in my note. 
Q. You think that as the main trouble in munsi:fu' courts is that they 

already have too much to do, not much could be done by increasing their
jurisdiction 'l 

A. Yes. l\Iy idea further is that the time taken depends upon the· 
valuation. of a suit, whether it is decided by a munsif or a eubordinate 
JUdge. If the value is large, there will be very keen contest. If the .value· 
is small, the contest will not be so keen. 

Q. Do you think any expedition could be achieved by increasing. the small 
cause court powers? · 

A. Yes. It is possible. 
Q. As regards munsifs, in your opinion, would they be quite competent. 

to dispose of small cause cases up to a substantial sum? 
A. Yes. In this province we have given power up to Rs. 250. 
Q. "'hat is your opinion as regards the general power of the munsifs: 

being increased? 
A. It would, depend upon particular men. They should be chose~. 

Every body is not fit to use that power. 
Q. Of course, if to some extent cases now tried under the ordinary proce

durll could be tried under a small cause court procedure, there might be a 
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~saving of some tim~:. In that wa7, one could facilitate business to a small 
extent. 

A. Yes. If there be no appeal, the notes would be smaller and the judge 
may hear the witness, but he need not take down all he says. That would 
shorten time. 

Q. Do you think 'there would be a saving· of some time in subordinate 
judges' courts 'l · 

A. Yes, because there would be no first appeals. 
Q. Do you think the village courts and honorary munsifs could be invested 

with exclusive jurisdiction? 
A. I am entirely opposed to that. My idea is that nobody who is not paid 

by the State and who has had no training, should be allowed to try cases. 
The village courts have proved a failure and the honorary munsifs are not 
much better. 

Q. What about the establishment of panchayats? 
A. They may be given a trial, because at least 3 to 5 men sit and there 

is more chance of justice than a single man dispensing justice. 
Q. As regard~ village courts and honorary munsifs, you say they were 

utter failure. Will you give me your reasons? 
A. For an impartial justice, there should be training. People who have 

been appointed come from the same surroundings, they have prejudices, 
they are influenced, and sometimes they themselves have hostilities with 
·somebody connected with the parties. They can seldom rise above their 
petty environments in the villag~ 

Q. ·I suppose in this province, as in other provinces, there is a good deal 
-of cliquery? 

A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Do you think that this is an accepted view in this province? 
A. Yes. I am quite certain. 
Q. You do not think there would be any public support for an extension? 
A. No. 
Q. Some munsifs have 11,000 cases on their file. Don't you think some 

-of these cases can be transferred to village courts? 
A. Such relief would be at the expense of the litigants. 
Q. Do you think honorary munsifs are the same as village munsifs? 
A. Honorary munsifs may be a little better than village munsifs, but 

still they have no training. 
Q. Are there any kinds of cases excluded from their jurisdiction P 
A. They try cases of small cause court nature. 
Q. Anyhow you are entirely againi!t the honorary mtmsi£ system? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I see you would not delete any of the items in the Small Cause Court 

Act. Have you gone through it recently? 
A. Well, I myself was a judge on the small cause court side. 
Q. What is your opinion with regard to simple mortgages? 
A. It is difficult to decide beforehand what is a simple cao;e. The Madras 

ruling says that no date should be fixed for final hearing. First th:lre should be 
the determination of issues. At first it may seem a plain looking case. When 
the parties turn up, it may become a complicated case. 

Q. When there is a question of priority, how would you deal with it? 
A. When a question of priority, or other complication arises, then the 

plaint should be presented to the court having jurisdiction. . 
Q. You mean that there would be no written statement in such cases by 

which yt)u can det-ennine in advance the question of priority? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Then there is a suit for injunction. I understand,. in most cases 
where injunction is asked for, it is a small matter and it raises no difficulty. 
But it excludes small cause court jurisdiction altogether. l\Ir. Justice Daniels 
told us of a case the value of which was Rs. 5. The suit was over a tree. 

A. I think we can det'ise a means by which cas~s in which the prayer 
hi not bona fide may be removed. Sometimes the prayer for injwction 
is resorted to to avoid payment of court fee. lily practice used to be to 
insist upon the party coming out with his entire claim. But if we give 
the court power to see whether the injunction has been asked for merely 
to oust the jurisdiction of the small cause court that would be 
salutary, otherwise the small cause court would not have jurisdiction. But 
where the prayer is bona fide the question of title often arises. 

Q. Do you think that in very small cases of dissolution of partnership 
small cause court powers might be exercised P 

. 4. Y e.s, they may. be exercised provided special. ·officers are given ~ur~~ 
dictiOn. In the Presidency small cause courts the Judges have larger JUriS• 
diction than the provincial judges. The reason is probably that they are 
better fitted and they know and do cases more carefully. If special officers 
are given powers, I do not mind. · 

Q. A good deal of trouble arises about the exclusion of all suits for 
account, many suits are involved in account. That might perhaps be re· 
considered. 

A. Jurisdiction will probably depend on the allegation in the plaint. If 
the plaint shows that what was really wanted was that the C.efendant should 
render the account, then alone the jurisdiction will be oust-ed and not;. 
othenvise. 

Q. What is the objection to a small cause cpurt deciding whether the 
account should be granted or notP 

A. These are complicated cases requiring more time and probably raising 
questions which might be brought before the court of appeal. 

Q. You are not troubled in this province much with suits in munsifs• 
courts for rents P 

1 
.• 

A. No, they go to revenue cou:r't except the house-rent. 
Q. As regards house-rent will there be any objection to summary proce

dure? 
A. No. 
Q. Now may I come to the question of Letters Patent appeal. I undel.'

stand that in this court a single Judge in civil cases disposes of second appeal 
up to the value of Rs. 500. In Calcutta it is only up to Rs. 50. What you 
suggest is that it will be waste of time if there is a Letters Patent appeal 
from the decisions of a single Judge disposing of second appeal P 

A. Yes. 

Q. What you say as regards the possibility of depriving people of their 
right under the Letters Patent under a certain value is that you would like 
to see, for example, that in all cases disposed of by a single Judge under the 
value of Rs. 500 or Rs. 200, there should be no Letters Patent appeal? 

.4 .•. We have got cases of second appeal to the value of more than Rs. 500 
coming before the Judges and there is no further appeal and if any further 
appeal is intended then it is better to abolish it altogether. It happens that 
in a very small case which has got no merit but there is to be a further 
appeal the judge has to take more time in writing judgment than he other~ 
wise would do. 

Q. Would, you like to see Letters Patent appeal abolished under certain 
value? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What value do you suggest?· 
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A. In fact I would say that there should be no appeal. If there must be 
:an appeal it may be in cases. of value of more than Rs. 2.30, otherwise there 
·should be no appeal at all. 

Q. I see apart from that your general opinion is that right of second 
:appeal should not be curtailed? 

A. Yes. · 
Q. Have you considered the injustice done in a c~'lse of a very sr!Jall value 

where the second appeal is brought, the case is hung up for over a year with 
possibility of remand and then appeal from the remand order? Codd you 
suggest us as regards the small cause court cases, whatever their complica
tion, any way to make an end. of the matter in a reasonable time? 

A. You cut off certain amount of cases by not allowing a ~econd appeal 
:at all. In small cause court cases up to Rs. 500 there is no second appeal. 
Then you .do not allow second appeal on facts and cases up to Rs. 5,000 
a-re cut off like that. Only in very small number of cases second appeal is 
;allowe~: In fact our number is somewhere about fifteen hundred for 1920. 

Q. Has it not gone up rather lately to two thousaml? Take it roughly at 
two thousand. What do you say about the number? 

A. It was 1,666 in 1920. 
Q: 'What is your view about second appeals under small value, say, Rs. 50 

.or Rs. 100? 
A. I think it won't'be an undesirable thing. We can after all sav that 

up to a certain limit there should be one appeal only. I agree with that 
i,dea. 

Q. As regards the abolition of Letters Pate'tt appeals I take it that in 
-this court, as in the Calcutta High Court, if the par::.ies, before the appeal ill 
heard, ask that it should go to a bench that is never refused. 

A. No. 
Q: And that probably in itself will be a sufficient protection without 

making any exception to the abolition of Letters Patent appeals? 
A. Yes. 
Q. People think it of sufficient importance that they can ask for it? 
A. Yes, otherwise it should be final. That will be a complete safeguard. 
Q. And if you are considering the abolition of the right of second appeal 

to suits under Rs. 50 or Rs. 100, I think you would allow it in the case of 
·suits which ate of '\ery great public importance. Apart from points ot law 
and public importance there might possibly be cases where decision in a 
small case might prejudice the title and have effect under the res-judicata 
·doctrine. 

A. Yes. Apart from public importance the case may be important to 
.one of the parties as well. For example, we have sometimes cases between 
tenants and zemindars, in which the zemindar claims a small amount of 
Tent, which is not exactly part of the rent but under custom and the tenant 
·denies it. Now this is a question which affects the whole body of tenants 
and they would not rest without having a decision from the highest couri 
in the land. 

Q. Now could you give me a suggestion on that point? How would you, 
meet that necessity without at the same time throwing open the High Court 
to appeals in a vast number of cases? 

A. If the appellate court thinks that the question raised is of such 
general importance as to require a d, 'ision of the High Court, it may 
certify. 

Q. 'What is your experience in this Court as regards the working of 
'Order 41, Rule 11. 

A. My experience in this Court is very small and personally I _have not 
.admitted a single appeal unless I nm satisfied that there is somethmg really 
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to be done in the matter. :My opinion is that unless I ani prepared to allow 
the appeal tt is ·no use admitting it and issuing notice to the respondent. 

Q. In that case you probably have to spend much time in hearing the 
party filing appeal. I think much time is not saved in this way; but you 
do it only to prevent the respondent not to incur unnecessary· expenses. 

A. Yes, I spend some time in hearing so that; if there be a Letters Patenfl 
appeal, the judges may know what are my exact viewB. If we make the 
thing a little more straight and see that the appeal is not likely to succeed, 
no notice should be given to the respondent, I think that will have a very 
salutary effect. 

Q. Probably th~ main objection to Order 41, Rule 11, is that there is 
great variation from judge to judge in the way it is worked. 

A. Possibly. 
Q. But do you think that it is on the whole useful?" 
A. Yes. 
Q. There is another matter on which I like to have your opinion, and 

that is with regard to serving of processes. How many district courts are 
there at a sadar station at one time in this province?. 

A. Sometimes there are five or six courts.· For example, at Meerut there 
are three munsifs and three subordinate judges and one district judge, but 
that is the maximum number. Ordinarily there are only one munsif, one 
subordinate judge and one district judge. ' 

Q. Then as a rule courts are grouped in one compound? 
A. Yes. 

Q. And each of the munsif and each of the subordinate judge bas his 
own little office at the back of the court? 

A. Yes. 
Q. What do you think of the suggestion that where there are several 

courts, there might be one combined office with a judicial officer at its head 
to assist the district judge in matters of classification of cause lists and 
so on? •.·' 

A. The practice at present is that the district judge himself is in charge 
of the offices at the headquarters, but if the idea is to transfer the respon
sibility to one of the subordinate officers, I have nothing to say against it. · 

Q. The su~gestion is that just as you have a nazarat .in common the 
.courts should nave an office in common. ' 

A. For officers of the same class. 

Q. A separate department for munsifs and another for subordinate judges 
and so on. 

A. It would depend upon the volume of work. 

Q. Don't you think that if you could have sharishtedars, you can get 
better and more constant supervision over the office? 

A. It was tried at Meerut while I was stationed there and the 
experiment failed. It went on for one year. As it is, the supervision is 
.divided so that ever:y officer has got full control over his own office and I 
think the supervision is better. The work is very smooth, otherwise, if there 
is a complaint, an officer has to write to his brother officer and he has to 
do his own :work and he has to look into the complaints in the other courts. 

Q. Where you have got 5 or 6 courts, don't you think that, if you 
have got a special officer really looking after the office work, there would 
be less likelihood of corruption and dilatoriness? 

A. Yes. I think it will be a nice arrangement. All that depends upon 
the amount of supervision he can give. If the offir-r ~ ~s :. man with some 
.\'education and ,good salary I think the experiment ought to prove a su~cess. 
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Q. I understand in the criminal courts there is one joint office? 
A. No. office is more mismanaged than the criminal and revenue courts. 
Q. If you could have him, such an officer may be called a registrar· h~t 

may be a trained lawyer; may tr:t: some ex parte cases and so on. You w~uld 
be willing to approve of it. 

A. Yes.. That will relieve the judicial officers much of their work. 
Q. As regards the nazir in this prov.ince, has the nazarat in general 

good reputation P 
A. Not much. 
Q. There is a good deal of dissatisfaction'} 
A. There is. 
Q. Is the difficulty of service a difficulty caused by the dishonest defen

iant or is it a difficulty caused by the dishonest plaintiff anxious to snatch 
iln ex parte decree P • 

A. The dishonest claims in which the plaintiff wants an ex parte decree 
are not many. It is mostly' the defendants who want to have more time 
and avoid service so that they may get a month or two more. If it is a 
money· suit they will have more chance of paying it. If it is a losing case 
!le thinks that he will have more time. 

Q. That is to say, the difficulty is caused either by the defendants who
have been served denying it or else by tampering with the court officers and 
getting thetn to return the processes. That, you think, is the main difficulty? 

A. Yes. 
Q. I understand you do not have an affidavit filed by the identifier in 

this province? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you find that the business of that department leads to any difficulty?' 
A. No. I 

Q. You find it possible for the peon, if he wants, to get the patwari ahlo iJc 
serve? 

A. Yes. They do find people and service can be effected. 
Q. In cases where the service is attested all you have got is a return of 

the defendant's summons by the process peon that he identified the defen
dant and that he served the man. How do you get on P 

A. The peon gets down 2 ·persons to certify that he came. 
Q. What doeS' he certify to? 
A. That the peon came and handed over the copy of the summons to such 

and such a party or that !J.e affixed the summons at such and such a place. 
Q. Then in fact the identifier does put his name to this statement P 
A. It is not the identifier himself. Thesa are generally the men of the 

village. The peon goes to the village. He hands over the copy of tho: 
summons to the man. If he is literate he gets his signature. If he is 
illiterate he gets it attested. 

Q. Then does that simply go to show that the peon did go to the village 
or does it go to show that the peon served it in their presence? 

A. On the back of the summons you have got some sort of certificate b;: 
the people that the peon did serve the right man. We do not insist on that. 
It is usually there. 

Q. Then you do not get the process returned unserved simply because
there is no identifier? 

A. No. 
Q. The peon will, I suppose, find the defendant and serve him? 

J.. Yes. 

Q. Does he usually go to the plaintiff's pleader for anything else? 
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A. Sometimes he does. As a matter of fact they get something extra 
out of the pleader or the party and if something is forthcoming then the 
service is generally gC<Jd. Otherwise, thete may be some troubl~. . 

Q. Does it often happen that the peon has to walk a number of miles 
whereas everybody knows he gets his railway fare from the pleader P 

A. He may get some bakhshish. He may get some railway fare too. But 
there are not many places that could be reached by rail. · 

Q. What is the theory as regards the office? The office assumes that the 
peon walks the whole way. It maps out the district into beats all of them 
radiating from the court-house. 

A. It depends upon the judge. In outlying munsifis, he takes a mu, 
fixes the beats and after working for 6 months the peons are changed from 
one beat to another. 

Q. Supposing the plaint is filed and summonses h~ve to be serve~, what 
exactly would happen? 

A. He is supposed to walk the whole way. Where the summons is to be 
served in an outlying munsifi the summons would. be sent to that. munsifi 
and the peons would take it from there. 

Q. The) never serve except- from the nearest nazir? 
A. Yes. · 
.:J. As regards beats, I suppose that practically every place· has got a 

beat system. 
A •. Yes. 
Q. In your experience do you find it well organised? · You might send 

<me after another to serve in the same beat. 
A. I think the organization is not bad. It.is based on local experience. 

Q. Do you think that the nazir in .course of·time gets to know? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On the bther hand, the ·nazir has got no particular interest in keeping 

down the staff of peons. What is t,he check in your province? 

A. The amount of work. We have got statements showing how many 
services have been performed by each peon. The number is 700 to 800 
processes per peon every year. · 

Q. I suppose the Government has got a certain standard according to 
which the number of peons are sanctioned. 

A. Yes. 
Q. You do not think a lot of unnecessary expense is incurred? 
A. No. In fact I would suggest an 1ncrease in the number. 
Q. Do you think a peon should be better paid? 
A. Yes. , 
Q. What would be the effect? 

A. There would be less temptation. We employ peons for Rs. 9 and 
Rs. 10-8-0. On that rate we cannot expect to get even private servants. 
Taking into account the long distance a man has to cover in all sorts of 
weather, he wants to be compensated. If he is better paid, he would nof 
do that. 

Q. If a man's pay is raised from Rs. 9 to Rs. 14, won't he expect mo:r._ 
kakhshish, suitable to his dignity? 

A. No. In fact we can get a peon for nothing. But we cannot punish 
him for doing mischief when we know that he is ill-paid. I ha'iJ!l made two 
suggestions : better pay and better supervision. Mere increase of pay won't 
:lo. 

Q. Then you are not in favour of giving a court power to curtail cross
examination. 

I2 
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A. I think the court has already got ample powers. 

Q. Have you found that this question is more important in cases wher~ 
commissions" are appointed to take evidence? Don't you find when a com· 
missioner is appointed to take evidence, he takes down all kinds of matter f 

A. That happens. The fault is in the appointment of the commissioner. 
A junior pleader is appointed and he does not .know what is relevz\111; and 
what is irrelevant. 

Q. Could you make any suggestion to get over this difficulty P 
A. Trained lawyers or pleaders with better experience should be appoinnii 

as commissioners and they ought to be acquainted with the facts of the cue 
too. That would mean more remuneration. · 

Q. You would give him in general a copy of the pleadings and give hi.u;. 
power to exclude irrelevant questions? 

A: I think be has that power under the present law. The commission&r 
is entitled to shut out irrelevant evidence. I am in favour of supplying; 
him with copies of pleadings and if there is any doubtful point, he may take 
it down. He may record his decision too. · 

Q. In England curiously enough there is an express ruling forbidding a 
commissioner taking irrelevant evidence. 

A. I have seen commissions issued from all the districts,_ but they have 
been given express powers to exclude irrelevant matters. 

Q. Is there anything in the Code giving power to the commissioner t<> 
exclude irrelevant matter P 

A. No. 

Q. Does a commisSioner in practice get a copy of the pleadings? 
A. I do not think he does. 
Q. He certainly should. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are commissions of local enquiry a source of delay ? 
A. No. It is usually done by amins. I have appointed retired overseers. 

Q. I understand that in some places a good deal of dissatisfaction has 
been caused by the comparatively' recent amendments to law as regards the 
appointment of guardian ad litem. The principle now, I understand, i.8 
that no body can be appointed guardian except on his consent. Under the 
present Code, you can appoint the nearest friend as guardian unless he
objects. 

tl. Yes. 
Q. Do yorl think the present practice is the better one P 
A. It is better. But there is one thing. We ought to insist on the 

man appearing and giv'i.ng his consent. Unless he comes and opposes the 
application, we presume he gives his consent. Our form contains something 
like this: "Unless you appear and say you are not agreeable, your consent 
-.vill be presumed." 

Q. At any rate, do you think that th.at is a very good way of doing it? 
.4.. That is the only practicable way. 

Q. Don't you find people waiting for a long time without taking any 
objection, and then appearing suddenly and saying that they are noo 
willing P 

.-1. Yes. Sometimes they do. 
Q. But beyond that it would be dangerous to go? 
.i. Yes. 
Q. Have you ever thought whether it will be possible to deal with certain 

class of cases-that ia to say, the co-sharers entitled on the dea.th ~f th.a 
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member of a Mohammedan or Mitakshara family-by holding one person as 
representing the suit P 

A. We bad in our High Court before a full bench a case m which it was 
held that the man was substantially representing the ca.;e and the dec-ree 
passed against him was held to be binding on the whole family. 

Q. That applies to Mitakshara family: has that theory been extended in 
the case of Mohammedan family? · 

A. Recently I and l\Ir. Justice Stuart had a case and I held that a man was 
sufficiently representing the family but Mr. Justice Stuart h.ad his doubts. 
I think we can decide a question on representation. 

Q. That is to say, to make representation in fact P 
A. Yes, in fact and not in law. 
Q. What about the Mohammedan family, do you think there is any method 

of getting representation in their. case P . 

A. It will depend on the entire circumstances of the family. These facts 
have to be brought on the record. 

Q. The last thing is the question of execution. I suppose that many 
applications are made merely to keep the "decree alive. Can you suggest 
anyth-ing to get rid of this incubus P . 

A. There is one way and that is to insist on the applicant paying the full 
amount. J<'or example, if he asks for attachment I will insist on his paying 
hi"' f•Jo for attachment and if he does not execute his case properly .I will 
::lOt ailow hun the cost. So he will find something at stake and will tal•e 
proper steps. A large number of cases are also due to the fact that nobody 
lonks into these ca~es. Pleaders sign with folded eyes. \Ve used to insist 
on the deposit of ti•e cost but we now have got a circular from oar High 
Cl)urt saying tha~ nu court has ,the right of asking for the cost. I do not 
think if that is salutary, because if a man has been going on bo-nj fide he 
will have his fee refunded. 

Q. What would you say to this-supposing you cut down the twelve 
years' maximum period in which the decree should· be kept alive and fix six 

, years and abolish the doctri~e of various steps within six years P 

A. The difficulty will be this. Cases in which the decree is realised do 
not come before the court. It is only when the judgment-debtor is unable 
to pay that the decree-holder comes up before the court. · About thirty per 
cent. of the decrees passed are executed and it is only when the judgment- I 
deblor is unwilling to pay or is not able to pay that the trouble arises. To 
cut down the period will be to deprive the decree-holder of the benefit which 
be now enjoys. 

Q. Do you no"t think that to p-revent execution matters getting out of 
hand six years' period wiU be quite sufficient? 

,1. That may Le sufficient about money decree but the difficulty arises 
in the case of mortgage decree. 

Q. \\'by, a mortgage decree-holder can enforce his decree within a reason
able timeP 

..1. I must sty that there is a good deal to be said for·tbe view which you 
have taken. · _ 

Q. In the Code there is a provision borrowed from the English Code that 
you have to wait for a year after the decree and. then for taking execution 
you have to give notices to the judgment-debtor. In the C'ase of ex-parte 
decree where there is a doubt whether there was proper service do you think 
it would be necessary to maintain this system of issuing notices? 

A. I think we can do away with that notice. 

Q. You do not think that the number of notices in execution is too many. 
"11at do you say about valuation in casE> of sale proclamation P In practice 
do you find that process oi assessing value causes a good deal of trouble? 
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A. Valuation is put entirely arbitrarily and it leads to trouble. What I 
used to do was not to put any valuation at all. Order 21 does not insist on 
the valuation of p_roperty being put in the proclamation at all. 

Q. You give those particulars which ought to be given to enable the 
purchaser to judge the value and in a temporarily settled province you 
have always got the revenue as a guide? ~ 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then you think that the question of valuation is a source of trouble P 
A.. Yes, it is a source of very great trouble. In one case the Privy Council 

said that it was not necessary for the court to give valuation. 

Q. Would you necessitate on a copy of the decree being filed with the 
application for execution which is, I think, not done at present? 

A. That is done in Bengal, perhaps, but in our province that is not done. 

Q. But if a copy is filed, do you think that it would save much trouble 
which is otherwise experienced? 

A. Yes, it seems very convenient. We have got a register but it is not 
prepared rightly and so we find discrepancies arising which cause trouble in 
execution. If a copy be filed, much trouble will be saved. 

Q. I understand· that it is possible to get only one decree in simple 
mortgage suits. · 

A.. Yes. We can also say, if the proceeds of sale are insufficient, whether 
there will be any personal decree or not. 

Q. In your province have you any reason to think that there is a legi
timate complaint on the part of mortgagees against the rourts allowing sales 
to be cancelled or postponed from time to time in order to give the mort
gagor more time and chance? 

A. Well, that depe~ds on the judge himself, some are very lenient, others 
are not. 

Jlr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Do you think that we can accelerate the service 
of summons by trying to approach the Revenue Department to utilize the 
services of patwaris? 

A. The trouble will be this. The patwaris are not under our control.' 
Supposing we approach the Revenue Department and they allow us to 
utilize their services, the difficulty will be that they will not be entirely into 
our hands. Yon cannot punish them in any way, if they misbehave. 

Q. I do not suggest the services of patwaris to be utilized everywhere. 
But will not this ensure the service? Now what we do at present is 
that we send a process-server with a process on the other _side of the district 
to a place about 70 miles away. It will certainly take a week for him to 
reach that place and when he reaches there he finds that the man on whom 
the process was to be served has gone away. He comes back with the process 
unserved. What I suggest is that instead of handing over the summons to 
the process-server, if we send that to the patwari of that village, or if we 
I· and him over the summons when he comes on his fortnightly visit, he will, 
I am Sure, probably be able to serte in a month's time. That will not save 
any time but it will ensure service. • 

.4 .. There is nothing to be said against this idea. It is an excellent idea. 
The trouble will be that if we send the process to the tahsildar, it may not 
be served properly. This' suggestion, I think, came from the Retrenchment 
Committee . 

. Q. No. no, I am not talking of the suggestions of the Retrenchme~1 C'~m
mJ~tee. W~at I suggest is the utilization of patwaris in those viflages cnly 
wh1ch are Situated at a very great distance. In respect to the proces~-servin:r 
staff, do you find that their work is altogether unsatisfa<'tory? You have 
worked as district judge in many districts and I want to know what has 
been your experience of the process-serving staff. 
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A. It is not altogether unsatisfactory. Some cases would crop up. in ~·hich 
it would be necessary to punish the man or dismiss him. We should try to 
improve our present lot and in future appointments should be made from 
among educated people. There are some peons who cannot write their names. 
even. They are very badly paid. I would not give up the present systeJn 
but improve it. 

Q. Perhaps you will agree with me that the nazir has not got sufficient 
time to attend to process-serving staff. He has multifarious duties to dis
charge and is perhaps the man who has the hardest work to do. He is aho 
an honest man and respectable too? 

A. Yes. 
Q. He is usually excellent and the remedy will be to give him sufficient 

assistance to carry out his duties of supervision and to improve the status 
of peons? 

A. Yes. 
Q. In the province of Bengal there is consjderable trouble in thP Provin

t'ial Judicial Service owing to the long time that it takes for a probationary 
or a newly appointed munsif to get a permanel}t job. He is kept for years 
and years. I think I am right in saying that it is not the case in this 
province. 

A. Not now. 

Q. In some cases men have been reverted about 5 to 10 times but never 
for more than a short period:" 

A. No. 
Q. As a diRtrict judge how long did it take you to get through th~ 

ministerial work every morningP 
A. It took me on the average about an hour and a half. Tha~ was mostly 

because the munsarim was an incompetent man. 

Q. That is an absolute ":aste of time from the point of view of the 
judicial officers? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then you will be strongly in favour of the appointment of some officer 

of lihe nature of a registrar and taking all that work from the district 
judge?" 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to the centralisation of the offices, is there any reason 

why it t!hould fail in the districts? 
A. In the districts we have no competent • men. 
Q. That is your only objection. If you have a better paid man the system 

'llrould work well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you find yourself as a subordinate judge very .much held up by 

difficulty in serving processes? 

A .• Not much, except i~ cases where summonses used to be sent to Bengal? 

Q. Don't you think the figure of duration of contested suits in the sub
ordinate judges' courts is fallacious? 

A. Those figures are certainly fallacious. 

Q. You will have one case which will take you 2 years to get the ~ummons 
served. 730 days go down on your list. That might be no fault of the 
subordinate judge? • 

A. Yes. 

Q. Don't you think we can save a very good del\) of time say some 
Jnonths, by improving the machinery in the servicE' of llrocesses p ' 

A. Certainly. 
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Q. Now, in framing the issues yourself, how long you think will it take? 
A~ What people mostly do is to take the plaint and written statement 

home, frame the issues there and hand it over to the reader next morning. 
Q. There is DO harm in this P • 
A. No. In i;ome places the readers frame the issues. 
Q. In fixing dates did you have very much difficulty in arranging whab 

you could do on a particular day? 

A. Not at all. I insisted on every judge fixing his own dates. Otherwise 
it is bound to be a muddle. 

Q. When you were a munsif and even at the beginning, did you find 
very great difficulty in taking your work on the particular dates P 

A. I did ·not find any difficulty. 

any 

• Q. Or_ even as a subordinate judge? I . 
A. No. For that purpose the judge should be allowed to have ample 

time. ·when I went to Assamgarh I found a great deal of congestion. I 
suggested that judges should not keep more work than they could do and if 
he could not try a particular case on a fixed date he should not fix a date 
to postpone the case again. I said 4 months' time is necessary. But some
body in the High Court said that such long dates should not have been given. 
I would prefer having long dates and no postponement. 

Q. And do you think that in this province, if a judge really employs his 
mind, there should be no real necessity to bring witnesses to court over and 
over again? 

A. No. Ther<! should not be more than one postponement. 
Q. What is your opinion of our system of amins? 
.4.. I find that altogether satisfactory. 
Q . . Do you think it a good system? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you keep amins, or rather make over their work to members 

of the barP 
A. I would keep amins. 
Q. Do you see any particular reason in present times why the sale of 

.ancestral land in execution of decree should be conducted by commission? 
A. In fact I have deprecated the system. 
Q. Would there not be an enormous saving of time? 
A. Yes, and good many suits too. 
Q. Have you got any- general idea of speeding up proceedings. in cases 

relating to mortgages? Can you suggest anything in general? 
A. Well, I have not given my thoughts over that point, and if you will 

l!=Jt me, I would send you my suggestions later on. 
Q. As regards second appeals, your view is that it is only fair to give 

the parties a really good trial, however small the valuation may be. Have 
you ever thought of a scheme of benches to hear appeals up to Rs. 5,000, 
instead of the ordinary dist·rict judge or subordinate judge? Do you think 
that would be likely to work in practice P 

A. Yes, if two district judges sit together. In that case you can do 
away with second appeals. 

Sir T. Desikachari.:_Q. Unless we increase the cadre, is it that there 
appears to be no hope of relieving the congestion of courts P 

A. Yes. • 
Q. Is it not possible, by the constitution of village panchayats under the 

new Act, to have a portion of the civil work done by them? 
.4 .. They have been given powers up to Rs. 20. 
Q. Could we not give them higher powers t 
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A. It is an entirely new: experiment. 
Q. Theu 10uch would depend upon how that experiment fares? 
A. Yes. 

· Q. How ar~ munsifs selected? 
A. :Munsifs are selected now from people who have passed the LL.B. 

examination, and who have had a few years' practice. 
Q. Is it your decided opinion that only people who have had some practice

sh9uld be selected P 
A. I have said that in my statement. They should have at least 3 years• 

practice. I would insist on their having at least 3 years' practice. 
Q. How would you take this suggestion? In addition .to 3 years' prac-

tice, they should also undergo a competitive eJS:aminationP 
A. I suggested it before the Lee Commission. 
Q. I thought you said that Order 37 should not be extended. 
A. Yes, to s~ll cause court case~J o~ summary' cases. 
Q. In my province, the l\Iadras Presidency, under the old sections 532 to 

539, powers had been given to all courts-mu:nsifs and subordinate judges
to try suits under the summary procedure. Has not that been the practice 
here? 

A. Only under theN egotiable Instruments Act. 

Q. '\'\'by should not the powers be given to munsifs under section 128?. 
A. First, these cases under Negotiable Instruments Act are v&y few and 

they won't make any appreciable difference. Consequently they come gene
rally under the Small Cause Court Act. I think a good slice is taken away 
by the small cause court itself, and after that it will not be necessary to· 
give powers to munsifs. 

Q. I wish to ask you whether the report that the process-servers in this: 
province are very corrupt and very unsatisfactory, is correGt? 

A. I will say it is hyp~rbole. We cannot say that· they ere entirel.r 
unsatisfactory. The number of complaints one gets at the head of the· 
district is not many to justify that statement. There is no doubt room for-
improvement. , 

Q. As a matter of fact if the defendant wishes to evade service he can. 
do it with the aid of the process-server and the process-server is amenable to. 
influence of that kind P · 

A. Yes, I will not say that he is absolutely honest. 
Q. Apart from the central nazarat the judicial office:rs in my Presidepcy 

complain that central nazarat has 'not been satisfactory in its working .. 
What will be your view having regard to your long experience P 

A. Well, sometimes it happ~ns that judges send complaint to the district' 
judge but he does not listen. • While I was a district judge I told my officers 
that in case they had to suspect the peon they should hold the enquiry 
themselves and let me have the result of it. It all depends upon the per
sonnel of the court. 

Q. Is it not a fact that sub-judges and munsifs would prefer to have their 
l'Wn nazarat and copying department? · 

'A. We have got separate copying departments but the :r:;azarat and amins. 
are joint. 

Q. Prevailing opinion among munsifs and sub-judges is t!1at they are not 
satisfied with the central nazarat and their complaint is that they are 
entirely at the merC'V of the nazir and the district munsif has no control 
over itP ' 

A. It is only at tho headquarters that there is a central nazarat and that 
I think was introduced as a matter of economy many years ago. There i9'' 
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blso ll ~uggestion that an officer should be deputed to look after such things 
.&S for instance registration of appeals, complaints, etc. · 

Q. Some responsible officer to take over the routine work of the judicial 
<>fficers in each court perhaps would lighten the work of munsifs and sub
ju~ges, but do you not think they would be at the mercy of the new officer? 

A. Why do you call mercy? 
Q. Because they have to appeal to him. 
A. It is a joint establishment. I do not know what the law is in :Madras. 

In Bengal, .Assam and the United Provinces every process-server is a part of 
the joint establishment and the munsifs al!d sub-judges can punish him 
without referring the matter to the judge. He has got control over him. . 

Q . .As far as I was able to follow the procedure in my Presidency, it was 
the district. judge who was to control and not the district munsifs. 

A. No, in the .Act there is a provision by which a man of the joint 
establishment can be punished by a munsif or a sub-judge. 

Q. In answer to Question 75 you say .;hat you would make all adoptions to 
be evidenced by registered documents and wills compulsorily registrable. Will 
that satisfy the general public or will it be popular? 

A. It may be a little unpopular because people who speak on behalf of the 
public have little experience themselves. 

Q. You are of opinion that every adoption must be endorsed by a regis-
i.ered deed? 

A. Yes: 
Q. This is against the Hindu Law? 
A. Hindu Law has been abrogated in many points. 
Q. You think that without any serious criticism or inconvenience you 

ean have it done? 
A. I am speaking in the best interests of the country. It will avoiti 

litigation and make the estate safe. 
Q. Will it not be undue interference with the provisions of the Hindu 

f av·? · 
.1. I am myself a Hindu and a Brahmin and I will not object. 
Q. You think if the adoption is registered it would minimise the work 

uf the courts ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What procedure is being followed in this province in insolvency cases? 

"-re official receivers appointed to take charge of these cases? 
~- Yes, there are official receivers, but we have not got them everywhere. 

At some places where these cases are frequent we have official receivers. 
Q . .Are munsif and subordinate judges responsible for these cases? 

A. Here we have got only the district judge who is the j~dge in insol
vency cases and sometimes at some places one of 'the subordinate judges 
deals with these matters up to the value of Rs. 5,000. 

(1. How is the work of insolvency done in the mofussil? 
· A. A receiver is appointed, but if the estate is considerable one of the 

pleaders takes the matter in hand and realizes the money and then the order 
of discharge is t,"otained. . 

Q. Are orders of diseharge often made? How long do the:v take? Mv 
own idea is that once an order of adjudication is passed very little is heard 
of the estate of insoh·ency. 

A. I am not in a position to tell. I have got no experience of these cases. 

Q. Do you think that the law in regard to insolvE>ncy in this province is 
fJOTking satisfaet'brily P 
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A. I should think so. I know of Aligarh that it is working quite satis
factorily there. At other places I had very few cases to do. There were 
not more than four or five cases. 

Q. With regard to Question 74," what is your opinion about the time ot 
limitation in suits for setting a&ide alienaticn of properties? 

A. I am of opinion that the period in the case of alienations of a Mitak
shara father and in suits for the setting aside of alienations made by Hindu 
families should be reduced to six years. 

Q. And what is your opinion about pre-emption suits? 
· A. I agree with what Mr. Justice Daniels has suggested. I think tha 

period of limitation should be- reduced to 6 months. 
Q. The Madras Law Journal says "I would' suggest in the present con-

. nection the introduction of a procedure by way of originating· summons to 
consider and decide upon the prima facie propriety of proposed alienations 
by limited owners or persons with qualified powers. At {he outset I would 
make it only permissive but the. resort to it -pan be made fairly certain, if 
the law is changed so as to cast on the subsequent plaintiff the onus of 
displacing the presumption of validity arisin'g from the court's sanction. 
This will help considl'rably to reduce speculative litigation by reversioners, 
miuor&, junior members in joint families or tarwards, trustees or matadhi-
pathi~. etc.'· · 

A. I think there is no way of minimising it unless we can make it com
pulsory for the reversioners for the time being to bring a suit within twelve 
yt:llrs. Tha suggestion given by the Law Journal of Madras is a good one. 

Q. Then with regard to Question 85? 

A. I did not follow the question exactly and therefore I have not been 
able to give any opinion in my written note. Here we do not call them 
referees. 

Q. Tl.e idru is that in cer,tain class of cases courts may have the po~er 
to refer the parties to arbitrlitors, say in cases of maintenance, relationship,
etc., there are very many questions in which parties can be referred to 
arbitrators. 

A. It is only in that case when the parties settle among themselves out of 
cou~. ' 

Q. But the court should have the power to compel the parties to have 
the matter decided by arbitration. Supposing there is a case regarding 
engineering matters, would it not be better if the parties are referred to 
arbitrators who are experts in engineering matters? 

A. Yes. I have not got much experience of such cases, but the idea 
seems to be good. I cannot speak anything out of experience. The real 
difficulty would be about the selection of arbitrators. If the parties do not 
agree, the judge takes down the thing upon himself to select arbitrators. 

Q. But do you think that power could be given to the ·court? 

A. Yes, there might be suitable cases. 

Q. ·what is your opinion on the system of allowing a person who is a 
party to a document or a transaction to say that a document exec-qted by 
him is a sham and was never intended to be acted upon, that the apparent · 
owner of property in whose name the title deed stands, is not the real 
owner? 

A. These cases' are not many and sometimes we do find that if you 
insist on technicalities pure and simple you do more harm than good. I 
do not think we have reached at such a stage that we should bind down the 
parties. We have already bound them down under section 92, in respect 
of consideration and fraud, etc., fraud may be pleaded. bu.t it shall have. 
to be proved. The party who says that it is a sham must prove it. As far 
as I know there are not many cases as to require legislation. 
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Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q • . About the blame for delays in civil litigation, 
1 suppose you will agree with me that it rests with judges, lawyers and liti-
gants, not on any particular class of persons P , . 

A. You want me to say that one single ·party is not to blame. 
Q. I think that the' responsibility must be shared by• judges, lawyers and 

litigants. 
A. Yes, by all concerned. 
Q. I suppose your recollection, so far as this Court is concerned, will go . 

back to the time when certain well-known rulings were in operation in 
regard to mortgage suits. You will agree with me that for 15 years at 
least there was a large number of cases and a large amount of delay owing 
to these rulings. 

A. I have referred to Matadin Kasodha vs. Kazim Hussain case in my 
written statement. 

Q. If you trace the history of ru.lings of this Court in regard to mortgage 
suits, I think you will agree with me that the rulings which have had full 
operation for about 12 or 15 years had to be changed. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Take again the rulings with regard to section 85 of the Tr11.nsfer of 
Property Act. You will agree with me that much of the litigation for at 
least 15 years was due to these rulings. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Take the rulings about non-joinder of parties. You will agree with me 
·that in 1895 that ruling was given by a bench of this Court and up to 
1902 many suits were dismissed on the ground of non-joinder leading to 
appeals in this Court and further litigation and various attempts were made 
to get over them. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Perhaps it will be interesting to look at statistics of those times show

ing the amount of litigation arising out of these disastrous rulings. So far 
as pre-emption is concerned I can at least point out half a dozen cross
currents and separately for each district. 

A. Yes. 
Q. In certain cases in which they come up to the High Court you will 

agree with me that there is a certain amount of responsibility fo~ delays and 
multiplicity of litigation) which the judiciary must be prepared to accept. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Now, I come to the bar. You have had considerable experience of 

some districts in this province where there is. particularly heavy litigation. 
Take for instance, Lucknow, Ghazipur, Azamgarh and Gorakhpur. In any 
one of these districts that I have mentioned to you, have you come across 
with anythjng like the habit of opening a case on the part of lawyers P 

A. No. 
Q. Do they have the slightest conception of what the opening of a caae 

implies? 
A. The practice does ~ot exist. 
Q. I desire to know from you whether that is due to want of knowledge 

or flxperience on the part of the bar or whether it is due to a feeling among 
~h•l judges that it is a mere waste of time to open a case? 

A. I cannot tell that; because I never found from the start anybody 
opening a case. I cannot say whether any lawyer wanted to open a case 
and he was snubbed by the court or how it happened. 

Q. As a matter of practice what happens is that wqen a counsel or a 
pleader appears in a case he starts off by producing the first witness. Some 
courts then enquira what the cause is about. 
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A. He is told in a very ·summary manner what the suit is about and 
· ()thers probably go through the plaint and form some idea. 

Q. But the pleader who is in charge of the case gives no idea at all to the 
court as to the number of witnesses he is going to produce or how he is 
going to establish a particular fact. 
· A. Not at all. Generally about pleadings he gives some idea. 

Q. You' have c;ome across with cases in which the whole trend of evidence 
has been changed during the course of the trial without the judge realising 
it at the trial-new ()ases being made out after certain days. 

A. Yes. • · Q. As regards the settlement of issues, I suppose you will agree with 
me that there is not very much seriousness· attached to it· either by the 
subordinate judges or by the pleaders? 

A. Not generally. 
Q. With the result that sometimes right issues are settled in the High 

Court in remand ? 
A. Sometimes. In the course· of the trial issueg are altered and added. 

Q. As regards the documentary evidence, probaoly you will agree with me 
that they are not always filed in the right time and not always filed wi'eh 
any intimation to the court as to what use is going to be made of that 
·documentary evidence. There is a list filed which is very perfunctorily 
nled. ' . 

A. The documents are filed first with the plaint and then at the date of 
the first hearing at the time of issues. That is often done. Later on the 
parties bring in more documents with 'an application that they may. be 
taken and they generally assign some reason for not filing them before. 

Q: Is there any proper affidavit filed with them? 
A. There is generally an affidavit, without which no judge would accept 

-these documents. 
Q. The affidavits do not say th~t these documents were not available? · 

A. l\Iany judges won't accept that. In the case of certified copies of public 
records like the khewat and other things much fuss is not. done in accept
ing the documents. But in the case of purely private documents, not regis-

. tered, they are often rejected and not accepted. · 

Q: Then may I ask you what is your experience with regard to the use 
which lawyers make in district courts of the provisions relating to discovery 
and inspection?. 
. A. Practically none. It is only in one district that I have seen it used 
11nd that is in 9hazipur. 

Q. Take, for instance, a typical district like Aligarh? 
A. Not many cases. Probably a few. 
Q. Take again a district like Ca.wnpore where discovery and inspection 

should be very useful? 
A. I have no real idea. I have not tried original suits. I have tried 

only sessions cases. As I told you, except at Ghazipur and a few cases in 
Aligarh those provisions are taken as entirely non-existent. They are not 
11sed. 

Q. You will agree with me· that, if they are properly used, they will be 
·of much benefit? 

A. Yes. 
Q. They would reduce the amount of work in courts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you please tell me why it is not so? Is it because the bar in 

the mofussil is not quite familiar with these provisons or that they do not 
-appreciate their importance P 
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A. They do not appreciate their importance. I have suggested in m.7 
answers that the procedure may be started in colleges. . 

Q. So far as the admission of the documents tendered by one party is 
concerned, I suppose your experience has been that invariably the impulse 
of the other party is to deny them P 

A. Yes. 
Q. Although those documents may be registered and harmless too? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it that the courts do to put· a stop to that practice? 
A. I think the ceurts are powerless. 
Q. Can they not do anything in the matter of costs, as the law stands i~; 

present? r 

A. Yes. If the party has given no notice to the other side, then the ~t. 
of proving that document may be disallowed by the court. If a party im
r.roperly refuses to admit a document, the cost of proving that document. 
cannot be saddled on that party. 

Q. I suppose you will agree with me that a good deal of litigation in this 
provinc~ is caused by the unsatisfactory character of the entries in rQvenue
papers which are always relied upon in civil litigation. You must have 
come across with words which may be interpreted either way and those are 
the entries which are relied upon by either party. 1 

· A. They sometimes are responsible fm a good deal of litigation or ,pro
longation of the case. 

Q. You will tell us what is the usual practice observed in the subordinate 
courts with regard to compromises on behalf of minors. , : · 

A. An application is made. It is submitted with the compromise stating 
that it is for the benefit of the minors. 

Q. In how many cases which you have disposed of, have parties or their 
pleaders put the courts in full possession of all the facts bearing on the fact. 
that the compromise is beneficial to the minor? 

A!" That depends upon the judges. 
Q. What is your experience in other courts? 
A. I can say that in some cases it has been mechanical. 
Q. I suggest that in a vast majority of cases that ·come up to this court 

one's experience is that they are very perfunctory applications put in before 
the subordinate judges or munsifs simply stating that a compromise has 
been arrived at, that the compromise is for the benefit of the minors and 
the reader notes on it " The compromise is for the benefit of the minor " 
and the judge simply writes on it "Recorded." 

A. No. A vast improvement has been made in the Civil Procedure Code 
in respect of that mattet. 

Q. Is ther.e anything like the junior counsels taking the case? 

A. No, in a l\Iadras case, the judges. suggested that the counsel might be 
consulted. There is no such case in this High Court. 

Q. In how many cases the judge applies his mind intelligently whether 
the compromise is to the benefit of the minor? 

- A. In cases which have arisen out of suits relating to compromise, there 
have been flagrant cases in which the rules have been neglected by courts. 
I do not think the courts neglect this rule. Well, some courts are happy 
to get rid of a suit on compromise. That is a different matter. 

Q. In a number of litigations in this province, where questions of custom, 
religion, caste, etc., h.ave ari-sen, what sort of evidence is given in those
cases? 

A. Concrete instances are given. 
Q. Is there any tendency to multiply evidence unnecessarily? 
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A. 'Veil, big cases always bring in unnecessary witnesses. 
Q. "'ith regard to service of process, what has been your experie?ce of 

tJe application of the provision of the Civil Procedure Code relatmg to 
13\.bstituted service? Are they much availed of? 

A. The) are. 
Q. Then again you said with regard to second appeals, that you would 

favour tlte appointment of benches in district courts consisting of district 
judges, or additional judges or subordinate judges to hear appeals up to 
Rs. 5,000. If that is done would there not· be a substantial reduction of . 
.second appeals in High Courts? Would you propose any qualifications on 
the judges sitting on those benches? There might be a district judge who 
has .been a criminal judge throughout his life. He may be called upon to 
:sit in judgment over the decision of a subordinate judge who h11s been a 
chil judge for 15 years. · 

A .. I have suggested that th~ district judges should be trained in civil 
·work. 

Q. With regard to representative suits, I suppose, you know recently 
that the Privy Council have made some l'lort of obsei:yation. Do you think 
it wobld really mean outraging Hindu se~timent if the legislation is made? 
<No; reply.) 

I 
1\fay I remind you that one very learned retired judge of the High Court, 

l\Iadras, has been very busy for the last three years in introducing legislation 
.about Hindu Law? 

A. Ye~· .. 
CJ. Would you generally favour tb'e codification of Hindu Law? 

.4. Personally I would favour codification, because that would settle th<' 
I a w a good ,deal. · · 

Q. But in any case, whether there was a conflict of judicial decisions or 
whether the law was in an unsati!iactory state, would you not object as 
a pious Hindu to any legislation on the subject? 

.-1. I would prefer a good many SastJ-is brought together and have a good 
many points settled. 

~1. Perhaps you would find it extremely difficult about the Mohammedan 
Law? 

.-1. I cannot speak of the 1\Iohammedans. But Hindus should be more 
reasonable, in my opinion. 

1Ur. Justice Stuart.-Q. About this codification of Hindu Law, you 
would not sup:gest a complete codification. 

A. It is difficult. 
Dr. DeSouza.~Q. Did you, ns district judge, make much use of Order 

41, Rule 11? 
A. No. Because nil the appeals were first appeals. Even in High Court, 

much use is not made of Order 41, Rule 11. 
There may be extreme cases where I would not hesitate to use Order 41, 

Rule 11. But it is a matter of evidence. If the appellant says that tne 
evidence was not apprec-iated, I would give him another chance of the same 
-evidence being examined by another court. • 

Q. Don't you think a freer use may be made of Order 41, Rule 11? 
A .. Personally I would not do it. . 

• Q. With regard to process-serving staff. do you keep such a register at 
'occupation register?' Can you tell us what is the average number of dayf 
in a month in which a process-serving peon is out of duty? 

.4 .• I think he works almost every day. Only when he .comes back tc 
the headquart11rs that he is unemployed for a day or two to wait accumulatio11 
<Jf processes. 
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Q. Is it not a fact that the process-server is away from headquarters for/ 
at least 20 or 25 days in a month, with processes P -

A. Yes. 
q. I tltink yon are going to .introduce .the~ system of process-servit· 

· peons having to keep diaries P . 
A. Yes, but the difficulty would be that they will have to get some bo y 

else to write the diary. 
Q. What is the percentage of literate peons? 
A .. About half of them will be able to keep diaries._ 
Q. They execute also execution processes or only .the summonses! of 

witnesses? 
A, They take out all the summonses and notices. _ 

1 

Q. In cases for setting aside the ex parte decree on the ground o1 in
sufficient service, do you find that processes have not been served or a alse-
return has been made P _ 

A. Deliberate false cases have not been many and decrees have been 
set aside when it has been established that the man was away from the. place. 

Q. Are such cases very common in which the peon has never visited. the-
village and made a false return? • •. · 

A. Very few. 
Q. We have a suggestion made in this printe.d note that~-the;:pr.~cess 

serving peon should have his diary signed in the village by a respotu>ible 
village official. · ·• · 

r1. If we can get men who can keep diaries there is no harm.'in 'that: 
Q. Then there is one question about the central nazarat and the ~uggestion 

is that an officer should be appointed-a judicial officer-who may be called 
a registrar with central office. Then complaints would be made, no doubt, 
3-S has been pointed out by Sir T. Desika Achariyar, that munsifs and sub
j-udges have no proper control over process-servers and so forth. How many 
clerks has each of th~se munsifs got now? 

A. There are four clerl{"' and one reader. 
Q. What are the functions of a readet ?' Is he the bench clerk? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now at present each munsif has got five clerks and there are generally 

two or three copying clerks. Now if you have a centralised office how many 
officers will a sub-judge have left with him? 

A. I have heard the SC'heme just now from Mr. Justice Stuart. Pro
bably the idea is that that judge will have only the bench clerk, and no bodv 
else. 

Q. Would it be possible for the registrar to arrange for the case list 
for all judicial officers in a sa dar station? 

A. The scheme requires examination and I'cannot give any opinion. 
Q. If an officer is appointed he will arrange for sufficient work in the 

courts and at the same time have general control over the execution of aU 
the courts and in addition he will be the head of the central nazarat. 

A. It is a very difficult matter to give any opinion off hand. 

Q;' If this is done it would relieve the district judge of a great deal of 
his routine work. which will fall upon the central nazarat. You have best 
E>xperience and the Committee will be obliged if you woul.! let us have your 
views on the scheme. 

A. I will send in my answer later on. 

~. That is what I mean. 

I think in this province a practice has lately been introduced that both 
the plaintiff and the defendant have to register their addresse.s and thai 
scn·ice made at that address must be considered as sufficient service. 
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A. The practice is this that in the plaint the address is given and then• 
there is a registered address. If a ·notice has to go, ordinarily it goes by 
the address which is given in the plaint and if the defendant is not found· 
then another notice is sent by registered address. This is supposed to be• 
a sufficient service. Registered address is not resorted to till .the original-
address has fail~d. 1 

Q. Has that system worked satisfactorily? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And no complaint ~s been made? , . 
A. The system has been in vogue only for a short time, perhaps for about 

three years. 
Q. And defendant's registered address is considered. suffici6nt for execu-· : 

tion alsoP · 
A. No. 
Q. Would you be in favour of extending it to the execution?' 
A. I would. 

. Mr. Nabiullah.-Q. With regard to the app~intment of munsifs, I think, 
• you said that you would like to make it a ruJe that they should have air 
)east three years' practice before appointment. What is the real criterion p· 
llow \\till you know that they Wive got three years' practice P • 

/i.f, ".['here will be the date of their enrolment and then they should file cer-· 
tificates from all courts in which they have practised. 
, ~ Q. After you make selection, don't you think that some sort of training· 

isbould be given to them with regard to pleadings and the opening of CaSe!!, 
etc.'! 

A. Yes, that is a very good idea. Some sort of training if given would 
help them in doing their court work more efficientljY, but how will you do it •. 

Q. I want your suggestion. · 

A. The more training th~ judge has the better, but you, should not·· 
insist on too much when you b"egin with Rs. 250. You begin deputy collecto%'6· 
with Rs. 250 but when they get training they get pay at the same time. 

Q. Do you think that three -years' practice would be sufficient. ~o give· 
him an idea as to the importance of pleadings, etc. P Would it be necessary· 
to ask him to attend chambers? 

A. The more you can have the better. 
Q. Do you think that some sort of arrangement can be made as is done· 

in the case of deputy collectors? 
A. I do not think it is necessary at all. They get sufficient training

in three years' practice, but deputy collectors have ~t no training at . 
all. They are appointed as such just when they leave their college career
and have no knowledge of law at all. They are not acquainted with these 
matters and their case is quite· different from that of munsifs. If you. 
insist on training it will be better in that case to have men of five or ten 
years' standing. · 
· Q. '\Yhat would you suggest in a case like this. You have got a very long 

running case before you and there are 600 witnesses. You make a sort of 
arrangement with the court to. take ten witnesses every day. ·Now five out 
of these ten witnesses are not served, and do you think that the court should 
not do any work on that day after finishing with these witnesses? What sort: 
of arrangement would you suggest? Would you have two cases simultaneously!' 

A. That is a very bad idea. I would not have two cases simultaneously, 
but would have more witnesses, if there be a chance of only five witnesseS' 
coming out of the ten. 

Q. Then you start with summoning 15 witnesses for a day instead of 10. 
15 to-day, 15 to-morrow and. so on, n~d one witness may take four days. 

A. We are talking of a hypothetical case. 
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Q. No, I am talking of a practical case. 
A. I have been trying cases and seldom it has happened that I have to sit 

idle. It may once happen in the course of the whole case that the judge hat; 
not sufficient work to do, buf that will not happen every day. 

Q. "•ith .regard to service of processes, there are v~ry many cases where 
the defendant has not accepted service, i.e., he pays two or. three rupees to 
the process-server and he makes a report that the defendant was not at his 
place. Now could not a better arrangement be made so that we may also 
have the service of patwaris in this matter? 

A .. -Service of the peon and also oi the patwari lll 
Q. Or patwari alone? 
A .• The same trouble will arise in this case. He would most certainly be 

more responsible because he gets more pay and is better educated, but the 
trouble would be that the patwari is not under the direct control of the 
civil court. If he misbehaves you cannot punish him. You will have to 
write to the tahsildar. I would suggest improvement in the lot of our 
present peons and stricter supervisiol'!· 

Q. In your experience did you have much to do with the issue of commis
~ions, not for local investigation but fot examination of witnesses? There is 
a conspiracy that the thing must go on for say 10 or 12 days. 

A. I have not had this experience. I never had any case like that.• 
Q. In Oudh :they go on examining for 20 days and for doing so they, I 

mean lawyers, earn mcney. 
A. In the province of Agra we fix the amount of fee which the lawyer 

will get. 
Q. Then you suggest that commissioners should be given powers to over

rul'3 questions which according to them are irrelevant? 
A .. If they are properly trained men. 
Q. Then what are your practical Sl!.ggestions? It is very hard to get 

commissioners who are properly trained. 

A .. It is generally junior pleaders who get commissions, senior p1eaders 
will not accept them because the remuneration is not sufficient and attractive. 

Dr. KAILASH NATH KAUU, High Court Vakil, and Editcr, 
Allahabad Law Journal. 

WRITTEN STATEliE:ST. 

I propose in· this statement to follow the order of the questions in the 
questionnaire issued by the Committee; but I should like to make it clear that, 
in my opinion, the real cause for the delays that are experienced in the adminis
tration of justice in these provinces is the undermannin~ of the judiciary from 
the lowest to the highest. The subordinate judges and munsifs are a hard
worked and overworked body. They work at least on an average nine he~·rs 
a day, and in an enervating climate like that of India it is unjust and unfair 
to a body of public serrants like the judicial officers to ask them to perform 
their work carefully and expeditiously at that rate from month to month and 
from year to ~-ear. The result is that in the hurry of dispatch of business 
and in the desire to get rid of accumulating arrears care is not bestowed on 
the prelimilllltJ spade work which in the end would shorten the procef'ding-<; 
and dearly mRrk out the real issues between the parties. "natever delays 
may b!'l ascribed to the defects of procedure in the trial courts due to protractior. 
in services of summons and other cognate matters, delays in the appellate 
courts ::tre almost solely due to the unclermanning of the High Court bench. 
In the High Court appeals become ready for hearing months and years before 
they are put up for disposal before the Judges. The delay in t~1e decision of 



these appeals it; not due in the remotest possible manner to any one of tha 
litigants, it is solely due' to there not being sufficient number of Judges to co~ 
with the work. I am ·apprehensive t~at if the primary caus.e <?f. the delay ~& 
':lot met with by a requisite increase lil the strength of the .Ju~1~1ary of _India 
•nd methods are simply devif>ed for further speeding up of ]UdlClal machinery, 
Ulat may in the end result in some injustice to the liti~~nts .conc~med. Regara 
rnust be had to the habits and modes of the people livmg lil thlS country and 
to the illiteracy which abounds all through the agricultural classes who mostly 
frequent the courts. 'Justice delayed may be justice denied ~ut justice hurried 
is something much worse. I would therefore respectfully unpress up?n the
Committee to emphasise on the real root cause of the delays, namely the msuffi-
cient number of Judges throughout. , 

I will now take up the questions in their serial order. 

1. In my opinion the period reasonably required for the d~sposal of business, 
provided a sufficient number of• Judges were forthconung, should be a11 
follows:-

A. (11 High Court: 

First Appeals, 15-18 months. 
Second .o\;ppeals, 
Miscellaneous Appeals, 

(ii) District Judge's Court. 

6-9 monl.hs. 
4 Months. 

Original suits, 6 months. 
Regular Appeals, 3 months. 
Miscellaneous Appeals, 1! months. 

(iii) Subordinate Judge's Court. 
Original suits, 6-9 months. 
Appeals, 3 months. 
Smal~ Causes, 3-4 w~.~ks. 

(iv) l\Iunsifs. 
Original suits, 3 months. 

B. Claim proceedings in all courts, 4 weeks. 

2. The pb .• .Jd actually taken for the disposing of the proceedings, both 
original and execution, in the courts of ,first instance does, in my opinion, 
exceed the reasonable limit in many cases. I ascribe that to the following 
fCii.SOns :-

(a) The overworking of the judge. He has to face large and accumulat. 
ing arrears and in his anxiety to clear off the file there is hurry 
snd slipshodness of manner. '!'ill the actual recording of evidence
begins, proceedings preliminary thereto are regarded as unnecessar
ily occupying the time of the court and are not carefully gone into. 

(b) The trouble experienced in appointing guardians ad-litem of minor 
defendants. If a defendant dishonestly desires to protract proceed
ings, nothing is easier than to induce relations one after another 
to decline to act as a guardian. 

(c) Facilities for evading services of summons by intentionally keepina 
out of the way or by bribing the process servers. 0 

(d) Unneeessary · adjournments. This evil however is now becomino 
gradually less and less in twse provinces. 0 

(e) Enormous protraction of proceeclings before commissioners for taking 
accounts. 

J) Cases referred to arbitration hang fire for months toaether and 
ultimately ~uch references prove ~bort~ve. I have also e0xperience.~ 
that sometimes references to arb1tratwn are made simply in order 
to get rid of the ~se on that particular dBv. 
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At~tomatic stny of proceedings by frivolous ·appeals made in the High 
Court from interlocutory orders anti preliminary decrees. Records 
are sent up to the appellate court and nothing can be done in the 
trial court. · 

"In execution proceedings main causes for delay are :.:_ 

(a) Unnecessary facilities under Order 21, rule 58, Civil Procedure Code. 
Unnecessary multiplicity of notices before sales; postponement of 
sales on wholly insufficient grounds. 

(b) Stay of execution proceedings by reason of appeals to High Courts 
·from Oraei"S made under section 47 and by injunctions granted in 
separate suits. , 

2 and 3. I would suggest the following remedies for shortening the period 
•. during which the civil proceedings remain pending before courts of first 
iinstance :-

(1) In cases where there are minors concerned, plaintiffs should be asked 
to name at once all the relations of the mmor suitable for appoint
ment as guardian ad-litem. Notices should be issued to all such 
people at once and in case of the refusal by all such persons the 
court should at once appoint a pleader or an officer of the court as 
guardian ad-litem of the minor concerned; and where the court 
has reason to believe that the refusal to act as a· guardian on th6 
part of the natural guardian ls deliberate and vexatious and the 
minor is ·possessed of certain property, the court should make an 
order that the guardian ad-litem should be put in funds from the 
estate oi the minor at once. The plaintiff should not be penalised 
and asked to find funds for the conduct of the defence of the 
minor concerned. 

(2) Judicial officers should be required to examine parties themselves 
on all material points before framing the issues and the personal 
attendance of the parties should, so far as practicable, be enforced 
on the date when issues are framed. 

;(3) Care should be taken that documentary evidence. adduced in the case 
is admitted or denied by the parties concerned before the actual 
trial begins; and so far as possible this denial or admission should 
not be left to the pleaders but sqould be made by the party himself. 
In case the court finds. that the genuineness of documents ha" 
been denied by any party recklessly and without any justification 
whatsoever, simply with a view to harass his opponents and pm; 
them to the trouble of formally proving such documents, the party 
guilty of such conduct should be penalised in costs either of the
whole suit or partially. I attach great importance to this because 
in case after case I find it has become habitual with at least some 
pleaders in the districts to deny every possible document of the 
other side simply with a view to obstruct the proceedings. 

•(4) Trials de-die-in-diem; no adjournments unless good cause shown; 
no." adjournments when witnesses are not in attendance owing 
to their not having been summoned in time. 

,(5) "-'bere the court finds that the conduct of the case on behalf of any 
party has been needlessly vexatious, cross-examination is unduly 
lengthy, and there has been no desire to have a clean fight, sud.l 
a party should be deprived of costs; and if unsuccessful, should 
be penalised by ordering to pay exemplary costs. It is notorious 
that costs aotually incurred are much more than the amount 
allowed on taxation, and the awarding of exemplary costs would 
only partially re-imburse the successful party . 

.(5) ln cases of appeals or revisions from interlocutory orders, or from 
or<'\ers under sections 47 and 144, Civil Procooure Code reco!d 
should never be sent up to the appellate court as of course. The 
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appellant should be asked to state in a petition or an affidavit !I'll 
the facts leading up to the order complained of, and the parties 
should be allowed to file in the appellate court certified copies of 
proceedings strictly material to the disposal of the appeal from 
such an order; and the whole record should only .be sent for from 
the lower court when 8 special order to that effect is obtained 
from the judge of the appellate court, such special order not to 
be made unless exceptional cause is shown. Proceedings in the 
lower court should be continued while the appeal is pending. If 
this procedure is adopted I am clearly of opinion that it would 
do away with many appeals filed by the plaintiffs or the defendants 
·q;hich are filed simply with 8 view to protract proceedings or to 
remove the case from the file of a particul~r judge. 

(7) Where cases . are adjourned and witnesses are not examined. they 
should be informe<I of the date fixed and be asked ·to attend on 
such dates. No further summons need be issued to avoid diffi
culties in service. 

In execution proceedings, I suggest the following:...:....; 
(1) Greater restrictions should be placed on objections filed under Order 

21, rule 58, Civil Procedure Code. No objection filed after a stated 
period of the attachment (say one month), should be entertained 
under an;} circumstances. Sales fixed should not be postponed 
unless the judgment-debtor pays 8 substantial part of the decretal 
amount. Execution not to be stayed by the appellate court unless 
very substantial cause is shown. In the case of simple money 
decrees, generally cash security should be demanded before a stay 
of execution is _granted. · 

4. It is in my opinion essential for the proper administration of justice 
that legal practitioners should be appointed to the judicial services in India. 
The svstem recently adopted in these provinces by which it is not necessary 
that a· candidate for a munsifship should have had any practice at the bar is 
not calculated to procure efficient offi~ers. It is to be borne in mind that a 
munsif has to dispose of more complicated suits than ordinary deputy collectors 
·who have to dispose of criminal and revenue work of a comparatively easier 
.description. It is not good that men with no actual experience of how cases are 
prepared and run in the civil courts, should be at once elevated from the law 
classes, to the judicial bench. In my opinion the age-limit for a munsifship 
.ghould be raised to 33 or 35 years and at least 5 years' practice at the bar 
shouid be insisted upon. In order to attract reall:v. comi!etent men ·to the 
bench, initial salary may well be raised to Rs. 350 or even to Rs. 400. I 
have no fear that even if a 5 years' practice is insisted upon, suitable men will 
not be forthcoming. The bar is overcrowded and the life in the profession is 
one of daily struggle and the career in the service offers security, status and · 
dignity, and a supply of competent men would always be forthcoming. I am 
in favour of a larger recruitment to district judgeships direct from the bar of 
senior legal practitioners practising both in the High Courts and in the districts. 
Conditions of service can easily be arranged to attract suitable men. For the 
High Court, Judges should, as far as possible be drawn from the ranks of the 
bar, preferably the Indian bar, and also, if suitable candidates are not avail-
able in India, from England. · 

5. I think a 5 or 7 years' practice at the bar would in itself be a quite 
f!nlf.cient training for a district munsif, and no other special training is 
necessary. . 

6. Frequent transfers are to be •deprecated (\nd unless a particular judicial 
officer renders himself unpopular in any particular district by his modes of 
work, E is in the interest of speedy and efficient administration of justice that 
hi' t>hNJld bo allowed to remain at one station as long as possible. He comes 
to know personally various members of the bar and acquires a good idea of 
their respective merits, and the closer the co-operation between the bench and 
the bar, the beUer. 
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7. I would dispense with written. reports and returns ail much as possibl&. 
and insist upon closer and more frequent supervision and inspection by district. 
judges and High Court Judges of the work done by the subordinate judicial 
officers. 

8. In my opinion there is no appreciable delay ~due to the concentration o!
many civil courts in one place. In these provinces 2 or 3 pleaders are always 
engaged in a particular case and there is not much of waiting for member!! d 
she legal profession. The concentration of many courts, however, may ell~'\" 
great inconvenience to the litigant public, and from this point of view I wouM. 
prefer the establishment of at- least a subordinate judge's court in everj 
district headquarters. This would considerably cheapen the cost of litiaation 
and also encourage the growth of fairly strong local district bars. 

0 

9,. 10 and 11. I would increase the jurisdiction of munsifs generally to 
Rs. 2,000 and in case of selected officers in districts where the subordinate
judge's file· is congested, I would increase the munsif's jurisdiction ev~n tG. 
Rs. 3,000. I am not in favour of increasing the jurisdiction of munflifs iJL 
small causes. Poor people are concerned in the litigation before the small cause 
courts and it is very very necessary that judges who preside over such courts 
should be senior officers of large experience so that miscarriages of justice 
might be avoided as much as possible. It is nothing short of disaster to 
appoint junior officers--munsifs and even junior subordinate judges-to act
as judges of the small cause courts. There is no right of appeal from their· 
decisions and an equable judicial temper is a paramount necessity in the· 
,Presiding officers of such courts. 

12 and 13. I would not take away much administrative work from the 
district judges. So iar as judicial work is concerned, references under the
Land Acquisition Act may be entrusted to subordinate judges. A larger 
numl)er of civil appeals from munsif's courts and of rent appeals from revenue 
courts may also be transferred to subordinate judges. Probate and Success
sion certificate cases, I would prefer, to be tried by district judges for two
reasons:-

(1) That u district and sessions judge by his intimate experience oi 
criminal and sessions cases is in a good position to come to correct· 
conclusions in a probate case where the issue involved is of & 

simple description, and the facts lie more or less in a narrow 
compass. 

(2) That having regard to the fact that probate and intestate jurisdiction 
is one ad re~n, it is safer that a final decision on facts should in· 
all cases be had, if a party so desires, in the High Court. 

14. I have no experience of village courts and .panchayats. But what l 
have heard from other members of the Bar does not lead me to form an bpinion 
favouring the extension of their jurisdiction. 

15. I am in fa\'our of extending the jurisdiction of small cause courts io;.· 

the following classes of suits, namely, suits for compensation for wrongfd 
arrests, malicious prosecution, libel and slander. I am not in favour of giving 
the small cause courts jurisdiction in any suit relating to immoveable property 
including mortgage sUits; the machinery in such courts is not suitable for sueh 
purposes. 

16. Commercial causes arise only in few cities in these provinces and sum
mary procdeure may profitaDl.y be extended to simple money suits arising out 
of breaches of written contracts or on negotiable instruments in such cities. 

, 17. I am not in favour of givin• sub-regi"strars any jurisdiction to try suits. 
· Sub-registrars as at present appointed have no legal training and unit-Es a 
better and more competent class of sub-registrars is appointeJ, it wn1ld bu 
unwise to confer judicial powers on them. 

, 18. I think that right, of nppeal is not given in too manv cases in In ilia. 
As a matter of fact right to appeal may profitably be extendiid to many other 
interlocutory orders. 



I mention particularly three orders :

(1) Order refusing to add parties. 
(2) Order setting aside an award under para. 15 of the second schedule 

to the Civil Procedure Code and superseding the arbitration. 
(3) 0:-der holding on a preliminary issue that the suit was cognizable 

by the court, and it had jurisdiction to try it. 

The right to appeal is sometimes abused with an ulterior motive of delaying 
and obstructing the final decision of the suit by the trial court, but if it we;-e 
well-understood that the mere presentation of an appeal from an interlocutory 
order or from a preliminary decree will very rarely result in staying further 
proceedings in the action, I all1 pretty certain that fewer appeals would be 
filed. What frequentl,y induces a dishonest litigant to lodge a frivolous appeal 
is the fact that an appeal, for instance, from an order of interim injunction or 
appointment of a receiver ~utomatically holds up the suit. • A right of appeal _ 

· is a valuable right; not only does it give opportunity to superior courts to 
prevent miscarri11ges of justice but it acts as a great moral check on the vagaries 
of subordinate judicial officers and the very consciousness that there is a right 
of appeal produces in them a greater sense of responsibility and greater circum

f'pection. !\Ioreover there arc many orders in which an immediate appeal (e.g. 
orders enumerated above) may in certain cases prevent irreparable injury an-i 
unnet:essary multiplicity of litigation. 

19. In the Albhab:..d Hi!!;h Court, Letters Patent appeals are not allowed 
from eivil or ·criminal revisions at all. Second appeals below the value of 
Rs. ."iOO for the purpose of court-fees are heard and disposed of by a Sing1e 
J tHllJe. In many second appeals zemindari property of large market value is 
involved though court-fee is only pa~·able on 5 times the Government revenue. 
For instance the market value of zemindary property on which the Government 
revenue assessed is Rs. 99 would be anything between Rs. 2,000 to 3,000, yet 
such an appeal is disposed of by a single Judge. I am not in favour of cur
tailing the right to appeal under the Letters Patent at all. In the first place 
Lettt>rs Patent appeals are not filed ligl\t·heartedly. Counsel in the High Court 
in my experience undertake to file such appeals only in very arguable cases 
;~nd a considerntion of the statistics of successful Letters Patent appeals would 
~asil,v ~>how that they serve a very useful purpose. 

20. The right of second appeal is a cherished right. As it is, the statutory· 
r•rovision tl1at a finding of fact cannot be interfered with in second appeal results 
in patf'nt mjnstice in numerous calf's. Till the district judges are as a whole 
better trained, it would be unjust to deprive suitors of this right. At any 
given time, practitioners .in the High Court are· aware of two or three district 
rot~rfs at least where the presiding district judge is obviously learning his 
work at' the expense of the litigants, and any curtailment of the right of second 
appeal would be tantamount to people in those particular districts being put 
at the mercy of inexperienced officers. Frivolous second appeals are sometimes 
tiled but every dectut legal practitioner finds that the filing of such second 
appeals does not pay. I think that a rule requiring counsel for the appellant 
to certify under hi.- signature that the second appeal in his opinion raises a 
point of law or of defect in procedure, would meet the situation and a careful 
use of the powers given under Order 41, rule 11 of the Civil Procedure Code 
would autDmaticall_y result in the disappearance of frivolous second appeals. 

21 and 22. Powers under Order 41, n1le 11, Civil Procedure Court are fullv 
m,,d in the Allnhab,Hl Hi~Zh Court, and also by some district judges and ;l 
lf·<•re extensive u><e lim~· pn>fitaLl_v be made in other di"trict courts also. I am 
Lr.t in fa,·our of imposing an,· eondition.- precedent, for instance a deposit of 
the d<'<'retal nmount in ca~h. to the exerci,;e of the right of second appeal. It 
!<lwuld be made well-knrn,·n that the mere filing of the appeal would not result 
iu a stay and that would sufti.ce. 

~3. The right of applieatinn in revhion is not abused in the Allahabad Hiob 
Court. The number of ci,·il revisions admitted eve'ry year is not very Iarg~ 
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It rs somewhere between 100 and 150 at the highest. As section 115 of the· 
Civil Procedure Code has been construed very strictly in Allahab:J.d, few revision 
applications are filed under .that section. Many revisions arise from small 
cause court cases and also under the Insolvency Act and other Acts. Inte:·· 
locutory orders are not revised by the Allaha'bad High Court. 

24. I have pointed out earlier the reasons for the delay in the trial of 
original suits. I only wish to emphasise that in an an.·<iety to speed up business 
the habits and the illiteracy of the people of this country should not be over-
looked. · 
. 25. I am not in favour of using the procedure indicated in section lOG of 
the Transfer of Property Act in regard to service of summons. In many cases· 
the plaintiff has fraudulent service effected an,d I am apprehensive that exten
sion. of the procedure in section 106 of the Transfer of Property Act would 
lead to frauds on.Pehalf of dishonest plaintiffs. A greater use of service by 
registered post and of substituted service by adverlisement in the local news
papers would be a sufficient remedy. There is a disinclination in the trial 
courts to order substituted service. I would suggest that if the notice returns 
unserved twice and there is reason to suspect that the defendant is evadin"' 
service, substituted service should be ordered as of course. • '" 

26. Plaints in mortgage suits literally follow the forms provided in the Code. 
The drafting of other plaints depends upon the skill of the pleader employed ill' 
the case. In my experience there is a noticeable improvement in the art of 
drawing pleadings; whenever there is an ambiguity found in the plaint, it is 
more often than not, intentional in as much as the pleader does not know his· 
own mind or does not know his case definitely and wants to leave the matter 
open. A stricter examination of the pleadings at the time of the framing of 
the issues would cure the evil and the courts should be empowered to penalise· 
the party guilty of filing ambiguous pleadings in the matter of costs. 

28. A more extensive use of the post office is desirable. Postmen are as a 
class more honest than the ordinary process server. It may be that when. 
postmen come to know of the trust imposed in them, they may turn out as 
greedy and as unreliable as the ordinary process server. 

29. I would insist that as soon as a party enters appearance through a 
pleader, all subsequent notices up to the determination of . the suit in that • 
particular court should be served upon that party's pleader and· such servica: 
should be deemed sufficient. Every party should also be required to give a 
registered addreRs in court and such registered address should hold good 
throughout the determination of that litigition up to the High Court, leaving 
it open to the party to change· his registered address by giving previous infor
mation to the other side. And all notices of appeal should issue to such 
registered address, and similarly. in the appellate court too, when appearanc6" 
is entered by counsel, notices should be issued to the counsel for the party 
concerned. 

' 30. I am not in favour of the suggestion that a process server should report 
himself to the pleader of the party on whose behalf he is taking process for 
service. In actual practice the process server always goes to the party concer-· 
ned and the party himself or his agent accompanies such process server for 
the purposes of identification. 

31. Trial courts should be required to draw proper proceeding on the date 
of issues noting the names of the parties present and the pleaders concernecl. 
There should be' a clearer examination of the pleadings and a strict ascertainment 
of the case of each party and clear issues should be framed. 
' 32. Provisions of Orders 10, 11 and 12 are neglected in the province of 

Agra, specially the provisions of Orders 11 and 12. I know only of one citv in 
which attempts are made to file interrogatories or affidavits of documents. Thb 
is due to the indolence of parties and to a desire not to undergo extra labour iu 
framing questions. 

33. I am not in favour of an examination of the parties before the examina· 
tion of the witnesses begins. An examination b;v a <'Onrt under Order X would 
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. .serve all necessary purposes but I would insist that documents filed" b~ the 
parties should be admitted or denied as far. as possible on the d~te of 1ssues 
and the party who deliberately and intentionally declines to adr~ut doc':lments 
'I\· hose genuineness is obviously not. open to qll:estio~ simply w1tl;l a. vu~w. to 
harass his opponents, should be smtably penahsed m costs. Th1s adm1sslon 
and denial of documents is very perfunctorily done in courts and I would p~efer 
if the trial courts have this done under their own supervision and give rulmgs, 
if so required then and there, as to the relevancy of the documents produced. 

34. The witnesses generally remain .in attendance till they are. examine~. 
"They generally side with the party who summons them and remam of the1r 
,own accord. Disinterested witnesses and public officials generally ask for the 
direction of the court at the conclusion of the day's business and get suitable 

.directions. The trial Judge should be required to direct that if a. case is 
adjourned all witnesses in attendance should be informed of the date next fixed 
and no fresh notices should be issued to them. · 

' 35. Cnnccessary and avoidable oral evidence is not frequently let in in the 
.cuurts in this province. Sometimes a party is. obliged to adduce unnecessary 
evidence because of the denial of his documents by the 'other party. If the trial 
judge suspects that unnecessary witnesses are being, examined, I think he 
should ask the party producing them to state what they would prove and this 
_!;crutiuy would probably be sufficient to eliminate the production of unnecessary 
witnesses. Whenever a large number of witnesses have been cited merely to 
increase costs, the party so calling them ~hould be deprived of the costs of the 
.c~ire litigation. 

36. I am not in favour of affidavit evidence. This would lead to prqtraction · 
.of business and unnecessary multiplication of documents. In summary 
.enquiries and proceedings an oral examination of one or two witnesses leads the 
court. to form just conclusions more rapidly than dozens of affidavits would 

.do. On the whole power ~:>hould be given to the court to refuse to examine 
more witnesses than they think necessary .for the purpose and if the Judge 
formed a. clear opinion after hearing one or two witnesses, he should be allowed 
to give his order and conclude the trl!tter. 

37. I am not in favour of the suggestion of fixing a time-limit for the 
.examination and cross-examination of witnesses. An intelligent grip of the case 
.on the part of the presiding judge and a careful control of the examination 
and cro8s-examination and shutting out of irrelevant and improper questions 
'is a quite sufficient safe-guard. 

38. Order 37, Civil Procedure Code :tna.y usefully be extended to suits on 
Negotiable Instruments and simple money bonds in cities like Cawnpore, Agra, 
,\Jigarh, Allahabad, Lucknow, Fyzabad and :Meerut. 

39. I would make it a. rule that a father or a manager of a joint Hindu 
family should be regarded as a representative of the other members and such 
.other members should be bound by the decisions rendered in that suit unless 
it was specifically proved that the father or manager had been guilty of fraud or 
of collusion in the conduct of the litigation towards the other members of the 
-family. 

40. I do not like to throw the duty on a legal representative to come forward 
,and request the court to add him as a party. 

41. I am in favour of the suggestion made in this question as to the issuing 
-of notices to all possible guardians in one proceeding. . 

42. The practice of granting ex-parte injunctions and orders is not taken 
undue advantage of in these provinces. 

43. The language of the judgment depends upon the temperament of the 
particular judge. There are some district judges and subordmate judges who 
write most admirable judgments, there are others in whose cases it is diffieult 
ro follow what they preciRely mean and to appreciate their line of reasoning. 
I cannot think of any method of curtailing the length of the judgment nor do 

·1 think that this causes any appreciable delay in the decision of suts. 
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44. P"oints of law ar: not usually disposed of before taking evidence in these 
provinces, unless they dispose of the whole case. 

45, In original suits original dates of hearing are sometimes fixed by 
munsarims and sometimes by the judge himself, but dates of adjourned hear
ings are usually fixed by judge9 in consultation witll the pleaders concerned. 

46. Want of knowledge as to how long a particular case would take does 
lead to unnecessary adjournments of cases. I would emphasise upon subordi
nate courts the necessity of fixing dates for particular cases in consultation with 
the pleaders and after seeking information as to the length of time a case is 

_likely to occupy. 

47. Examination. of witnesses, specially of pardanashin ladies on commis
sion, leads to great abuses and harassing of witnesses. l;nder the present 
practice, however, junior practitioners are appointed co~jssioners and it may, 
I realize, he unsafe to entrust them with powers of ruling out irrelevant ques
tions and care may be taken to appoint comparatively senior practitioners. I 
would give power:~ to commissioners to rule out questions. To minimise error, 
the cross-examining counsel should be given a right to put in a separate written 
application asking that a particular question should be put to a witness and 
answer thereto should be taken down. The present intolerable state of affairs 
is due to the fact that the commissioner is a mere clerk and is reallv unable 
to exercise the least control on the proceeding&. · 

48. Day costs are generally awarded on adjournment in these provinces and 
frivolous adjournments are getting rare. 

49. The practice of trying cases de-die-in-diem is growing in these provinces 
and subordinate judges in my experience dislike to postpone cases when once 
the bearing is begun. 

53. I am in favour of the extension of the principle of Section 21, Civil 
Procedure Code to execution proceedings. 

54. I think the present law applying to courts to which a decree is transferred 
for execution does not stand in need of any change. It is necessary and in 
my opinion expedient that all matters relating to the addition of legal represen
tatives or of assignees should be dealt with by the court which originally passed 
the decree. 

Section 42, Civil Procedure Code is wi:le enough for all practical purposes. 
It must be borne in mind that a decree is sometimes transferred for execution 
temporarily to distant places and- it would be expensive and may cause delay 
and inconvenience if assignments whether by act of parties or of law are dealt 
with by courts to which decrees are transferred for execution. -

55. Under the law as it stands at present a stranger purchasing at a court
~ale obtains, generally speaking, a clear title to the interests of the judgment
debtor after the confirmation of the sale and is not affected by any subsequent 
reversal or modification of the decree. This tends in some way to security of 
title conveyed by court sales and proper prices are fetched. 

I am apprehensive that if section 47, Civil Procedure Code is changed so as 
to cover the case of a stranger purchaser too, it may lead to complications and 
he may be sought to be affected by the subs€quent proceedings in appeals from 
the decrees under execution. The provisions of Order 21, rules 95 to 102 of the
Civil Procedure Code mee~ all necessary requirements and afford sufficient pro
tection to the purchaser. 

56. An enormous number of execution applications which are never expected 
to be fructuous in the least are simply made to keep the decree alive and there 
is a vast amount of litigation in the courts of first instance and appellate courts 
raising purely technical points as to whether a step in aid of execution had been 
taken within time or not. 
. Tho existing rule formulated in Article 182 of the Limitation Act does not 
work well in practice and only tends to increase unnecessary litigation. To 
simplify matters I would leave it to the decree-holder to apply for execution 
whenever be likes. within a fixed period. Twelve years is not a very long period. 
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-tmt it may be reduced to ten. • To reduce it to six would be unduly favouring 
debtors at the expen~e of creditors. 

57. The provisions of section 66 are stririgent enough. I am not aware that 
t.he section as it stands causes any delay in the administration of <justice or 
·leads to litigation. The habit of making benami purchases is widely prevalent 
Jn India and the suggested alteration of. section 66 will not do any material 
P,Ood to anybody. 

58. The suggested alteration of Order 21, rules 1 and 2 would lead to great 
inconvenience in rural parts where banking facilities are unknown. Registration 
Pflicers are not very many in the districts. I ani not aware of any serious 
<lifficulty being caused by the working of the existing rules and the short periocl 
uf three months within which such payments should be recorded ensures a. 

-speedy inquiry, if the factum of the payment is disputed. 

There have bef;)n, however, decisions in some High. Courts that it .is open 
·~o a decree-holder to certify payments whenever he likes. The rule of three 
months limitation does not apply to him. The result is that in some cases 
·when execution application becomes time-barred, the decree-holder puts forward 
the false plea of a part payment within· three years from the date of the appli
cation. The judgment-debtor naturally denies having .made such payment and 
an extremely belated inquiry becomes necilssary. This is an evil to be remedied 
and I would suggest that the limitation of three .months should be made appli
cable both t<> decree-holders as well as judgment-debtors within ·which an 
application to certify or record a payment must be made. 

l'i9. I agree with the first suggestion, but I am not in favour of the deletion 
or modification of the second proviso to rule 16 of Order 21. This proviso 
really meets cases of satisfaction of. decrees by one of several judgment-debtors 
and the equities between judgment-debtors inter se are sometimes very special 
.and must be determined by a separate suit. 

60. Order 21, rule 21 may be deleted. 

61. I favour the suggestion in part (a) of this question. 
In my opinion Order 21, rule 2q.•is sufficiently wide and should enable the 

·1·uurts to pass suitable orders in the case of money decrees. 
63. I entirely agree that a notice in the beginning at the commencement of 

ihe execution proceedings should be sufficient; the judgment-debtor, if he wants 
to watch his interests, should enter appearance as soon as possible and then 
notices, if any, may be served on his pleader. 

64. I am not in favour of any one of the suggestions made in this question: 
A copy of the sale procklmation should be served on the judgment-debtor. 
There is no reason why a vakil should, after the suit has come to an end, be 

·saddled with the responsibility of hunting out his clients when decree are 
put into execution against the latter after years and years. The remuneration 
which a vakil in the district court receives in pet.y suits is much too small for 
his being made to undertake all this trouble. . ' 

66. I an: not in favc:ur ?f materially altering the procedure relating to 
mortgage smts. A rule d1rectmg sale of mortgaged properties free from encwm.
IJrance even at the instance of puisne mortgagees would result iii grave incon
venience, and decision of questions of paramount title would needlessly protract 
and complicate decision of mortgage suits. A greater insistence on the implead
ing of all subsequent mortgagees, so far as the plaintiff is aware or may after 
enquiry become aware of their existence, would be useful. 

The preliminary decree may itself direct a sale on default, and a further 
application for preparation of a final decree may be dispensed with. 

The existing procedure prevents the preparation of a final decree if an appeal 
from a preliminary decree is pending, and this leads to the filin"' of many 
vexatious appeals from preliminary decrees. 

0 

67. Yes. Execution ~huuld not generally be stayed. Record should not be· 
sBnt up to the appellate court thus brmging '!lbout a stay. Exemplary eom· 
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pensation may well be awarded in the shape of double costs, and more speciallyr 
by enhancing the rate of interest on the decretal amount frwn 6 per cent. to· 
a much higher rate. 

68. Yes. Injunction restraining the decree-holder from executing his decree· 
should only be granted on suitable security being given by the judgment-debtor 
or by tJ:!e third party applying for the injunction fol- loss caused by the stay. 

71. Rules as to proof of documents required by law to be attested need . 
modification. Such documents now invariably require compulsory regiotration, 
and the present requisite mode of proof leads to perjuries by attesting witnesses.. 
at the instance of dishonest debtors. 

The period of 30 years mentioned in section 90 of the Evidence Act may 
well be reduced to 10 years in the case of registered documents. 

72. I would not shift the burden of proof, but allow' a mortgage-deed (and a 
deed _of gift too) to be proved just as a sale-deed is proved. 

73. Not much time is taken in obtaining certified copies. I would accept 
papers ,printed in the High Court in original in a previous litigation as secondary 
evidence but not translations. The accuracy of translations made in the· 
Allahabad High Court cannot be absolutely relied upon. 

74." Suits to contesi the validity of an adoption should be instituted with;n 
6 years. The liberty to contest adoptions by way of a suit for possession, on 
the death of a Hindu widow under Art. 141 of the Limitation Act, gives rise to· 
im:q1ense trouble and is gravely abused and the status of an adopted son may 
.be put in jeopardy by its validity being questioned after a long time when all 
direct evidence has disappeared. A similar rule regarding righta to question the 
validity of a sale by a Hindu widow is urgently required. 

76. I favour the suggestion for demanding a registered deed to evidence a. 
partition, and also of partnerships started in cities only (and not rural areas) 
like Allahabad, Cawnpore, Lucknow, Meerut, Hathras, Moradabad, Bar&illy 
and others. 

78. Yes. In my opinion the application of the doctrine of • part-perfor-
mance ' to India is not desirable. 

79. Yes. 
80. I don't accept the general propositiore as to the necessity of a general 

compulsory registration. 
82. I -don't favour any enhancement of court-fees. 
83. No. 
84. I would give power to court~ to grant most exemplary costs in champer

tous litigation against persons really financing and conducting the litigation 
even though not parties to the suit, or such parties may also be made parties
so that they may not escape payment of costs. 

86. I do not think so. 

Dr. KAILASH NATH KATJU called and examined, on Wednesday, 
the 12th March 1924. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. Before you came to the High Court you were-
practising in Cawnpore? 

A. Yes. 
Q. For how many years? 
A. Six. 
Q. I suppose you have been here about 10 years? 
A. Ye~. 
Q. Even now I suppose you go frequently to the mofussil? 
A. Yes. 
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IJ. "Which districts are you familiar wit.h, so .far as the mofussil i• 
concerned? 

A .• I am familiar with the westerii districts-Cawnpore, Meerut, Aligarh,. 
'l3enares, Mirzapur al¥1 Jaunpur. . 

Q. When you go to the mofussil do you conduct cross-examination or are· 
you generally taken for arguments? 

A. It all depends upon the nature of the case. I am taken in heavy cases
for examination and cross-examination of witnesses and in smaller cases for 
arguments only. 

Q. Now when you start the case there in the mofussil, do you generally open
your case? 

A. No. 
Q. Have you had any difficulty in persuading' the judges to allow you to 

·do that? 
A. Sometimes when it is stated to them they say that it is not necessary. 

They only just read the plaint and written statement and ask the p~rties to· 
commenee with their evidence. . . 

Q. Sometimes questions of relevancy arise ·~uring the examination o( 
witnesses? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How are those questions disposed of?. 
A .• It all depends upon· the nature of the individual judges. Som~times 

they take the line of least resistance and say you better reserve it to be dealt· 
witu during the course of the arguments. 1f the judge happens to be a little 
strong he gives his ruling at once. But the inclination is not to give any< 
ruling. . 

Q. :From your experience of the working of the courts are you in a position. 
to ;;ay that every subordinate judge has a firm grasp of the facts of the case 
and the points arising in the case? · 

A. Not generally. Certainly he has knowledge of what the case is about·· 
but I do not know that he ro.bws a great deal of the documents which are 
on the record. 

Q. As regards the production of documentary evidence is it all produced .. 
at the stage at which it is required by law to be produced? 

A. Generally it is. But then, attempts are made to produce documents· 
later on. ln the province of Agra with which I am familiar, it is not very 
good at all. The real difficulty that I feel is that the courts do not insist upon 
the admission or denial of the -documents at the proper stage--that is at the· 
stage at which issues are framed. There is a lot of formal evidence adduced 
afterwards, if they do not insist on it being produced at the proper stage. 

Q. When the stage at which the documents are to be admitted or denied 
is reached, how is the matter conducted then? 

A. On the date of issues, nobody knows anything about the case. On 
the date of the hearing when the evidence begins, supposing the plaintiff wants
to prove certain documents, then for t)le first time it is admitted or denied;. 
or a request is made to the judge for some ti-me to consider and then a short 
adjourn.ment is granted either to admit or deny. 

Q. Is it not a fact that even plEaders and juniors going from the High· 
Court are not very frequently supplied with copies of the documepts so that. 
they themselves do not know whether they ought to admit or deny a particular 
document? 

A. There is no such practice; but when the senior is given a brief copies· . 
of important documents are given with the papers supplied to him. 

Q. 'i'akina for instance even very important documents, my experience has· 
been that u;less you insist strongly neit.her the litigants nor their pleaders

do supply them. When you go and begin the case it is a mere chance whether 
you will admit or denY, a particular document. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Is it the practice prevailing in the districts not to admit anything aa 

far as possible? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Even in regard to . wills this happens. I have hown eases relating t.o 

wills being conducted without the wills being supplied to the counsel. 
A. I have no personal knowledge of that. 
Q. What is it exactly that pleaders in the districts mean by admitting or 

·denying a document? 
A. Sometimes they say " admitted." That means the genuineness of the 

document alone is admitted but not that the contents thereof are relevant to 
the facts of the case. When they want to deny the genuineness of a document 
which is relevant they are reluctant, because at a late staae they will be 
prevented . from a~guing that ~hey are not relevant to the re';J case. 

Q. Don't you think that that defect could be cured if the pleaders could 
be given till)e for the consideration of the whole case and decide for themselves 
whether it is to the interest of the client to admit a particular doeument or 
not? 

A. No. 
Q. You admit that it is not so much a defect of the law as a defect of the 

practice which is responsible for the prolongation of , cases so far as this 
particular matter is concerned? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is any intimation given by the parties when they file lists of papers 

here, to show the relevancy of a particular document or the purpose for which 
the document is filed? , 

A. 1'hat. is never done in this province. 
Q. Is it done most perfunctorily? Practically no sufficient notice is given 

.as to the use which the party producing the document intends to make 
of it. 

· A. No notice of any sort is given. Only the dates and description of 
oocuments are given. 

• Q. As regards cross-examination it is said that cross-examination in the 
mofussil is sometimes unduly long. What has been JIOUr experience? 

A. Well, it is sometimes long. I have been noticing gradually an improve
ment in that respect. There are certain subordinate judges who never 
interfere and try to control the cross-examination. They think it safer to 
take down mechanically rather than interrupt the counsel. 

(l. Is it not the idea 1-•revalent in subordinate courts that the longer the 
.cross-examination the more effective it is? 

A. That is of course the idea of the litigants. 
Q. I speak of the lawyers themselves. Is it no.t the i~ea among the 

n1embers of the bar that the longer you cross-examme a witness the more 
€£fective it is likely to appear and the shorter ~he _cross-examination is, the 
more ignorant you are of the art of rross-exammatwn? . 

A. Yes. Of course in every district there are some leaders of the bar and 
everv body tries to imitate their leaders and to follow the example they have 
left: There is some impression " the longer the cross-examination, the 
better." • 

Q. Coming to the cross-examination befo.re t~e commissioners, ge_nerally 
the trouble arises when a pardanashin lady IS gomg to be cross-exammed or 
when somebody else who cannot come to court is cross-examined? 

A. Yes. , 
Q. What is the remedy you suggest for its prevention? _ 
A. The question is not free from difficulty. ~ w!ll give powers to the 

commissioner to disallow questions. When a questiOD IS d1sallowed the party 
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may make a written application that. a c:rtain question should be put and th~t 
comnissioner should take down the answer to that question separately. 

(J. I suppose you will agree with me that for the fee usually paid to tha 
commissioners in this province you cannot get a better class of lawyers? 

A .. In the munsif's courts the fee is Rs. 5 and in the subordinate judge's 
courts the fee is Rs. 10. " 

(J. Generally the commissioners_ are very busy for about 3 to 4 hours a dayP. 
A·. Yes. 
(;. If you entrust some larger powers to the commissioner it follows you 

will have to have a better .class of lawyers to do that work for a higher fee? 
·A. You can get better men for Rs. 32. 
Q. What is the usual practice with regard to .the engagement of pleaders~ 

Is it not a fact that in a vast majority of cases the juniors never get. a chance? 
A. So far as this is concerned in almost every district thera are about I> 

people commanding almost the entire practice. Then there are people'who ar& 
struggling as juniors and seniors entrust their cases with them when they go 
out. · · · 

0. In regard to the junior pleader, it appears that the senior pleader is not 
sufficiently intere~>ted in him or he is not proper1y paid and is not ready t<> 
go on with the case. 

A. Yes. That is the case. 

f,l. It also depends upon the interest the senior pleader takes in the junior. 

A: Yes. 

Q. Will you tell me whether the senior member of the prof~ssion in th& 
district court does take that interest which is necessary for the growth of a 
competent junior bar? 

A. In every district I went, I found either a cousin, a nephew or some 
relative of a senior lawyer practising along with him, and he takes· particulax
interest in that individual. B14t apart from that I do not know if he has 
any particular fancy to any pgi-ticular individual. 

Q. What is the practice in the High Court here? Have the junior lawyers 
any chance? Is it a fact that very often the cases are held up because th& 
senior man has not the time to argue .the case? 

A. You have got what you call a slip system here. If one man is engaged 
in one case in a particular court, he may not be able to attend that court 
on the day the case comes for hearing, as he might have to attend to othex
cases in other courts. If scmebody is engaged, it is not opposed. Every 
~hing depends on the clients. 

Q. I am talking of the system, and I think it does not obtain eith& in th& 
High Court or in the districts. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Therefore the client has not sufficient confidence in the junior because
he has not had any advantage of a consultation with the senior. 

A. Yes. 

Q. With regard to litigation in this province, will you tell us whether there
is such a thing as consulting a lawyer before any party enters into a trans-
aetion which would involve litigation afterwards? ' 

.4.. So far as that matter is concerned, my experience is limited to Cawnpor& 
and of course I was concerned with bigger cases and bigger transactions. So 
far liS the Cawnpore city is concerned, there this practice is growing up, 

·because it is a commercial city. So far as other areas are concerned, I do not 
think that is being done. 

Q. Even in the case of biggest landlord!! it is very seldom done. 
A. Yes. 
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Q. So far as the banks in this province are concerned, will you pleaRe tell 
·us if even the banks incorporated m England have such a thing as permanent 
, standing counsel? 

A. Not to my knowledge. Some of them have. The difficulty is that 
,people think that money spent on legal advice, apart f;om actual litigation, is 
money thrown away. 

Q. Even the big zemindars, taluquars and landed proprietors who very 
often figure in courts of law, do not very often have family lawyers? 

A. Of course they have got their lawyers to whom the actual court work is 
, entrusted, but their advice is not taken in any particular matter. 

Q. _Perh~ps yo'?- wo'!ld agree ~ith. me that much o~ the litigation taking 
place In th1s provmce lS preventable lf only proper adnce is taken in proper 
time. 

A. Yes. 
Q. And so far as most of these legal documents are concerned, they are 

,drawn up 'by semi-educated people. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then those documents go up to engage the attention of a district 

judge, or possibly a full bench of the High Court. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it a fact t~at the w_ork of the High Court has within your experience 

;become much heav1er than 1t was 10 years ago? 
A. Yes. The number of institutions has increased, particularly in first 

.appeals. • 
Q. And you would suggest the appointment of certain extra Judges in the 

High Court to cope with the work? 
A. Yes. The permanent Judges should be increased to 9, and more Judges 

-should be appointed to clear off the arrears. 
Q. You will agree with me that it would be desirable to have one perl!l-anent 

Judge doing sup~rvision work, so far as subordinate courts are concerned. 
A. Yes. I would do away with most of the report-writing and returns, 

.and would insist upon inspection by district judges more frequently. 
Q. Now with regard to second appeals, will you please place before the 

Committee, the view generally held by the profession? Do you think that 
-.there is any room for stiffening the law as regards admission of second appeals 
in the High Court? What 1s the view of the profession generally on tha 
subject? ' 

A. Well, if you refer to Order 41, Rule 11, the procedure here is that 
every second appeal, which is valued for purposes of court fee at or below 
Rs. 5, !jhould go before a single judge. The practice varies with the judges. 
In a hearing under Itule 41, Rule 11, some judges, if they think that there 
is an arguable point of law, admit the appeal. With some judges, there is a 

:regrettable tendency. If the respondent was in, the court, they would admit 
ths appeal, otherwise they would not. The profession hold the view t};J.at if the 
case is an arguable one, it should be admitted. 

Q. As a matter of fact is it only one out of ten of the second appeals 
·which is decreed? 

A. So far as I know it may be an,Ything between ten to fifteen per cent. 
Q. The point is whether you would favour any stiffening of the law 

regarding the second appeal or you would leave it as it is? 
A. I would leave the law as it is. 
Q. In a vast majority of cases do you not think that judges of lower courts 

_urive at a correct finding? 
A. That is a very delicate question. It all depends upon the judges. 
Q. Is it not a fact that very seldom counsel in this court reads the evidence 

·which has been given by the lower court to see whether the finding of the 
fact is correca or not? 
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A. If a second appeal comes to a junior lawyer then ne sometimes accedes to 
the wishes of the litigant and goes through the evidence as he generally has 
much time. 

Q. \Yhat has been your experience? In the vast majority of cases is there 
anything wrong with the appreciation? · 

A .• To put it plainly so far as district and sessions judges are concerned 
when they come new to the civil court they very often go wrong on question 
of adoptiOn and on questions relating to Joint Hindu family. Of course in 
first two or three years of their occupation of the bench they are so. 

Q. But the same thing happens in regard to the munsifs when they are 
appointed first? 

A. I think so but then they are corrected by the appellate court.· 
Q. And you suggest in your memorandum that you will require a certificate 

to be given by the lawyer who is filing the second appeal as to the. grounds 
on which it really arose? 

A. I think that will meet the case. As a matter of fact one finds in actual 
practice that if frivolous appeals are filed it does not pay and if very many 
appeals are dismissed the judges generally have prejudice against the man 
that he brings too many frivolous appeals. 

Q. Xow as regards Letters Patent appeal, what is your suggestion? 

A. My suggestion is that the right to file the appeal should remain. 

Q. But why? 

A.. The difficulty is this-when a case is argued before a single Judge, I 
see it every day in actual practice in single Judge revision and single J udg~ 
second appeal. as it is called in this High Court, no Letters Patent appeal can 
lie from the decision in revision cases, and the Judge disposes of the revision 
cases summarily. But in every second appeal the Judge gives more careful 
bearing bec;mse he is conscious that there is a Letters Patent bench and he is 
liable to be reversed. Single Judge second appeal involves property of a very 
large value and -mterests of litigants are fairly large. The Letters Patent 
appeal is not filed in a very large number. It is not filed unless• there 
is a good arguable point in the ca36. 

Q. And the bench of two Judges decides whether the appeal should be 
admitted or not? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Supposing there is a rule that no Letters Patent appeal should be 

filed unless first application is made to the Judge from whose decisioh it is to 
be filed, that in his opinion the point is such as .should be decided by a bench 
of two Judges, that is to say, "the practice which has just now been adopted 
in the Burma High Court. How would you like it~ 

A. I do not think the Judge at the time of hearing of a case attaches much 
importance to a point r:.f law. When once the point has been heard he does not. 
like to bother hims&f about it again. · 

Q. What has happened in cases which go up to the Privy Council? Do yGu 
find it difficult for the Judges to give certificates? . _ 

A. Of course there also you have right to apply direct to the Privy Council. 

Q. I take it that you represent the view of the profession that so far as 
Letters Patent appeals are concerned they should not be curtailed? 

A. That is my opinion. 

Q. Now apart from the appeals would you raise the jurisdiction of a single 
Judge? At present cases UP' to five hundred rupees come up to him. 

A. I have no objection in simple money suits. 
Q. Under the Code of Civil Proeedure there is no appeal in simple money 

suits. 
A. I will not raise the value at all. I will let the law remain as it is 

because seconci appeals are not filed in a very large number, they nun1ber only 

-X 
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five to six hundred. If you raise the valuation then 1.here will be a larger 
number of Letters Patent appeals. 

Q. Do you think th~re is much del~~:y in the ~gh Court in getting the
records ready? Could 1t be prevented 1f we requ1re the s!lb-judges in this 
province to record the evidence in English only? · _ 

A. The difficulty is not that the records are not ready but that there are-' 
no judges to decide the case. The difficulty of getting the record ready can be
removed by adding more translators in the translating rlepartment. . Cases are 
kept back not because the records are not ready but because there are no judges. 

Q. Now leaving aside the High Court you will agree with me that tha 
subordinate judge in this province is the hardest worked officer? 

A.. Yes. 
Q. He disposes of much larger Ilumber of cases t.han he ought to? 
A.Y~. I 

Q. And he gets scarcely any time to· get himself abreast of even the current 
rulings of_ the High Court? 

A. I think so. Probably they have no time. I think they have neither 
time nor inclination. . 

Q. Now in your memorandum you suggest that land acquisition casey IDa'\'" 
be transferred from the district judge to the sub.ordinate judge. What 
particular merit do you see in that suggestion? -

A. Only in order to relieve the district judge. 
Q. Then in that case the work of the subordinate judge will become 

heavier? You say that the Rubordmate judge is the hardest worked ;)fficer anu 
at the same time you suggest that more work should be given to him. 

A: I have put forward that proposal merely from the financial point of view
The district judge is a very highly paid officer. If that work is done by a 
low paid officer, there will be a good deal of saving and at the same time the 
district judge will be able to attend to administrative work which h.a selJaM 
does llt present. · 

Q. What about cases under the Succession Certificate Act? Would you 
also transfer them to the sub-judge? 

A. No. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Because there will be no direct right of appeal to the High Court in 

these cases. 
Q. Supposing a direct right of appeal was provided by the law to the High 

Court? 
A. Then I have no bbjection to these cases being decided by the sub

ordinate judge. 
Q. In your memorandum you suggest that probate cases should always 

go to the district judge? 
A. I would prefer probate cases to be retained for two reasons, first being_ 

the direct right of appeal to the High Court and secondly probate cases. 
involve points of law and the district judge is quite competent to d~ide
simple questions of law. 

Q. Sometimes probate cases involve very difficult questions of law. As a 
matter of fact there are not many probate cases in this province. 

A.. Yes. 
Q. With regard to jurisdiction of munsifs you say that you would increase 

it up to Rs. 2,000 and in special cases up toRs. 3,000? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now would ~·ou also transfer a certain number or cases from the 

ordinary civil courts to the small cause courts? 
:A. Yes. 
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Q. Do you say from the public point of view whether it would be safe to 
~increase the jurisdiction of munsifs? 

A. I see no difficulty in that. 
Q. Would you also favour an increase in the jurisdiction o£ judges of thP 

-small cause court?· 
A. No. Unless the old practice was reverted to. The old practice was 

that very old men were appointed as subordinate judges and they had great 
experience. They were appointed as such at the age of 52 or 53-only two 
-er three years before their retirement. Now junior men are invested with 
small cause court powers and they are quite inexperienced. I have seen in many 
eases that the judge sits there as Almighty God and decides cases according 
t<> his own fancy and whim. I know one case in which the judge dismissed 
the suit in a ·very peculiar manner. It was a case relating to a promissory note 
in which consideration had not been paid. When the judge was writing judg
ment the man said that the plaintiff was not a man of means. He brought a 
ghom ga1·i ami they all drove off at that suggestion. On enquiring the man 
said that he had not got money at home, but he had a friend from whom he 
could get it. The judge came back and dismissed the suit then and there. 

· ln another case the JUdge said "You are a very· nasty man and I dismiss 
your suit." That is the way in which these judges· ~ecide cases. 

Q. Are you suggesting that there has been some dissatisfaction or considerable 
dissatisfaetion w1th regard to the appointment. of inexperienced munsifs as 
·!!mall cause court judges in some parts of this province? 

A. Yes, and the profession very much dislikes the amended rule by which 
candidates for munsifship are not required to have any. practice at all at the 
bar. 

(,/. With regard to appointment of munsifs what length of practice would 
wou require? 

A. I would require substantial practice. At least five years practice. 

Q. Do you think that people of five years practice wi~l accept munsifship? 

A. I do not know that, but if.• you give them' decent pay to start with, 
.i.e., three hundred rupees, with security of tenure and security of promotion'· 
t<J f'ubordinate judgeship after some Jears and then to district judgeship, 
I think they will accept it. They will forego their chance at the bar as there 
·will be security of pension. . . 

Q. Then you mean that with security of pension they will accept the post? 

A. Also on account of the dignity that the post gives in the society and 
also in the public eye. · 

Q. Well you have made certain suggestions in your memorandum with regard 
.. ...o modification of certain provisions of the law. I will not ask you about all of 
them, but there are just one or two on which I would like to put you some 
questions. You know that there is. a considerable amount of litigation in this. 
province with regard to mortgages? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Would you transfer some kind of mortgage suits to small cause courts? 
A. No. 
Q. Then what do you suggest about the passing of decrees in these mortgage 

-suits? 
A. What I suggest is that instead of applying for a final decree there should 

o{)nly be preliminary decree, that is to say, the preliminary decree may auto- · 
matically become final decree if money is not paid within certain time. 

Q. What is your opinion about the period of limitation for redemption 
suits? Should it not. be reduced to 12 or 20 years? 

A. No I am not in favour of that, be~ause the period. of 12 years is not 
-sufficient., · 

Q. Then you would favour 60 years? 
x2 
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A. I do not think why the debtor should be deprived of his property. The 
mortgagee is there in possession and is getting retum from his property. 

Q. With regard to certain classes of suits in this province, for instance 
suits by reversioners to set aside certain alienations made by widows, you 
would modify the law i;o as to give the benefit of the suit by a reversioner 
to all other reversioners as a sort of representative suit with a view to· 
prevent litigation after the death of this plaintiff? 

:A. Yes. 
Q. What safeguards would you adopt to prevent mischief being done w 

other reversioners? , 
A. What I would suggest is that if the suit is to contest an alienation, then 

a period should be fixed within which a suit may be brought .by the next 
presumptive reversioner and if a suit is not brought by the next or remote 
rever~ioner, then another opportunity should be given after the death of the 
widow to contest any alienation. 

Q. You would modify the law to that extent? 
.d. Yes. 
Q. With regard to champerty what is your feeling as to the extent of its 

prevalence in this province? · 
A. The mAtter can be looked at from two points oi view. One point of 

view is that the plaintiff is a poor man and should be given some help. But 
the other view which I myself personally feel is that you have got in every 
city here a certain class of people who live upon fostering litigation in this 
particular way. They either take a sale deed in the name of a dummy or 
some relation of theirs or 'they take an agreement which provides that it the 
man succeeds he wUI get half of the property. These are suits which relate 
to immoveable property and are of much value. The defendant has to defend 
himself. The suit may take 3 to 6 months. The cost may amount to lakhs 
of rupees. The legal fees allowed are Rs. 1,000 only. They bear no pro
portion to the real costs incurred in the litigation. 1 recommend that you 
should not allow any restriction upon the agreement but liberty: should be 
given to the court to make the person who is actu_o.lly' at the bottom of 
the litigation as a party and then if the court thinks it is champertous then 
the court should order a heavy amount bearing a good proportion to the cost 
actually incurred by the defendant, in respect of costs. 

Q. You would not abolish the law of champerty altogether? 
.d. I won't apply the law relating to England to India. 
Q. Do you know from experience whether indulgence in transactions of 

this sort by the pleaders is very much? 
· :A. Not very much. In every district you have got some pleaders who 

indulge in that practice and sometimes they are their clerks and their sons. 
Q. Can you from your experience say whether the High Court has taken 

cognizance of such facts? 
- A. It comes to light only in a few cases. Sometimes it appeara in the 

course of the evidence. I don't think the High Court has taken any action 
upon it. 

Q. What has been your experience of the working of the law laid down 
by the Special Bench in regard to pre-emption cases? Has that led to a 
diminution of the litigation or to an increase of litigation and is the litigation 
in the same state now just as it was 10 years ago? 
· A. I think the litigation has to some extent decreased. But I am nc.t. 

speaking from personal knowledge.~ 
Q. The Special Bench lias been in existence for a number of years' 
A. The traditions of the earlier days are not known to me. 
Q. Is there any certainty about the law of pre-emption now? 
:A. There is no certainty. 
Q. Do you favour the law of pre-emption at all? 
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A. It is very much cherished in this province. People do not want their 
shares to go <>ut of their family and the tendency is that every 'Sale is sought 
to be contested on the ground of pre-emption. • 

Q. Do you think that, if the Jaw of pre-emption is abolished, it would be 
a greater hardship to the litigants? · 
- A. I believe so in the eastern districts. 

Q. What about the western districts? 

A. I am not so sure about that. The settlement in. Cawnpore took place 
about 1906. The High Court held that after that settlement there was no 
right or pre-emption. Very few cases arise from Cawnpore District. I have 
never seen very great dissatisfaction in that particular district. . 

Q. With regard to execution cases have you any definite suggestions to 
make as to either the simplification of the cases. or a better and systematic 
treatment of the execution cases? 

A. '\Vhat I would suggest to get rid of the evils is that there are two 
matters. The first is that when there is an attachment, a definite rule should 
be laid down. that all objections by anybody should be made within one month. 
The existing practice is that when properties ·are attached, one gentleman 
comes forward and says the property is his own.· The court used to postpone 
the sale and decide that objection. Three months later another man comes 
forward and says that the property is his and it protracts the execution pro
ceedings. I would fix a period of one month from the date of the attach
ment for all objections and then no objection by anybody ought to be enter
tained at all. The second suggestion is that notices should not be issued 
rPpeatedly. Only one notice should be issued of the application for execution. 
Then you have got the pleader for the judgment-debtor on whom the other 
notices may be served. · 

Q. Do you favour the retention of the provisions relating to the " step-
m-aid of execution?" . 

A. Not at all. . 
Q. You therefore think that the law admits of simplification so far as that 

is concerned? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. You would not allow time to be extended merely because some apJ?li

cation has been put in by the decree-holder which subsequently is found to 
be a step-in-aid of execution? 

A. No. 
Q. That is a shetlr waste of time? 

, A. Yes. 
Q. From your knowledge broadly speaking I suppose you will admit that 

the volume of case-law on the subject is simply staggering? 
A.Yes. ' 
~- And it is not alway>J possible to reconcile one view with another? 
A. You can get all sorts of ruling on either point. 

Q. It has been said that there is a growing tendency in the legal profesaio:ro. 
in the district courts and also in the High Uourts of citing too many cases. 
What is your feeling with regard to it? 

.L I cannot give a definite answer to that. It depends upon the judges. 
I have been here for 10 years. Before some judges it was very difficult for 
me to induce them to look to any ruling at all. On the other hand other 
judges wanted an authority for every proposition. 

Q. Have you cited in your practice any ruling by the Resident of Coorg 
Clr the Chief Commissioner of Baluchistan? 

A. No. 
Q. Is it a iact that the practice is growing almost to a viciou11 ext.ent in 

the districts? 
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A. Yet:~. 
Q. Don't you agree with me that the time has come that something should 

be done to relieve the suffering humanity of the legal profession and the 
judges? 

A. Yes. 
81r '1'. Desikachari.-1 am told that the time that is now occupied for 

the disposal of appeals is much longer than it used to be about 15 years -
~go in the High Court. 

A. That has groWll up, because of the accumulation of arrears, also of a 
larger number of institutions, and also, I believe, the large increase in criminal 
work. 

Q. It appears that the time that is now occupied is at least 10 times that 
occupied 15 years ago? 

A. Yes. 
Q. It appears that 

increased? 
the' volume of appellate work has not substantially 

A. Well, it has increased only in .first appeals and not in others. 
Q. Is there any possibility of having the work done more speedily except 

by increasing the number of Judges in the High Court? 
A. I do not think so. In the High Court, I can only suggest a larger 

number of Judges. 
Q. Have you got statistics of some kir.d with regard to appeals befor<. 

High Court Judges? 
A. No. 
Q. Again the time now occupied in thb disposal o~ first appeals is mucl 

longer than it used to be in olden days? 
A. Well, if you see the first appeals, they have increased very largely. Ail 

I said, the duration on1y shows that there was delay, but it does not show how 
the judges have been occupied. 

Q. With regard to devolution of powers, is there any agency in thi~ 
province which can take up some of the petty litigations from the munsifs' 
courts-for instance the village panchayats? 

A. I have no personal experience of that. From what I have heard from 
()ther la·wyers, it does not lead me to any great hope of that agency. 

Q. I see a large number of cases have been disposed of :;-y village munsifs 
Have you any idea of the work done by them? 

A. No. 
' Q. In this province, what do you think of the suggestion r,-garding thf. 

appointment of sub-registrars for the purpose of hearing certain classes of 
c~ses? 

A. I would not favon!' that, because some of them are appointed frotn 
the army-pensioned rasildars. They know the registration manual 'thorough- . 
ly, but they do not know law. 

Q. Are not the sub-registrars recruited from among graduates in thif 
province? 

A. No. 
Q. What is the salary? 
A. I believe it is about R!i!. 60 or 80. 
Q. With regard to the irlcrease of small cause court jurisdiction, in your 

reply to Sir Tej Bahadur, you said that you were not in favour of increasing 
the jurisdiction. I find in my province the munsifs.can go up to Rs. 200 and 
subordinate judges up to Rs. 500. Generally they start with Rs. 50 and 
according to experience they are invested with powers up toRs. 100, 150, 200, 
etc. 

A. That is the practice here too. Personally speaking I would not give .. 
munsif power to try a case of Rs. 50, unless he has put in 6 or 7 years. 
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n may be a petty case, but to the person who •is concern~d in that case, 
the sum would be equivalent to a lakh. 

Q. So far as the :Madrll8 Presidency is concerned, we do not experience any 
bad results by the munsifs being invested with Rs. 50 powers. · 

A. 0£ course in bigger cities you have got small .cause courts. Take Aligarh, 
you have no regular small cause court. 

Q. Why should not first grade munsifs have their powers increased? 
A. Let them have Rs. 50 to Rs. 100. 
Q. You would not be in favour of increasing the jurisdiction of subordinate 

judges to Rs. 750. • 

A. No. 

Q. With regard to the selection of munsifs; you say that they mus~ 
have at least five years' experience. Would you add to that some sort of com
petitive examination in procedure, or nn obligation, after they have taken 
the-ir degree, that they should serve in Chambers as practising lawyers? 

A. 'I would personally suggest one year's·· association with some lawyer 
in the mofussil and five years' practice at the bar. I do not think any 
competitive examination is necessary. In my opinion, five years' experience 
at the bar would give a man sufficient knowledge as to how the case is con- · 
:;lucted, how the pleadings are to be drawn up, etc. Personally I think a 
c:;election Board consisting of three Judges would. really meet the situation. 

Q. With regard to admission of documents and admission of facts, is the 
chapter relating to admission being used in the mofussil? 

A. In one city that practice has grown up. I would suggest. that if a 
pal"ty does not admit documents when called upon to do so under rule, then 
the penalty would be that those rlocuments ne-ed not be proved at all. 

Chairman.-Supposing a man puts forward a false document and the 
other party. refuded to admit, then you suggest that the penalty should be 
that the document need not b~ proved at all. 

A. If he is served with notice, his duty should be to come. 
Q • .Either to refuse or to admit? 
A. Here what they do is that they do not reply one way or the other. 
Q. So you say, if they do not answer, you should take it against them. 
A. Yes. 
Sir '1'. Dcsikachari.---Q. When a part of the amount is admitted, is the 

decree passed for that a~ount? 1 

A. Not to my knowledge. Such cases do not occupy a long time. 
Q. Are they not adjourned? 
A. In hearing the pra~ti.ce in the subordinate courts is that if the case 

is very ~eavy adjournments are granted to issue processes or to settle issues, 
but in such cases only adjournment is granted for the final disposal of -the 
case and the only dispute sometimes is about the rate of interest. 

Q. I was reading the Allahabad Law Journal of. the 20~h February in which 
there appeared a letter from a gentleman whose' name I forget. It is stated 
in that letter that decrees are prepared months and months after the jud"'eS 
have pronounced judgments. Is that correct? 0 

A. ':fhe rule here is that decre-e is not signed by the judge till after a 
certain number of days .• The official of the court takes a lonrr time m. going 
through the record and it remains there for about ten days. "'Then the draft 
decree ~mst rem~in for about seven days for inspection by the pleaders. The· 
decree. I~ subordmate courts t~ke~ about t~ree weeks, in the district judge's 
court It IS done very early, while m the High Court also it takes about three
weeks. Then certain copying establishments are very much \lnder-staffed 
I know in a district like Benares you cannot get a copy within I'li!Ss tha~ 
six weeks. 
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. Q. I forgot. the name o( the gentleman, but what he says is that it take~ 
months and months before the decree is prepared and then another set of 
•nonths for getting a copy. 

A. That is' exaggeration. The delay takes place in the preparation an? 
signing by the judge and then this evil is due to th~ under-staffing of th;: 
copying department. 

Q. Are execution applications dealt with speedily by munsifs themselve;: 
or are they left to the ministerial establi<Jhment? 

A. Execut.ion applications, as a matter of fact, go to the clerk in charge 
of,· the execution. 

Q. Here again I am taking from the journal. It is said that it lead.; 
to too much corruption. 

A. I think so because at each stage the clerk asks for his fee. 
Q. In 'the subordinate courts are cases posted not knowing whether the,'\' 

would be reached? 
A. I have seen the .things improving now. In a sub-judge's court the 

first date of hearing is sometimes left to the munsarim but when the case i'3 
put up for hearing then adjourned date is fixed by the judge himself in 
C'Onsultation with the pleaders. 

Q. S(}, things are improving now? 

A. Yes. 

Q. With regard to the amendment in the Law of Limitation this is what 
the Madras Law Journal says regarding reversioners suits.~" But I would 
suggest in the present connection the introduction of a procedure by way of 
originating summons to consider and decide upon the prima facie propriety of 
proposed alie~tions by limited owners or persons with qualified powers. At 
the outset I would make it only permissive but the resort to it can be made 
fairly certain (at the instance of the intending transferee) if the law is chan~;ed 
so as to cast on the subsequent plaintiff the onus of diApladng the· pre
sumption of validity arising from the Court's sanction." What do you think 
of that suggestion? 

A. I will not favour that suggestion. It will cast great burden Oli the 
courts. · 

Q. But would it not prevent people coming fi_£ty years afterwards to 
establish a right with. the aid of oral evidence? 

A. My suggestion is that you must insist on the suit being settled within 
limited time by a close reversionary or by a remoter reversionary. 

Q. That will entail lot of hardship on people like those who have daughters? 
A. There may be some hardship in individual cases . 

. Q. But the public opinion will be in favour of this? 
A. Yes. May I also add that in adoption also there is a lot of difficult'\'. 

My opinion is that attempt to set aside or establish the adoption must be 
brought immediately. 

Q. Would you in this connection favour the view that every adopthn 
should be evidenced by an instrument and that that instrument must ba 
registered? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You will possibly give 'the same answer that all wills must be iu 

writing? 
A. I· will fii"St introduce that rule in certain urban areas and then freely 

in rural areas. / 
Q. With regard to the period of limitation in which suits against tb~· 

Government or by the Government could be instituted sixty years are presrri'l
ed. With regard to local bodies it 'is thirty years. Why shou!d nu~ thirr:r
yeari:l be sufficient for the Government? 

A. "fes, I will reduce it to even less than thirty yevl-
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Q. \Yby should not Government have that advantage: Government's pro
perty is nobody's property? 

.4. I will not give any advantage to Government. What happens now is 
tl1at a man has been in possession of a property for fifty years and. then _some 
of his enemy complains against him-and the man cannot proTe h1s cla1m. 

Q. Then you said that you would not be willing to curtai! the limit of 
60 years to 12 or 20 years in redemption suits. · 

A. I am not in favour of reducing the period. 
Q. With regard to other mortgage suits? 
A. (n neither case I am in favour of reducing the period of limitation. 
Q. \That do you suggest with regard to alienation of trust properti~? 

Would you like a sp~cial provisi?n ~ade similar to Article _14~, ~nact~g 
that in all cases of rmproper alienat10n of trust property, limitat10n Wlll 
begin to run only from the time of the successor of the alienating trustee? 
-~ A. Yes, I would favour that. 

Q. Have you answered the question rela~ to referees in certain class 
of cases? 

A. No I have not. That practically is not followed here. What they do 
follow is that they refer cases to commissioners. 

Q. The method of referring cases to arbitrators is becoming very popular 
nnd do ~·ou not think that powers could be given to courts to refer certain class· 
of ca~es to arbitrators on the analogy of Section 14 of the English Arbitration 
Act? · 

A. We have not got any machinery here. Of course it will have to be 
created. You must have a bench of referees to which cases may be trans
ferred. 

Q. But don't you think that it will prove useful if certain class of cases 
are referred to arbitrators'? · . 

A. I have no personal experience of it. I can not give any definite opinion • . • -
Q. Have you answered the question relating to sham transaction, i.e., 

the per~on who is a party to a document or a transaction says that the 
document. executed by him is a sham and was never intended to be acted 
upon? 

A. I have suggested that in my opinion no change is necessary in the 
existing state of things. 

Q. In those class of cases in which a document is exeeuted in favour of 
1mother man and the executant after five years says that it was a sham 
transaction and was never intended to be acted upon, do you think tha' 
such a plea should not be allowed to be set up? Don't you think that it 
,.. iii increase litigation? 

A. The vendee who is in possei:!sion anq._ has not transferred to anybody 
else C'an shO\v that according to the document he got it. I do not think that 
it will increase litigation in any particular part of this province. 

Q. nave you 'answered the question relating to partitions? 
A. I have suggested that partitions should be evidenced by registered 

doe~rments, but partnerships only in cities and not in urban areas for the 
I•resent. · 

.llr .. TII.<fit·P Stuart.-Q. ""ith regard to appointment of mnnsifs, do you 
think that it is possible to insist on the 27 years age limit, if the candidates 
h:n·e to get five years practice ·before they can be taken as such? 

A. If you insist upon 27 years age, then it would be difficult for the 
!'awlldate~ to have five years practice. I would suggest that the age limit 
should Le inl'reased to 33 years. 

Q. I suppose you know that the fact that the man has been in good 
~ra.ctice telli "Yery much on the Committee? · 

A. That was not considered to be an important factor in former days? 
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Q. I am not talking of former days. Let the dead past bury its dead 
'll.Ild get on with the present. Don't you think that it now counts much at 
the time of selection? 

A. Yes. 
Q. With rrgard to second appe<~ls, I rruite !';ee your ~trouble and the trouble 

of the public;_ .The trouble of the public is that they object to having a 
good decision t\pset by an incompetent court which is not in a better posi
tion to understand the point involved. What is your view about that? 

A. I have heard many objections myself and I think the High Court should 
be given the power to interfere. I would refer the case of Durga Chaudhrani. 
I am compelled io cite that ruling beea.use I was respondent and I never 
forget it. 

Q. Do.es it not strike you that a much more effective method of deciding 
all these appeals would be that they should be heard in the first instance by a 
bench in the district of two judges? · 

A. I think that arrangement will be quite satisfactory. 
Q. Do you think that in second appeals in this court substantial points 

of law are raised very frequently? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. In how many cases? 
A. I may say about 20 to 25 per cent. of the appeals. 
Q. You say then that, if on a question of law an appeal is to be made, 

lfRVe should be given by the judge certifying that the case involves a question 
of law? 

A. I think that ·would improve the situation very much. 
Q. With regard to the· question of registering wills how can you deprive 

a Hindu of the right of making a nuncupative will when it is a personal law? 
A. That has been done in Bengal under the Hindu Wills Act. 
Q. Do you find any suggestion to improve the pleadings by which we can 

reduce the appeals? · 
A. What I suggest is to penalise the parties in costs, and a stricter 

examination of the pleadings at the time of the framing of the issues. 
Q. In your experience how often is Order VIII, Rule 4, relied on? 
A. Very seldom. 
Q. Did you ever hear of a leading counsel in Lucknow who used to frame 

his pleadings and could argue the ease in one way in a subordinate judge's 
court. f\ second "·~.v in the Judicial Commissioner's Court and a third wav in 
the Privy Council? · 

A. I know of some pleaders who draft pleadings in that way. It is a 
good art. 

Q. Could you suggest anything to stop that? 
A. So far as the province is concerned, stricter examination of the plead. 

\ngs on the date of the issues and a rule to beo drawn up by the High Court 
insisting every party to be present as far as possible excluding pardanashin 
ladies. 

Q. Don't you think that a good deal could be done by impressing on the 
courts the necessity of doing that? 

A. Yes. 
Q. m course we have got rules. 
A. They are ver.y seldom observed. 
Q. Is Order XIII, Rule 1, complied with? 

A. That practice is gradually improving now. I h!lve now known subor
dinate "judges who would not look at an unregistered documen_t if filed late. 

Q. Now do you find that under Rule 3, the court very seldom rejects 
document as irrelevant? 
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A. Very seldom; at least never till the argument is o~r. 
Q. Is that due to the court'!' fault? The court sometimes gets rather 

unreasonable strictures passed on it. 
A. In tHq province YOU do not get an ndmission 

of the hearing at all. That is a great difficulty. 
or denial on the dat~o 

Q. I think your case is that it is very very difficult to 
fine standard from men who work under these difficulties? . 

A. Yes. 

· ... ~ ' 

e~pect this very 

Mr. JAMES MOSS, Representative of certam Manchester Mercantile 
Firms. · 

""RITTEX STATEMENT. 

I have been in this country on fo~r occasions having first arri-ved in 1912 
and have spe:1t seven years here. 

l\Iy first term was for four years as manager of a firm of merchants in 
Calcutta, during which time I had to file several suits, but had no cause for 
complaint regarding the civil courts, but had cause "for serious complaint 
regarding the police court. · ' · 

l\Iy second visit to this country for 15 months was during 1920-21 and my 
only cause for complaint during this peciod also related to the' police court. 

l\Iy third visit, during the autumn of 1921, was on!J of short duration, 
during which time I was not interested in litigation. 

l\Iy present stay in the country dates from September 1922, the object of 
my visit being to prosecute claims on behalf of several l\Ianchester mer
chants, who had litigation iiJ.' Calcutta, Delhi and Bombay. 

In my Calcutta matters the suits had been filed in June 1921 and appear
ance entered i!l August of the same year, but the written statements were 
not filed until l\Iarch 1922 and the suits had not appeared on the board for 
hearing by October 1922, by which time the defendant firms had disappeared 
from business, and owing to the impossibility of tracing the financial part
ners of the firms, compromise had to be effected with very heavy loss to my 
principals. These delays are general. . 

In Bombay, it is a well-known fact that a suit filed to-day, if fb.:ed as a 
long cause matter, dc.es not reach the hearing stage, even though no inter
locutory proceedings are taken, for about four years, during which time it 
has happened in several cases that litigants and witnesses have died, in 
consequence of which, the claim or defence could not be proved and justice 
could not be meted out. 

This is a scandal, which can and should be avoided. 
In the Bombay High Court suits can be filed either as a short cause or 

long cause, beside3 those filed as commercial causes and summary suits. 
A commercial cause has many advantages inasmuch as it comes ou for 

hearing within four months, but if interlocutory proceedings are taken it 
may be 9 to 12 months. The unfortunate part of proceedings in this matter is 
that such suits must be filed within three months -from the date of accrual 
of the cause of action. It is a well-known fact in commercial circles that a 
debtor always pleads for some time in which to meet his liabilities and such 
request i~ invariably granted, but if the debtor fails to meet his linhility at 
the time granted, it is then too late to institute proceedings as a commercial 
cause. This can and ought to be avoided by proper legislation, "0 that 
unnecessary delays may be avoided. There is neither rhyme nor reason f:-r 
such a restriction for the filing of a commercial suit. If such restrictions 
were removed it would be a great blessing not only to the commerC'.ial cCiim
munity of Bombay but also to the commercial community in F.ngland. 
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In the case ot creditors 'in England, under present conditions, three 
weeks or a month elapse before they are aware of the cause of action, after 
which time enquiries are made, incurring a further loss of time, after which 
the papers relating to the matter are sent to an attorney in Bombay who 
has to acquaint himself with the fact·<J of the case by which time the three 
months have expired and the suit cannot then be filed as a commercial 
cause. 

It· is not considered commercial morality to file a suit immediately the 
cause of action arises. 

Summary suits: Prior to January 7th of this year a suit field as a sum
mary suit, if a written statement of defence were filed the matter would be 
transferred to the list of long causes and a suit on D f P note or accepted 
bills filed· as a sumrr.ary suit would be transferred to the list of long causes, 
thereby taking about four years for disposal. 

Since Janu~ry 7th, however, the Honourable the Chief Justice of 
Bombay, SiJ; Norman McLeod, a·most conscientious Judge, has passed cer
tain rules, whereby not only summary suits filed on D /P notes and accepkd 
bills are expedited and the hearing takes place within six months but he has 
included in the category of summary suits the liquidated claims arising on 
contracts or otherwise. If this procedure were adopted by other courts much 
time would be saved. 

Drastic action should be taken regarding the service of summons. At 
present, a server will take ·a summons to a party and the latter after taking 
full particulars of same will give the seryer a few rupees and ask him to 
return it with the report that the party cannot be found. Tliis necessitates 
further trouble and expense in making application for substituted service. 
On several occasions I have had to accompany the server myself and on one 
occasion was' put to the expense of travelling from Bombay to Delhi to 
effect service of summons. I have had difficulty in serving summons on 
witnesses due to the efforts of a defendant and although such matter has 
been reported to the court no action has been taken. 

In one case it was only by means of substituted service and after three 
months that service of summons was effected in one of my suits, yet two 
months before service, I was informed that the defendant had a copy of the 
plaint. Although a suit on accepted bills, the judge adjourned same for 
nine months and then asked my counsel what the case was. The day prior 
w the suit being called I heard what the decision was· to be. This long 
adjournment was very useful to the defendant as he is now insolvent and the 
hopes of recovering my claim of about two lakhs are now very remote. 

In a recent suit of mine in Delhi, a matter was 1eferred to a European 
gantleman of that city, for an opinion and same was returnable on January 
25th. Before that date I left that city but in due course was informed by 
my ,lawyer that the court had not received this opinion and the suit was 
adjourned in consequence. Suspecting that this report was not correct I 
wrote the gentleman in question and informed him of the court's statement• 
nnd asked on what date his opinion was sent. I received his reply to the 
t:ffect that it was sent to the judge on January 17th and was signed for 
accordingly. 

Althaugh this particular suit is a simple one of accepted bills I have paid 
six visits to Delhi over the matter without result. 

It is the rule in this country rather than the exception tliat perjury be 
eommitted particularly by defendants, aided and abetted by their attorneys 
who draw up written statements knowing tha~ much of same is false. The 
!lttorney draws up a lengthy and complicated written statement with the 
idea that the judge will think it a long suit and adjourn same whereas it 
may be a suit that could be disposed of in a few minutes, but with very few 
exceptions such written statements answer their purpose. This should cer
tainly be obviated and. the court should take action against such people, 
making the attorney a. party to the offence. 
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A matter in which I am interested:. a party has been adjudicated insol
vent and the address at which the business was carried on was, at the time 
of the publication of the notice, an empty office. The empty office was 
sealed by the court assistant who apparently did not report the fact. On 
the date fixed for the filing of the schedule no word was received from the 
insolvent and no action had been taken .by the court to obtain any: information. 

It is a well known fact in this country that the majority of firms trade 
under names other than those of the partners, also that the alleged partners 
have no active interest in the business. In many cases when proceedings 
are instituted it appears that the alleged proprietor is at the time of :filing -
the suit_ a minor, although the business has been carried on for many years 
under the same name. It is also a well known fact that businesses are car-

. ried on under two or three different names and- styles although actually 
under one ownership. By this means bogus transactions can be :tnade and 
monies due to creditors of one of the firms are transferred to tne other firm 
or firllUI and the defaulting firm does not mind being adjudicated insolvent. 
Legislation should be introduced enforcing the r~gistration of partnerships. 

Mr. JAMES MOSS called and examined on Friday, the 14th March 
1914. 

Chairman.-You are 1\Ir. James Moss? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. And I think you have been in India since September 1922 in connec

tion with suits filerl on behalf of certain Manchester merchants: I think 
you have something to do with the litigation in Calcutta, Delhi and Bombay. 
Now I understand that in these cases the suits h\ve been on accepted bills 
of exchange, these bills of exchl\nge having risen in connection with con-

lfracts of piece goods on C. I. F,o'term. And in these cases, as I understand 
the matter, the bills have all been discounted and the bills were with the 
banks and the goods probably in the godowns of the banks P . 

A .. In one or two instances we had paid part of the money to London 
office of the bank. 

Q. Now can you tell me whether in these cases in which the dealings have 
taken place the firms had known Indian customers or are these cases where the 
people at home have rashly thrust the goods to the credit of Indian firms? 

A. They have been with people who on reports were believed to- be 
reliable. 

Q. Were they first transactions? 
A .• In some cases they were. 1 
Q. I understand that you had to do with some suits in Calcutta and you 

tell us that suits were filed in June 1921, the written statement was not filed 
till March 1922 and the suits appeared for hearing in October 1922 and that 
by that time the ·defendant firm had gone out of business. 

A .• Ye&. 
Q. That w·•s the time, of course, of tremendous slump in pi~ce goods 

market, that is to say, not only the prices of piec~ goods gone dow;:t very 
much since the time the order had been placed but also the rate of exchange 
probably had gone against the Indian buyers-! mean any time after 
September 1920? -

A. Yes, the rate of exchange had depreciated. 
Q. Can you find out for the Committee the number of the suits so thai 

wo can send for records? 
.-1. I have got a copy of the plaint. 
Q. Can we keep it? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. This is one case, suit No. 2769 of 1921. The first thing, I understand'r 

is that the written statement was not filed till March 1922 although the 
suit was filed in June 1921. Can you tell me whether anything was done tO'· 
compel the written statement being filed earlier? 

A .• I do not know. I have written to my lawyers to give me that inform
ation. 

Q. Because in the ordinary way when application was made in June
then long vacation would have commenced. Y.ou do not know the facts? 

A. No, I have written to my lawyers. I wrote to them last week for th~ 
second time by registered post but I have not received' any reply yet. 

Q. When they come will you let us have them? 
A.·Yes. I 

Q. What happened, did these suits come up for hearing at all? 
A. No, finally we compromised for Rs. 13,500, payable in instalments. 
Q. For how n·,uch was the total claim? 
A. Forty thousand, something near half a lakh of rupees. 
Q. At that time in the piece goods market the people were, I think, very 

generally offering concession and in this particular case did you attempt 
first of all to settle by offering concessions, before you filed the suit? 

.4'. My predeeessor attempted to settle the case but they did not agree. 
Q. And in the result you compromised for thirteen thousand for a claim 

of thirty-nine thousand? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whp.t was· th<>t claim of thirty-nine thousand, was that a claim on the 

face bill or exchange? 
A. No, it was for damages based· on the market rate after re-selling the-

goods. 
Q. Was that transferred to the commercial list? 
A.. I do not think so. 1 

Q. Why was that not transfe;.·red to the commercial list? 
A. Of course this is the information which I am awaiting from the-

lawyer._ 
Q. "'ere ~ome other suits in C::tlcutta based on bills 'or exchange? 
A .• No, they were for damages after re-sale. 
Q. Do you know the numbers of them? 
.4. One was No. 2271 of 1921. 
Q. What about the second case? Was it of the same character? Wha-t 

happene:l in that case? 
.4. We compromised that case. Its value was about one lakh and 

twenty thousand rupees. There was very little hope of recovering the money 
.-:md so it was compromised. They agreed to pay in instalments. We have 
up to this time received Rs. 1,250. I have now asked my lawyer to take 
action" in the matter and to ask them to pay the full value. 

Q. I take it both of these cases were filed in Calcutta? 

A. Yes. 
Q. I understand the reason why they were not able to pay was that there 

wa3 collapse in exchang~ and tremendous slump in the market? 

A. :My opinion is that 'they were able to pay. I have dealt with l\Iar
waris and they were quite in a position to pay. It was admitted by one of 
them in the presence of their lawyers that they had covered exchange. I 
am sure of i~ that tht'y•covered the exchange and sold their goods and made
enorm:ms profits. I know that the fact that they had covered exchange wa~ 
admitted by one- of these defendants. 



Q. ""wid yvu just tell me when you. compromised the first case, I think 
its numbet was 27o9? · 

A .. Yes.\ That ca~e was compromised in Oct~ber 1922. 
Q. And the written statement was filed in March 1922? 
:l. Yes. 
Q. What about the other suit? When was that case compromised? 
.L In December 1922. 
Q. And in that case the written statement was filed in the same month? 

When. was the plaint filed? • 
. L It was filed ou the same date as in the first case. Perhaps it was in 

June. 1 

(l. \Yas appearance obtained in both the ca!'es? 
.!. Yes. 
Q. When did you sell your goods in these cases? 
.!. Before ·the suits were instituted. 
Q. Have you had any suit relating to bills of exchange in Calcutta? 
.!. No, not in Calcutta. . 
Q. You 8ay you han> had some experience in Bombay? 
.!. Yes. 
Q There if a suit is fixed as a long cause matter, how much· time does it 

take? 
.!. About three or four yeats. 
Q. I understand you to say that from January this year it is possible 

to file snits as summary suits? 
.!. Yes . 

. Q. And so far as this arrangement .is concerned your only criticism 
is that the rule should be enforced as early as possible t 

.·1. Yes. 
Q. In Bombay what were yoll.r suits about? Were they about bills of 

exchange or breach of contract? 
.L Bills of exchange. 
Q. In these cases I take it you have applied Order 37, i.e., the defendant 

shall not appear or defend the snit unless he obtains leave from a judge as 
hereinafter provided so to appear and defend, and, in default of his obtain
ing such ·leave or of his appearance and defence in pursuance thereof, the 
allegations in the plaint shall oe deemed to be admitted? 

A. Yes. 
1 

Q. And did you get a judgment ex parte? , 
.:1.· In Bombay I got an ex parte decree. .I think the defendant was pre

sent in court, but he did not contest the case. 
Q. Do you know that these ca~es were brought under summary proc~ 

<lure? 
.!. No, they were not brought under summary procedure, because they 

were too late. 
Q. Could you send us documents in any ~ase of bill of ex~hange in 

Bombay? 
.!. This particular case was transferred to the long cause list and a very 

long date was given. In the first place I may mention that it took more 
than three months to serve the summons. 

Q. Then this particular case you. say was not brought under Order 37? 
.!. No. The defendant adjudicated insolvency and the case has not yet 

het'll brought up in court for hearing .. In this case notice was served upon 
the defendant ami he was asked to supply the court with schedule but 
he failed to do so and apparently no action was taken. Then I appli'ed in 
the official assignee 'o;; office and explaiued e"<"erything there to the superin-
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"tendent. I nlso heard that the man intended to leave Bombay and lo go to 
his own part of the country. I a~ked the clerk of the official assiiiiJee what 
to do and the official assignee sent an order to the man that he should pre
sent himself with all the books and accounts for examination. 

Q. Did you move the High Court in insolvency tb do anything? 
A. I did everything as far as it lay in my power to get them produce the 

books. 
Q. When did you do that? 
A. By the ~nd of January or in February. 
Q. Did they produce the books? 
A .. They did not produce the books and stated that he was no longer a 

partner of the firm. Subsequently a letter was sent calling upon him tG 
produc::e all the books and he did not come. 

Q. So, he never complied with the summons for examination? 
A. No. 
Q. Then what happened? 
A. The official assignee took steps to compel his attendance. 
Q. Have you any other case in Bombay where you had been subjected tG 

any unreasonable delay? 
.4 .. My principals have sued two firms in Bombay on accepted bills. One 

of these cases is Suit No. 2 of 1923-Cox & Co. vs. H. Pastinge & Co. 
·The suit was called up in February, I think. It was transferred to the 
short cause file and a date was given in July. I was summoned to attend 
as a witness. Of course the case was reached. It went on up to just prior 
to the summer vacation. The judge had not been able to dispose of it 
quickly. The suit is not yet reached. As far as I know it cannot be 
reached before June. 

Q. Is that suit brought by the bank on·a bill of exchanf;e? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Was any application made to get sec~rity for the debt? 
A. No. 
Q. You say you brought another suit? 
A. Another bank has brought a suit against the same defendants. That 

.-ase was fixed as a short cause to be heard in February. It was not heard in 
February. I had written a letter to them asking them to inform me the' 
approximate date when the suit would be taken. They have made enquiries 
and written to say that it will not .be heard before June of this year. 

Q. "\Vbat is the number of that case? 
A. I cannot give the number. 
Q. Will you gire the particulars so that we can send for th1;1 records? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Have you had some experience in any case in Delhi? 
A .. At the time of writing my memorandum I had one suit. I have filed 

another suit subsequently. " 
Q. What was that for? 
A. That was for money due on accepted bills. 
Q. This will not be a bill of exchange that arose at the time before the 

slump? 

A .. About thu time of the slump. 
Q. What is the date of the bill of exchange? 
A. 1920 September. 
Q. How did you go in )lay or June 1923 suing on a bill of 1920? 

.4. The pleader made a settlement with the client and lie wanted an 
;~llowance of 27 per cent. to take up the goods. He took 14 cases out of 30. 
)\'hen I went to Delhi in October or November 1922, I called on the man ~nd 
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persuaded him to take up the balance.. But he did not. Eventually I had 
to file a suit against him. 

Q. When you filed the suit you filed on the original bills? 

.L For the balance due on the two remaining bills. 

Q. You started on June 29th. 'What happened? 
:1. In the first place my lawyer wrote to me that summons bad not been 

served on the defendant. 
Q. Where was the defendant? 
A .• He was in Delhi. "'hen I came to Delhi I ser.ed it on the morn:ng 

of lllY arrival. 
Q. Had JOU any difficulty in finding him? 
A .• No. He refused to accept the summons. But in the meantime I 

had obtained sanction for substituted service and bad it affixed on the door 
of his house. 

Q. What happened then? 
A .• He was given a date for filing his written. statement. He filed. it in 

July 1923. After several adjournments, the suit is still pending. 
Q. Have you had any discovery of documents? Have you made him 

. disclose his books? 
A .. I asked him to produce his books; but he has not done so. 
Q. You simply called upon him. The court made no order. 
A .. Not yet. 
Q. Since you got his written ~>tatement what has your lawyer done by 

way of hurrying up the suit or getting it ready? 

.-1. Eve-rything possible. I have taken care to waste no time. The great 
trouble on one occasion was that the man who was summoned to produce 
documents was served only the day before the date of the hearing. The evid
ence he had to produce consiste<;i of copies of about 100 letters and conse
quently he could not produce it.· 

Q. Was he called upon by the defendant to produce it? 

.·1. No. By me. 

Q. He was served only 10n the date prior to the date of the hearing? 

.-1.. Yes. 

Q. \Yhcn was the process taken up? 

.:1.. 10 days before. 
Q. You wanted him to produce a number of letters and copies of docu-

ments. Don't you think that a period uf 10 days is rather taking a risk? 

A.. I think that 10 days are ample. 

Q. You never asked him personally to be ready at court. 

A .. )[y lawyer said: "You had better do it properly through court." It 
is now a part-heard case. The judge has recorded some evidence. 

Q. When did he do that? 

A .. On the 16th. February. 

Q. Why was it adjourned? 

.4.. The case was not completed on the rising of the court. 

Q. Then how long <!j_d he adjourn it? 

:1. To the 19th of this month. 

Q. From January to :\larch? 

.-1. From February to March 19th. 
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'0. What happened to the goods? 

A. The goods are at present lying in the bank's godown. I ~tated that 
·the best s~ason to sell them would be January or February. The mait~r 
.came up before the court again in January. The court issued an order to 
.a l\Ir. Grey in the firm of R. H. Wood, asking his opinion as to the bes~ 
time to sell the goods and whether he thought the goods would deteriorate 
or not, and the date fixed for his report was 25th January. I asked my 
lawyer to wire me the result. He only wired me to say that Mr. Grey's 
report was not rec,eived. This appeared to me to be very, very strange, and· 
so I again asked my lawyer to m!lke enquiries about the delay. At the 
·same time I wrote to Mr. Grey stating the facts as I suspected .•••.•. 

Q. In the end he sent his report on the 17th. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did the defendant in that case say that he was not liable to take th11 
:goods? 

A.'Yes. 
Q. Have you got anything to say against lawyers?/ 

A. Yes. They make certain suggestions and the court accepts; in ouc 
-case, they challenged my power of attorney, which necessitated my sending 
"to Manchester a copy of the resolution. When that was produced in court, tht
case was started. The manager of the Mercantile Bank was asked whether he 

lmew me and also whether the document was the particular power of attvmey 
''l'hey also c·hallenged the signature in the document. He was also :J.Sked, ho\\ 
·he knew that it was the s~ature of Lhe party; . 

Q. Did the judge give him permission? 

A. No, not in this case. 

Q. Have you got any other grievance? 

A. Well, I have got something to say about the purchase of court fee 
·stamps. On this particular suit to which I am referring now, I paid the 
money to my lawyer's clerk for the purchase of stamps. So he made the 
application for stamps. As I was leaving the following day for Bombay. 1 
wanted to file the suit before I left. My lawyer's clerk told me that the 
stamps could not be got before Monday. When asked the reason, he tolol 
me, that unless something extra is paid to the stamp vendor, he won't 

•comply with the request promptly. I went myself, got the stamp and had 
the suit filed in an hour. 

I 

Then as regards the service of summons, here is a summons dated the 
17th of November 1922, calling upon me to give evidence on the 1Sth. The 
motice is very short. · 

Q. But this is a summ?ns taken out by your own firm to give evidence. 

A. Yl's. 

Q. Who served it on you? The peon of the court? 

A .. There is a particular bailiff, who serves summons on Europeans. 

Q. Can you give me the number of the suit in Delhi? 

A. This is a suit in which I was asked to give evidence as a witnes&. One 
,of my pet theories is the perjury th'lt is committed. No action is taken against 
·.that . 

• Q. What sort of perjury? . 

A. Absolutely false statements, which are known to be false by the attor
ney as well as by the defendant. I had a case in Bombay on accepted bills. 

'In this case the defence had made some written statement after a long time. 
On the morning of the hearing of the suit I had been in court and sat just 
two feet away from the defendant. The case related to some goods bought by 
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the brother of the defendant. The goods were shipped in October which was 
quite in order under the terms of the contract. In the written statement 
they stated that the goods were shipped late and that they ought to have 
been shipped in September. His counsel came to me and said that he had 
seen the contract. "'hen the case was called, I went into the witness box. 
The counsel for the defence got up and said, " 1\ly Lord, the brother of the 

. defendant who is now in Manchester bought the~e goods for shipment in 
Septi!mber." I thought I should not interrupt, but it was a good oppor
tunity for me to expose their fraud. So I got up and said " approximately 
September " and there was a sensation in court. . . 

, "'ell, here is a case where the uefendant made a false statement and the 
lawyer abetted it. 

Q. Have you got any other complaint to make? 

A. Yes, there is the question of the service of summons. Some people 
have suggested service by registered post. I say it is impracticable, because 
the postal peons are as bad as the court peons, What I would suggest is 
that summon<> should be taken to the place of residence or business of .the 
defendant. If the man is not there, a substituted service should apply 
automatically. · · • · 

Q. In Bombay or Calcutta there should be very little difficulty where 
processes en n be served at the place of business? 

.4 .. In that case I will suggest that summons be sent by post. In fact 
it has been admitted that these court peons do not get very much pay and 
it hi quite po<;sible that when summonses are sent by registered post the peon 
will come and inform the party that it has been sent and that he should 
be prepnred for it. If the man cannot be found in the place of business the 
proeeR~ ~<hot:ld be fixed on his door. I took three months and then it was
served by substituted service. But two months before I knew that the 
defendant hnd a copy of that and he knew that the judge was going to
place the case on a long cause li)t. 

Q. "l111t do you suggest about that? You are dealing with Bombay or-
Calcutta in that case? 

.4.. That case was in Bombay. 

Q. That is the High Court Judge? 

A. Yes. 

Q. How did you know beforehand that the Judge was going to decide 
that your case was to be placed on the long cause list? 

A. As a matter c: fact I knew it beforehand that the Judge was going
to place my case on the list for long adjournment. 

Q. H, w did yon come to know that the Judge was going to do that? 

.4.. I le,\rnt it from a merchant in the bazar that my case was not com
ing up for hearipg to-morrow and that the case was going to. be transferred 
to the long list. 

Q. Now you ~ay that the defendant knew in one case Jhat the Ju.dge was 
going to do. What do you suggest in regard to that matter? 

A. I think the Judge had no right to suggest that matter be transferred 
to the long list. I have got the synopsis of the case. · 

Q. Have you gone through the synopsis together with the evidence? 
no ~·ou fi1:d anything to which you want to draw attention ·of this Com
mittee apart from the points which you have already mentioned? 

"l. OniJ I would like to say regarding the insolvency matter, the matter 
to which I referred. The man was ordered to appear and he ~id not appear. 

Q. That is about summons? 
A. Yes. 
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Saiyid Wazir Hasan Shaheb, Judicial Commissioner, Oudh.' 

WRITTEN ST.!TEMENT. 

1 and ::&. The periods 4."easonably required for the disposal of the following 
classes of Civil proceedings are as below:-

Judicial Commissioner's Court. 

Class of proceeding. Period reasonably re
quired. 

AveragE! time taken in 
disposal. 

---------------------l·-----------------1------------------
(a) Original suits Not tried in this Court. 

(b) First civil appeals (Bench) • 6 to 8 months 

(c) First civil appeals (Single) • 6 months 

(d) Second civil appeals 6 months 

(e) l'tfi:~cellaneous appeals 3 months 

District Court-9. 

Time has varied in differ
ent years from 10 to 18 
months. 

About 3 monthg. 

Duration has varied from 
4! to 18 months. At 
present these have 
to be kept without 
date · for one year 
before a date can be 
fixed for hearing. 

About 2 months. Before 
1915 this used to take 
5 to 9 months. 

(a) Originalsuits Same as Subordinate 4 to 11 months. 
J~dge. 

(b) Regular appeals 6 months .. 

(c) Civil miscellaneous appeals J 3 months 
I 

(a) Original suits of title 

(b) Original suits of money 

(c) Regular civil appeals 

(d) Miscellaneous appeals 

(e) Small causes 

Subordinate Judge's Courts. 

~ One year 

3 months 

6 months 

3 months 

5 to 6 weeks 

3 to 7! months •. 

2 to 6 months. 

5 to 7 months for con
tested and 2 to 3 
months for uncontested. 

Same as above. 

3 to 5 months. 

2 to 3 month5. 

1 to 2 months for con
tested and 4 to 7 weeks 
for uncontested. 



Class of proceeding. 

(a) Original suits of title 
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Period rea.~onably re· 
qui red. 

I 
Mun~tifs. 

• 6 months 

(b) Original suits of money, 
1 

ll to 2 months 
jjfDt, etc. 

(c) Small causes One month . 

Execution proceeding~. 

(a) Immoveable property 6 to 8 months 

(b) Moveable property 3 to 4 months 

A veragP time taken in 
disposal. 

3 to 4 months for con
tested and 1 f' to 2 

·months for uncontested. 

Same as above. 

5 to 7 weeks for con· 
tested and 4 to 5 for 
uncontested. 

No statistics are kept but 
the period is longer 
than what it should be · 

Same as above. 

The main causes of delay apart from the insufficient number-' judges are:

Judicial Commissioner's Court . • 
2 and 3. With the exception of second appeals, the work of this court is 

quite up-to-date and is promptly dope. 
(1) Non-service of processes, de~ths of parties and substitution of their 

heirs, etc. 

District Judge's Courts. 

The increase in the duration of civil appeals is, as the subjoined state
ment shows, very marked. The number of such judges has increased during 
practically the same. There is undoubtedly great dissatisfaction on account 
the last 30 years b~~ 50 per cent., but the total outturn of work remains 
of civil appeals being kept without date for months until they can be trans
ferred to an additional or a subordinate judge for disposal. 

That the administrative work of the district judge has increased can admit 
of little doubt. It is also clear that a sessions trial now takes longer time. 

The causes of delay are as follows:-

(1) Too frequent transfers than before. It is :Qoticeable that the 
number of district judges who are allowed to stay for a reason
ably long period at one place is small. There is also more leave 
taking than before. Naturally a temporary or an officiating man 
whe knows he is not to stay long does not take much interest in 
the work. 

(2) Want of proper training in civil work. This naturally gives rise 
to a tendency to avoid doing civil work, particularly that in
volving intricate questions of procedure and law. It is also not 
right that a district judge who has had no experience and 
training of civil work should be made to hear appeals from the 
decisions of experienced munsifs and subordinate judges; 

It should be made a rule that no district judge shall hear such appeals unless 
and until he has had actual training as munsif for at least one year and as 
subordinate judge for at least two years. ' · 
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The district judge has rather too much miscellaneous and adminis-
trative work to do and he should be relieved of some of it by 
transferring it to subordinate judge!; and munsifs, e.g., appoint. 
ments of officials of different courta from the divisional list a& 
prescribed in para. 644, 0. C. D., Supervision of the nazaraty 
the record room and the copying department, etc. 

Land Acquisition cases, Trust cases, Probate and Succession matters could 
and should be transferred to selected subordinate judges. 

Subordinate Judges and Munsifs. 

:J.'he most important cause of delay is shortage of officers and the gr;owing; 
complexity of the litigation. In addition to this the causes of delay may be 
briefly summarised as follows :-

(1) Di}atoriness of parties, e.g., no¥-payment of process-fees at the proper 
time, summoning of witnesses at a late stage, not coming prepared to give 
their counsel full and proper instructions and all the documents necessar-v 
to have the pleadings drawn up, etc. • 

By being more strict, courts could help in an improvement in removing 
this dilatoriness, but this should be done gradually. Too great strictness will 
probably result in injustice. 

(2) Very often the plaintiff or applicant gives a wrong address 'of the 
opposite party in the plaint or application without caring to firs-l; find out 
whether the man is actually there. The result i!'l that notices and summonses 
are received ·back unserved· and delay occurs. Under Order 6, Rule 2, the 
plaintiff is required to ascertain, as far as possible, the correct address of 
the defendant or opposite party. • 

(3) One of the most serious causes of delay is the way in which pleadings 
are usually drawn up. Loose pleadings. due to the negligence or incom
petency of the pleader or the petition-writer waste much time of the court 
and further delay occurs if the latter is not particularly careful to have 
them rectified. By reason of such pleadings, clear cut and succinct issues 
are not framed; unnecessary evidence is led, arguments are long and tedious, 
and judgment takes time of the trial as well as the appellate court. 

The followihg sl!ggestions may be made on this point:-

(a) Forms of plaint given in the Civil Procedure Code should oe as 
far as possible adhered to. 

(b) Presiding officer should personally receive and examine plaints in 
other than simple cases and return or refuse those that are 
defective. Pleaders or petition-writers found to be habitually 
negligent in this matter may be warned. 

Order 6, Rule 17, should be acted upon at the earliest opportunity. 

(c) The same procedure should be adopted in the case of written state
ments. 

(d) The presiding officer should record the substance of the plaint and 
the written statement in the proceedings, i.e., he must have a 
methodical record of the arrangement of the grounds of claim 
and defence. 

(e) 1\l1en this 11as been done the parties should be examined thoroughly 
on oath as suggested in Question No. 33 in order to clear the 
pleadings further. 

(f) 1The documents should be carefully examined when they are filed 
and their perusal should not be left until the close of the cas& 
as is generally now done: It is only when the trial Judge has 
mastered the pleadings and the documents that he can properly 
control the evidence and curtail the time. 
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(g) The provtstou regarding discovery and interrogatories should be 
more frequently resorted to. · 

(h) The filing of the written statement on the date fixed for it should 
be iusisted upon. 

(i) Applicatiou to summou witnesses should be made within 10 days 
from the date of issues. 

(j) This application should be received by the presiding officer aud 
should be carefully scrutinized. He should issue orders for sum
moning witnesses in the presence of the parties or their pleaders. 

(k) Proof by affidavit lllay generally be accepted in ex. parte pro
ceedings. 

, (ri) Unnecessary denial of documents by parties ai1d their counsel. The 
Court should have power not to allow costs of t~e party or pleader who 
unnecessarily denies the documents. • 

'l'o prevent unnecessary formal evidence being produced on the point ·the 
court may, whenever proper, accept proof by affidavit; registered documents 
may be presumed genuine. In regard to documents ·required to be attested 
there should be a rule that they shall contain an attestation clause and 
that where such clause exists the necessity to call an attesting witness may 
be. dispensed with. 

(6) The provisions of Order 18, Rule 2, are very wholesome and if they 
were followed evidence would certainly be curtailed and _the time taken in 
arguments considerably reduced. It is absolutely necessary that both counsel 
and court should know what the case of tlte parties is, both as to facts and 
law and how it is intended to prove it. A strict compliance with this rule 
would do away with the present unsatisfactory method of first leading evi
dence and then trying to construct a case out of it as well as with the laxity 
in arguments. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on this point and the 
snrmer trial courts are asked to give up the present and wrong procedure 
of hearing arguments after the enti~ cas!'l-has been closed, the better; 

(7) In the matter of lengthy arguments the Government of Bihar and 
Orissa have stated that in this behalf it is the High Court which has to set 
nn example to the subordinate courts: the former being a little too indul
gent, the lower courts feel their position to be difficult in acting fearlessly 
and independently in the matter of stopping counsel in their arguments. 

(8) Bad arrangement of the cause list and not trying the cases from day to 
-da_v as laid down in the rules. 

The Greeven Committee laid down a certain standard of work, namely, 
twa subordinate judge's appeals or three munsif's appeals per day for a 
di~trict judge, one contested suit in one and-a-half day for a subordinate 
ju.lge and on.:l and-a-half contested suit per day for a munsif. This standard 
is not ,generally too high, but some officers have found it difficult to attain to 

·it. The work of officers is often judged by the number of cases tried by them 
with the' result that simpler and easier cases are given preference over 
tedious and intricate ones to show a large outturn, and delay thus ocl!urs. It 
is necessary to remove this feeling from the mind of ,the presiding officer that 
quantity more than quality will weigh with his superior authority. This 
sE>ems to be the principal reason why tgo many cases are fixed on one date. 
Some officers also have an idea that there is no harm in adjourning a new 
case in preference to an older one and on the off-chance of its being com
promised or put off by reason of non-service on witnesses they fix more work 
than they ought to do. If it were impressed upon them that a too strict 
adherence to the standard of quantity will not be required and that they 
must do a case from day to day according to rules duration could be curtailed. 
Frequent inspections by the district judge and the Judicial C~mmissioner 
would ensure the strict observance of this rule, and particularly so if the 
presiding officer knew that his future promotion and prospects depend upon 
tho method and quality of his work. If his files and cause .list were 
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examined at the time of inspection it could be easily found out whether 
he has utilised his time properly and fully. 

· (9) The concentration of too many courts in one place is an ele"Jlent of 
delay. Parties have to trayel long distances and thus more time ill taken by 
them to perform the necessary acts in relation to proceedings. Proc~:.!S
servers have also to undertake long journeys to serve defendants and wit
nesses and presiding judicial officers are not able to exercise independent 
cqntrol as before. The central nazarat system has proved a complete iail"!e 
and the sooner it is done away with the better. Munsifs' courts should be 
transferred to suitable places in the interior. 

(10) Non-service of defendants and witnesses through process-servers. 
It is difficult· under the prevailing conditions in the country to suh!titute 

an entirely different agency. Improvement can be effected only by mor., 
strict supervision over the process-servers and devising safeguards to mini
mise collusive or false reports by them. In the first place as has been & .. !d 
above the central nazarat system should•be abolished: each presiding officer 
should have full power to punish a process-server found at fault. The making: 
of the reports to the district judge or subordinate judge is found rath£~" 
distasteful and officers naturally avoid it. Prosecution of chaprasis for false 
reports should be more frequent. '..Lhey should be given printed forms pre
scribing all the details which they are required to give in order that the ~ervic~ 
might be considered sufficient. Their diaries should _ be more frequently 
checked and their promotion should be made to depend· upon the way in 
which they effect service. 

Simultaneous service through registered post also should be more frequently 
resorted to. 

As regards the sufficiency of service, service on the male members of th. 
defendant jointly residing with him should be accepted as sufficient. In cl\se 
of this being not possible the fixation of a summons and beat of drum at' t':le 
same time should be considered as sufficient provided that the report of the 
process-server is written on the spot and is attested by two neighbours of 
the defendant or the patwari or the chaukidar or the mukhia or the school 
teacher or one of the panches. The cost of the drummer should be depooited 
with the plaint or the application so that it may not be necessary to send 
t-he chaprasi twice over. 

As regards the service on witnesses the primary responsibility should r:>st 
on the parties. Summonses could either be handed over to the party himst>lf 
for being served on the witnesses or he may be asked to help the process
server in its service, and no fresh summons should be issued unless the court 
is satisfied that the party has done all that could be reasonably expected. 
The notion that an unserved witness is biassed and that for this reason 
e!one his testimony is liable to rejection should be discouraged and the parties 
should be encouraged to bring their own witnesses before summoning them. 

It would be advisable to require the parties to give a registered addre>s 
·service at which should be deemed sufficient, not in all cases, but for particular 
cases only. 

The suggestion in Question 30 about a process-server reporting himself 
to the pleader does not appear to be of much practical use. 

(11) The appointment of guardian for minor parties if made in the same 
manner as suggested in Question 41 would effect much saving. Instead of 
sucr,essive petitions being filed as each· proposed guardian refuses to act, th~ 
plaintiff should be made to name all the possible guardians in one petit-i<~ll, 
notices should be made to go to them simultaneousJy and the court shou11} 
appoint after hearing of the petition the one best fitted to safeguard tLe 
interests of the mim-r. If one of them is willing the court may then and 
there appoint a pleader or an official without further notice. 

(12) The proceedings for substitution of heirs in place of a deceased party 
cause much delay. The suggestion in Questi<m 40 about throwing the duty 
of })cing made t.hA Party on the legal representative is likely to work hardshit-
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and injus1ace. Un an application being made a public citation should be 
issued in the names of the proposed representatives as is done in ma~ters of 
probate and administration and disposed of at an early stage. 

(13) Examination of witnesses on commission. 

The pleader-commissioners are not in a position, to control their own 
brethren appearing before them and it does not seem to be of much use to 
add to their powers. The insistence of written interrogatories except in 
special cases would lessen the number of commissions and the extension of 
the limit of residence of the witness from 200 to 500 miles would also be 
useful. It is eminently desirable that as far as possible witnesses should be 
examined before the court. 

The following suggestions would also, it is believed, tend to speedy and 
less costly disposal of civil work:-

(4) Jurisdiction of munsifs should be increased from one to two 
thousand and in the case of selected officers to five thousand on 
the regular side and to five hundred on the small cause court 
side .. Subordinate judges· may be given small cause · court 
jurisdiction UiP to o:ne thous,an.d. Vi1la.ge panchayats could be 
given jurisdiction in simple cases up to Rs. 25 or Rs. 50. 

(b) The provisions or Drder 7, Rules 3, 15 and 18, should be followed 
strictly as well as those of Order 8, Rules 3 to 5. 

(c) Order 10, Rule I, is not generally observed. 
(d) The district judge should inspect his subordinate courts at least 

twice a year and the Judicial Commissioner or .the Additional 
Judicial Commissicmer at least two district judges' courts, four 
tmbordinate judges' and four munsifs' courts every year. The 
presiding officers should inspect their own courts once a month 
and a definite rule to the above effect should be laid down so 
that compliance may be made. This will ensure the proper 
working of the officials as well as of presiding officers. 

(e) Secondary evidence may .te allowed to be given in any form with 
the consent of the parties, for example, printed papers by the 
J:ligh Court in a previous litigation. · . 

(f) The period of limitation for redemption suits ought to be curtailed . 
from 60 to 20 or even 12 years and ·the period of pawn or 
pledge should als() be reduced to 12 years. 

(g) It would be well if all partition of immoveable property were evi
denced by a registered document. 

(h) The same observation applies to partnership started with a capital 
of Rs. 100 or more. 

(i) The same observation applies to the discharge of obligations created 
by a registered document. 

(J) There is no justification for making void all transactions of cham
perty and maintenance. The poor in India have nq other means -
to get their rights remedied. 

Caste disputes, suits for restitution of conjugal rights, divorce and dower 
may very well be referred to referees nominated or selected by the court. • 

Excc·ution o/ Decrees. 

The following suggestions are made to le!~sen the duration of execution 
proceedings :-

(1) The supurddars to whom moveable property is entrusted for custody 
should be made liable by attachment of their property in execu-
tton in case they do not produce it when called to do so. · 
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The- principle of section 21, Civil Procedure Code, should be applied 
to execution proceedings and the plea of want of jurisdiction 
f'hould not be entertained unless made at the very beginning. 

The court .to "-hich the decree is tran!<ferred should have the same
power as the court which passed the deP-ree, of addina leaal 
representatives, recognizing assignment of the decree, etc~ 

0 

A stranger auction-purchaser may be included under section 47, 
Civil Procedure Code, by a proviso to this effect being added to 
this section. 

The period under section 48, Civil Procedure Code, for execution of 
money decrees should be reduced to 6 years where the value of 
the property does not exceed two thousand and for others to 
9 years. 

There should be no necessity for, taking out execution every three years 
and Article 181 of the Limitation Act should be repealed. 

Transfer of decree may be allowed to be .proved by an affidavit. 

Notices to judgment-debtors m the case of decrees being executed after onG 
year should be done away with, but. should remain in the case of legal 
r~presentatives. 

There is no necessity for a special notice being sent to the judgment-debtor 
in the different stages of the execution proceedings. One notice may b~ 
sent at the beginning and subsequent proceedings may be continued without 
further notice, except notice of sale proclamation. 

Statement showing the work done by District Judges. 

CIVIL WORK. CR~ALWORK. 

OBIGI!IIAL JUBISDICTIO!II. APPELLATI'l 
JUBISDICTIOl'l. 

Year. 
Execu- Sessions Criminal Criminal 

Number tion of M:dcel- tii .. l. Appeals. revision I Miscel· of Original. decree laneous Regular· laneous. 
otll.cers. applica- judicial. 

tion. 

--- --- ------ --- --- --- ---
1894 . 7 31 166 769 1,067 220 530 3,060 319 

1895 . 7 49 119 728 760 272 596 3,717 434 

1896 .. 8 47 123 808 674 200 656 3,769 424 

1897 8 52 97 640 720 207 708 4,254 301 
' 1998 s• 29 57 665 675 176 607 2,374 355 

1899 . 6 11 58 729 726 168 583 2,281 34-l 

1900 6 8 96 850 694 157 564 2,055 389 

11.901 6 9 68 798 776 276 468 1,401 379' 

1902 . 6 10 62 668 651 125 401 1,621 515 

1903 7 10 41 577 620 154 419 1,625 346 

1904 . 7 21 48 634 813 178 455 1,905 436 

1905 l 59 43 582 1,238 158 471 1,620 387 

1906 7 240 107 6721 999 127 463 1,732 395 

• Plm one Assistant Sessions Judge. 
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CIVIL WORK. CRI:IIINAL WORK. 

ORIGINAL JURISDICTION. 
' 

API•EJ.LITE 

CrlmhialiCrimlvat 
I 

J l'RlSDICTION. 
Ye~r. 

Number~ • Mis~el-1 Execu- Sessions 
tlon of Mise<' I· 

trial. .Appeals. revision • 
of Ongmal. decree laneous :Regular. laneous. officers. d)'pllea- judidal. 

lion. I 

--- - ---
1007 9 24 67 704 970 133 483 1,637 402 

1008 10 32 37 628 695 100 782 2,946 318 

1000 10 25 42 783 897 98 539 1,965 2S1 

1910 9 264 77 906 1,548 145 466 1,920 255 

1911 . 9 123 122 1,007 1,226 158 463 1,716 258 

1912 8 87 112 1,079 1,378 120 480 1,384 324. 

1913 10 40 68 1,087 1,303 137 419 1,472 306 

1914 7 .11 32 1,205 1,269 95 377 1,544 276 

191, 8 14 19 1,145 i,3641 14.7 369 1,545 286 

1Gl6 9 10 130 1,097 1,191 "136 387 1,563 293 

!"~17 8 13 43 1;133 1,284 i 146 346 1,328 277 

HilS 8 12 34 1,064 
I 

880 I 92 393 1,116 196 

19111 9 20 40 1,230 531 
' 

78 496 1,577 172 

1920 9 23 115 1,279 ' 757 ~ 112 418 1,049 182 

1921 11 21 4~ 1,105 559 : 86 479 1,295 201 

1922 10 23 31 1,200 647 113 462 1,057 226 

Regular Appeals decided by, .the Subordinate Judges in Ou.dh • . 
DISMISSED Number of 

appeals In 
Total· which the 

numl:>erof orders of .Average duration (In 
Year. Instituted. appeals On the the lower days) of each de 

decided. merits and Under Courts · cided appeal. 
for default. Order XLI. were In-

I 
terfered 

• with. 

1911 597 556 342 6 209 59·97 

1912 669 649 408 1 240 63·32 

1913 87\l 788 436 s 349 76·76 

1914 898 934 575 .. 359 89·d5 

1915 741 767 485 2 280 92·56 2 to 3 months. 

1916 782 SIZ 510 39 263 93-4 

1917 I 735 791 484 23 284 99·81 

1918 966 939 603 23 313 83·80 . 

19!9 812 957 622 4 331 96·3d 

1920 '·:::} 1,270'\ 772 9 489 123·60 ') 

1921 1,153 ~. 738 o· 

I 

409 1115·53 J' month£. 
1922 858 1,044J 665 5 374 1143·06 

• Obviously received from District Judges. 
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Regular Appeals decided by the .District Judges in Oudh. 

I Toh' 

I DISHISSED I 
I 

I 
I 

NumhPr ot 
appeals in 

Yea.r. lnRtituted.l n urn ber of On the 
1 which the Averaj(e duratnon (;n . 

I a.ppea.ls r orders of da.ys) of ea.ch de-
decided. n1trits l'nder the lower cided a.preal. 

and for Ordex XLI. Courts 

I 
der"a.ult. were inter~ 

j ferPd 
with. 

I 

lUll .. 1,2(19 1,226 82;) 42 339 75·56 

1012 1,316 1,378 859 57 462 '""] 1013 1,321 1,303 

I 
852 106 3!5 99·89 

1914 1,227 1,269 889 56 32! ~00·02 

1015 1,257 1,364 922 53 389 "'" r .... """"'· 1916 1,174 1,191 788 32 371 95·19 
A 

1917 1,259 1,284 881 28 375 89·45 

1918 

'·'"} 
880 604 6 270 103·66 

1919 893 531 373 6 152 166·98 

1920 680 757 546 1 210 220·721 

1921 832 559 404 3 152 236·90 JlO months. 

1922 925 647 476 3 168 233·06 

. NoTE.-District judges have been transferri}\g more appeals to subordi
nate judges. The duration has considerably increased. Recourse to Order 
41, Rule 11, is now rarely had. The annexed statement of criminal work 
shows that District Judges• criminal work has not appreciably increased. 

SAIYID WAZm HASAN, Judicial Comissioner, Oudh, called and 
examined on Monday, the 17th March 1924. 

Chairman.-Q. You are the Judicial Commissioner? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I gather from the Administration Report that in ~our province there 

are whole-time sub-judges roughly? Would it be something like 30? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Putting aside the question of criminal powers, how many sub-judges 

are whole-time sub-judges roughly? Would it be something like 30? 
A. I should think so. 
Q. I think there are some 37 munsifs and some 57 honorary munsifs. 
A. That is so, Sir. 
Q. Looking to that report and to your memorandum, should I be right in 

saying that in your own court the fi:t:st appeals are in a satisfactory position 
as regards prompt disposal? 

A. That is so, Sir. "We are now doing appeals which were instituted in 
the. middle of last year. 

Q. But in the case of second appeals, these appear to be getting more and 
more into congestion? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. They seem to be taking undue time to go onP 
A. The average duration' I should not expect to beo more than 9 to 10 

months, even with that congestion. 
Q. That is very much better than a good many- other offices. ~ut still y_ou 

regard that the present condition as regards second appeals Is not qmte 
satisfactory? 

A. Yes. 
Q. As regards the appeals in the mofussil, that. I understand is not up 

to your standard P 
A. No. 
Q. They are kept for a long time, I understand, on the file of the district 

judges without being transferred to the additional sub-judges for disposal? 
A. That is so. -
Q. Can you give me a rough figure for the present duration of !J.ppeals in 

the lower courts? 
A. Six months. 
Q. In your province do the district judges themselves or the ~dditional 

district judges dispose of a substantial proportion of the appeals from munsifs 
or is that work done by the subordinate judges? · 

A. The latter is true. 
Q. Would you explain to me how it is that from 1917 to 1922 there seems 

to be a considerable drop in the figures under the heading " Taluqdari 
Jurisdiction Regular" in the statement which you have given to meP Does 
that mean simply that the district and additional district judges have not 
been able to give so much time to the hearing of regular suits P 

A. That is so. They are more engrossed with criminal work. 
Q. Then the actual number of regular civil appeals in the subordinate 

courts has been increasing more and more all these years P -
A. Yes. 
Q. Are appeals from munsifs instituted before sub-judges? 
A. They are instituted before' the district judges and transferred to them. 
Q. Then, this. column " Instituted " in each of the statements appended to 

your memorandum, what does it refer to? In the case of subordinate judges
does it refer to the number of appeals transferred to them? 

A. Except in cases where there is no district judge. 
Q. Would it be right to add these two columns together to get ~ ''ie":Y of 

the total amount of regular appeal work in the province P 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your impression is th~t the total amount of appeal work has been 

steadily increasing. 
A. That is so, Sir. 
Q. And the total amount of second appeals in the Judicial Commissioner's 

court has on the 'I\· hole been increasing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As regards civil appeals you say the period reasonably required is six. 

months; but you do it within half the time? 
A. That is the time which I have taken for the last 10 years. 

Q. Coming to the district courts, you say the period reasonably required 1 
is 6 months. The average is 3 to 7! months. That is the average for the 
last 10 years? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then what would be the average to-dayP 
A. The average to-day I shall put at about hl to 12 months. 
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Q. In the same way with the other figures for· tne last 10 years? 
A. Yes. • 
CJ. Then in the subordinate judges' courts you say the reasonable period 

for regular civil appeals is 6 months. "\Yhat would be the average time taken 
.to-day? · 

A. About the same. 
Q. Now taking original title suits for which, you say, a year would be 

reasonable, how long is, the present time? 
.4.. I put it at 18 months instead of a year. 
Q. Then in the same way as regards original suits for money, how long would 

it take for the sub-judge now? 
A. Six months. 
Q. Then as regards t-he small cause work of sub-judges you say it will take 

.5 to 8 ~eeks~ How long does it, in fact, take to-day? 
A. I should t'bink it takes more than 6 weeks. 
Q. Now broadly speaking, do you agree with the opinion expressed, I 

think it is the opinion of l\fr. Dalal, in the last administration report that 
the powers of munsifs might be advantageously enlarged because there seem 
to be too few sub-judres ~"'1 your province and not quite enough work for munsifs? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You think that will result in a better distribution? 
A. Ye"s. 
Q. As regards your munsifs in uudh, up to what limit would you invest 

t>hem with powers? 
A. I have said that in my memorandum. I think it is Rs. 2,000. 
CJ. And in the same way, will you be prepared to increase the{r small cause 

oourt powers? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it the practice to give to subordinate judges power to try small 

cause cases, or is it a long standing practice? 
A. Well, it has been in practice for the last 7 or 8 years. 
Q. Don't you recognise that it seriously interferes with the disposal of 

civil work? 
A. It does. 
Q. Have you in Oudh certain centres of trade which produce suits cf 

commercial character? 
A. No. 
Q. Lucknow, for instance? 
A. I dq not call it a centre. 
Q. -You do not think there is any necessity in your province for a special 

arrangement to be made for giving special expedition for suits of commer
cial nature? 

A•. No, Sir. 
Q. Do you agree with the opinion expre!'se<l by Mr. Dalal that the frequent 

-changes in the office of Judicial Commissioner have led to a certain ineffec
tiveness and loss of efficiency in the lower courts over which they have ad
ministrative power? 

A. I am not prepared to share that view in its entirety. To a certain 
• extent it might be. 

Q. Do you think the outturn of work by subordinate courts in Oudh is 
.small? - ' 

A. Not on the whole. 
Q. I take it as being true that the Judicial Commissioner''S court does 

experience a good deal of change in the personnel? 
A. It does, yes. 
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Q. Don't you think that is due to much inefficiency on the part of judges; 
in the lower courts? 

A. No. 
Q. 'Yould you be good enough to gi,ve us your opinion upon the question, 

of the utility of honordry munsifs as distinct from village tnunsifs? 
.!. I think if a careful and proper:, selection is made, they are a great hell) 

in the disposal of litigation. , 
Q. Wbere do the honorary munsifs hold their sittings? 
A. We have two classes of such courts : bench munsifs and single !pUD

sifs. Well, a centre is chosen where they would hold their courts, both as a 
ben.ch and as single. And the selection, under the rules now being observed, 
is made by the district magistrate in consultation with the district judge. 
Indeed in certain cases the matter comes to our opinion as to the proper, 
pers<?n who should be appointed as honorary munsif., 

Q. These benches of honorary munsifs dispose of only civil-suits? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Then in your opinion, is that a form of court that should be encouraged! 

and extended in due course? · · · 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the cases tried before honorary munsifs what is the limit of juris-

diction~ 

.!. Rs. 50 is the highest, I should think. 
Q. Can you tell me under what legislation are these courts established? 
A. 'Ve have a particular Act fdr hcnorary munsifs' courts. 
~l. How long has this experiment been going on in this province? . 
.4 .• For some time. Certainly not less than 10 years. 
Q. Certainly you would not regard it as having passed beyond the ex

perimental stage? 
.-l. Yes. 
Q. As regards Yillage courts,.• I understand the policy of Govern'ment is 

that they are to be replaced and absorbed by panchayats under the new 
Village Panchayats Act, and they probably are an institution that won't 
contil;me in the present form for long . 

. -l. That is so. 
Q. I see you say that the work of the district judges suffers from too 

frequent transfers, and you point out that when he begins his duty as a 
district judge, the officer has had hardly sufficient experience in civil work: 
to hear appeals from the decisions uf experienced munsifs and subordinate 
judges. You also say that it should be made a rule that no district iudg~:~ 
should hear such appeals unless he had actual training as munsif for a yeal"'• 
and that as subm·dinate judge for 2 years. 

A. That is so. 
Q. At the present time, wl1en a man comes as a 

1

district judge f~r the first 
time, has he any experience in civil work? , , 

A .. Hardly any. 
Q. He is usually promoted from what? 
A. From a joint-magistrate. 
Q. Of course to obtain an officer of that sort with a training of thr~ 

years would be a matter of considerable expense. Is it not? 
.4.. I dare say, yes. · 
Q. I mean it would require a very considerable extension of cadre too?. 

A. It is just a suggestion. 
Q. That is what you would like to see being doll€' in practice? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. I see you say that the district judge pas too much ministerial and 
administrative work. 

A. Yes. 
Q. In fact the whole administrative system of lower courts at present is 

on the principle of throwing on the ulstrict judge, in theory, responsibility for 
:nazarat, accounts and everything else. 

A. That is so. 
Q. But he is in fact an overworked omcer, being largely engaged in hear-

ing important criminal. cases. ' 
:.!.. That is so. 
Q. Do you think that land acquisition matters, probate and succession 

matters may quite well be transferred to subordinate judges? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, in connection with subordinate judges and munsifs, you mention 

.Certain important causes of delay. First of all you say, non-payment of pro
-cess fees in proper· time •.. 

A. That is a constant source of trouble. 

_Q. What usually happens, as I understand, is that the case is adjourned 
-to another date--say a month hence. It then comes on in the list and it is 
-then discovered that some process that has been taken out by the plaintiff 
has been returned unserved. Now, I understand, there is no method by 

'which the plaintiff is to know of the failure of the service until the adjourned 
date is reached. 

A. At least he pretends that. 
Q. I m•an there is no way in which he can-know until the adjourned date. 

'Suppose the plaintiff deposits his fee to-day and then process is sent but 
is returned unserved on the' witness. What particulars he has got before 
-the adjourned date of hearing for knowing whether the process has been 
returned unserved or whether he has to deposit another fee? 

.4 .. Speaking from my experience outside the court my impression is tha• 
"the plaintiff knows of all the movements of the process-server and he knows 

which of the processes have been served, will be served or have not been served. 
Q. But the judicial officer can hardly proceed on that assumption. The 

result is that in such a case, however many witnesses ··.J.e defendant may call, 
he applies for another adjournment. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Can something be done to put a burden upon the plaintiff, not only to 

deposit the process fee, but in given time to take steps to have the service 
again effected before the adjourpment? Will you give him the right to !JOme 
to office and to inspect the return and then impose a duty to pay the 
process fee? 

A. Taking the question broadly I hold strong views on the subject. It 
seems to me that all these delays caused in the non-service of processes can 
be avoided if we let almost entire responsibility upon the party asking for 
the issue of the process. If he wants the witness to come he would come, if 
he does not want the witness to come he would not come. He should be re
fused all adjournments unless he satisfies the-court that he has done all that 
·could lie in his power to get the service effected. 

Q, That is, a general rule should be laid down that some time will be 
given to the plaintiff within which he must bring his witnesses to tne court. 

A. Yes, or if he is n9t willing to have the service made himself, he should 
be asked to help the process-server. 

Q. In this province when a peon goes out with a process what is the 
practice? Does he attempt to get somebody to identify the man or does he 
go to the pleader asking for somebody to go with him? 

A. Generally he goes out himself. 
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Q. 'rould you be in favour of attempting to make the plaintiff, before he 
files the plaint, to have it served on the defendant, that is to say; to file a 
plaint· already served on the defendant so that the suit could proceed effec
tively? 

A. No. 
Q. You think it is the duty of the-court to help? 
A. So far as the defendant is concerned. 
Q. I see you suggest that the presiding officer should personally receive 

and examine the claim and, I take it, it would he quite practicable in· the 
case of your munsi!s. But if the duty were thrown upon the subordinate 
judge at present, would it be possible for them to do that work? 

A .• It will require some time but it will be more than compensated by the 
E;peedy decision of the suit at the end. 

Q. I understand in this province you had considerable addition to judi
cial strength. Is that so? 

A. Well just two sub-judges we had and not more. 
Q. If that addition were made you think every sub-judge can examine the 

plaint himself? 
A. I think, Sir, it i!l possible .. 
Q. "'ould you be in favour of plaints being returned in case they are pre-

pared improperly, that is; if there are vague allegations? 
.L Yes. 
Q. The plaint may be returned altogether for amendment? 
A .• Yes. 
Q. I suppose that hardly is ever done?~ 
A.. Very seldom. 
Q. Plaint returned is generally for insufficient court-fee P 
.!. Yes. 
Q. In this province do the Jpdges consider that there is any difficulty 

p,·hen the plaint is presented wiih insufficient C{)Urt-fee, giving four or five 
days in which to pay the balance 'l Is it rejected if he does not pal the balance 
within that time or does the court go on giving him time unti the balance 
is paid 'l 

.4. The latter alternative is very seldom. Generally the balance is paid 
within the time fixed for that. 

Q. Have you some complaint about undue delays in the filing of written 
statement? Is it filed in due time? 

.1 .. I think the defendant generally takes more time. 
Q. I understand that, with· you as throughout India, a great deal of 

judicial time is wasted by unnecessary denials of documents and, in some 
cases, of facts. I see you suggest that courts should be given powers not to 
allow costs in these cases. At present in tha mofussil there is no test to allo
cate the cost or sub-divide the cost at the end of the suit. 

A .• The calculation as a whole embraces the cost towards the proving of 
the documents. A witness has to be examined for the purpose of proving 
documents. These costs have to be included in the general cost. It would 
not take much time if they are set apart from the total cost of the liti
gation. 

Q. In cases where there ·is unreasonable amount of dispute about docu
ments, would you not be in favour of giving powers to the court to make him 
order the parties to furnish security? 

A .• No. I am not prepared. I would suggest that the courts may be 
invested with jurisdiction to accept documents by proof of affidavit or by 
presuming their genuineness. They may be given discretion as regards regis
tered documents which they should exercise in proper cases. · 
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Q. But is _there at;ty object!on to giving powers tC) munsifs to make one or-
both the ·parties to give secunty of the costs? 

A. I fear it might result in injustice being done to an honest litigl!.nt. 
Q. But if the document is proved, he can get the money back at the end?
A. Still I think it would make it difficult· for h\m to get his grievances-

redressed. I would not be in favour of asking him to furnish security and 
there would be no method of striking a proportion between the costs incurred 
with regard to the proof of documents and other costg incurred at the initial 
stage. . 

Q. And what do you think about the attestation by witnesses? 
A. I would suggest that the presence of attesting witnesses be dispensed 

with. 
Q. As regards cross-examination in lower courts, do you think that in 

many ca·ses it is unnecessarily protracted? 
A. I wouldnot say in many cases, sometimes it is. Still there is an end 

in view kept by the counsel, and I have found in many cases that the counsel 
does not prolong cross-examination capriciously. 

Q. But I take it that a great deal of time, in fact, is wasted by the
counsel asking questions which do not touch the fringe of the subject. 

A. Yes. 
Q. It does not meon that the counsel asks questions which are irrelevant,. 

but he asks some questions with the object of getting something out of the 
witness against his own credit. 

A. It is very difficult to deal with a hostile witness, a witness who is ia 
the box and deposes in favour of the party who has summoned him. On the 
whole I wish to emphasise that I am not in favour of condemning the bar as. 
a whole as if they were indulging in prolix cross-examination. I think they 
take it seriously as part of their responsibility. Of course there are alway!t 
exceptions. 

Q. I gather you consider that it would be inadvisable to lay down any 
hard and fast rules 'l 

A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. Do you think that the judge is helpless in stopping questions which 

appear to him irrelevant? Under the present law, I undersknd, he i!' 
helpless. 

A. I think he is helpless. 
Q. If that is so, I think, it might be advisable to do somethir..g by which 

he may be able to stop irrelevant questions and may not be so helpless. 
A. Well I do not object to discretion being given in that way. I trust.. 

that with the advance of culture in the subordinate judiciary and in the bar 
as well the evil will die of itse1i, and it seldam :tappens in a case where there 
is a leading counsel engaged. 

Q. As regards cross-examination before commissioners, do you think that. 
there is sometimes undue cross-examination because the commissioner is a. 
junior pleader? 

A. Yes, that is so. 
Q. And because it is not very clear to him whether he has got the right 

to disallow ilrrelevant questions? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. What remedy would you su~gest for this? 
A. Well I would entrust this work to senior pleaders, and, as a rule, would 

give them some powers for deciding as to the relevancy or otherwise of the-
questions put to witnesses. . 

Q. As regards process serving establishment, do you find that generalis 
munsifs and subor<!_inate judges are not in a position to punish process
servers. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. They can only report to the district judge a~inst them? 
A .• Yes. 
Q. Then what do you suggest with regard to this? Do you think that 

each munsif and each subordinate judge at. the samd station should have a 
separate nazir and a separate set of peons of his own? 

A. Yes, each should have a set of peons of his own over whom he should 
have direct control. 

Q. Well what do you consider of the suggestion of keeping the central 
nazarat system and allotting certain peons to each particular court? 

A. If the central nazarat system has to be maintained, I would suggest 
that each court should be given direct control over the set of peons attached 
to it and power to punish the man whom he finds at fault. 

Q. The idea of keeping the central nazarat system was, I understand, to 
avoid overlapping of work. Supposing a subordinate judge and · a munsif 
exercise jurisdiction over a particular area and each of them have a separate 
set of peons and a separate nazir. Now each court has to serve some processes 
ilJ the same area. Do you not think that there ·will be overlapping of work if 
each court Eoends his own peons to serve the processes instead of g1ving all the 
processes to one man to serve them in that area!' 

A. 1\Iy idea is that supposing the munsif's co~t issues processes and these 
processes are to go in a certain direction, what the central nazir should do 
ia to keep these processes with ITim and wait until he gets processes from 
other courts in the same station bound for the same direction. I think tha1 
<'auses undue delay. I would rather have overlapping than let the peon wait .• 

Q. How long does the naz!r make the peon wait for that reason? 
A. Generally a week. · 
Q. Therefore sometl:iing might be done to reduce that limit. It- need not 

be for more than 3 days? · 
A. I think it would hardly remedy them. 
Q. "ny? Th~ staff in the cent~al station is large. In 3 days he gets a 

process and can go. .·' 
A. But that would mean a very substantial increase in the number of 

process-servers and it would also be that practically there would be no ad
vantage in that system. 

Q. Would it be possible to keep the nazarat system as it is and to give 
each munsif who might have good reason for complaint some 5 or 6 peons? 

A. It won't be possible. 1.runsifs might have to make remarks and at 
any rate they have to be confirmed by district judges. 

. Q. Can you tell me why it is that munsifs and sub-judges regard it as a 
~hsgraceful matter to prefer their complaints to the district judge? Is it 
{In account of the petty matter or has it something more behind it? 

A.· It is all only a petty thing. The duty of reporting is like any other 
duty to be performed by them conscientiously. 

· Q. Is there any reason why they should not do it? 

A .. To write reports you have to make out a cas~ which would be ac
<'epted. That takes a good deal of his time and he is cut off from his judicial 
duty. He would rather let the matter go after censuring the ·peon. 

Q. Would it be possible in such cases to do it less elaborately without the 
form of a trial? Would it not be possible to send for the nazir for the return 
of ihe process-server, examine them and deal with the matter then and there? 
la it necessary that everything in this country should be done by· writing and 
record? 

A. If he has to report, he must report in a proper way. But in the case 
which you suggest I think th& judge should be entitled to say thst tlle thing 

L2 



should wait till his ·convenience. He may be busily engaged in session" 
work and it would not be possible for. him to attend to it then and there. 

Q. Could it not be done within. 5 minutes after the rising of the_ court! 

A: Nobody would. be satisfied with that decillion.- The peon will have a 
grievance. . 

Q. You want to have a State trial? 
A. All guilty persons used to have the State trial.· 
Q. As regards guardians ad litem you are in favour of notice going si~ml-

taneously to all members of the family? · · - · 
A. Yes. 
Q. You make a suggestion as to sub~titution of heirs. Y~u say· that 

where no application is made, a public citation should be issued in the namea 
of the proposed representatives as is done in matters of probate and adminis
tration.. What is the method of making a public citation effectually public7 
I will take a probate case where you cite all the parties ·coming and objecting 
to the will. How is that done in the province of Oudh? 

A. It is done by a public proclamation i~ th~ village- ~·here the deceasei 
lived; it is published in newspapers which are of local character and also by 
beat of drum and affixing a notice on the court-board. 

Q. Is it found effective? 
A. Yes. I have never come across with a case where an. heir is lefi 

behind in citation under the probate and administration proceedings. He 
always comes, if he wishes. I think this will be a very effective way of 
avoiding the delay. 

Q. As regards the inspection of courts do you agree that the system of 
inspection of courts is probably the most to be reformed? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You think that the district judge sbould inspect his subordinate courts 

at least twice 8 year? 
A. Yes. 

· Q. You say that the presiding officers should in~pect their own courts once 
8 month. Is there anything in the rules? 

A. Yes. 
Q. That is to say, to see what the munsarim and the execution clerk 

are doing? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You say that the period of limitation for redemption should be re

duced from 60 years to 12 years. In what kinds of mortgages you want to 
reduce the period of limitat.ion? 

A. All classes of mortgages. 

Q. Take the case where a mortgagee enjoys the profits of property in 
lieu of .interest. He goes on doing this for a long time. Why sh•.;nld tb.e 
mortgagor be deprived from getting his land back, because he has been 
unable to pay the principal back in the meantime~ What is the difficulty 
th'lt rourts experience in regard to this? 

A. He is not generally unable to get the property back if he wishes. I 
think he can well manage to get it redeemed within 12 years. 

Q. Do you get a good many suits in which false claims to redeem are seT. 
up? 

A. I won't say good many. 
Q. If it suits the mortgagor and the mortgagee, the one not to pay the 

principal sum and the other to enjoy the fruits of the property why should 
it not go on for 12 years? Wby should the mortgagor lose his land altoge
ther? 
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A. I don't think it really has a direct bearing on the question of delays. 
We begin after the institution of the claim so far as delays are concerned, 
not as to limitation previous to institution. 

Q. As regards champerty and maintenance you do not like· legislation 
against that, because the poor litigant may require assistance to get h1s rights 
asserted in courts of law P · ' 

A. This is more so in what we c~ll big taluqdari suits. 
Q. I rather understand that these big taluqdari suits are some of them 

absolute scandals in general with the result that the whole thing is in the 
hands of somebody who gets the whole benefit if he succeeds and that· for I'· 

comparatively small sum. 
A. That obs~rvation could be made and has been made only on the result 

of the litigation where it has failed. · 
Q. Then you can well say that this was a mere speculation. This man had 

put up a false title and wanted to back it by false evidence and so forth. 
A .. In all these cases when the direct line of descent is exhausted you have 

to find out the reversioners somewhere in the remote corner of the country to 
fix upon the rightful heir. It is hardly likely t1at you will find him with 
means enough to fight the opponent in possession .. Perhaps he is the poorest 
man living and yet he has good title to a big estate. He can never get jus
tice done to him if you shut him out from all financial help. 

Q. Supposing you do not shut him out and you lend money at a certain 
rate of interest on the strength of such expectation, suppose you allow that, 
is it necessary to allow him to go to a financier who may be a mere speculator 
:wd who will bring a suit against somebody else costing him lakhs and lakhs !' 

A. I don't think we can create a class of financial helpers of that frame 
of mind. I think he will look at it from his own personal point of view. 
He will certainly have the best of the bargain in his favour before he parts 
with a single pie. 

Q. He would not be really lending the man money on the strength of 
his expectation at a reasonable or,a high rate of interest but would want t.o. 
JVake a good thing of it as a spec\ilation? · 

A. That is so, Sir. 

Q. Now when you consider the injustice or damage that would be done 
to the other party, don't you think that the poor man might in some cases 
be not able to assert his rights? 

A. I suppose the judge would, in that case, presume that he is helping 
the assumed title holder. 

Q. But he has caused tremendous expense to the. other man. 
A. Would it be less, Sir, if he had m~ney of his own? Would It be less 

costly to the opposite party? 

Q. But if the opposite party wins in the end, anci the plaintiff has money 
nrhanced by a substantial person, there would be some hitch when the order 
for costs is passed. The trouble about the other man is that. he cannot' be 
made to pay any part of the cost. . 

A. This man who is helping, in my part of the country is ge~~rally :t. 
party on the record. He is a plaintiff. ' 

(,1. Do you mean to say that the financier, ·having taken an assignment of 
the interest, is a plaintiff and therefore helps the case? 

.1. He generally sees to it that he is made a party. 

{Jir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. As a matter of fact in Oudh, there is very 
f?reat _care taken about the settlement of issues. There are lengthy proceed· 
_mgs 111 the courts of subordinate judges and on the date of settlement of 
tsst!es, the. statement~ are taken of the counsel of the parties, and points on 
which the Judges are m doubt are explained. -
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A. That was with certain subordinate judges and district judges. Btn 
as it does entail a good deal of labour and grasp of the case at the outset, I 
do not thi:nk the general class of subordinate judges advert to it. 

Q. I think there is a class of subordinate judges who follow the practice. 
A. Yes. I wculd not say it generally contributed to loss of time. · 
Q. In answer to the Chairman you said that you favoured the practice of · 

opening ·cases. But what is the present rule followed in Oudh. Do counseJ 
open the case, and subordinate judges favour that? 

A. They do. We had off and on some subordinate judge who insisted 
that the case should be opened. But it is not generally done. I think if that 
is strictly observed, a good deal of time would be saved. 

Q . .As regards the recording of evidence, perhaps you will tell the Com
mittee how_ the evidence is recorded there. I mean to say, it is not incumbent 
on a subordinate judge in your province to record every bit of evidence which 

. the witness gives. 
A. Under the local .Act, he is required to make a memorandum. But it ia 

not a memorandum at all, it is a full verbatim report. Practically he writes 
down all. . 

Q. Though the law gives the judge power to notE> down only the substance, 
he records tho whole· of the evidence. · 

A. He thinks it is much better to do it in order to avoid.any grievance 
in the court of appeal. 

Q. So far as this is observed, in spite of the indulgence given by the law, 
in practice there is not any difference between what is done there and what 
is done in the province of .Agra. 
·A. Yes. 
'Q. Coming to the Judicial Commissioner's court, what is the pecuniary 

jurisdiction which is exercised by a single judge in your court? 
A. He is competent to hear ·and dispose of app~>als up to any value below 

Rs. 10,000 . 
. Q . .Are records in those cases printed for the ben<!fit of the judge? 

A. Not in cases below Rs. 10,000. But in appE>als of Rs. 10,000 and above 
we have printed records. · 

Q. How has that system worked in your court-the system of not printing 
rec:ords of appeals? 

A. It has not presented any real obstacle. 
Q. Supposing you liad an English Barrister fresh from England as one 

of the judges. -Would you still preserve the present rule, or would it 
necessitate the printing of translation, etc., even in those small suits? 

A. I suppose it would, if you had such a person in the court. Even as 
it is, where we have printed records, sometimes the case turns upon the 
meaning of a particular sentence as expressed in the vernacular, and the 
judge, who is not quite familiar, finds some difficulty. So we do resort to the 
original text. 

Q. But generally speaking there is not much difficulty in cases where ohl.l 
case is disposed of by a bench of two judges? 

A. Yes, if his colleague accepts his interpretation. 
Q. I suppose the present practice in your court leads to a considerable 

amount of saving of time. If each one of the records came up to you, to 
point the records would mean so much time and cost to the litigants. So 
your practice leads to saving of time and money. 

A. Yes. 
Q. You have had considerable experience of the work of the Oudh Talc.q

dari .Act both on the Bar and on the Bench, and I should like to have your 
"'?inion as to the merits of that Act. Do you think that that .Act results in 
prolonging litigation P 



A. It is anything but ideal. 
Q. Don't you think I am right in saying that there is very little of lega.l 

principle in that, and a. great deal of .conundrums in it? 
A. I should :qot publicly and generally use these words to stigmatise it in 

that way. · 
Q. Perhaps your position would make the task a little difficult. 
A. It is to be remembered that the skeleton of the present Act was made 

somewhere in 1860 and 1861 and when it came to be passed in 1869 thera 
lrere some alterations and improvements, and when such alteratiollS and im
provements are made, they generally result in making the matter worse, 
because they are done at the spur of the moment, or while the proceedir.gs 
are going on in the Legislative Council, you add a word here and a word 
there, without considering the consequence that would :--esult. 

Q. Do you feel very happy with that legislation as a practising lawyer? 
A. The taluqdars are very proud of it. 
Q. Perhaps you will agree with me that if the Act showed greater amount 

of legal intelligence in its framework, it would result in a great deal of savi».g 
'of time and money. 

A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. And much of the litigation in these taluqdari -cases is really attributable 

to the Act itself? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The delay is not on the part of the litigants or on the part of the 

counsel? 
A. No. I feel it and I might express that all attempts made towards the 

amendment have made matters worse. I had a very unhappy experience in 
a recent case·where the amendment was intended to remove the effect of the 

. Privy Council's decision, which it was said had really shocked the whole 
province by going against the intention of the original law and therefore to 
restore the original intention the amendment was made, with the result 
that the present amendment consisted of about three thousand words and it 
took us two weeks to argue abstut it, and I do not know what the Privy 
Council may finally say. , ·-

Q. With regard to cham~;>erty perhaps you will indicate to the Committee 
. the usual character of questwns which arise in these taluqdari cases? 

A. In these taluqdari cases, in majority of issues you will find the custom 
-the custom of impartible estates, the custom of more remote reversionary 
excluding the senior and that class of issues. Issues like that naturally 
involve a good deal of evidence. · 

Q. Do you not think that a proper legislation in regard to this matter would 
prevent speculative suits being brought forward to some extent? Can anything 
like that, what has been done in l\Iadras, be done with regard to bigger suits~ 
Could the law be put on a satisfactory footing? 

A .. In fact we have already got in the Act that no evidence will be allow~d 
on presumption. _ ' · 

Q. Presumption give" rise to a great controversy. If the law may be 
further examined and all these inconsistencies in one part of the Act and 
in another part of the Act be removed and presumption were made stronger 
~here will be much less room for speculation. 

A. It is impossible to lay down any successors by name. You can onl.v 
de11cribe t.he heirs by class or by qualification and then apply those quali
fications to a particular individual. 

Q. With regard to these speculations, is it true to say that a certain 
-"Umber of legal members indulge in these suits P 

A. That might be true some twenty years ago but not now. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. With regard to training of distriW; judges in 

civil work, could not civilians be asked to do munsif's work up to five years 
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()f their service without any additional expense to State? In answer t~ :1 

question from the Chairman, I understood you to say that if district jud"-:!1 
have to be trained in civil work that would mean more work. " 

A. He will be diverted from his usual work and that usual work mu&t !.,. 
done by somebody else. In that way I meant that it would cause ext":"~ 
expenditure. ~ 

Q. Would it not be better for a young civilian after four or fh·., yellr!'' 
service to be asked to elect or not to become a judge? 

A. He may not like to go to the judicial side. 
Q. Once the scheme was tried in the l\Iadras Presidency a11d. 'IOnere wl.u 

were trained finally entered the judicial service. 
A. You cannot fix a time. It will be unjust to the man. He would r.::t 

have his capacities developed definitely. 
Q • . It is necess~ry that a district judge in charge of administration ;;houl:.l 

be made to do the more important civil work and for that purpose somethi:;:~ 
must be devised. 

A .• I think it is very well known to the Governmel't that such and such 
officer will be made a judge six months before his appointment and that 
time may well be utilised in necessary training. I take it, it is genP-rally 
known to the Government some time before he is put in charge of a district. 

Q. Is a failure in the executive line generally made a distpct judge? 
.4 .• That is the impression generally. 
Q. What is your impression? 
A. I have no experience of the executive side and I cannot say as to who will 

be a failure and who will not be a failure. · 
Q. You agree that before a· civilian is asked to do ci-vil work he mus"& be 

trained in that work? 
.4 .. It is .very desirable. 
Q. With regard to munsifs' courts are they located in the centre of 

their territorial jurisdiction? 
A. Formerly they were scattered but lately there was a tendency to sP.ttle 

them in the centre. 
Q. I think it is your opinion that munsifs' courts should be located withi"!l 

their territorial jurisdiction? It will be for the convenience of the plaintiff 
as well as for the convenience of the defendant . 

.4 .. Yes, it will also save time. 
Q. With regard to execution proceedings I see it is stated in the adminis

tration report that quite a number of applications have proved infructuous. 
Thll report says-" The percentage of succP<;sful 'lpplications fell fro:n 2i to 
22, while those of infructuous ones rose from 56 to 62." ""hat is the reason? 

A. The margin is so small that I cannot assign any definite reason. 

Q. Apart from the fall in a particular year, why is it that such a large 
number of execution applications proved wfructuous? 

A. It is due to two causes generally. One side, I think, the decree-holder 
it~ not ver:r vigiant and, on the other hand, the judgment-debtor aT:>l~ 
execution. 

Q. May I suggest that a large number of applications which are snown 
as infructuous- are merely applications which are made to keep & deu"-" 
ali ve and then dismissed? 

.4.. Yes. 
Q. And this is the reason why most of the applications are returned a& 

infructuous? 
.4.. I presume so. 
Q. Would vou be in fa'l"our of the proposal of the court fixing a O.ate f~ 

seeing whethe~ the case is ready, and the witnesses will be available? 
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.4.. That may be an alternative course, but I w01nd strongly insist an-i. 
emphasize the ':iew on the Co~mittee that the parti_es should. primarily 
be made responstble for· the servtce of processes on thetr own witnesses. 1 
sav so because I have no fear of any injustice being don~ in that case. My 
o":n experience is. that if a party desires his witnesses _to be present in 
court, they will be present, at least 90 per cent. ~f them w1ll be present, and 
if the party does not desire this, there will be no service at all. 
. Q. I quite agree vtith you in that resp~ct, but I. ask if yo_u wou~d like. ~he 
1dea of fixing a date to see whether the witnesses will be available In add1t10n 
t<l what you nave suggested? 

.4.. I t.ave no objection to that being done. 
Q. With regard to the central nazarat system, your view is that munsifs 

and subordinate judges are not in a position to exercise any control over 
prOf·ess servers? · 

..J .• Yes, that iR the general complaint. 
Q. And they generally feel that their . report to the district judge is 

of no avail? 
.4 .. No, that i~ not the case. I think the distr~ct judge will have greater 

respect for munsifs and subordinate judges than for- the nazir. 
Q. What do you think of the suggestion of attaching certain peons to 

. each munsif's court to do his urgent work alone leaving rest of the processes 
to be eerved by the central nazir? 

A .• I do not think that it would be of much use, it might be of some 
use no doubt. 

Q. Then your suggestion is that each munsif and subordinate judge 
should have his own nazir and a separate set of peons over whom be should 
have direct control. Do you think that this would make f&r speedy dis
posal of cases ? 

.4 .• Ye-s. 
• Q. With regard to the jurisdiction of munsifs, why should it not be increased 

to Rs. 3,000? That is the case i.ti the 1\fadras Presidency. · 
A. Well I would not do it because. of the results that have obtained in 

the matter of appeals from munsifs' orders. I would say that it would not 
be quite safe to entrust them with increased jurisdiction. 

Q. But when they were given the present jurisdiction the purchasing 
ndue of the rupee was very much less. \Yhy should it not· be increased to 
rupees three thousand P 

J .. It was one thousand in my province and I am not prepared to in
crease it nny more. 

Q. Bt:.t there are certain mwisifs who may very shortly be promoted to 
subordinate judgeship. Will you not even increase it in their case? 

.4. I have said in my memorandum that it may be increased in some cases. 
Q. At present though their jurisdiction is only up to rupees one 

thousand, they are trying cases whose value is much more on the basis 
of court foe. I refer to land suits. It is valued at five or ten times but the
\"alue of the property may become eight thousand or ten thousand? 

A. In these cases court-fee is determined with reference to Government 
re,·enue, it may be five times or ten times, but jurisdiction will be deter
mined with reference to market value. 

Q. But Section 8 of the Suits Valuation Act runs like this-" Wherein 
suits other than referred to in the Court Fees Act 1870, Section 7, para
gr.lphs Y, VI and IX and paragiaph X, clause (d) court fees are payable
ad ·ralorem under the Court Fees Act 1870, the value as determinable for 
the computation of court fees and the value for purposes of jurisdiction shall 
he the so:ne." 

.4. But in cases where you take court fee five times or ten times Govern
ment rel"enue I take it that this is not ad valorem fee. 
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Q. I do not want to discuss the matter, but only want to know whether 
munsifs should be invested with increased jurisdiction? 

A. No, I would not invest them with any increased jurisdiction. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. We had a great deal of evidence about the malpractices . 

of process servers. I should like to know from 'you what sort of people 
generally they are in your province? 

A. Well, Sir, I am not prepared to condemn them wholesale. Indeed it 
has pained me to hear these complaints made against them. The process 
-server goes to the village. He is not a very highly paid officer. Generally 
the village people make it a point to treat him as their guest and he takes 
his meals from the house of one of the village people. He does his work and 
comes back. Probably he also receives some sort of bakhshish from them now 
and then. He is never a tyrant in any sense of the word and I think it is an 
unjustifiable attack. I do not share the general condemnation in the least 
and I have courage to say all this because I have direct experience of these 
process servers. I have found about 100 witnesses sitting all round my 
~amp in big cases and as a rule these people do their work admirably well. 
It is only in a few cases that these process servers deviate from the path of 
their duty, but these exceptions cannot be made a ground of general con
demnation of that class of people. 

Q. It means that you do not agree with the general trend of the evidence 
that has been given before us that these people make false reports? 

A. No. Certainly I .do not agree. 
Q. What is the standard of education of these process servers? Are they 

literate men? Can they read and write well? 
A. Well I think the majority of them are literate in the sense that they can 

write down th11 names of witnesses and the fact that they have been served or 
they have not been served. At present in the majority of cases they are to some 
extent literate, but previously they were not. 

Q. I believe in Agra they are obliged to keep a diary? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. If they are asked to keep a diary, then of course they will have to be 

fairly literate? 
A. Yes, but they may get it written by somebody else. 
Q. But is there any advantage of their writing the diary when they come 

back to the headquarters? 
A. They can get it written in the-~illage. 
Q. Can you tell us what is the average pay of these men i'n your province? 
A. I cannot tell the exact amount they receive, but the average pay of 

these men is Rs. 10 per mensem. 
Q. You start with Rs. 10 and finish at Rs. 10. There are no grades at 

all? 
·A. Yes. 

Q. Now on Rs. 10 a month is it possible for anybody in these days to keep 
a family? 

A. That is so, Sir. 
Q. It seems to me that it is :uot a matter of suspicion but a matter o.f 

certainty that he must have other means of gain besides his pay and that 
should be illegitimate gain . 

.4 .• Not so much as to bring them into calculation at all. I am not in
clined to agree with that view. I think with the way he gets his little help 
on the village he can get on very well. 

Q. I suppose he has a family to maintain at the headquarters? 

A. Yes. I think he has relations also. The system of keeping up a family 
amongst us, Indians, does not depend on that only one man must maintain 

·the whole family, His wife may have a brother. His father-in-law may be 
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of little help. If his means are not wide enoug~ to place the whole burden 
on himself he will get assistance from other relatiOns who are well.off. 

Q. We 'heard some evidence the other day that people would be willing 
to accept a p,rocess server's post e.ven without any pay whatever. 

A. I am not prepared to say that for the reason that they want you to 
infer that this bribery and corruption is so strong a thing that he would 
accept this appointment even without any salary. 

Q. Now amongst all classes of menial servants of the Government in' the· 
:fostal Department or the Police or the Judicial Service, is ~ot the process 
server paid the least of all P The post peon gets much higher than the 
process-server. 

A. I h.ave no definite knowledge. 
Q. If that is so, do you think it right that the'Government should main

tain a staff of menial servants about whom the general impression is they 
have to be corrupt to maintain body and soul together P 

A. No. J; think it is very desirable to increase their pay. 
Q. If they increase the salary, could they not at the same time obtain a 

class of men better educated in the vernacular, .who can read and write so 
as to make the service a little better P 

A. Yes, slightly. 
Q. If you have got a better class of men you could expect a higher standard 

~f honesty? 
A. I Jlhould think so. 
Q. Have you got any examination in vernacular so that we. may insist. 

that all process servers should pass that examination before appointment? 
A. \Ve have a vernacular examination. 
Q. Would not that to some extent avoid these complaints if you appoint 

men who have passed? 
A. It would be a great improvement. 
Q. What salary do you thin.t would attract men who have passed such 

an examination to accept the posts? 
A. About Rs. 20. 
Q. That is exactly the pay we pay in BQJllbay. The starting pay is Rs. 2(} 

and rises up to Rs. 40, and that for inferior class of process servers. 
A.. I am very glad to hear of that. 
Q. There are superior process servers who are paid .... s. 40 to .l:ts. 50. If 

their pay a.nd prospects are arranged in this manner, do you not think that a 
great deal of complaints about process servers would be reduced to a mini
mum? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you think there is any force in the argument that by raising the 
pay you only raise the standard of bakhshish? 

A. It must be a very peculiar mentality. . 
Q. You do not think there is much force in the argument? 
A. No. I have not put in any suggestions to that effect because I could 

not make any suggestion which would involve extra expenditure in the 
department. 

Q. You are then of opinion that you would be able to get a more satis
factory class of process servers if you raise their pay and prospects and you 
would get men who have passed a certain literary examination and you would 
also expect froJll them a greater degree of honesty? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Ha,·e you any idea of th/3 number of days in a month during which 
the process servers are on ~uty? I am asking this question because I am not 
sure whether a full months work is got out of the process-servers. We found 
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in Bengal that out of 30 days they hardly work for 10 or 15 days in a month~ 
Have you any impression as to the number of days in which they t.re actually 
outP 

.4. I can only give you a general impression. I think he is ,generally out 
for 3 weeks out of 4 weeks. 

fl. "'ill there be room with more effective supervision to reduce the num
ber of process servers actually working in court? 

A. No. I think the demand is the other way. 
• Q. I suppose you have got a standard minimum number of processes for 

each process server .. 
A.. I believe so. 
Q. I think you nave said in yo~r note the most competent method of re

form of. the subordinate courts and munsif's courts would be a more effective 
and more constant inspection by the district judge. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Of course the principal point which the· district judge on inspection 

would notice, would be, I suppose, the delays in the disposal of suits. Would 
not the ~;.arne purpose be served to a considerable extent if the appellate 
dlicer hearing appeals from sub-judges and munsifs studies the order sheets 
in the case and wherever there are undue delays or improper .adjournments 
he calls for a report? Would it not be a sort of effective check? 

A. I· think it would amount to somethipg. It won't partake of a iudicial 
treatment of the appeal. It would be some extra work to supervise· the 
proceedings of the court below. 

Q. I take it tllat owing to want of time they could not go out on inspec
tion duty? 

A. Yes. 
Q. If it is insisted that the district judge or subordinate jud~e, before he 

hears any appeal, should also go through the order· sheet of tne particular 
case and inspect and examine it carefully and call for it in proper time, 
would it not be a sort of effective check? 

A. That may be a way of making the inspection. But that is never done 
as a matter of practice unless the needs of the appeal require it. 

Q. If it is more generally done, there would be some effective control over 
the delays in the lower courts? 

A.'He might choose some cases for that purpose. If he is asked to do in 
all cases that come before him, perhaps it might be too much. 

Q. With regard to evidence, I think, in the province of Oudh you have got 
a special law: on the subject? · 

A. The judge need not take the deposition in extenso. He is required to 
make what is called notes. 

Q. That is in supersession of Order XVIII, Rules 5 and 8 of the Code of 
Civil Procedure? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Now does the munsif or judge take notes in English? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In vernacular? 
A .. No. 
Q. Only full notes in English are taken? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Is Section 138 of the C. P. C. strictly ob~erved in Oudh? 

.4 .• No. We have got a section in the Oudh Civil Courts Act. 

Q. In spite of the discretion given by the law, instead of taking short 
notes of the evidence, the judges prefer to take full notes. Why is that? 
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A. Undoubtedly it is the better of the two. Apart from the qu~stion of 
saving of time, at the spur. of the moment it is very risky for the judge to 
decide what part he may take down and what part he may not t~ke down. 
In the appellate court, it may turn out that the part he has om1tted may 
be considered as important evidence·. . · 

Q. Do you think that the recording of .the whole evidence is a sign of 
advancement? 

A. Yes. . 
Q. In most advanced countries .like,England,.the judges take only short 

notes . 
. L It all depends upon the custom,- the calib~e of the judge, etc. You 

can very well depend upon such notes made by judges in England, but you 
cannot do so here. 

Q. Do you not think that the munsifs, subordinate judges and district judges 
are sufficiently advanced in point of law, procedure·.and language, that they 
can be trusted? · · · 

A .• Yes. It is a matter of opinion. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. When you referred· to the good old days, 

were you thinking of the military officers who administered justice? 
A .. Yes. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Now don't you think it would be a great saving of 

time if the munsifs and subordinate judges were not required to take down 
full evidence P 

.4 .• I would not say, Sir, that he should not take down in extenso. I would 
rather seek for saving of time in other directions. l\Iuch depends d1 t.he 
counsel of the parties and the parties themselves. .I am more interested in 
this view of mine, because in the court of appeal the judge always finds that 
there is something wanting, and had it been there, he would have been in a 
better position to decide the case. 

Mr. Nabi C.:llah.--Q. \Vith..'regard to the appointment of munsifs now-
a-days, do you require ~hree years' practice P 

A .. That rule has been superseded. 
Q. Are you not in favour of renewing that rule? 
A. I am in favour of renewing that rule. 
Q. After three years'. practice, would you like these selected munsifs to 

undergo some kind of other training? For instance, would you make them 
sit with an experienced officer for a number of months or weeks to see how 
the work is done in the court by the judge P · 

.4.. It will be some improvement, but not an appreciable improv~ment. I 
would rather put ~im in charge of a munsif than merely make him attend 
the court of a semor officer. -
• Q. With regard to the quality of the work that is being done by the 
honorary munsifs, have :vou much experience of that <\uality of work as a 
.Judicial Commissioner. \Vhat is the basis of your opimon? 

.1. I have maqe a particular study. I have examined numerous judgmenta 
of the munsifs as to how the work was going on. I find the work satis
factory. 

Q. With regard to the popularity of tht!se courts, are they popular wHh 
the public? 

.4.. I think they a~e. The defeated party always is discontented. On the 
whole they are doing their work very well. It nil depends on the typt< of 
men you select. 

A. Are th~ provisions of Ordei'S X, XI, XII, C. P. C., absolutely neglected 
in your provmce? · 

A. Very much. . 

Q. Don't you think that they should be more rigidly followed? 
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. A. Yes. 
Q. And with regard to recording of evidence in full, I am very glad that. 

7ou are sticking to it. It would be very difficult if the munsif, who is. 
11ppointed to do so, were to act in that way and take only notes. 

A. In my opinion it is a. risk of justice. 
Q. As a matter of fact, I think the :m:unsif exercises certain discretion. 
A. Yes. And the bar makes no grievance of it. 
Q. It will serve no useful purpose, to make the rule more strict, so far as; 

your province is concerned ? 
A. No. 
Q. So far as appeals over Rs. 10,000 are concerned, that is a. moder:nc 

introduction in our courts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now we are spending a considerable amount of money over the print

ing of records. Both as a practising lawyer and a Judicial Commissioner,. 
do you think the benefit gained by printing is in any way commensurate with. 
the expense? 

A. I think it is much better that you take the opinion of the majority 
on this point, because I have some peculiar views on this matter. They are 
perhaps too personal. If you want to hear my view, I will say I don't care 
for printing at all. Perhaps they would not be a proper test, if I may say 
so. In other cases, I suppose it has been the source of a good deal of saving. 
of time. Apart from myself, or from somebody· situated like myself, it saves 
a good deal of time. I would rather kee~ on in view of the convenience. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru,.-Q. What class of second appeals are heard by a 
single judge in the Judicial Commissioner's court? 

A. All second appeals unless they are specially refe:rred to a bench of two. 
judges. 

Q. A second appe~tl, howsoever low, going up to Rs. 5,000 in value may 
be heard by a single judge. 

A . . AU second appeals .in value below Rs. 10,000, unless you refer to any 
epecial provision of our local law. 

Chairman.-Q. Is it done more frequently? 
A. Recently it is more frequent than before. This is one of the causes 

which has induced the people of this province to ask for. a Chief Court. I 
may say that Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru has put this question simply to find out that 
the people in Oudh are not satisfied with the procedure that all appeals in 
value below Rs. 10,000 should be heard finally by a single Judge. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. You suggest that feeling now-a-days is that the 
pecuniary jurisdiction of a single judge is much too high and they want really 
a division of bench to hear larger number of cases? 

A. Yes, just in the High Court this is meant one of the old relic~relie 
of barbarism. 

Chairman.-Q. Have you any idea of the figure to which you will reduce · 
the practice of a single judge hearing the case? 

A. Highest I will put at one thousand. 
Q. And you would confine that to second appeals? 
A.Yes. • 

Written statement of the Vakils' Association, Allahabad 
High Court. 

A. (1) In the High Court a first appeal should be decided with!!~ 18 
months, a second appeal within 9 month!:', and o her appeals and rev!Slona 
within 4 months. 



A. (2) Origi'~l ·suit in the district judge's or subordinate judge's 
court should be l'.ecided within 6 months, regular appeals within 3 months, 
.and other appeals \:ithin 6 weeks. A case in a small cause court should be 
decided within 3 we~s. 

A. (3) All suits in a. rnunsif's court should be decided within 3 months. 
B. Claim proceedings' 1o1hould be disposed of within a month. .. 
2. The period actually taken at present for the dis~os~l ~f all kinds of 

cases, does certainly at pr-esent exceed the reasonable lim1t 1n many cases. 
'The reasons amongst others are as follows:-

1. The courts are overworked and there is no inclination to grapple 
with the cases at the earliest stage, but to meclianically go on 
recording the proceedings, and then trying to understand the 
case only when a date for arguments is fixed. 

2. Service of summons is often delayed a~d many tactics ~tre adopted 
by the litigant who f-Xpects to lose in keeping off the evil day of 
judgment .. 

3. Adjournments are unnE>cessarily asked for and granted without the 
court's appreciating the injury they are doing to the other side. 

4. Proceedings are also hung 11p by frivoious objections made to higher 
court in which the whole record is sent up to the higher court . 

. 5. In cases . where minors are concerned, the proceedings are not 
registered until a guardian is appointed. Sometimes a minor 
is most unnecessarily impleaded with the result that the whole 
case hangs on until the preliminary appointment of ~;;aardian 
proceedings terminates. Courts should be given greater facm
ties in expeditiously terminating these_ proceedings. 

3. (l) Courts should on the very first date of hearing examine the parties 
and try and intelligently understand the case. Proceedings should be drawn 
11p showing the issues and the points upon which oral evidence is intended 
to be laid. 

(2) The documentary evid~nce whfch is filed should be examined, and. 
care should be taken that one p~rty should not deny the documents simply 
with the object of harassing the other. The party so doing should be pena
lised so that this practice may be stopped. 

(3) In the recording of evidence the presiding officer should exercise more 
control than he does at present, and should take an intelligent interest in 
the development of the case. 

(4) The Appellate Court should not grant an interim stay ex parte, unless 
the person applying for stay satisfies the Appellate Court that he has served 
the opposite party with notice of his intention to move the Appellate Court 
on a date specified, and the record from the lower court ~hould not as a 
matter of course be called up without a special order of the Judge of the 
Appellate Court. 

4. l\funsifs should be recruited from the members of the bar, but they 
should have at least five years' practice before they are appointed. District 
judges should also be selected direct from the bar of competent men J,>rac
tising in the High Court and in the districts. Appointments to High Court; 
Judgeships should also be made from amongst practising lawyers. 

5. Practice for five years is quite a sufficient training for a district munsif. 

6. Transfer of judicial officers does oftEln ·delay the disposal of a case. 
An officer who i~ under orders of transfer does not feel inclined to begin r. 
case, and unnecessary adjournments are often the result. 

7. The amount of work done is not always a great standard of efficiency, 
and the desire to show a large number of decided cases in a given time is 
apt to impair the quality of the work. Returns sent to the High Court 
E-hould be dispensea with, but closer Bupervision of the inferior courts by 
1the superior courts would be more desirable. 



8. No. 
9. No.-
10. The jurisdiction of munsifs may be extended in the case of original 

suits to Rs. 2,000, and in districts where there is one subordinate judge 
whose file is always heavy, the jurisdiction of munsifs may be increased even 

.more. Small cause court jurisdiction should not be increased. 
11. Already answered in Question 10. 
12 and 13. The district judge may be relidved of purely formal miscel

la.neous judicial work. For example uncontested suuccession certificate cases,. 
or formal guardianship matters, or even uncontested probate matters. The 
administrative work should remain with the district judge. Land acquisition 
references may also be made over to subordinate judges. 

15. The jurisdiction of small cause courts should not be extended to 
any class of case excluded from their jurisdiction at present. 

16. (a) No. 
17. No .. 
18. The right of appeal given at present is not granted in too many 

cases. In fact there· are many cases in which a right of appeal not now 
given should be given. 

19. A right of appeal under the Letters Patent should in no event be 
curtailed. It is absolutely necessary, and the reported cases of· our court 
:;,how that in a very large percent<tge of cases the judgments of a single 
Judge have been wrong. 

20. Frivolous tecond appeals are filed, but not many, and the provisions 
of Order 41, Rule 11 are a sufficient safeguard. No further restriction on 
the right of second appeal should be made. 

21. No. 
22. In the High Court the power under Order 41, Rule 11 is duly exer-

cised. More extensive use of it may be made in the districts. 
23. No. 
24. Already answered in Question 3. 
25. Service by registered po~.t should be made greater use of, and once a 

party is served, a registered address should always be maintained for future 
use. 

26. The form of plaints given in the C!'de is a 1:1ere skeleton. Plaint~ 
as drafted mor0 or less adhero to the form with such variations as the facts 
and circumstances of the case necessitate. The remedy against prolixity or· 
introduction of irrelevant matter is sufficiently provided for, and no further" 
penalty seems to be called for. 

27. Tha provisions of Orders 7 and 8 are often neglected, but the obvious 
remedy is that courts should insist upon a closer examination of the plead
ings at the earliest hearing. 

28. A more extensive use of the Post Office is desirable. "But of course 
there is a possibility of postmen in the course of time realising that their 
position opens out a new source vf income and thus lead to dishonesty. 

29. Yes. 
30. No. 
31. lssu~s should be drawn up after an intelligent appreciation of the 

case in· the presence of and with the help of the parties' pleaders. 
32. The provisions of Orders 10, 11 and 12 are neglected. The reason 

is due partly to the unfamiliarity of the practitioners and the courts with 
these section~. If courts imist on the~e prm isions being more frequently 
used, practitioners and parties will become more familiar with them and in 
the course of time would certainly lead to beneficial results. 

33. Yes. · 
. 3.!. Court:. .Would be directed to order witnesses to appear at the nt.>xt 

hearing withou~ n fresh summon,. being issued. Ordinarily this practice i~ 
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only observed, if the next hearing happens to be the next working day, and' 
not when the next hearing comes on after an interval. 

35. Unnecessary and avoidable evidence is ,sometimes produced in tlie- -
eour·ts in this province. The best control is that courts should intelligently 
follow the development of a case, insist upon the party stating the purpose
for which a particular witness or group of witnesses is called, and the court· 
Hhould penalise in costs the party calling an unnecessary number of witnesses. 

36. No. · . 
37. No. 
3~( The provisions of Order 37 should not be extended. 
30. The principle of representation may be made of wider applicationr 

and wherever more than one party having the same interest whether they 
are members of a joint Hindu family or not, the decision in a suit fairly' 
fought out by one should be binding on the others. 

40. No. 
41. The suggestion of issuing notice to all possible guardians in one prov 

ceeding should be accepted. 
42. Ex 11arte injunctions and orders are taken u.ndue advantage of. One. 

of the methods in which this could be checked is by insisting on the party 
applying to serve the other side with noti_ce of his intention to apply. · 

43. No. 
44. No. 
45. Adjourned dates are usually fixed by the judge. No irregularity-

exiiOtR in this particular. - - · 
46. Courts should always fix dates in consultation with pleaders. 
47. Examination on commission is unusually lengthy. It is due to the 

commissioner having no power to control the examinatiop. .. They should 
be given that power. 

48. Payment of adjournment costs will be a sufficient check against 
frh·olous applications. 

54. Courts to which a decree is,..transferred should be given wider powers, 
and it should not always be necessary to refer back to the court passing the 
decr·ee. · · 

55. No. 
56. No. 
57. No. 
53. No. 
59. No appreciable advantage in the proposed change. 
60. Order 21, Rule 21 gives a discretion, and no useful object would be 

nchieved by its being deleted. 
61 (a). The special notice may be made part of the notice of the execu~ 

tion petition. 
62. Order 21, Rule 26 is sufficient for all purposes. 
63. Yes. A notice at the beginning should be sufficient. ·A judgment- · 

dl'btor if he wishes to watch the proceedings should appear at the first 
hearing. 

64. A copy of the sale proclamation should be served on the. debtor, but 
notice of execution proceedings should not be deemed sufficient if served upou 
the pleader who appeared for the debtor in the case. · 

66. The existing procedure applicable to mortgage suits does not require 
alterations. The law on the subject is now generally understood, and any 
alterations would only go to unsettle the law. The preliminary decree may 
itself direct a sale on default of payment, and a final decree may be dis~ 
pcnsed with .. 

67. No. 
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68. Yes. 
73. Yes. Papers printed in the High Court and certified by the Higa 

<Court in a previous litigatio:t;~. should be accepted as secondary evidence. 
74. No change seems to be necessary, except suits by the Government 

.should be governed by the same limitation as gotern ordinary individuals. 
76. Yes. 
77. Yes. 
78. The provisions of the Registration Act need no change, and there is 

no reason to exclude the doctrine of pnrt performance. 
79. Yes. 
80. No. 
82. 'No. 
83. No. 
84. If a court is satisfied that somebody not a party is financing the liti

_gatio:l, it should be given the power to pass a decree for costs against l1im. 
86. No. 
87. No. 

Messrs. PYARE LAL BANNERn and MOHD. IQBAL AHMED. 
Representatives; Vakils' Association, Allahabad, called and 

examined on Mo~day, the 17th March 1924. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. You have sent a letter embodying the views 
.of the Vakils' Association on the various questions that have been referred to in 
-the questionnaire. May I take it that these questions were considered at a 
meeting of your Association and that the replies given represent the views of the 
Association? 

Mr: Bannerji.-Yes. 
Q. What is the strength of your Association? 
A. Forty-eight lJlembers at present. 

· Q. In your memorandum you say that the period in which the first appeal 
in the High Court should be decided should be eighteen- months and the 

:second appeal nine months. In order to achieve this end do you think that 
the present number of judges is sufficient? 

A. No. 
Q. Now from your study of the statistics can you say that the present 

number of first appeals and second appeals is so very much in excess of v.hat 
·it was five years ago that you will require perhaps two more judges? 

A. Certainly. 
Q. Have you studied the statistics? What was the number in 1917 and 

1918? 
A. In 1917 it was about 325 and now it has risen to about 5'JO. 
Q. 325 first apeals? 
A. Yea. 
Q. And second appeals? 
A. Second appeals stood at about 1,500 and now probably the number is 

1,700. 
Q. As a matter of fact I gather from the statistics that number of second 

appeals is about 1,800 or 1,900 and in olden days it was about 1,600. I am 
talking of the institutions. 

A. I should say there is no increase in the second appeals, 1,500 or 1,600 
is the average. In the first appeal there is a distinct increase. 
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Q. I agree. Can you suggest from your knowledge of the professi,~n and 
the condition of litigallts in this province any reason for mcraase m th& 
number of first appeals P 

A. The only reason can be that suits of value above rupees five hundred 
have increased. 

Q. But why, what has led to furtMr litigation which has its effect on 
the High Court? 

A. Well the advancing stage of ·civilisation. 
Q. Surely you do not judge pf the advancing stage of civilisation by an 

increase in litigation? • . 
A. Well, it is difficult to assign any particular cause. 
Q. At one time there was an increase of litigation on account of cer~ain 

rulings of Privy Council as regards mortgage? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say that the courts are overworked and there is no inclination 

to grapple with the case at the earlier stage. What do you mean by that? 
A When the issues are fixed courts are not iii· the iJ.abit of seeing what. 

the ;oints are. • _ 
Q. You have experience of the mofussil courts. Will you please tell the 

Committee all that happens when issues are framed? 
- A. When I was practising in the district nothing was done at all .. Either 
party drafted the issues and the judge accepted them without even read
ing them. 

Q. Pleadings were not discussed or explained? 
A. No. 
Q. When you moved up to the High Court what was your experience P 
A. In the High Court the settlement of issues is considered as a special 

part of the hearing. 
Q. In how many causes during your experience have you had to open a 

case formally P .-' 
A. Not at all. I tried once or twice but was not allowed to do so. 
Q. Did you find that a judge understands the case? 
A. I think he does not understand the case. 
Q. Do you think from your experience that if you open a case that would 

lead to curtailment of time? 
A. I think it would. 
Q. As regards adjournments you say that adjournments are unnecessarily 

asked for and granted w.rt:hout appreciating the injuries which are done t() 
the other side. \Yhat are the grounds on which applications for adjourn
ments are granted? 

A. In subordinate courts applications are made that certain witnesses 
cannot he presented and adjournment is asked for. In fact witnesses are
available and they are kept back merely to get adjournments. 

Q. Do you think that the entire responsibility lies with the pacties? 
\Yould you not make the legal profession also responsible? 

A. No, I would not. It is no fault of the lawyer concerned if the plain. 
tiff comes to him and says that his witnesses have not turned up. In thes .. 
:tircurnstances he is obliged to put in a~ application for adjournment. 

Q. But arA applications ordinarily granted by subordinate judges? 
A. Yes, they are. 

Q. \~"hy. As. Y?U have knowledge th~t the plaintiff is asking for adjourn
ment 'lnlfully, stmtlarly I presume the JUdge has also got some knowledge of 
this state of affairs? 

A. What can the subordinate judge do. He can only proceed e;,; parte. 
It is not his fault because he is confronted with this situation. 
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Q. But how can this be stopped? 

.4.. The only way is to penalise the party asking for adjournment. Wheu 
.some strict measure will be 11dopted, the parties will never ask for adjourn
·ments. 

Q. Does not the judge ask the parties to pay eosts? 

.4.. Sometimes only, but the costs are hardly commensurate with the loss 
·the other party sustains. 

Q. Well there are adjournments also in High Courts and there is no 
·question of witnesses there. Wfiy are adjournments asked for there? 

.4.. They are asked for on personal grounds. For instance if on the date 
·:fixed I am not at .headquarters, I will ask for an adjournment. 

Q. But sometimes cases are adjourned bEcause counsel are engaged in 
,some 'other case? 

A. It is only temporary. It does not contribute any appreciable delay 
-in the disposal of cases. It is absolutely negligible. 

Q. Then coming back to lower courts with regard to documentary evid
ence which is filed, do you think that one party denies documents with the 

.object of harassing the other party? In point of fact it is done. 
A. Yes it is very often done. 

Q. Have you any constructive suggestions to make with regard to this? 
Do you think that the -party denying should be penalised? 

.4 .• In the first place the parties must be examined at great length with 
reference to documents produced and each document must be proved. Sup
posing the other party does not admit, then a statement must be taken on 
oath and if it is found that the denial was wholly without reason then the 
-subordinate judge must proceed criminally against the person who has 
denied. Sooner or later the litigant public will realize the fact that it proves 
:harmful to deny without reason. 

Q. On what charge the judge can proceed against the man denying? 
A .• For giving false evidence. 
Q. You think that very drastic steps· should be taken? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you consider that the judge should allow exemplary costs in 

-matter like this? 
A. Yes. 
Q . .Am I right in assuming that the party denying is sometimes advised 

by pleaders to do so? 
A. It is de-sired not to help the other side as far as possible. 
Q. So it means that it is sometimes shared by pleaders also? 
A. Sometimes. Sometimes documents are denied by both the part-ies. 

in my recent experience about two weeks ago, I found that 100 document. 
were produced and were denied by both the parties. 

Q. Then so far as this is concerned the responsibility must be shared by 
pleaders as well? · 

A .. Yes. 
Q. Co~ing to the constitution of courts, you su~gest that munsifs should 

'be recrmted from among members. of the bar who have got five years' 
practice? · 

A .• Yes. 
Q. Fh·e years' practice before their appointment, you mean? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Then you would like the old system to be restored and instead of three 
rea.rs, you wou~d have five years. You would not like the present rule, but 
1.ns1st on practtce for a certain number of years on the part of candidates 
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l,!;i,·e them some more training? ,· 

A. No. Five years' practice will be a sufficient guarantee for their quali. 
fi~t~n. · 

Q. If you insist on five years' practice, then the question of age will arise? 
A. Yes, but I would raise the age-limit to 32 or 33 years. 
Q. And you would net object to that? 
A .• No. 
Q. Will you take the· present Selection Board? 
A. :No. There must be some practising lawyers on the Board. 
Q. Do .you consider that the judges know less about the mofussil lawyers 

than the practising lawyers of the High Court? . 
:!. I suppose a practising lawyer of the High Court knows m9re about 

practising l_awyers of _the mofussil tha~ .a ju?ge of ~he High Court. Judges 
are never m touch w1th lawyers practtsmg m lower courts, but members of 
the har know much about them. . 

Q. If you take a man after five years' practice, would you start him on 
present salary, or would you give him higher salary? 

A. I suppose the present salary ought to attract practising lawyers. I 
think the present salary of munsifs is Rs. 250. When practising lawyers of 
·three years' practice were appointed munsifs they were given Rs; 150, but 
the value of' the rupee was much less and I think the present salary of 
Rs. 250 ought to attract men of five years' practice. 

Q. Then ;vou say that district judges should ·be selected from the bar. I 
understand that this has been done in recent years in this province? 

A .. There is only one instance. 
Q. What number would you like. to be selected from among the members 

of the bar? 
.4. An appreciable proportion ~f district judges must be selected. from 

among practising lawyers. Say ~e-third from the bar, one-third from the 
provincial service and one-third from civil service. 

Q. Then with regard to the apnointme1it of Higa Court judges, do you 
think that they should also be made from among practising lawyers? Has 
t.hat not been done in the past? 

.4. Our suggestion is that in course of time the judiciary of the High 
Conr:. must consist of practising lawyers only, that is to say, apR_ointments 
gf High Court judgeship should not be made from other quarters, but should 
be made from practising lawyers as is the case in England. 

Q. That· is the· suggestion you have in view? 
.L Certainly that· is the suggestion we have in view. What we suggest 

is that High Court Judges should not ordinarily be made from members of 
the Provincial J udi~ial Service: 

Q. Suppose you find a man of outstanding ability in the Provincial Judi
cial Service, would you keep him out merely because he happens to be a 
member of that Service? · 

.!. Of rourse all rules ha\'e exceptions. If he is ·a man of outstanding 
ability, we don't want to keep him out. 

Q. But as a matter of fact nothing is reserved for the members of the 
vakil's hr·aneh under the J,etters Patent? 

A. Certain posts are reserved for the I. C. S., and certain posts for 
Barrister~ and there are the remaining posts and they should be given pre-
ferably io practising lawyers. · 

Q. Do you think it. would lead to less delay? 
A. If the bench is more competent, it will lead to less delay. 
Q. Tnking the present number of Judges in the High Court, do you think 

t-here could be more regular supervision over the amount of work done? 
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A. No. 
Q. For that re:ason would you suggest the appointment of a special Judge

to carry on that work? 
A. We suggest that the permanent strength of the High Court be 

increased. · 
Q. With regard to the jurisdiction of mu11-sifs you say that th~ pecuniary 

jurisdiction might be extended to Rs. 2,000. Would you extend it generally 
or in the case of some special munsifs? 

A. Only with respect to munsifs who have already put in 5 years1 service. 
Q. You suggest that certain classes of work might be transferred from 

the file of the district judges to the sub-judges; but that will lead to no 
relief; that might add to his work and it is admitted that the sub-judge is 
a very hardworking officer. 

A. We were talking of relieving the district judge; but it would ~ 
possible only in cases where the sub-judges are not overburdened. 

Q. Therefore, you want a permissive legislation that when a sub-judge 
has no heavy work you can transfer to him certain class of work which 
cannot be done now? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Would you on no account allow a judge of the small cause court to 

try some of the simple cases under the Law of Torts-an ordinary law of 
defamation? 

A. We are not prepared to give a finality to his decision in those cases. 
Q. Assuming that a judge who had put in 15 years' service and had 

acquired some capacity to weigh evidence, would you not allow him to try 
some of those cases which are now excluded from his jurisdiction under the-
schedules? · 

A. We are not prepared to extend the jurisdiction. 
"Q. ,In other words you are opposed to the very idea of finality? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Coming to the question of appeals you say the right of appeal granted 

at present is not granted in too many cases. Would you tell us what sort of 
cases you have in view with.regard to right of appeal? 

A. For instance an order returning the plaint on the ground that the 
court had no jurisdiction to try the suit and that the plaint ehould be pre
sented in another court is made appealable by the provi:il:n of Order 
XLIII. But if the particular offiotr tries only the question of jurisdic
tion and comes to the conclusion that he has jurisdiction to try the matter, 
then there is n~ appeal with the result that the High Court has held that 
you could not come in revision against such an order. The· result is there is 
a complicated trial and then when you ultimately come to the High Court 
you get a decision that the particular court had no jurisdiction. The plaint 
is then r.::i>urned for presentation to the proper court. Therefore thet"e 
should be a provision of the Code giving a right of appeal over a decision 
h:;lding one way or the other on a point relating to jurisdiction. 

Q. That is to say, whether the lower court assumes jurisdiction or 
refuses to assume jurisdiction, you would allow a direct appeal again:o.10 
that? • 

A .• Yes. Then, an appeal is allowed by the Code when an application for 
setting aside an ex parte decree is rejected; but when it is accepted, no 
appeal"is albwed. The appeal ought to be allowed in both cases. 

Q. There is one view which I wish you to consider. At present 
the Code allows too many petty appeals in some class of cases and it is felt 
by some that th~ time has come that the right of appeal in certain class of 
cases should be curtailed. What is your view with regard to that? 

A. The ri,ght of appeal already given under the Code should unil.tor nt> 
circumstance~ be curtailed. 
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Q. If the right of second anpeal is taken away in suits of the value of 
Rs. 100 or below? 

A. Certainly we think that the right of second appeal at the present 
·stage should never be taken away. 

Q. Even absolutely petty secohd appeals? 
.4. Property worth Rs. 100 of a poor man is as valuable as the property 

,f a rich man worth Rs. 50,000. Th9 poor and the rich should equally feel 
that the High Court is a Court of Justice. 

Q. Have you considered the q41estion that not more than 10 per cent. of 
the second appeals to the High Court are decreed, which means that in 90 
per cent. of the second appeals the time of the Court is taken away and 
wasted? Wben as a matter of fact,' experience shows that only 1 in 10 is 
decreed, why should the LegisJature allow this .extensive right of second 
appeal? 

A. Is the higher percentage of success of larger value. The idea should 
not be that the High Court is only for the rich and not for ihe poor. 

Q. Supposing on the other hand you had an. appellate bench constituted 
for the territorial area now within the control m each of the district judge 
and this appellate bench went into questions of fact and law in certain 
~lasses of cases. and then there was a finality attached to the decision of the 
.first appeal bench, would you object? 

.4. Yes. "'e are not in favour of curtailing. 
Q. Don't you think that the present right of second appeal gives a very 

poor appeal. The High Co~rt is very much· bound by the findings of fact 
in the lower court. It is a very unsatisfactory state of things. It will be 
much more satisfactory to have the decision of 2 sub-judges of equal stand
ing, if they went both into questions of fact and of law. 

A. I do not think that will inspire confidence. . 
<'· Among whom? 
A. Among the litigant public and the legal practitioners. 
Q. I take it that it is your.• deliberate opinion that there should be no 

tampering with the right of second appeals on any account and in any 
class of suits? 

A. No. 
'· Q. If these second appeals are filed, you say that ~he provisions of 

Order XLI, Rule 11 are sufficient safeguard. j"ou adm t that there are 
frivolous second appeals. But you would not agree that ut of the 90 per 
cent. of second appeals which are dismissed, at least 45 per cent. of them 
are frivolous. 

A. W<i< don't think Eo..- Much lower percentage of the appeals dismissed 
would be frivolous. 

Q. What do you mean exactly by frivolous second appeals? Those which 
are dismissed under Order 41, Rule 11? 

A. I am not prepared to say that. If a Judge of the High Court admits 
the appeal under Order 41, Rule 11, it could not be called frivolous. 

Q. It so much depends on the judge? · . 
A. Yes, it is 'true. 
Q. You suggest that Order 41, Rule 11, should be applied ·more exten-

£ively? 
A. Yes. 
~. That might lead to a reduction of second appeals. 

A. There would always be second af>peals on questions of law. If a Judge 
chooses to decide a case wrongly under Order 41, Rule 11, still it would be 
()pen to second appeal. \ 

Q. With regard to Letters Patent appeals, what is your viewP 

A. I think ii ia very necessary. 
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Q. ·would you not put any limit to some classes of suits? 
A. You mean for a single judge. 
Q: Don't you think that every single judge should have some finality of 

decision? Would you increase his jurisdiction from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1,0001' 
A. No. 
Q. On what ground? 
A. If looked into, you will find that the largest number of appeals clecrc::e-1. 

are Letters Patent appeals. 
Q. Don't you think there would be saving of time if it is decided by a 

Bench? 
A. Yes; if they hear it independently. 
Q. You_ say that unnecessary and avoidable evidence is let in. Do you. 

suggest that this should be done away with by the courts as a matter of 
practice, or do you suggest any legislative amendment? 

A. We WO\lld not advocate any legislative amendment. This should bP 
done by the subordinate courts as a matter of course. That is neYer done. 
They go on recording the evidence like machines. -

Q. In answer to Question 39, you suggest that the principle of 
representation may be made of wider applicatwn, and wherever more thar. 
one party, having the same interest, whether they are members of a joint 
Hindu family or not, the decision should be binding on all · the parties. 
Would you apply that to suits filed by reversioners? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How would it work out? 
A. That has already been extended by the Privy Council. 
Q. Do you think the Privy Council went as far as that? 
A. ·Yes. That is how our courts understood it. 
Q. And in that case, of course the period of limitation may have to be 

revised? 
A.· Yes. We would also extend it to Mohammedans. 

_ Q. Can you refer to any system of law where this doctrine of represen~ 
tative suits had been developed to the extent to which you suggest. 

A. I could 11ot. But the principle on which the father of a Hindu family 
is accepted, shoul~i be extended to other classes of cases also. 

Q. With regar4 to Question ·as, you suggest that yo!l are in favour of 
extending the application of Order XXXVII, with regard to Negotiable 
Instruments. Are there many snits of Negotiable Instruments in this 
province? 

.4 .• Very seldom we have any. 
Q. What about Cawnpore? 
A .• I have not much experience of Cawnpore. 
Q. You really think there is no need for extension? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But if there is need for that, would you extend it? 
A. We have no experience of that. 
Q. With regard to examination on commission, do you suggest that th~ 

commissioner should be given power under the Statute? 
A~ Yes, it should be. 

Q. If that power has to be given to commissioners, they shoud b~ 
selected from senior men of the bar. That would mean more money, hut it 
would be in the interests of the public. 

A. Yes. He should be given absolute powers. 

Q. As regards special notices in execution proceedings, I think VOll> 

general view is that there are far too many notices given to juugrr:ent 
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<l~;btorP in execution proceedings and that there is room for curtailment of 
such notices. 

.4. Yes. 
~~- Question 84. Does it not very frequently happen that the party who 

1s fina.ncing the litigation is also a party? 
A. It does happen. 
CJ. But sometimes he is behind the scene. 
A .• Yes. 
Q. You suggest that in such cases, the court should be given power t.0 

make him a party and pas~ the decree. . 
.1. Yes, it comes to that. Recently it has been done by a bench of this 

court. In an appeal, it came to know that there was a man behind the 
,scene. The court passed a decree against him as well. Then he filed an 
appeal and the case was rejected. 

Clwirman.-Q. Under what juri'ldiction? 
:1. None whatever. It was done. That is why we say, the court should 

be given such power to do so. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. Would you ab~lish the law of champerty 
altogether? 

.1. We do not wish to introduce the rules. 
Q. You would have it !;ubject to the suggestion that you have made just 

now . 
. -1. Yes. 
~~- With regar<l to first appeals in the High Court, do :you think that some 

time eould be saved if the records were prepared much more intelligently 
and with greater care? 

A .. It is very seldom that a first appeal goes to the High Court. 
Q. It has been suggested that sometimes delay occurs because too many 

eases are coocentrated in ~he hands of 8 few pleaders, and that the junior~ 
do not get 8 chance? 

.!. We do not thir.k so. Tht!~e is after all the slip system. 
~). I understand th~ slip system is going . 

• -1. ""ell, we hope not. 
Q. In other word!', you do not think that the present relations between 

the senior and junior members of the bar in any way interfere with the 
disposal of cases quickly? 

· .-1. I do not think it interferes with the disposal of cases. 

C'hairman.-Q. Perhaps you know the practice of. making applications 
for execution to kePp the decree alive. What do you think abou_t it? 
Would you like to say anything on that? 

.1. It would not be flesirable to allow a decree-holder to execute the 
decree for the first time without notice. 

Q. Supposing the time for executing a decree is shortened to six .years 
and a provision is made that a decree-holder may execute his decr~e at 
any time within six years? 

.4. ''"~are not i1> favour of l'ithPr. 
· Q. You want to maintain the system by which applications are made to 

&.eep the decree alive? 
A .• Yes. 
<,'. You say that first appeals are not delayed by reason of necessary 

Jnntters not being printed but still of course the printing of all the neces
ury matters is much abused and it adds to the material that a judge has 
to handle or a. pleader has to consider. You are not in any way suggesting 
lhat the profession would object to exclude from printing formal documents; 
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.A. No, the cost of printing is so heavy that that in itself is a sufficient. 
check. 

Q. Well in some. cases it is not sufficient. 
I may just say about second appeals. Take a simple appeal-not of the 

small cause court case-i>f about rupees fifty. The man gets all the trial 
issues framed before the munsif. The appeal com~s to the sub-judge who 
in some cases has fifteen to twenty years' experience. The mh-judge is made
final authority in such a case. Would you say that it will be wrong to reduce 
any further appeal to tha High Court. Further appeal to the High Court
may result in remand and then there may be an appeal on the order for 
remand. 

A. As far as the period is concerned we shall like to see it curtailed but 
we are not in favour of curtailing the right of appeal. 

Q. Which you think is the greater evil, the sub-judge should be put right 
or a s~all case should be made liable to this tremendous delay? 

A. That is a very difficult question to answer. 
Q. One has to balance one against the other. Is there any principle in 

meaning that there should be no limit to value under which this proces!J 
should be allowed? 

A. We do not think if a sub-judge is inve:.~ted with finality it will lead 
to justice. 

Q. A sub-judge trying cases constantly in which there is an appeal over 
him will get into the habit of trying properly even those cases in which 
there is no appeal. He will try that with even greater care? 

A. That is not our experience. We think unless there is a right of 
appeal he is liable to be slip-shod. 

. Sir T. 'Desikachari.-Q. With regard to duration of suits you think that 
suit3 in the High Court should be decided within eighteen months and in the 
district judge's court within six months. You seem to think that first
appeal might be decided within eighteen months. In the district court the 
whole work has to be done, the witnesses are to be summoned and then trial 
is to come up ? 

A. The reasons are two-fold. In the first place papers are to be printed 
in the first appeal and that certainly takes no less than six months. Then 
the second thing is that the delay in the disposal of original suit is likely 
to be much more than the delay in ~he first appeal. 

Q. I do not seem to have made myself sufficiently clear. I do not under
stand the disparity between the time taken in a suit before a subordinate or 
'a district court and the time taken in the first appeal in the High Court. 
No suit cap be got ready within six months. Having regard to the ·evidence
that has been recorded the test is whether it is one year old or not? 

A. So far as I know the subordinate courts nave to send explanation for' 
cases which are six _months old. I am speaking of regular suits. 

Q. Do you not think that within six months a difficult suit cannot be 
dealt with? 

A. There may be one difficult suit in hundred suits. 
Q. Then you think that six months are sufficientl' 
A. Yes. 
Q. With reference to duration in the mofussil courts you expect a suit. 

in the mofussil court to be disposed of in three months? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you practised in the munsifs' courts? 
A. Yes for six and a half years. · 
CJ. Do you not think that in some suits notices are not served even within 

three months? 
A. Yes where the defendanlj is avoiding service. 
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Q. Do you consider the existing staff to be in a position to cope with the 
"llfork? · 

A .• No. 
Q. What is your remedy? 
.4. Well-increase in the cadre. One bas to go back to thai. 
Q. In order to achieve your ideal the only thing that can be done is to 

increase the cadre of district judges, subordinate judges and munsifs P 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that in this proyince any other agency could well be 

employed to relieve them? 
A .. No. 
Q. Could not honorary munsifs be entrusted with petty cases? 
A. No. 
Q. I am told that honorary munsifs have .been doing their work very 

well? 
.{. I entirely disagree with that view. 
Q. But at present also they are doing some 'York? 
..1 .• Yes they are doing work, but in a slip:5hod manner. Their work 

ne"l"er inspires confidence either in the public or in the bar. 
Q . .About what province are you talking? 
.{ . .About Agra. I. was startled to hear the remarks of Mr. Wazir 

Hasan, Judicial Commissioner. His ideas came to me as a surprise. I do 
not desire to conceal my views in the matter. These honorary munsifs arff 
appointed on the recommendations of the district magistrate. The merit 
of these men is hardly taken into consideration. They usually exercise 
jurisdiction all round their village and are approachable to all sorts of in
fiuen"es. They ha"l"e no regard at all for the public opinion as a paid mun
sif has, and therefore the result is that the work turned out by them is 
highly unsatisfactory. 

Q. Don't you think that it is better to have litigation disposed of as near to 
the "l"illage as possible? . 1 .• • 

A. That will be a very deEir~ble thing, but to give it a practical shape is 
very impracticable at the present day. 1 

Q. What is your suggestion with regard to village panchayats? Don'$ 
you think that they could be given some petty civil cases to dispose of? 

:l. I ha"l"e no personal experience of these village pancbayats and I am 
not prepared to express any opinion. • 

Q. Then it means that you can think of no other agency to take up the 
work of district munsifs and the only remedy you can suggest to relieve 
them is to increase the cadre . 

• .J.. Yes. 
Q. With regard to the speeding up of wor.J- of district munsifs, why 

should they not be empowered to try suits of higher value on small cause 
t>ourt side? There will be less number of appeals. 

A .• There is no objection to that. 
Q. What limit would you have for these suits? Fil'e hund~ed or less? 

.1. Yery experienced munsifs only should try these suits-who are on the 
border line of the rank of munsifship and are soon to be appointed as sub
tlrdinate judge. 

Q. What limit for others? 

.4.. Rs. 250. 

Q. So you will agree to the suggestion that their powers to try these suits 
should be increased according to their experien~from Rs. 250 to Rs. 500? 

A. Yes accordin~: to their experience. 
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Q. Wh:it about subordinate judges? Will you similarly increase their 
jurisdiction to Rs .. 1,000? · 

A. No. There must be a limit. You must draw a line somewhere. 

Q._But generally they are people who have put in about 20 or 25 years 
of St>rvice ann have got considerable experience. At present they have 
powers up to Rs. 500. Would you not increase it to .Rs. 750? .... 

A. No, that reasoning would not lead to any good. If that argument is 
followed then you would go on increasing their power up to Rs. 2,000. 
There must be some line because their decision is final. We are neither in 
favour of raising the value of suits nor in favour of extending the nature of 
suit-s. 

Q. What do you consider about Question 78 of the questionnaire. 
What do you think of the suggestion that every transaction relating to 
immoveable property in which rights of tha value of one hundred rupees and 
more are created and ·to which at present section 17 of the Registration Act 
would apply if there is a document, should be entered into only by a regi~ 
tered instrument? Don't you think that a rule should be made to prevent 
false pleas being put forward? No sale deed at present can go without 
registration and they are usually of small value. 

A. We do not think that thera is any need of making such a rule. Every
body understands the doctrine of part performance. Any interpretati'ln 
can be given to it. · 

., Q. No doubt that some people interpret in one way and some in another 
way, but we are thinking of preventing false pleas being put forward. I 
can point out from the decision of various High Courts that a largf! number 
of pleas are put forward. l\Iy suggestion .is that Section 54 should be more 
strictly drawn up than now. • 

A. We do not think that Section 54 requires any change. 

(2. What is your opinion about the scrutiny of lower courts' work? Don't 
you think that, if the judges scrutinize the work of lower courts cardully, 
there will be some check over them? 

A. \Ve would prefer personal supervision to scrutiny. We have sug
gested in our statement that there should be more personal supervi'!ion th;;n 
these returns. These returns should simply remain in office. 

Q. Don't you think that if these returns are carefully scrutinized by 
higher authorities they would show what quantity and quality of work the 
lower court has done? · 

A. These returns can not give any idea of the quality of work clone. 
They simply tell or show the number of cases decided. 

Q. Then your suggestion is that the system of submis:~ion of returfu!. 
should be abolished? 

.1. Yes, because returns only give the quantity, and not the quality, 
because there is always a desire on the part of the officer ~;ubmitting it to 
show the quantity such as is expected of him. 

Q. I have heard evidence with reference to touts. How is this systen.' 
working in this province? 

A. It prevails to some extent. 
Q. Does it prevail very largely in the mofussil? 
.-1. It can not be said that it prevails very largely. 
Q. Are they allowed to come into courts and instruct 'akils? 
A. No. 
Q. Do :'\"OU think that gomashtas also work as touts? 
A. \Ye U.o not understand .the word gomashta. 
Q. I mean clerks of vakils? 
.-1. No they do not act as touts. 
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Dr. M. L. AGARWALA and Mr. B. E. O'CONOR, Represen• 
tatives, Bar Library, High Court, Allahabad, called and 

examined on Tuesday, the 18th March 1924. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. :Mr. Agarwala, I understood, you have praetise~ 
for a consideralile time? 

A. Yes for 28 years. 
Q. For how many years have you practised' in the·.High Court? 
A. For 23 years. · · · 
Q. For how many years in the mofussil? 
A. I practised in the ll}Ofussil for four years before coming here. 
Q. An!l you were also connected with the Law College for' sometime? 
A. Yes I was Lecturer for 10 years. . . 
Q. Now will you mind telling the Committ.ee if pleading is tauglj.t in th9· 

college? 
, A. No~ · The teaching of pleading is discouraged. It was not part o{ the· 
curriculum. 

Q. Do you consider that the college. has improved' since you left? 
A. I do not think so. · · 
Q. _Have you been examiner for sometime? 
A. I have not been sin~e .1918~ · 
Q. I think I am right in assuming that students in the law college receive

no education in the element of pleading? 
A. None whatsoever. 
Q. Then it means that the legal profession here does not learn the art 

of pleading? . . 
A. There i~ no such thing as the art of pleading here.· 

. · Q. And as a rule litigants here are not anxious to get their pleadings settled'. 
It is only in very big cases that. they are anxious? 
· A. Yes, only in very big cases., JL'he moharrir genera!ly draws up the plaint 

and the pleader only goes through it and .if there is r,othing glaring in it he passes
it on. 

Q. Do you not thiuk that sometimes, if.not very often, delay is caused on 
account of very loose pleadings? 

A. I should say often. 
Q. Now what is your view with regard to the manner in which issues are

settled in district courts in this province? 
A. In a very haphazard way. What -generally happens is that pleaders of 

both sides stand up and make statements of facts and then the court fixes 
issues. The court does not go through the pleadings . 
. ·. Q .. We are told that things are improving now? 

A. In very few cases the court goes through the pleadings and then: fixes 
issues. 

Q. I suppose your experience has been like. th13:t o~ many. other lawyers
practi~iug 111 the High Court that judges have somet1mes to frame proper 
issues themselves? 

A. )"es in a . very large number of cases, especially in second appeals. 
()_ With regard to trial of case~,· will ~·ou ldndly tell the Committee 

whether there is sueh a thing as the opening of a case? 
A. The cases a~~ not opened pl'bperly. 

Q. Have you got any.- experience about the subordinate judges court witlr 
re·gard to· opening of cases? 

A. I know two cases in which ap_plications ":ere made that the provision .. 
of Order XVII f, rule 2, should be followed strictly, hut the other side filed 
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an objection and. the _result. was that the subordinate judge said he J";:as_ not 
going to waste time m seemg how the case should be opened and he went 
on in the ordinary way. 

Q. But if in the course of evidence a question arises as to whether any 
particular evidence is relevant or not, how is it disposed of? 

A. It is shelved for the time being. The judge generally says that he will 
decide it at the time of writing judgment. • , · 

Q. And when you argue the case, do you discuss these thing_s? 
A. Generally the whole thing is forgotten. 
Q. And therefore the mischief as regards the admittiD.g of evidence, which 

should not have been admitted, is done? 
A. Quite so. 
!J. Well then· with regard to the admission of documentary evidence, we 

have been told that thq usual practice is that the pleader on the opposite side 
~enies documents? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Although the document happens to be perfectly above suspicion and is 

registered? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could you tell us why that practice !g followed here? How would you 

stop it? 
A. I would suggest that the court should saddle the party d·enying with the 

costs of the whole litigation. If that were done I am confident that this 
practice would be stopped altogether. 

Q. Do you know ~hat even revenue papers are denied, for example, khewats 
and jamabandis? 

·A. Yes. 
Q. And you think that this practice leads to unnecssary prolongation of 

the case? 
A. Indeed very much. It not only prolongs that very particular case, but 

leads to unnecessary subsequent litigation, in some cases. 
Q. Then with regard to applications for the appointment of guardians do 

you think that any special difficulty is experienced in getting guardians for 
minors appointed? . 

A. Yes. Order 32 is very specific about these things. Notice shou],d go to 
the specific person. 

Q. And sometimes it so happens that the man does not take up the office 
<>f guardian, merely because he does not want it or because he wants to benefit 
somebody else? 

A. Or he wants to prolong litigation. 
Q. Could you tell the Committee as to how a compromise on behalf of 

minors is settled? 
A. The usual practice is that both the parties stand up and say to the 

court that they have negotiations over it and they want to take time. When 
negotiations are complete they come to the court and say that they have 
-compromised the matter in a particular way. 

I 

Q. Do they generally lay the terms of the compromise before the court and 
let the court see how they affect the interests of the minor? 

A. Yes they lay the terms befol'e the court, but that fact is ignored. 

Q. So leave is granted by the court without seeing whether the compromise 
is to the benefit of the minor or not? 

A. That is not the fault of the ccurt, but the fault of the system. 

Q. And there is no practice known in this province of asking a junior 
pleader to give a certificate as to the terms of the compromise~· 

A. No. ' 
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~ompromise? 

A. Yes that is so. 
Q. And he starts fresh litigatiou? 
A. Ye11. 
Q. In cases of impartible cases, adoption cases, or cases of succession or 

inheritance, questions of custom are raised. Now, do you think that a great 
deal of unnecessary evidence is given in such cases? 

A. There is. 
Q. And it is supposed to be good in the lower courts to multiply «-"itnesses

on the same point? 
A. It is so. But generally the man who introduces the evidence lias not. 

any idea of what he is going to prove. 
Q. The question of custom also arises very frequently in the case~ of 

rajs with regard to succession as to impartible estates. 
A. It does. · 
Q. You will agree with me that imp~rtible rajs in the province of Agra. 

are not very many. 
A. No. They are not. . 
Q. Whenever a raja dies without leaving an issue, -there is litigation. 
A. Generally there is-litigation. 
Q. Do you think that litigation could be prevented if some suitable legislation 

were passed, giving a schedule of these rajs, .... 
A. I think that is done by the Agra Estates Act, to some extent. 
Q. But that does not deal with rajs or impartible estates. 
A. Yes. You might have an Act. 
Q. You know the Madras Government passed an Act in 1904, and I under-

stand that that Act has done very well in 1\ladras. 
A. Yes. • 
Q. Do you think that such an Act could be passed in the local Legislature? 
A. Yes. Another thing that wOii~d save time is when custom is specifically 

pleaded. The court should see that the custom is specific and not vague. 

Q. Well, in regard to execution matters, it has been said that far too many 
notices are issued to the judgment debtor. What is your view with regard 
to that? 

A. I think two notices are essential. One is the initial notice of execution 
and the second is a notice for sale proclamation. I will do away with other 
notices. ' 

Q. Do you think that a good deal of time of the courts is wasted in execution 
matters in trying to find out those details which are ultimately found in the
sale proclamation? 

A. I think they are necessary. 
Q. But don't you think at that stage a good deal of time is wasted, and that; 

it could be demanded from the judgment debtor during the trial of the suit 
itself? 

A. I would not agree to that. 
Q. You think therefore that these details can only be secured after the

decree has been passed, and before the property is actually put up for sale? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are there many applications here for setting aside sale in execution of 

decrees? 
A. A good many. 
Q. Raising always questiona of material irregularity. How are those cv.ses

disposed of? 
A. Very summarily. 
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Q. Do they unduly cause much loss of time? 
A. A good deal of evidence is led as a rule. 
Q. Could you suggest any way of shortening time in those cases? 
A. Well, it is very difficult to suggest anything without doing injustice 

to the parties. _ . 
Q.' N~w, _with r~gard. to sta,r matters, etc., what has been your experience? 

,Are apphcatwns bemg made hght heartedly? · 
A. Generally they are made not with the object that the stay will do the 

man any good, but with the object of getting time. - -
Q. Do you think the present rules are sufficient to deal with- the evil? 
A. ~he Jaw is quite sufficient if the courts would only stick to it. 
Q. Are there many applications made for the -appointment 'of receivers in 

this part? -
A. Not many. 
Q. A good many 'applications are made either for stay of execution or for 

:injunction? 
A. That is so. 
Q. \'f ould you tell us what is the practice in the mofu~sil' In these provinces_ 

with regard to discovery and _inspection of documents? · · 
A. Well, practically unknown. 
Q. Have you found courts suggesting that? , 
A. The courts are working so much against time that they do not think 

jt worthwhile suggesting anything. 
Q. Do you think if the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code are properly 

used, a considerable time of the court, and much expenditure could be saved? 
A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. You said just now that that practice is unknown. Is it becau<e pleaders 

:find it inconvenient to make use of the Civil PJ"ocedure Code or because perhaps 
they have no clear idea of discovery and inspection? 

A. I think both. 
Q. The Committee has been told that a good deal of time is wasted un

-necessarily by commissioners who go to record evidence. Do you agree to that? 
A. Very often commissioners take a !ot of unnecessary evidence and waste 

:much time. 
Q. What remedy would you suggest to meet that evil? 
.4. Well, again that is very difficult to suggest any remedy. 
Q. \Vould you empower the commissioner. to overrule the unnecessary 

.evidence? 
A. I think he has got that power. If he is a firm man; he would omit 

,auch irrelevant and unnecessary evidence. 
Q. Perhaps in order to meet that evil, you would agree- that it would be 

.desirable to appoint better paid senior men as commissioners? 
A. That would probably obviate the difficulty to some extent. 
Q. Now, do cases in the mofussil sometimes or frequently stand over beeause 

.one pleader has got too many cases in hand, and he cannot attend to every 

.one of them when they are simultaneously dealt \lith in different courts? 
.-L Yes. It has happened several times. 
Q. You will agree that the work is concentrated in a few hands? 
A. That is so: 
Q. ;\nd tl~ere is no encouragement tO juniors there in the mofui<sil? 
A . .1here 1s none. 
q. Coming to the High Court what has been your experience in this mattert 
A. In the High Court, according to the rules that prevail here the senior 

has the best ehanee of getting his case through from day to day. 
Q. Is the junior associated with_ the senior? 
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A: No. 
Q. Why is that, is it because the junior does not mind his work or is it 

because he is not paid his fee? 
A. There is very little consultation between the junior and the senior. ll 

he is content with small fee let him be, but he generally .oays " my lear-ned 
,;enior is enga~ed " and he does not want to take re.,pousit.nlity. 

Q. Do you make this statement only with regard to first appeals? 
A. Second appeals also. 
~). In ~eC'uud appeal is it the practice for a single man to appear? 
A. Xot only the briefs are made by the juniors but the juniors also do the 

case. 
Q. But usually two men are ·not engaged? 
A. No, not in second appeal. 
Q. You have said that you have 2-! years' experience of this Court. ·Probably 

your experienee is that the work of ihis Court has ..,ery substantially increased 
in re;;ard to first appeals and second appeals? 

.L In second appeals the increase is about fi.ftj; per cent. sin_ce l joined. 
~~- ""hat was the state then? · _ 
A. In commencement of 1902 the number of secoild appeals here was about 

1,200 and now it is about 1,800 to 1,900. 

Q. I am afraid the increase is not so much. The :figures for 1900 are 
1,H.i anJ Hl:.!O, 1,o:.!G. Lust war it was· about 1,900. I think the increase 
really works out to :fifteen per cent.? 

A. If you take the a .. erage. Of course in 1900 it was a special esse. 
Normally it was not the case. 

Q. In 1905 it was the smallest-1,285 . 
.4. That was the smallest year. Probably that may be my idea when I said 

it ~-as fifty per cent. less in 1902. 
Q. What about the first appeals? 
.t. The :first appeals have incr~ased considerably. Now the institution is 

over 500. 
Q. Can you give us any ~-planation? 
.4. Another explanation will probably be that judges look more to the quality 

of work than_ to the quantity of work. 
Q. ""ith r<'gard to St'eond appeals, would you ha..,e any restriction put upon 

the free right of second appeal? 
A. None whatsoever. 
Q. Why are you opposed to it? 

.!. Because we find that district judges are of very small experience and 
sometime they rewr~e the :finding of facts and they have only the same 
experience as the sub-judge has. 

Q. XPw ~uppo~e in~tead of having second appeal the :first appeal in the 
district lies before a bench consisting of two district judges or two sub-judges 
who will go both into the facts and the law. Would you agree to that provided 
there is tinality attached to their judgment? 

A. As regards sub-judges of these provinces they are very good original 
courts, but very bad nppellat€ courts. At present I find that district judges 
are very junior. 

Q. Will it matter verv much if second appeals to the value of hundred 
rupees or below were nbso1utely stopped? 

A. "\\ell you see in these pro..,inces especially in one or two districts valuable 
que,tions of title are d€'eiJed on test eases of small valuation, say rupees 
lmndred or rupees hundred and thirty simply to see how the !:ow stands. 

Q. In Gorakhpur, Ghazipnr and Ballia districts? 
A. Yes. 
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fJ. Do ~·ou uot thiul• that ~he valuation of the test c·a~e will iucrea~e? 
.4. That will be Rs. 105. I do not think that will have anv ~>ffect at all oo 

the future litigation. It ma.v affect the cases whic·h have b~en deeided. 
Q. Leaving aside the second appeals what is, your vie'f with regard tr> 

·Letters Patent appejll? • 
. ·L I think Letters Patent appeal ought to be kept. 
Q. Why? 
.L Some .it:dges have got, peeuliar notions. It is a very goo<l c·lted;: on the

aberrations of such ,persons if I may say so . 
. Q. If you give a judge of the small caus9 court powers to decide a ca'e 

of five hundred rupees value why can nor. ~-ou entrust a single ,J urlge of t;,~ 
High Court to try cases up to rupees five hundred? 

.L rnfortnnately the Judges here an• much more human. 
Q. Then the only alternative is to have all these cases tried by a division 

bench? . 
A. So fa·r as 1 know in Patna a single judge tries appeals only to the valut• 

of lmndn;d rupees. . 
Q. ~n Calcutta jurisdiction is rupees ftfty . 
. -l. In Patna it i>~ hundred rupees at~d this jg the oul~- provi11c·p when· a 

single judge tries cases up to the value of rupees five hundrf'~l. 

Q. Are you sugge~ting that there is dissatisfaction with the ,.;ystf'm of certain 
appc'als being hearcl by single judg'O's? 

. L Yes there is a good deal of dissati~laction. 
Q. Do you think that the public would welcome the s.vstem of ht·aring 

appeals by a bench of two judges and not by single judges and do you think 
that there will then be no dissatisfaction? 

.1. Yes I think so. 
Q. If that were done, I suppose, your suggestion is that there will practkally 

he no oec·asion fot· J,ett~:>rs Patent appeals? · . 
A. Yes ·that is so. 
Q. As regards subordinate courts, do you think that there is room for n•uoh 

grf'ater supervision by the High Court? 
A. Not much. 
Q. Do you think that they have been well supervi!<ed r~cently? 
A. Yes they have been supervised. 
Q. And that supPrvision tends to keep down an-Pars? 
A. It does. 
Q. And having regard to the state of arrears in this court. would ye~u 

suggest that the strength of the court might be increased? 

A. I do not think of any other way of minimising delays. 

Q. Is there much public feeling with regard to delays apart from the feeling 
of the legal professio~? 

A. Not much. There used to be longer delays before than now. 
Chairman.-Q. With regard to minimising delays, if a question were put 

to you as an hypothesis that Government in this country cannot afford W. go 
on increasing the jndieial establishment any more and you are af'ked to advis<' it 
how to minimise arrf'ars, what would you suggest? 

A. I would suggest that a better selection of officers should be made. Only 
those men should be appointed as judicial offict>rs who have fairly good knowledge 
of law and prt~l'til'e. 

Q. Apart from improvement in the personnel or in the method of !'t'cruit
ment, have you anything else to suggest. for minimising delays? Takl' th.., 
case of first nppenls in the High Court. First appeals usunll~- take 2l Yl"frrS. 
in this court. '\Vlmt would yon suggest to reduce the periotl of 2} :Vl'MI~"" 
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A. So far as I understand, it is not the fault of the judicial cadre, but it is 
the ~ault of the ministerial cadre. They usually take much time for pre
paratwn.. 
. Q. Yc-:.1 mean to say that delays in hearing first appeals are due to delayS 
m preparmg papers, etc.'! 
1 A. Y~3. I have known eases in which judges have complained that cases 

IH~ not made ready for hearing quickly and sometimes they have no work at 
.all to do. 

Q. Then I take it that cases wcufd not take so long aa they take now if 
th~ey are prepared nnd made ready for hearing quickly? · 

.4. Sometimes cases are prepared and are disposed of in no time and j~dges 
$W left no work to do. ;." 

Q. Then about second appeals, what limit would you ha've for these cases? 
Do you think that there should be no second appeal under rupees on:e hundred? 

.4. 1 think 'ratl1er I should say that all second appeals below rupees 
one hundred should he tried hy a bench of .two judges. It will reduce 
fiti!!:ation. 

Q. Then with regard to revision work, I understand, that a larae amount 
«lf work of this nature is done by. single judges? ' "' 

.i. Yes it is. 
<J. As regards Section 115, what construction is put on it by this court? 
.4. Our High Court is very strict. 
A. Have you had an opportunity to see how lower courts try applications 

for rx parte injunctions? · 
A. Injunctions are granted as a matter of course. 
Q. That is to say the person :files a plaint and gets an ez parte injunction 

and then after a week or so when the case comes up for hearing, the process 
is J'et urned unsen·ed? 

.4. Yes. 
~~. Sn that ,in fad rx }'ar~e ~"junctions sometimes go. on for a long time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. l"upposing the defendant wants to discharge the ex parte injunction, 

how will the suhordinnte judge treat him in this province? Will he deal with 
.it oil affidavit? 

..4. Yes on affidavit. 
Q. Are affidavits :filed by both the sides? If so, does the judge see 

cnn•fully whether he should discharge it or not? 
A. Yes he does. 
Q. You were saying that there is no training of law students in such 

Jlrac·tiC"al matters as pleading. Do you think that a pleader who has worked 
a~< ~uC'h for two years or more begins to understand the art of pleading? 

A. Those wtho are inclined to learn this art usually eit or attend courts 
to learn how cases are conducted by senior pleaders who are engaged in those 
.cases. If they do so, they can learn this work very easily. · 

Q. In connection with these Law Colleges, does anybod~· with experience 
of the bar, ever give lectures, say, on practical hints on advocacy, or how 
to go about .cross-examining witnesses, etc.? In fact the senior men never 
11eem to impart any of the benefit of their experience in a systematic way a~ 
.all to the young men . 

.A. They !have no opportunity to impart. 
Q. Do people ever come to junior pleaders and ask their advice on cases? 
.!. No. 
•Q. Doe& anybody teach the junior pleaders to draft mortgaga deeds? 
A. It is generally done by the patwaris. 

Q .. Ha~ they c~rtain things like moots? 
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:4. Well, there is a Law Debating Society, but not in the nature of moots. 
Q. That ~aw Society is the ?nly opportunity_ the young man will have to

learn somethmg about marshallmg facts, arguwg cases, etc. !\ obody ever 
teaches them the correct way to cite authorities? 

A. No. . 
Q. Now, would it not be easily possible in coilnection with a· large law 

college, like the one at Allahabad, for seniox: lawyers and experienced 
barristers to go and give lectures now and then on practical hints, which 
would be of use to young pleaders? • 

A. It will be of effect only if that part of education is made a part of the 
examination, otherwise the students will not pay any heed. . 

Q. You could give an examination paper setting out the main facts and 
asking the candidates to draft a plaint, or giving them a specimen plaint, ask 
them .to draft an answer. All these things could be easily done? 

A. Yes. These should be made part of their education. 
Q. Now in connection with cross-examination, in the mofussil of course there 

is no two branches of a profession. That is to say, apart from the fact that the 
pleader has to find out what the evidence is going to be, he should also see the 
witnesses. Is lt customary for the client to go to his pleader with information 
as to what the witnesses are going to say, or simply to bring th!!m and let 
the pleader find out from them? 

A. ·well the client comes with -a number of persons an<i the pleade~ 
asks them what they are for. He says this fellow is going to sa:v such and such 
a thing. 

Q. In practice is it difficult in this province to know for certain whether a 
certain case will come up when the date fixed has arrived? 

A. In the districts, yes . 
. Q. You now take the ordinary subordinate judge on an ordinary day. How 

many cases you suppose he puts down in his diary? 
A. Well; the first thing he does is to take up the cases for the settlement of 

issues. Then generally he has one case for evidence, then two or three mis
cellaneous matters, and then an appeal or two. 

Q. Have you not come across cases in which plenty of contested suits were 
put down for the same day? 

A. I have not seen more than two or three cases being put down. 
' Q. Do you think in these provinces the subordinate judges· manage their 

work reasonably well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As regards applications made in connection with discovery and inspection. 

of documents, is it customary to make such applications on dates on which 
the case is not set down for hearing, say, interlocutory applications? 

A. Interlocutory applications are made before hearing as a rule. 
Q. The result is that when an application has to be made, it is usuall1· 

made when the case next comes into the list? 
A. No, before that. 
Q. Have you found that the profession generally has a grievance as regards 

the way in which the subordinate judges take down evidence? They do not 
1ncourage the opening of cases. Is it really true that they start off with the 
witnesses and take down whatever they say? 

A. That is so. 
Q. Have you any experience of the office of the uistrict C"ourts and sub

ordinate courts? 
A .. I cannot say that I have much experience of the inner "·orking of the· 

office. 
Q. With reference to the evidence before the Committee, both here and 

elsewhere, a considerable amount of condemnation was made against the court. 
peons and court cler~ertainly it is a matter of impression, and one ,does 'lO' 
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know to what extent it is lacking in discrimination. What is your impressioo 
of the state of the ministerilll office? 

A. Well, if you want to get. anything, you have to pay for it'. 
Q. Has that dastur come to be looked upon as a legitimate sum? 
A. Yes. · Every kind of application has a certain sum fixed upon it. 
Q. Supposing you do not pay the money. What happens? 
A. The chances are that ~he applications are obstructed. 
Q. We understand that in some places; the diet money, which the peon 

.baa to give to the man who is summoned, never goes to the witness? 
A. I do not know that. 
Q. Now in the last 20 years of your experience, have you found that the 

number of people at mofussil hars has increased more and D)ore out of pro
portion to the amount of work? 

A. It has. 
Q. Have you noticed in recent years that it has a bad effect on the 

practitioner? 
A. It certainly lowers the morale of the bar. Mimy people get into the bar 

without sufficient staying power. ·. • 
Q. And in the last 20 years, the nuisance of the village touts has increased? 
A. A good deal. 
Q. Who is the village tout as a rule? 
.4. It is very difficult to put a label on him. It may be the patwari, it 

may be somebody who is known as the village barrister, or it may be somebody 
who knpws everybody in the village. 

Q. But he is apt to bring work to people who will give him some commission? 
A. Yes, he would not do it for love. 
Q. Have you ever thought if anything could be done to stop these' touts? 
A. No amount of legislation will stop them. Only the members of the 

bar themselves can stop them. ~ 
Q. If the members of the bar do not stop this practic&-the competition 

among them id getting more and more and some of them have not got means 
even to carry on-is there anything that could be done to stop it? • 

A. It has been tried here before the Legal Practitioners Act was amended 
in 1906 and there used to be a provision under which these touts were liable 
to six months imprisonment. For some reason or other that imprisonment 
was abolished and it has gone on increasing. 

Q. I do not quite see why he should not have six months imprisonm~t? 
A: I think he should have more. He should be bound over under the 

Criminal Procedure Code. 
f,l. Have you had instances in which the Limitation Act is too generous? 
.I. Ex<"{>pting in matters of execution and suits against municipalities. 
Q. Generally speaking the Indian Limitation Act is strict but the different 

items have given rise to serious litigation in this province. 
A. Yes, they have given rise to much litigation. 
~). In civil suits there is a period of limitation? 
A. They become difficult questions. Court will not ask the_ man as to 

what particular item of the Limitation Act he wants to plead. 
Q. Have you had any difficulty in connection wit:Q. the doctrine of part . 

performance? Have you had cases where a man has not taken a registered 
doe1:ment anJ then afterwards l'lairns specific performance? Is that common. 
iJ:. ~ province? ~ . 

A. I l"'low of two cases only in this High Court. 
Q. Have you had any difficulty on the question of arbitration of suiiil 

under the second schedule? Does that work suceessfully? 
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~. We :ftnd that allegations of bad conduct are made against arbitratora 
and if matter is investigated it takes a long time, as long as an original suit 
would have taken. 

Q. Have you had illStances of people who had in course of a suit gone 
to arbitration informally and then afterwards when the award was ag;ain11t 
a party he wanted to hack out of it? · ~ 

A. Very often. 
Q. And then it is litigated under Order 23? 
~.Yes. 
Q. Have you had any difficulty such as when one party brings a suit in C'na 

province, the other retorts and brings a more comprehensive .~uit in another 
province, say Calcutta? 
· ·A. Yes in commercial cases. 

Q. Is substantial amount of commercial work done in these provinces 'I 
A. YeiJ .in some places like Cawnpore. 
Q. Who g'enerally disposes of the case there-a sub-judge? 
A. Generally there are two sub-judges. 
Q. And they·have to get to know commercial cases? 

· A. Generally they are not allowed to 11tay there very long. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. Do you think that the qualifications of nmnsifs 

have generally improved during the last twenty years? 
A. I think they pass the same examination a.s they used to pas~ twenty 

years ago. 
Q. Axe they a better class of people than before? 
A. Class of people is the same. 
·Q. And their qualification is the same? 
~. Practically the same. 
Q. You do not see any improvement? 
:A. It all depends upon the calibre of the man. They have got the capacity 

to work but unfortunately the system under which they work does not siva 
them opportunity. 

'Q. What is the system about which you complain? · 
A. The system is that a man is taken as a munsif who has just an ele

mentary knowledge of law and then he has got to sit at the desk and work 
like a machine. 

Q. You mean to say that munsifs have to do more work than they can 
get througli and therefore they are not in a position to improve their knowledge 
of law? 

A. That is so. 
Q. Are they rompetent to do the work? 
A. They do it and therefore I suppose they are competent to do it. 
Q. Do they do it fairly well? 
A. If the work is easy they do it fairly well but if there is any intri.:acy 

•hey have no time to think over it. 
Q. Judging from the report and. th~ information availabl~ from pe_opl.; who 

have been in touch with the muns1fs 1t appears that munsifs have unproved 
during the last few years and they are f.1irly doing their work. 

:A. Yes they get through the work but whether the quality of the work 
hu improved is another matter. 

Q~ "'hat should he the remedy to improve the munsifs? 
A·. You give them as much work as a man can do and no mo,... 
Q. Have you gone through the report called the Greeven Committee's 

Ueport? 
A. I have l't'ad part of it. 
fJ. ls the standard fixed f here practicable? 
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A. In theory not in practice. 
Q. You think that that standard is not a practical standard. You think 

that work preseriheu cannot he turned out by a munsif? 
A. Cannot, unless he is a thinking machine. 
Q. I was putting to you these q_uestions to know as to whether it is pos

sible to enhance the jurisdiction of district munsifs. Supposing you invest 
them with pecuniary jurisdiction up to rupees two thousand. 

A. You will have to take .away a good deal of other work. 
· Q. Supposing you take away a good deal of petty work and they ~e giveu 

pecuniary powers up to five thousand rupeei1. Will they be competent? 
A. Some of them. 
Q •. Some means not none, what proportion? 
A. I cannot fix a· proportion of them. People ·who. are in touch with 

munsif~ <·au onl,\· say. 
(,1. \\'ould ,rou he in f>Jvom· of increasing the jurisdiction of munsifs from 

Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 6,000? · 
.L I would divide the work hetween ('ertain <·lasses of munsifs. I would 

S(>lt><·t munsif of good standing to do cases up to 'ns. 5,000 and would give 
Je,_, juri~dir·tion to JnUII!;ifs of less experieilPC and sq 011. 

V. You will have g1·adation of inunsifs according to the pecuniary valua
tion of suits to be tried? 

A. Yes. 
' Q. Do you think that it is possible to find some other agency to try petty 

ra~e:o~ up to the vnlur:> of lls. 50 or Hs. 100 and to relieve the munsifs' court 
of the work that it has to dispose of along with other cases? I mean to say 
whether· it woulrl he possible to entrust honorary munsifs with these pe_tty 
cases • 

. 4. Jt will depeud upon the selection of honorar~· munsifs. If competent 
men are not 11eleeted the results would be disastrous. 

Q. But if a proper person was selected, do you think, that he could be 
eutrustt>d with a farr amount of omnsif's worki' 

A. In my ODinion it will be v~ry difficult to find co~petent men to take 
up this work. • . 

(~. I thiuk houontQ' munsifs in this provinC'e have dune fairly well? 
:d. Yes. 
Q. I thin·K they try cases up to the value of Rs. 500? 
A. No they try cases up to Rs. 200. 
Q. \\'oulu it he pos~ihle eo give ~ome sort of relief to munsifs by entrust

in~-( these honorary rnunsifs with petty casesP 
A. But the difficulty would be about the :filling up of appointments. I 

do not think that really competent men will be available. 
Q. I have read in the Greeven Committee's Report that the appointments 

of honorar~· munsifs <·an he filled up by three classes of persons :-(1) 
retired of!il'ials inl'luding subordinate judges, rnunsifs and superior revenue 
offi<·ials. (~) lanulords who have got eonsiderable influence in 'the area and 
rJ) people iu town~> who will sit in henehes. Do you think that if honorary 
nn111~ifs are seleeted from 111nong these three classes of persons, they will ~ 
ahll' to do good work. \Vould ~·ou have these three classes? Do you not 
think that it would he a substantial relief to munsifs if a large amount 
of their pettv work is given to these men?" · 

A. Cllrtainly that will give some relief. 
r;. Do you know anything about the work of village munsifs? 

.4. No. 
Q. HaveJou ·any idea as to whether the new Village Panchayat Aet ~ 

bt'P-11 extend ? 
A. No. 
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Q. If honorary munsifs are appointed at all, what would be your sugges
tion about their sitting singly or in a bench? 

A. In my opinion single munsif will be better than a bench of two 
.munsifs. -

Q. I put you this question because a different view was expressed by 
another witness? 

A. I should say that a single man .would be better than two sitting 
together. 

Q. I put you another question with reference to relief that can be given 
to district munsifs. Do you think that it would be advisable to give tk-m 
-extended powers as regards summary procedure? 

A. No. I would give powers only to very senior and experienced men. 
Q. On what grounds do you object to this? Do you object having regard 

to t4e habits and customs of the people, or having regard to the want of 
confidence in munsifs? 

A. One of the causes is that they are not so highly trained as. to be 
invested with these powers. They have not got sufficient training to be en
trusted with summary powers. 

Q. Munsifs who have got 20 or 25 years of experience, I think, are suffi-
ciently trained in the ordinary work? 

A. But that is an extraordinary procedure. 
Q. Then you think that it is an extraordinary procedure? 
~. Ye8. 
Q. Then you would not entrust any munsif with powers to adopt sum-

mary procedure in connection with any kind of suits? 
A. That is my idea. 
Q. Do you think that munsifs are not capable of doing this work? 
A. No that is not my idea. What I say is that this work requires special 

training. 
Q. I put you a similar question with similar object namely how to give 

relief to district munsifs. Do you think that they can be given powers 
on the small cause court side to try cases up to the value of Rs. 500? I 
think their present jurisdiction is up to rupees two hundred and fifty? 

A. I don't think that they can be invested with increased powers. I 
would not give these powers to all of them. 

Q. 1\lany munsifs in the Madras Presidency exercise powers up to Rs. 200 
and sub-judges to Rs. 500? Is there any special object in not giving similar 
extended powers here to them? 

A. I suppose there is a history behind it. 
Q. And you do not want to disclose it? 
A. No. 
Q. With regard to territorial jurisdiction of munsifs, do you consider that 

courts are located at comfortable distance from the group of villages over 
which they exercise jurisdiction? Is there any complaint about it? 

A. No there is no complaint about it. 
Q. "'hat is the distance at which courts are located? Is it sixty to seventy 

miles? 
A. No. Not so much. I think it is forty to fifty miles. 
Q. Do you think that it would. in the interests of the litigant public il 

the distance is curtailed? 
A. I think forty milea is not much. 
Q. Then with regard to insolvency proceedin.,<>a, do you think that it is a 

fact that in this province no body thinks about insolvency assetR after the 
adjudication order has been passed? 

.4.. It all depends upon the activities of the receiver. In some cases recei
vers are active while in others they are not. 
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Q. Are there any official receivers in this province? 
A. Yes. 
(/. And some of them are active and others are not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. trhat i;.j your experience about discharge orders? 
.-t. The dif!i<·ulty is that the,· neither understand the law of discharge nor 

thf" law of insolve~cy. No body knows the imperative provisions th_at now 
exist. 

Q. Are assets realized without any difficulty in this province? 
A. They are not realized because no body cares. 
Q. Would you like that all partitions of immoveable propert-y should be 

evidenced by a registered document? 
A. Yes. 
~~- An< I a similar answer you would render to Question 77? 
A. Yes. 
(1. With reganl to Question 'i8, would you say that Section 54 of the 

Tran:~fer of Property Act ·and Section 17 of the Registration Act r.hould be so 
construed as to prevent a person from coming and saying " I have advlll!cE'd 
money on the property under a contract of sale and therefore 1 bave a nght 
on it?" 

A. The law says you can do a certain thing in a certain way and if a 
man did not wish to do ~ thing in a particular way, let him suffer the 
ron sequences. 

Q. Is it a very just law that lays down that every sale deed. even for an 
anna should be registered? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you agree that where the sale of an immoveable property is for 

more than R11. 50. it should be registered? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then why do you object to .• say ye~ to Question 78? 
~- Suppose a man ·has sold hi~ property to me. When I go to take posses

sion, I find somebody else in possession, who will say " My dear fellow, it iii 
all right. I have fixed up with him just a few days ago, ani have got into 
possession." 

Q. So you nre in favour of any person saying that he got possession under 
a contract. You are in favour of a person saying that a person getting posses
Ilion is part performance of an intended sale? 

A. He should not be allowed to succeed on that ground. 
(/. Do yon ll('<'ept the su~estion that the discharge of obligations created 

by rE'giste!'ed document should be valid only if there is a registered document 
to evidence it? 

.1. No, certainly not. Take the case of a parqanashin lady who has 
obtained a mortgage. She has gone to register the document for the first time. 
The M>Cond time she sends somebody to take the money {or registration 
and that somebody plays her false. · 

Q. You suggest that a pardanashin lady will not be willing to go to a regis. 
tration office for a se!'ond time? ' · 

A. Yes. 
~~- '\'hat about Question 81? That is allowing a pe-rson who is a partv to 

a document or a transaction to say that a document executed by him is a 
sham and was never intended to be acted upon. 

A. I should allow it. 

Q. 'Yith re-gard to mortgage deeds, you won't allow tu0 person who execu
ted a document come and say to the court, "I did Dot put my signature in the 
lJresence of the two attesting witnesses "P 
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A. I should first ask him whether he ~igned or not. 
Q. Anyhow you would say that a mortgage deed .;h.Jtdd be ettested by 

two witnesses? · 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Why is it not so with sale deeds? 
A. The case is quite different. There is no comparison. In the •·a;;e of 

a sale deed, the pOilsession is transferred at once. So that if anybody sells 
n1y house unknown to me, I can know the serond day that my house is 
'Sold. If an;rbody takes a mortgage deed I may not know anything about it 
for a long t1me. 

Q. But how does it help matte~s by asking two perr>ons to ntt~>~t in ·one 
case? 

A. It is some guarantee. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Regarding munsifs. you ~ay that they work like 

machines and that they have no time to •levote to rules? 
:.4. Yes.· 
Q. Various methods of relief were suggested. What do you think of the 

'System of keeping a record in which they have to record evidence at len crth? 
Can it be modified to some extent and their work relieved? ,.., 

A. Well, as a matter of faC't I find many munsifs and snh_ordin.ate j•1dges 
keep a single record. 

' Q. Do they write down evidence in English? 
.-l. No. in vernacular. -
Q. Is it a common practice here? 
~. It is getting common. 
Q. How about when the case goes on for appeal. Suppose the 'appellate 

o(JffiC'er i'l not C'onversant with vernacular? 
A. He ought to be, otherwise he should not be allowed to try the appeal. 

1\Iost of the offiPers know vernacular. 
Q. So that as a matter of fact you say that the system of keeping double 

records is not very common? 
A. I think the system of keeping single rerord is getting common, and 

that too in the vernacular. . 
Q. Are there any c·ases here where munsifs and suhordinate judges are 

empowered under Section 114 of the Civil Procedure Code to take evidence in 
English? , . 

Q. Not in these provinces. 
Q. Do you approve of the extension of the notifications under that section? 
A. Well I do not think that it would do much harm. 

Q. What I mean to say is that if evidence is recorded in English, and if 
the case goes up in second appeal to the High Court, the evidence recorded 
in English has hett~r dtauc·e ot heiug uuderstood than that in Yeruaenlar? 

A. Sometimes. Th~re are veruaenlar phra,e,; iu \\·hi<·h the prt>,eut _,y,tem 
comes very handy. 

Q. Now would you insist upon the whole of the evidence being reeorded or 
only ·a memorandum? 

~. Well, if it is a single record system, the whole ~vi,]eul'e ~hould he 
taken down. If it is a double record syst~m. the r~ader takes down the 
evidence and the judge makes notes. 

Q. What I mean to say is when a contested ra;k~ romes on tht> presiJing 
officer is more or less absorbed "';th the reeonling of evidenee. He has n<1 
power to control the evidence or weigh the evidPuee and he is a mere 
machine re!'Ording the evidence. 

A. I should say that shorthand writers should be given to them. 
Q. You will not be satisfied with short notes. 
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A. I should like to l1ave full evidence and allow a shorthand writer to 
take it down, as it is done in English courts. 

f.). In Ellgli"h c•onrts notes of Judges are sufficient . 
. A. Not in all, in many cases shorthand V~<-riters are provided. 

Q. Would you be in favour of recording evidence in English? 1_!, '"ould 
save time ••rHl it wou!tl make the weighing of·evidence more effective? 

A. Yes. 
(/. Su tar 11s 1 know even in otller parts-the Crown colonies-the practi<'e 

is to reconl the evidence in Engli~b. · · 
.L lu the Central Provinces it is so. 
f.J. Outside lrulia in Crown <-olonies? 
A. English is the language there. 
,J. With regard to the fixing of dabes you said that in these nr<>vin·~ell 
is very rare to have more than one contested case clashed. \Vhen the 

judge has no date issued what does he do? 
A. He fixes the nearest date. 
Q. Do~>s he fix four months hence? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And even longer? 
~.Yes. 
Q. Do you work here on diaries as they do in other provinces? 
A. They do the same here. 
C). Have ;-.·on got what is called prospective list or siue die list? 
A. Never heard of it. 
Q. That is the list on which cases, after they are ready, are put and 

then they are picked up from there. 
A. It is not kept in this province. 

Q. When a case is ready certain date is fixed for hearing with reason<Able 
certaiut~· that the case will be taken upi' 

.L If the suh-judge knows t.Jiat a large number of witnesses are to be 
E"Xamined. tl1en he takes good care to fix a date fairly in advance. 

Q. HM he got the list of witnesses? 
A. He consults the pleaders. · 
.llr. Xal,iullllh.-Q. With regard to recording of evidence by judicial officera 

clo :-·ou root think it is very dangerou.; to allow m\msifs who have recently 
J,een appoilltl'd to make a seleetion a>; to what they should take and what they 
IShoul<l uot tnkel' 

A. I should say the common sense would tell them. 
Q. Yon think that c·ommon sense is quite enough to decide what they 

shouhl tn J,e down? 

A. In many cases, and then there will be a special 1~rovi.>ion if the 
<'OIIIbel waut\ "Pe<"ial questions to take down. 

Q. You will lt•t the young man exerci»e his discretion? 
~.Yes. 
Q. You suggt>,..;t that it will rather shorten the duration of a case if thElfle 

people are supplied with shorthand writers. I understand the!·e are ehort
hand writers of English only and there are very few who can take down notes 
in Urdu. Do you think it is very common to get shorthand writers who 
know Urdu? 

A. Yes. 
(,1. Xow if you are to give these shortharul writers to subordinate judges 

how will ~·ou apply the provision of Order 18, Rule 5? 
A. That will have to be modified.· 
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Q. You will not .mind if the evidence is not read over to the witness? 
A. That provision will have to be modified to .some extent. 
Q. That is to say the provision should be taken out of the C0de? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There is no check over the notes of the shorthand writer? 
A. The check will be that they must be made nver to the pref!iding officer· 

within a short time. 
Q. But the witness is gone. Do you think there are possible means of 

saving time without running the risk of false record? 
A. I should suggest that the presiding officer should take notes himself. · 
Q. I can agree with that but with regard to notes it is rather rlwgerous. 

Do you agree with me? · 
· A. I should say it will be very good if the presiding officer makes a Fhcrt 
memorandum of the points but I should also say that it would be ~ery sat.is
factory to litigants if shorthand notes are taken. 

Q. I should point out another danger. I h:;tve seen in the court of the 
deputy collector, the witness is ~here, he is giving a statement and sheristadar 
is there to write out. The deputy collector is ~upposed to be listening but 
he may be doing something else. I fear that if the presiding officer of the 
court does not lumself take down the notes there is a danger. 

A. Sheristadar is there to take down the evidence in vernacular. 
Q. Would ~·ou not in~ist on the judge either t<> take down the evidem·e 

in full or to take down the evidence in ;notes? • 
A. According to their common sense the t>residing officer should make 

their own notes. ·. 
Q. Now with regard to the honorary munsifs, do you n.ot think they 

nre in had orlour with the p11blic ancl the· public have no confidence in them? 
What is your experience with regard to them? 

:A. They are not highly spoken of; public have no confidence in them. 
Q. Do you think that people, in their disposal of cases, ~~ 0uld like to go to 

the~e mnnsifs' courts where the:- get speedy disposal of their cases or to 
the courts where they can get jn~tice? 

A. I sh~uld say that litigants in these provinc-es will rather t.ave their 
cases tried in regular courts. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. You have been very much interested in the 
law of pre-emption and have written a book. 

A. Yes. 
Q. I suppose you have had considerable experience in pre-emption cases? 

:A. Yee. 
Q. Do you think the numher of pre-emption cases has gone up or ha~ 

gone down or is about the same as it used to be 10 years ago? 

:A. It is not the same as 10 years ago. It has gone dJ1vn. 

Q. ·Do you attribute the reduction in the number of pre.e.mption cases 
in this Court to the working of the Special Bench which was constituted in 
the time of Sir Henry Richards? How do .you explain that? Don't you 
think that it has led to a great degree of certamt:v of the law of pre-emption? 

A. It has not. 
Q. Has the number of pre-emption cases gone down? 
A. Yes. In many areas. 
Q. As a lawyer of C'On~ideruble experien<'e of the province, would you 

rather have the pre-emption go on than abolish it? 
A. I would not abolish pre-emption now. 

'Q. I suppose your view is that at any _rate. the rural population in this 
province atbwh Rome importance to that ng:ht ~ 
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A. If you abolioh pre-emption now, no less than 4 times the number 
of profit suits will be instituted. There are a large number of' mahals in this 
province and the number of profit cases under the Land Revenue Act is very 
tiiilall. The reason that I would assign to this is that pre-emp~ioR provides 
homogenity in the mahal. Generally people who are owm'r<: of mahal have 
common interest besides common ownership of property, in the sense it 
shuts out strangers. 

Q. But still a co-sharer who purchases the property in preference to a 
stranger will claim his profits. 

:A. That is where the law {)f pre-emption comes in. The moment tlie 
stranger t·omes in, the court t•jects him. . 

Q. What I do not understand is how, if the law of pre-emption is abolished, 
it; would give rise to a large number of profit suits? · 

A. Suits for pre-emption keep out strangers from the villages. The persons 
who con~titute the proprietary body of a rnahal in the villagl' ar~ more- in 
touch with each other and have a common sympathy tOwards each other. 
Tlw rt''ult is that there are a few number of suits for profito<. · 

Q. You will on that ground maintain the law of pre-emption? 
Jt. Yes. . 
Q. Do you think that the result of the recent legislation on pre-emption 

will be that that the number of suits will go down or the law will get to a 
more certainty? · . 

Jt. If it is properly interpreted there would not be a suit of pre-emption 
auywherl• 111 thts pronnc:e. 

Q. In pre-emption cases do they take a long time to be disposed of becawe 
you cannot always have a Special Bench? 

A. When they do come up they do not take much time in the High Court. 
t.j. Xor Jo the~e t·ases take time in the lower cum·h. 
:A. Practically no evidence has to be let in except as to consideration. · 

Examination of Mr. O'Conor. 
Q. You have been connoote~ with this Court for about 31 years? 
J/ r. ()'Conor.-I have just completed the 31st year. 
Q. I suppose I am right in saying that at least for the last 20 years you 

have been extensively practising on the civil side? · 
:A. About 20 years. 
Q. Your praetiee lies mostly in the first appeal bem·h? 
~. I do not take any other class of work unless for some special reason. 
Q. You have also experience of mofussil courts in this provinee? 
:A. I have got extensive experience. 
;Q. In almost every district? 
~.Yes. 
Q. You are the Secretary of the Bar Library? . 
. .J.. I was up to the last meeting. I have been so for about 24 ;"~·ears. 

Q. You are certainly speaking on behalf of yourself and for the B~: 
Library? 

A. I have been deputed by the Bar Library. 
Q. Do you think that the work of the High Court has substantially in-

creased during the last few years? 
A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. \\hat class of cases? 
~ .. Loo~ing at the list of cases I find th~t both the first and so>cond appeals 

have merea.sed. Appeals from orders have mcreased very mato>riully :mel tllf'rt!' 
bas been a substantial increase in both the first and second appeal~ .. 
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Q. Taking the first appeale do .they take very much ~ime to be di~posed of? 
.A. They take over a year as. matters now stand. 
(.). :\[ost. of the first appeal>~ are either appeals from insolvenc~· or appealOJ 

from order6.of remand or guardianship. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Since the Arbitration Act has been extended !o Cawnpore, has it gi.,en 

. rise to a lot of work? 
A. It was extended to Cawnpore somewhere near 1912. As a matter of 

fact nobody knew that it had been extended. to Cawnpore till 1915 or 1916. 
When the discpvery was made, certainly a large number of cases were filed. 

Q. In short there is a large increase of appeals? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Perhaps you would agree with me that a good deal of unnecessary liti

gation under that Act is due to the want of a proper machinery for working 
out th~ provisions? 

A. That has been one difficulty. 
Q. So far· as Cawnpore is concerned, can you say• from your experienc& 

that there has been any substantial increase in the commercial cases? 
A. The expansion of business throughout the province has carried with ib 

naturally expansion of work. 
Q. Now, 20 years ago cases under the Indian Companies Act were very 

rare. The number of cases is now somewhat large. 
A. I say considerably large. 

· _ Q. Take the case relating to forward contracts which were practically 
unknown in thi> province about 20 or 25 years ago . 
. .4 .. There are a consiuerable number of them now. 

Q. A certain number of cases relating to wagering contracts do arise now 
fn places like Cawnpore •. 

A. Yes; in Aligarh and Agra also. 
Q. You will agree with me that there is a tendency towards an increase 

of eonnnereial litigation in the provinee as a whole. 
A. Yes. It is on the increase. 
Q. Now when these commercial cases come up to you, do you find that they 

have been disposed of very satisfactorily ju:;t as you would expect a trained 
<'Ommereial lawyer or judge to dispose of them? 

A. I do :dot think they do. 
Q. I suppose your experience has been that in some of these cases parti

cularly under the Indian Companies Act they are disposed of in the lower 
courts just as title suits are disposed of? 

A. I am not afraid so much about Companies Act cases as about purely 
commercial cases on foreign contracts. They are di!;;posl'd of really in a 
highly unsatisfactory manner in most cases. 

Q. I suppose you would agree with me that the pro~;~er remedy for them 
is to have proper <'Omrner<'ial judges. You want to ·have men who have got 
epecial experience in this class of work . 

. 1. "\\'hat ( have uotieeJ is that the judg;t'S in eharge of these difficult 
ease, han· ·IJt•l'n most!~· young men-munsifs rec-eJJtly promoted_:_with practi
cally no experience of commercial work and who have more or less to be at 
the mercy of the men pleading a better cause. T_here ought ~o be trained 
judg('~ to di'ipose of <'nses relatmg to any Aet that mvolves special knowledge
and which is based on English legislation. 

Q. Am I right .in assuming from t~e tr:end of _your stateii?-ents that you 
welco~~ +1... !lppomtment of commercial JUdges m places like Cawnpore, 
.agra, etc.? 

A. 'Y('s, T would have judges specialised· in that law and who have sufficient. 
experience of the working of that particular law. 
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speedy di<i>osal of cases? 

A. Not only that, but it will obviate the number of appeals v<-bich are 
caused by unsatisfactory trials. . 

Q. Leaving aside that class of litigation perhaps you will agree .with me 
that a considerable amount of delay is caused in tportgage suits? 

:d. Yea. 
Q. And perhaps you will also agree with me that while considerable amount 

-of litigation relates to mortgage8, we have not been very happy with rt>gard to the 
development of the law? ' 

.L I do not think we have heen. If subordinate judges are well experi
i!nced in these matters and have got sufficient knowledge of the working of 
law regarding mortgage suits, I think, delays now caused will be minimi!!el!i 
to a very large extent. 1 

ll- Do you t"on~i<ler that sn111etime~ delay is wilfully (•am;ed hy one or 
both the parties? 

A. Yes. So far as the defendant is concerned, when a decree is passed, 
he comes up with an appeal and tries to hang up matters. He would go 
on asking extension of time when .the appeal is qecided. He has got every 
inducement to delay matters as long as possible. . 

Q. Perhaps :vou know· that the present law reqUires a preliminary decree 
L•·ing; followed hy a final decree. Do you not think that it would savt> lot of 

. trouble and time if the preliminary decree autolllatically becomes final decree 
and the final decree required under the existing law is ·done away with? Are 
you in favour of doing so? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that the question of representation in thes~ cases also 

,;ometi mes is u sour('e of delay i' 
. .J.. Yes. Of .('onrse the question of representnt,ion of parties sometimes 

causes delay. 
Q. E~peeially under the Hindu family law? 
A. Yes it is very \ro•blesome j.ltere. 
Q. Then with regard to pre-en1ption cases, I take it that this class of liti

gation is very peculiar to this province? 

A.· I think the Punjab has a good deal of it, but they have got their own 
Act and so far as I am aware they are not very happy over it. 

Q. Do you think that the rule laid down by this High Court has tended 
to diminish litigation, or is it the same as it was before the. rule was laid 
down?· 

.1. I do not think it has diminished. I am inclined to think that there has 
been increase on the other .hand due to the fact that in second appeals the 
Judge.! have to look into evidence in these pre-emption cases and it has shown 
tendency to prolong litigation. 

~~. So ~·ou think that it has a<l<lecl to the work of the court? 

A. Yes. 
(). Hm;e you luHI mm·h time to look into the re<·ent Aet of Pre-empti~n 

passed by the local legislature? 

A. I have not had aay opportunity to see how it is working. Of course 
1 have gone through the Aet, hut how it is working will he judged hv actual 
results obtained. · 

Cl. Can you give the Committee any other class of litigation which is 
peculiar to this province and which you think takes considerable time? 

A. In Agra we do not have much trouble, but suits relating to customs 
are cropping up in the adjoining provinces. 
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Q. Yes in the ·l\Ieerut district there is considerable trouble experienced 
owing to the adoption of daughters' sons. There is the population consisting 
of jats and many questions arise about tlH' inheritance of daughters. 

A. l\Iany inuee(l. 
Q. And when these questions of customs arise, there i!l a. good deal of 

evidence? ' , . . · 
A. Yes both documentary and oral. In these• cases commissions have to 

be sent all over the country. When a question regarding Boora custom arises, 
commissions have to be sent all over Rajputana. You find all these things in 
l\luzafargarh, Meerut. Saharanpur, Cawnpore lind other adioinmg distncts. 
We had a. case in Oudh relating to Kashmiri Brahmans in which commissions 
had to be issued all over the Punjab including Kashmir. These commissions 
usually take more than a year to take evidence. 

Q. How would you meet cases of this character? ·would you recommend 
any codification of customs? ' 

:A. That is almost impossible. In the Punjab the C"Odification has not 
succeeded. 

Q. With regard to impartible estate questions may I draw your attention 
to the Madras Estates Act. I am told that it has worked satisfactorily, and 
has curtailed unnecessary litigation. Do you think that something could be
done in this matter in this province? 

A. No there will be much difficulty experienced in this province. Estates 
which are subject to division will become impartible by the orders passed by 
Government. • 

Q. So there is not much prospect either of reducing litigation or the length 
of litigation, in this province by any codification? 

A. No. 
Q. \Vould you please tell the Committee what has been your experience 

in lower courts so far as the settlement of issues is concerned? 
A. They are very badly settled. My experience is that· the subordinate 

judge never takes the trouble of carefully examining the parties first. Issues 
are suggested by pleaders and sometimes issues, which do not even touch 
the ·fringe of the subject, are fixed and thus much time iS wasted and unneces
sary delay is caused. 

Q. You mean sometimes issues are framed which do not relate to the point 
in question and sometimes real issues are overlooked? 

A. Yes. As a rule there are too many issues. 
Q: Is there any such thing as the opening of a case in lower courts? 

.4 .. No. I11 two cases in which I appeared I requested the court to open 
the cases properly as prescribed by the law, but there was violent protest 
raised by the other parties. 

Q. You begin with your first witness? 

A. Yes. • 
Q. If any trouble. as regards the relevancy of any particular point arises, 

what does the subordmate Judge do? 
A. He really reserves his views till he writes his judgment. 
Q. The evidenc-e objected to is admitted? 
~. It is ruled out. 
Q. Now what about the length of cross-«<>xamination in this province? Do 

vou think it is unduly long? ' 
" 'A. Generally speaking, I do not think it is unduly long, but there is a 
1endency to prolong at times. 

Q. 'fhat t«<>ndency is only visible in certain parts of the provinces and 
not in others? 

A. Well, I do not know whether I put it down as a local peculiarity. It 
depends hugely on the presiding officer of the court, how far he can control 
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the work of l1is court, and a good deal depends on the nature of the case. 
Some cases lend themselves to unnecessary or extra long cross-examination; 
others not so long. 
• Q. Perhaps you would tell us what ·the practice is with regard to admit

ting or denying documents by parties here? 
A. Well it is most unsatisfactory. It is not done systematically. It is a 

thing which ought to be done. :My opinion is that at the time when you hear· 
the pleadings, you ought, at the same time, go through the documents. . 

Q. '\"oul<l you give nn:v '<!lecial powers to a court to deal with. a party 
or pleader who in its opinion most obstinately and unreasonably denies a 
document, which obviously is genuine? · 

A. "\Yell~ it is difficult to say how you can deal with that except in regard to 
costs. · . 

Q. There is nothing new in giving the court power? 
A. Only the application of it. · 
Q. Are the provisions in the Civil Procedure Code regarding discovery and 

inspection very much used in this province? 
A. Very much unused. 
Q. That is so either because the lower courts think it is sheer waste· 

of time to resort to them, or the pleaders themse_lves have not got a clear 
notion of the provisions? · • 

A. It is really a question of more systematic practice. If it is insisted ~n 
then the parties will get into it and do it normally. 

Q. One frequPnt cause of delay is the examination of accounts which is 
very often produced in partnership cases? 

A. That does lead to a lot of delay. I think a good deal of that delay 
is unavoidable, because when you get a lot of accounts produced, it makes 
their examination very difficult. I think it ia almost unavoidable. 

Q. Another cause of dela:y which has been assigned is the . examination 
of witnesses, pardanashin ladies, and some other persons on commission P 

:A. That at times is an absolute scandal. I know of a case where a 
wretched woman wa~ examined··'for 21 days. \Vh<•n you came to analyse 
the evidence, about 12 pages represented what was really relevant,· and the 
rest were absolutely irrelevant. 

Q. How would you deal wHh a situation like that? 

A .• Because the work has to be done by the commissioner and that com
missioner in the majority of cases is a young pleader, ine:r.perienceil, and who, 
as often ns not, is between two very senior men of the loeal bar, and he has 
not got sufficient strength to stand against them. Another reason is that he 
has not got strong incentive to stop irrelevant evidence. 

Q. You think that if more experienced and senior pleader~ are employed 
with better remuneration, it would work better? · 

A. I certainly think' that power ought to exist and persoiially -I think 
that commissions must be executed by the presiding officer of the court. 
He should record tho evidence of pard~nashin ladies as far as possib,Ic. 

Q. That cannot be done in the interior? 
~- Attempts should be made to bring her as close as possible to the 

court house. 

Q. Is there much delay in the progress of a suit in the subordinate courts 
owing to proceedings over the appointment of guardians for minors? 

A. That is consi<lerably abused by successful refusals by parties nominated, 
then they give notices\ and then refusal to accept, a further appiication and 
·a further refll.t!al, so there ~s a considerable amount of delay. 

Q. How would you cure an evil like that? 
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A. In the first place the party who wants to get a guardian appointed 
t~hould nominate at once all the suitable persons he could think of. The not. 
~;hould go round at once, and he ought to choose any one from that. 

Q. \\'bat is to be done when suitable guardians are not available? 
A. I have thought about it. You have got an official receiver attached to 

every r·ourt. You shoulrl appoint him as guardian if you rannot get a snit. 
able guardian. · · 

(1}. The <liffir-ulty is that 'when you appoint an officer as guardian of 
the minor, you must also put him in funds? 

.!. 'fhat is so. If he cannot find the guardian and the funds, the court 
will find the guardian and the opposite party should find the fuuds. 

Q. That would probably rer1uire some amendment of the law?' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Suppo,;e the plaintiff has tried for the appointment of a guardian 

for a minor. Has he not got to pay !'Orne money? 
'A. I think so. 
Q. I think ><ome delay is caused by interim stay given on applications which 

are not really bona fide? 
A. That of course is chronic more or less. 
Q. They are not applied for iwna. fide purposes; the real object is to gain 

time? 
A. Yes. Simply to put off the evil day as far as possible: 
Q. Do you find fault with the law, or the manner .in which it is worked? 
A. The law is clear on the point; it is the way in which it is worked .. 
(). In regard to exeeution matters, sometimes you must have ohserved 

.a considerable amount of delay is caused by reason of the fact that security 
is demanded ancl proceedings relating to security take a very long time. The 
bond has to be sent down and then there is an enquiry? . 

A. That does involve a certain amount of delay undoubtedly. \Vith the 
application there should be a proper bond. 

Q. That takes Reveral months. They may take months, you would no\ 
put a stop to them? · 

J .. Xo. \Yhen a man presents an application for stay he must present a 
proper hond-a proper bond eertified to be sufficieJ?-t security. 

Q. Now coming to the High Court you said that in your experience the 
~mount·' of work in the High Court has considerably increased. 

A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. Now do you think that the system under which the records in the 

High Court are printed might be irr•prov.Jd ~o that there might be !'orne 
saving of time? 

A. As the rules stand I do il')t think thne is nm!'h roor'1. for sa·;ing the 
time. Now rules have been made that application is to be made within 
due period and a case cannot be hung up for want of payment. Now it is 
done in given period. 

Q. It has been. pointed ~ut that. very often ~bsolutely unnecessary papers 
are printed to whwh no reference lS made dnrmg the argument by counsel 
on either side. This not only causes delay but additional expense whieh 
might be avoided. 

A .. I am afraid it cannot be avoided. If a,ll the papers are not prir.ted 
it is not known what papers will be required for hearing the appeal. 

Q. The praetice is that d~rks of ihe eounsel engaged in the ra~e inspeet 
the record and there is no intelligent inspection of the record by any .one 
wlio is able to read the evidence. If a junior pleader gives a certificat<~ that 
lite has examined the record and that in his opinion such and such pBpeH 
are necessary to be printed it may alleviate th·e position to so;ne l!ll.~~nt:• 
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A. The junior pleader will act under the instruC'tions of his' client. 
Q. You do not think that will help very much? 
A. If you want a certificate you should have it from the man who con-

ducted the c·ase in the court below. 
cJ. Now in the vast majority of first appeals there are always two or· 

three eounsel engaged--seniors or juniors. 
A. It has been the practice and it is going to be a rule. 
(/. \\'e have J,een tol<l that a junior counsel is not generally ready to g<>-

':>n with the case. 
A. Well either he is not ready or he does not like to go on with the case. 
Q. Or he is not properly paid? 
A. Certainly. Whenever I have been asked to appear in such C'alies I find 

the junior pleader is absolutely useless. 
Q. Is it not a fact that there is no such thing as the system of comiUlta. 

ti;,n between seniors and juniors? 
.4. There is no suc·h pruc-tic·e. 
Q. If there is su<"h a practice will it improve matters? 
A. Under the new rules. that will have to be done because the junior 

pleader will have tG open a case in the absence of his senior. and the latter
will be bound to have 11 man on whom he C'an rely. · 

Q. That will tmdoubtedl,y lead to speedy work? · 
· A. Yes, I hope to better work. ' 

Q. So far as second appeals r,re coneerued, in vast majority of cases you 
find only a. single counsel. 

A. In big civil ca8e8 you may have two men but in the majority of cases 
it is only one. 

Q. Now according to your view of the matter what do you think to be 
the reasonable length of t.ime in which a first appeal and a second appeal 
respectively should be decided? 

A. T~ke the first appeal, you have got to allow time for getting the 
reeords ready. If you do that I do \\Ot see why the case should not be heard 
within eight or nine months. This is the state of affairs, I believe, in Oudh. 

Q. I think Mr. 'Yazir Hasan told us that the state of affairs in the first 
appeal was quitA satisfactory but they were in arrears with regard to second 
appeals. 

A. In fact they were coming up ior heK.;:ing as soon as the file was p!:ilited. 
Q. Yes that was also my experience last month in a case. 
In regArd to second appeals what do you think to be the reasonable dura

tion of time if the printing is not resorted to.· Will you dispense with it? 
A. I think it is necessar~. 
Q. There may be difficuity when 11 J•:clge does n~t 'know the vernacular, 

bub in cases up to rupees ten thousand, which do not go to the Privy Council, 
is there any need of having the records printed when one Judge is a civilian 
who knows the langua:;e of the country and the other Judge is an Indian· 
whose vernacular is the mother tongue? · 

A. You have further difficulty. You must have some record before the 
.Judges. If a transcript is made for the use of the Judge with practitioners 
note in the margin giving the actual page of the transcript that will faC'ilitate 
reference by the Judge. 

Q. This is the Oudh practice and the same is the practice in the Judicial 
CommL<;sionE1r's Court, Central Provinces . 

. L Yes. Then there is another thing in. Oudh, that evidence is reeorded in 
English. 

Q. Are you in favour of having the double system of record? Will yotr. 
require the mnnsif or the sub-judge to record the evidence in English? 
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A. That system was introduced but after having been tried for some time 
·they gave it up. 

Q. But I nnd that in Oudh that system is working very well. 
:!:1. Yes"; sometimes it is very well doubted as to what exactly the witne~ 

.meant and then you have to look up as to what the vernacular record says. 
Q. But this is rare. • 
:A. Yes. 
Q. Judicial officers in Oudh are recruited from the same class as men in 

this province. They can develop the same habit in course of time. 
A. Yes it is the question of time, they can be trained. 
Q. Then you will agree that printing of record is not necessary. 
A. Of course there is one comment; the Judges are well behind the offic'3 

in these matters. The office has seventy or eighty appeals ready but the 
.Judge cannot deal with them. 

Rai Bahadur VIKRAMAJIT SINGH, Advocate, President, and 
Mr. H. H. HOSAIN, Bar.-at-Iaw, Secretary, 

Bar Association, Cawnpore. 

Written Statement. 

1. (A) High Court. 
First appeals, 1 year. 
Second appeals, 6 months. 
Miscellaneous appeals, 3 months. 

District and Subordinate Courts. 

(a} Title.-In our opinion having regard to the habits and customs of 
·the people of the provinces four months should ordinarily be sufficient for 
·the disposal of title suits. · · 

(b) 11Ioney.-Three months should suffice for money suits. 
Three months time for regular appeals before the district judge and 

·two months before the subordinate judge against the decision of munsifs. 
Two months for civil miscellaneous appeals against orders. 
Small cause l>uits should not take ordinarily more than one month. 

District Munsif Court. 

(a) Title suits, 3 months. 
(b) Money suits, 2 months. 
(c) Rent suits, 2 months. 
(d) Others, 2 months. 
(e) Small causes, 1 month. 

1. (B) One month should be allowed for claim proceedings in execution in 
·district courts, subordinate courts and district munsif's court. 

2. Yes. we consider the period now taken exceeds the time reasonably 
required for the disposal of cases, the reasons being:-

(1) Shortness of the cadre of judicial officers. 
(2) The non-recruitment of proper officers. 
(3) lnfructuous service of process. 
(4) Inadequate supervision of the lower courts by the di;;triet 

judges. · 
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(5) Not finding sufficient time to miscellaneous work and execution work 
leaving it too much to the office. 

(6) Litigant who has got a weak case g~;nerally desires postponement. 

3'. (a) To insist on short, concise and clear pleadings and to avoid long 
llarratives and involved pleadings which waste the time. of the court at 
the time of the framing of the liisues and obs.cure the real points on which 
the parties are at variance. 

(b) To improve the methods of serving process firstly by sending a 
registered notice by post along with the ordinary process and if the serv_ice 
~s not effected to order substituted service at once •. The process-servmg 
department Pequires strict supervision and cases of false services should be 
strictly dealt with. At present there is a good deal of corruption amougst 
tlia process-servers. . ,. 

(c) The parties should be carefully and thoroughly examined before the 
issues are struck:. . · · 

(d) All irrelevant evidence should be shut out and this can only' he done 
if the courts are in full possession of the facts on reco-rd. 

(e) Taking up a strong attitude in the' matte~; of adjournments. 
(f) In places where there are a large number of civil courts and the 

·execution work is heavy establishing an· execution court to deal with all 
cases of execution of decrees and if this is not possible to pay more atten
tion to exocution work and curtailing the processes for executions and 
·bringing the property to sale at an early date. 

(g) In applications for setting aside e.x parte decrees where prima facie the 
court is satisfied that the application is not well founded to insist on a cash 
deposit of the decretal amount before the application is heard on the 
merits. 

(h) Notices sent for the appointment of guardian should be strictly 
dealt with. If the nominated guardian is not willing to accept the appoint
ment a lawyer may be appointed a guardian at once provided that he may 
be discharged from guardianship if before the date of hearing a relation 
turns up and undertakes to defend the case. 

(i) The courts should fix the date themselves in the presence of the parties 
or their lawyers to av.)id further change of the dates or postponements. 

(J) The courts should keep a strict supervision over the work of the 
ministerial officers. 

4. We think the following changes may be made in the matter of recruit
ment of judicial officers. 

(a} Recruitment of Munsifs.-La,vyers of three years' standing be ~elected. 
The Selection Board should test their knowledge of law, understanding the 
pleading, framing the issues and writing judgments. It should be ascertained 
hy some test that they understand the procedure of the conduct of cases 
from beginning to end. We do not recommend a regular competitive examina
tion but suggest the application of an intelligent test to find out whether 
the man possesse!! sufficient capacity and has the grasp of the procedure 
applicable to all class of cases and is generally acquainted with the broad 
prin.ciples of lal\·. · 

(/1) The munsifs who are quick and methodical workers and have proved 
good munsifs shoulrl be made subordinate judges. District and sessions 
judges ma~· be uppointed from amongst those subordinate judges who have 
proved thC'ir competency as subordinate judges. 'Ve also think that some 
recruitment direct from the Bar may be made as district judges from 
amongst lawyers who are well known for their integrity, intelligence, know
ledge of law, broad rommonsense, quir·k work and n capacity- to conduct 
benvy cases. 

The High Court Jnrlges should be recruited from amongst the topmen in 
i,he Bar possessing all the qualifications mentioned above in the highest 
-degree and from amongst those judicial officers who have proved themselves 
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of ~xceptioual ability and fitness by their independence, tirmne:ss, Jntegrlty. 
knowkldge.of law and quick grasp of facts 

No civilian magistrate should be appointed as a district judge unb~s. 
he has worked as a munsif• or a subordinate judge and 'should not be 
promoted to the High Oourt Judgeship unless he has worked as a civil 
judge with great ability. These appointments should not he made a/i a 
matter of course on the ground of seniority. ~ 

It is very difficult to fix the proportion of the appointments of district 
judges from direct recruitn~~nt and the promotion from subordinate judges 
but a ratio of !rd to f,rds may possibly be fair, that is, !nl from the Bar and 
Jrds from the Provincial and Civil Services. The Judges of the High Court 
should be at least one half from the Dar aud on-e half frolll th!l ~ei>il·es h 
promotions. • 

5. In view of the answer to Question 4 we do not think any further 
training will be required. 

6. The transfers generally should not be too frequent but we do not think 
there is any serious complaint under this head or justice has been impeded 
for this reason. · 

7. "\Ve suggest there should be a better supervision of the work of inferior 
courts by Higher Courts. 

8. No. This cause is more apparent thau real and it can be eaMily 
remedied by :- , 

(a) fixing the dates in consultation with the counsels· in the ca>:~e, 

(b) fixing and sticking to the order in which th~ case will be taker: 
, up to enable the members of the profession to make r-roper-

arrangement, , 
(c) encouraging the appointment of the juniors with senior mem~n 

of the bar. 
9, 10 and 11. The jurisdiction of the district munsifs shouid be raised 

to Rs. 2,000 and in exceptional cases up to Rs. 4,000. 
Selected munsifs of five years' standing or over may be giveri to try 

small cause cases up to Rs. 100. 
12 and 13. The work of the district judge under Probate and Adminis

tration Act and Succession Act can be transferred to subordinate judges 
and munsifs, only selected officers may be given such powers. Land acquisi
tion proceedings up to Rs. 5,000 may be transferred to subordinate judges. 

14. "\Ve have no experience of village courts and panchayats and ran 
offer no opinion. 

15. We recommend no change., 
16. No. 
17. No. 
18. No, except in cases of Letters Patent appeals. 
19. No appeals be heard by a single .fudge of the High Court and Letters 

Patent appeals be abolished. 
20. We think some frivolous second appeals are filed in the High Court 

and the remedy lies in summary rejeetion of such frivolous appeals l·~· the 
Hon'ble the High Court.' 

21. No .. 
22. No. The Judges should act strictly areording to law and pay more 

attention to Order 41, Rule 11. 
23. The answer to first part is in the affirmative and as to the second 

part the suggestions contained in the question are a.cceptable. 

24. The procedure as rE.'gardl'l the trial of the original suits is all right 
subject to what is said below. There is a lack of compliance with the pro
visions of the code. It should be strictly enforced. As regards small cause~~ 
we would suggest that because not less than 33 per CE.'nt. of the suits arE; 
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<lecided e.~: parte short dates should be fixed for final disposal-;-sa:r a w~k 
in those cases in which the defendant resides in the same c1ty m whiCh 
the court is situated ami a fm·tnigbt in thosi! cases in which the defendant 
resides outside. Jf on the date of heari.ng the .case is uncontested it should 
be decided ex parte otherwise a date fixed on which it is to be definitely 
~ettled. Opportunity should be taken of the former class of cases tn have 
"ritten ~;tatement of the defendant. 

2S. The (H'Ocedure under Section 106 of the Transfer of Property Act 
will not be desirable but t\·e would suggest the. following:-

(:~) Service on adult male members of the family should be liberally 
resorted to. 

(b) 

• (r) 

The process-servers are corrupt; taking steps to avoid thei.r corrup
tions. 

There is a general tendency on the part of the process-servers to · 
go only to the residem·e of the person on whom the process is 
to be served and even if be has gone out somewhere in the 
same city or village to return summons unserved. Frequent 
improper returns a'nd fixing of dates for filing address of 
defendant and process fee cause mueh unnecessary and avoid
able delay. 

26 and 27. English writs and statements of claims •differ from the plead
ings employed in the mofussil courts. We do not insist on the English 

·writs nnd statement of claims being employed. The forms of plaint are 
~enerally adhered to and where they are not they ought to be returned for 
amendment or payment of costs. 

28. A trial may be given to more extensive use of service through post 
peons. The help of village official may he taken to effect service. 

2ll. Yes. • 
30. It is not ad\'isahle to throw. this additional burden on pleaders but 

he should go to the party. 
·31. Issues should be framed after the examination of the parties and 

in the presenc-e of the <·ounsel. , 
32. They are negle<·ted. ReaSon is partly slackness and partly saving 

-of time and pressure of, time. Courts and counsel c·onsider tl!em almost 
unneces~ary and burdensome. Juniors should be engaged for this kind of 
work invariably and their fees ought to he taxed in addition to the fees paid 
for the eonduct of cases in the matter of discovery and inspe.ction applica
tions. The sections of discovery, inspection, production and admission and 
non-admis.~ion of documents require modifications. Inspection sections require 
·a change. One application for in~pection ought to be enough. It is not 
necessary to foUow it up by a second application as is the present law. 
The party against whom the order for inspection is sought ought to bring 
all papers and doc·uments in his posses~ion and if he has any ob.iection to 
~ive inspection he ma:v file an ohjection. Good deal of time is wasted In 
•·o••nof"tion with applieations for inspec·tion of documents. 

The provisions of law about admission and non-admission of documents 
·nre also not eomplied with. Party neglecting to write admission and denial 
Le punished by dec-laring all documents as proved. 

3.1. No. 
34. Xo. The easiest way is to issue instructions to the courts to comply 

strictly witLI the provisions of Order XVl, Rule IG I 1) and als,J to authorise 
lawyers to issue r·Pgistcred letters to wituesses to attend and tl1is mav hE> 
dceme<l eqnivaleut to servi<·e. · . · 

3.'5. The hest wa~· of dea!iug \ni.h <·ases in wl<i<"h a large numher of witnesse'l 
are produced who prove nothing is to disallow all eosts of "111-itnesses uselessly 
~nmmoned. 'Ve are not in favour of arbitrarily refusing to receive any piece 
of evidenee tendered by any party or not giving a party an opportunitv 
of producing any evidence that. he like11 to produce at his own risk. • 
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36. We do not agree with the suggestion except in the case of '!X P,lrte
proceedings in which there is no appeal. 

37. We are strongly opposed to it. No arbitrary time limit ought to
be fixed. 

38. We are not in faYour of extending Hpplication of Order 37, Civii· 
Procedure Code. · 

39. The answer to the question is in the negative. 
40. The existing law is quite right. ·we do not approve of the suggestion 

contained in the question. • 
41. The am\YPr to the 1st part of the question is in the affirm:lt.ive and 

I would suggest that the plaintiff should nominate all the pos~ible guardians 
in the petition and notice should be ordered to go to them simultaneonRly 
and the court should appoint at the hearing of the petition one best fitted to· 
safeguard the interest of the minor but if he does not a~cept the appointment 
of a guardian, a lawyer may be appointed but if some relation turns up, 
before the date of bearing and undertakes to defend the suit, the lawyer 
may vacate the seat and relation may be appointed in his place. 

42. We do not think much improper advantage is taken of it and as the 
provision is not seriously abused no remedy need be provided. 

43. No. 
44. No, but in cases where a caSe could be disposed of on the q11Pstion 

of law which do not admit of any doubt this practice may- be adopted. 

45. Yes in majority of cases the judges fix the dates themselves. Fixing 
of dates bas not led to delay in disposal in a large number of cases. Some-
times it does happen that court fixes more work than it can do, this would 
of course delay the disposal as the case wo:tld c-f necessity have to be adjourn-
ed. The courts may be instructed to take better care in future. 

46. Pleaders are sometimes consuHed in fixing the time required for 
·examination of witnesses. This however should be more frequently done 
and the dates should invariably be fixed in the presence of pleaders and 
parties to avoid any chance of delay in disposal. 

47. The disposal of cases is sometimes delayed by examination of witnes>es. 
on commission but there is no practicable suggestion to curtail the length. 
of such examination. We would not like to add anything to the powers 
of the commissioners. Written interrogatories may usually be sent an:l the· 
oral examination may be treated as an exception to the rule. If the court. 
issuing a commission appoints a local man to examine the witness the 
objections under this head may be minimised. 

48. Applications for adjournments are generally given supported by affi
davits. In our province there seems to be no hard and fast rule for granting 
costs of adjournments. We think, however, the rules ought to be_ framed so 
as to avoid arbitrary award of costs and there ought to be a umform rule. 
A one-fourth fee of lawyer plu.§ the cost .){ summoning witnesses ought to be 
allowed with a minimum of Rs. 5 in small cause court cases, Rs. 10 in 
munsifs and Rs. 50 in subordinate judges and district judges court cases. 

49. The suits are generally tried continuously day by day. Some courts 
however get round this rule by taking up the continuing case for a short 
time and devoting the best part of the day to another case which ought uot 
to be do:-~e. The rule ought to clearly lay down that till the continuing 
case is finished no other case for final hearing should be taken up. 

50. ·we do not propose to answer this question. 
51. No. 
52. We would suggest that the execution of decree cases in the case of lane! 

revenue payino- mohals should not be transferred to collectors as the
transfer of d3~ree to the collector entails great delay in selling the ~ 
perties. 

53. N"<l. 
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54. Yes this •·ill be a great advantage and will curtail the time in execut
ing the decrees. 

5:5. Yes we agree with the suggestion contained in the question. 

56. The answer to (a) and (b) is in the negative. We agree with the sug
gestion contained in clause (c). .As to the last clause we agree that it 
snould be obligatory on a de(·ree-holder to apply for execution every three 
or one year pro,·ided he applies during the maximum period for keeping 
the d,~cree alive. 

5i • .\\e recommend no change. 
58. :We agree with the suggestion contained in the question. 
59. Yes. • 
60. There is no objection to the deletion of Order 21, Rule 21, altogether. 
61. (a) Yes. (b) Xo objection. 
62. In view of our answer to Question 54 the question does not arise. 
G3. Yes. 
6-!. The answer to first 2 clauses is in the affirmative and the last 2 

clauses in the negative. 
w. Xo. 
66. (a), (b), (c), (J). Yes. 
(e) Two months is E.'nough. In simple mortgage' suits there is no neces

sity of any final decree. It is not necessary to have a separate personal 
·decree framed when the security has been exhausted but the decree may 
he execut<>d for the balance against the ·person or other property of the 
judgment-debtor. 

6;'. There are no serious complaints of abuse and no remedy is called 
for. 

68. X o. We shoulJ leave it t{) the discretion of the court. 

69. The answer to 1st clause is in the affirmative. The insolvency pro
E.'eeJings hamper a man in the execution of a decree by the judgment-debtor 
moving the insolvency court at a time when the fruits of his docree are in 
sight. We think there is delay ilr'disposal of insolvency petitions and realiza
tion of as;ets by the receiver in our provinces. There is no harm in giving 
insolvency jurisdiction to all the civil courts in a district. 

70. Warrants may be issued without notioce. There is sometimes delay 
in execution of a decree by the absconding judgment-debtor. 

71. With reference to provisions of law of evidence we offer no other 
suggestions except those contained iu the question. 

72. The answer to the 1st part is in the negative. .Answer to the 2nd 
part is in the affirmative. 

73. Yes. By agreement those which are not strictly speaking certified 
~opies may be accepted. 

7-!. Xo. 
75. w~ have to make no suggestions except those already mn_de. 
76. Yes. 
77. 'Writing may be insisted upon but no compulsory registration, 
:'~. There should be a registered instrument. 
79. Wnting should be insisted upon but no registration. 
80. hs. 
81. 1'1·• change recommended. 
~.2. No. 
83. No . 
.84. No. 
dG. No. 
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86. ~o. 
87. ~0. 

;;upplementary. 

Judgments ought to be delivered soou after -the arguments are fini:.l.ed_ 
At present they are delivered sometime 3 or 4 months after the argument" 
ar~ finished and th·~ c·ase should he argued directly th€ rec9rdiug of evi<lenee is 
finished. · 

• 
Rai Bahadur VIKRAMAJIT SINGH and Mr. IL H. HOSAIN, called 

a11d examined oo Tuesday, the 25th March 1924. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Supru.~Q. Rai Bahadur Yikramajit Singh, how long 
have you been practising in Cawnpore? 

A. For 27 years. 
Q. And you Mr. Hosain? 
Jlr. Hosain.-For 19 years. 
Q. Yon have got experience both on the criminal and eivil side? 
Rai Bahadur Vikramajit Singh.-.4.. Yes. 
Q. I suppose your Bar is a very strong one? 
A. Yes, it is one of the strongest in these province~. It has got about 

!JO members. 
Q. How many members of the English Bar practising? 
A .. Six or seven barristers. 
Q. Iri Cawnpore you have got a very large European commereial com

munity? 
.1. Yes, we have. 
Q. A nu~ber of factories, mills and firms and many of the firms are

limited liability eompanies? 
A. There are a number of them. In addition. to the European eommer

<'ial community, there are a oeonsiderable number of commerc-ial firms owned 
by both Marwaris and up-c-ountry men. 

Q. I think Cawnpore is also a fairly good zemindari district? 
A. Yes. 
Q. From Fatehpur, do you get a good amount of civil litigation? 
A. 'Ve get about 40 to 50 cases in the subordinate judge's court in a 

year, relating to zemindari but not to commercial cases. 

Q. Is there a substantial amount of eommercial litigation in Cawnpore? 
A. Most of the litigation is commercial based on contrac-ts and resulting 

in suits for damages, or in suits of bills of exehauge or hook debts. l\fost of 
them relate to commercial transaoetions. 

Q. Have you had cases in recent years on foreign contracts? 
A. Very few. 
Q. Have you a substantial amount of litigation under the Indian 

Arbitration Act? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you satisfied with tl1e working of the Indian Arbitration Act in 

Cawnpore? 
A .. • \J~· cxper·ienc·e ef tltese ad:itrators has not beer. \·ery llllPfl.'" ht-c·ause

we find the arbitrator, who is appointed for a particular party. usually gives 
the award for that part~·, so that there are divergent awards and in not. 
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.a very large majority of cas~ the umpire is appointe<! and the arbitration i1 

.abortive. 
Q. Is there a proper machinery for the working of the Indian Arbitration 

Act in CawnporeP 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have no fault to find with .the machinery? 

A. No. The only thing I would say is that sometime very reckless 
attar·ks are made on the arbitrators. I think that ought to he penalised to a 
eertain extent, because respectable people would not like to accept arbi
tlratorship if they find their awards are being attacked improperly. 

Q. \Vho try these commercial cases? 

:1. The first subordinate judge wh~ is in charge of suit work. 1\Iost 
of tlie cases are tried by him and some are tn'!nsferred to the second 
>t>ubordinate ,judge. · 

Q. You must have appeared in a large number of suits in your long 
·experience, suits relating to property, or what are otherwise known ae 
title suits. \Vould you agree with me that so far as title suits are con
~erned, they are disposed of by subordinate judges·: 

.1. They take a long time. 

Q. Are these cases dealt with properly P 

A. l\lany subordinate judges deal with them properly. 

In commercial cases, in many instances, they are deficient because they 
really do not know the things connected with commerce and· unless they are 
there for some time and study the conditions and circumstances of Cawnpore, 
they will not be in a position tO deal with them. They want experience before 
they deal with those cases. 

Q. Sometimee questions of trade usage also will arise? 
.1. Yes, there are many technical terms which create a lot of trouble 

to new officers. 
Q. I think there are many clses relating to forward f'<>ntracts P 
A .. They have been going on for a very long time, especially ·since the 

()Utbreak of the war. 
Q. How are they disposed of? 
.1. They are disposed of as ordinary commercial t·ases. 
Q. What about badni transactionsP 

A. They are not many. The courts put theni down wherever they find 
that it was of a wagering and not of a commercial nature. 

Q. Do you get a substantial amount of l'ases under the Indian Companies 
Act? 

A. Yes, but there are not a large numher of cases. 
Q. They go to the district judge? 
.1. Yes. 
Q. Speaking with your knowledge of the profes~ion and of the public, 

do you think both the profession and the public are satisfied with the present 
~;ystem of disposing of these cases, or they would have specially trained 
()ffil'ers P 

A. I think the people would be perfectly satisfied if they have some 
intellig;ent judges who understand commercial cases very well. Of course 
it is not every subordinate judge who could be posted, but only selected 
subordinate judges who have got an aptitude to understand commercial 
l'ases. 

Q. How l'an you endow subordinate judges with a knowledge ·of com
merr·ial rase~; P Take a subordinate judge in Aligarh or Meerut: He 
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generally disposes of cases of title suits, but very seldom cases of a wagering 
nature. Supposing he is transferred to Cawnpore, how would you put him 
in the way? 

A. I think before a man is put in charge of a subordinate judgeship, he 
ought to sit and work there for some time before he can work. Otherwise 
I do not think how he can be trained. 

Q. Don't you think "it would involve the expenditure of a ·lot of money 
and waste of time on the part of authorities? 

. A. I should think so. 
Q. Does your district suppiy a fair amount of appeals in commercial 

cases to the High Court? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it your experience that the decision of the High Court has also 

been responsible for a certain amount of litigation? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Tell me frankly, we are not arguing a tease before the Judges of the 
High Court; we are finding out the defects in the judicial administration. 

A. In some cases the judgment came to me as a srrpriEe. After all they 
are the Judges of the High Court and they are bound to be followed. 

Q. In a centre like Cawnpore perhaps it will be desirable that judges 
with special knowledge of commerce should be posted there. · Every judge is 
not qualified to dispose of such cases? 

· A. Yes, they will be appreciated. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. I want to know how to get over this difficulty. 
Supposing I take a really good sub-judge-and we have many such-and keep 
him down at Cawnpore year after year to try commercial suits. By keeping 
him there to do that good work I am depriving him of his promotion to 
district and •Se!!sions judgeship. You cannot give a sub-judge more than 
twelve hundred rupees so if you want a thoroughly experienced man I cannot 
let you have such a man without punishing him. In the matter of houses, 
I find that the unfortunate man has to pay eighty or ninety rupees a month 
more than he would have to pay elsewhere. 

A. I think if the High Court sends a report it will be approved in the 
Legislative Council. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. Your opinion is that the Government ought to 
spend more money in making administration of justice more efficient? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you know whether the Workmsn's Compelli3ation Act has already 
been extended to Cawnpore? 

A. We have had nothing so far. As a matter of fact I saw only the 
other day tha~ some rules were gazetted. 

Q. What is the practice in your court with regard to settlement of 
issues? 

A. This has not been very satisfactory. The settlement of issues is never 
done in the presence of the parties and the pleaders, and in some cases 
issues are framed out of the court. 

Q. Probably you suggest that the sub-judge takes the record to his own 
house? 

A. Yes, he writes down the issues and shows it to the party. 

Q. So far as the opening of cases is concerned, is that pra.ctice resorted 
to? 

A. This has never been done. It was never done when I started practice 
27 years ago and it is not done now. 
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Q. Is that due to reluctance on the part of the profession or on the· 
part of the court P 

A. I mean to say it is settled as a practioe. No one touches it. If the 
case is opened and the salient facts are put before the court the parties
would know as to where they stand. 

Q. You think it will be a good thing to insist on that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What about the admission and denial of documents P 
A. This is also very unsatisfactory. The court passes an order that the· 

party should write admission or denial, but the senior lawyer is generally 
very busy because in addition to the work of a counsel he has also to do the 
work of a solicitor. 

Q. Cannot a senior pleader be relieved by employing a junior coup.sel P 
A. Something must be done by giving to junior pleaders their fee by 

taxing it as .cost. . 
Jlr. Justice Stum·t.-Q. You think that one of.the first steps ought to be 

the revision of taxable fees. You mean to say that the fee is small and' 
should be paid at the rates which are reasonable considering their qualifica-
tions. ' . . 

A. In sub-judge's court 800 applications were put "in by two parties and 
the taxable fee was fifteen hundred. The case went· on for a year and fee
went on by one thousand. 

Q. You have no experience of the munsifs' courts? 
A. I very seldom appear before the munsifs. 
Q. And in the small cause courts? 
:A. I have no experience except in insolvency cases. 
Q. Will you tell me how insolvency cases are disposed of? 
A. T)ley are taken up by small cause court judges only on Saturdays

and they cannot give more than half a day. In fact they are taken after 
2-80 and they do not get sufficient time to deal with insolvency work. 
People get very much discourage.d because they cannot realise their money. 
The thing remains in the hands of the official receiver and the court. 

Q. Is there an official receiver? 
A. Yes1 there is an official receiver. 
Q. Is he a Government servant or a pleader P 
A. A pleader. 
Q. Does he get remuneration P 

A. Yes, he makes a fairly good amount. I think he makes about three
to four hundred rupees a month. 

Q. He gets Rs. 290 a month. As regards the· examination of witnesses on 
commission what has been your experience P Is there a tendency to prolong 
cross-examination before the commissioner. 

A. Lot of irrelevant questions are put which cannot be checked by the 
commissioner. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. How would you remedy that evilP 

A. It is very diffi.cult to remedy it unless in ordinary cases you have only 
written interrogatories. · 

Q. I think if you pay sufficient fees you can get competent men to work 
as commissioners P 

A. But that will never attract senior men. They will never take up that 
work. 

Q. With regard to inspection or examination of accounts, what is the 
1ystem followed in your district P • 
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A. Now with reference to inspection of account books, it is another great 
-difficulty in Cawnpore. 

Q. We have been told by one witness that there is a special officer attach-
ed to each court for the purpose of examining accounts. . . 

. 4.. No. It is always a great difficulty. A large number of applications 
have to be made before the party brings his ~ccount books for inspection. 
There is alwily'J some dispute between the parties as to what inspection should 
be given and what not. One party wishes to inHpect certain accounts 
while the other party does not want it and so lot of time is wasted in this 
manner. I know one case in which the matter came up twice to the High 

'Court but the .case was dismissed undQr Order 11, Rule 21, and although 
the man had account books, but he avoided giving inspection for three or 
four years. He avoided inspection in spite of the fact that he had hooks. 
So our suggestion is that only one application may he sufficient to call upon 
the parties to bring all the books. 

'Q. I understand that the Cawnpore bar is the only bar in this province 
which makes use of the provisions with regard to discovery and inspection of 

-documents? I think they frequently make use of the&e provisions. 

A. Yes, because we have to do in ord<!r to get information and curtail 
--evidence. 

Q. \Vith regard to the examination of aceounts hy l\Iubassir Bahi what 
l1as heen your experience in Cawnpore? 

il. _We used to have some l\Iubassir Bahis attached to courts, but now . 
they are appointed on remuneration, to be paid by the parties, but it 
has not proved satisfactory. You do not find honest men and they, if 
appointed, become corrupt. They only get Rs. 4 as their fee, but they may 
get Rs. 100 from one of the parties. 

Q. I remember at one time you had pleaders to do this work? 
A. It is very often left to pleaders, but the difficulty is that most; of them 

-do not know the language in which bahi khata is kept. They cannot 
read characters in which these accounts are kept. Some pleaders know 
Mahajani but not all. But those who know the language demand very high 
fee-." and the parties cannot pay them. 

Q. Do you think that cases which involve aecounts, etc., take very long 
there? 

.4. Yes. I know of cases in which a man was kept in the witn'ess box for 
twenty-one days. 

Q. Was it a genuine cross--examination? 
.4. Yes, it was. 
Q. " 1ere there too many items? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But that is not a normal feature? 
A. No. 
Q. You say in your memot:andum that you would like a certain class of 

cases to be transferred from the district judge to the subordinate judge, i.e., 
SlH'cession certificate cases and probate cases. Do you think that, having 
regard to the amount of work that the subordinate judge has to do, it will 

-be feasible to transfer these cases to him? 

.4.. So far as Cawnpore is concerned I should say that the subordinate 
.indge will find no time to do any work of the distriet judge. I think for 
·<~awnpore ~·ou require always two permanent judges. One will have to 
devote all his time to criminal work and the other to civil work. If there is 
only one judge he will not be ahle to find time to do civil work because 
{·riminnl work is very heavy. At present about three-fourths of the judge's 

. .time is taken liP hy sessions work. 

Q. How many judges at pre~ent have· you got at Cawnpore? 
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A. We have got at present one sessions judge and one additional judge .. 
The time of one judge is mostly employed in disposing of criminal work 
and he gets no time to do eivil work. 

Q. I think you have got three subordinate judges and five munsifs at 
Ca11·npore? 

.t. We l1ave got two ~o>uhordinate' judges but the third judge does small 
cause t-ourt work. }'ive munsifs are too many for normal work. 

Q. Do ::rou get man~· eases relating to wills in Cawnpore? . 
A. Yes, we have got a fuir amount of work on the probate side and these· 

east'S are sometimes very lengthy he<·ause the~· are to he tried like original 
eases allll they take 11 lot of time. 

Q. I should like to know ~·our views about the question of appeaL; to the 
Iligh Cuurt, partil'ularl~· sec·ond appeals. Now suppose you were told tha~ 
you would have an appellate hem·h sitting in Cnwnpore eonsisting of two 
experieneed good subordinate judges having jurisdiction to hear appeals from 
munsifs and that their judgment shall be final both on questions of law 
and fm·ts and similarly another appellate heneh of two district judges, men 
of experienee I menu, •li~posing of npp«:als finnlly ou que~tion-; of law and 
fads up to Hs .• 5,000, how would you approve of ·fl suggestion like this? I 
think you follow my suggestion . 

. l. People have gut more l'oufiden('e i;,· the judgment of the High Court 
than the~· will have in two subordinate judges or distriet judges. 

Q. There ure mnn.v people who hold that the present system of se!'ond 
appeub gives ~·ou a bud se<·ond nppenl, whereas if you have a really good' 
first appeal in the lower eourt disposed of hy a ben('h of two rompeteut and 
experit>nced subordinnte judges or distriet judges nerording to the nature of 
the ease. do you think that the profession and the public in Cawnpore-
will pt·efer a rea II~· good first appeal to a bad seeond appeal in the High Court? 

.L There is one advantage no doubt. You will have a better dec·isioH 
in thi>~ l'lhe as regards question of fal't is ron('erned, but so far ns law is 
eoncerned the~· will not get sufli<'ient time to study questions of law . 

.1/r. Ju.~fiu Sfual'f.-Q. I quite see your point. But the bench wouhf 
sit in C'awnpore all the year rout'ld and would ronsist of spe<·iall~· selet"ted 
men. They would do purely appellate work and uothinl!.o else. I think one 
might suggest that this would be a better appellate eourt than any single-· 
subordinate judge who takes up these cases in his spore time when be bas 
nothing else to do. The bem·h would not he of men who are not eompetent, 
hut of spedully qualified men . 

. .f. Yes. I understand it. 
8ir Tej Balwdur Sapr11.-Q. You su~· something in ~·our memorandum 

11·ith regard to the Letters Patent appeals. I understand your position to 
be that as far as possible the jurisdietion of the single judge in the High 
Court should be limited so that seeond appeals may be disposed of generally 
by benches? 

• .J.. Yes. 
Q. You would not abolish Letters Patent appeals? 
.4. \\·e would recommend the abolition in ease all the appeuls are decided 

h,\· two judges. 

Q. Yon get a c·ertain amount of land al'quisition c·use~ in. C'uwnpore? 
A. Ye". 
Q . • \re tlwy ltl'ld up? 
A. Sometimes for 11 long time he fore the judge. 
(/ . .\t pre!ol'nt they have been w11iting for n long time? 
A. I should say 1~ months. 
Q. In how many casesP 
.t. At pre;:ront not more than r.o. That is my impression. 
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to the sub-judges and the law might be amended so as to allow the sub-
judges to dispose of the same? . . 

A. I would prefer those cases to be tried by district judges, 
Q. With regard to the jurisdiction of. munsifs what is your suggestion? 
A. I think the jurisdiction ought to be increased to Rs. 1,000 and in the 

.case of selected munsifs up to Rs. 3,000 or 4,000~ 
Q. '\Vith regard to the judges of the small cause court do you think 

whether there is any room for increase in their pecuniary jurisdiction? 
A. No. So far as Cawnpore is concerned he has jurisdiction up to Rs. 500. 
Q. You don't think there is any room for increasing their pecuniary 

jurisdiction? 
A. No. 
Q. 'Would you allow the judge of a small cause court to try some class 

·of suits which he cannot now try under the schedules of the Small Cause 
Courts Act? 

A. No.· Those .cases are ratl~er lengthy and I would not like to burden 
him with any further work. 

Q. Do you remember the nature. of the suits cognizable under the Presi
dency Small Cause Courts Act? 

A. Yes. 
Q. '\Yould you rather have your judges of the small cause courts in this 

province exercise the same jurisdiction as the judges of the Presidency small 
..cause court ? 

A. No. 
Q. '\Vith ~egard to service of process, what has been your experience in 

the city of Cawnpore? 
A. In many cases the services are abortive and I should suspect they are 

.intentional in many cases. 
Q. :Who is responsible for that. 
A. I attribute it to the corruption of the process-server and the party. 

The party tips him. and asks him to write that the man could not be found, 
and the process-server writes that. 

Q. 'Will better supervision improve matters? 
A. Probably it may, but not very appreciably, because they have not got 

much time to supervise. 
Mr. Justice Shtart.-Q. Supposing you change the whole thing and put 

.a serious and responsible man in charge of the process service establishment, 
·do you think it would improve matters? 

A. I should think so. Where it is found out that the process-server has 
been corrupt, he should be punished. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. Do you think parties should be allowed to 
make more use of registered post, and that pleaders should be asked to bring 
the witnesses? 

A. I thir;tk it is quite possible in Cawnpore. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Would you take the responsibility on yourself? 
Would you say that you will bring your own witnesses? 

A. l\Iy suggestion is that registered notice should go with acknowledg
ment due letters. They would generally receive it, because they don't know 
why they come. The services effected through these registered letters would 
·he suffi.cien t. 

Q. Would not the letters be refused? 

A. They would be refused very rarely. That is my experience. 

Q. Even with service stamps on them? 
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A. They would not know it, because they are used to get many commercial 
-<:ommunications like that. ~ 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. Now what has been your experience in regard 
to matters relating t~ execution of decrees in Cawnpore? Are these decrees 
executed promptly? 

A. That is the greatest difficulty and it is a .standing complaint that the 
-decrees are not executed promptly. 

Q. What remedy would you suggest? 
A. The curtailment of processes. There are too many unnecessary pro

-cesses sent to the judgment-debtor. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Would you suggest any good machinery? 
A. In a place like Cawnpore, I would suggest that you have an execution 

eourt coupled with insolvency work. . 
Q. You say in your note, that there is no justifi.cation now for sales by 

·collector ? 
A. Yes. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru..-Q. And would you like to amend your law of 

Limitation? 
A. Not unless we fi.nd that the n~w machinery is working better. 
Q. If you get a better machinery and a: purer nia.chinery, would you still 

-object to make some amendment? 
A. Then I would not object to the revision of the schedules . 

. Q. Take for instance the provision in the Limitation Act,· about steps in 
aid of execution, don't you think that the application whilch is made to keep 
the decree alive, is frivolous? · 

A. That is right. 
· Q. And that those provisions under the code of Limitation Act could be 

modified? 
A. Yes. 

Supplementary Memorandum ~ Rai Bahadur VIKRAMAJIT SINGH 
and Mr. H. H. HOSAIN. dated the 28th March 1924. 

With reference to the suggestion of the Civil Justi.ce Committee made 'to 
us on the 25th March last, we have the honour to state that we have consulted 
the members of the Cawnpore Bar Association and they agree with us in 
thinking that the suggestion made by the Committee with regard to the 
bearing of the munsifs' and sub-judges' appeals by a bench of two selected 
sub-judges and district judges respectively and giving the decisions of 
these benches a finality will be a desirable substitute for second appeal in the 
High Courts. 

The Cawnpore Bar Association also agree that the safeguard suggested by 
the Committee with regard to the appeals from the decision of these benches 
Qn a difference of opinion and the stating of a case by the bench on an 
intricate point of law will also be sufficient to protect the interests of the 
litigants and the general public. 

Mr. J. C. WEm, Professor of Law, Allahabad University, called 
and examined on Wednesday, the 26th March 1924. 

(X o trritten statement received.) 

Chairman.-Q. Are you Principal of the Law College? 
A. I was, but not now. I am head of the department of law. I am now 

.~>rofessor in the Allahabad University. 

0 
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Q. Will you please tell us what exactly is taught to the pleader' before bi 
qUalifies himself as such? · · 

A. He is taught six subjects in the previous examination and seven subjects 
in the final examination. I am only speaking from recollection. He is taugh' 
in the previous examination the following subjects: --(1) Roman Law, (2) 
Constitutional Law, (3) Law of Evidence, (4) Law of Easements. (5) Law 0£ 
Contracts and (6) Criminal Procedure. In the final examination he is taught 
the following subjects :-(1) Civil Procedure includtng limitation, etc., (2) Prin
ciples of Pleading, (3) Hindu Law, (4) Muhammadan Law, (5) Jurisprudence 
and two other subjects. 

Q. It has been brought to the notice of this Committee that very little use 
i'l made by pleaders in this province of the provision'! regarding discovery, 
admission, etc. Is there any exception in practice in the teachings as regads 
such orders--Order 10? 

A. No, there is no exception. 
Q: It is notr excluded from the course? 
A. No. 
Q. And what about admission of interrogatories? 
A. I have never lectured on" that: It has always been taught by some one· 

who has been practising at the Allahabad Bar. . 
Q. Pleading in the mofussil courts seems to be rather defective. Is it a 

facti' 
A. It is terrible. I gave 5 lectures on the subject myself; 

Q. So you are beginning at any rate to give some instructions on pleading? 
A. Yes. 
Q. ,I think there will be no difficulty in some instruction being given on 

practical points other than pleading. For example on interrogatories, etc. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do the students get any sort of lectures from members of the bar, that 

is, do they get any lectures from outsiders that may be of practical assistance? 
A. We are trying to arrange that. ' 
Q. Do you think it would be of much use to provide with a certain amount 

of practical instructi_on unless it were made part of the examination to the
degree? 

A. Well some students would very much like to attend to such classes, others 
.,ould not. 

Q. But there is a type of student who will benefit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it would be advantageous to insist upon including practical 

or applied subjects to the degree, and secondly that until a student read in 
chambers with somebody, he is not eligible for practice? 

A. That is the idea, but it is very difficult to get good men. Young people 
are always eager to go to men who are very busy. 

Q. Have you ever thought of any practical means of preventing people with 
a merely theoretical knowledge turned loose on the public? 

A • .Nu, I have not got any hard things to say so far as the bar is concerned. 
What I think would be ideal is this. In India we should have a svstem some
thing like what we have in Dublin. In Dublin you attend for one" year in the
University and 2 years in King's College. In India I would reverse it. In 
Allahabad 2 years in more or less the same sort of work, and one year's lectures 
from practising men on the practical side, lectures on the actual practice of 
procedure and so on. I think the student will listen more attentively to a 
practising lawyer than he will to a professor. 

Q. I think you mean a gre-at deal more can be done in teaching him. 
practically? 

A. Yes. 
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q. Do you think that the other universities where law is taught find it.,diffi
cult in giving more practical form of teaching? 

.-t.YeL . 
Q. If it was necessary to have, say, one paper on practical facts, give ~e 

student particulars and ask him to draft a plaint, or defence, or something 
<Jf that sort, do you think it would be possible to include that in the final 
·examination? 

.-:1. I think it would be possible. But it should be made a separate paper. 
Q. Have you ever had occasion to teach anything in the nature of drafting 

of contracts, partnership articles, etc.? 
A. I have had no occasion to teach. 
Q. I heard that in this part people never go to pleaders for advice till they 

actually want to file a suit? 
.L Yes. 
Q. I suppose you get what is called in ;England, equitable counter-claim. 
:-!. I often get it. It is often a very troublesome question. 
Q. Except for the precedents that you get iq the Civil Procedure Code there 

:.re no books at all on that subject. 
A. I do not know any bf that kind.· 
Q. I think that a certain anwunt of instructi~n in it will be useful. 
A. Yes. 
Q. I don't think you would be against a recommendation that provision 

,;hould be made, as part of the law degree, to give a certain amount of definitely 
practical training in the application of the Civil Procedure Code. 

A. I would be very glad of it. 
Q. After he gets the degree it may be possible to insist on a certain amount 

of further training for qualifying for the bar. 
A. I am sure it would be practicable. It may•be done . 
.Sir Tej Balwdur Sapl'u.-Q. How many students have you in the college 

.now? 
4. Slightly over 300. 
CJ. Before the University was established in LucknoF", how many had you? 
.4. I had 450. 
Q. Have you got day lectures or do you hold classes in the evening? 
A. All day lectures. 
Q. Your staff has gone down a great deal in number • 
• -1. \Ve are four. 
Q. Is there any proposal to have some tutors in law? 
.-1. Not at present. The practice now is after we finish our lectures we 

sit on. · 
Q. You have been an examiner in this University for many years? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Pleading goes with the Civil Procedure Code in examination. 

A .• Hardly a question is ever put on it. If you have it at all, they ought 
to be given a separate paper. 

Q.. \\hatever attention may be paid to the actual teaching, the examiners 
don't take particular care to test the knowledge of the students in regard to 
pleading. 1 

.4. No. 
Q. Do your students occasionally go to courts of law to take down notes 

in cases that are actually being tried? 
A. _No. I am always urging them to do it. But they won't go unless some 

-sensatiOnal case goes on. 
o2 
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Q. If your University require that they must send notes of at least half ·a. 
dozen cases in the course of the year which they have taken down and they will.. 
be examined in that subject also, do you think that it will be of some good? 

A: It will be very difficult to carry it out. There should be somebody· to-
supervise whether they. themselves take the notes. 

Q. Probably you want a higger staff to carry it ~ut? 

A. We want somebody to make them sit down and take notes. 

Q. Are there no vivd voce examinations as in England? 
A. They were abolished because the numbers were so great. 
Q. Could they not be got in t•atches? 
A. We had got 12 students for half an hour and it is impossible to examine· 

them during that period. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. Is there any examination here corresponding to 

the Apprentice Examination in Madras? He picks up a vakil, and has to
attend his chambers, take down notes for a whole year, submit his notes
through his master to the High Court and then undergo the Apprentiee
Examination. 

A. Yes. That could be done. It would be a very excelleAt thing. 
Q. In a majority of cases; I suppose the pleadings would be in vernacular. 
A. Yes. 

. Q. For that purpose you must have pleadings not in vernacular, but in the 
l,anguage of the court. · · 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to Hindu and Mohammedan laws who teaches theseP· 
A. :Mr. Chowdhary teaches the Hindu Law and :Mr. Waliulla used to teach. 

the Mohammedan law. 
Q. Are there practising lawyers to teach these subjects? 
A. Both of them are practising lawyers. :Mr. Cbowdhary practised in the

High Court. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Do you attempt to do anything by way of practical 

teaching in cross-examination of witnesses? 
A. I have lectured to the class. 

. Q. Cannot a student learn a good deal by hearing a good man cro~s 
examine a witness? 
. A. I always tell the students to go to the· sessions court to see the cross
examination but few do that. 

Q. I should strongly recommend that they should come here but the accom
modation here is rather little. 

A. Yes, once I gave the class leave and the court was filled with two• 
hundred people. 

Q. What was that case? 
A. It was under the Press Act. 
Q. The number of people who attend to listen is usually very small and they. 

might hear perfectly good counsel and learn a good deal? 
A. I press students to do that. 
Q. You ·have nothing in the nature of moots in the law. college? 

A. I have got moots on points of law; I find it is very troublesome in 
writing out imaginary cases. 

Q. You never take up a thing like a mock trial? 
A. One y£>ar that went fairly well with a limited number of students. 
Q. "Then in England I once conducted a mock trial case and banded over

the evidence to certain students to commit to memory. As far as they could' 
they reproduced the evidence. 
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A. I do not think they would all do it unless you got the right typ~ of 
Indian • cases for them. 

Q. But you can surely get quite easy and simple cases from the High Court 
any day. · 

A. I am afraid it will be very hard to get. them to learn the evidence. 
Q. Can you suggest any method by which instructions could be given in 

examination-in-chief and cross-examination? 
A. I can suggest ways in examination-in-chief but I am afraid not in cross

examination. I was told by a judge that in .his opinion the indifferent 
examination-in-chief and the confusion that we get in cases in this ca.untry 
was due to the fact that the practitioner will not take the trouble of finding 
out from his client as to what exactly his case is. 

Mr. A. G. P. PULLAN, I.C.S., Legal Remembrancer, .Allahabad, 
called and examined on Saturday, the 29th March 1924. 

(No written statement received.) 

Jlr. Justice Stuart.-Q. How many years' ser~ice have you·put in? 
A. 20 years. 
Q. When did you join your first judicial appointment? 
A. That is a difficult question to answer. I was' first appointed a.s distri~ 

judge in 1914. · 
Q. Were you ever at Debra DunP 
A. Yes, for a year, 
Q. In what year? 
A. In 1908. 
Q. You were small cause court judge and subordinate judge there in 

1908? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you became district judge in 1914? 
A. Permanently in 1915. 
Q. In what judgeships have you been? 
A. Saharanpur, Mainpuri and Benares. 
Q. How many years were you in BenaresP 
A. For three years. 
Q. You left that place recently? 
A. Yes. Just a year ago. 
Q. Now you are Legal Remembrancer. I think you are on the point of 

going into Judicial Commissioner's Court P 
A .. Yes. 
Q. In Be nares how many districts had you P 
A. Benares and Jaunpur, 
Q. Were you responsible administratively for both districts P 
A .• Yes. 
Q. Your staff in Benares consisted of how many officers? 
A. In Benares 1 subordinate judge and nsualiy 2 munsifs, and at Jaunnur 

a sessions and subordinate judge, very often an additional sessions and 
subordinate judge and 4 munsifs. 

Q. Yon were responsible administratively for Jaunpur. 'of course you 
had appeals from there? 

A. Yes. I had appeals from some of the munsifs' courta. 
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. Q. Was y~ur criminal work at Benares heavy? 
A. It was about the average. 
Q. Is Benares one of the three districts where the jury system is applied 

in a modified degree? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long did you take for sessions work? 
A. In a .month, it might have lasted anything from three days to a week. 
Q. Was it considered an abnormal session if it lasted for a fortnight? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I think you were at Benares in 1922? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Although you spent not much more .than a week in a month for 

sessions work, I see you nevertheless got through 67 cases? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. How long did you find sessions cases lasted? Usually only a day? 
A. I often did 2 jury cases in a day. Such as theft cases. 
Q. That is you disposed of the ordinary habitual offenders' cases at the 

rate of 2 per day? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Nevertheless I find that you decided 451 civil appeals and were able 

to keep the appellate work in your district and J aunpur well in your hands? 
A. Certainly. · 
Q. You knew what every man in all the courts was doing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you find time to inspect every court, every year? 
A. I don't think I inspected all munsifs courts in Jaunpur; but I 

inspected all the munsifs courts in Benares and the subordinate judges 
. cmurts at Jaunpur. 

Q. Did you get round the Jaunpur courts during the three years? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In Benares itself, did yon inspect every court once a year? 
A. Yes, I did every year. 
Q. Did you find any particular difficulty in getting your subordinate 

judges and munsifs to arrange their work in a methodical manner? 
A. No. I think that they all have improved. 
Q. Because you looked after them? 
A. I think so. 
Q. Were you careful whenever you got the statement of delay to point 

out to the presiding officer that he must not put down a case on a date on 
which he could not take it up? 

A. Yes, certainly. 
Q. And you found that on the whole this worked all right and there was 

no great difficulty once they applied their minds? 
A. Well, when I left Benares, no court was seriously in arrears. 
Q. What I mean to say is, did you find it possible to put down continued 

adjournments of this nature: " Adjourned to such and such a date, because 
the case could not be taken up owing to other work "? 

A. I do not know whether I put a stop to it altogether. They kne,.,. m1 
<lf'tnion on the subject. 

Q. And Knowing_your opinion on the subject, they found that they could 
a .. old such delays? 

.l. Yes. 
~I· Could you suggest to me any improvements in the service of processes? 
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A. Improvements of what kind? 
Q. In accuracy and speed. Can you think of any method by which Ye 

can get the process from the court to the party quicker than it is done ~~ 
present, and secondly speedier work in the service P 

A. The only thing I could think of is a better supervision of the process
serving establishment. . I used to keep a list of the process-servers and gtve 
those black marks who made bad services, or who were in any way found 
fault with. 

Q. Did you find that it took you very long? 
A. Of course not. The munsif used to submit me the report and it did 

not take me verv !Qng to go through it. 
Q. You find Sk. i this simple check resulted in a consid.erable improvement? 
A. I think it i! il. 
Q. Do you thi Jk that, if the supervision of "the process-servers is left 

to the presidioj<· •fficers of the courts themselves and the central nazarat 
is abolished, thE ... would be any improvement? , 

A. I have never thought of the idea. The control by the district judge 
is, I think, the best. · 

Q. How long did your office work take you.-accounts, correspondence, 
etc.? 

A. I always went to office at 10 or a few minutes after 10 and I got 
into court by 11. 

Q. There is a suggestion to appoint a registrar for each district court, 
and possibly for other courts and make him responsible for all that sort of 
work--ordinary correspondence and also for such matters which do not re
quire a judicial enquiry and such a registrar would be a specially recruited. 
man with legal qualifications. What do you think of that arrangement? Do 
you think it would make for efficiency and speeding up? 

A. I don't think that an ordinary district could find work for him. 

Q. Do you think he could only be employed in certain districts? 

A. Yes, in a place like Meer•t, but in Benares there would not be suffi
cient work for him nor in l\Iainpuri. 

Q. Take the case of an application for attachment. That is put in and 
the execution clerk checks it and places it before the munsif. He then 
orders "Process fee to be deposited to-morrow." Then the process fee is 
deposited. Then a day's time is wasted to get his initials. Then there is . 
more time wasted in sending the notice, and more time wasted in getting 
it back, then more time wasted for objections, and then more time wasted 
in sending out a man to get the property attached. The work of the regis
trar will be to check these stages and see whether he cannot speed up the 
work. 

A. Of course in places where there are 6 courts in the headquarters-in 
a place like Aligarh he would have enough work to do. 

Q. Suppose a she-buffalo is attached as the judgment-debtor's property 
and another man claims it as his property. That won't go ·to the registrar 
but will go before the munsif. The work of the registrar would be to 
watch and see that there is never unnecessary delay. What do you think 
of that P 

A. It is quite a possible idea. It might be tried tentatively in 2 or 3 
districts. 

Q. Do you think we can do anything in separating up cases where a 
minor is really seriously interested and where the minor is practically a 
pro forma party P 

A. The minor invariably comes in as a member of a joint Hindu family. 
I cannot lind a satisfactory solution. 
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Q. Do you approve of the appointment of a central nazir as a guardian 
ad litem? 

A. I think an objection was raised when that was done formerly. It u 
a very awkward job for a nazir. If a pleader be appointed guardian ad Zite·m. 
it would not cost a good deal. 

Q. There is another very common case. A Hindu widow has sold forty 
years ago certain property to "A," " A " has so,d it to " B," " B " to 
"C," and " 0" to "D." and so it goes on to "X." The only man who 
is interested is " X " and you will find the case solemnly held up because 
you cannot get a guardian ad litem to " Z " who represents the interests of 
" F " by whom the property was sold thirty years ago. 

A. Such instances are common. I think the court might be given dis
cretion. 

Q. I do not know whether that order is in force that in future every 
presiding officer should write out the adjournments in his own hand giving 
his own reasons for that. 

A. That order has been passed. 

Q. I think you do not disapprove of it? 
A. I agree with it. 
Q. Vi"hen you were in a small cause court you had some practice like 

that? • 
A. I always used to fix up my own dates. 
Q. And the reasons for adjournment? 
A. I either used to write them myself or dictate them to the peshkar. 
Q. Do you think that we might usefully add a rule to our rules that the 

court should be authorised to refuse to hear witnesses .if they are. not 
summoned in a reasonable time? 

.!. Yes, I think that might be done. 
Q. The difficulty is that some parties keep the case alive, after the 

witnesses on the list are finished by producing person after person. Have you 
ever seen that? 

A. I have not seen such a case personally. I gather the thing does 
happen. 

Q. Do you not think that it might be possible to introduce a rule by 
which a man should be compelled to state to the court the names of all the 
witnesses he is going to bring so as to enable the court to have some check 
to see that he actually produces those witnesses? 

A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. You see there is delay in some cases, the cause of delay being this. 

A man in the course of hearing finds his case very weak on a certain point. 
He has exhausted his witnesses on' ihe point and he is searching for false 
witnesses sufficiently intelligent to depose on that point. The time is going 
and something has to be done. He goe~ about looking for these false wit
nesses as he is to keep his case going on. Do you not think that the method 
I suggest would put obstacles in such a man's way? 

A. It will make it more difficult for him. 

Q. Have you had much trouble in your experience with regard to com-
missions issued outside your own judgeship? 

A. Yes, I have. 

Q. Vi·here does the delay come from? 
A. Generally from Bengal. Commissions usually take much. time there. 

This is sometimes due to absence of one or the other parties. 'fhe examina.
tions are also unnecessarily protracted. 

Q. Is it a fact that sometimes these commissions do not come back until 
after a year P 
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A. Yes, that is so. . 
Q. Have you ever been able to discover genuine reasons for so much delay!' 
A. No. They write down their· reasons on paper but I never believe that 

the reasons given are genuine. 
Q. Wbat remedy would you suggest for that P I suggest as the· best 

remedy closer co-operation between the various provinces. 
A. Yes, I think so. . . 
Q. I ~hink we cannot stop the delay in this province so long as this 

system is in existence P 
A. I do not think that any expedition can be effected if the system of 

issuing open C{)mmissions is carried on. I think there ought to be interro
gatories instead of open commissions. 

Q. But even when interrogatories are used have you not found considerable 
~QP . . 

A. Yes. There is no doubt about it that delay is also caused in those 
cases. 

Q. Have you had any trouble in getting back commissions which have 
been issued at the instance of Railway Compan'ies P 

A. I have not had to deal with many cases relating to Railway Companies. 
Most of my commissions are about wills and probate cases. 

Q. Is that due to the fact that you have in Benares a very large Bengali 
community in Bengali Tola. These people come to Benares at the end of 
their "lives and die there P ' 

A. I had 30 probate cases in my first year, 20 cases in my second year 
and 10 cases in my third year. I also prosecuted two men in one case. 
• Q. Now another point on which I would like to have your views. That. 
point is with regard to arbitration. Can you suggest any remedy as to that P' 
I mean if both the parties say "We want to refer our case to arbitrators,'•. 
how can you stop them from doing soP 

A. I do not say that you can stop them, but I think you can check the 
delay which is caused by gettin~ cases decided by arbitrators. 

Q. You suggest that the a'rbitrators should be asked to decide the case 
ll·ithin a certain period P 

A. I want to get rid of bogus applications. 
Q. But when both the parties agree to refer their case to arbitrators P 
A. I do not think that applications are always made by both parties, 

rather I should say they are made by one and a half of the parties. I would 
suggest that the consent of the arbitrators should be got before cases are 
referred to them. ' 

Q. I think it is frequent that arbitrators aft~r keeping the case for about 
nine months send it back saying that they have changed their mind p 

A. Yes, in many cases arbitrators do not consent to act. 

Q. Do.you think that you can empower courts to refuse such 'applications 
unless wntten consent of the arbitrator is obtained P , . 

A. Yes, no cases should be referred to arbitrators unless their consent has 
been obtained. • 

.~· llav~ you had much trouble with your subordinates with regard to 
wntmg of Judgments long after the ;hearing of arguments P 

A. There is frequently trouble with regard to that. For instance, when 
I was at Benares there was one munsif who would reserve all judgments till 
the end of the month. He would then take up two or three or four castJts 
and write judgments one after another. 

Q. But did you stop that? 

A. I attempted to at any rate. 
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' · Q. I suppose you are entirely in favour of giving training to munsifa 
before they actually take over work in courts? 

A. Yes, I think that is necessary. 
Q. And you suggest that they should get training by attending court? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In addition to attendance at court do you. think that it would be· 

possible for ,the newly appointed munsif to attend a class which may be 
opened for giving training on the lines of classes for giving training to junior 
civilians and deputy collectors for executive work? · 

A. I think that is a good idea. 
Q. Do you think there will be any difficulty in finding instructors? 
A. No. 
Q. I think a certain number of retired district judges, men who have 

. marked themselves out as exceptionally good men in the- Provincial Service, 
would ·be very glad to take up that work if they were paid five or six hundred 
rupees a month for it P ' 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it is a practical suggestion? 

. A . . I think it is. 
Q. Now with regard to appeals, there is a proposal before us, which I 

want to explain to you. The proposal is that all appeals below Rs. 1,000, in 
other words all appeals from ordinary munsifs' judgments should be heard 
b:y a bench of two experienced and competent subordinate judges, men who 
are selected and- picked out as really good men and who are going to be 
promoted to district judgeship as soon as vacancies occur, and that the' work 
should be done by divisions where benches will sit; there will be one at 
Benares, one at Cawnpore, one at Bareilly and so on. The decisions of these 
benches should be final both on questions of law and facts and there should 
be no second appeal ordinarily to the High Court. 

A. But how many judges you would put on that duty. 
Q. Two judges will sit in each bench. · 
A. I do not think it will be popular. 
Q. I think this suggestion has commended itself to the senior members of 

the bar. 
A. I won't be surprised at that. But it won't be popular with the public. 
Q. I suggested to the representatives of the Cawnpore Bar Association 

that they might have one bench which would sit all the year round at 
Cawnpore. They welcomed the idea. 

A. For that I think you would select two good subordinate judges. Would 
you choose men in the division? 

Q. No. They would be taken from the whole cadre. 
A. Then these two men would tour about. 
Q. No. • They would remain in Cawnpore always. They would take the 

work of adjoining districts. 
A. You mean to say that that is all their work. 

• Q. Quite enough. It was calculated that there will be 1,250 appeals in a 
year. 

A. I don't think that would be enough work for the bench. 
Q. We do not expect your standard,' Mr. Pullan .. 

.i. But there is one objection to the proposal, i.e., the nature of the 
work for these men: doing nothing else but hearing these petty appeals 
without absolutely any variety in their work. 

Q. It is the idea of the central bench system to take over the petty 
appeals from the High Court. It would enable us to reduce about 1,600 
appeals from the High Court. But we are thinking of the expedition and 
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not of the reduction. Would you hke to take time to consider that pro
posal? 

A. Yes, I think, I would. 
Q. What suggestion$ can you give us on the point of insolvency? I 

believe, in Benares, the district judge has got a good deal of work in that 
way . 

• 4.. Yes. A fair amount. 
Q. How many insolvency cases did you have in a yearP 
A. I cannot say off-hand, but certainly a good many. 
Q. Do you think you had 40 or 50 in a year P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you have an official receiver in BenaresP 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did he work? 
A. Well. 
Q. Did the official receiver get enough remuneration? 
A. No, he did not. 
Q. If you want to get an official receiver, do you think we can find enough 

men practising at the bar, who have a certain" .amount of private means, 
ready and·competent to do the work? 

A. I think you will get a reasonably good official receiver. He could 
make between 100 and 200 rupees a month. 

Q. Would it be so muchP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you leave the present system of insolvency law alone, or would. 

you be inclined to alter the present law P · 
A. As far as it has been adopted in India, I do not think there is any-

thing particular to change in the Act. 
Q. Do you think that the same procedure should be applied as at present? 
A. Yes. It does not really cpmplicate proceedings. 
Q. Do you think that in this ptovince, at any rate, the question is 

hardly important enough to deserve serious consideration? 
A. I think that is so. 
Q. I am inclined to think that there is not much necessity for change

except possibly in Cawnpore P 
A. The number of big cases is very few. 
Q. Do you think that there is really nothing very wrong in the present 

civil procedure but what you have got only to apply and what is absolutely 
· needed is efficient supervision P . 

A. Quite so. 

Q. Without efficient superv1swn no alteration in the law would do any 
gootl and if the supervision is really efficient, no great change in law is neces
sary. You lay great stress on the necessity of supervision that there must 
be officers capable of supervising and who have the time to supervise? 

A. Yes. 

Cliairman.-Q. In connection with the appointment of a registrar in· 
headquarter stations, there are 2 proposals apart from the appointment of a. . 
registrar. One is the question of unifying the office at headquarter stations. 
At present each judicial officer, apart from his bench clerk, has a munsarim 
and 2 other clerks. Do you think it would be possible to effect anv im
pro>emeut, not merely by appointing a registrar to supervise the staff but. 
by appointing some judicial officer, who may be a munsif or " sub-j'udge 
and who will be in charge of the department of the admission of plaints, etc., 
and in charge of the nazarat department and who for all purposes will b• 
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under the district judge? Don't you think .some improvement in super. 
vision and some better organization of the work might be made if you had 
Iii unified office in a large station P The other proposal is to have a separate 
execution court, that is to say, one judicial officer to do nothing but execu. 
tion work, to supervise execution proceedings and supervise the whole of the 
nazarat. 

A. One obvious advantage would be that it would relieve- the nb-judge. 
He is the man who has not got time to do execution work. 

Q. Have you any experience that when a process is sent from some other 
district the nazarat gets into the habit of almost entirely neglecting it P 

A. It has never been brought to my notice. 
Q. 'Yould. you be in hvour ·of returns being sent up from civil courts to 

the district judge and they may be submitted to the High Court-quarterly 
retw·ns-on the amount of processes served, time taken and such other things? 
Of course, the district judge gets returns from his own nazarat but there is 
no method at present by which the results in one district and the results in 
other districts be comparatively' considered at the end of the year. 

A. I do not think the High Court gets anything like that. 
Q. Do you think such returns would be burdensome or useless? 
A. I do . .not think that it would be burdensome at ail. 
Q. I understand that in Madras this is done. 
A. It would be very helpful. 
JJir. Justice Stuart.-Q. Have you devised any method of improving the 

work of process-servers P What do you do in Benares P 
A. 'Ve put them down on the list of promotion. 
Q. There is difference of Rs. 1-8 only. 
A. Still it affects his position. 
Q. I mean dismissal would not do anything: you might get a worse man. 
A. Still they hate dismissal. 
Q. Do 'you find: many appeals from them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To whom do they appeai? 
A. They appeal to the local Government. 
Q. Is it not controlled by the Civil Courts Act? 
A. They go· straight ·io the local Government but the local Government 

throws their appeal into the waste paper basket. 
Q. Is not this matter of appeal entirely controlled by the Civil Courts 

Act P As far as you are concerned is that appeal hampering you in practical 
exercise of your power? 

. A. I think not. 
Q. Have you ever had it brought to your notice that munsifs or sub

judges refuse to report malpractices by process-servers P For some reason 
or other they do not like to report. 

A. Quite so. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. It is simply reluctance on their part to punish. 
Q. Not because they will put themselv.es in a false position? -
:A. I do not think so. 
Q. As regards the nazir when he is once appointed does he go on, as a 

rule, for ever P 
· :A. He gets his promotion. 

Q. What promotion does he getP 
A. He becomes a munsarim. 
Q. Is it really a promotion from financial point of viewP 
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)1. Yes. 
Q. In this province nazirs are regarded as quite reasonably honest clasa 

of men. 
A. They are very carefully selected; 
Q. Have you any reason to think that these nazirs are corrupt? 
A. I never had a case of a nazir being corrupt. I have heard cases of 

naib-nazirs being corrupt. 
Q. Of course, as regards process serving the nazir looks to. all the work 

and if he likes he can make the process serving much more effective. Do 
you think· that anything could be done to improve the process serving by 

' improving the nazaratP 
A. That is a question of selection. . 
Q. Has he really the time to control the process-s~rvers as he should? He 

is a very busy man. · · 
A. I think the process serving depar\ment takes a great deal of his time. 

It is a very difficult job to deal with process-servers because they are very 
.truculent. 

Sir T. DeBikachari.-rQ. With regard to the central nazarat system, there 
is an impression among munsifs and subordinate judges that there shoul!l be a 
separate set of peons attached to their courts so that there might not be any 
.delay in the service of processes as the peons would "then be under their direct 
control. 

A. I never had that impression. 
Q. I ask you this question because a number of witnesses who have 

appeared before us have given expression to such a feeling. I like to know 
from you whether there is any such impression among munsifs that they want 
to have their own nazir instead of having the central nazarat? 

A. I uever heard of this impression before I came here. 
Q. Then you think that thertl is no difficulty in getting processes ~ervedP 
A. Xo. 
Q. Is it a fact that the central nazir waits to have a number of pro

cesses collected going in the Sl\lue direction or in the same neighbourhood 
before he deputes a peon in that direction P 

A. Yes, that he does sometimes, but not always, because the number of 
peons is limited. He has to do that. 

Q. Do you not think that if that is done, there will be serious delay in 
argent cases? . 

A. What I think is this. If there is an,· urgent case, the nazir sends a 
ruan at once so that there may not be any delay; but when he has to serve 
~rdinary processes, he waits for a couple of days so that all processes going 
in the same direction may be given to the same man and there may not bo 
overlapping of work. 

Q. With regard to guardians ad litem do you think there is any use in 
appointing the nazir as guardian? 

A. I think this is not satisfactory to have a nazir as guardian. I think 
<011ly the natural guardian should be appointed. . ; 

Q. Would you insist upon the natural guardian going into the court 
'himself? :Many people do not appear at all .. 

A. 1\Iy suggestion is that the court should not appoint a guardian unless 
his consent has been obtained. I think there ought to be a definite consent. 

Q. Is there any provision to compel a person to file a list of witnesses 
t1Hit will nppear on a certain date? I do not think there is any such provi
sion under the present law. ' 

A. No. 
. Q. Are you in favour of a provision compelling pariies to file a list ot 
witnesses P 
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A. Yes. 
Q. There is a provision that a person must file an affidavit of documents~ 

but with regaryi to orat evidence he need not give any notice to the court 
that he is bringing so many witnesses on a particular day? 

A. That is the law a!l it stands, but I think it will be a good idea to have 
a list of witnesses. 

Q. A party may do the same thing whert the oase is opened, he ~an tell 
the court at that time \hat he has brought so many witnesses for examina
tion for that day, but so far as I know there is nothing which necessitates 
the filing of a list. 

A. I think the party must be made to file a list. 
Q. \Vould you like to make it compulsory so that the court as well as 

the opposite party might have knowledge of the oral evidence which is goincr 
to be given? · "" 

A. Yes. 
·Q. :Would you also make it compulsory that those witnesses only should 

be examined whose names have been mentioned in the list? 
A. I should leave it to the discretion of the court. He may or may not 

examine. 
Q. Do you think that all the witnesses mentioned in the list would turn 

up? At least my experience is that if people are insisted upon to file a list 
thev would :file an unduly large list for fear many witnesses would be won over- _ 
by ·the other party. Is it not? 

A. Yes, that may happen sometimes. 
Q. Don't you think that it will make confusion worse confounded? 
A. I do not think it will make any difference. 
Q. Your constructive proposal is that parties should be made to file a 

Jist of witnesses whom they want to be examined on a particular date and 
ll·at any extra witnesses not mentioned in the list, if brought to court,. 
~~·<.uld not be examined at all unless an affidavit is filed. 

A. Yes. 
Q. And that the sufficiency of the affidavit should be judged by the court,. 

I think that is your proposal? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you in favour of witnesses being summoned by court or brought 

by the parties themselves? 
A. I do not care whether they are summoned by the court or brought 

by the parties. 
Q. Would you like witnesses' summonses to be handed over to the parties? 
A. No. I would like the witnesses to be summoned by the court. 

Q. So you would not like the idea of handing over summonse~ to the. 
parties so that they may themselves arrange for the attendance of w1tnesses? 

A. Generally speaking I w~mld have the witnesses served through process-
servers. · 

Q. So that there may not be any application for adjournment on the 
ground of non-service? 

A. Yes. 
Q. With reCTard to trainin"' of munsifs you suggest that they should be 

trained in a p~rticular mann~r. Now with regard to civilians, what sort of 
training would you suggest? 

A. I think the best train in"' for them would be to work as munsifs and 
subordinate judges before they ~re appointed to work as district judges. 

Q. So you would like to give training of that sort to all members of the
Ci vii Service? 

A. Yes, that is my idea. 
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Q. Do you not think that it is neither f!lir to the public nor to the 
·civilians if they are appointed district judges without getting any training 
in civil lawP 

.4. I think they should have some sort of practical training either aa a 
·subordinate judge or something of the kind .. 

Q. So that they may have' some experience both as regards law and 
practice? 

A .• Yes. I think that is very necessary. 
Jlr. Justice Stuart.-Q. As regards training of civilian judges, there is a 

ir'!'ining scheme in existence; only it has not been produced before this Com
mittee as yet? 

.4. Yes. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. :Were not civilians appointed formerly as subor

dinate judges? 
A .• Sessions and subordinate judges. 
Q. Before they were made sessions and subordinate judges, what civil 

work did they do? 
.1. Before that they were joint ma~io:;trate::. 
Q. When they began. to do sessions and subordinate judges work, how old 

were they? · · 
A .. About the 5th or 6th year of their service. At the age of about 30. 
Q. But since the war young civilian is posted as a judge to decide appeals 

from the decisions of experienced munsifs suddenly? 
A .• Yes. 
Q. Before that is done, don't you think, in fairness to the ciYilian himself, 

it would be better to give him training in the. trial of original suits and 
small cause court cases? 

A .• Yes. 
Q. As regards the probate work, the succession certificate work, etc., I 

want to know whether it may not be done by some other agency P 
.4 .• Xo. The district judges h'e.re do not want any relief. 
Q. Du you think the jurisdiction of munsifs could be increased in this 

-province? 
.1. I appro\"e of the increase, i.e., after they pass the efficiency standard. 
Q. What is the limit? 
.4.. About 6 or 7 years. 
Q. With reference to their being invested with small cause court juris

diction, what do you think would be the limit to which they could have 
_powers given? 

.4. The munsifs' maximum might be raised to Rs. 5l•O. 
Q. And the subordinate judges? 
.-1. I thought of a thousand in exceptional ca~es. 
Q. That would take away both of the first and second appeals and would 

give finality to the decisions of these courts and also relieve munsifs and 
,;ub-judges from doing their work in these cases with the elaborate procedure 
of regular trials P 

.4 .• Yes. 
Q. If we increase the small cause court jurisdiction of these people, do 

you think they will have more work than they could get through;easily? 
A. It is difficult to say. There are few cases that come under the Small 

Cause Court Act. 
\J. You think there will be no relief by the increase of small cause court 

-powers? 
A.. In the eastern districts not very much, but in the western . districts 

there might be some relief. 
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Q. I think the munsifs are able to get through their work? 
A. I think filO, 

Q. Do you think that without increasing the cadre of munsifs, you can find: 
other agency to take over portion of the work P I mean the honorary munsifs. 

A. Honorary munsifs have been successful in one or two cases. 
-Q. Is it not possible to encourage the disposal of cases by honorary 

munsifs? 
A. I shall be very pleased to see it being done. But it has not been 

successful so far. 
Q. Have you had honorary munsifs or benches in Benares? 
A. No. I think in 1\Iainpuri there was one, 
Q. How did they do their work? 
A. I cannot give an opinion at this stage. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-With regard to the question of the cadre of munsifs 

I suppose you are aware that the cadre is going to be increased. ,. 
A. I think the cadre is going to be increased by about 10. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. With regard to the proposed bench in first appeals, you 

~aid you would .submit a. note. In that connection, I want you to bear thes~ 
things in mind. , 

From the point of view of litigants in the districts of 1\Ioradabad, etc., 
they will have to go to Bareilly for their first appeal. Now will they not find 
it a. hardship, if instead of having their first appeals heard at their own doors. 
they were made to go to Bareilly which is far away from their place of 
residence? 

A. Well, Bar~illy is close to both places. 
Q. What about_ the pleaders they have to engage? The pleader at Bareilly 

will be a different man to that of the pleader engaged in the first instance. 
A. That is one of the difficulties. 
Q. With regard to those litigants who do not go on second appeah to the

High Court, don't you consider that having a bench of first appeal located 
in a station other than where the original case was tried, would make matters 
difficult for the litigant to a great extent? 

A. I should think so. But I cannot give any definite opinion on it. I 
shall have to consider -it. 

Q. Would it not be far more satisfactory, if it was a touring bench in 3" 
or 4 districts? . 

A. It would be a question of expense and accommodation. It is a serious 
question. 

Q. Is there not a spare room in the district courts? 
A. You can have only in Benares. 
Q. Has the district judge much work to do under the Guardian an<f 

Wards Act? 

A. A great deal of work. 
Q. ·what is the number of eases in which you have appointed private 

guardians and the number of cases in which an officer of your cc;:;rt is 
appointed guardian? 

A. No officer of my court is appointed as guardian. I usually appoint 
pleaders as guardians. 

Q,. I cmppose you have got a great deal to do with the administration of 
estates by private guardians. · 

A. Yes. 
Q. The examination of their accounts must take a good deal of your time. 

A. Ye!l. It takes a certain amount of time. 
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Note by Mr. A. C. P. PUlLAN, LC.S., on the proposal to 
constitute benches of two subordinate judges to hear 

munsif's appeals. 

I have considered this proposal and find that it has certain advantages
over the present system, but it has also certain disadvantages. 

1. Pro.-(i) Appeals will be heard by two experienced judges, instead' 
of one who may or may not be experienced. 

(ii) Decisions will be more uniform. 
(iii) As the courts will have no other work, there should be no need or 

adjournments. · 
(ir) Cases should be heard earlier. 
(t·) The High Court will be relieved of a large' number of P.etty 2nd

appeals. 
2. Con.-(1) The district judge loses his best means of checking th& 

work of his subordinates, and incidentally much valuable experience for 
himself. 

(ii) The public will resent their inability to appeal to the High Court, a 
much cherished privilege. · 

(iii) A bench works slower than 2 separate courts, and the district jud~e
:will not fill up the time he is accustomed to spend on munsif's appeals wi1Jl. 
any other work. Consequently the proposal involves an increase in cadre. 

(il') If the courts remain fixed, parties will have greater e..~pense, as they 
will be obliged to engage fresh pleaders, and the pleaders in the outlying 
districts will lose their appellate practice. 

(t') If the courts are peripatetic, there will be a difficulty as to accom
modation, expense and waste of time in transit, and dissatisfaction on the
part of the officers selected for what will be extremely unpopular posts. 

::\Iy conclusion is tl1at from the point of view of the efficient administration 
of justice the proposal is sound, but in practice it will please nobody but the
pleaders of the headquarter townff. and "·ill be opposed by prejudice as well 
as more reasonable if less powerful objections. 

Mr. C. H. B. KENDALL, District Judge, Lucknow. 

Trrittcri Stateme1zt. 

In I.ncknow. whPre a large number of civil court~ ha;: been centred 
during the last 15 years, the outturn of work has been steadily decreasing. 
I went into figures at the end of 1922 with the following results :-

A certain standard of work had been set up by the Greeven Committee
in 1908, and in the case of civil courts, after taking account of the extra work 
entailed in miscellaneous nnd execution proceedings, it was decided that a year 
of 200 workin~ days should be assumed (though a full normal yo>ar represents 
245 working days) and then a certain number of suits or cases was put down 
as the normnl ouHurn. e.g., It days for a sub-judge's suit=130 contested 
suits in a -vear. The figures in the annual reports show that the outturn of 
the courts 'in LuC'know has been verv much les!!l in the :vears 1918-20 than 
in the years 1902-04, and at the same time there had been a' very great increase 
in the number of courts in Lucknow. There certainly appears to 'have been 
some connection between the two circumstances. 

From 100::?-o.t, a sub-judge did 246 days work in a year and a munsif 
207 days '1\·ork in a :-ear. In 1918-20 a sub-judge did only 74 da:-s work a year 
and a munsif 120 dn~-s work. A sub-judge therefore turned out in the latter
period about one third as much work as in the earlier period. 
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ln ueighbouririg districts, although there had been a decrease it was not 
'lleu.lly so marked as the following figures show :-

Sub-judge. :Munsifs. 
Partabgarh--

days work. days work. 
1902-04 368 178 
1918-20 206 162 

Unao-
1902-04 2!3 259 
1918-20 225 205 

The "average outturn by the district judge had decreased from 212 days 
work in 1902-04 to 150 in 1918-20. In the case of the district judae a laroe 
mm:ease in miscellaneous and administrative work arising from th"e !!Teat;r 
number of courts under his control was undoubtedly partly responsible for the 
apparent decrease. in outturn .. In the e~rly period there was ovly 1 sub-judge 
and 2 or 3 muns1fs. In the latter penod there were 3 or 4 sub-judges and 
·4 or 5· munsifs, as well as 2 small cause court judges and generally 2 or 3 
additional judges. 

The decrease in outturn may be partly due to waiting for members of the 
Bar.-lt is also said to be due to the greater intricacy of. the work. It is 
.generally said that in Lucknow especially the work has grown much more 
intricate and the conditions may be peculiar, but my figures certainly sugoest 
·that the concentration of courts in one place leads to delay. 

0 

10 and 11. I am in favour of increasing the powers of munsifs both on the 
original side and small cause court side. I believe that selected munsifs 
could be entrusted v.ith powers to try suits up to Rs. 5,000 in value. 

12. I think it would be dijjicalt to reliere district judges of admini.~tratire 
work, but they ought to be relieved of some judicial miscellaneous work, e.g., 
the appointment of guardians, and applications for insolvency. The fom1er can 
be conveniently dealt with by munsifs and the latter by small cause court judges. 

15. I do not believe that there would be any advantage in extending the 
jurisdiction of small cause court judges to any other class of suits. 

20. I should say generally that there should be no second appeal in suits 
for property worth less than Rs. 500. 

21. I think that the appellant should deposit in full the decretal amount 
·before a second appeal is filed. 

33. I think that the examination of plaintiff and defendant would minimise 
the calling in of irrelevant evidence, but I am doubtful whether the summoning 
of witnesses should be conditional on th:~ examination of parties. As regards 
the opening of the hearing, I believe, that much time might he saved if the 
counsel for the party beginning were made to state his case at length before 
the recort;ling of evidence. This procedure is prescribed by law an~ is, I 
believe, practised in England. Counsel should not only state what h1s case 
jg but how, i.e., by what evidence he intends to prot·e his various points. 
This will enlighten the court and in most cases counsel as well. At present 
it is usual after issues have been framed, for court and counsel to plunge 
-somewhat recklessly into the oral evidence, which goes en until everyone is 
tired of it and when that stage is reached, counsel for the two sides argue 
their cases retrospectively. 

34 and 35. I believe that a provision might be made to enab~· the court to 
restrict the number of u·it11esses. This should not be difficult ii counsel for 
either side have stated their cases before calling evidence. Apart from this, 
every effort should be made to finish each suit at one hearing, i.e., from day 
to day. At present it is most unusual for a long suit to be heard out from 

. day to day. The presiding officers are inclined to allow far toJ little time, ver:r 
~ften because they do not consult pleaders as to the time that will be necessary. 
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Here again if the pleaders had stated their cases it would be easier to estimate 
the time that the hearing would take. Presiding officers frequently put down· 
a lona suit for hearing on a day 11·hen they know· that they will be able to-
1evot~ only 2 hours or so to it. Tb' reasons for this appear to be chiefly two. 
11) They are afraid of their delay ,;tatements. They think that it is better 
to show two hours work in an old case than to show no work at all. (2) They are· 
afraid of setting aside two or three days for a suit because it may happen . 
that some unforeseen accident. such as the death of one of the parties, may 
prevent the hearing at the last moment, with the result that they will have 
no work on those days. This is a great difficulty but I think that the risk 
oihould be taken. ' 

45 and 46. I have partially dealt with these above. I would insist on· 
judges fixing their dates themselves. I think they generally do. . · 

49. I have partly answered this above. Mr. Dalal once said, I think; that 
as ~;oon as a delay statement becomes necessary the judge should make entries 
in it himself and keep it before him. I would make this compulsory. 
. 56. ! think that the delays in the disposal of execution proceedings are very· 
frequently due to the decree-holders themselves. Decree holders are in the 
majority of cases money lenders, who regard a decree as a permanent invest-· 
ment, not to !Je realised in full till the last pu.~sible inoment. I do not think 
that there will be much advantage in altering the periods ·of limitation. 

67. The only thing that I can suggest is that the courts should strictly · 
~equire affidavits on essential points. At present parties and pleaders in most 
places are quite prepared to state on oath what the other party is going to do in 
the future, e.g., they will claim stay of ·execution because they state on oath 
that the decree-holder is going to run away as soon as he has realised his 
decree. 

Mr. C. H. B. KENDALL, called and examined on Saturday, 
the 29th March 1924. 

Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. You hav~.·'been a district judge for some time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. For how long have you been a district judge P . 
A. I have actually worked as a district judge for 5 years. 
Q. In your opinion do you think that the concentration of too many courtil-

in one and the same place tends to,delay? 
A. That has been my experience in big places. 
Q. How many civil courts are there in Lucknow? 
A. Generally one or two district judges, 3 or 4 sub-judges, 2 small cause

court judges and munsifs varying from 3 to 5. 
Q. Do you think that the outtum of work has been steadily decreasing? 
A. Ye"l, partly owing to the concentration of too many courts in one and 

the snme place. 
Q. Have you examined the figures? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think tliat the outtum is steadily decreasing for one reason that· 

you don't get the members of the bar when they are wanted? · , , . 
A. Tne reason that they give is not due to the concentration of work 

hut the work is. very much more complicated. 
Q. "•ith rPgard to pecuniary juriRoictimi of munsifR, I think it is your

opinion that the jurisdiction may be enhanced to Rs. 5,000. 
A. Yes. I think so on general grounds. 
Q. Would it not throw an amount of work which the munsifs cannot 

copo with? 
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;1. If their powers are increased, that would relieve the sub-judges. 
Q. I und:rstand that the munsifs can cope with the additional work. 
A. I thinkso, especially if they are given small cause powers. 
Q. Would you like to have also higher small cause powers given to them? 
:A. Yes. I think powers up to Rs. 250 may be given after 2 or 3 years 

,fOf service. · . • . 
Q. Have you any idea as to how the honorary ·munsifs are doing their work? 
A. As a matter of fact I am not very much in favour of honorary munsifs. 

·I am oiily speaking generally. · I do not think front a judicial point of view 
•they are of much use. 

Q. Could you give us any reason for holding this view? 
.A. They are not trained in their work. They don't know law. They _are 

appointed for the sake of paying the gentleman a compliment. 
Q. I read in the Greeven Committee Report that the l<""ork that has 

·to be done by honorary munsifs is such as does not require very much of law. 
They could take up a lot of petty work from the munsifs and dispose of them 
·and I see that they have disposed of them both in Agra and Oudh. 

A. I find they do the work they are doing now. 
Q. I think you have no special means of giving us any decided opinion 

-on the matter. 
A. I would not give them higher powers than they have now. 
:Q. Have you anything to do with the working of village pancha.ya.ts? 
A. No. 
Q. You suggest that some relief might be given to district judges by 

relieving them of work relating to the appointment of guardians and applications 
for insolvency? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Would you~include also the succession and probate cases in the list? 
A. Yes but I have not had very much experience of that. · 
Q. You think that the district judge might be relieved of some judicial 

:miscellaneous work? 
·A. Yes. , 
Q. And these cases could be conveniently dealt with by munsifs? 
.A. Yes • 
. Q. And insolvency? 
A. I think insolvency work can be left to them. 
Q. Your proposal would give time to the district judge to do his work 

better? 
A. It will relieve him of some work. I am speaking only of Lucknow where 

the miscellaneous work is very heavy. 
Q. With regard to second appeals what is ~our opinion? You would be in 

favour of limitin"' second appeals to a. particular amount, that is to say, you 
would have on:ly decrees above rupees five hundred in value appealed against, but; 
a:J.ot below five hundred. 

A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. You have just been hearbig about an appellate bench to be constituted 

. ,tQ take over all first appeals, there being no second appeal filed. What do you 
· ·think of that suggestion? 

A. I think it· is better to allow· appeals to go to a single judge. 
Ohairman.-Q. You think H it goes to one subordinate judge as it doe! no"' 

there may be no second appeal? . 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would not that be a little difficult. The idea is if you Wl'nt to abolish 

-the right of second ·appeal to reduce the tremendous amounli ot clelay you have 
tto give a betteJ;. first appeal. 
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A. I' should think that the bench of two judge!! would probably get through 
'less work. I mean the judges sitting singly will do twice the work. The 
appointing of this bench would mean· crippling of the work. 

SiT T. DesikachaTi.-Q. Do·you prefer to leave the limit of second appeal 
r.!i rupees five hundred? ' 

A. I would like tg give no value at all. 
Q. Of course you fix here five hundred. 
A I did so because it is the limit of small cause court suit. 
Q: You see no reason ~by the secon:d appeal should not in some way be 

1imited? 
A. Yee. 
Q. Before the settlement of issues are parties examined? 
A. They are not as a rule. 
Q. You think if the parties were examined before settlement of issues the 

judge would be in· a position to understand the case better and to handle the 
-case better when it eventually comes up for hearing? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You will have these provisions of the Civil P.rocedure Code enforced 

i;trictly 
A. Yes . 

. Q. By administrativ~ rules or by making them compul;;ory P 
A. I think administrative rules might be quite satisfactory. 
Q. Drawing the attention of judges and munsifs? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Are cases opened by the parties in the courts of munsifs and subordinate 

·judges? 
A. No they are not. I wished to start that but the bar was against it and 

I did not press it because it was never a practice.. When I was at Debra Dun 
doing the original civil work I never pressed for that. I have seen good many 
records and it has never been done. 1 .• 

Q. The practice is to call the fi;st '\\itness, place him in the box and go 
·on examining him. . 

A. Yes. 
Q. You like this to be prevented? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Before tile witness is called you would ·like the party to state not only 

his case but that he should also state what points the witnesses would prove 
ao that the court might have an idea as to how to proceed? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You say that a provision might be made to enabl~ the court to restrict 

the number of witnesses to be examined. How would you restric~ the number 
of witnesses? 

A. The only way is to give the judge some powers under the Civil Procedure 
Code to restrict the number of witnesses. · 

Q. How would you restrict the number of witnesses? 

A. That will have to be left to the discretion of the judge. 

Q. Is. there any method by which you can prevent the parties calling in 
many wttnesses? . 

A. I think the parti<!s should state their case and inform the court that 
tbey are going to send for such and such witnesses to prove such and such 
{'";nts. If th:e number of witnesses to be summoned is very large then the 
·court can object. 

Q. Tpen I think no special rule need be frl!-med but it must be enioined 
.en the Judges to ascertam the purpose fot whiCh each witness is: surulnoned 
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and if possible to curtail the number of witnesses on each side. Tba~· dependw 
upon the alertness of the presiding judge. 

A. Yes. ' 
Q. Why are these things not done by the judges now? 
A: I do not really know. 
Q. Are they obsessed by the nature of their returns? Has the idea of 

periodical statistical returns anything to do with their not doing that work? 
A. I cannot say. Under the Code they are not allowed to restrict the 

number of witnesses. 
Q. Are cases tried from day to day? ' 
A. No. I am afraid they are not very often. They are often postponed. 
Q. I suppose a case h1 tried for two hours to-day, for two hours to-morrow 

and so on? 
. A. Yes. 

Q. 'rhe report of work done is shown in the diary as if the case was takea 
up for the whole day, while in reality it is not so? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is that your experience? 
A. Yes. Well I have told all subordinate judges and munsifs at Lucknow 

that they should take up all old cases and try to finish them within a certain 
period. They tell the pleaders that cases would be tried on a certain date. 

Q. Courts :fix more than one case on a day so that if a case is not taken up. 
they may take up another case ancl so time may not be wasted and they may 
be doing something all the day. Is that your experience? 

A. Yes. 
Q. That is the chief reason why they devote a few hours to one case and a 

few hours to the other. But do you not think that this should be prevented? 
A. Of course I think so. By doing so the court is put to inconvenience as 

well as pleaders and parties. 
Q. What remedy would you suggest? 
4. I would t;uggest that they should consult the pleaders and fix up with 

them that their cases would be taken up on such and such a. date. So far I 
have not seen the results of this practice. 

Q. Do you not think that there is a considerable amount of delay in the 
execution of decrees and the realization of money in money decrees? 

A. Yes there is undoubtedly. 
Q. And a number of applications are put in to keep the decree alive? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that anything could be achieved by curtailing the periorl 

of limitation prescribed by Section 48 of the Civil Procedure Code? 

A. I would suggest that there should be :fixed a certain period beyond 
which no execution should take place. 

Q. Would you curtail the period to three years or six years? 

A. I cannot give any definite opinion on that point. 

Q. You suggest that decrees should be executed sooner? 

,t, "Yes. 

Q. Have you considered Question 74 of the questionnaire? 
A. No. . 
Chairman.-Q. \Yere you district judge, Lucknow? 
,1.. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that second appeal work iii generally not substantial7 
.-!. I hnve not had much experience, but I would say that it is not 

substantial. 
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Q. With regard to the establishment of an office at headquarters for all 
<10urts, would you be good enough to consider this question and let us have 
your opinion in due course? . . 

A. I have not considered this question but the idea has struck me as a 
GOOd idea. 

Q. Then there is another suggestion that there should be only one· office 
for doing execution work of all courts at 13adar stations.. Will you be good 
enough to consider over this question also and to let us have your opinion 
after\\' ards? Kindly let us know how the suggestion has struck you. 

A. Very well I will do so. 
Q. As I understand the position in this province at present is that munsifs· 

.are not really over-worked, it is subordinate judges that are really over
worked? 

A. Yes that is so. 
Q. Is there: anything that you would like to suggest &bout prE'-eJnptivn 

cases in this province as distinct from pre-emption under the Moha.mmedRII 
Law? / 

A. I cannot suggest anything. 
Q. It was suggested some time back that the law· relating to pre-emption 

was really uncalled for. Do you think it is· possible 'tpat this law should be 
brought to an end? Do you think that people regard this law as unfair? 

A. I believe people think so, but personally I think that this is a very 
popular law. · 

Q. As I understand ·the local legislature· recently dealt with this. matter 
·to some extent? 

A. Yes. 
Q. I take it that courts at Lucknow, I mean subordinate judges courts, are 

not much troubled about taluqdari cases? 
A. Taluqdari cases are very common. 
Q. Is there a fair amount of that class. of work outside Lucknow? 
A. There have been some suits putside Lucknow, but I think they are 

.generally tried in Lucknow. '.· 
Q. Do you think anything would be gained by adopting a. procedure by 

which all heavy taluqdari cases will be transferred to the highest authority, 
whose decision will be final? 

A. It is very difficult to say indeed. There is something to be said on both 
sides. I do not believe that l;ery much would be gained by that. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Now how do these Court of Wards cases come up 
. to you? ""hat sort of information you have before you advise Jn the case? 

Don't you have to depend on the incomplete instructions you get? Do you 
ihink that is sufficient information? 

A. It depended of course a good deal on the Government pleader, but it 
certainly was not very much to go on. ' 

Q. In your opinion is the Government pleader fit to give an opinion on suo:h 
cases? . . 

A. He is not usually a great civil lawyer. 

Q. If the Government was properly r.dvised, some cases would not have 
been contested? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Don't you think that a remedy might be found in creating a special 
legal agency to advise the Court of Wards who would do nothing else? In 
other words, do you think that the Legal Remembrancer has really time to 
advise on these very important points? 

A. No. As a matter of fact, when I was Legal Remembrancer, I had too 
.much other work to do. . 
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Q. You will agree with me that if the Legal Remembrancer has t~ "'O· 

through 200 to 300 pages of translations, and 2,000 pages of previous' records 
he has no •ime for the purpose. .. 

On other occasions, the Court bf Wards in defending these cases, un• 
necessarily protract proceedings, because they do not really understand what the
case ~s about, _an~ you. will agree that a. consi~erable improvement J.n the 
speedmg up of 1ust1ce m1ght be effected by 1mRrovmg the leo-al advice ~nven to 
the Court of Wards. In other words is it not ridiculous in these days t.:> .. xpect 
the Legal Remembrancer to attend to his other duties and to advise on the
Court of Wards as well. 

A. Yes. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice B. J. DALAL, Judge, Allahabad High Court,. 
called and examined on Saturday, the 29th March 1924. 

(No written statement recei1'ed.) 

Chairman.-! notice that in your letter you la:v a great deal of stress about 
th~ training of judicial officers. · 

A. Yes. 
Q. You point out that when people are first appointed to the juJicial 

service, they have no training in proper ways to manage ~heir file. 
A. Yes. 
Q. As a matter of fact these young pleaders who are first appointed have 

very little training in practical as distinct from purely theoretical know ledge 
which they get in their examination? 

A. They do not get practical experience. 
Q. What sort of training would, you think, be most useful? 
A. Apprenticing them to a sub-judge to go and attend their courts just as 

we used to attend joint magistrate ·s courts when we joined the service. 
Q. How long did you do that? 

. A. I attended the joint magistrate's court for 2 months and then the treasury 
officer's court for 6 weeks and then I went out with a senior joint magistrate 
in camp to see how the revenue work was done. 

Q. Do you think apart from that, it would be a good plan to get a district 
judge or a senior sub-judge to take a few of these probationary munsifs and 
give them eertain instructions? 

A. Very few should be taken at a time. 
Q. Do you think that something might be possible in that way both as regards 

their seeing the work for themselves without the responsibility of doing it 
and also getting actual individual instruction? · 

A. Yes. 
Q. In audition to that, do you think there is anything fundamentally wrong 

with the present method of recruitment of munsifs? Have you any special 
complaint in that way? 

A. I do not see any, unless it be that very senior practitioners are appointed 
sub-judges at once. 

Q. What do ·you think of that? 
A. l'hen the munsifs will have no inducement to work at all. If you 'lppnht 

members of the bar straight as sub-judges, then the promotion of the muns1fs 
will be blocked. 

Q. ·when a munsif is appointed in this province, is he usually sent to c•11J:'Il 

to relieve congestion or is he usually sent to an easy court? 
A. Sometimes munsifs are being sent to very difficult courts. 
Q. When he is sent as a relief, is he sometimes given, under the present 

practice, the thic·k end of the file? 
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A. Ye~. . • 
Q. WhE:n a man is sent to relieve at a particular place is the district judge 

·always consulted as to the work which he should be given? 
A. I am very sorry that the tendency of the High Court is at present 

"towards too much interference. The initiative of the district judge has been 
:taken away very much: They have to send 15 days statements. 

Q. I think that it is done upon representations made through the district 
judge. , 

A. I am afraid that I can't ~nswer. Latterly in the days of Sir John 
Knox he did everything; without any initiative from the district judge. 

Q. You think that when a munsif is first appointed, he should be given 
easier work if possible and where there are chances he ought not to be allowed 
to struggle with the congested file? . 

A. Yes. 
Q. I think previously people from ministerial staff were appointed as 

munsifs. As a matter of fact did they work well? · 
A. I think so. I know two or three cases in which men had good experience. 
Q. Do you know why that practice was abandoned? 
A. I do not know. ' · 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Is there a rule preventing .that? 
A. Yes it is a rule that it cannot be· done now. There was a great difficulty 

in the case of a man who is· now at Gorakhpur. The Chief Justice had to 
write about him. 

Q. But he was appointed as a munsif. 
A. That was. an exception. 
Q. Oh yes, there is a rule that the candidate must be below 27 years of age. 
Chairman.-Q. As for the munsif, after he is {>romoted to sub-judgeship, if 

he was a munsarim, he has to get theoretical traming? 
A.. Not, if he is LL.B. . 
Q. You can get munsarim whose education equals people who are munsifs. 
A. Yes an LL.B. will take up th~ job of a munsarim if he has prospects 

<>! being appointed as a munsif. · -
Q. So you can get people as munsarims, who have legal qualifications, if 

there is a chance of their being appointed as munsifs? 
A.. Yes. 
Q. You say that there was a great delay due really to the want of method 

.among the Indian judicial officers. What are the main causes of complaint? 
A. I am always telling them that papers should be filed in time. It is not 

<Until the judgment that they do not see what papers are relevant and what papers 
'are not relevant. They go on hearing the case and after it is finished they 
·start examining all the documents. . 

Q. In other words they do not grasp the facts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it the practice, in your experience, that judges settle issues or do 

:they accept what the pleaders hand in if they agree? 
A. Generally in big cases pleaders are consulted. 
Q. But does the judge read the pleadings and apply his mind? 
A. I am afraid not. He does it in a very summary fashion. As the case 

-proceeds the issues are added. 
Q. And you find that sometimes they take the file home and come next 

morning with the issues framed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you find in this province that pleadings are very bad? 
A. Yes ve1y b!l.d. 
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Q. As regards the discovery of documents, do they tackle this question in 
the beginning? r 

A. I am afraid they do not. They go on putting all documents and courts 
are very lax about it. 

Q. They do not use the machinery that is supplied to them? 
A. I think that it is their feeling that it might lead to failure of justice. 

If previously the party has been negligent and the document is relevant they 
feel that it will be a failure of justice if they disallow it. 

Q. Do they go into the documents at the time of issues or at the first 
hearing? _ 

A. I do not know. They have all the documep.ts filed and if the pleader 
is clever he puts in oral evidence in support of the document. They ou.,.ht to 
make some sort of hearing. 

0 

Q. Do you find great deal of waste of time because ~he people refuse to 
admit documents? 

_A. Yes absolutely true. They simply take technical objecti~ns. 
Q. In a case where the party is avoiding admission and there is a primd' 

facie case is it not reasonable to give powers to the court to order the party 
to find security for so much of the cost? 

A. Yes. 
Q. That is as regards actual conduct of a case. In your experience do you. 

suffer very much from _utterly unnecessary cross-examina.tio~? 

A. It depends upon the court. 
Q. If the court likes it can curtail it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now as regards the waste of time on commission, is that an important

source of delay? 
A. Commission is not delayed, but the judicial officer tries to shirk his own 

duty. 
Q. Do you find when you send commissioner that they go on taking evidence 

rightly or wrongly, for it is not in their power to curtail the evidence? 
A. The commissioner is helpless. Even if they reject any point they take-

it down in brackets for the court might like that pqint.' 
Q. Yes, but can you suggest any remeay for that? 
A. The court itself going. 
Q. But apart from that can anything be suggested? 
A. Select particular commissioners. Now it is done by pleaders who have 

generally no practice. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. Are they paid very low? 
A, Yes. 
Q. Do you think that it would be possible to give powers to commissioners-

to check irrelevant questions? 
A. If you can trust the man. 
Q. Do you think that much time is wasted in that way? 

A. That is not waste of court's time. 

Q. But the court's time is wasted at the time of argument if irrelevant 
questions are allowed to creep in? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Have you any difficulty with regard to appointment of commissioners in 

account cases P 

A. No difficulty at all. I think accounts are well kept. Commissioners 
in this province do that work in a very good manner. 

Q. What .about appointment of commissioners for local investigation? 
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A J. d.. n'JL k!iuw about local investigation. Mostly account work is very 
well done. That is the best work done by these commissioners. I know 
nothing about local investigation. 

Q. Are there no boundary disputes here? 
A. No. 
q. Then you do not have that class of work here? 
A. No. Very seldom. There ar~ cases here relating to water spouts or 

par1wlas. There was one case in Oudh regarding alluvium and diluvium. In 
-other provinces petty revenue cases go right up to the High Court, but that 
is not the case in this province. There are very few revenue cases in this 
province. · 

Q. Are these cases not tried by the district judge? 
A. Very few. Some go to the Judicial Commissioner and some go to .th~ 

Board. 
Q. r think in this province the file of the subordinate judge is very conges-

ied. I think he is the only officer who is hard worked. . 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that the court puts down more cases than it can do for 

-every day? · 
A. Yes. When I was Judicial Commissioner I liad to tell all the courts 

that they should not fix more than two cases for a day, because if more cases 
.are fixed, witnesses have to be returned four or five times. Sometimes it so 
happens that witnesses do not turn up, and the case, there being no evidence, 
is dismissed. 

Q. Is it a fact that the judge being overworked sometimes fixes new cases 
six months hence? 

A. Yes that is so. But I think some method must be found out by which 
1)arties should be made to bring witnesses to the court. In some cases witness
es do not turn up at all and the court has to sit idle. Suppose I have fixed 
two cases for to-day and no witness has turned up in both the cases. Now wha1i 
.am I to do. 

Q. Now as the judge is overworlred and he can not promise trial of new 
1)ases for six months, do you think that it would be possible to have a sine die 
list or ·prospective list and to try them one by one as they come at the top 
of the liAt? 

A .• Then parties will have to be informed. They do not come to the court 
:regularly to enquire when their case is going to be taken up. 

Q. Is the pleader not on the record? 
A. If pleaders refuse to take notice on behalf of the parties, what should 

be done. It will be an excellent arrangement if pleaders could be obliged to 
accept notices on behalf of their parties. 

Q. Is the pleader not on the record? 
A. He comes on the record, no doubt, but he refuses to take notice. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. There is a rule here which makes it compulsory for 

the pleader to accept notices. It is a new rule and perhaps you have not 
seen it. It was passed only two years ago. Any notice can be s,erved on him. 
It is Order 7, Rule 23 of the new Rules. 

A. What I say is that if the pleader says that he has sent intimation to his 
client, but he has not turiJed up, what should be done in that case. The rule 
which you have just read provides that notices can be served on the pleader 
without any difficulty and he is obliged to accepti any notices issued by the 
court. 

Q. But I think probably that rule was made after you had left this province? 
A. Yes that may be so, but I do not know how the rule works. The 

pleader will always say that he sent intimation to his client, but the client has 
.not turned up. · 
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Chairman.-Q. Then whose fault is that? That is not the fault of th.:
court. It is the pleader's fault. Now as regards the subordinate judge's llle 
do you think that the state of his file is sufficient to make him to have a »ort 
of prospective list? 

A. Yes that will help very much in disposing of new cases soon. It will 
make him separate out his cases. I think that will be a very good arrange
ment. Of course there might be some 4ifficultv in the beginning, but once 
it is known it will work very well. The only diJliculty is with regard to com
munication. 

Q. Have you come across sueh a case in which witnesses are summoned 
but for some reason the case is adjourned, say to 30th of June? ·what happens 
in these ~ases? "When the <'ase is adjourned are witnesses told to come back on 
the 30th June or fresh notices have to be served on them? If you pay them 
their diet money and discharge them on that day and tell them to come again 
on the 30th June, do you not think it will save a lot of inconvenience and 
trouble th~t is otherwise caused? Don't you think that re-summoning of 
wi~nesses is entirely difficdt?. 

A. "Yes it is. 
Q. What is the practice here? 
A. The judge says " I am not going to take up the case to-day," and he 

fixes another date. 
Q. Where a case. is adjourned, is there any ~eason why the parties should 

not be told to send notices to thei!' witnesses along with diet money, asking 
them to appear on a particular date? 

A. That would be an excellent arrangement. 
Q. As regards nazarats, do you think it is necessary to· increase the rower 

of the immediate judicial officer over the process serving staff? Do you think 
if he has any complaint to make, he should report to the district judge? 

A. There should be one man in authority. There are very few munsifs who 
bring it to the notice of the district judge. · 

Q. Some witnesses told the Committee that the district judges do not always 
take action on the report of the munsifs? 1 

· A. It won't happen very often. Invariably district judges take action on 
the report of the munsifs. 

Q. Order 16, Rule 16 (2) lays down that on the application of either party 
and the payment through the court of all necessary expenses (if any), the 

-court may require any person so summoned and attending to furnish securitj 
to attend at the next or any other hearing or until the suit is disposed of and, 
in default of his furnishing such security; may order him to be detained in the 
ci vii prison. 

A. This is not done. Possibly the court itself is not ready with a. da!e. 
Q. Do you really want a system by which a witness will be given a subse

quent date? The obligation will lie on the witness to appear and the party will 
pay the diet money and other expenses. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it quite possible to make the. witness sign a state~ent tha.t he has 

received the diet money, and that he wlll appear on the specified date? 
A. That would be a difficult thing. But the court will never be prepared 

with the case. 
Q. Do you think it would improve matters in congested courts, if they had 

certain dates allotted for certain classes of suits? 
A. Yes, that would also have a control over cases. 
Q. As regards trying cases continuously •. is there any re~l reason why a case 

should not be adjourned next day, where It cannot be fimshed the same day? 
A. Ne:s:t day there will be another list waiting. , 
Q. Have you been in any place where there has been any amount of COl('.

mercial work? 
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A. ~es, Cavrnpore. 
Q. In those places did you find any difficulty with the subordinate judge· 

because he has not sufficient knowledge of commercial cases? 
A. I did not see any difficulty. 
Q. Does not the subordinate judge, by the kind of work he has been doing 

for years, become rather out of touch with commercial cases? 
A. Probably. But he gets through in the end somehow. He may not be 

as quick; 
Q. You don't think there is any dissatisfaction in Cawnpore as regards the 

quality of decisions? 
A. I d6 ·not think. It would be better to have a sort of city judge specially 

for commercial work in Cawnpore. , 
Q. As regards appeals, do you think that there are many applications for 

stay of execution? . 
A. Especially when appeal.s are pending for a long time. 
Q. On what principle is that done as a· rule? First of all take a ·case of 

immoveable property. The plaintiff succeeds and the defendant is ordered to 
give the property to the plaintiff. Then there is an appeal. What would be the 
thing that would happen as regards the stay in execution of first court decree?' 

.. A. Generally the execution would be stayed by the first appellate court. 
Q. On what terms? · 
A. Practically on no terms at 'an, 
Q. In the meantime the man may stay there for three years? 
A. If ,there is only mesne profits. 
Q. When they apply for stay of execution, are they told then and there 

that they should deposit. security? 
A. No. 
Q. If you take the law which appears to be Order XLI, Rule 5, sub-clause 

(3), it lays down:-
·• No order for stay of execution shall be made under sub-rule (1) or sub-rule 

(2) unless the court making it is s~tt_isfied :-. 

(a) that substantial loss may result to the party applying for stay of 
execut~on unless the order is made; 

(b) that the application has been made without unreasonable delay, and 
{c) that security has been given by the applicant for the due performance 

of such decree or order as may ultimately be binding upon him. 

A. Not in all cases. If it is a money decree it is a different matter, and! 
security is taken. In cases of land, the judge himself says that the land i& 
there. 

Q. Do you. find in the first appellate court, that applications for stay of 
execution are entertained ex parte? 

A. Sometimes it does happen. Of course a temporary stay is given always. 
Q. Is it customary in this province to file stay application even on the last. 

day of the sale? 
.4. Yes. I used to be worried even on Sundays. 
Q. You also find that ·applications are made for ex parte injunction without. 

sufficient cause? · 

A. I do not think so. 
Q. Suppoeing a whole lot of suits are being filed, or about to be filed. One· 

suit is decided in a certain way. Do you find that the other suits are hung up?' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Apart from section 202 of the local Act, people sometimes come and· 

say that such and such a case is going to be decided and this case should ba
r-ostponed. 
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A. It is very rare. 
Q. As regards appeals, I think that the first appeals in this province are 

·fairly heavy and that there is much difficulty in disposing of cases within a 
reasonable time. 

A. Yes; the district and sessions judge is the same and the sessions work 
has increased so much that there is very_ little civil appeal work done. 

Q. In many cases I suppose the district judge has an additional judge. 
A. Very rarely. 
Q. Do all cases of appeals from munsifs go to sub-judges? 
A. Yes. But they are not able to dispose them of because they have got so 

much of original work. Only an additional sub-judge is engaged. I have 
·never known of a sub-judge being able to hear civil appeals. 

Q. Your idea is that the district judge or additional district judge does 
-the appeal work. 

A. Yes. Sometimes the additional sub-judge. 
Q. In that case, are these appeals transferred to these courts in batches? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As regards second appeals, do you think that something might be done 

to put an end to second appeals in the case of suits of small value, where two 
-subordinate courts agree? But I think the difficulty of that is there might be 
a temptation for the appellate court to agree, because there is no second appeal. 

A. They may say the same of the High Court that there is no appeal to 
-the Privy Council. 

Q. Do you think that the public would not feel that there was any tempta
·tion for the appellate court to agree with the court below? 

A. No. The suits are of small value also. 
Q. What do you think of this that there is first of all to be a limit up to 

·which there will be no second appeal? 
A. It is the opinion of one man. There is alwavs the complaint about the 

high jurisdiction of the Judicial Commissioner's court up to Rs. 10,000 which 
is the opinion of one man. 

Q. Do you think that if instead of gi"~<ing them one appeal by an appeal 
judge with the result that the man who has not seen the witnesses may reverse 

-the lower court's decision, you could provide that in all cases up to Rs. 1,000 
in value there should be a first appeal by two specially selected sub-judges 
and no second appeal, except in this sense that, if there is a question of real 
importance, it should be open to the High Court to state the case to the High 
•Court' and of course with some proper provision if the judges disagree? Do 
_you think it would be desirable P 

A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. That will relieve considerably the work of the High Court. 
A. Yes. But the subordinate staff will have to be increased. 

. . Q. At any rate, the work of one of the judges in second appeals will be 
-reduced. 

A. Yes. 
Q. There is another point affecting headquarters stations. As you 1.--now, 

at headquarters stations, the district judge bas a great deal of office work to 
do and almost everything is thrown on his shoulders as a matter of responsibi
lity in theory. He has got the accounts. He is the person, I suppose, really 
responsible for the copying department. Do you think it possible to have all 
that work taken awav from his direct supervision and put under him in charge 
of a judicial officer of the type of a junior sub-judge and to have an unified 
office instead of each munsif having an office of his own? 

A. It might at least be tried. 
Q. Another suoaestion is that you get the same results better in some ways 

t.y having a separ:fe execution court. "nat do you think of that? 
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A. I don't think that could be done unless you have 2 sub-judges and munsifs. 
Q. ~hat is to say if one man simply is given execution work he will not 

have enough work. 
A. No. I would not advise for him to do the execution work of all the· 

courts. 
Q. But why, you think there is any special disadvantage? . 
A. The jurisdiction will be high and there should be a certain amount of 

relief also. The judges doing the original work get light work for a day or 
two in a week. 'l'hat was my complaint also when they made all the districts. 
equal. If they divide the work and give hard work to every one proportionately 
then there is no difficulty. , 

Q. In regard to the Judicial Commissioner's Court, Oudh, I understand, the
proposal is to make it a Chief Court and therefore it is unnecessary to enquire 
very much into the existing state of things. Have you ever thought of any 
way in which one might lessen the printing in the case of first appeals to the· 
High Court? · 

A. The only thing that the pleaders have confessed before me is that when 
matters go over to them the party does not pay them for going into all the· 
documents, and so they have all the documents printed. 

Q. They are not sufficiently paid and therefore they go on for printing all 
the documents? 

A. Yes, there was 8 case in which printed documents amounted to five
thousand pages and I do not think reference was made to more than 150 pages. 

Q. Sometimes theRe documents are of very irrelevant nature. We hear 8. 
great deal from the Privy Council about printing. What is necessary is that 
there should be an official. . The moment anything of that sort is attempt&d 
the matter ~<hould be taken to the Registrar and under the Privy Council 
rule it should be excluded. There is a list of documents so excluded and if 
the High Court thinks any such document is necesE'!lry it can be looked after
wards in original. 

A. Yes. In the Judicial Commissioner's court the. translation is very bad. 
There is no appeal in which original documents are not consulted. 

Q. Why is that; do you think ~t translators seem to bE\ worse than they 
u~ed to be? 

A. I have no experience of translators. 
Q. Have' you· any experience of interpreters? 
M. No. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-Q. You have been in Oudh for 8 long time. Have you 

had any appeals in taluqdari cases? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you give a case? The Bhilwal case. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You heard that appeal. I think you dismissed it. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that appeal instituted by the Court of Wards? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think the Court of Wards was well advilled to institute the suit? 
A. The Court of ""ards had to do that so that the minors afterwards might 

not complain. 
Q. I think you "·ill agree with me that many of these cases are cases that 

"·hen you look into thE'm you cannot understand as to how a sane man could 
have advised a contest. 

A. It is a very difficult point. I have seen case after case in which the 
Court of " 7ards bas been a party and there was a case in which the Court of 
Wards represented both the plaintiff and the defendant. 
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<Q. In the Bhilwal case there was an enormous. amount of time wasted? 
A. Yes one case went on for threP. years and the ":>ther for four y<?arst· 
Q. '\\'bat remedy would you suggest for these cases? 
A. They must be carried on with better legal advice. 
Q. What is the legal advi.ce like? Have you had any experience? 
A. No, I have no experience. 

Q. I think the case is something like this. There are about ten laroe box"es 
'full of papers relating to the ~~ll:te ,with reports by the Government ple~der and 
the Court of Wards manager m1t1aled by the-deputy commissioner who, perhaps 
has not gone into a single document. ' 

A. You cannot expect the deputy commissioner to go into all the docu-
rments. · 

Q. I do not expect him to do anything. I state the facts. 
A. Bu( sometimes they do appoint senior barri~ters to advise. 
Q. But I think they appoint senior barristers after the institution of the 

•case· and never before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When senior men are asked to take up cases, do you think that they go 

:>into all the documents? 
A. Yes. I know one or two cases in which Mr. Wallach "as consulted. 
Q. Was that before the cases were instituted? 
A. No, he went through all the documents afterwards. 
Q. Well I think you will agree with me that the taluqdari litigation is cu 

-of the things which militates strongly against the prosperity of the provinee 
-and it is one of the causes which is ruining the people of this l?rovince. Do 
_you not think that something should be done and a very senous attempt 
:should be made in that direction? . 

A. But not by legislation. If i!i js made by legislation then it will give rise 
to more litigation. I think it would be better if courts of arbitration eould be 
-established. 

Q. What I am driving at is this. The first thing is, and I hope you will 
.agree with me, th~t it is an evil which is very serious. 

A. Yes certainly. It blocks the work of subordinate judges to a very great 
-extent. 

Q. The second thing is, and in this also I hope you will agree with me, that 
.for the last 30 ·years with the exception of' an amendment in the law not the 
'slightest attempt has been made to get over this evil by any one. 

A. No. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. With regard to pleadings, I think, it was your 

point that they ~revery indifferently drawn up? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I think you will agree with me that pleadings are not usually gone 

through by tte court itself? 
A. I do not think the judge has got sufficient time to go through pleadings. 

The munsarim fixes the date and when the case comes up for hearing pleadings 
are placed before the judge. He goes through them only when there is some 
.Wfficulty, i.e., when one party says that the other party is alleging something 
-quite different from that given in the plaint. 

Q. Do you consider whether if the orders and rules in the Civil Procedure 
-Code were observed, this evil could be rectified? 

A. Yes.· The difficulty is that the pleader himself never draws up pleadings, 
it is his clerk that does everything connected with it. Extension of time is 
many times asked .for owing to these pleadings having been drawn up not by 
the pleader himself but by his clerk. Yesterday I had a,case of that sort in 
Milich ..... ., man wanted extension. On enquiring what was the reason, he said 
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that he went to the pleader's clerk and the pleadings were drawn up by him. 
Sometimes petition-writers also draw up pleadings. 

Q. So it means that touts play a prominent part in these thingsf in your 
province? 

A. We do not call them touts. They are in reality cler~s to pleaders. 
Q. I am myself a pleader and I suppose plaint is always signed by the 

pleader if one is engaged. I think it is only ill petty cases that pleaders do 
not draw up pleadings themselves and sign the plaint? 

A. Even in hi" cases. The difficulty is that clients do not spend money in 
the beginning to have their pleadings drawn up by ~xperienced and competent 
pleaders. Their negligence at that time leads to unnecessary trouble, incon
venience and delay afterwards. · . . , · 

Q. But it is the pleader who signs the· plaint because it is presented iri 
court? 

A. Why should he. 
Q. Does that happen in the majority of cases? 
A. Yes. Generally the plaint is shoved in by someone and the pleader 

wit{wut going through the pleadings. signs the plaint: The client puts his 
thumb mark on it. It is simply a verification of facts and it is the client who 
knows best what really the points are, What has the pleader to do with that? 

Q. I wish to get at the bottom of this matter. You are sure, as a m;ltter 
-of fact, the plaint is drawn up by the vakil's clerk? 

A. Vakil has nothing to do with the plaint, it is only. a verification of 
facts P 

Q. What about the written statement? Do you think that it is also pre
pared by the pleader's clerk? 

A. No. It has always to be prepared carefully and it is gep.erally prepared 
by the pleader himself. The client does not know anything what the other 
part.v has to say or ha~ said and ~o pl.e.i~der is in the best position to understand 
all these things. It 1s always s1gnecr. by the pleader. The pleader has to be 
very careful in this matter as the party cannot do anything. 

Q. So it is felt that the written statement has to be prepared carefully and 
in fact it is prepared by the pleader himself? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that the petition-writer in his province plays a very 

prominent part in the preparation of pleadings? 

A. Yes. The pleader will always say that the plaint was shoved under his 
nose and without reading anything he signed it. · 

Q. Are pleadings drawn up in vernacular? 
A. Yes always. It is very rare that we come across pleadings drawn up 

in English. It is only in those cases where some European is 8 party. We 
know very little English here. • 

l.~r. Justice Stuart.-Q. ~er~ is 8 good deal of talk about the necessity of 
keepmg vernacular, because 1t 1s a language that everybody uses. Is it not 
your experience that sometimes the court translator cannot read a single line 
d the document? 

A. Yes. He can read only the handwriting of 'the people he is used to. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. Now that the evil is existing, what is the remedy 

you would suggest? Would you make it 8 rule that every pleader should be 
responsible for either the plaint or the written statement being drawn up in the 
proper form P 

. A: How can you make him resp~nsible? Suppose some important matter 
IS left out. 

Mr. Justice Stuart.-Very frequently the plaintiff himself files the plaint 
.and employs th~ pleader after i~ is filed. 
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A. Yes. . . . 
Q. In many of these cases the plaint is drawn up by petition-writers. 
A. Yes. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. ''nen is the vakalatnama presented? 
.4.. Sometimes along and sometimes after the plaint is filed. 
Q. In those cases in which the vakalatnama is presented along with the 

plaint, you may take it that there is a vakil who is entrusted with the case. 
Surely you can make it a condition that he should be responsible for the 
pleadings ·being drawn up in a proper forin P 

A. Yes, if he is ;made responsible. 'l'he only thing is that the clients are· 
very foolish. They spend a lot of money in paying witnesses, but not the 
pleaders. 

· Q. What should be done? 
A. If it is made compulsory that only a pleader should file a plaint above a 

certain value, the client will necessarily have to go to the pleader. 

That is why in Ou'dh there is a system of clearing of pleadings. After the 
issues are framed the pleader is asked what he has got to say about his state
ment. This applies to the defence pleader also. This clearing goes on week 
after week before a statement is made. 

Q. So there· is a clearing of pleadings which is done on the s~atements of 
pleaders and this takes much time? 

A. Yes. 
, Q. With regard to the clearing of pleadings, I should like to know a typical 

case of this kind? 
A. I think it will be a great revelation to you if you get one of these

taluqdari cases. 
_,.: Q. Is it done by means of affidavits at times? 

A. Under the directions of the Commissioner. Sometimes the pleadings 
Personall~ I do not believe in clearing the pleadings, because the pleaders them--

• selves are not interested. They do not themselves know what the case is about .. 
Q. Is this clearing done before or after the settlement of issues? 

'A. After the settlement of issues and before examining witnceees. 
Q. Are pleadings cleared in ordinary cases also? 
A. They do not take so long. 
Q. Under what provision of the law ig that being done? 
A. Under the directions of the CommiflBioner. Sometimes the pleadings 

are not properly understood by the courts. 
Q. Even in taluqdari cases there is no opening of a case? 
A. No. 
Q. With. regard to the junior bar and the senior bar, I think you are 

pointing to an evil that actually exists. Is it not due to the way in which· 
fees are awarded now, that a junior is not appointed in every case along 
with a senior? 

A. I have been in many districts. The junior always tries to cut away the· 
fees of the senior pleader. 

Q. It is ·always the jealousy of the senior pleaders that prevents the employ
ment of a junior. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Don't you think that the fee awarded legally is too small to permit two 

people being engaged? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You mean to say that the actual money spent is realised by way of 

costs? 
A. Yes. 
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· Q. In the case of 8 suit for Rs. 1,000 what is the fee awarded? 
A. Rs. 50. . 
Q. Do you mean ·to say that 8 pleader would take up that case for Rs. 50? 
A. YP.s. . . 
Q. Don't you think that the existing system of pa:yment of only one fee to a 

:vakil and that a very low fee is the reason why jumors are not engaged? It 
.is a matter of general complaint that the fee that is awarded in a decree in a 
su,it is much too low for even one of the legal practitioners. 

A. I have never heard of that complaint 'here. 
Q. With reference to district judges, I think they are also district regis-

·t:-ars in this place. · 
A. Yes. 
Q: They have control over the sub-registrars under them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is a thing which might very well be avoided p·. , 
.-1. There is very little work. That does not affect his judicial work. 
Q. ~'lith regarc~ to second appeals, it is a fact that there are many frivolous 

.;;econd appeals filed and very few second appeals are even·tually successful. Is 
·.it not so? · 

.-1. Yes. .· . 
Q. Is it not right to prevent this awful waste of'time and money? 
.L Yes. 
Q. If you think that the appellate benches are not a' proper remedy, would 

you limit the value of second appeals? .'· 
..1. I would limit up to Rs. 500 or Rs. 1,000, because it is not. known to stop 

·the right of appeal. So, there will be a tremendous uproar. 
Q .. The so-called righ~ is a thing created by statute. 
A. Anyhow they have got used to appeal. 
Q. Do you think that Rs. 500 might be the value over which second appeals 

.might be allowed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If you make a rule that, if both dmrts agreed, appeals between Rs. 500 

.and 1,000 should not be filed unless the decree amount is deposited into court 
would not that reduce frivolous seco¢ appeals? 

.ol No. They will get somebody else to do it. They are great fighters here. 
Any litigation is quite a piece of pleasure for them to have. 

Q. So, the only way is to put an end to second appeals? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In connection with giving finality to decisions would you increase the 

·Email cause powers of district munsifs? Would you make it Rs. 500? 
A. I think the powers should be given to selec;ted munsifs. 
Q. \Vhat is the period of service after which selection should be made? 
A. There is no fixed period. Each munsif should be selected according to 

his merits. · 
Q. With regard to sub-judges, would you enhance their small cause juris

diction? 
A. I would not in the case of a subordinate judge, except in the case of a 

-6lllall cause court judge. 
Q. Would you go up toRs. 2,000 in the case of a small cause court judgeP 
.L Yes. 
Q. Would you, in this province, enhance the pecuniary jurisdiction of 

mui1sifs up toRs. 5,000? 
A. Yes, because the value of' things has gone up. What was worth 

_R.s;, 1,000 then is now worth even Us. 10,000. 

r 2 
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Q. The jurisdiction, I think, was fixed about 40 years ago. 
A. Yes. And Rs. 1,000 suits are so many that you will have to increase 

the munsifs. • 
Q. Having regard to the qualifications of the existing munsifs, you think 

that their jurisdiction could be enhanced safely? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I wish to know whether y9u will take away a portion of munsif's worK. 

and give it to honorary agencies? 
A. l\Iy experience of honorary munsifs is not much. They have no desir~ to

work and they only want to keep a gun and therefore they are working. 'n1ey 
do not put their heart into the w~rk. 

-Q. In the province of Oudh so far as I can see from your returns they 
have done a great deal of work. · 

A. A very small number. 
Q. Supposing these honorary munsifs are properly selected and their 

benches are properly constituted, will they be able ·to relieve the regular 
munsifs substantially? There is absolutely no reaso11 why suite which are· 
decided ex parte and suits of small cause court should not be given to them. 

: A. But thes•J suits can be done by regular munsifs in a coup!~ of minutes. 
Q. They are suits of small cause court nature which are not tried by small 

cause court side. 
A. You would not send them to honorary munsifs. You can only send 

money suits but for these I will advise only the bench of honorary munsifs. 
Q. With regard \o village panchayats in this province, I suppose you have

not had sufficient experience yet? 
A. No. 
Q. "Tith regard to transactions which are evidenced bv registered instruments 

and the plea that is often set up that they are sham· transactions and that 
documents should not be enforced, will you prevent any such plea beinp: put 
forward? 

A. Not in the present state of Oudh. Education is n~t spread very much 
and people do not understand anything about it. 

Q. You would ·not have that prevented? 
A. No. . 
Q. With refetence to the provisions that the mortgage deed should be 

attested by two witnesses would you like to have that continued? That is. 
responsible for lot of false pleas. 

A. Yes, whatever might be. 
Q. Sale deeds are not required to be attested. 
A. The mortgage deed is on hypothecation. I would like to have that pro

vision continued. 
Q. Would you make registration compulsory in case of partitions of im

moveable property and contractual partnerships started with a capital of one 
hundred rupees or more? ' 

A. They are very few. 
Q. With regard to execution what do you think of the period h"yond l•hich 

no execution petition should be ~led? Would you make it six years? 
A. I am averse to that. ThJl decree-holder's lot is bad; there are so many 

devices, especially in joint Hinau family. 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. I gather from your note that the translation is very bad 
and that in nine cases out of ten you have to refer to the original document. 
What advantage do you have in having these documents printed? 

A .. You get a general idea; it is only in regard to particular sentences 
that we have to refer to original documents. 

Q. This system was introduced recently; do you know why? 
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.4. The appeal goes before two judges and if there is onl~ one copy it. might 
cause delay. . 

Q. Butt it causes great expense to the parties. 
~· Yes, especially because '\.he way in which printing is donE!. The pleader 

.cever decides in the original aocuments as· to what is necessary and what is not. 
Q. In the case of Judicial Commissioner's court at Sind we have no print

ing at all. We are satisfied with the four copies prepared in the office. What 
sort of practice have you in case of criminal appeals? 

A. In .murder cases the whole case is printed. 
Q. But in all other cases the original file is given to one judge and copies 

to other judges? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would it not be sufficient for the office to prepare four type-written copies 

in civil cases? . 
. L Printing does not delay at all. ' 
Q. I am speaking of the expense to the parties which is cq_nsiderable. 
A. That is fault of the parties. They do not. pay adequately to pleaders 

who do not take proper care. ' . 
Q. So far as printing of evidence is concerned I think that can be dispensed 

with. So far as documents are concerned they can be referred to in original. 
Would not that practice be possible in the case of Judicial Commissioner's 
court a'.; Oudh? . · · · 

A. Here the cases are yery big. We cannot study the case if the papers 
are in original. · · 

Q. Now just another point. In this province with regard to first appeals 
before the district court, you say that stay for execution is granted though 
sometimes security is not deposited. Appeals are more or less admitted and 
as a matter of course notices issued to the respondents. 

A. Under Order 41, Rule 11, it must be done at once but the fact of the 
matter is that the sessions judge is not able to attend to it because he is 
overworked, the sessions work is so heavy now. 

The Hon'ble Mr. }ustice,KANHAIYA LAL, Judge, Allahabad 
' High Court. 

lVritten Statement. 

Ancient method& . . 

Before dealing specifically with some of the more important qu(:'stions 
raised in the Questionnaire, it is necessary to refer briefly to some of the 
causes, which interfere with the " speedy, economical and satisfactory " ad
ministration of justice in this country, and the remedies which have from 
time to time been suggested for consideration. The administration of jus
tice in India w·as considered one of the paramount duties of the State, and 
that duty used in old times to be administered without any charge by judges 
learned in the law and anxious to study the rights of the parties and to 
apply their rough and ready methods of enquiry to the ascertainment of the 
truth. There were no court fees, process fees and other charges payable for 
t.!Je issue of summonses or the execution of decrees or orders or the translation 
and printing of paper books, and there were no elaborate rules to regulate the 
procedure of the courts in every detail.. 

J!odern Complexities. 

'Ye have now substituted for the same a inost elaborate and complicated 
system of law and procedare, the enforcement of which requires a large staff 
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of competent and trained judges, and the litigants, ignorant and unsophis
ticated as most of them still are, are apt to maJi:e mistakes and hurt them
selves at every step, if no skilled legal aid were available to them. The com
plexities of the law and rules have introduced t'o some extent an uncertainty 
in the results of litigation, and a man with the largest purse regards it as 

. a gamble well worth his money. To a poor man, the civil courts afford but 
little relief, because the actual expenses of litigation, leaving aside the initial 
court fee, are heavy and often beyond his me'lns. He has in many instances 
to seek the help of a speculator to fight on his behalf; and not unfrequently he 
who wins finds himself ultimately as much embarrassed as the man who 
actually loses his case. 

Simplification of Lau·s. 

The necessity for a strong, adequate and competent staff of judges to cope 
with the work is admitted on all hands and requires no emphasis, though the 
requisite funds for providing such a staff are very often wanting. The neces
sity for simplifying the laws and procedure with a view to adapt them to the 
conditions "of the country requires ~loser examination and deserves greater 
attention than it has apparently received. The simpler the laws, the greater 
is the possibility of substantial justice being administered in India. The more 
stringent the provisions and the greater the technicalities insisted on, the 
greater will be the opportunity. for dishonest people to take advantage of 
those provisions and seek to deprive ignorant and unsophisticated people of 
their rights. Elasticity should give place to stringency, and the value 
attached to the technical obser:vance of tlie laws of procedure should not be 
disproportionate to the merits of the subject matter for enquiry and decision. 

Simplification of Rules. 

A similar simplification should be aimed at in the rules made by the High 
Courts to regulate the procedure in matters of detail. For instance, one of 
·;,he immediate causes of the delay is the time needed for compliance with the 
steps required for further progress, or the demands of court fees, process fees 
and other charges at every succeeding stage of a suit, appeal or execution 
proceeding. The parties have to bEj allowed time for compliance with each of 
these demands, .and if they live in villages, as most of them do, considerable 
delay is frequently occasioned. It is legitimate to insist on the prepayment 
of expenses for the issue of summonses to the defendants, processes to the 
witnesses, or for the appointment of commissioners and the like. But many 
of the other smaller· demands can, in, view of the heavy initial court fee which 
a suitor or appellant is liable to pay, be easily dispensed with; and some of 
them can, at all events, be consolidated. The process fees charged yield a 
large surplus, which is annually credited to' the Government. If a record has 
to be summoned, the party ·concerned is often required to pay the expenses 
for sommoning the record, though it may be the record of the decree appealed 
against. If a warrant of arrest is applied for and the decree is over two years 
old, the party is required- first to pay the expenses for the issue of a notice 
under Order 21., Rule 22, of the Civil Procedure Code, then for the issue of a 
notice to the judgment-debtor why he should not be arrested, and then for 
-certain expenses for his actual arrest. If a warrant of attachment is asked 
for and the decree is not over two years old, he is required to pay for an order 
l()f attachment and for the expenses of deputing a man to carry out th.; 
attachment; and if the attachment is carried out, he is then asked to pay for 
the issue of various notices connected with the enquiries preliminary to the 
·sale, and finally called upon again to pay for an order for the sale of the 
property arid for the expenses of deputing a man to carry out the sale. Can
not a charge of, say, Rs. 2 for a warrant of arrest or for the attachment and 
sale of movables and debts, or a charge of Rs. 4 for a warrant of attachment 
and sale of immoveable property, if levied with the application, be treated as 
sufficient to cover the expenses of all notices and writs incidental to such 
proceedings, especially when Rs. 6-4 per cent. is deducted in the end from the 
.sale proceeds and credited to the Government on a sale, other than a sale 
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of landed property, being confirmed? The charge is less where the property 
sold is landed property. In Oudh there are no amins or l•ailiffs, except two 
at Lucknow, and the sales are conducted by process servers and at times by 
nazirs, and gross abuses and injury to the rights of the judgment-debtors 
are not uncommon. It would be surprising if delays do not result in the 
above circumstances. 

In the High Courts, the position is still worse. Our rules here require· 
that the appellant should file a copy of the judgment of the court of first 
instance, and, if he does not file it, time is allowed to him to obtain a copy and 
file it, though within that time the record can easily be sent for and the case 
put up for hearing as soon as the record arrives. FQr over half a century, a 
copy of the judgment and decree appealed against was all that was needed; 
and naturally when the new rule was introduced, the litigants, relying on the 
old and well established practice, continued ignorant of it, and came here to 
file their appeals armed only with the copies which the pre-existing law and 
practice had required. For a time the appeals began to be summarily dis-

.missed as barred by limitation, because the memorandum of appeal, often filed 
un the last day of limitation, was not so accompanied by a copy of the judg
ment of the trial court. The resulting injury to the rights of the litigants 
was, however, so great that the stern attitude, first taken up, had soon to be 
abandoned, and the penalty was mitigated by a concession to the demand for 
time to file the copy in every instance. 

A copy of the judgment of the first court when filed does not, however, 
nlways dispense with the necessity of summoning the original record, for ques
tions of construction, pleadings, admissibility or absence of evidence still arise 
in many appeals, which cannot be settled under Order 41, Rule 11, of the Civil 
Procedure Code, till the record is available for examination. Adjournments 
for the record, therefore, still continue. 

Again the paper book, ·containing the pleadings, judgment and decree in 
uecond appeals, used till recently to be prepared, as in the subordinate 
appellate courts, by the office I!.!J soon as an appeal was admitted. The pre
paration of such a paper book for the judges, comprising the pleadings, the 
judgment and the ,decree appealed against and the grounds of appeal, was 
"onsidered a necessary corollary of the admission of an app~al on which a 
heavy initial court fee was paid. But the amendments recenly made require 
that the appellant must pay the expenses for the preparation and printing oJ! 
that paper book. Under the old rules, the paper book so prepared used to 
be sold at a fairly high price and a certain proportion of the cost used to be 
realized from the parties who purchased the copies. Now the appellant i~ 
required to contribute an initial cost of Rs. 15 on account of its preparation 
l'I'Hhin 30 days of the admission of the appeal. The respondent is required to 
contribute Rs. 10 towards the cost of the same as soon as he puts in hiP 
nppearance, and if he does not appear, the appellant has to make good that 
amount within 14 days of the notice of demand or such further time as thll' 
('Onrt may allow. Till then the appeal remains in abeyance. The period so 
!!p@flt is generally two or three months, and sometimes much longer, where
tne service of notices on the respondent is delayed. 

In first appeals, when an application is made for the printing and trans
!ation of evidence, further delays occur. The office very often takes sht 
Jlonths in counting the words and preparing an estimate, though there may 
be not more than half a dozen papers requiring to be printed (c/., F. A. 
Nos. 235 and 236 of 23). The parties take their own time in filing the esti
mates, and a year generally elapses before the work of translation is actually 
started. The second year is taken in the translation, printing and proof 
reading of the papers comprised in the paper book, and in the vast majority 
of cnses, the actual hearing of the appeal does not start till after two years or 
two years and a half. In second appeals, no printing of the evidence is neces
sary and, if the record is sent for as soon as the appeal is filed three month9 
ought to be more than sufficient for the appeals to be ready for hearing. 
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·Out of 1,208 first appeals now pending, paper books are ready only in 
253 appeals.· Out of nearly 2,000 second appeals now pending, paper book• 
are ready in about half that number. The actual number of working day~ 
in the High Court is about 200 days in a year, and if adjournments can be 
obviated, means can be devised to expedite the disposal to some extent. 

Original and Insolvency Jurisdiction. 

In the High Courts, where original jurisdiction is exercised, the congestion 
can be relieved, if the original jurisdiction is transferred to the district 
courts or to a Presidency civil court constituted for each of the Presidencv 
towns. There were 5,378 suits pending ·on the ,ori!!inal side in the Calcutt; 
High Court, out of which 2,720 or over a half we"re over a year old; 4 95C 
suits in the Bombay High Court, out of which 2,148 suits were pendincr' for 
more than a year; and 1,306 suits in the Madras High Court, most of ;hich 
were over a year old at the end of the year 1922. If the trial of these suits 
and of Insolvency cases, leaving' aside admiralty, testamentary, matrimonial 
and company cases, is transferred to the district courts or to a Presidencv 
civil court, manned by a suitable staff of judges, the disposal of these suit~' 
will be expedited, and the time now spent by the High Courts in the trial of 
original suits and insolvency cases will be available for other important work. 
now in a congested state. · 

Right of Appeal. 

1:he people are naturally averse to any material curtailment of the right 
of appeal, partly because the lower appellate courts are not always manned by 
trained judges of standing and experience, and their decisions very often fail 
to give satisfaction, and partly because the existing system has added to the 
uncertainties of the results of litigation. Our aim should be to give the 
people a satisfactory tribunal and give finality to findings of fact, where>er 
such a tribunal is available. ' 

Trial by Benche1. 

There are two means possible to secure that end. The first is to provide a 
tribunal of three judges for different grades of suits, other than suits of a 
small cause court nature, and make the decisions of that tribunal on ques
tions of fact final, allowing an appeal direct to the High Court, only on ques
tions of law or usage having the force of law, or material error in procedure, 
leading to a miscarriage of justice. The decisions of two judges would not 
command much weight; and, if they happen to differ, a third judge may h.we 
to be called in and the trial of the cases may be considerably delayed. Several 
such tribunals would have to be established in each district of different grade3 
and standing for the different classes of suits, and though the number of 
appeals on facts would be thereby reduced, the cost of maintaining these 
tribunals would in every district be heavy and almost prohibitive. 

Trial 'with the aid of a Jury. 

The other is that certain classes of cases, for example, suits for money ar 
moveables, rents or profits, damages for breaches of contracts, malicious prose
cution, defamation or torts, and suits for dower, cash allowances, mail'•€n
ances and the like, may be made triable under proper safeguards with the 
aid of a jury by a single judge; and the unanimous verdict of the judge and 
the jury or of the judge and a majority of the jury may on questions of fact be 
treated as final. 

An appeal should be made to lie in such cases direct to the High Court, 
but not on questions of fact, unless there is a misdirection to the jury or th'l 
judge, differs from the verdict; and an intermediate appeal will be thtB 
obviateu. 

The trial with the aid of a jury can be either made compulsory for suit~ . 
'Of the specified classes or as a tentative measure left optional, and in the 
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latter event, the right to convene or. empanel a jur~ fo~ the ~rial must be 
vested in the trial judge to be exerc1sed on an apphcatwn bemg made for 
the _vurpose by an,- .,f the contesting parties, when the plaint is filed or the 
issues are settled if having regard to the nature of the contest and the facts 
in issue such a ti~ial is expedient in the ends of justice. 

• Some necessary safeguards. 

From Ancient times, a panchayat or a conference of th~ el~ers. of ~ villa~.e, 
town, guild or caste, was an established and permanent mst1tutwn m Inma 
for the bettlement of all disputes and claims, and the decisions of these 
panchayats very often partook of the nature of an equitable award and were 
treated as final and binding. A trial with the aid of a jury would serve the 
same purpose and would be less expensive than a trial by a bench of three 
judges, but th~ number of jurors would have to be kept sufficiently high to 
reduce the oos$ibility of corruption, and as an additional safeguard, the con
currence of the trial judge with the verdict of the jury or of the majority 
of the jury should, in the present circumstances o£ the country and the state 
of education, be made a condition precedent to its being regarded. as final on 
questions of fact. · 

In the remaining classes of cases, especially those dealing with mortgages 
and rights to or in immoveable property, complicated questions of mixed 
law and feet or construction of docmpents arise, and the trials will have, 
therefore, to continue as· hitherto. 

Benches for A.ppe~ls. 
A third' an(i possible alternative is to provide :t bench of two or three 

jLdges, the lattel' number being preferable, for the trial of first appeals below 
a certain value, and to make their decision on questions of fact final. But 
the cost of permanently constituting these benches in every district or 
judgeships .for the different .classes of appeals, civil and revenue, which are 
fairly numerous, will be very heavy, if not greater than under the system 
first suggested. The system of a trial with the aid 9f a jury would be easier 
to work and less open to objection, being in harmony with the traditions and 
notions of the people, and aho less expensive to the litigants; and it would . 
tf'nd ,·ery materially to mitigat~ and r'educe the uncertainties of tl1e results 
of litigation. · ·· 

Sup]•lementary Privy Ct)llncil in India. 

There is another matter to which it is necessary to refe: in this connection 
before I com·lude these general observations. The King has always been 
con5idered the fountain head of Justice in this country, and it is extremely 
incom·enic>nt and expensive to the people that they should have to incur 
the trouble and expense of sending their appeals to England to have them 
tried out there in their ab~ence. There is some advantage in having eminent 
judges of e:-rtensive experience and learning applying themselves to the deci
sions of these appeals in an atmosphere detached from all considerations of 
expediency. ?r policy.. But by. reas~m of the distance and expense, many 
nppeals ra1s1ng questwns of pnme 1mportance to the country have had in 
the past to be heard ex pa1·te and the respondents have found themselves 
unable to represent their aspect of the matters in issue in.their bestlight. 
The well-known decisions on the qu~stion of liability of the Hindu sons for 
the pnyment of the debts of their !ather, which created such a sensation in 
the country, were decisions passed in ex parte cases; and in Oudh there have 
l.cen in~tanc~s wh_ere bi~ land-holders have managed .to. take their appeal~ to 
t !1e Pnvy Council agams~ tenants or persons cla1mmg; under-proprietary 
n;::hts, and the latter hanng been unable to get themselves represented by 
c·onn"t>l ultimately lost their cases. It is not fair to the- people that the hi"h
est court of appeal, or in fact what is in their eyes the fountain head"' of 
Justice, should be rendered so inaccessible to them, and it is high time that 
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a supplementary Privy Council, consisting of ..retired judges and retired 
lawyers of eminence, were constituted in British India to' dispense justice 
and hear appeals from the decisions of the High Courts at Delhi or some other 
"Suitable centre, aided by such eminent Lords and Lawyers of His :\laje~y's 
Privy Council in England, who might from time to time like to visit this 
country in winter for love, pleasure or money. The association of the Indians 
and the English lawyers of eminence, selected out of a consolidated list of the 
Privy Councillors here and in F,:ngland, will not be without its value in en
hancing the confidence of the people in the British Courts, and permanently 
cementing the connection between England and this.country. The creation of · 
a Supreme Court in India, manned by permanent staff of paid judges, would 
not serve the same purpose in the same effective man~er. 

Recruitment. 

4. Coming to the question of details, raised in the Questionnaire, I am of 
opinion that the present system of recruitment has the advantage of catch
ing promising young men early in life, who, if they had advanced well in 
their professional career, would not have been easily available. In practice, 
we get· men who have had from two to five years' practice. The candidates 
.are rarely appointed soon after they are selected, or before they have had 
Mme practical experience in professional work. A beginner in the legal pro-

Jssion does not usually get much work; but he still learns a great deal, if 
•e is attentive, by careful observation and regular attendance in the courts, 

while ~ases are being heard and argued .. It is not uncommon to find persons 
with scanty practice or briefless vakils or Barristers-at-Law striving hard 
to get into the judicial service; but instances of good, capable and promising 
young men, getting into the service in the early part of th'lir professional 
·career, are not wanting. The important point is to attract the best and the 
most capable young men available on such terms as the State is prepared to 
-offer, and this can only be secured by requiring the candidates to undergo a 
preliminary test not so much in the principles of law, which it is presumed 
-they have studied before they were given their degree, but in their capacity 
to apply them to given facts and express their decision in a methodical and 
,logical manner. For the purpose of such an examination, I would allow the 
-candidates the use of books and offer to them hypothetical cases, giving cer
tain undisputed facts, and ask them to imagine the defences and give the 
findings or conclusions at which they arrive. Their intellectual alertness, 
grasp of legal principles, and their capacity for methodical and lucid ex
pression can thus be tested; and the best candidates can be selected each year 
by that method with due regard to the number of vacancies that are likely to 
occur during the year. If family and communal considerations are also to 
be taken into· account, the selected candidates can be interviewed to deter
mine their personal fitness or suitability in other respects, and a final selec
tion made as the combined result of the examination and the interview. The 
prospects open to the members of the service in the shape of high judicial 
appointments must, however, be kept sufficiently high to attract men of the 
right stamp and calibre. I do not think that any special training for dis
tr'ict munsifs is necessary, beyond such as is acquired by observation and 
attendance in courts and practical work in the profession prior to appoint
ment for a period of usually two years. 

Grades of Subordinate Judges. 

9 to 11. The existing distinction of grades between munsifs and subor
dinate judges should be abolished. The subordinate judges should be classi
fied into three grades or classes. Those of the third class should have original 
powers up fo rupees one thousand. Those of the second class should have 
original powers up to rupees five thousand, and those of the first• class 
should have unlimited original jurisdiction. No subordinate judge of the 
third dass shonld be given small cause court powers. Tho~e of the second 
~lass should be ~"t.iven small cause court powers up to Rs. 500. Those of the 
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first class should have small cause court powers ~P to Rs. 1,000, at d should 
also he empowered to hear appeals. No subordinate judge sho'!ld be <>'i~en 
second class powers till he has completed at least seven years In the third 
class from the date of his confirmation or the expiry of his probationary 
period, which in these provmces lasts generally for two years, unless his 
confirmation is for some reason or other postponed. The higher powers sho~Ild 
not be conferred after the expiry of seven years from the date of confirmatiOn 
as a matter of right or seniority, but as a result of proved efficiency and 
integrity, as judged by the annual (confidential) reports of superior officers, 
and the result of appeals or the proportion of decisions confirmed to those 
rev~rsed or modified after contest. In places where there is sufficient work 
for a whole-time judge of the small cause court,. the small cause court powers 
should not, as far as possible, be distributed between several courts, as tho 
resulting confusion to the pleaders, litigants and witnesses and in the record. 
room is perplexing and troublesome, particularly where the presiding judges 
change and are succeeded by persons possessing no small cause powers. 
The most convenient method is to have one'·or more whole-time judges of 
the small cause court in each district or sub-district, possessing lower or 
higher small cause court powers according to ·the quantity· of work there 
available, am\ much delay an-d confusion owing to the time of the presiding 
judge being divided between works of different kinds in the same court on the 

·same day will be thus obviated. Strict vigilance will have, however, to be 
exercised in the- bestowal of small cause court powers, especially as the power 
of revision of the High Courts in such cases is limited and failures of justice 
or bad, hasty or perfunctory work tend only to lower the administration of 
justice in ·the public eye. 

Small Cause Court cases. 

15. The jurisdiction of small cause courts may be e~tended by the inclu
sion of suits for money, other than suits for accounts or the dissolution of 
partnerships or the recovery ~f money by the enforcement of ·a mortgage o1· 
charge over immoveable property, or suits for maintenance, where its amount 
is not fixed by any contract, award or judicial decision. Suits for money 
cognizable by a revenue court will also have to be excluded. 

Special Pott·ers. 

12. The special jurisdiction to try cases relating to Public Trusts, Insol
venry, Pro-note and such other matters should continue to be vested in the
distriet judge, as the transfer of such cases to subordinate judges busy 
with the trial of heavy suits may inordinately hamper and delay their dis-· 
posal. The subordinate judges of the first class can, however, be given 
pettier sessions cases and civil appeals for trial; and. thereby they can be· 
of material assistance in relieving the district and sessions judges of much 
of their less important work. 

Honorary Cou1·ts and Benches. 

14. Except here and there, honorary munsifs and village courts have, a!r 
a rule, been dilatory and unmethodical in their habits and work, and I do 
not think that it would be expedient to extend their jurisdiction or powers 
or to replace tha stipendiary courts in respect of any portion of the more im
portant work- now dono by them by such honorary tribunals. The honorary 
munsifs are mostly landed proprietors, anxious to enhance their position and' 
prestige in the eyes of their tenantry, and where the interests of the landlords.' 
and tenants are in conflict, grievous instances of injustice may arise .. Th'~ 
parties are frequently reluctant, after they have been put to the inconvenience 
and expense of instituting a suit and engaging a pleader, to have their suits. 
transferred from the stipendiary courts to the honorary tribunals, where' 
they can hardly get any adequate legal assistance. 
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Appeals. 

18 to 2J. Where there is no trial with the aid of a jury and the findinrrs 
of fact are concurrent, no appeal from a decree not reversmg or varying tht? 
decree· of the trial court to the prejudice of the aggrieved party should be 
allowed, except on a substantial question of law or us:~ge having the forc·e 
of law or a material error in the procedure, causing a failure of justice. At 
~he same time, where the findings are not concurrent, larger powers should 
be given to a court of higher appeal, as it would tend to develop greater 
responsibility among the judges of the lower appellate courts; and perfunctory 
and sketchy judgments on appeals, on questions of fact, will become much 
rarer. ' 

No person should be appointed a district and sessions judge or allowed to 
act as such, till he has held judicial office of some kind or another, or p"rac
tised, or done- partly the one and partly the other, for a total period of, say, 
ten years. A careful selection should be made in making snch appointments, 
and much of. the difficulty now experienced in determining the precise nature 
of the finding, at which the lower. appellate court has arrived, will then dis
appear. I am not in favour of a limitation of the power of the High Court 
in revision, for the existence of such a power exereises a salutary or moral 
check on the vagaries of some of the subordinate courts. On the other hand, 
where no appeal lies, I am in favour· of enlarging these powers to the extent 
they are possessed by the High Courts on the criminal side, to be used only 
wherever a miscarriage of justice appears to have oecurred. 

Service by Post. 

25. Service by registered post is not likely to facilitate the disposal of 
cases. The presiding judges have at present some control over the process
serving staff, who are required to make reports of service duly verified on 
oath before the date fixed. There will be no such re~ponsibility on the Post 
Office, and instances may frequently occur where the witnesses directed to 
attend may fail to attend and the court may find itself unable to ascertain the 
cause of their non-attendance. 

A process-server, who goes to the village, generally reports what infor
mation he receives about the whereabouts of the party or witness concerned, if 
he is known to be alive. "here a person is dead, or a minor, he reports the 
reason whv he has been unable to serve him. This information the Post Office 
will be u~dcr no obligation to Eupply. The report of the process-server is 
attested by witnesses and verified on an oath, and can be admitted in evidence 
under certain circumstances. The acknowledgment brought by a post peon 
may not always be received in time, and would stand in need of proof. Any 
person, desiring to repudiate an acknowledgment, may win over the postal 
peon to say that he was ignorant of the identity of the person who signed it or· 
to whom he gave the summons.. The same cannot, however, be said with im
punity in the case of a process-server, whose report of service is attested by 
witnesses. 

Registered A.ddresses. 

28 and 29. If the parties are required to file registered addresses in all 
original suits, appeals and other proceedings, much difficulty and delay can 
be obviated. Where such registered addresses are filed, and the addressee!' are 
not dead, the sending of notices or summons by registered post, acknowledg
ment prepaid, should be tried as a last resort for the purpose of effecting 
substituted service. It would be useful to give the presiding judges a wide 
discretion to direct service by registered post, acknowledgment prepaid, as an 
additional measure, if the circumstances are such a::~ to require a resort to 
11uch addiiional method oth&rwise expedient. 
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Examination o/ Parties. 

33. The examination of the parties is to my mind a very necessary preii
minary to the commencement of the hearing. There can be no better source 
of information than the party himself, but the parties are not in every case 
present, particularly where they are residents of distant places, pardanashin 
ladies, minors or heirs of deceased persons, or land-holders or business m~n 
of some standing and position. Sometimes they may not know the details 
flf a transaction, which may have been settled on their behalf by their 
managers, munibs or agents, but in, the majority of cases they would naturally 
be the best witnesses, and we cannot too strongly impress upon the sub
ordinate courts the desirability of examining them, wherever available, 
either before the issues are recorded or, ·at all events, before the hearing of. 
the evidence is commenced, as the trial is thereby often considerably narrowed 
and simplified. It would uot, however, be expedient to lay down any hard and 
fast rule on the point, in view of the- great hardship, inconvenience and ex
pense it may sometimes cause to persons unable to appear on account of 
illness, distance or other sufficient cause. 

Representative Suits. 

39 and 40. It is not desirable to extend the principle of representative 
suits beyond that recognized in Section 11, Explanation VI. and Order I, 
Rule 8, of the Code of Civil Procedure. The status of a joint family is in no 
sen~e akin to that of a partnership firm. In the former, . no accounts are 
adjusted or can be claimed. In the latter, the accounts are yearly adjusted, 
and the profits are either divided and paid or credited in the accounts, and 
each partner is liable to account to the other for everything passing through 
his hands. In the former, the shares of individual members cannot be as
certained till separation, and many of them may, if employed elsewhere or 
absent on business abroad, may not even know what the manager was 1doing 
or whether he was protecting or sgu~ndering the family estate. The rights of 
the members so Jiving afar, and patticularly of minors and pardanashin ladies 
entitled to maintenance or a right of residence would be greatly prejudiced, if 
evei'y suit brought against a father or manager, however extravagant, mis
bPh:wed and licentious he may be, is invariably treated as binding on the 
whoi·J family. A person, who deliberately commits, what Lord Shaw aptly 
describes as a breach of trust in respect of his obligations as a manager, is 
not likely to allow that breach to become l!:nown to those interested in pre
YeJ;Iting him from committing it; and the rights of the members of a joint 
Hindu family deserve greater consideration than the claims of those who 
pander to the evil habits and extravagance of others for their own selfish ends. 
In the case of a mortgage, the need for protecting the interests of the mem-

' bers of the family, who did not join in the mortgage, is much greater, because 
the joint property may otherwise pass out of the family by foreclosure or sale 
without those members being given an opportunity to redeem or to take any 
other steps to save their interests. It is the duty of the mortgagee or creditor' 
to implead every person interested or whom he seeks to make liable, and if he 
cloPs not do so, he ought not to be ;tllowed to take advantage of his own 
omission. 

Hearing de die en diem. 

49. It is ·usual to hear complaints that the cases are not heard de die en 
diem. But the courts are overworked, and additional staff is not always 
~eadily appoint~d, wheneyer a ?ig case, likely to take ~p muph time, is ready 
for hearmg. No subordmate Judge can allow the daily work of his court 
including accounts, office t·eports, ex parte cases, miscellaneous judicial cases' 
execution cases and the like, to be wholly neglected because another case: 
which was not originally expected to last long, has remained unfinished and 
has to go on from day ~o d~y. H~ _usually finishes the day's ordinary work,· 
other than contested smts, m add1t10n to any urgent work requiring imme
diate attention, and then starts with the part-heard case of the previous day. 
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If he were not to do so, his ordinary and daily work would get congested,. 
and notices and summonses would ha>e to be issued in many cases again. It 
is impossible not to condemn the action. of a judge, who allows two or more 
contested suits to go on pari passu from day to day. But subject to that re
servation, a subordinate judge, who labours hard and overtime to keep his 
work in good order, deserves some consideration for striving, in however mis
taken a manner, to study the convenience of all or the greatest good of the· 
greatest number. In these days of monthly statistics, a desire to show some 
work done in the monthly returns is not unnatural, and if we cannot give him. 
relief, we should not increase his difficulties by stern criticism, where sym-· 
pathetic guidance and timely relief can have better effect. 

ExeC'Ution of Decrees • 

.31 to 63. The execution work is in many courts not properly looked after,. 
because the courts are very heavily worked and find in many places barely 
half an hour a day to devote entirely to the execution cases. Saturdays are 
taken up with the hearing of objections filed in execution proceedings and 
other miscellaneous judicial work. The troubles of the decree-holder begin 
with the execution of their decrees, and the difficulty is aggravated by the 
number of notices that have to be issued and the obstruction which the decree-· 

· holder has to face at every step. 
It is not necessary, for instance, that the decree-holder should be required to 

take out execution once in every three years, or that a notice should be issued' 
to the judgment-debtor to show cause why the decree should not be executed, 
unless the decree is :- · 

(a) subject to a co.ndition or contingency, the non-performance or non· 
fulfilment of which gives rise to the right to apply for the execution,. 

, or 
(b) more than three years have elapsed from the date of the decree or 

order or from the last order in the previous execution proceeding, 
or 

(c) any change has taken place by death, transfer or otherwise in tha 
parties entitled or liable to execution. 

Compulsory Execution. 

56. It is rteedless to compel the decree-holder to apply for execution every 
third year. Article 182 of the Indian Limitation Act (~o. 9 of 1908) has given 
rise to much contentious litigation and case law on almost every clause and 
explanation appended thereto, and it should be repealed and Article 183 extended 
to cover all decrees and orders passed by any civil court not provided for by· 
section 48 of the Civil Procedure Code, 1908. Article 182 was manifestlv 
intended to prevent the decree-holder from holding his decree in terrorem over· 
the judgment-debtor without taking any active steps to execute it. But a 
decree-holder can seldom have any object in keeping his decree standing, if he 
can recover his money and utilize it for his other business, and more so if the
decree allows him interest at only 6 per cent. per annum, which is considerably 
lower than the usual market rate. 

The existing provisions compel the decree-holder, whether he .is willing ol" 
not, to apply for execution every third year, though the judgment-debtor may 
be away or out of employment and there may be no reasonable prospect of his 
recovering a single sheii by attachment, arrest or otherwise. He has to apply 
for execution to k9ep the decree alive, incur expenditure, which rarely brings 
any return, and if there happens to be any defect in the frame of the application 
or the procedure adopted by him, there ma:v arise a question which may some 
day render his whule decree infructuous and unenforceable. The curious state 
o( the law has been responsible for much of the trouble, vexatiou ;,nd delay 
occturing in the os:ecnting proceedings. 
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One of the most notorious causes of the trouble, which had thus arisen, 
1;\·as started by the decision in Sarju Prasad versus Sita Ram (I. L. R. 10, All. 
71) whic'o was followed in Fakirulla versus Thakur Prasad (I. L. R. 12, AU. 
17\J), aAd lladha Charan versus Man Singh, (I. L. R. 12, All. 392); and numero\11!1 
.deerees of considerable value were declared unenforceable or rendered infruc
tuous by virtue of that decision to the great glee of the judgment-debtors and 
the complete discomfiture of the decree-holders, who were deprived of their 
moneys. For many years that process of annihilation continued, till the 
legislature intervened and got a short amending act passed, known as Act 
~o. YI of Hl92, the history of which is too well known to old legal practi
tioners and judges to require any mention. A further and a more serious 
trouble was averted after the passing of that Act by the decision in Dhoukal 
.Singh rersus Phakker Singh (I. L. R. 15, All. 84). The case law on Article 
1~2 of the Imlian Limitation Act, 1908, and the corresponding articles of the 

;previous Limitation Acts cover a considerable portion of every a>ailable Law 
Digest; 'and it is difficult to see how that provision, responsible as it is for 
much complexity, trouble and delay, has really served any useful purpose. 

Section 48 of the Civil Procedure Code provides a limitation of 12 years for 
Tthe execution of decrees; and there is no reason why that provision, taken with 
Article 183, when amended as above suggested, should not suffice for all practi • 
. cal purposes to regulate the execution of decrees, leaving it free to the decree
·holder to apply for execution as often as he may con_sider necessary. 

Curtailment of Notices. 

GO to 64. It would be advantageous if a copy· of the proclamation of sale is 
served on the judgment-debtors by registered post, acknowledgment prepaid, 
·and the existing procedure requiring the issue of notices to them at successive 
stages of the execution proceeding curtailed, as above indicated, and the 
differential procedure provided for the sales of landed property, ancestral or 
non-ancestral, harmonised. The power given by the Code of Civil Procedure 
to the collector to grant leases or otherwise arrange for the satisfaction of the 
decrees has rarely been utilized for the purpose of preventing the sales of 
ancestral landed property. 

Sale of Ancestral land. 

The transfer of the execution' ri~oceeding in respect of the ancestral land 
has only led to inordinate delays in the sales without any corresponding 
·advantage to the judgment-debtors, and though the agency provided for the 
salt>s of landed property on a fixed day of each month is better than the ordinary 
machinery, which the civil court has at its disposal, no sufficient reason exists 
for not treating landed property-ancestral and non-ancestral-alike. The only 
resulting difference will be that in that event objections regarding the sale of 
anrP<;tralland will be heard by the civil court in the same manner as objections 
to the sale of non-ancestral land. It would be open to the collector in such 
rases to proceed at first with the sale of the non-ancestral land, and, if the 
dt'rree still remains unsatisfied, to proceed next with the sale of the ancestral 
1ot. If the sale of the non-ancestral land is sufficient to satisfy the decretal 
money, the sale of the ancestral land can be stopped. 

Certification of Payment. -

Another difficulty arises in connect-ion with the certification of payments 
made towards decrees. If the payments are made out of court and not certified 
within the time allowed by the law, owin~ to the ignorance of the judgment
<lE>btor, those payments are not recognized by the court executino- t.he decree 
and many judgment-debtors have to pay heavily for their negligence in not 
:::etting the same record~>d at the proper time. Article 174 of the Indian Limi
tation Act provides a limitation of 90 days for the issue of a notice to the 
decree-holder to show cause why the payment should not be recorded. Order 
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21 Rule 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure _provides that a payment not s0o 
ce;tified sh~ll not be recognized for the purpose of execution. The two provi; 
sions, read together, have indirectly tended to encourage dish.o~esty a~J fraud~ 
and though it might. be urged. th~t the remov~l of the pr.ov~swns _m1gl}t open 
the door wide for fnvolous obJections, the stnngent restnctwn la1d down by 
the legislature is more harmful than otherwise. The hardship is greater where 
the deere~ provides for periodical payments or payments by small instalments. 
If it is not considered desirable to do away with Order 21, Rule 2, aforesaid, 
the period of limitation provided by Article 174 of the Indian Limitation .\ct 
may be extended to three years. 

Final Decrees for Sale. 

66. In simple mortgages, the necessity for obtaining a final decree for sale 
or a personal decree for the recovery of the balance of the decretal money after 
the mortgaged property has been sold or become unsaleable, should be dispensed 
with. A judgment-debtor has a right to pay the decretal money at any time 
before the auction sale, and he can pay it even after the auction sale, if he is 
prepared to pay a certain amount of penalty to the auction purchaser. .\ pc>r- · 
sonal decree can similarly be passed conditional on the mortgaged property 
proving insufficient at the time the suit is heard, if the covenant fixing a personal 
liability is otherwise within time. A final decree for sale and a separate 
personal decree are quite unnecessary, and the provisions relating thereto. so 
far as simple mortgages and charges are concerned, may well be repealed. The 
fixing of a time for payment in these cases is also not necessary. In suit;; for 

· the redemption of usufructuary mortgages and suits for foreclosure and other 
suits, where further accounting may be necessary, the existing· procedure should 

. be maintained. 

Sale Free from lncumbrance.s. 

It would not be easily possible to provide for the sales of propert,v in execu
tion of decrees free from all inc1unbrances. An enquiry is made even now into 
the incumbrances, but a report is often received mentioning incumbrances 
which were satisfied long ago or the creditors of which cannot be traced by 
reason of their death or departure from their homes. The report is confitwd 
to incumbrances registered within bYelve ~·ears of the execution proceedinc:, 
and does not take into account earlier ones, though they ma,\· he a liYe. or 
auction sales, which might have taken place in satisfaction of prior decrees. 
AU persons interested in the mortgaged property are, underthe existing proce
dure, made parties to the suit; and, if they are made parties, all matters in 
dispute, which any of them can raise, are settled before a decree is pas~eLl. 
The djfficulty only arises where they are not made parties or where the sales 
are con!Iucted in the execution of simple decrees for money. The court can
I~ot in any event guarantee !my title and no object ean Le served hy requiring 
an enquiry into all possible incumbrances and insisting on their payment. 
if the result of such an enquiry can only be to cause further complications and. 
delay in disposal. It would be enough if the holders of such incumbrances as 
are known are made parties to the suit, and the execution proceeding and 
any prior incumbrances subsequently discovered are notified at the time of 
the sale. 

Adjudication of lnsol1:ency. 
69. The existing law of insolvency has greatly strengthened the hands of 

debtors, who possess no immovable property, in eya.ding the payment of their 
debts. Pei·sons, who lose money in speculation or in extravag;mt and licentiou!'t 
ways, largely avail themselves of the Law of•Insolvency and manage to keep 
back their cash and jewellery, the existence of which cannot be ea~ilv traC'ed 
by the receiver, and start business afresh in some name or another after their 
adjudication or discharge. I have not heard l'f any insolvent starving or 
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begging for his livelihood, after his adjudication. The concealment of assets, 
particularly moveables, is vr,ry common, but it is not eas~ to get evidence 
about it. After the adjudi&ation a discharge is easily obtamed ·and operates 
to release the insolvent from all his liabilities. The receivers· in many in
stances take no energetic interest in their work; and, under the guise of the 
law of insolvel}cy, a huge swindle is sometimes enacted to the dismay of the 
honest people and the demoralisation of others infected by the temptation. 
Both the adjudication and the discharge should be hedged in by restrictions,. 
to make it difficul~ for the speculators and dishonest debtors to seek protection 
without a risk of prosecution, and no discharge· should be ordinarily allowed 
unless the insolvent has by honest endeavours paid up at least eight annas in 
the rupee of his unsecured liabilities since his adjudication as an insolvent.· 
The enquiry and the adjudication should, in my opinion, continue to be 
vested i~ the highest district court to permit of a definite and a uniform 
policy being maintained in the whole district or di'Q'ision, and etricter super
vi~ion should be enforced over the work of the receiver. The subordinate 
judges and munsifs are loaded with other kinds of work and would find 
little time to look after insolvency cases properly, and I am not in favour 
of that work being transferred to them; 

A}testation of Mortgage deeds. 

72 and 83. One of the most fruitful causes of delay and unnecessary pro
longation 'of the .contest is the provision requiring ~hat all mortgage deeds and 
deeds of gift should be attested. The attestation of sale deeds is not compulsory 
in law, but in spite of that fact, sale deeds continue ·to be attested by numerous. 
witne,sses. The vendee knows that if he is required to prove a deed of sale or 
the payment of its consideration, he would require evidence and he consequently 
.takes care to have the instmment of sale duly attested by several persons. A 
mortgagee and a donor would take the same care, whether a deed of mortgage 
or gift is required by law to be attested or not. 

"'here the scribe and most of the attesting witnesses are dead; the 
mortgagee or donee is absolutely at the mercy of the remaining attesting witness 
or witnes~r·s, who may, if they choose, collude with the debtor and say what 
they may like to deprive the creditor of his dues. In suits on registered deeds 
of mortgage or gift, denials would become less common, ttnd a temptation tor 
perjury di8appear, if the statutory ·requirement of attestation is dispensed with. 
Since the decision of the Privy Council in Shama Patter versns Abdul Qadir 
(!. L. H. 3i'i, Mad. o07), contests.•of this nature have become very comm"bn; 
aud, nlthough Act XXVI of 1917 has somewhat reduced the difficulty of proof 
in the matter of documents executed before the 1st of January, 1915, a denial of 
due attestation and other defences of that character in cases, where paTdanashin 
ladies and illiterate executants are concerned, are still common, tending, if 
successful, to encourage dishonesty, and, if unsuccessful, to prolong the liti
p-ation and delay the payment of the decree till an appeal is finally heard and 
d~W~. · 

Section!'! 59 and 123 of the Transfer of Property Act require to be amended,· 
so ns to dispense with the attestation by witnesses as a statutory requirement. 
In practice attestations will continue both in respect of mortgage deeds and 
deeds of gift, as they have continued in the past in the case of sale deeds, 
without the law makmg such attestation necessary. 

Pr~of of Attestation. 

71 and ·n.~ Section 68 of the Indian Evidence Act similarly requires amend-
ment, because in many cases evidence, which might otherwise have been 
considered sufficient, is rendered insufficient, if a sole attesting witness alive 
llfts been won over hy the other side and is unwilling to state the facts to which 
he had testified at the time of his attestation. 

Limitation for Civil Remedies. 

74 to 80. I am distinctly opposed to the laws of limitation an~ registration 
being made more stringent. The laws of limitation are Statutes of repose and 
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.are intended to introduce peace by burJing old "cc:>ntroversies after fixed periods 
·of time. But these laws take long to filter int6 popular knowledge, and the 
less they are disturbed, the better for the people. Every person, who has had 
to deal with the courts, for instance, knows that the limitation for a su(6 for 
pre-emption is one year, and that for a suit for possession after the death of a 
Hindu widow owning a life estate, twelve years from the date of her death. A 
curtailment of these periods, which have by a long and unvaried use become 
so well known to the people, would cause considerable disturbance and loss to 
ionorant people in many parts of the country and unsettle their faith in the 
.administration of justice. 

Compulsory J!egistration. 

76 to 80. During the last few years, the fees for registration have been con
·siderably enhanced, but no additional facilities for registration have been granted. 
1n fact, some registration offices have recently been closed. The number ol. 
optional registrable documents is, therefore, falling. It would be less advan
tageous to make the laws of registration more stringent than to widen the facili
ties for registration by materially reducing its cost, so that people might be 
encouraged to resort to the registration offices for the registration of documents 
optionally registrable for the security of their titles and rights, without havin~: 
to undergo undue inconvenience and expense. To the extent we encourage 
registration and make it popular, we simplify the work of our courts and 
facilitate the disposal of claims, which can then be settled by documentary 
_proof or the production of registered instruments. An addition to the list of 
compulsorily registrable documents will not serve that purpose. 

Defect in Presentation. 

75. It is necessary at the same time to simplify the law of registration in 
two material particulars. The existing rules as to the persons presenting a 
·document for registration are very string~t. If a document is presented for 
·registration by the agent of the vendee or the creditor, the registration is 
treated as void, unless the agent holds a power of attorney from him, though 
the vendor or the executant may be present at the time and admits ,its execution. 

In India documents are very often unilateral, and if the exe.cutant or his 
auUwrized agent is present and admits its execution and the document is duly 
Tegistered, any defect in its physical presentation ought not to be allowed t-o 
affect its validity. Since the decision in Jambu Prasad versus Aftab Ali Kh..<vl, 
(I. L. R. 37, All. 49), the number of objections taken t.o the validity of registra
tion on the score of defective presentation has increased, and though Act XV of 
1917 provides a remedy by allowing fresh registration within four months of 
.the defect becoming first known, it would be simpler if Section 87 of the 
Registration Act is widened to cover such defects of presentation. Once 
the registration is completed, its validity should not be allowed to be questioned 
on such technieal grounds. 

Certain Copies of Documents. 

75. Section 57, Clauses (3) and (4) of the Registra~ion Act exclude Register 
No. 4 from inspection by the public and does not permit copies of any entries 
therein· to be granted to persons, who are not parties to the instruments. If 
any fact entered therein has to be proved, much delay therefore occurs in obtain
ing evidence to prove it. An authority to execute or reg-ister a document cau, 
for instance, be proved only by the production of a certified copy of the power 
of attorney; but no certified copy is granted of such a document except to a 
person who is a party to such a document or his heirs. There are other docu
ments entered in Reg. No. IV, of which certified copies can easily be grauted 
without detriment to the public interest or the interest of persons who were 
parties thereto. If Register No. IV is made available to the public, mucls 
'lmnecessary oral eviden-ce about the matters provable thereby can be serred. 
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'Penalty in Certain Cases. 

75. Section 35 of the Indian Stamp Act should. also be amended to permit: 
penalty being levied on promissory notes and bills of exchange, to render them 
admissible in evidence. Their exclusion necessitates the production of oral 
evidence, which is often of a doubtful character and delays the decision of suits .. 

Leases and Qabuliyats. 

75. The provisions contained in Section 107 of the Transfer of Property Act, 
requiring every lease from year to year or for a term exceeding one year or 
reserving an yearly rent to be registered hampers the administration of justice. 
The stringency of these provisions results in the p~~:rties so~etimes contenting 
themselves with an exchange of letters; and, where the lease is tor 'a small 
amount or where the transaction is witnessed only by a qabuZiat executed by· 
the tenant, many difficulties arise in practice. In many cases the sufficiency 
0£ a qabuliyat to constitute a lease has been doubted. The simplest course· 
i.; 1,o require registration only where. a lease reserves an yearly rent or is for a 
period of not less than five years, an exception b!'ling only made in favour of 
agricultural leases grapted for any term. . 

Conflict of Jurisdiction. 

75. A conflict of jurisdiction between the civil courts and 'the courts of 
revenue is another constant source of trouble. 'Where a question of proprietary· 
title is involved in the revenue courts of the Agra province, the question is 
~enerally referred for decision to the civil courts; and, where a question of 
~nant right is involved in the civil court, a reference is made to the revenue 
~ourt; and the decision of tl).e case, in which that question arises, is postponed 
~ill the matter in question is finally decided by the court concerned and the 
~nghest court of appeal. In Oud_h, suits for rent, revenue or profits are heard 
~y the revenue courts, but the appeals from the decisions of the revenue 
courts in such cases go to the district judge or the court of the Judicial Com
m.issionAr. If these suits or thli!l•' appeals arising therefrom are transferred to· 
the civil court and questions of proprietary title or tenant right are allowed 
to be decided by tbe court concerned, except where they arise out of a parti
tion proceeding, all questions as to the conflict of jurisdiction can be set at 
rest. Sectiol!.S 201 and 202 of the Agra Tenancy Act unduly prolong the trial 
and serve no real purpose. 

Champerty. 

84. It is not possible to check'champerty so long as the expenses of litigation· 
continue to be heavy and there. are poor claimants, who cannot afford to pay 
them. 1\Ien, who think that they are eniitled to some property and have no 
means of enforcing their claims, are obliged to seek the assistance of speculators 
to fight out their cases for them. Instead of purchasing a share in the litiga
tion, these speculators take an out and out sale of a certain share of the property, 
as such a sale hRs been held to be valid and enforceable. Th.e most notorious 
case of a sale of that kind is that of the Birwa :Mahnon Estate, where a sale of an· 
estRte of considerable value without anv real consideration. except the expenses 
of the litigation was upheld (Lal Achal Ram versus Raja Kazin Hussain Khan~-
8 O.C. 155, S.C. 32, I.A. 113). There is no practical remedy available to stop 
the intervention of speculators, and all that can be done is to authorise the 
courts to demand security for costs in such cases from the plaintiffs, though 
such a demand may in some instances create milch hardship, if the speculator· 
finally throws a poor claimant overboard on that account. · 

Further Codification. 

87. The legislature ~hould, in my opinion, avail itself more largelv of its 
power to clear up doubtful mat~ers an~ to rectifv errors or omissions in drafting; 
whenever they are brought to 1ts notice. Act VI of 1892, Act XV of 1917 and' 
Act aXVI of 1917 are inf:tRnces where the legislature was induced to move after 
great difficulty and not till after many decrees and claims had been declared t~ · 
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be un-enforceable. The codificatio~ of the law of pre-emption, which was a 
constant source of trouble and uncertai~ty in the province of Agra, has after 
fifteen years of agitation now been effected. The Law of Torts does r.ot need 
codification. The Hindu Law derives its sanctity .very largely from the facf 
that it was promulgated from time to time by sages and saints, and it is not 
desirable that its sanctity and flexibility should be dcstro:ved by codi£cation. 
The orthodox Hindus would, moreover, be unwilling to submit the fate of the 
Hindu Law to the arbitrament of a heterogeneous body like the Legislative 
.Assembly, consisting of social reformers, faddists and non-Hindus, many of 
whom would fail to appreciate the spirit which underlies its doctrines. Inspite 
oi the trouble, which now and then arises where there is a conflict of authorities, 
the people would be glad to follow what they believe to be their own personal 
law rather than a law which is to be codified for them and to which they would 
attach· no sanctity. The Hindu Law represents an evolution of thought and 
usage, sanctified by the mandates of saints and sages and re-inforced by the 
authority of l.:ings, under whose patronage they wrote, or by general public 
acceptance. It is still a living force, and has the capacity to adapt itself, as 
it did in the past, to the surrounding circumstances, and codification will only 
hampe"r its future evolution and growth. 

For the same reason I am opposed to the codification of the Mohammedan 
Law, though in some respects the l\Iohammedan Law is less flexible or suscep
tible to change than the Hindu Law. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice KANHAIYA LAL .called and examined on 
Monday, the 31st March 1924. 

Chairman.-Q. Mr. Justice Kanbaiya Laii, we are very much obliged to 
you for the trouble you have taken in giving us a memorandum of your 
points. Weii I see you say that at the present time both the law and the 
procedure are very complicated? 

A.- Yes, as compared ·with olden days. 
Q. And you like that something should be done to simplify them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now as regards procedure, I see you are against any codification of 

the Hindu and l\Iohammedan Laws? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Apart from the question of pr?cedure,. hav~ you ·any other suggestions 

to make with regard to the substantive law m thts country? 
A .. The substantive law that is followed in this country is the English 

Law and I think it embodies well-established principles which if they hold 
good in England must also hold good in India. 

Q. I understand when the system of codification was commenced in Indi>l, 
it was intended that by its help it would be possible to keep things straight. 

A .. Yes. I understand that there is at the present time a Statutory 
Revision Committee presided over till recently by Sir Alexander Muddiman 
and this Committee ought to look after these things. 

Q. There is some difficulty in getting through amendments witli. speed. 
A. There was no such CQIDmittee before. 
Q. Has that Committee to· amend and clarify the law or simply to go 

through the statute book in order to repeal obsolete acts? 
.4.. Also perhaps to amend and clarify the law if necessary but I am not 

certam. They have been preparing bills and revising and consolidating the 
Acts and doing other things of that kind. 

Q. Do you think that it is their duty to look after neces.;ary amendments 
ilso? 
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A. If it. is not, then it ought to be their duty. "'nat struck me most 
when I studied the composition of the committee was that several mem
bers '"were not in actual touch with the working of the administration of 
just1ce. At times there are lawyers as members of the committee, but the 
difficulty is that they are not in touch with the actual state of affairs and 
so they are not in a position to bring these things to the notice of the com
mitt.oo. This point struck me as of very great importance. 

Q. Probably one committee for all provinces will not be very successful? 
.4.. Yea, unless it collects opinions from all parts. 
Q. As regards the question of codification, I understand that the Hindu 

Wills Act does not r_u~ in this province? 
A. No. 

· Q. Do you think that it would be possible to bring these provinces under 
the Hindu Wills Act? · 

.1. There is no harm if it is done, but the.re is no 'great need of that Act 
in these provinces. We have got the Taluqdari Act ~nd it governs all the 
small and big estates in Oudh; and under this Act, wills in respect of all 
the taluqdari estates are registered. . Elsewhere registration is usual in 
respPct of big estates. As regards small estates it is seldom done. If the 
Hindn Wills Act is brought into operation there will, I think, be no harm. 
I do not think there will be any disadvantage, if it is brought into force. 

Q. As a matter of fact I gather that the law relating to wills is not 
really :t part of the traditional Hindu Law? 1 

A .. Ye~. It is a part of the law ~f gifts _inter vivos or in contemplation 
of death. 

Q. Coming to the matter of procedure, I think you point out that not 
only litigants have to pay a good deal in order to get their cases tried, but 
they l1ave to pay a iot of small items at different times and it is one of the 
immediate causes of delay in the dispos_oJ of cases. Does this cause a good deal 
of aYoidable delay? '· 

A .. Yes. 
Q. Then you point out that if. a warrant of attachment is asked for and 

the decrPe is not over two years old, the litigant is required to pay for an 
order of attachment and for the expenses of deputing a man to carry out 
tho attachment; and if the attachment is carried out, he is then asked to 
pay for the issue of various notices connected with the enquiries preliminary 
to the sale, and finally called upon again to pay for an order for the sale of 
the property and for the expenses of deputing a man to carry out the sale. 

A. Ye>~, that is quite so. I would suggest that instead of charging at the· 
t1mo of each process, why they should not charge two or three rupees for the 
whole thing. Clientg are usually illiterate and very poor; and at the same 
time means of communication are so limited that a notice· sent by post can 
not oft.en reach the litigant in his village in. less than fifteen days time. All 
these things cause,unnecessary and avoidable delay. · 

Q. So you think that 8omething should be done in that direction. Thali 
instead of a ~ot of petty payments, there should be only one payment? . 

A. Yes, subject to the condition that if the money is not spent, it should 
be refunded to the litigant. If that is done, people will always be ready 
and willing to deposit money in advance. · 

Q. I think you say that sometimes records are still sent for, for there are 
certain questions which cannot be disposed of under Order 41, Rule 11? 

A. Sometimes questions of pleadings and admissibility or absence of' 
evidence arise in a large number of appeals and unless the original records 
are sent for, they cannot be settled. Personally I always take care to see 
whether there is any necessity of sending for the records' :>r not v.hen the 
dppeals are filed. • 

0. Of course if the record was always sent 'for, that will !.ave practically 
the 'effect of staying the pr!Jceedings in the lower court? · 
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A. Only the original record is sent for. Possibly when there is an appear 
from an order of remand, but not othe.·wi~2. 

Q. Do you think the judgment credibr wonlcl bt1 able to a;:ply for :.xecu-
tion? ~ 

A •. H~ can apply. He usually takes n cop.V" of the decree. In Oudh the 
practice Is to send for the record :ts s•1on a~ an appeal is filed. 

Q. I think you say that until the respondent's portion of the monev is 
paid in an appeal, it remains in abeyance for 2 or 3 months or if· the 
aervice of the notice ma.y be delayed, even longer. Now what do ~ou suggest 
to get over that? 

A. I suggest that we should revert to the old practice. As soon 1\S :m 
appeal is admitted, we should start preparing paper' books. I ·do not pro
'pose to print the records in second appeals below the value of Rs. 5,000. 

Q . . Do yoJ. print your second appeal paper books now? 
A. Yes. The result is that they take not less than a year and generallY 

more than a year. · 

Q. I suppose you print the pleadings, the judgm,ent and the grounrls of 
appeal? 

A. Yes. :My suggestion is that as soon as an appeal is admitted, the 
paper bo0k should be prepared by the office and typed. Four copies should 
be typed and two sold to the parties. If two are typed, they will suffice for 
the judges. In old days they u10ed to be printed at the Government expense 
and sold and the Government did not suffer more than one-third of the cost. 
I am for doing away "ith printing alV.,gether. Let us have typed copies. 

Q. Of course there is no reason why Government should pay any part 
of the cost of a second appeal. Do you think that the system of not print
ing at all, but '3imply type-writing judgments and pleadings would meet the 
case? In Calcutta we do not typewrite the pleadings as part of the re~ord. 
The record is there. In many cases it·is not necessary for reference. If a 
point is raised, the pleader translates the thing for me and the man on the 
other side checks the translation and there is no difficulty in practice, even 
if you have not got the pleadings. 

A .. It would be safer to have the pleadings translated. ~Iy argument is 
that if in the court of district judges pleadings are translated at the expense 
of the Government, why should they not be tran~lated at the expense of the 
Government here too. It is not evidence that I suggest should be printed 
and translated at the Government expense. It is only the pleadings. T~e 
initial court fees that are paid on the appeals ought to be sufficient to cover 
the incidental expenses of preparing typed paper books. 

Q. W'ith regard to first appeals you say thB office takes six months in 
counting the words and preparing the estimates? _ 

A. I have cited three_ instances. The delay is monstrous. You will find· 
300 files lying merely for counting. 

Q. I suppose the office gets the paper books out in time to keep the bench. 
going and you are not so much in arrears. If the conditions are to be 
bettered, perhaps you will have to increase tho office staff? 

A. No. It only requires overhauling and re-organization. The system I 
have in view is this. I want to help the junior pleaders who take years
before they get any practice. Some oi them fall into the hands of touts. 
I suggest that they should be given translation work, i.e., licensed to trans
late the documents and evidence. In that way they shall be able to earn 
from Rs. 100 ,to 200 per mensem. The translators who are now in service of 
the High Court will thus be relieved of a large amount of their work and 
their services can be utilised in re-organizing the office. 

Q. Tha'n the actual cost of translation would not be increased? 
A. It would be less. In Oudh they charge Rs. 5 per thousand words, 

here we charge Rs. 7-8-0 per thousand words. 
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Q. Have you experience of both these provinces? If so what is your 
,·iew with regard to the difference between the two -provinces in keeping the 
records? 

-A .• Th~ Oudh system is all right except that it places too much mechanical 
work on the judge. He cannot find time to apply his mind to clearing up 
points and 11sk other important questions and regulate the various things 
which come up during the course of examination. His mind is so much 
occupied in writing that he does not feel quite free. 'Vith that reservation, 
l think the Oudh system is on the whole all right. 

Q. Does a case turn upon a word or upon a small item of evidence that 
has been omitted? 

A. It does sometimes. "'hat I suggested was that we should print the 
judges' notes instead of translating the vernacular· evidence. That is the 
suggestion I made for consideration to the High Court some years ago. 

Q. As regards the right of appeal what is your opinion? 
.L I think the people are not preparE:d to forego any right of appeal. 
Q. Do :you not think there is a liability attached to. an appeal as well as 

a right? Do you not think that a man who wants to recover fifty ~:upees 
might not like to fight the matter out? 

:l. llfy idea is if there is a ,-fifth appeal, some men would take it to the 
fifth authority. 

Q. Cert.:tinly I quite agree with you. In fact tliere is no principle of 
giving the man all the appeals he wants, as distinguished from three or four 
appeals. Our system of second.appealleads very often to the Letters Patent 
appeal and it is only the expense that stops it from going to the Privy· 
Council. Do you not think that from the point of view of policy the thing 
to do is to make up your mind to give the parties as good a trial as you can 
and then give them a good appeal say up to rupees one thousand and 
nothing more? 

.4 .• Provided the findings are concurrent. If the two judges have come 
to concurrent findings it may stop there. 

Q. Supposing you have a bench of two judges for first appeals. They 
have not heard the witnesses; they would not overrule on the question of 
facts. ' 

.L If the findings are not concurrent, the people would not be satisfied. 
Q. They will never be satisfied? 1 .1' , 
..t. But we must give them reasonable opportunity. If the findings are 

-<·oncm-rent, thf.'y should be satisfied. I have .suggested other remedies to 
eliminate delay. l\ly idea is that if we have a bench ~itting for the first 
appPal there will he other disad\·antages. In the first place the consequen
tial expenses will be vPry heavy. There are at present fifteen to twenty 
thousand civil, rent and miscellaneous appeals filed every year and we shalt 
require a permnnent staff of two or three sub-judges, in every case, to look 
arter the appellate work. If the districts are linked up, the parties will have 
to travel very long distances and bring their pleaders with them and that will 
f'au~e expense and inconvenience to them. And then the district judges would 
not in that event be in touch with the work of the subordinate courts. If 
yon make over the work to the subordinate judges, the result will be that the 
-<listrict judge will eease to be in touch with the work of the munsif and 
if you would want his opinion as to how a subordinate court is working, he 
would not be able to give any opinion. · · 

Q. What has been suggested is an attempt to give a first and final appeal 
in ::Ill cases under rupPes one thousand where an appeal is allowed. That 
would probably enable you to 'get over the question of expenses when you 
would find that there would be a substantial saving as regards second 
appeal~ in the High Court. , 

,L The proposal is not. likely to be acceptable to the people. The Legis
lative Assembly with stand against it and I think it is not desirable to press 

. that matter. 
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Q. Well l see what your point is. Do .you not think that, apart froiD 
what the Legislative Assembly may say, (of course we cannot judge what 
view it would take; it may turn it down), as a matter of fact it will satisfy 
an ordinarv Indian in the United Provinces who has £led a suit of !ne valu~ 
of rupees five hundred,· if he gets a trial by a competent munsif aud gets 
one right of appeal on facts and law by two experienced and senior sub-
ordinate judges? · , 

A. If the findings are not concurrent, he would not be satisfied. 
Q. I see you suggest that civil suits should be tried by a jury. WoulJ 

there not be a certain difficulty in getting a sufficient number of jurors? 
A. No, I do not think so. 
Q. What kind of cases will you have tried by the jury? 
A. Suits for money and movables, and not the title suits. l\Iy idea is 

we must have satisfactory tribunals before we can attach finality to their 
decision. We might have cases tried by the jury just as we do in criminal 
cases. No title suits should be .tried by the jury because there are often S() 

many documents to be examined; but suits for breaches of contract, defam:..
tion, etc., may be tried by the jury. 

· Q. You mean money suits, not being of a small cause court type? 
A. Small cause court suits will go to the small cause court side. I mean 

other suits for money and movables excluding the mortgage suits. This 
will give relief to the district judges and the High Court. 

Q. You are in fav~ur of a supplementary Privy Council in India and you 
propose that it should be manned by retired Judges. 

A. I mean select retired Judges and retired lawyers, supplemented ·,by 
such members of the Privy Council in England who are willing to come t() 
this country from time to time either for money or for love or for recreation. 
We ca-q give them their passage and an honorarium. 

Q. You think the retired Judges should be paid? 
A .. Not a salary but an honorarium. 

·. Q. Do you think you will get a fairly large number of these Judges? 
A.' My idea is that the number of retired Judges would be incren~ing, 

every ye>1r. ·we shall in a few years have a pretty large number,· if th' 
sixty years rule remains in operation. 

Q. Do you think it will give you as good a tribunal as the Privy Coun(·i!'O 
A. Let us consider the expense. Parties are put to very great expense 

for having to go to the Privy Council and the result is that sometimes they 
lllse their appeal. 

Q. I see the decision in Sahu Ramchandra's case was given ex parte. 
A. 'fhe same happened in the Brijnarain ca.~e. Take anotht>r cast>. A 

suit of about £ve or eight hundred rupees in value was decided by 
a munsif against a taluqdar. It went on an appeal to the district jml!la 
and the appeal was dismissed; and the taluqdar was unsuccessful. A seconrl 
appefll then came before the Judicial Commissioner and he upheld the 
finding of the lower appellate court. After having lost in three courts 
the taluqdar applied and obtained special leave to appeal to the Privy 
Council. The respondent could not get himself represented and he lost. 
Things of such kind happen very often, where the respondent is a poor man 
or a tenant or an under proprietor unable to provide funds to eng'!p:e e. 
conmel in England. · 

Q. 'Vith regard to munsifs and subordinate judges, you sa~· that they 
should be given practical instructions. You suggest that tht>y should be 
required to undergo a preliminary test not so much in the princ·iplt>s of law, 
hut in their capacity to apuly them to giYen facts and express their decision 
ir. a methodical and logical manner? 

:1. Yes, I propose this examination only to' ascertain whetner the know
lt>dge they have acquired can be properly applied by them or not, whether 
they can frame proper issues and write lucid and methodical judgments, and · 
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whether they can deal with facts and law in an intelligible or intelligent 
ma11ner. 

Q. Then you suggest that subordinate judges . should be classified into 
three grades or classes? 

A. Yes. I have suggested that subordinate judges who are in the first 
grade should have unlimited powers, subordinate judges 'of the second grade 
should ltave powers to try cases up to the value of Rs. 5,000 and third class 
subordinate judges should not be given small cause court powers at all. If 
this system is followed and the distinction between munsifs and subordinate 
judges is abolished, there will be les~ delay in the disposal of cases~ and a· 
more equable distribution of work. · 

Q. As regards honorary courts or benches, have you ~ny actual experi
ence as to what sort of work they do? I need not trouble you with regard 
to village munsifs, because they are now giving way to village panchay~ts. 

A .. As a matter of fact their cases do not come up to the High Court. 
They go mostly to district judges, but generally we have heard this complaint 
that they are not very much methodical in their work. In fact it has been 
reported· many times that thPy are very dilatory; they adjourn cases very 
frequently, and I am also told that there are instances of honorary munsifs 
who ~leep and enjoy rest during the whole of the day in· the upper storey and, 
thPir pe~hkars take down evidence. They usually come down at three or 
four o'dock in the evening and then pass orders. I am not saying all this 
from my own experience, but these are only reports. They delay disposal 
con~idPrably. But thPre are some good men also. I would keep the system 
as it is and would try to improve it, but not extend it in any way. In fact 
I was told recently that there was a case in the small cause· court ·for the 
reeon•r;v of money. That case was transferred from the small cause court 
to the court of an honorary munsif and it dragged on for about nine months, 
that is from April to .J anunry. Had the case been tried by the small cause 
t'ourt itself, it would have been disposed of within fifteen days. 

Q. "'hat do you think of the panchayats established under the new Act 
·in t.hi~ province? 1 .• 

.4 .. That experiment ought to be t;ied. I am in favour of it. 
Q. I think your view is that village panchayats should be tried as an 

ex!1Priment? 

.-1. Yes. 
Q. As regards the appointment of rli"strict judges you say that no f.wrs!)n 

should be appointed as a district judge till he has held judicial office of some 
kind or another, or practised, or done partly thP. one and partly the other, 
for a total period of, ~ny, ten years? 

.1. Tf I am permittP.d to explain my scheme 1 would say that the ,,h.iectbe 
that I have in view is that laid down by the Government of Indirt. in its 
r<'solution appointing this Committee, namely that' the administration of 
justica should be economical, satisfactory, and speedy. The administration 
of justice should be <'conomical not only to the Government but nlso to th9 
litigant public. With this object in view, I have suggested that there should 
be satisfactory tribunals with an even or equable and satisfactory distri
hution of work hetwePn the several courts; and that the laws and rules should 
lle simplified. In this province there are many munsifs who are drawing 
from five to six hundred rupees as salary and there are subordinate judges 
who are getting less salary than many munsifs. I want to remove this 
nnom:->ly, ani hence I have suggested three classes· of subordinate judges. 
M.- second point is that gooner or later the judicial and executive functions 
will have to be separated, because there is a great demand for the same. 
"'hen a separation is effected, there shall be on one side three classe>s of suh-

1 ordinate judgPs, fi.i·st class, second class and third" clas~. and oil the othe:
hand there will be three classes of magistrates, first class, second class and 
third class. If the subordinate judges are given powers to try criminal cases 
or if the magistrates are given civil powers in the beginning, they would be 
<tblg to do all sorts of work with great facility and ease, when they become 
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district and sessions judges. My further idea Is• that there should be a 
preliminary examination for those wishing to ente;- tht:! judicial line, JUst :u 
there is an examination, called the departmental examination, for th~ 
executive officers. For the purposes of suc;l an •·xammati•>n I would r.llow 
them the use of their books during the examination and offer to them hypo
thetical cases, giving certain undisputed facts and ask them to imagine the 
dPfi'J~ces and give the findings or ("O!Iclusiom 11t whi ~11 they arrive. I would 
give them the facts taken from cases in the law reports and see how they 
frame issues and write judgments. I would see whether they have got suffi
cient intellectual alertness to grasp facts and to understand and apply the 
law to those facts. 

Q. I understand so far as civilian judges are concerned, no body com
plains about their inefficiency to grasp facts, but they do not get sufficient 
time for proper study of theoretical Ia w ? 
. A. That is quite so; but I attach great importance to their capacity to 

trace for themselves where what law is to be found. 
Q. Now as regards the power of the High Court in revision, I gather 

that you want to extend that rather than to restrict it? 
A .• My idea is that the High Courts should have larger control over sub

ordinate courts than at present. You cannot have satisfactory control unless; 
you have greater supervision and that sUPPrvi~ion cannot be exercised unless 
the High Court is gi·.ren higher powers. The fact that we have got power to 
interfere makes for a greater sense of responsibility among the judges of the 
courts below and that itself would help to improve the administration of 
justice. I look at it from a higher standpoint. The more control you 
possess, the greater the supervision you exercise, the bett~r will be the work 
which the subordinate courts will turn out. , 

Q. On the other hand you have got to deal with the· point of finality. 
Would it not impede the speedy disposal of cases? 

A. I am applying other remedies to relieve the High Courts, namelyr 
that I am extending the small cause court powers up to Rs. 1,000. l\Iany 
of those cases. that now come here will go to the small cause courts. I am
advocating the trial by jury so that there may be a finality on facts. These· 
measures will take away much of the unnecessary work that is coming to· 
the High Court. 

Q. As regards service by post, you make some very important criticisms 
about them. "'ould you suggest the service by post merely as a check? 

A. Yes. It ought to be useful. 
Q. You think.that if 12 years is given and notice has to issue for a decree 

of more than 3 years' standing you might abolish Article 182. If you abolish· 
Article 182 in that way, don't you think it _might be advisable to shorten the· 
period of 12 years? • 

• 4.. No. 12 years is not a long period. Judgment-debtors go after· jobs 
to Bombay, Burma, Calcutta and other distant places and it is very difficult 
to trace them. 

Q. Do you think that the method of selling land in this province by which 
the land is handed over to the collector results in great delay? 

A. The sale should be held by the collector. l\Iy proposal is that we
should fix a date and the collector should hold the sale. 

Q. As regards certification of payment, it has been suggested to us tha.t 
much of the time of the lower courts is occupied in cases of execution by 
entirely frivolous allegations of payment based on oral evidence. In the· 
cas!' of alleged payments in executions, if it is made a condition that such 
payments should be made either by a cheque, or by money order through the 
post office or by some such method which could be taken as evidence, do you 
think it would meet the case? 

.4.. We have to take note of the circumstances of the country. The pay
ments are seldom made by means of money orders. S~metimes ~ece~pts are 
taken, and sometimes they are ndt. The number of fnvolous obJectiOns are-
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arising out of att-achment of property and 
In vill?ges payments are made in a hand to 

Q. Of com·se under o~r present law we have thrown an obligation on the 
judgment debtor to have record for any transaction made to satisfy the 
decree. 1hl'l question is whether we can 'go far enough to think that the 
judgment debtor in India is intelligent enough to know that he should not 
n1ake informal payments in satisfaction of the decree . 

. L No, education h.as not sufficiently spread. 
Q. On this point what do you think of this idea? I do not know whether 

you can do that in this province; in Bengal you can send your amount' by 
special money orders. 

:1. Yau can do the same thing here. 
Q. Would there b€1 any advantage in having a system by wbich you can 

pay money in satisfaction of the decree by special court money order forms? 
:l. That can be done b,ut it will apply only to a small number of trans· 

actions, because payments are very often made in kind, sometimes they give 
<:attle and sometimes they gi>e straw, and such other things. 

Jfr. Jusf1ce Sfuart.-Q. Is there any procedure by. which you can pay 
money by money orders into the court? . 

:l. There is " provi:;ion on page 73 of our rules about payment of money 
by money orders. 

Chairman.-Q. Does it go on in proper form, giving the number of the 
suit and the year, so as to enable the court to trace th'e reference. 

A .. It will work a great hardship, if we say that tb-is is going to be the 
.only method. 

Q. It might be one method but not the only. 
:1. Yes. 

· Q . • 4.s regards insolvency that does not work very well in this country, you 
think that a discharge is too easily made. 

:1. I ha>e come across cases in which it was ordered that the man should 
apply for a discharge within three months. The law requires that a date 
sh·1uld be fixed within which the discharga should be applied for. .After 
three months he make~ an application and a dischar;ge is made. 

Q. "L'nJer the Provincial Insolvency Act is it not the practice to suspend 
the discharge? When a. man applie~ for a discharge, does he get his dis
.charge straightaway or does he takti a. discharge to take effect after two 
years hence? 

:l. Some matters are enquired into before the discharge is granted; and 
if there is nothing against the discharge being granted, the discharge takes 
immediate effect. 

Q. In prl'ctice, under the Provincial Insolvency Act, who represents to 
the court the facts as regards insoh·ency? "\\"hose business is it to come 
before the court and show that the insolvent has made false entries in the 
book? 

.L It is the creditor, if there i<> any. 

Q. But no creditor is going to waste his money. 

:1. Then he gets his discharge very easily. 

Q. Is it not the receiver? 

.1. The receiver does not take any interest. I have suggested that one 
~f the conditions should be to postpone the discharge till the insolvent has 
paid eight annas in a rupee. He earns his livelihood in some way or 
.another. He should make honest efforts to discharge his liabilities. 

Q. Of course the law cannot help the creditor? 

A. In most cases they oppose the discharge and oppose the adjudication. 
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Q. Instead of assisting thv recei~~r the creditor waits, until the insolvent 
applies for his discharge and then he makes a series of objections. Sometimes 
he threatens to go to the Pr1vy Council? 

A. Yes. · 
Q. I think in that·sort .of cases the creditor should be caught h<~ld of and 

sent to jail for two or three years? 
A. Yes. As a matter of fact district judges do not take much active 

interest in this class of work, and if they take interest, they can stop many 
objections both from the creditor and the debtor. 

Q. In my experience the ordinary creditor always tries to oppose the 
discharge and is the most objectionable person. He does nothing to assist 
the administration. • 

A. Yea. 
Q. With regard to mortgage deeds you say that one of the most fruitful 

causes of delay and unnecessary prolongation of the contest is the provision 
requiring that all mortgage-deeds and deeds of gift should be attested. 
Then your view is that where the scribe and most of the attesting witnesses 
are dead, the mortgagee is absolutely at the mercy of the Temaining attesting 
witness or witnesses, who may, if they choose, collude with the debtor and 
say w)lat they may like to deprive the creditor of his dues. In suits or, 
registered deeds of mortgage or gift, denials would become less common, 
and a temptation for perjury w<1mld disappear, if the statutory requirement 
of attestation is dispep.sed with. 

A. If that is done I think a great saving of time will be effected. Some
times we have to prove 10 or 15 mortgage deeds and we have in that way 
to produce witnesses to prove each. Supposing we have summoned two or 
three witnesses and only one is present and he is won _over; what serious 
co~sequences may not arise. 

Q. Then you say that contests of this nature, have become very common, 
and, although Act XXVI of 1917 has somewhat reduced the difficulty of 
proof in the matter of documents executed before the 1st of January, 1915, 
a denial of due attestation and other defences of that character in ca5es, 
where pardanashin ladies· and illiterate executants are concerned, 'are still 
common? 

A. Yes, that is my view. 
Q. Then you say that the laws of limitation and registration are very 

stringent and that you do not want that tlrey should be macle mor.~ 
stringent and further you suggest that instead of makmg the laws of limita
tion and registration more stringent, they should be made more popular and 
easy? 

A.· Yes. A curtailment of periods of limitation, which have by a long 
and unvaried use become so well-known to the people, would cause consider
able disturbance and loss to ignorant people in many parts of the country 
and unsettle their faith in the administration of justice. It would be more 
advantageous not to make the laws Of registration more stringent but to 
widen the facilities for registration by materially reducing its cost so that 
people might be encouraged to resort to the registration offices for the 
registration of documents. 

Q. Then you say that the fees for registration have been considerably 
increased and some registration offices have recently been closed . 

. 4. Yes the rates have been enhanced and the facilities are less and the 
result is that the number of optionally registrable documents is therefore 
falling. 

Q. Then you point o~t th~t the existing r.ules as to the persons present
ing a document for reg1stratwn are very stnngent? 

A. Yes. If a document is presented for registration b~· the agent of the 
vendee or the creditor, the registration is treated as void. unless the aj:ent 
holds a po.wer of attorney from him, though the vendor or the executant may 
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be present at the time and admits its execution. If the executant or his 
authorized agent is present and admits its execution and the document is 
duly registered, any defect in its physical presentation ought not to bEt 
allowed to affect' its validity. 
~ Do you think that if Section 87 of the Registration Act is widened, it 

would cover all such defects of presentation? . · 
A .. Yes. Once the registration is completed, its validity should not be 

allowed to be questioned on such technical grounds. 
Q . . Then you also suggest that Section 57, Clauses (3) and (4) of the Regis

tration Act exclude Register No. 4 from inspection by the public and do 
not permit copies of any entries therein to be granted to persons, who are 
llot parties to the instruments? ' 

.4 .• Yes. 
Q. You are of opinion that if Register No. 4 is made available to the 

public, much unnecessary oral evidence about the matters provable thereby 
can be saved. But would it not throw open private documents? 

A. Yes. Very few people, however, register private documents, and no 
stranger would care to obtain its copy: If a copy of a bond or a power of 
attorney is required, we cannot get any copy . without the sanction of 
the Inspector-General of Registration. We have to apply to the .Inspector-, 
General of Registration for the production of the original. 

Q. Then you sugg<!st that Section 35 of the Indian Stamp Act should also 
be amended to permit penalty being levied on promissory notes and bills cf 
exchange to render them admissible in evidence?' 

A. Yes, because their exclusion · neeessitates ·,the production ~f oral 
evidence, which is often of a doubtful character and delays the decision of 
suits. . ... 

Q. But the real intention is that if a person takes a promissory note and 
it is not stamped, then that is a waste paper? 

A. But he can fall back on the original consideration. l\Iy opinion is. 
that he should be asked to pay a heavy penalty, as in the case of a receipt. 

Q. You say that the provisions of Section 107 of the Trli.nsfer of Property 
Act might be simplified? · ' ' 

A. The reason is that, as a matter of practice, in many cases no leases are 
written and registered. If I grant a lease. to somebody else, I would 
generally take a letter 'from him and he promises to pay me so much rent. 
He continues to live on. If •tlte lease is for a long term, some peopfe 
require a letter to the effect tliat they shall not be ejected for that term. 
They trust to the fact tltat no suit would be necessary. 

The other reason is that in India most documents are of a unilater~l 
character. The leases are not executed jointly by the lessor and the le.ssee; 
and the common practice is that only a qabuliyat is executed by the lessee. 
He writes it and gets it registered and that is made over to the lessor. llut 
the practice of this High Court has been to treat such qabuliyats as in
sufficient evidence of the lease. 

Q. Have you anything to say as to part performance in such cases? 
:1. I auhere to the doctrine .. 
Mr. Ju.~tice Stuart.-Q. ·with regard to these benches, I want to suggest 

to ~·ou that the figures are not as large as you calculated. I il'nrked out 
for th~ province of Agra. In 1922 there •were 8,140 munsifs' appeals. I 
workeu out that six benches would be sufficient to deal with all th~se 
appeals. 

A .. Every judgeship will require a bench of 2 or 3 judges. As a matter· 
of fact 11·e have got 200 working; days. 

0. I worl>ed out a standard of 1,250 appeals per bench. I think it would 
work out fairly wert!. · 

A. It is too much .. The Greeven standard is 4 appeals a day. 
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Q. You always did more than that. 
A. But when a bench is tlitting it cannot. be done for both the judges 

llave to be satisfied. Would you put 3 judges o:r. 2? 
Q. Two judges. 
A. Then there will be an appeal to the High Court? 
Q. I would add a power to state a case on a point of law. 
A. J\Iy idea was that the other system would work better. I have taken 

my estiml\te from the last annual report. It does not give the figures of 
institution. It gives the figures of the work before the court and includes 
the pending files also. 

Q. I took disposals. 
A. Again that is not accurate. We must get institutions. 
Q. About your idea of jury, at what period would you cail the jury?' 
A. On the date when the issues .tre fixed, an order would bl} made for 

calling the jury. 
Q. At any rate I think there might b,c S~'!ll€ clulilulty :·bout the atten

·dance of the jury if the case is adjourned for any cause, and their time might 
be very much •cut out? ' 

A. Occasionally. 
Q . . Do you think there would be a very great deal of saving to the 

litigants if we had an Indian Privy Council? 
A. Yes; in fees. 
Q. Another thing is, where will you like this Court to sit? 
A. At Delhi. 
Q. There are the people of l\Iadras. 'Vould it be any cheaper for them 

to go to Delhi ? 
A. Delhi is not very far; it will not take much time to go to Delhi and 

take their counsel there. · 
Q. With regard to the examination for munsifs, were you not sati~fied 

with the selection we made? 
. A. 'Ve spent much time and did not interview the whole number. An 
examination will secure a uniform test and we can save time. For instance, 
if we require ten candidates we shall have to call twenty candidates for the 
interview. That s:rstem is followed for the annual recruitment to the 
Provincial Executive Civil Service. There is a uniform test applied to each 
candidate. l\Iy experience is that if we put vira voce questions the can
didates who come afterwards come to know the questions and then we have 
io change them. There was moreover some complaint that about fifty candi
dates had not been sent for. 

Q. Did we not give more interviews than any busines-> firm would have 
-dorie? 

Now one other point. I think I may say that there is no man in India, 
who had greater experience. in taluqdari cases than you. You were in 
·Oudh for a longer time than I was and you heard more taluqdari cases than 
I did; I am inclined to think than anybody else did. Are you satisfied with 
this litigation? Do you not consider there is something wrong with it that 
there should be such enormous expense? 

A. It is very sad and the remedy is simple. It is this. In the year 1859 
-the Government issued a letter to all taluqdars enquiri~ as to what their 

1 
family custom as to succession was and many wrote back saying that there 
·was a gadinashini custom in their family.* If following the same example 
the executive Government were to write every year to landlords paying more 
than rupees ten thousand per year as land revenue enquiring whether they 

* In 1860 another letter was issued, asking that if their property was 
-divisible, they should..Jile a declaration stating wh~ther they wanted that it 
·should descend in an;y particular manner after th;1r death. 
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had got their wills regist~red, the result would be that in ten years the· 
litigation would dwindle down to very .small proportions. It would be best, 
to issue such letters to all the landlords, every year, reminding them of 
the desirability of getting their wills properly registered. 

Q. I happen to have before me a case which you and 'I heard together. 
I mean the Kala Kankar case. , Something pf the nature that you suggest 
had been done in that case and it saved enormous time and trouble. The 
matter came up like this. You remember the plaintiff came into the court 
relying upon certain wills. The defendant's case as put up by the Court of 
Wards was that the testator had only got a life estate. But incidently it 
eame out that the testator had made a will in favour of the defendant. 
The trial court arrived at a conclusion that the will in favour of the· 
plaintiff ha<l not been proved but that the will in favour of the defendant 
had been proved, but that the testator had no right to make the will and that 
under the ordinary law of succession the plaintiff must fail. 'Ve arrived 
at the conelusion that the plaintiff would have suooeeded if the testator had 
a right to make a will, and that the will in favour of the defendant was 
proved. It gave a good deal of trouble. In that. case your remedy surely 
would have more effect. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Now so far we have been talking about a taiuqdari case, which was an 

honest case. .At any rate it was an honest contest. What do you think of 
other class of cases, that is dishonest cases brought by gamblers? Do you 
not think something ought to be done to demand security for the actual 
costs from that man before the case comes up before the judge? 

A. He should be asked to deposit security. · 
Q. The real costs? 
A. Yes. 
Q . .And what is your opm10n about the .Ajudhia case? 
A. There were speculators behind. 
Q. "'e do not want to mention any names, but it· is a fact that there· 

were speculators. Perhaps you' -~now that in that case a respectable Indian 
lady holding a very high position and belonging to a respectable family was 
insulted and exposed to great humiliation. 

A. Yes in that case the plaintiff was sentenced to several years imprison
ment and we did what we could to punish him. 

Q. I think you also remember the case of the Nanpara Estate? 
A. Yes there were about thirteen <?r fourtee~ claimants in that case. 

. Q. Was not that case disgraceful? I should say that the law courts: 
were really used in those cases more like g~mbling houses than anything else~'. 

A. I would say that the Oourt of Wards was responsible because it did 
not recognise any one. Had it recognised some body, the trcuble would have 
been less. 

Q. Now I come to the next point. What is your experience as to the 
way in which these Court of Wards cases are put up in OudhP Do you think 
that they are looked after by experienced legal advisers? 

A. We experienee great difficulty with regard to this. I know that in 
one case a doeument was proved at the last moment during the hearing of 
the appeal. That was a very important document. 

Q. The reason being that the case was instituted without any study at 
all. 

A. Yes. ("nfortunately my idea is that in this provinee you won't be
a hie to find more than half a dozen of men who are well versed in the 
Taluqaari Law. It is so difficult and requires a special study. 

Q. Do you not think that the remedy would be that we should get 111 

p<'rmanent legal advisor for the Court of Wards in Oudh. 
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· A. We shall have to get really competent men. How would you pay 
them? 

Q. We will pay them by fees and not by fixed salaries. 
A. Yes, that will be a very good arrangement. 
Q. What are we doing at present? \Ve are spending a few hundreds 

before the case comes up and hundreds of thousands afterwards instead of 
spending a few thousands before and a few thousands afterwards. 

A. Yes. Government advocates and Government pTeaders who do not 
know much about these cases would not do. The Taluqdari Law requires 
special knowkdge, and competent men must be consulted. 

Q. Perhaps you know our system of regis!A>red addresses here in this 
High Court. At present I think it is not applied to execution. Don't you 
think that we can apply it to execution also? 

A. I propose to ab"olish many of the notices, issued in the execution pro
ceedings. 

Q. But I am asking whether it could be applied to execution also? 

A. Yes it might be applied. If the parties are required to file regis
tered addresses much difficulty and delay can be obviated. 

Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. I am going to trouble you with a few ques
tions. In continuation of 1\Ir. oiusbce Stuart's question with regard. to 
~hamperty, I read you a passage from the report of your judgment relating 
to the Nanpara Case: " There is no law of champerty in India and owing 
to the large interests very often at stake, and the heavy expenses of litiga
tion, where "the estates are of much value, speculation by persons who make 
it. their business to traffic in litigation, is one of the common features of 
taluka cases in Oudh. The expediency of devising some method by which 
persons who purchase shares in litigation, or in properties involved in dispute 
might be compelled to disgorge the same on receiving the price paid or the 
money actually spent in favour of the person in physical possession of the 
propert'y might therefore be well worth considering." Do you still stick to 
that opinion?, 

A. I had then in view Section 135 of the old Transfer of Property Act 
which had been repealed. It is not possible to check champerty so long as 
the expenses of litigation continue to be heavy and there are poor claimants 
who cannot afford to pay them. They are obliged to seek the help of 
,speculators to fight out their cases. Instead of purchasing a share in the 
litigation, these speculators take an out and out sale of a certain share of 
the property. The most notorious sale of that kind is that of the Birwa 
l\Iahnon Estate where a sale of an estate of considerable value without any 
real consideration, except the "expenses of the litigation, was upheld. The 

·difficulty can be easily got over. 

. Q. Do you think that it would be" possible on gro-cnds of public policy 
for this Committee to make a recommendation that a law should be passed to 
put a stop to these cases by asoertaining the actual consideration that passed 
between the parties? 

A. Yes that remedy might be tried, but it is very difficult to ascertain the 
actual consideration, because the consideration mentioned is often nominal. 
If the speculator is· paid the entire consideration, mentioned in the sale 
deed, he would be glad to walk away with it and be saved further bother. 

Q. I think there is no doubt as to the fact that the evil is real? 
A. Yes. I agree. 
Q. So you must combat the evil somehow, and that ~ould be best d<;me by 

having some sort of legislative enactment that would tackle the questiOn? 
A. Yes; the method being to demand security for costs. I see some diffi

-culty in the way of carrying out the other proposal. 
Q. With regard to -security, when should it be taken, in what manner 

.and to what extent? 
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A. The costs should be· assessed by the ~ourt with regard to the valua
tion of the suit, the time it will take, and the expenditure that is like!;,. 
to be incurred, at any stage of the suit. 

Q. Would you also insist upon the gambler being made a party to the 
litigation P Sometimes he keeps behind the scene. 

A. Yes. He will either have to appear as a surety or as a party. 
Q. Have you got any other suggestion in connection with this evilP 
A. No. 
Q. In connection with the recruitment of munsifs, I suppose at present 

there is a notion that a good deal is done by way of patronage P · 
A. Yes. 
(J. You think that if there is a competitive examination of some sort, 

there will be candidates selected who would go by sheer merit for interview 
by the Committee? 

A. Yes. Two distinct advantages will be gained: one will be to effectively 
'stop canvassing. We say that canvassing would be a 'disqualification. But it 
goes on directly or indirectly. In fact in the examination for the 'posts of 
deputy collectors, there is no canvassing. Every candidate is allowed to go 
in and a certain number of candidates on the top are interviewed and out 
ol them some are selected. The same should be ·$lone with regard to the 
selection of munsifs. • 

The other advantage will be, the application of a uniform te~t. The 
test at present applied is not uniform, because one set of questions is put 
to some of the candidates and another set of questions to the other candi
dates. 

Q. I suppose you cannot assess the respectability, or commonsense or 
qualifications of a candidate by merely a viva voce set of questions? 

A. We can assess intelligence and fal!l.ily status by viva voce ·questions. 
'We can .find out what his father is doing, what his grandfather was doing, 
etc. 

Q. As regards his qualification for the post he seeks, I suppose viva voce is 
not likely to be a su.flicient test P 

A. It is not a uniform test. l . .will have an interview all the same after 
the examination. I an not making the selection dependent entirely upon 
the examination results. 

Q. Perhaps you will not be in a position to abolish canvassing altogether, 
because the successful candidates will still begin to canvass P 

A. There will be fewer candidates left. At present we have to spend a 
considerable time. 

Q. You think that the present applicants for munsifs' posts are selected 
without any practice and merely on the strength of their academical quali
fications P 

A. Under the new rules now in force for the last 2 ,or 3 years, we 
interview them and examine them to ascertain how far they are .fitted 
for their work, and we givs- preference to those who have practised. 

Q. During the three years that this new Committee has been working, 
bow many candidates have been. selected? 

A. The .High Court has selected about 42 candidates. 
·Q. How many of them have been appointed? 
A. About 30 at least. We are increasing the c&.dre, so we have selected 

so many candidates. 

Q. Have you had an opportunity of knowing how they are working, and 
what sort of satisfaction they have given P 

A. It is too early to say. But it is expected they would turn out good 
men. 

0. But would you turn out better men under your scheme? 
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A. Under my scheme, no man who has not merit in him will get in. 
Q. In existing circumstances, it is just possible that people whOf kave-

not got Ul'O'rit might also get in? 
A. After all we give marks for different items. 
Q. As soon as they are appointed district munsifs, are they promoted? 
A. Thue is a time-scale. After two years they are confirmed. Then they 

get Rs. ~U every year as increment. 
Q. And before they reach the grade of the subordinate judge, the incre

ment goes on? 
A. That is the anomaly we now have. A munsif often draws more pay 

than a subordinate judge, if he passes the efficiency bar. 
Q. I should like to know what test is adopted in order to see whether a 

person is fit to do a subordinate judge's work? 
A. "\Ve have knowledge of the work of the man and we get the report of 

the district judge. · 
Q. You are guided more or less by the district judge's report and: 

the knowledge the High Court has of the decisions that come up for second 
appeal? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it a fact that people who had hardly six or seven years experience a<: 

magistrates and who never did any Civil work, are made to decide appeals. 
from the decisions of munsifs or senior subordinate judges? 

A. That was not so before. But now owing to the liberal leave rules 
introduced by the Government, under which people go in largely for leave, 
these things are happening. • · 

Q. Anyhow under existing conditions, very junior officers sit in judgment. 
on the decisions of experie~ced district munsifs and subordinate jud"'es. In 
such cases do these civilians have any· real grounding in the civil Ia~? 

A. No. Some civil law has now been added to their departmental 
examination curriculum, but they have little occasion to use it. 

Q. You will acknowledge that this is a real evil? 
A. Yes. The remedy I would suggest is that every man, who wants to 

enter the judicial line, if he belongs to the Indian Civil Service, will have 
to make his choice early and undergo a departmental examination of the 
kind I have proposed for those who wish to enter the Provincial Judicial 
Service; and if he passes, I will bring him to the judicial line and give him 
the powers Qf a subordinate judge of the third class besides magisteria! 
powers. 

Q. I suppose the few subjects that are added in the training they gee 
are not such as to make them sit in judgment over subordinate judges ano 
munsifs? · 

A. Yes. They would have a good grounding in the civil law if they an. 
given civil powers. The only objection is that it would be more expensive 
to the State. 

Q. I suppose it would be economical and satisfactory if you have a good 
district juclge to decide appeals coming from subordinate judges P 

A. Yes. 
Q: I was going to ask you about the possibility of transferring cases from 

munsifs' courts to honorary munsifs. "\Vhat really is your objection P 
d .. There are three classes of honorary munsifs. There are some peopie. 

who want to become honorary munsifs because they want to have certain 
prestige in the village. There is another class comprising men in a bad 
financial position. That matter was discussed at one of the meetings of the· 
local legislative council, where several memhers spoke and denounced their 
work. Then there is a third class, which does not hanker for these appoint
ments but may be persuaded by the district officer ro accept them. The~ 
people turn out good work. 
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q'; I see there are three classes of honorary munsifs. • 'Vith regard to 
iwnorary munsifs I saw what is called the Greevan Committee's report and 
the remark made in connection with their work was fairly cQmmendatory." 
No objection was taken to their work. I therefore wish to know whether 
the experiment of appointing honorary munsifs can be made more extensive. 

A. It is an experiment at the present time and it should continue for 
Rome time more. \Ve must wait till we get disinterested, indm;trious and 
public spirited men in larger numbers. 

Q. I am told that if honorary munsifs are be£ter selected, they will turn 
out better work. Is that statement a fact? 

A. That is true; but able men are otherwise busy and they would not 
like to take these appointments. 

Q. Regarding the introduction of the jury system in order to give finality 
to the decision of the first courts, I think these jurors will have to come 
from the city. \Vhy should we not· have benches of honorary munsifs or 
village benches? · 

A. These people will considerably delay matters and people will be put 
in great inconvenience. 

Q. How many jurors will you have in each ·~ase? 
.4 .. Th:.S is a matter of detail. In England w.e have twelve, but I would 

.not have Jess than seven and more than eleven. ·I will summon fifteen and 
iielect nine, eleven or seven according to the circumstances. 

Q. That will necessitate the summoning of fifteen jm'ors for every case. 
•rhere will be an amount of work which will be incompatible with the speedy dis. 
posal of a case. 

A. But :-·ou have to· consider the relief that we give to the High Court 
or the district judge. In most cases there will be an unanimous verdict as 
in criminal cases. 

Q. Having regard to the number of contested cases-I· suppose two to 
t.h ree hundred is the number of contested cases in the· ordinary munsifs 
court . 

. 4. There will be two or three hundred contested cases altogether, out of 
whit'h there will be lot of title stths, which will go out. There will be no jury 
in small cause court suits; and the number of the rest might be anything 
between fifty or hundred per year. There are lots of easem~nt .cases and 
things of that kind which would not go to the jtiry. 

Q. Even putting 50 to 100 for each territorial jurisdiction you will have 
to get a large number of jurors. There will be 750 every year. Even taking 
fifteen for each case there will be 50 x 15. That will make a very large 
number. 

A. The i'urors will not be required to attend more than twice a year. 
Q. We have fairly an acute kind of difficulty in respect of jurors; we have 

to select these people every __ year and many of them want to be excused on 
account of age or infirmity. 

A. In India there is a population of three hundred and twenty millions, 
I do not think the _difficulty will be so acute. . 

Q. Xow if you have a jury system that will effectually cut short the 
number of first and second appeals. That will be a real gain so far as the 
-suitor is concerned. 

:l. Yes, it will give him greater satisfaction, far he will have his case 
decided by ten or eleven persons. 

Q. I will take you to another question. It is regarning 'the appellate 
bench to be constituted for each district. 

A. For each judgeship. 
Q. What is your objection to that? 
A. l\Iy idea is that it will be expensive and the district judge will no• 

he in touch with the work of the munsifs and subordinate judges. 

Q 2 
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Q. Do you think there will be difficulty in making two judges w~rk lfJOner 
than one judge? 

A. If I were to decide a case alone I will decide it much faster. If two 
judges sit the case cannot be decided till both are satisfied. Xhe 0 ;:lliculty 
is that each man works in his own way. 

Q. On question of facts do you think they may take different views~ 
A. In some cases they may .. 
Q. Do you not think tliey will very often agree? 
A. Yes, in the majority of cases there will be no difference of opinion. It 

is only in a small.number that they may differ. 

Q. Do you think the bar would object to this arrangement? 
A. The people would be put to great inconvenience. The expense will 

be greater but there will be no corresponding gain. There will be no great 
advantage achieved. 

Q. The real advanta~e will be t.hat in the majority of cases which now 
make people spend the1r money and waste their time and ruin themselves 
they will acquit themselves once for all. 

A. I will not make their judgment final, unless the finding is concurrent. 
rhe only satisfadory solution is a trial by jury. 

Q. Supposing you have neither a jury nor an appellate bench and you 
cut down the right of appeal under certain limitations, say there should be 
1 o second appeal in cases which are under the value of five hundred rupees. 

A. I would not cut it down. Take the question of easement. It may be 
a suit of the value of fifty rupees but it may have lasting or far-reaching 
effects dn the rights of the parties. · 

Q. You will agree that there is a large number of frivolous appeals filed?' 

A. Yes, considering that in· second appeals findings of fact are treated 
as final. . 

Q. If the appeals are frivolous why should parties come to the High 
Court? Would you not prevent it? 

A. No, the man wants justice and he would not be satisfied with the 
finding of one court. Justice is ntore important than anything else. 

Q. Supposing I suggest another thing. In cases where the findings of 
the two judges are concurrent the persons should be made to deposit the 
cost before they are allowed to go in for further appeal. 

A. That tean be done. 
Q. Having regard to the amount of work in this province, do you think 

·that the existing cadre can cope with it? 
A. The existing cadre is insufficient. The judicial officers are working 

under great pressure. 
Q. The cadre of to-day or to-morrow? 
A. I am talking of to-day. Things might improve to-morrow. 
Q. This Committee has nothing to do wiTh that qliestion and I have put 

you that question for another purpose. Do you think it would be }'Ossible 
to have the same work done by the existing cadre with more method and 
more system? Do you think that the existing cadre would be able to 
cope with the work, if officers were posted at proper places a~cording to. t~eir 
qualifications? If things are carefully arranged, do you thmk the ex1stmg 
cadre will'be able. to cope with the work? · 

A. The whole thing will be all right if good men are selected. 
· Q. If that is done, do you think that the outturn of work will be 

good? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I come back to the point which l\Ir. Justire Stuart was discussing. 

Are there many cases which are conducted by the Court of Wards? 
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.4 .. •Yes. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. With regard to the proposal of establishing first appeal 

benches, I think you gave an expression of your opinion which was rather 
adverse to their being formed. 

:1. Yes, I am against it. 
Q. We have also heard criticisms of other witnesses who have appe.11red 

before the Committee, and I wish to have your opinion about that problem. 
Well it has been suggested that the appeals are only to be against mun!.'ifs' 
decisions, that is to say, decisions in suits of the value of Rs. 1,000. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Now do you think that these suits will represent the real value in 

dispute? The jurisdiction is according to the valuation of the suit. 
A. In many cases it will not. 
Q. In this province land suits, I believe, are ·valued at five times the 

revenue? 
A. Yes, in some clas,l! of cases. 
Q. But really speaking valuation of land is _much greater? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that for the purposes ~f litigation the market valuation will be 

more than one thousand? . · 
I 

A. Yes. Similarly in cases of ejectment of tenants, easements, etc., the 
valuation may be small but the cases may be of very great importance to 
the parties concerned. 

Q. ·Therefore you will strongly oppose to have decisions of the first appel
late bench made final, as the real valuation is far in excess of the valuation 
arrived at for the purposes of jurisdiction? 

A. Yes. 
Q. There is another point with regard to these benches. It is clear tha't 

the right of second appeal will be shut off. I think you have yourself said 
that about 80 per cent. of cases that go up to the· High Court in the shape 
of second appea)g are dismissed... • 

A. I cannot say 80 per cent'., but ~ very large number of appeals are 
dismissed under the existing system. 

Q. But the figures in the report say that it is about 80 per cent. 
A. l\Iy impression is that about 60 per cent. of the appeals are dismissed, 

because findings of fact block further hearing. 
Q. Don't you think that in cases where the decrees of lower courts are 

concurrent, it is a severe hardship on the respondent that he should be 
deprived of getting the fruit of his decree 'l In spite of so mu0h expense 
that he has to incur, do you not think that it is unfair on the defendant 
that he has to twait so long to enjoy the fruits of his 'd~ree? 

A. Wben the decrees are concurrent, I have suggestett that the appeals 
should be allowed on substantive questions of law, but where the decrees 
are not concurrent we can make the law stricter in the matter of further 
appeal.. 

Q. Before an appellant is allowed to file a second appeal, would ;you 
tell him that he should satisfy the decree? 

.4 .• It may be difficult for him to find the whole money within a short 
1~eriod. · 

Q. It is only right that he should satisfy the decree. It would save time 
ap.d at the same time it would serve your purpose that the appellant waif 
not denied the right of appeal. 

.4. When an application is· made for stay, we ask him to give security 
for the due performance of the decree. We ask for security for the due 
performance of the decree which may be ultimately passed. 
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Q. Is that security of any real value to the respondent? Is it a fact• that 
he cannot enforce the security for 2, 3 or 4 years? • 

A. It protects the respondent sufficiently and further protecti~n is not 
really necessary now. . 

Q. 'Vhat about the unnecessary costs which in 80 per cent. of cases, e-;ery_ 
respondent has to pay-I mean taxed costs, etc. • 

A. About that the only possible remedy is to give the court authority 
to award double costs as in England. 

Q. You will be in favour of that proposition? 
A. In suitable cases, we would empower the courts to award doubln 

costs. If we say that the opposite party will have double costs, the whole 
thing will be simplified. 

Q. If these powers were enforced, frivolous second appeals could be 
check~d? 

A. 'll'hat would be more effective than the other proposal that they must 
pay the money. 

Q. Would you combine the two? 
A. No. I think that the demand for security for costs which is invariabl:t 

made when an application is made for stay is quite sufficient. 
Q. That must go towards the curtailment of the right of second appeal? 
A. Yes. . 

Lala JAI RAM DAS, Babu DWARKA PRASAD SINGH and Babu 
GUR PRASAD KAPOOR, Representatives of the United 

Provinces Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore. 

Written .Statement. 

(z) High Court. 

First appeals, one year. 
Second appeals, six months. 
l\Iiscellaneous appeals, four months. 

(iz) District and Subordinate Courts. 

Original suits. 
(a) Title, three months. 
(b) l\Ioney, two months should suffice for money suits, three months time 

for regular appeals, two months for civil miscellaneous appeals against order!', 
Small cause suits should not take ordinarily more .than one month. 

(iii) District Munsif Court. 

(a) ·Title suits, 2 months. 
(b) l\Ioney suits, 2 months. 
(c) Rent suits, 2 months. 
(d) Others, 2 · months. 
Small causes, 1 month. 
1. B. One month should be allowed for claim proceedings in execution 

in district courts, subordinate courts and district munsif's courts. 
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2. YP-s, we consider the period no"-' taken exceeds the time reasonably 
required for the disposal of cases. The chief reasons in our opinion are as
follows:-

(1) 1 nBuf!iciency of Judicial 0 fticers. 
(2) The non-recruitment of proper officers and absence of a sy,;tem of 

efficiency bar. 
(3) Unsatisfactory service of process. 
(4) Counsels, taking many cases in hand simultaneously, adopt various 

means known to them to get cases postponed thereby causing 
delay. 

( 5) Litigants with weak cases desire postponement. 
3. We suggest the following remedies :- · 

(1) A copy of the plaint and th~ summons should in the very first 
· instance be sent by registered post. Service on any adult mem

ber of the family residing with the party on whom su¥lmons are· 
to be served should be deemed sufficient service. 

~2.) The department of process service requires strict supervi~ion and' 
cases of false services should be str.ictly dealt with. At present· 
there is a good deal of corruption amongst the process-servers. 

{3) The parties should be carefully and thoroughly examined before the· 
issues are struck. · · ' 

(4) All irrelevant evidence should be shut out and this can only be done· 
if the courts are in full possession of the facts on record. 

(5) The courts should be very particular in granting adjournments. 
{f\) The plaintiff should be required to put in the names of at least 3' 

relatives on whom notices should be served simultaneously as 
guardian, the acceptance of any one of whom should cancel the 
notice on the others. On the failure of all three to accept, a 
lawyer be appointed a guardian provided that he may be dis
charged from guardianship if before the date of ·hearing a rela
tion turns up and undertakes to defend the case. 

(7) In execution eases noti,:e and warrant of arrest should ordinarily b~ 
issued simultaneously and the warrant should hold good until 
the judgment debtor is arrested. This should appl;y only to con
tested cases. 

4. Lawyers of at least 5 years standing should be selected as munsifs and 
the maximum age of recruitment be raised to 30. The Selection Board should 

·also test their knowledge of law. 
9. l\Iunsifs who have served for 7 years ·or more should have jurisdiction 

up toRs. 2,000 and in small causes up to Rs. 100. 
17: No, it is not desirable. ' 

· 21. Y!lS. 
25. Already replied under Question 3. 
28, Answer to first part is in the affirmative and to the latter part in the

negative. 
29. Yes, it is very desirable. 

31. Framing of issues after the examination of the parties and in the
presence of the counsel for the various parties should be done. -

33. No, that may lead to parties manufacturing evidence. 
34. No. The easiest way is to issue instructions to the courts to comply 

strictly with the provisions of Order XVI, Rule 16 (1) and also to authorise 
lawyers to issue registered letters to witnesses to attend and this may be 
deemed equivalent to service. . 

3i.i• The best way of dealing with cases in which a large number of witnesses 
are produced who prove nothing is to disallow all . costs of witnesses uselesslv 
summon...(. · 
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37. Strongly oppose the suggestion. 
41. Already answered un.der Question 3. 
42. The Chamber does not think much improper advantage is taken of it 

and as the provision is not seriously abused no remedy need be provided. 
43. No. 
45. Alrea<ly answered. _ 
46. Y~s, pleaders should be consulted as a general rule. 
47. The disposal of cases is sometimes delayed by examination of wit

nesses on commission but there is no practicable suggestion to curtail the 
length of such examination. We would not like to add anything to the power~ 
of- the commissioners. Written interrogatories may usually be sent and the 
oral examination may be treated as an exception to the rule. If the court 
is8uing a commission appoints a local man to examine the witness, the 
objection under this head may be minimised. 

48. Yes, the day costs allowed are sufficient to prevent frivolous applica
tions, but half the costs should go to the party and half to the lawyers. 

49. It should be clearly laid down as a rule that cases should be continu
ously tried day by day and the court should not devote any time to other 
cases until a case in hand is finished. 

51. A special sub-judge should be appointed to deal with commercial suits 
in trade centres like Cawnpore. As far as possible a man of experience of 
commercial usage should be appointed. -

63. Yes, one notice to the judgment-debtor at the beginning should be 
enough. 

64. Yes. 
72. It is not nec-essary to retain the provision regarding the calling of an 

attesting witness. The reply to the second part of the question is in the 
affirmative. 

74. No change is recommended in the existing law. 
75. We ha~e nothing to add to the suggestion already made in reply 

to foregoing questions. There is only one suggestion we have to make in 
connection with execution of decrees. If the judgment-creditor so desires the 
certificate of decree should be handed over to him. instead of being forwarded 
through the usual channel. 

76. Yes, we favour this suggestion. 
79. We are opposed to this suggestion. 

Messrs. JAI RAM DAS and DWARKA PRASHAD SINGH, called 
and examined ~n Tuesday, the 1st April 1924. 

Si; Tei Bahadur Sapru.-Q. Mr. Dwarka Prashad Singh, I suppose you are 
a practising lawyer? • 

Mr. Dwarka Prashad Singh.-A. I was a practising lawyer. Now I am an 
executive officer of the :Municipal Board. 

Q. And you are a business man there? 
:Mr. Jai Ram Dass.-A. Yes. 
Q. You come here as representing the United Provinces Chamber oi Com

merce. Will you please tell the Committee what that body is? 
Mr. Jai Ram Das.-The United Provinces Chamber of Commerce consists 

of about one hundred and twenty members, m95tly merchants, tradere, manu. 
facturers, landlords and bankers. 

Q. And its headquarters are at Cawnpore? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I suppose many of its members are men who are in busin'ISs at 

Cawnpore. 
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..(. Practically all. 
Q. Has the United Provinces Chamber of Commerce any sysl·em of arbitra. 

tion of its own? · · 
A. No. · 
Q. Have you much to do with the Delhi Association? 
A. No. We are not officially connected with it but of course sometimes 

when any one of us has got anything to do with them we just render them 
all the assistance. · · 

Q. But you know that the Delhi Association have got a system of 
arbitration. 

A. If there is any difficulty with regard to our men they generally ask for 
our advice and we give them. 

Q. From your experience as a business man. in Cawnpore can you tell 
the Committee whether there is much resort to Indian Arbitration Act. 

A. We had formal discussion among ourselves and we have suggested in 
our note that Indian Arbitration Act Irrespective of its being applicable to 
Cawnpore should, with certain modifications, be made applicable to all the 
principal cities of the province. · 

Q. What is thll advantage that you see in it? 
A. Speedy settlement of all the differences. 
Q. You thi!lk the judicial machinery for the working out of orders under 

the Indian Arbitration Act is quite sufficient? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now what is the commercial litigation generally going on before • t.be 

civil courts at Cawnpore? 
A. There are all sorts of commercial cases .. 
Q. Can you describe to the Committee the nature of those suits? 
A. Cases m~der the Contract Act and cases under the Negotiable Instru-

ments Act. . 
Q. Is there a fair amount of litigation under the Contract Act? 
A. I think so. ! ··' 

Q. And a fair amount under the Negotiable Instruments Act? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are most of these cases below rupees five thousand or over rupees five 

thcusand? 
A. Most1y over rupees five thousand. 
Q. So most of these cases go to the subordinate judge. 
A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to these cases which go before the subordinate judge is 

there any ground for dissatisfaction there in Cawnpore in regard to the manner 
in which these ca:;es are disposed of? 

A. It is the general machinery that is rather objectionable. 
Q. What are the objections? 

A. The first and foremost is that when we bring in any suit it is very 
difficult to get hold of the defendant. In certain cases where the men are 
practically known to each and every one, I know, the service has been returned 
that they are unknown or not to be found. ,. 

Q. What is that due to? 
A. Corruption among the process~servers. 
Q. Sou think that if the plaintiff sent an agent with the process-server 

that might be .useful. 

A. That might be in certain cases, but it would not obviate the difficulty 
irasmuch as the plaintiff would be put to unnecessary trouble. The process 
serving should be done tli.rough the post office. 
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• Q. But the adaressee might return it knowing that it is something from 
-a court of law. Postmen are also corrupt and they may say "Addressee is 
not here." Then what will you do? 
. A. What we suggest is that simultaneously with the sending of the postal 

·service there should be the ordinary service as well. . 
Q. What will you do when the defendant is living outside the court's 

jurisdiction? 
A. In case he is purposely refusing, resort migh't be had to publication in 

a newspaper. 
Q. What are your other grievances? 
A. Then the delay is caused with regard to certain officers. The officer 

chosen for such a. place should be a. man who is thoroughly experienced and 
has tJ:te backbone to refuse irrelevant and lengthy cross-examination. 

Q. Do you suggeSt that so far as irrele~ant and lengthy cross-examination 
is concerned it is a speciality of the Cavrnpore bar. 

A. No, it is not the speciality of the Cawnpore bar but the people who 
come from outside Cawnpore also do the same thing. 

Q. That is to say you would like the civil courts to exercise greater 
control over cross-examination. 

A~ Certainly. 
Q. I suppose your experience has not been satisfactory with regard to 

-examination of accounts. 
A. Unfortunately people who are generally put u·p at Cawnpore are trans

'ferred as soon as they get to know something of accounts. A new man comes 
and he tries to pick up the case. 

Q. What has been your experience with regard to the work done by these 
accountants, who are called Mubassir Bahi. Do you think that their work is 
-satisfactory? 

A. I do not think the work done by them is satisfactory. 
Q. \V'bat is wrong with it? 
A. 'Vell leaving aside the question of corruption on' that point I should 

r'ertainly say that they are not well versed in the details which are necessary 
:and required by the law. 

(). Do they toke long time? 
A •. Certainly ihey take long time, but not always. It all depends upon 

the c1rcumstances of the case. 
Q. I find your suggestion to the Committee is that in future subordinate 

judges t'f experience in commercial ca~es should be appointed and that they 
'5hould not be frequently transferred. 

A . .Yes. 

Q. What is the nature' of the work before munsifs in Cawnpore? 

A. They try title suits, money suits and damage suits. 

Q. What is your experience about the work done by district judges with 
regard to probate and succession certificate cases? 

' A. \\'ell, I have no experience of that and at the same time I am not inter-
ested in that class of work. 

Q. Are there mRuy cases in Cawnpore relating to the Indian Companies 
Act? 

A. Not many 1\t. present, but there is every likelihood of there bt>in"' a 
large number of ca!Jes of that sort because the Joint Stock Companies' affai; is 
getting popular. 

Q. Do you think that there will then be a great deal of litigation with 
regard to that? 

.4. Yes. 
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Q. Is there any liquidation work in Cawnpore? • 
A. At present it is not much, but there will be because inany companies 

are now going to be started. · 
Q. Now you suggest in your memoran<Wn that you would not object to 

the pecuniary jurisdiction of munsifs being~creased up to Rs. 2,000 P 
A. Yes. 
Q. \Vould you increase it in all cases or in selected cases? 
A.· In selected cases. 
Q. ·Is there any feeling among business people in Cawnpore with regard 

to delays in the disposal of appeals in the High Court? 
A. Yes, there is. 
Q .. What is the nature of that feeling? 
A. The nature of feeling is twofold. Nowadays in commercial cases 

defendants are mostly to blame. Knowing that their case is absolutely weak, 
they run up to the High Court in order to delay payment. 

Q. You are speaking about cases known as first appeals or second appeals? 
A. First appeals. · 
Q. Then what is your suggestion? · 
A. My suggestion is that the decree holder inust be allowed to reap the 

benefits of the decree. · 
Q. In other words your suggestion is that the High Court should not 

allow stay of execution merely beC'ause an appeal has been filed? , 
A. Certainly. 
0. As a matter of fact it is not an easy job to get a stay order from the 

High Court unless security is furnished? · 
A. Yes, that is so, but even in that case they make delay. 
Q. Do you think that before any stay order is given by the High Court, 

the High Court must insist on the whole of the amount of the decree being 
paid up? 

A. Yes, if that is done if will greatly reduce the number of frivolous 
appeals. Many appeals are filed simply to gain time. 

Q. Now with regard to appeals, I mean second appeals, the law at present 
is that they lie to the High Court from the judgments of suliordinate judges 
or district judges. In the case of appeals from the judgment of munsifs 
the value of the appeal is generally one thousand rupees and in . the case of 
appeals from the judgment of subordinate judges the value is generally from 
two to five thousand rupees. Th.e High Court in these appeals can only try 
questions of law but it cannot touch questions of facts. Second appeals in 
big cases take a fairly long time. · 

A. Yes. 
Q. Now instead of the present system of second appeals, if you have a 

system such as I shall describe, do you think that the business community 
would be satisfied? Suppose all appeals from the juqgments of munsifs up 
to the value of Rs. 1,000 went before a bench of two experienced, compe
tent and well tried subordinate judges who went thoroughly into questions 

' of fact and questions of law and did nothing else, i.e., original suits, miscel
laneous work, etc., suppose also that when their judgment is passed it should 
be considered as absolutely final with no second appeal at all? Do you 
think that people doing business in Cawnpore will be satisfied with this 
systen1? • , 

A. I have only one thing to say and that is that questions of law are 
rather difficult and if parties are dissatisfied with the judgment of the bench 
ihey should be given pern1ission to move the High Court. 

Q. Let Dle explain to you this matter like this. As a matter of fact you 
do not get very good second appeals because findings of facts arrived a-t by 
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the district judge or the subordinate judge, as the case may be, must be 
accepted by the High Court, whereas under the system I am suggesti1'." to 
you the subordinate judges concerned would be men of experience "'who 
have been accustomed to deal with questions of facts for about ten or fifteen 
years. If there is to be an ap~l in the High Court against their decision, 
then there is no use altering the law. \Nhy sh .. uld not their decision be 
treated as final? If you allow ~ second appeal on questions of law from the 
decision of the appellate bench which I have just mentioned to you then there 
will practically be no saving of time and no savina of money and no parti
cular advantage will be gained. There must be finality somewhere. Now 
that being the proposal what do you think would be the attitude of the 
Indian commercial community in Cawnpore with regard to thatP 

A. Personally speaking I will be satisfied, but I think there wiil be grumb-
ling among the litigants. ' -

Q. _But you must remember that if there is a difli.cult question· of law, 
the bench would stay the case so that it may get the opinion of the High 
court. 

A. Yes, that will be very good. 
Q. And whenever there is a difference of opinion, there will be an apP._eal 

to the High Court. 
A. Yes, I approve of the suggestion. 
Q. Now supposing that system was extended a little further and applied 

also to appeals above the value of Rs. 1,000 and up to the value of Rs. 5,000 
-to second appeals from the judgments of the subordinate judges-do you 
think that would be approved by bru;iness people and the general public t.bere, 
or do you deliberately want it to be limited to appeals from munsifs? 

A. I do not think the public would approve that if the judgment of the 
district judge is· made final. 

Q. Supposing appeals from the judgment of the subordinate judges were 
heard by two judges, both on questions of' fact and on questions of law' 
and they were empowered to state a case to the High Court whenever ap 

. important question of law arises, would you approve ofr that Mr. Jai Ram 
Das? • 

Mr. Jai Ram Das.-A. Personally I will be satisfied. 
Mr. Dwarka Prasad.-! think it will not be very popular. Personally I 

think it will be satisfactory. From clients' point of view it will not be 
satisfactory. 

Q. What sort of clients? The ordinary fighting client? 
A. Well, there'are two classes. There are litigants who run to court for 

the very pleasure of it and the other who go to court because they cannot 
find any other remedy. 

Q. What will be the feeling of the business people there? 

A. They will like to get their cases terminated as quickly as possible. 
Q. You say that one of the. causes of delay is that counsel have too 

,ml\lly cases simultaneous!y and that therefore they adopt various means ~o 
have cases postponed. Now suppose a rule was made t~ the e~ec~ that m 
all cases, or at any rate in. a good II?an:y cases of certam _des.cnptwn there 
must be two pleaders-a semor and a Jumor--and that the JUmor s fee must 
also be taxed. Do you think there would be any objection to thii! e-n the 
part of the business people? 

A. When we put this up, there was a lot of discussion on this p~i~t. A 
discussion arose as to the position of the lawyers as well as the position of • 
the bench. Lawyers-of course important lawyers~et in;tportant case~ and 
they are paid high fees only to tackle these tncky I?omts. Supp_osmg I 
engage a senior counsel to-day ·and unfortunately he IS fixed up m some 
other case and sends his junior. Out of the junior, I do not get any advan
tage of justice. 
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Q. Either you must have a junior to have the benefit of his consultation with 
the •senior, and then if the senior is . not free, you should allow the junior to 
conduct the case, or you must employ a senior and pay him well? 

, A. Yes. But the senior is also in an awkward :r.osition, because he 
finds out that there is a case in Court No. 1 which wlll take two or three 
days. But the presiding judge for obvious reasons postpones the case. Then 
the counsel is free. 

Q. What is the remedy? 
A. OD:ce a case is taken up, it should not be left in the middle, unless for 

extraordmary reasons, till the case is finished, In that case the senior 
will be able tQ finish his work. But if all of a sudden he is called to attend 
another court, then he wants to get some postponment. 

Q. Do you only engage a counsel to conduct. your cases, or do you take 
the opinion of counsel before you enter into any big transaction? · 

A. 'Vhen we are entering into a contract, we generally consult the 
pleaders. 

Q. Who are the men who draft your agreem~nts and deeds? 
A. Generally lawyers. · . 
Chairman.-Q. I understand you have got in Cawnpore a good deal of 

commercial cases and they are mostly done by the subordinate judge P 
Mr. Jai Ram Das.-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you find that you usually get a subordinate judge from some 

other part of the province for a short time or you find you get the same man 
for a substantial period? 

A. Well, sometimes we get for a short time and sometimes for a long 
time. 

Q. ·1 think Cawnpore is the onfy place in the province where there is 
a lot of commercial cases. What I mean is this : Do you find sometimes 
you get gentlemen who are experienced in title suits and all that sort of 
thing, but who have not much to do with commercial casesP 

A. Yes. · 
Q. And have you got any way by which it will be quite possible to gj.ve 

judges special commercial experience for commercial workP 
A. I would certainly recommend in that case that a separate judge 

should be appointed. He should deal with commercial ca.;es only. 
Q. So you would have a judge permanently. Can you give us Biiy sug. , 

gestion by which that could be worked: to take a member of the provincial 
service and stick him at Cawnpore permanently, might be no great advantage 
to him?" 

A. But he has got a Government house. 
Q. As regards the arbitration work you say as far as your Chamber is 

-concerned, you have not much difficulty over that-the Indian Arbitration 
Act? 

A. We have no difficulty, absolutely none. 
Q. Do you have many suits on billd of exchange? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you like to see introduced in Cawnpore a system of sun'imary 

judgment by which if a man is sued on bill of exchange, he has to come to 
court and by affidavit or otherwise show that he has got a substantial 
defence, otherwise he will not be allowed to defend? 

A. Yes. If that procedure is i3trictly followed, it would be a useful thing. 
Q. Do you have in Cawnpore many cases of ejectment from houses, or 

tenants ejected before the end of their time? 
A. Yes. , 
Q. Do you think such cases take a long time? 
A. Not a long time, but there are a lot of cases. 
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Q. Do you think that they are decided with greater expedition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have' you come into contaet in Cawnpore with people in other 

provinces? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you ever nave this sort of thin"'-that, while a man has sued in 

Cawnpore, he t1ies 'to bring another suit against the same man in a!ly other 
province? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is that problem tackled in a satisfactory way? 
A. The man has to go there and put in an affidavit that the ca.«e iii 

already pending in such and such court and that the case should not be 
tried till a decision is arrived at in the other suit. 

Q. ·Do you £nd that it is generally stopped? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In Cawnpore itself, is there any difficulty in g~tting the specific address 

of the dffendant? 
A. The address is always sufficient. 
Q. Do you think that something might be done whtn ~ummouses are

served in the ordinary way,-an additional precaution of send;n..,· the summons 
in the form of a letter by registered post? . 

0 

A. Yes. 
Q. If you do not send a letter by registered post bt1t send it in a po,;tcarcl 

stating that an action is filed against him, I think it is nnre effective than 
a registered letter, because it is not refused. 

A. As a matter of fact ordinary postcards might be taken up by any
body and in such cases it is just possible that the real person might not 
have any real knowledge of it. If it is sent by registered post with acknow-
ledgment due, then it will be a conclusive proof. 

Q. In ·case of difficulty in £nding out the defendant for gervice, would you 
be in favour of saying that a notice might not only be affixed on the door 
of the house where he used to live but also that the fact might be proclaimed 
by beat of drum, so that the neighbours may 1.-now? 

A. In such cases generally the defendant knows about the action and 
there is no use in his neighbours telling him. 

Q. On the other hand it is sometimes difficult to pro>e serviee. If you 
proelaim by beat of drum, the court might regularly presume that the defe~nd
ant has been served. 

A. For the satisfa~tion of the court that might be done. 
Q. It is really for the satisfaction of the plaintiff; because, if there is any 

doubt about service I take it that the court usually sets aside the decree. 

A. On the other side· it is just possible that the defendant may not be 
aware at all of the publication because the plaintiff may give a couple of 
rupees to these drum people and say that there was publication while really 
there was no beat of drum, and the service may be deemed to have been 
absolutely sufficient. 

Q. In Cawnpore, are there newspapers in which you may publish sum
monses or notices of suits again;:;t people-papers which are actually read? 

A. Yes. 
Q. In Cawnpore, are there some. newspapers really in circulation so tha11 

substituted service by an advertisement will easily be a reality in Cawnpore~ 

A. Yes. 
Q. You think that in Cawnpore more. recourse might be had to, publication 't' 

I 
.!. Yes. We have got papers in Hindi and Urdu also. 
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J/11. .Justice Sfuarf .. -Q. I think the "I.eader" circuluteg Yery freely in 
Cawnpore. 

A. It will apply only to the English knowing people. There are a lot of 
people who do not know English. 

Chniruwn.-<1. 'Vhen a case of commercial character is filed in a subc.rdt
nate judge's court in Cawnpore, do you find any special expeditio.'l given to it P 

A. Xo. 
Q. De.• :you think it would be possible that a separate list dealing with 

~ommercial cases might be kept with a view to get special expedition? 
A. It can be &ITanged. I do not think there will be much harm in it. 
Q. It is not likely to be gone into unless there is a claimant need for it. 

Do you think whether there is a claimant need for it? 
.4. The claimant need will be from only one side, from the man. who claims 

-damages. 
Q. That practice does not obtain in Cawnpore. 
A. It does not. 
<1. Supposing I bring an 'ordinary suit on a. contract in a sub C•Jnrt in 

Cawnpore claiming a sum like Rs. 5,000 and I do ev~rything with regard to 
effecting service rapidly, how long will it take after settlement of issues, for 
bearing? 

.4. About 3 to 6 month!!. 
Q. That means 7 months after the institution of the plaint? 
A. It is generally more. 
Q. As regards accounts·, I understand that in Cawnpore there are some 

people who are given commissions to take accounts • 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Do you find that they do it well? 
A. I will tell you plainly that only the Cawnpore people can tackle the 

·Cawnpore books and there artVpeople who are very efficient in that sort of' 
work. But the difficulty arises in regard to piece-goods. They have got a 
~eparate system· of accounts. Of course there are ell.llerts in every accounts 
but there are none who are ell.llerts in all the accounts. _. 

Q. When accounts have to be taken by commissioners, do the parties 
generally nominate somebody with experience in that particular work? 

A. It is not the parties that nominate but only the presiding officers. 
Q. Do the parties suggest suitable .names to the presiding officers? 
A. Sometizpes they do. 
Q. As regards commissions to take accounts, is there at;ty improvement in 

praetice or procedure that ought to be recommended? 
A. Only one way. If Q permanent man is kept as a paid man in the 

minif<terial staff he might be able to go into the accounts. But then the
trouble arises that one man will not be able to go into all the accounts. 

Q. Do you find cases in Cawnpore where documents are .not admitted when 
they should be and unnecessary time wasted and. money spent in, proving· 
them? 

A .. Yes. 
Q. What would you suggest to stop that? 
.4. The other party who obviously refuses for absolutely no reason but 

simply to harass and inconvenience the other party should be heavily penalised 
with costs. 

Q. That means you let him waste the public time and you then penali~e 
him for the benefit of the other party. Would it not be better to make him 
c;ive seeurit_y before he is allowed to trouble the other party? 

·A. Yes. I would like to put some sort of check. 

(}, Do you finil any special difficulty in execution of decrees? 
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· A. Yes. We will suggest that the process-senring and execution court should 
be separate be~ause most of the time of ordinary judges is taken up ~ that 
work. Secondly, the officers will have to show some justification for their 
appointment and they will be rather vigilant. 
· Q. You want the officer in the separate exer.,ution court to have controi 

.ver the nazir. 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many courts have you in Cawnpore? 
A. At this time, 2 sub-judges, an .additional judge, a district juc1g,., a 

small cause court judge and a munsif. 
Q. Do you think there will be enough execution work at Cawnpore? 
A. 1 thmk so. That will also obviate the difficulty of th~ trying judge 

whose lot of time is wasted in such small petty things. 
Q~ You will have to dispense with one suborJinate judge or munsiff. Is 

that possible? · 
A. Not at present. 
Q. You say you had many voluntary winding up of companies. 
A. Yes, in the last boom several companies were started and when their 

capital was Exhausted they went into 1.oluntary liquidation. 
~~- A good deal of liqudation did not trouble the court at a·Jl. 
A. Yes, but on the other han~ ~here is a shareholder who is prepared to 

fight for his claim. 
Q. You have not had cases of direction by the court for compulsory wind

ing 11p? 
A. No. 
Q. In the case of voluntary winding up did the companies apply to the-

court for direction? 
A. No. 
Q. What sort of company work_ you have? 

A. At present, for instance, there are certain companies which are managed 
by Englishmen and then there' are companies which are managed by Indians. 
The companies that are started by Indians are at present nominally working 
under the Indian Companies Act because they have not got much capital outside 
their few families. But now it is getting rather popular and we expect 
formation of 1~ lot of new companies. 

Q. Now what has· been the character of the work that was carried on by 
companies which have gone into voluntary liquidation? 

A. Atsolutely swindling. · 
Q. You mean the breach of trust--mostly cases of pro~ecutions for breach 

oi.' trnst. You had not had ordinary <:ompanies' winding up? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you found in Cawnpor~ many cases of companies managed by 

people who did not know anything about the companies and·- who had to be 
prosecuted for not putting in proper return? ' 

A. Yes. 
Q. You had certain amount of difficulty in such cases. 
A. Not much but there has been some. 
Q. Now as regards insolvency work; how does the insolvency work in-

Cawnpore? 

A. There are lot of applications for insolvency. 

Q. )fan.'· of them are from the traders who have got some ass'.lts. 

:1. Speaking from the· point of view of commerce, I would say during: the 
war people made lot of profit and consequently they invested their capital 
either in land or in buildina or in luxurv. 'When the reverse came they had no
money; they had property ~nd they cou.ld not lay hand on liquid cash. Conse-
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que~tly they had to go into liquidation and there were others who had nothing 
of their own and who were running their business on speculation. 

~~ Thue were a certain number of people who simply applied for insol
vency in order to keep out from going to the jail. In fact in many of the 
cases there is no receiver appointed. 

A. We have an official receiver. 
Q. But he is not appointed in all cases. 
A. He is

1 
appointed in all cases. 

Q. Take a better type of insolveooy-a concern which has not been success
ful or which has lot of its money invested in land. How are these ad-
ministered? · · 

A. By the receiver. 
Q. Does the creditor take any interest in insolvency except that he comes 

and opposes the discharge'} 
A. That all depends upon the creditor. If he is a busy man then he does 

not care but if he is not a busy man he would certainly like to fight. 
Q. You are under the Provincial Insolvency Act. There is no such thing 

as committee of inspection. 
A. No. 
Q. Would you like to see that introduced, that estate should be adminis

tered by the official receiver under instruction!! from a committee consisting of 
representatives of creditors? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you find that the receiver, when he is appointed, takes a good deal 

of trouble in investigating the past conduct of the insolvent and the value of 
his assets? ' 

A. l\Iy view is that the receivers generally do not worry much about it. 
Q. I will rather suggest that you never get the assets properly administered 

unless the creditor himself takllJ! interest? 
A. Yes. ·· 
Q. Do you find any difficulty in some creditors coming in and trying to get 

preference over other creditors'} 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then about discharge, do you think t.hat discharges are granted easily 

or too easily'}· 1 

A. It depends upon the circumstances. . 
Q. Have you cases of debtors who for example are drawing monthly wages 

either from the Government orfrom a railway company. Do they go insolvent? 
A. We have not many cases of that sort. · 
Q. You find the power exercised by the court to deduct certain amount of 

their pay. Supposing a man goes into insolvency. There is a special power in 
regard to that. 

A. There are very few cases of this nature. 
Q. Supposing we· sue against "A. B." and before the suit comes up for 

hearing "A. B." is adjudicated insolvent. What is, in practice, done in a 
suit like that at Cawnpore? 

A. These proceedings are stopped and the receiver defends the insolvent. 
Q. That is what I know. Dolls the co'urt say to you-if you are a plaintiff

that the defendant has gone insolvent; I stop the case here, now you go and: 
prove your case before the official receiver? 

A. Personally I have no experience of insolvency matters. 
Q. I find in Bengal a great many cases where the defendant goes insolvent 

are very badly treated. Do you not think it will be possible to make it clear 
that, except in cases where the plaintiff has a claim over the mortgage, all 
suits may be. sent straightaway for administration? 

A. That will facilitate m.atters. 
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Jlr. Jnslice Stuart.-! do not think this gentleman has any expe\·ience 
:abo.ut these matters? 

A .• I have no personal experience. 
CJ. "Tith regard to courts at Cawnpore, are yGU satisfied with them? 
A. Yes ~e are absolutely satisfied with the present staff of subordinate 

judges. 
Q. I think you come from the Punjab? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In what parts of the Punjab do you do business? 
A. I do business in Lyallpore, Jullundha.r, Amritsar, Lahore, Gujranwala, 

:and Ferozepore. 
Q, What business do you do in Cawnpore? 
A. I do business in sugar, rum !>pirits, etc. 
Q. How does the work of the courts in Cawnpore compare with that in 

-the Punjab? 
A. In what respects? 
Q. In general businesslike methods. Do you think that you get work done 

-more expeditiously in the Punjab than in the United Provinces? 
A. It is done more expeditiously in the L'nited Provinces; 
Q. What do. you think of the judicial staff in the two provinces? 
A. Practically speaking I have got many friends who are holdin<Y posts in 

-the judicial service. Some of them are my colleagues and some otthem are 
n1y personal friends. I always find that people who join the service, I mean 
iudicial service, by passing a competitive examinatiOn are far better than 

··those' who get appointments by nomin~tion or otherwise. By saying this 
I do .not. mean any slur on those who are ho1aing posts without passing any 
eX!.IHllnatiOn. 

Q. With regard to waste of time in the court of subordinate judcre at 
..Cawnpore, I find from looking into the figures of cases tried by the subordinate 
judge there that there were only 59 cases pending in his court for more than 
one year. The court had only one case of 1918, two cases of 1920 and two 
cases of 1921. Excepti~~ one case of 1921 all the other cases were held· up 
by the High Court. l'IO commercial cases were pending for more than 
one year. Du you think that bad? ' 

A. I think that it is very creditable. 
Q. Is it true that at Cawnpore there is not a single c0mmercial case over 

:a year old? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I think there is no serious delay in the disposal of cases in Cawnpore. 

1 do not think you will be able to remember any case in which the average 
-court has been to blame for hanging it up for years together? 

A. I think that the courts at Cawnpore are doing their work very con
·scientiously. 

Q. I am glad to find that you think that the courts located at Cawnpore 
:are not slow in their work. But do you not think that even if the cour!e 
of Cawnpore dispose of their \\"Ork in reasonable time we should not try to 
improve matters? 

A. Although courts are doing good work, it would be a vPry gnod thing 
if more improvements were made. 

Q. Perhaps you know that subordinate judges get Rs. 850 a month and that 
there are only three judges in the selection grade. Those who are in the 
·selection grade are almost certain to officiate as district judges. Now you say 
'that only experienced men should be posted at Cawnpore and that they should 
not be transferred. Now if you want to get competent and experienced judges 
·at Cawnpore, you must represent the matter to Government that as men 
posted there would be specially selel'ted ones who woulll not be promoted, h>-r: 
some time ·they must receive a. special salary to compensate them for th!> 
'loss they incur in this way? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. •with regard to the examination of account books do" you think it would: 

be possible for your . chamber to select th~ best men to do that work in 
different branches? I think there are separate systems of preparing accounts 
and if you take two or three men to do the work of accounting for the
dit!"erent branches, do you not think that it would improve matters and save
a good deal of time? 

A. I will certainly put this proposal up to the chamber and I hope it will 
get through. 

Q. Do you find that courts are always ready to give litigants· assistance
if they know how to do it? 

A. Yes. 
Sir T. Desil.:acharz.-Q. I should like to put _you a few questions. Well, 

you have fixed the average duration _for title suits, money su~ts ·and other 
suits in munsif's court at two months. Do you think that that is the
reasonable duration? Do you calculate that period after service or before
service? 

A. After service. 
IJ. For contested as well as uncontested suits? · 
.4. Yes. For uncontested it will be much less. 
Q. So you think that two months is the maximum time that could be

taken in the disposal of cases before munsifs? 
A. I did not say could be but should be. 
Q. As it is, is it possible to achieve your ideal? Do you think that the 

number of courts is sufficient to dispose of the work within the time that. 
you think is reasonable? 

.4. I do not think so. The cadre should be increased. 
Q. Do you think that the number of judicial officers at present can dispose

d suits within the two mon~J., .. ' time which you think is the reasonable duration? 
A. No. ; ·.• 
Q. I should like to know what the opinion is of your chamber? Does your 

chamber think that the cadre, as it is at present, can dispose of these cases 
WI Linn the time suggested by you? 

A. Yes, the chamber is of the opinion that these cases should not take more-
than two months. 

(/. And with regard to small cause suits, you put it at one month? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That should be the highest time to be taken ordinarily? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In. Cawnpore is there any other agency which can take up this work, 

sa;~·, honorary munsifs? 
A. There is none at present. 
Q. Don't you think honorary munsifs could be asked to do all petty work, 

that which is ex parte, that which is below Rs. 250, etc.? · . 
A. Personally we are very much against honorary munsifs. ·You don't. 

kuow anything, but we know all about them. 

Q. Surely there must be some people available who would do honorary work 
.:>f this kind efficiently and expedi\iously? · 

.4.. Well, it is very seldom that brains and money combine tog.,ther. 

Q. Very well, is it the money that wants the honorary munsifshipP 

A. No, not that. The only people who are able to give time are moneylld 
people. First I said that money and brains do not generally go togethe1'. 
t)f course in order to hold such honorary posts, the only people who could 
nfford time and render honorary service are the people who have something 
to fall hack upon. Therefore the people that 3:re likely to be appointed as 
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honorary munsifs would not be a desirable set of people to. work up such a 
~g. • 

Q. So you think that the appointment of honorary munsifs or benches 
would not be possible in Cawnpore? ' 

_ A. It is not a question of possibility, it is a qtJ.estion of probability. . 
Q. Don't you think members of your Chamber will be in a position to 

select suitable men? 
A. They might be able to select a few persons here and there. But as you 

,have taken this question, you are generalising. In order to have a general 
view of this question, I do not think we can find so many people. 

Q. How many people you think you can find in Cawnpore who can do this 
wwk? - · . 

. A. Take our men in the Chamber: they have got their own drudgery that 
they· would not touch these things. 1 • 

Q. I want to know how many people you can get? 
A. Very few. 
Q. So that the experiment will not have any chance of success if tried in 

Cawnpore? . 
A. I am not against giving a chance. My personal view is that chances 

are very few. · -
q. My only suggestion is that if a fair amo'unt of the stipendiary munsifs' 

work could be taken and given to honorary munsifs, you would relieve munsifs 
of a considerable amount of work. As they stand at present, they cannot 
dispose of contested cases within two months of their institution. 

A. In that case I suggest that the number of munsifs might be increased. 

Q. Let alone the number. With regard to the qualification of munsifs, 
do you think that the munsifs are properly selected. I take it that your view 
is tl,a; p•!0ple who have got at least five years' expenence sl:o-~lu bt! selected. 

A. That is my Chambe~s view. 
Q. As a representative that is your view?. 
A. If I have to express my personal view, I would go still ahead. So far as 

experience is concerned, I am at one with my Chamber, but so far as 
sdection is concerned, I want to have competition. For instance, the High 
Court wants 15 munsifs. Of course there will be recommendations coming on 
from all districts, but there should be a competitive examination with regard 
to procedure and law. 

Q. You want a competitive examination amongst the candidates for the post 
of munsifs? 

A. That is my personal view. 
Q. Such candidates as are. selected by reason of recoinmendations from 

district judges or for other reasons should undergo a competitive examination? 
A. Yes. But before they sit for the examination, they should submit a 

proper health certificate. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. In the Punjab, for instance, they have to be examined by a Medical 

Board before they get into the competitive examination. 
Mr. Justice Stu•Jrt.-Here we have to produce a certificate by the Civil 

Surgeon. 
A. That would be quite sufficient. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-Q. Do you think that it is es..o:;ential to have competi

tion in the selection of candidates in order to avoid canvassing t 
• A. Yes. 

Q. With regard to the qualification of district judges, in ans'I_Ver to S~r. l'ej 
Bahadur Sapru, you said that you would like, to h~ve two expe~enced d1stnct 
judges to serve on an appellate bench. \\hat 1s the expenence that an 
ordinary district judge has? 
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.t. It all depends on the selection. Suppose a civilian is put in, he has no 
experijmce. 

Q. The district jud~es that you would have are people who are promoted as 
iistrict judges from arter a qualified service of subordinate judge. 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to second appeals supposing you have not got these benches, 

would you consent to this alternative, that there should be no appeals in 
cases below Rs. 500? 

A. That would create dissatisfaction. among litigants. That would not 
satisfy. 

Q. I am referring to suits not of a small cause court nature. There are so 
many suits which are exempted from the jurisdiction of small cause suits. I 
am referring to suits of Rs. 500 and less. In these suits you need not have the 
luxury of second appeals? • 

A. Lots of people do it for the pleasure of it. 
Q. Simply for the gamble of it? • 
A. Yes. 
Q. And there are a number of frivolous appeals filed simply to delay the 

execution of the decree of the first court or the second court? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Therefore it is not good to make a hard and fast ruie? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Suppose you ask the appellant in a second appeal to deposit the whole of 

the decree amount or the whole of the costs, do you think that would put an 
end to a lot of second appeals? 

A. Of course that would deter the privilege. 
Q. You were not in favour of. limiting the value of second appeals of 

Rs. 500 and more. Supposing you say there should be no second appeal in 
cases of the value of Rs. 100 and less, why take it as low as that P 

A. As a matter of fact, the . .Principle is the same all over, whether the 
amount involved is Rs. 100, 500" or 5,000. If I have to follow that principle 
and if I were to stick up to that principle, I would certainly say that the 
penalty should be irrespective of the amount involved. 

Q. Irrespective of the amount involved, whether it is Rs. 5 or 50 or 100 or 
2011 or 500, you must ha"l'"e a second appeal P 

A. Yes. 
Q. It is a piece of gamble as you put it. 
A. They gamble only in execution ca~es but not in original cases. 

"Q. So far as I know and so far as you perhaps know, there must be a large 
number of frivolous second appeals and very few second appeals succeed. 

A. Yes. 
Q. In that case wh;y should so much money and energy and time of your 

countn·men he spent m useless litigation? 
A. Sometimes it is a vindication of their own rights. And,· the law, as it is 

now administered all over the country, is something which the peasant or the 
ordinary litigant does not know as all of a sudden often crop up rulings from 
the l\Indras High Court. Generally the second appeals are on questions of law 
and when you find some support from some High Court then naturally he 
wants,to file a second appeal. . 

~1. It is the very rea~on why we w!lnt to limit second appeals. 

A. But then the position of the law is cne thing here and another thina there. 
Wben a new rule comes in, the pleaders thems~lves say to the litiga~ts " If 
you pref~r an appeal, you a~e likely to succeed." 

Q. I want the gentlemen of that order not to have a chance of doing so. 
A.. Let them live. 
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Q. With regar4 to benches, would you like to have these appellate benches 
in groups oj districts or would you have them in each district? · 

A. In central places. 
Q. That won't inconvenience the people? 
A. Rather than running up to Allahabad they could easily run up to the 

neighbouring districts. 
Q. Of the two things, running up to Allahabad.and runnin<T uo to a centre 

of a group of districts, which is more convenient? _ "' -
A. Running up to a centre of a group of districts is more convenient. 
Q. With regard to execution of decrees, the Civil Procedure Code gives 12: 

years for the execution of a decree. 
A. YeL · 
Q. Has your Chamber considered that' question? 
A. We have not answered that question. 
Q: ~h;r should you not limit that p~riod to _6 years? I~ y:>u get the money 

you get 1t m the first year. 'Vhat use Is there m keepmg tne decree alive with 
the off-chance of getting some money at some distant time? 

A. When we have 12 years we think that this man might at least have a 
remote chance of getting some money from somewhere. I do not think that 
this reduction would in a~y way help us .. 

Q. It will prevent a large nm_nber of applications coming in and it will help· 
the decree holder as well as the JUdgment debtor. The decree holder will come 
in soon enough when he knows that his money is likely to be· realised. 

A. At the present day people run into speculations and it is not know~ 
when a man will get money. 

Q. You are not willing to curtail the period of 12 years to 6 years. 
·A. No. 
Q. You know that .every 3 years an application should be filed in order t~ 

satisfy the requirements of the Limitation Act? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why should the decree holder come once in 3 years, put in an execution 

petition and then leave it without prosecuting it? Why should he not do it 
at any time he wants to execute, within 12 years? ' 

A. I have not considered that position. 

Q. With regard to the disallowance of costs for proving documents which 
are frivolously denied, you said that tl:re parties may be penalised. Did your 
Chamber consider that question? How would you do it? Suppose a witness 
is called to prove a document which is frivolously denied. The same witness 
will be helping the party calling him on other points. It must be very diffi~t 
to decide whether a particular witness was called to prove one particular point 
and not another in a case. 

A. So far as we take it, we take it in this way. Sometimes parties cite
about 50 witnesses. Five of them turn up and 45 are absent. The case is 
adjourned. Then 20 of them come and 30 are absent. Then the case is 
adjourned; so on. 

Q. Every time, I think, there would be allowed costs for the adjournment 
against the party who was not ready? 

A. This is different with regard to different provinces. In the United 
Provinces costs would be given but not in the Punjab. 

Q. Supposing a mortgage deed which. is registered is denied and the denial 
is frivolous without any reason whatever and the person who has 'oo prove the 
mortgage deed calls a witness who not only proves the mortgage deed but also 
many of his other contentions· in the case, how would you apportion .the cos~s 
of proving the document which is frivolously denied and the costs incurred m 
proving the other points in the case? Have you conside~ed it? 

A. I would certainly leave it to the discretion of the court. 
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M1. Justice Stuart.-!J. Whe~ some witnesses are present and some are 
.11.l>sent the rule here is that the <·ourt muRt proceed with the evidence of the 
·witnesses who are present. If a judge· does not do that he iS' not complying 
.wit.b the rule . 

. -1. It might be so here but not in the Punjab. . 
Q. About your idea of competitive examination with regard to appointment 

·,f munsifs, I think you must know that although we carefully select our 
:munsifs there are ahyays complaints " \Vhy have you not taken more of 
c:aste A or B ?" If we have a c~nupetitive examination I point out to you that 
in my experience the circumstances are such in this provin~e that one parti
eular caste would get nearly all the appointments. I do not think thai! would 
be popular with the people. 

A .. Speaki~g for myself personally this system is working well in the 
Punjab. 

Q. \\'hat ore the results; do you get various classes of the community 
reasonably well represented? 

t1. There are two appointments of deputy collectors and two appointments 
Jf munsifs. There is a system of direct nomina~ion. 

Q. Supposing ;rou want fifteen .men you m~y have ten by competitive 
£xamination and five hy nomination? . 

A. A man may be competent but in a competitive examination he might 
not be in the first nine places. He might be tenth or eleventh. The present 
practice affords sufficient guarantee that he is competent. 

Q. But at any rate I may take it that what you want is that no man should 
be appointed to a responsible position if he is not competent to perform his 
duty and that an appointment should be made not as a matter of favouritism 
but as a matter of merit. If that result is arrived at otherwise than by p. 
competitive examination you would not object to the other method? 

A. If the ultimate object is achieved, I have no objection to the method. 

, Q. \Vhen you want a man for a particular post or trust, you do not 
select him by competitive examination. You make your own selection. · 

' " A. But in that case my pei-sonal observation is limited to a very small 
-circle of knowledge. I would be a better judge and be able to realise the merits · 
of the man. 

Dr. DeSouza.-Q. I think you said that sub-judges who are sent to Cawnpore . 
have only experience in ordinary class of work. I think you also said that 
after they have certain amount of experience and as soon. as they begin to 
£ive satisfaction they are transferred. You also said that you object to their 
constant transfers but if they are retained for a long time it will be a 
punishment to them. That is exactly the position· with regard to certain 
111dges in m,v own province, for instance, in- Ahmedabad. Have ~·ou considered 
the advisability of having a special class of judge for commercial centres? 
Have you considered the pos~ibility of recruiting a special class of judges? 

A .• Yes, that can be done. ' · 
Q. Have you considered what class of lawyers you would select? 
A. Lawyers practisin~ on the civil· side. In this. High· Court there are 

many lawyers who wo1Hlerfully do the commercial cases. 
Q. Would you like them to be sent on deputation to English courts in 

England for training? 
A .. Instead of sending to English Courts, I should certainly suggest that 

they should be deput.ed to Bombay or Karachi, before they take up their . 
permanent appointments. 

Q. What will you send them as? 
A.. As additional judges. 
Q. You will have to make tlitJm learn at the expense of the litigants? 
A. They should not be put in charge of cases. They should be put jointly 

"'·ith the judge who is already working there. 
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Q. Well you have suggested that judicial officers who ent~r the senice by 
passing some sort of competitive examination are in many respects better 
than those who join it directly by nomination or otherwise. 

A. Yes. 
Q. Have you found any difference between the two in the Punjab? . 
. 4. Yes, marked difference. Generally you wiR find that people who enter 

service- with the help of their own intellect and qualifications prove better 
than those who get entrance through recommendations. 

Q. Have you heard of such a thing as this? That young men of to-day 
value self-respect more than anything else and they do not like to approach 
either the district judge or even Judges of t.he High Court with a petitwn or a 
request to get themselves enlisted as candidates for the Provincial Service. 
They are very reluctant as regards that. ' 

A. I have not personally had any experience of that nature, but I should 
say ~hat when a self-respecting man knows that he has a chance to appear 
in the competitive examination, why should be approach the district judge 
or the Judges of the High Court. 

Q. No, what I mean to say is that they do not care to approach the mem
bers of the Committee which appoint judicial officers. Is that so? 

A. Yes, I should not be surprised if there are a lot of men of that nature. 
Q. Have you heard that yo"G.ng men do not care to take their cap in hand 

and approach the higher authorities? · 
A. I should think so. They would like to sit in the examination, rather 

than to go abegging from door to door. 
· Q. Then in reply to the Chairman I think you said that. you would improve 
substituted service by publication? . 

A. Yes. 
Q. What class of papers are generally read in Cawnpore? 
A. Hindi as well as Urdu. 
Q. Are there any papers here in which the publication of any Government 

notification is prohibited by Government? 
A. I do not know any such paper, but papers which are not read by th" 

public would not serve any useful purpose. Publication in those papers would 
not help in any way. -

Q. Do ·you not think that papers in which publication of Government 
notifications is prohibited, are generally read by the public? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And if it is so, do you not think that the method you suggest for 

substituted service would not help in any way? 
A. Yes, in that way it won't help. 

Mr. R. BURN, C.S.I., I.C.S., Member, Board of Revenue, United 
Provinces. 

lrritten Statements. 

I. 

GE:-oERAL NoTE. 

A lar"e number of cases between landlord and tenan~ of agricultural land 
.-hich do"' not arise in some parts of India, e.g., in the Raiyatwari tracts, or 
"«"hich in others are disposed of by civil courts are in the United Provinc.as 
tried by rent courts presided over by assistant collectors. There are different 
Jaws in force in the province of Ae;ra and in the province of Oudh. In both 
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cases the courts are governed by the Code of Civil Procedure, subject to 
certa~ modifications. Assistant collectors are of two classes. An appeal in 
Agra from an assistant collector of the second class lies to the collector and 
a second appeal lies to the district judge in certain suits where a question 
of proprietary title has be.en in issue in the first appellate court and is a 
matter in issue in the appeal or question of jurisdiction has be~n decided. 
An appeal from a decree of an assistant collector of first class lies in Agra 
to the district judge in the two cases which have been already mentioned 
and also in certain classes of suits in which the amount or value of the sub
ject matter exceeds Rs. 100, or the rent annually payable by a tenant has 
been a matter in issue in the court of first instance and is a matter in issue 
in the appeal, or the amount o~ rent payable separately to one or more of 
a number of co-sharers in the proprietary right is in issue in both courts and 
in suits for profits in which the amount of revenue annually payable is in 
issue in both courts. In other cases an appeal lies from a decree of an 
assistant collector of the first class to the Commissioner. In Oudh cases of 
ct>rtain kinds the valuation of which does not exceed Rs. 100 are. triable by 
assistant collectors of the 2nd class with an appeal to the collector; Other 
cases are triable by assistant collectors of the first class, and appeals in 
suits for &nears of rent, or compensation on account of illegal exactment of 
rent or withholding receipts, or contesting distraint and suits for profits lie 
to the district judge, if the value of the suit -does not exceed Rs. 5,000, 
and to the Judicial Commissioner if it exceeds tliat snin. Appeals in other 
eases, e.q., contesting; notices of ejectment or notices demanding enhance
ment of rent lie to the Commissioner. In both provinces there is a second 
appeal from the Commissioner to the Board of Revenue. In the province of 
!gra the Board also deals wit"h a large number of applications for revision, 

while in Oudh it has been held 'that no right of .revision exists. 

2. These cases; as has been indicated above, are really of a civil nature 
and in number far exceed the cases decided by ordinary civil courts. Thus 
in 1922 the civil courts in Agra decided 212,000 cases and those in Oudh 
68,000 cases, making a total of 280,000 cases, while in tho revenue year 
1922-23 the total number of cases disposed of by the revenue courts under the 
.Rent Acts amounted to 450,00() cases. In additiun the same conrh dealt 
.-ith a very large number of cases under the J and Revenue Act. Most of 
these related to mutation of names of proprietary numbering nearly 274,000 
eases, but the greater proportion of these are un':l')ntes~Jd and ure dispn~cd 
of l>y assistant collectors of the second class. These orders simply affect 
entries in the registers and though they are oftea accepted by parties as 
•ettling their disputes they are· not final so far as ~·or>rietary rights are con
cerned as they can be 11et aside by the civil courts. The number of cases t•, 
correct the records in regard to tenant right is not recorded sepsrately but 
is considerable. In sach cases, as in cases under the Re11t Acts, orders of 
the revenue courts are final and not open to appeal in the civil courts, nor 
can the issues raised be retried there. In recording answers to the question-. 
naira I shall refer chiefly to those cases as my personal experience as presid
ing officer of a court has been, that of assistant collector, collector, 'commis. 
sioner, and in the Board of Revenue. 

3. In addition to revenue work, however, I h.ave had a good deal to do 
with civil litigation on behalf of Court of Wards' estates, both as collector and 
commissioner and in charge of Court of Wards as a member of the Board 
of Revenue. This branch of administration is a very considerable one in the 
United Province!!, where at present about 150 estates are under management 
having a total income of over two crores. Those estates which are in debt 
owe nearly H croreg while the solvent estates in addition to invest.ments of 
14 lakhs in Government p'aper and other securities have 42 lakhs out on 
mortgage. In addition to suits for title brought by or ag'ainst the estates 
the liquidation of debt and the collection of money due involves a good deal 
of litigation in civil courts. All claims lodged against an estate newly taken 
over are enrtuired into b:v the collector and reported for confirmation by the 
Coud of Wards. A good deal of litigation is avoided by compromise. 
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4. It is perhaps a platitude to say that one of the most considerable· 
factors in litigation is due to the nature of the people. Professor Jaduc~ath 
Barkar in his account of 1\lughal administration after criticising the defec
tive organif<ation of law courts under :c\Iughal rule and the lack of !lllv scheme 
of di~tributicn of court.; in proportion to the area to be served . "uy them 
remarks " The Indian villager in the :l\Iughal empire was denied the greatest 
pleasure of his life in our own times, namely, faciJity for civil litigation with 
Government courts close to his doors and an abundance of courts of appeal 
rising up to the High Court at the capital." In Court of \Yards litigation 
this featnre is continually pressed upon my notice. \Yhere wards or their 
relations are of an age to be consulted regarding appeals, I am constantly 
press2d to file :>ppeal'S even in cases in which my regular legal advisers assure 
me that there is no prospect of success. I" have even had cases in which 
wards or their connections have undertaken to finance an appeal entirely 
from their allowances or to find money outside so that there shoulJ be no 
charge on the ordinary funds of the estate. In rent and revenue appeal':! 
coming before me, and more particularly in cases of revision, it is obvious 
from: a mere summary perusal of the papers that there was no possible 
chance of success. One of the largest estates under. management during the 
year 1922-23 was either a plaintiff or appellant or applicant in 68ll cases 
which were decided. Of these it won 666 and lost onlv 14. It was abo 
c0ncerned as a defendant or respondent in 338 cases decid~d, of which it won 
315 and lost only 23. In 1921-22 the Court of Wards was engaged in 33 
original suits and in 28 appeals exceeding Rs. 10,000 in value. Of these 23 
were decided in the year and the Court of \Yards won 16, lost 3 completely 
and one partially. One was withdrawn, five were compromised and the Court 
of \Yards was neutral in two. Thus out of 20 ca~es adjudicated the Court of 
\Yards won completely 80 per cent. In cases of smaller importance the suc
cess is greater, and it is considerably higher than the succesg of the ordinary 
litigant in either courts of first instance or of appeal. "These figures are 
quoted to show that a careful supervision of litigation and a reasonable atti
tude towards compromise would do much to decrease the total volume of 
litigation. 

5. Another general factor is the attitude of the legal profession. It has 
been said that in Englalld a man goes to a lawyer in the hope of keeping; 
out of court. That is very different hom the attitude in this country. A 
young Indian barrister told me of the great surprise he experienced during hi.;. 
time of ·work in the chambers of an English barrister. He was a man who 
had been engaged in different professional work in India before he decided to 
go to England to ,be called to the Bar and he had had some experience of 
court work in this country. A case was made over to him to note on and 
he advised crmtesting the case on the g1·ound that it involved a principle oft 
law, which had not, so far as he could ascertain, been clearly decided. He 
was surprised to receive back his note on the brirf with the remark by the 
barrister that it was his business to get his dient out of a threatened suit 
.as cheaply as possible snd not to get· doubtful points of law decided at the 
cost of the client. He therefore advised a compt·omise. I do not suggest 
that the Indian bar as a whole busies itself with fostering litigation. It 
has a comparatively scort history behind it and such organisations as in 
England keep strict control over the members of the various branches of the 
profession are of recent growth and still immature in India. In the lower 
grades of the profession there are no doubt men who thrive by touting and 
by ~upporting impossible claims or defences, but I do not forget that Samp
son Brass was an Englishman and his time is laid nearly 100 years ago. )h· 
argument is that the .Indian bar even in the higher stages might do muc;h to 
reduce litigation by discouraging the taking of a case into court when a 
rea.«onable compromise might be effected. Here also my experience shom< 
that efforts which they may make in this direction are frequently thwarted 
l):v their clients. One of the largest title suits with which I ha>e had to deal 
had as its main ])asis a challenge against two compromises which had been 
drawn up with the as~i~tance of eminent law~·~rs. In another estate I _am 
still engaged in the work of settling fresh compromises of family clau:ruf 
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which•have twic~ been settled with legal advice·. But the fact. remains that 
a great deal more could be done than is done to settle disputes out of court. 

6. No direct remedy can be suggested to correct the vitiated taste for liti~ 
gation or the reluctance of la\\yers to advise settlement out of court rather 
than doubtful and prolonged litigation, but 1 hope that the attention which 
has been directed to thP- matter by this Committee will do som11thing to move 
public opinion in the matter. The few detailed suggestions which I am in a 
position to make for reducing the duration of cases or simplifying procedure 
will be stated in reply to questions. 

II. 

ANSWERS TO QuESTIONNAIRE. 

1. The Board of Revenue which corresponds to the High Court in revenue 
cases usually decides appeals within six to eight months after their institu~ 
tion. Each Member has sonte executive duties and is also a Member of the 
lqcal Legislative· Council. Appeals are invariably tried at the headquarters 
of the division in which tliey have arisen with two exceptions, namely, that 
appeals from both division11 in the province of Oudh are tried in Lucknow 
and the appeals of the Allahabad division are tFicd at two places in thaJ. 
division according to the districts in which j;hey arise. The Board of Revenue 
as a rule decide all appeals which are ready before proceeding to the hills for 
tw'> months' recess in l\Iay and June. During July, August and part of 
Rept€mber they make another circuit. and again clear their file. Between 
Ottober and February they hold fresh sessions in the intervals between " 
·Council mee'tings. A Commissioner should ordinarily be in a position to 
dPCide an appeal in 6 to 9 months after institution. ln two divisions in 
these provinces institutions for some years have exceeded the number of 
appeals which a Commissioner can dispose of in addition to his executive 
work. Additional Commissioners have from time to time been appointed for 
judicial work in these divisions, but at present owing to financial stringency 
alm•Jst two years' work is pending in the court of one Commissioner. 

Work in the court of assistli'nt collectors of the first class "is affected by 
the provision that suits by landlords to eject, tenants in the province of Agra 
or by tenants to contest notices of ejectment in Oudh must be filed at certain 
seasons of the year (July to September in Agra and before 15th November in 
Oudh) so as to ensure the decision of most of the cases in time to enable 
ejectment to be carried out, where this is decreed, by the beginning of the 
next agricultural year. Statistics are maintained for the revenue year run~ 
ning from 1st October to 30th September. Other cases may for the most part 
he filed at any time of the year. In 1921~22 only lith per cent. of the 
total number of pending cases in both Agra and Oudh taken together were 
pending for more than 3 months. This figure compares favourably with the 
statistics for courts subordinate to the High Court ·in Agra in 1922, .which 
was 4! per cent., or for that in Oudh, which was 2t per cent. In the courts 
()f assistant collectors most contested cases should be decided within six 
weeks. There are two exceptional classes of cases, namely, enhancement of 
rent, in which local inspection is usually required in the interest of the liti~ 
gants, and partition cases under the J,and Revenue Act, in which all the 
fields of a village have to be considered. Enhancement cases should invari~ 
ably be decided within the revenue year in which they were filed so that 
.enhancement may take effect from the beginning of the next year. For 
partition cases it is difficult to suggest a limit. If a question of title is 
raised, it may have to be remitted to a civil court or may go to a civil court 
m appeal. In an ordinary partition, in which no dispute as to title arises, 
the proceedings should. be completed within 15 to 18 months. 

As regards civil suits my views· are expressed with some hesitation, but 
! think that district munsifs should be able to decide money and rent suits 
within six wc,eks and appeals should be disposed of within six months. lt 
-must be noted in comparing with Commise.ioners that the latter have to tour 
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during the cold weather and rains. In 1922 the average duration of a\Jpeals 
in interior courts was 177 days in Oudh, while in .Agra the figure was as high 
as 243 6ays. -

In this province the majority of deputy collectors recruited by direct. 
appointment as distinct from promotion from the ranks of tehsildars are 
now selected by competitive examination. I think that the same system 
would be suitable for recruiting district munsifs. 

5. It was formerly. the custom to require de!>Uty collectors to pass a 
departmental examination during the first two years of their service. For 
this has rec£-ntly been substituted a training class, the results of which pro
mise to be ve1y beneficial, in judicial work specially. In this oranch of their 
duties the training, though it includes instruction in ·substantive law, is most 
beneficial in the matter of prgcedure, specially in regard to the preliminary 
stages of a case and to the settlement of issues. The number of munsifs 
recruited annually is smaller than the number of deputy collectors and there 
may not be sufficient to justify a class for the officers of one province. I see 
no reason why in the case of civil law a central class should not be arranged 
for recruits from two or more adjaoent provinces. 

7. We have not found it necessary to prescribe a standard of efficiency for 
assistant collectors.· Some years ago a committee examined the statistics of 
work arising in each tahsil in the provinces and having regard to variations 
in the complexity of work, which are considerable, they calculated .the num
ber of sub-divisional officers required for the administration of each district. 

· Experience showed the need for some variations in the scale, but on the 
whole it worked well and the collector of a district was able to judge of the 
efficiency of an officer by the degree in which he coped with the work arising 
in that sub-division. Collectors are required to make a complete inspection 
of the work of their subordinates during the hot weather and the state of 
the judicial file is one of the matters looked into. In addition, the collector 
receives a fortnightly or monthly return showing details for each court of 
work pending, disposed of and in arrears. It is part of the duty of the 
collector to send for records which (Lppear prima facie to be delayed and to 
examine .the cause for it. A summary of these returns is sent to the Com
missioner every six months and he takes similar action. During his inspec
tion of offices the Commissioner also examines these matters. 

8. There has been a deliberate policy of concentrating civil courts at 
headquarters, bringing them in from the m~fussil with the idea of giving 
litigants a gr£ater choice of legal advisers. The High Court at Allahabad 
has recently made rules which allow one member of the legal profession t(} 
transfer a case to another member if he cannot attend to plead without the 
substitute filing a fresh vakalatnama. This rule has just been adopted by the 
Board of Revenue for revenue cases and should tend to minimise delay owing 
to the engagement of counsel elsewhere. 

9. A committee recently sat in these provinces to consider the question of 
abolishing Commissioners and they have made various proposals for reducing 
litigation under the Land Revenue Act. There is at present a third appeal 
in certain cases to the Board. It has been proposed to abolish this. Dis
puted cases for mutation in the record of proprietary right and also of tenant 
right are at present reported by the tahsildar to the sub-divisional officer. 
It is proposed that the tahsildar should decide petty cases of mutation in 
reg·ud to proprietary rights ana that he should decide all cas~s in. regard. t() 
tenant right whether disputed or not, but that any person d1ssat1sfied w1th 
his decision might put in an objection before the sub-divisional officer, wh() 
would then deal with it as a case instituted in his own court. It also recom
mended that only one appeal should be allowed in ejectment suits where the 
area of the land in suit does not exceed three acres and the annual rent does 
not exceed Rs. 25 and in suits for arrears or distraints the value of which 
does not exceed Rs. 20. It is proposed that these appeals should be decided 
not by the collector, as at present, but ]ly the sub-divisional officer, if the 
latter has exercised the powers of an assistant coilector of first class for not 
less than five years. 
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14• Village munsifs were tried in this province for nearly 30 years but 
were not a complete success. They were ·replaced by, panchayats under 
United Provinces Act VI of 1920, which has not yet been sufficiently long in 
force to justify a final opinion regarding its success. At present I am not 
prepared to advocate the grant of exclusive jurisdiction on these new courts, 
hut I have great hopes that they may be a success in the future. Their 
jurisdiction .1t present is confined to civil cases and they are expressly for
bidden from entertaining a suit on account of any dispute or matter in res
pect of which any suit or application may be brought or made in a revenue 
court. In bile district in these provinces a special manager of Court of 
'Vards estates has been extremely successful in organising panchayats to deal 
with matters arising in the estate's villages. His success has be~n such 
that proposals m?do by him to abolish rent collectors (zilladars) has been 
approved as the panchayats are now responsible for collecting rent and pay
ing it into the estate. These panchayats have for some years been settling 
a large number of cases which might have come before the courts. · 

16. A draft bill to amend tl:!e ~gra Tenancy Act has been under consider
ation for a considerable time. It containliJ a proposal for summary procedure 
in petty ejectment suits and suits for arrears of :rent or suits relating to dis
traints. The committee which recently considered the duties of commis
sioners was not in favour of that proposal and substituted the limited right 
of appeal suggested above. The proposal was to give an assistant collector 
of first class, who had been specially empowered by Government, powers to try 
summarily cases of the classes mentioned, in which the area in suit did not 
exceed three acres and the annual rental value did not exceed Rs. 25. The 
assistant collectors of the second class were to lie empowered to try sum
marily suits for the ejectment of tenants without a right of occupancy, for 
certain proceedings in regard to valuation of crops and distraint, and regard
ing the deposit of rent, where the amount claimed did not exceed Rs. 20. 
The objection to the proposal in regard to assistant collectors of the first 
class is that such suits are, where they relate to arrears of rent or distraint, 
usually decided by tahsildars or •other assistaD.t collectors with second class 
powers and the change would. opt mean much benefit. I may note that sec
tion 128 of the Civil Procedur~ Code cannot be introduced in the courts of 
assistant collectors without legislation as they are not subordinate to the 
High Court. . 1 

18. I hava dealt with the question of curtailing appeals in revenue cases 
in the answer under Question 9. 

20. A co'lsiderable number of frivolous second appeals are filed before the 
Board of Revenue. As a rule, cases so classed have no chance of success 
because they are based on questions of fact. It was at one time possible to 
check these appeals because appeals could be filed only at the headquarters 
of the Board of Revenue at Allahabad or befote a Member, where'{er he 
happened to be on tour, and it was the practice of some Members to hear 

' counsel before admitting them where the judgments of the lower courts 
indicated that no legal question arose. Recently, however, permission was 
given for appeals to be filed before the head assistant of the Commissioner 
of the division. These cases are transmitted to the office of the Board of 
Revenue and it is usual now to summon both parties if the appeal is in order. 
If l\Iembers had time to read papers before sending for records, it would be 
possible to summ.:>n c>nly the appellant in the first instance, but this is rarely 
the case. The old rulo was to my mind preferable in the interest of litigants 
as a whole and the present rule is chiefly beneficial to the bar. On general 
grounds I would support the proposal that in civil cases no second appeal 
should be allowed where the valuation of the suit is Rs. 250 or less. If this 
procedure were adopted, High Courta would probably have to be rather more 
liberal in dealing with revision cases. 

21. My experience of Court of Wards cases leads me to support- the sug
gestion that the appellent should be compelled to deposit the decretal amount 
before a. !'oQC',ond appeal can be fil~d 
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22. ~ have dealt with this in my reply . to Question 20. The difficulty 
.of makmg full use of Order XLI, Rule 11, ~~ th&t most appellate courts on 
the revenue side do not have the leisure to examine twice over. 

25, 28, 29 and 30. The rules containl'!d in Order V of the Civil Procedure 
Code regarding the issue of service of summons .are modified to some extent 
by the rent laws of the provinces. Section 193 (f) of the Agra Tenancy Act 
.:gives the local Government power to make a rule for the service of summons or 
notice by registered post, ·but no rule has been made by the local Government 
to that effect so that notices and summonses are still served by process servers. 
In Oudh Section 136 of the Oudh Rent Act provides for substituted service 
where a person or an authorised agent cannot be found by posting the notice 
at the usual place of residence of the person to whom the notice is addressed 
or, if that person does not reside in the district wherein tlie land is situated. 
at the village chanz•al or at some other conspicuous place in the villnge 
whet:ein the land is situated. The courts are required to fle strict in the 
matter of substituted service and it is laid down in the Board's Circular 2-II. 
Rule 12, which is a statutory rule, that if the person summoned is a dcfenJant 
and is merely temporarily absent from home when the proces.~ servr>r calls. it 

.cannot be said that the defendant caunot be found, so that service by affixation 
is not justified. I do not think that at present the post office conlcl be sr•fely 
:used, especially in the case of defendants. These provinces are backward in 

, education .and the post office staff has been reduced. A committee which 
sat to enquire into the possibility of economies in the public service mentwned 
.a suggestion, which was made to it, that the civil and revenue staff for serv
ing processes and attaching property and selling it might be amal;;amated. 
I agree with this suggestion. The revenue establishment is larger than the 
·civil court establishment. I think that the result would be an economv and 
would also tend to expedite the work of serving civil court summonses: The 
Qnly village establishment available is the patwari, but the staff of patwaris 
has recently been reduced. They are supposed to attend at the tahsil once a 
month and unless summonses were made over to them on the date they 
attended reliance will have to be placed on the post office, which is uncertain. 
'Service through the revenue court process staff ~hould be possible as a rule 
·within three weeks to a month. A month is usually sufficient for serving 
notices of dates fixed by the Board, and the rarity of failure in this case, 
where there is no reason for delaying service, i:-; ~orne mea;.;ure of the mal
practices that occur in courts of first instance. I do not think it feasible 
that process-servers should report them~elves to pleaders. Revenue proce~~
servers are allotted partly to headquarter~ and partly to tahsils. 

31, 32 and 33. In revenue courts one of the weakest points hitherto has 
been the failure to examine parties under Order X and to frame definite 
issues. Orders XI and XII are· practically dead letters. A considerable 
improvement in this respect is to be hoped for from the training class men-

.tioned above. The officer who conducts that class spends a very considerable 
time in dealing with the question of framing of issues. Cases not infrequently 
come in appeal before the Board of Revenue in which the plaint consists of 
a statement that the defendant is a tenant without occupancy rights and 
ejectment is sought. The written .state~1ent merely asserts that t~e defen~
ant has oecupancy rigl1ts and the 1ssue 1s 'has the defendant acqmred occu
pancy rights.' Such pleadings and such an issue ~re absolutely useless as the 

.claim to rights may bP. based merely on occupatwn hy the defendant for a 
period exceeding 12 years or on rights by inheritance which raises a variety 

.of issues, while the plaintiff may claim and the defendant may deny that the 
land is sir (home form in which occupancy rights are not allowed). The work of 
appellate courts would be immensely decreased if the courts used their powers 
under Order X more freely and intelligently. The preliminary training is 
very useful in this respect and appellate coJJrts should tak~ more notice than 
they do of omissions and faulty practice. I also thin~ ~hat litigati.on woulJ 
'be much shortened if tho courts, both revenue and CIVIl, used the1r powers 
in regard to (:Osts under Order XII, Rules 2 and 4 more freely. I have never 

·seen a case in which a subordinate revenue court used those powers and my 
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experience of (·ivil litigation is that they are not used sufficiently freely in1 
ci\·il eourts. HPJ'e also the preliminary training is far more valuable than 
the issue of ci1·culars. The circulars of the Board of Revenue contain very 
clear instructions regarding examination of parties and the frall}ing of issues,. 
Lut have not been very useful. "'here a revenue officer persistently offe.nds,. 
action has occasionally been taken by noting unfavourably in his personal 
record, which affects his promotion. In a great many revenue cases sum
mon~es .ue issued to the defPndant for appearance and decision of a case on 
("eJ·iain date. It would not be possible 'in suclt cases to lay down that steps· 
for the summoning of witnesses should not be taken till parties have been 
examinC'd. \Yhere questions arise from the examination, which make it 
reasonable to grant postponement for further evidence, courts have discretion 
to give this. 

34. I am not aware that revenue courts as a rule issue fresh summonseg 
to witnesses when a hearing is postponed. 

35 .. ln rent ami revenue suits the number of witnesses called _is not as 
a rule excessive and I think this· depends to a large extent 9n the per
sonality of the presiding officer who exercises more authority in these caEes 
than the presiding ofticers in civil courts as the bar is stronger in the
latter than in the former. Another point to be considered is that in many 
classes of rent cases the remuneration is fixed .by the case, as each case· 
lash much less than one da~·, while in civil cases remuneration is fixed 
b~· the day more frequently. If Orders X, XI and XII are used more-

. carefully the number of facts which require proof will certainly be reduced 
anrl the number of witnesses will fall. I have no doubt that cases are 
prolonged because of the system of daily fees. An English barrister told 
me that in a certain case he was surprised that his opponent who was 
also an English barrister was omitting to take a number of points· which. 
were arguable and that his cross-exam.ination of witnesses was very much 
curtailed. He discovered that the reason was that his opponent had accep-:;
ed a fixed fee and was anxious to get back to his headquarters for other 
cases. I feel very strongly that an extension of the practice of fixed fees 
would very much reduce the time 11-<~ken over cases and it would at the
same time he profitable to the a~hle lawyers, who would be in a position to 
take up more cases. In recent•'Iitigation, with which the Court of ·wards. 
i~ connected I have tried to arrange for lump sum fees so far as possible. 
In one big suit in which the Court of \Vards was recently a party 640 wit-· 
ne~ses were examined and their examination occupied the whole or part 1 

of 290 days. I think courts should consider this question in decreeing. 
eo;,ts. They have power under Order XII, Rule 9, to give costs against a 
party who has given a notice to admit or produiCe unnecessary documents. 
The prim·iple is the same in regard to witnesses but is rarely or never 
ob,erved. 

41. In revenue rases commissions are rarely issued and are not the 
c·ause of much delay. I have been examined as a witness in a civil suit 
ou eommission and was ver~· much struck by the length of time taken to 
record my examination. The commissioner had no power to deal with; 
ohieetions to questions and as a number of objections were raised, .all these 
ha.! to he reduced to. writing. The time of the court which dealt with 
that eviuenee must have been serioush• wasted and it would in fact have 
heen a convenience to me to have attended the court and .been examined 
in its presence. 

56. I am in favour of altering Articles 182 of the Limitation Act by 
suhstituting one year for three ~·ears. 'Gnder the Agra Tenancy Act an 
oreupaney tenant, against whom an unsatisfied decree for arrears of rent 
exists, 1i1ay he ejected on application. The application may be filed within 
thrPe years from the date of the decree and there is no limit to the 
n.umber of adjournments which ma~· be given by a court. In the draft 
11ill to amen<.! this Act it has been proposed. that time may be allowed on 
not more than three o('casions and that the total period to be allowed rna~· 
uot exc·eed six months. At present it frequently eXiCeeds that period. If 
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the landowner consents, further time could however be allowed. 
67. In revenue courts orders staying execution are very rarely i~sued. 

In civil cases I think that the hope of getting stay of execution is a 
frequent cause of filing appeals. Sir Edward Chamier, who was formerlv 
Judge of the High Court at Allahabad and had experience of two othe~r 
High Courts, once said to me that an increasll in the number of courts 
.()f !first instance tended to increase litigation because at present some people 
abstained from filing suits owing to delay in their disposal and still more in 
.execution proceedings. - On the other hand, an increase in the number of 
.courts of appeal tended to decrease the number of appeals filed because 
a great .many hopeless appeals were filed as the appellate courts, knowing· 
that they would not be able tq reach the appeals for a considerable time 
were inclined to be easy about granting stay of execution. ' 

· 76. I am strongly in favour of the suggestion that future partitions of 
immovable property should be evidenced by a registered document. A very 
.common reply to suits for arrears of rent or suits or applications for eject
ments is that either the rent has been paid or is payable to a different 
-co-sharer from the plaintiff or that the plaintiff is not entitled to sue 
alone. Such a reply is again met by the plaintiff asserting that he has 
the exclusive righ~ under a private partition. Much time is wasted in 
suits over deciding such questions. 

82. I am doubtful whether frivolous suits would be stopped ab initio 
by raising the rate of court fees. The recent rise effected in this province 
.as a financial measure does not appear to have checked litigation,, but 
I see no reason why courts should not be empowered to increase court fees 
in frivolous cases or to grant compensation as is done in criminal cases. 
In revenue courts there is already a provision in the case of partition to 
this effect. Ordinarily the costs of making a partition (as apart from cost 
in court) are paid rateably by all co-sharers in a mahal (unit for payment 
.()f land revenue) according to their shares but the collector who finally · 
.confirms the partition has power to order that any co-sharer who obstructs 
.()r delays the partition by frivolous objections or other means shall pay as 
.costs any sum not exceeding double the amount due on his share. I would 
also draw attention to Order XXII, Rule 2 (i), which gives power to a 
.court to direct that a pleader or other person who has presented a suit 
in the name of a minor without a next friend shall pay the costs to the 
defendant if the plaint is struck off the :Kle. 

• 84. Champerty is very rife in these provinces. Some 12 years ago it 
was brought to notice by a district officer that three champertous suits 
.claiming large estates were pending in his district. Enquiries followed and 
it was found that a banker residing in another province in India made 
a business of such suits. Later, statistics were kept' by courts of first 
instance in Oudh over a period of six months and it was reported that 
33 cases in which champerty existed had been before the courts in that 
period. A suit was actually filed by one person against another to recover 
profits arising out of a partnership to finance litigation. An ofl:i.cer was 
put on special duty to examine the matter and he examined a large number 
of cases. The most definite suggestions then made had reference to. amend
ments of the Legal Practitioners' .Act. It was proposed to make the 
definition of unprofessional conduct include-

(1) the purchase by lawyers of property which was the_ s~bject. of 
litigation within the jurisdiction of the ·court withm which 
they practised; 

(2) the advance of money on mortgage on such property; and 
(3) lending of money for purposes of litigation •. 

"Such a definition would be of advantage and with the formation of Pro
vincial Bar Councils a distinct advance might be made in the matter. 

Another suggestio·n made was that legislation· s~ould be undertaken to 
provide that before a suit could be brought for disputed property, where 
funds for litigation had been raised on land the contract or mortgage should 
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be filed in a district court, and a certificate obtained from the judge to 
the 1ffect that the claimant had an arguable claim. Without such a· certi
fiocate no suit should progress. The suggestion is based on the English law 
regarding pauper suits and it might do some good, but a very considerable 
change is needed in public opinion in regard to the whole question. At 
present the purchase of a claim is in no way considered disreputable. 
Besides the banker, "·hom I have referred, I have known landowners of 
unimpeachable honesty engage in such speculations. The law might also 
be amended to provide that a court of first instance may for recorded 
,reasons require security for costs. This would apparently need an amend
ment or expansion of Order XXV, Civil Procedure Code. _ 

Mr. R. BURN, C.S.I., I.C.S., Member, Board of Revenue, called 
and examined on Thursday, the 3rd April 1924. 

Jlr. Justice Stuart.-Q. What is your expel-ience of talukdari cases in 
the rnited Provinces? You have seen a large nqmber of them . 

• 4.. I have seen a good many. 
Q. Had you any special knowledge of the Nanpara caseP 
.·L That case is known to me. The estate still remains with the Oourt 

-of Wards. 
Q. Had you anything to do with Ajudhia case? 
A. Yes, a good deal of that. 
Q. .As Chief Secretary P 
.4.. Yes. 
Q. In the last two or three years when you have been actually advising 

in those .cases, are you satisfied with the way that these cases come up to 
"Government, or with the spade work that is done before they reach the 
Board of Revenue? ' .. • 

.4.. I do not think they are at all well prepared. 
Q. If better work was done in the beginning, is it not your opinion that 

-very much of time and money would be saved in the endP 
.4.. Yes, a good deal. 
Q. It is not the fault of the Court of 'Yards managers. They cannot 

be expected to put up a case as a solicitor would put up the case? 
A. Xo. I think sometimes they might do something more than they 

do. In one big estate, we keep a fairly big establishment. I think that is 
pretty new. 

Q. What estate is thatP 
A .. Balrampur. ""e have a legal department. 
Q. Is that new? 
.4.. That is comparatively new. 
Q. Who is in charge of that? 
.4.. .A vakil-a qualified vakil. 
Q. And when a case goes on now-a-days, is there some attenmt made 

to really go through the whole history and 'old papers and sift what i& "valuable 
from what is not valuable? 

.4.. I think in that estate there is. 
Q. Only in that estate? 
.4. Well, as regards other estates I am not certain. We generally get 

the opinion of the Government pleader. 
Q. That varies very much in value? 

...!. Yes. 

R 
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Q. Have you any· particular difficulty now with the litigation from Kheri ?.· 
·A·: It is particularly bad. c: 

Q. When I was in the Judicial Commissioner's Court, I frequently had to· 
comment upon the very inferior manner in which the casea were put up 
by the Kheri Court of Wards. I had. to remark that the Government. 
pleader was not up to the mark and ·that he was l'l.ot good enough to advise
on that sort of work. What is the name of the man who is kept to look 
after the conduct of cases? 

A. We have the muktiyar. 
Q. In Kheri I remember there was a small man drawing Rs. 100, ·who. 

had a lot to do with the Court of Wards work? 
A. That may be the man I dismissed the year before last for bad work 

in connection with litigation. 
Q. I see that the Board of Revenue are working now as I recommended: 

that the cases should be properly sifted, that the documentary evidence
should be very carefully gone through and that all the previous decisions 
which bear on the subject should be carefully looked into before a case is 
put into court. 

A. Yes. 
Q. What is your view as to the ext~mt of champerty in these taluk

dari cases? Do you think there is a very strong element .of champerty 
in many of the cases? . 

A. In the case of big title suits, I think the majority have an element. 
of champerty. 

Q. Now with regard to that a suggestion is being made that the follow
ing procedure might be enacted in suits to the succession of talukas in· 
Oudh. That if the defendant wishes to apply he should ask the court-. 
to take special action because the case is of the nature of a gamble in litiga
tion and if the court is satisfied that the plaintiff is a man of straw, 
who is being utilised by other peoplo for their own ends, it should be open· 
to the court to demand, as a condition of proceeding in the suit, security 
for the taxed costs and that those costs should not be the ordinary costs, 
as given by the courts usually, but actual taxed costs. Do you think in 
a case like the Ajudhia case, the plaintiff would have been allowed to proceed 
if he had not given security for a matter of 3 lakhs? What do you think. 
of that suggestion? 

A. I would support that very strongly.· 
Q. How far do you think that would go to remedy the present evils? 
A. I think it will have a very good effect in deterring people from tak~ng 

up these cases. A certain number of these cases are taken_ on spe~ulahon. 
and if the case is not going on successfully the man who IS financmg the 
case is often willing to get out and if he had to. giv~ security for a large· 
amount, I think he would be more chary of takmg It up altogether. 

Q. Can you suggest any remedy to reduce the expense anti time taken 
up generally in talukdari litigation wh~re the plaintiff is. n?t .a man of 
straw and he is fighting for what he believes to be a good claimi' 

A'. If the courts exercise their powers under Orders XI and XII, I think 
it would shorten the cases. 

Q. Do you think the situation is serious ~nough to i.ustify the sugges
tion that a special trial l:iench should be appomt_ed to decide cases. of succes
sion under Act I of 1869 presided over by supenor officers? It might be by, 
way of original jurisdiction in the Chief Court or by a special tribunal. 

A. Yes. There may be a bench of two judges with no appeal to the· 
Privy Council except on a point of law. 

Q. Would it not shorten the proceedings very much if you h~d men_ 
who really understood their work? In the interes~s ?f th~ proVI_nce of 
Oudh do you think the Governme11t would be JUStifie~ m trymg to-
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improve the machinery by which these cases are _heard by spending more 
mone,1? . . 

1 
A. I think the suggestion recently made to me by the Commissioner in 

regard to a big succession case which is going on in Oudh is that I should 
move the High Court to take this case on to their file and decide it as 
a court of original jurisdiction. 

Q. As things are, the suggestion is hardly possible. It would be unfair 
to other litigants that their cases should be held back to be heard by one 
judge of this court. I particularly want your opinion as to whether in your 
opinion the committee is justified in putting forward a proposal, which may 
inyolve extra expense to Government and whether the situation is a seric.us 
one. 

A. I should welcome the proposal. 
Q. I think you will agree with me that any attempt to alter. the law 

is not likely to lead to very good results from the point of view of further 
litigation. The more you improve the law, the more the litigation increases 
as to the interpretation of the new procedure. 

A. But one or two things have been successful..:....the registration of adop
tions in Oudh. I think it is a good thing. 

Q. I agree with you there. But I meant the alt~rations in the Talukdari 
Act I of 1869. I think the subject is such that it will tax even the best 
brains. 

A. Yes. I think so. 
Q. What is your opinion on the best method of training to be given 

to civilians before they take judicial . office? Did this come before you 
as Chief Secretary? ' 

A. I remember seeing this discussion. 
Q. I think you will agree with me that the present system is not very 

satisfactory. In fact it is not as satisfactory as it was 30 years ago. 
A. I think 30 years ago the preliminary training at Home was very 

much betttr than it is now. Itt J\lct there is no training in England· except 
reading a few of the Codes. 

Q. At present the training certainly wants improvement. 
A. Yes. It is capable of improvement. 
Q. Have yon anything to add to the present Government proposals-a 

certain amount ·of study, reading a number of cases, attendanee in courts 
and in the Government Advocate's office, before one is appointed? Do you 
think anything could be done to improve them? 

A. I think the present training helps to a v,ery great extent. A great 
deal of time is devoted to the examination of parties and framing of 
issues. . 

Q. What is your opinion on a suggestion that was made in 1914, which 
"eems to be dropped since, of sending officers who are intended for judicial 
department on study leave to read in chambers in England? Do you think 
that this is a good idea? 

A. I think that is quite a useful idea. 
Q. Of course that will involve some cost but the expenses would not be 

very very great. I mean it would not run over a few hundred pounds for a 
man's training. 

A. I do not think they get very much during the study leave. 
Q. They get their fees paid. 

A. Yes, I am not sure whether they get any extra allowance. 

Q. They do not get any compensation for devoting their leave to study. 
You will be ready to leave that on the same basis as the study leave is 
~~;ranted to medical officers . 

. 4. Yea. 
lt 2 
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Q. I now come to the question of patwaris. Would the Board of R~venuc 
be ready to assist in making an experiment P 

A. May I just interrupt, the control of patwaris has been taken away 
from the Board of Revenue. 

Q. Who has got it? 
A. The Government. 
Q. But who is the particular officer who governs the patwarisP 
A. The Hon'ble the Finance l\lember. 
Q. In addition to his other duties? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Then we must put the matter not from the point of view of the 

Board of Revenue but from the general point of view. The point is whether 
pat\'\·aris can be used as process servers. My idea was not to utilize pat
waris in all instances. It appeared to me quite unnecessary to employ 
him for a place which is at a reasonable distance from the headquarters 
except as a check to identification. But it struck me that there was a 
great deal of waste of time and money in the method in which we try to 
serve a process in certain outlying pla.ces. I will give you an illustration. 
'Supposing one has to serve a process from the subordinate judge's court in 
the Thunthibari circle in Gorakhpur. I think I am right in saying the 
distance is about seventy miles along bad kacha roads and even if the man 
takes a lift it would be a hard job for him to arrive there in four days an.f 
he might then find that the man had gone to another village. So not finding 
him there he fixes the notice on the door of his house and goes straight
away. The result is that nine days were taken up and there was no service. 
Instead of that if the process was sent to the l\laharajganj tahsil and handed 
over to the patwari when he came on his monthly visit, he will be out with it 
for a month and he will certainly serve it. I admit that my scheme wo'uld 
not get speedy servire-it will take six weeks or two months-but it would 
be effective. Is that l! good idea? I am only talking about outlying parts. 

A. I think you would be certain of getting the service if you strengthen 
the process serving staff at the tahsil. In that particular case which you 
mention the summons would be sent by post and would be distributed by 
the clerk in 'tharge there to the proce-ss-server of the tahsil. That would 
save thirty to forty miles. 

Q. Then what would be the check over the process-server of tTie tahsil? 
He can always say what our process server says-I went out to the villagt> 
and the man was not there. l\Iy point is that the patwari cannot say that 
because he lives there and it very rarely happens that a man ahsent;: 
himself from the village for a month. If you find a patwari sa~·ing that 
the man continued to be absent from the village for a month then you 
can ask as to who was looking after his crops. What the proce~s-server says 
it is difficult to check, he gives a glib answer-! went there and could not find 
the man. My suggestion about the patwari was really to get over that 
difficulty of the untruthful answer that the man was not in the village though 
he was there. 

A. I think that possibly the controlling authorities in these provinces 
would object on the ground that patwaris' work has now increased owing 
to reduction in circles. "' e recently had good many reductions. If you 
are going to allow six weeJ;:s for the service of a summons, I think the 
number of process servers who would be available in the tahsil might 
be made to join the revenue process-servers, under the Board of Revenue, 
and it would be only in exceptional cases that ~-ou would g~t a chance of 
second attempted service in time. The chief objection now would be that 
the patwari has no time. 

Q. l\Iy suggestion is that the patwari would receive a fee for the service 
of processes, he would not be asked to do , it for nothing. 

A. They have reduced the number of patwaris now and incr~ased the 
number of circles. 
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YQU have considerable experience of. the attitude taken up by all sorta 
of people on the question of right of appeal. I mean that question looma 
quite as large in revenue matters as in civil. .A suggestion has been put. 
forward-rather it has been revived-that it would save a considerable 
amount of time if all the appeals from munsifs, I mean to say all appeals. 
in suits of which the value does not exceed one thousand rupees, should 
be heard by a bench of two selected subordinate judges or officers of that. 
status, and that that appeal should be final on law as well as on fact, with 
two provisos (1) that it should be open to such a bEmch to state the cas& 
to the High Court on a particular difficult point of law as is done in Ajmer 
arAl K unmon and (2) that if the two judges differ there should be an appeal 
to the High Court as a right. The main question which I want to ask yoa 
from your experience is, would it be violently opposed by people or would 
it be accepted as a fairly reasonable suggestion P 

.(. It would certainly be opposed on the start and I think it would be-· 
opposed by the High Court bar. 

Q. Curiously enough the leaders of the High Court bar. are rather 
in favour of it. · 

.4. I do not think there would be a very great ·popular outcry. 'Ye have 
got a suggestion now in regard to revenue cases also, that in certailJI 
petty cases there should be an ·appeal to the selected sub-divisional offi.cett 
and that his orders should be final. That suggestion was made by ll\ 

committee on which nono()fficials were in majority. 
Q. There is another suggestion on which ~ e very inuch lik~ to have your 

opinion. The suggestion is whether it would be advisable to appoint in district. 
courts an officer who would be called a Registrar or Master or some such name,. 
who would be a man of legal attainments and to whom would be handed over 
all the office work, all the accounts and certain actual and guasi judicial work, 
such as execution, preliminaries in execution and disputed execution still to 
go to the court concerned. He could also be in superior charge of the pro
cess sen·ing establishment and w~uld act in other words very much as the 
Registrar of the High Court aci!l towards the High Court. Do you think 
that this svstem would work well in those districts where the work is sufficient 
to justify the appointment of such an officer P 

A. Of course I have no knowledge of the details of miscellaneous work done 
b~ courts at headquarters, but from the class of duties which you h~ve 
:mentioned, I should not like to see it tried by a ministerial officer. 

Q. "Xo, no, my suggestion is that the man would be specially appointed 
and would probably he promoted to a munsifshipP 

A. Yes the man must have reasonable expectations. 
Q .. Yes be would not remain there for the whole of his life, but he would 

he a gentleman of the type from which we recruit a munsif at the present 
day. He would be' a man of legal attainments? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How are you appointing tahsildars and deputy collectors? 
A .. Tahsildars as a rule are promoted naib-tahsildars who. are chosen by 

selection. 
(,1. And no tahsildars are appointed direct? 
A. Practirally none. Deputv collectors are taken half by promotion from 

tahsildars in the same wav and nominated by commissioners and collectors 
and half by direct appoin~ent.s. Those who receive direct appointments are 
l'nly one quarter and those who are taken by competitive examination are 
three quarters. 

Q. ""ell, in the case of competitive examination, do you not find that there 
is a great difficulty of one particular community or caste flooding the whole 
fervice? · 

.4 .. Yes in :{lractice I should think that half the number of appointments 
go to one particular community each year, but this is being run only for two 
years. 
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'Q. Our 'idea in the High Court was that if we had ~ompetitive examinc.tion 
it would be almost impossible to prevent one particular caste fillina up th~ 
whole of the judicial service. There is one class which stands ve~y much 
higher in educational qualifications. I think you will agree with me, that 
it would not be a good thing from the point or view of the people of this 
province to have all the judicial appointments filled up by one caste, however 
eminent and excellent that caste may be. 

A. That is so, but the examination for deputy collectors includes vira voce 
in which marks are given not only fer general alertness but for familv claims 
and for the ·candidate's personality. • 

Q. Well what we have been doing in the High Court in selecting munsifs 
!s to ~ake a list and go on i~tervi~wing as man~ as we can find tim~ to give 
mterv1ews to. Last year we mterv1ewed 54 cand1dates, we could not mterview 
others as we had no time. In these interviews we examined the candidates 
upon points of law and practice and took into consideration their previous · 
history, their record of usefulness in college as organisers, monitors or prefects 
or captains of games and so on. \Ve also t-ook into account services in the 
military department, if any. \Ve do not necessarily select exactly according 
to the number of marks allotted, but very nearly. Do you think that is a 
good system of recruiting munsifs? 

A. I think that is quite a good system but I do not see why you should 
not have competitive examination. I would like to have all that you have 
just enumerated. as part of the competitive examination. 

Q. So you would include this viva voce, as part of the competitive 
examination? 

A. I should have this as one of the subjects as viva voce test in the 
examination. 

Q. After you have appointed a munsif I think you will strongly favour the 
idea of putting him into something in the nature of a training class? 

iA. Yes. 
Q. Do you not think that a considerable amount of training might be give:1 

to him by attaching him to an additional Government advocate, or Govern
ment advocate? 

A. Yes I think that will be the best sort of training. 
Q. Government pleaders and advocates bitterly complain that they have 

much to do and that they l!'et no help in the preparation of briefs which, they 
say are rushing in large numbers. Do you not think that to attach them 
to Government advocates would be a very good thing and useful at the same 
time? 

A. Yes, that will be a very useful training. 
Q. Could they also be attached with Legal Remembrancers? 
A. Legal Remembrancers have got their assistants. , 

Q. In your opinion, is there anything like sufficient supervision over the work 
of the civil courts? ' 

A. I do not know the details. 
Q. I am wondering whether in the course of your experience as deputy 

commissionE-r and commissioner, you never came across cases (when you were 
on tour) where you found that an officer in an outlying munsifi did very much 
what he liked? 

A. I repeatedly came across these kinds of things in Court. of Wards
complaints about indivi~ual cases. I had one ~ase not _lo~g _ago whic~ I bro~ght 
to the notice of the H1gh Court. The questwn of d1sc1plinary actwn a~a1nd 
a pleader. This pleader was frequently employe~ by. the Court of Wards. 
I wished to know whether we should go on employmg hu~. and when that case 
was running on for 15 months and when I found. nothmg had ~een donll, I . 
brouaht it to the notice of the High Court and 1t was settled m a month. 
~hat" was the case of a subordinate civil court. 
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Q.•You feel very strongly on the subject of the daily fee which you consider 
is ene of the curst>s of litigation in this province. Have you found in your 
experience that the practice does not obtain everywhere but it obtains in· 

,some places and not in others 'l 
A. In civil courts in these provinces, I am generally pressed to settle the 

·daily fee. 
Q. I was told the other day by one of our subordinate judges that the 

outtum of work in the western districts was very much higher than in the 
t>astern districts. The reason he suggested being that the cases in the eastern 
districts were much more complicated than in the western districts. Appa
re~tly that is one reason. But he also said that they charge the daily fee in 
the eastern districts but not so much in. the western .districts. 

A. I should say it is difference in the mentality of the litigants also. 
The patwaris are better in the west than in the east. 

Q. Of course if a patwari goes beyond a ct>rtain point in the western parts 
he may be murdered. Is that not soP 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it not your experience last year that the .. raising of the court fees 

materially affected institutions in this province? 
A. I do not think it did in the revenue cases. I have not seen any figures 

for civil cases yet. I -do not think it appreciably affected ejectment suits, the 
principal thing that is concerned. 

Q. What is your experience of the working of the courts of honorary 
munsifs in the provinces of Agra and Oudh? 

A. I practically know nothing except odd stories. 
Q. Is it not a fact for very many years that it has been the 'deliberate' 

polir:v of Government to extend the system of honorary munsifs and honorary 
~agistrates? · 

A. Yes. 
Q. I mean to say if this Corhmittee was in favour of extension of the 

system of honorary munsifs, do you think that the Government would be able 
to extend it very much with the best will in the world? 

A. No, not very much. 
Q. 1\Iy point is that they have extended it as far as they can P 
A. It is to be impressed on these officers that only suitable men should 

be selected. I find that these honorary munsifs, honorary collectors and 
honorary magistrates are constantly attacked in the Legislative Council, on the 
ground of ignorance of law, sometimes ignorance of English, and irregularity 
in court hours, and things of that kind. I think during the war some officers 
made a mistake. They proposed the appointment of certain persons as honorary 
magistrates as a reward for good service in collecting war loans and general 
war service, but those have been gradually weeded out. We cannot make any 
very large increase in honorary munsifs. 

Q. As a praclical question, do you think that whatever efforts the Government 
have made, they would succeed appreciably in relieving the paid courts by the 
creation of honorary courts? 

A. Not honorary munsifs. Of course the panchayat system would succeed, 
but it bas only just been taken up. 

Q. Is it not too early to say one way or another whether that would be a 
success or not P 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are you hopeful? 
A. I am hopeful if it is extended cautiou5ly. 

Q. To sum up the question of Court of Wards, we may take it that the 
Board of Revenue is already alive to the necessity of a considerable better 
preparation of Court of Wards case.s and is already endeavouring to meet that 
:by the pro\·ision of very much legal machinery. 
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A. Yes. 
· Q. Would you be in favour of keepin~ a special legal officer of the status of • 

Legal Remembrancer in charge of the \Jourt of Wards work? 
A. I do not think it is necessary. 
Q. It is not a whole-time job? 
A. I do not think so. The great bulk of our cases are small cases. 
Q. Are there many cases that would be handled ln a Bencral zemindari 

by the manager himself without requiring any legal advice? 
0 

A. Yes. A majority of them. 
Q. Have you any big cases on at present? 
A. We have got one big title suit going on in the :Mithauli estate in' 

Gor~khpur. 

Q. 'Vhat was the result of the Balrampur case? 
A. It was a suit brought by the owner of an estate which bad been in the 

Court of Wards for a very long time to tear up two compromises which had been 
effected during the Court of Wards management. He sued the person who 
got a portion of the taluka under those compromises and he a!so sued a 
number of peope who got property during the Court of Wards management 
en the ground that the property had been sold for inadequate prices. That was: 
how it came in. He lost everything. I have allowed the ward to appeal as 
regards family custom. 

Q. Was the Court of Wards a plaintiff? 
A. I was a plaintiff, a defendant and a witness. 
Q. Was this man's property under the Court of Wards at the time when 

the suit was instituted? 
·. A. When the suit was filed none of the property was under the Court of 

Wards. . 
Q. Do you think that there might be some legal improvement to prc~ent 

such things happening again? 
A. I should be very glad to see them. 
Q. How is it that this suit is not barred by limitation ab initio? 
A. The plaintiff was a minor and he ~aid that limitation did not run unti! 

he attained majority which was about 1909 or 1910. 
Q. Was there anything champertous about that suit? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. At any rate it was a case of very bad advice of people who wanted to. 

make something for themselves . 
. A. Yes. 

Q. Could you give me an idea as to the costs in that case? 
A. Balrampur spent about 3llakhs. 
Q. And· the plaintiff? 

A. 3! lakhs. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.-Q. So far as the province of Agra is concerntd 

is there any such thing as having a perm~ent ~egal advis~r among the big 
zemindars to advise them when tliey enter mto b1g transact1ons? 

A. I think probably they have a local vakil for their ordinary cases. I 
don't know whether they retain them. 

Q. I make this distinction. · l\Iy experience has been that when a zemin?<ir 
in the province of Agra is actually involved in a law suit, .he does not m~d 
spending any amount of money. But, before he enters m~ a tr:ms~cbom 
relating to the sale, or pledge of a property or before the. execubon. of a _w1ll, ?& 
does not consider it worth while to spend a small sum m consultmg h1s vakiL 
From your experience is that not so here? 

A. I ihiDk that iil so. There is nothing like a family solicitor. 
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~. Whereas in the province of :Bihar it has been my experience that almost. 
every zemindar has a counsel to advise them as to whether they should or 
should not enter mto a particular transaction. That is not the ordinary case
in this province nor is that so in Oudh. 

A. I should say no. · 
Q. And generally the result of this to my mind is that these people enter

into transactions which they have subsequently to defend in courts of law 
and for whicil they have to spend about thousands of rupees. 

A. Yes. 
• Q. So far as the Court of Wards is concerned, when they have got to file a. 
suit or defend a suit, they generally engage Government pleaders. 

A. It is part of the Government pleader's regular remuneration that he has. 
& right to Court of Wards work. 

Q. Now I put it to you whether it is not a fact in this province that the· 
position of a Government pleader-! am not casting reflection on any parti
cular individual-is not the same as it used to pe twenty years ago. Twenty· 
ye&ts ago only the leader of the bar was considered eligible for it and now 
it is the fai!ure who applies for Government pleadership. 

A. That ~s the general impression. I think the standard of appointment. 
of a Government pleader is distinctly low. 

Q. If the standard of the Government pleader is distinctly low, a'm I right. 
in saying that the Court of Wards does not get the best legal advice that it. 
ought to get. 

A. Any important case gees to the Legal Remembrancer who has th& 
Government pleader's advice. 

Q. WhiUl Government pleader-in the High Court or in the district? 
A. The District Government pleader. The procedure is thal; in all suits~ 

except the simple suits, the Government pleader is asked by the collector to 
advise and the collector sends his advice to the Legal Remembrancer. 

Q. Some of the big cases, in.•which the Court of \Yards are interested, are 
really extremely difficult questi"ons of Hindu and Mohammedan law-take for 
instance the question of e~tablishment of special questions of Hindu points 
of law-of which evt>n a leading practitioner in the High Court would not b& 
very dogmatic, and it is precisely on that matter that one has to find whether 
the Government pleader is right or not. ' 

.-!. Of course we often get a statement of opinion in addition to the Legal 
Remembrancer's opinion. In big cases special counsel's opinion is taken 
before giving a decision. 

Q. I think l\Ir. Justice Stuart's suggestion was-I wish really to pursue
the point-whether you think the Court of Wards would save a great deal of 
trouble and morrey if they appoint a whole-time competent legal adviser to 
advise them instead of depending upon the Government pleaders who are by 
no means cias~ed as competent men . 

. 4. We have the Legal Remembrancer and we take up a very great deal of 
his time. Of coune we do not worry him for petty cases. · 

Q. Now you have under the Legal Remembraneer a munsif as an assistant~ 
A .• Yes. The case goes to the Legal Remembrancer with a note of his per

sonal assistant's opinion and then I am asked whether I want to appeal or 
to come to a compromise. 

Q. You have not got any post as a Deputy Legal Remembrancer . 
. 4. No. If the Legal Remembrancer feels doubtful about a point he does 

not hesitate in inviting certain opinions and in that case we get one. 
Q. Now perhaps you will tell us whether it is not a fact that an ordinary 

zemindar in this province does not spend as much as he ought to do on th& 
manageml'nt of his estate. He does not employ a well competent manager. 
HA has t nly got an ill-paid ' karinda.' 

)1. Certainly •h11y do not employ suitable men. 
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'Q, Apart from the big maharajas, the rest of zemindars employ very. ill
paid agencies and perhaps your E"Xperience as a revenue officer has been that 
the existence of thes.e ill-paid agencies has increased the litigation between 
the landlords and the tenants a good deal. 

A. Yes a good deal. 
Q. So that you will agree with me that the landlord must thank himself 

that he is so much involved in litigation in these provinces. 
A. I think a talukdar with a total collection of a lakh of rupees a year 

would grudga spending hundred rupees a month on management. 
Q. I have known a big talukdar having an estate of three lakhs of rupees. 

spending only twl':::J.ty-five rupl'es fl. month and he was managing to get a 
teacher for his boy, who was to become his heir, on a salary of fifteen rupees. 

A. I think a talukdar who gets eighty thousand rupees a year does not 
spend "more than thirty rupees a month. 

Q. Then I should like you to state one or two facts with regard to litiga
tion on some matters which go before the revenue court. There is a pro
Vision in the Rent Act that if in any civil suit a question is raised by the 
defendant that he is a plaintiff or the defendant the civil court must stay 
i-ts hands and the plaintiff must be directed to file a suit in the revenue court 
and when the revenue court has given a decision it comes back to the civil 
court and the civil court registers its decree. Cases of that character fre-

.. quently come to the High Court. ·what has been the result of that provision 
.on the Tenancy Act? Has it led to a great deal of litigation in the revenue 
.court? 

A. A good many of these cases do come to the rl'venue court. 
Q. And that results in delay in the disposal of cases in the civil court. 

·~he case has been filed in the civil court, then because the defendant has 
raised that plea-it does not matter whether the plea is on good grounds or 
on frivolous grounds-the civil court has no jurisdiction to go on with the 

. .case and it must refer to the revenue court for its decision. 

A. Probably that thing would be settled in the revenue court earlier 
·than in the civil court. 

Q. That is, that provision in the Tenaney Aet really leads to delay? 

A. No, I think the civil court does not proceed with the case and the 
particular question whether " A" or " B " is a tenant is decided easily by 

·-the revenue court. 
Q. I quite agree with you but under the law as it stands when that ques

tion is raised in th~ civil court the civil court cannot go on wifh the case and 
until the revenue court has given its decision it is shown on the pending 

· casa list . 
.4 .• The revenue court if it were trying a case would decide it earlier. 
Q. "Why should there be any nece~sity of the case being decided by the 

!"evenue court and then sent back to the civil court? 
A. It is a proviEion under the new Tenaney Aet. At prE-sent a landlord 

in these provinces in the case of agricultural lands can sue any man saying 
'that he is a trespasser and he can sue him for rent. But he cannot sue 
him for damages, and if he dol's so he must go to the civil court. 

Q. Is there any propo~:1.l to simplify the law with regard to partition 
·cases where questions of title are raised before the revenue court? 

A. In the ease of partitions if one of the co-sharers raises questiors d 
·title, it is op('n to thi As.>istant Colleetor doing partition cases to decide it 
'himself as a civil eourt. 

Q. Is their any proposal to modify the law as it stands at present? 
:4.. I do not think so. 
Q. With regard to open competitive examination, whieh was held in 

ITndia during, the lust three years for the reeruitml'nt of eandidates into the 
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lntljtln Civil Service, what was your experience? Was the caste which Mr. 
Justice Stuart had in view very successful? 

A. I do not remember the figures. 
Q. I remember that in the first year there was not a single man of that 

caste? 
A. Are you talking of the Civil Service or of deputy collectors. 
Q. About the Indian Civil Service? 
A.. I do not remember figures. 
Q. 1\Iy recollection 'is that in the first year there was only one man from 

ithese p:-ovinces and he was not a member of that caste which 1\Ir. Justice 
Stuart had in viE:w? 

A. I do not think one can argue from a single 'case. 
Q. In the second year there were only two men who belonged to that 

caste and the third man belonged to a different caste? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Justice Stuart.-But I am not talking of the Indian Civil Service. 

I am talking of students of the Law College. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapnt.-I should like to have· the figures of the Univer

sity Examination to lmow how matters really stand. 
A. Yes. 
Cltairman.-Q. With regard to the e~amination of munsifs, I think it 

would be better if there was a practical examination and not merely a 
theoretical examination. That would be better, I suppose? · 

A. Yes, I think so. I think ~ou select munsifs after they have practised 
for more than a year. 

Q. A practical examination would test the man's ability. Is it not 
so? I do not think that any examination in which books are crammed would 
help in any way in getting really capable and good men. 

A. Yes. Quite so. 1.·' 
Q. Would you just tell us something about ancestral property? I under

stand that here if property is ancestral then it is always sold by the collector. 
I also understand if the property is not ancestral then even it is sometimes 
sold by the collector. How does that system work? 

A. The collector in the first place tries to find out some body belonging to 
the family who may pay up the decree so that the property may be saved. 
In the second place the collector is probably in a better position to sell the 
property at a reasonable price. He would always try to fetch adequate 
price. The whole idea of this is to save the property as far as possible. 

Q. Does that also apply in mortgage suits? 
A. Yes it applies to all decrees. 
Q. But why the mortgagee who is entitled to get his money back s!lould be 

told to wait for a substantial period of time while the collector thinks 
whether easier terms can be obtained or not? Do you think that the number 
of cases in which land or property is saved, is very great? 

A. I do not think the actual number is very great. 
Q. I think considerable time is taken by the collector in finding out a 

solution which may help the debtor? 

A. Yes it takes nine months or a year. 
Q. And do you not think that thdt is rather hard on the creditor to wait 

for nine or twelve months after his decree? 
.4.. I think I have got some statistics showing how much time is g@lnerally 

taken in sE-ttling the~e matters? 
Mr. Ju.~tice Sfuart.-Q. Could you let us have those figures? Could we 

ba¥e them? 
.4.. Yes. 
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Ohairman.-Q. What is your view with regard to it? Do you think tbat. 
on the whole the result is sufficiently good to justify interference with th& 
ordinary rights of the judgment creditor in having his decree satisfied? 
. A. Well I think i? many parts of these prov~nces i.t Is necessary in the-· 
wterests of the pubhc peace. We had a case 1n winch the 1\Iaharaja of 
Damraun got a decree. For full twenty years he went on paying the land 
revenue but he never got his rent from tenants. Some of the villagers were 
actually killed and nothing could be cione. It was after all compromised by 
the collector. The commissioner repoi"ted that rent<! could be collected but 
it 1equired a regiment. 

Q. I think the purchaser in these cases gets his rent through the collectorf 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the differ<.>nce? Why should not the property be sold by the 

civil court instead of by the collector? . 
A. Because there is time in the case of the collector. The man may be 

able to raise money. 
Q. So you are not in favour of abolishing this practice? 
A .• Certainly not in the case of ancestral property. 
Q. "'nat about the property which is not ancestral? I take it that thA 

co1lector is selling these properties under the High Court rules? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But the collector has a good deal of trouble in enquiring into the 

question whether the property is ancestral or is not ancestral? 
A. Sometimes I think that is a very doubtful point. 
Q. What is the advantage of making an enquiry? I am asking this for 

information only, what does it matter whether it is ancestral or not? 

A. If the question is decided it may prevent future troubles. 

Sir T. · Desikachari.-Q. I read your interesting memorandum and I :find 
that a large number of rent suits are disposed of by assistant collectors, 
deputy collectors and collectors. Are they satisfactorily disposed of? 

A. I think so. 
Q. Are they speedily disposed of? 
A. Yes. I think I have mentioned in the memorandum tl1at the nuwber cf 

cases pending at the end of a year for over 3 months is just over one per 
cent., 4! per cent. in Agra and 3 per cent. in Oudh. 

Q. Does the outturn of work as well as the speed with which the work 
is turned out compare favourably with the work that is done by munsif's 
courts in point of quality and quantity? 

:1. I cannot say of the quality. The civil courts cannot try a question 
between a landlord and tenant and the revenue courts cannot adjudicate 
:finally on an issue of proprietary right. 

Q. Now, in these provinces quite a large number of cases are got through 
by revenue agency. 

A. Yes. 
Q. The percentage of appeals from those decisions is very small: 
A. l have not compared it with the· percentage in civil suits. 
Q. In connection with revenue appeals do you think that a large number 

of frivolous second appeals are filed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You would prevent the filing of such a large number of frivolous 

appeals by the decree amount being deposited before an appeal is admitted. 
Do you think it would be an effective check? 

A. I think it would be a substantial check. In about half the a-ppeals 
that 1come before me I do not think it necessary to call on tl!e r~_pondent to 
appear. 
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Q. With regard to the disposal of these revenue cases I see that you 
em~loy a number of honorary assistant collectors. Are they doing their 

-work fairly well? 
A. Yes, quite reasonably well. 
Q. If they were properly selected are there men available to get through 

the ""ork in a large degree? 
A. It is now difficult to get honorary assistant collectors and magistrates. 

We always begin by conferring the lowest powers on the man. 
Q. What is the highest power that is exercised by an assistant collector P 

, A. There are two classes. The second class can only -try suits , up 
to Rs. 100. They cannot try ejectment suits. For the first class the-re is 
no restriction. 

Q. Both classes of assistant collectors are doing their work fairly well P 
A.· Yes. "·e don't appoint men with first class powers before we are 

satisfied. Either he is a retired revenue officer or is a zemindar and he has 
exercised second class powers for sometime and has got some idea of the 
value of evidence and some idea of procedure and. law. · 

Q. I think these people are selected from among the zemindars and 
:people with influence. 

A. Zemindars, retired legal practitioners, retired revenue officials and 
retired muns1fs. 

Q. Have you gpt any figures with reference to the number of honorary 
assistant collectors employed and the amount of work? 

A. 129 were serving at the end of the year. 14 had no work at all. 
'The total number decided was 51,000 cases. 

Q. That was a substantial relief to the stipendiary revenue officials. 
A. Yes. We have one man who decided 5,100 c~s. 
Q. There is every possibility of increasing the number of these. people. 
A. Not appreciably. I do Mt think that the individuals exist. 
Q. I see from the Legislative Council proceedings that attacks are made 

-on honorary magistrates; but I do not see anything against honorary assitant 
collectors. Are there not men available who can look about their work in 
proper manner? 

A. I think most people will admit that criminal work is simpler than 
the work of an assistant collector and also there are many honorary magis
trates. I think that probably accounts for the number of complaints 
about them. In the case of honorary assistant collectors as a matter of 
practice we aim at his having the legal attainments before putting the man 
-on the bench. ,_ 

Q. Before you make a man as an honorary assistant collector you insist 
-on his having reasonable eduoeation. 

A. Yes. Not so with regard to bench magistrates. I do not think the 
same standard exists. Education is very backward in thesEl provinces. 

(/. I suppose people who are doing assistant collector's work now may also 
-be asked to do honorary munsif's work. 

A. I think you may have the same man doing the both. 
Q. And they would be capable of doing that? 
A. I think so. 
Q. \Yould the honorary assistant collectors be in a position to dispose 

·of suits which are transferred from the munsif's file? 
A. If they are given power to deal with those cases. 
Q. I was just thinking of their capacity to do that work? 
A. I think they have got the capacity. 

. Q. I see from your report that there is a. particular place in which the 
'Vllla~~:e panchayat has done very good work. 
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A. In one of the districts the manager of the Court of Wards has been 
working with the village panchayat and he took the case up to simfilify 
the management of the estate and he was successful. But that was done 
quite· independent of the Government system. 

Q. The panchayat in that particular estate ~has• been respon!tible for 
reduction of a good deal of litigation?, 

A. I have no doubt. 
Q. There is no reason why such an experiment should not be tried in 

other districts? 
A. It all depends upon the efforts of a man. That manager has been for 

more than twenty years in the district and I think he must be knowing 
most of the panches personally as he used to tour round the villages. 

Q. Provided the panchayat is properly selected they will do very good 
work?. 

A. I think so, but I think it is no use applying the Panchayat Act to all 
the districts; it was tried and it failed. After that we used to appoint 
panchayats at tabsils only and the village munsif was appointed only when 
we got a good man. 

Q. Could the village panchayats be elected? Could the panel of people 
who serve as panches be elected? . 

A. We hold a rough sort of election. The divisional officer goes to the 
village and finds out whether be can get a fairly good man. There is 
no regular election by ballot. 

Q. With regard to process-servers there is a suggestion of yours that 
the revenue court process-servers and the civil court process-servers could 
be amalgamated to the benefit of both the revenue and the Judicial Depart
ments. Is that what you mean? 

A. I think it will be more beneficial to the civil court. The system 
would get more elastic' There is a number of process-servers in the tahsil 
and as Mr, Justice Stuart pointed out that there was difficulty in sending 
processes to distant places in that case they .could be served through the 
process-servers in the tahsil. 

Q. In regard to the execution of decrees you remember a provisiOn 
in Section 48 of the Civil Procednre Cede that after twElve years no exe
cution should be take.n. Are you in favour of curtailing that period? 

A. I have not read that provision. 

Q. You will avoid all the steps in aid of execution prescribed by Article 
182 ·of the Limitation Act. 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to partition of immovabl-e property you agree to our 

suggestion that all partitions should be evidenced by registered instru
ments. That will minimise a lot of litigation relating to partition of 
immovable property coming up before the revenue court. 

A. Yes. 
Dr. DeSouza.-Q. Are there many complaints about process-servers of 

the revenue department. Is their service generally satisfactory? 

A. There are certain complaints but they are not brought to my notice 
prominently now. 

Q. "\\'bat is the general impression. The munsifs or 8Ubordinate judges 
who have given evidence before this Committee have complained about the 
scandal of the civil court process-servers. Has it been brought to your 
notice that the revenue court process-servers are of the same character or 
are they more satisfactory? 

A. 1· have not gone into the question of service in the civil court and 
I cannot give any opinion as to whether the revenue court prt"Cess-servers 
are better or worse. 
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Q. You have not .heard of many suits having to be postponed mainl;Ya 
b~use the process of the defendant has not been served. 

A. I am inclined to think the revenue court will take strong line about. 
-die case. 

Q. What will they do? 
A. If it appears to be the process-server's fault he will be punished. He

will be sent to the collector who may dismiss or punish him. 
Q. You have as many as nearly five lakhs of rent suits in the provinces 

of Agra and Oudh and about two and a half lakhs are title suits. I 
suppose these fi'l"e lakhs suits im·olve a large number of processes to be. 

\served and has it never been prominently brought to your notice that the. 
service has been improper or the process-server has been dishonest? 

A .• Complaints are certainly there, but I cannot say that they are 
worse or better as I have not gone into the matter comparatively. 

Q. Can you tell us from what class the revenue process-servers are 
recruited? 

A. I do not know. 
Q. What are their pay and prospects; are . they better paid than the 

civil court process-servers? 
A. I do not know what is their pay but I might let you know after• 

wards. 
Jlr. Justice Stuart.-Second grade civil court process-servers· get· Rs .. 9-

a month and first grade Rs. 10-8_ There is a differeDJCe of Rs. 1-8. 
Q. Now with regard to recruitment of munsifs we understand that the

practice has lately been changed because the Government insists that they 
should be selected at the age of 27 years so that it does not give them much· 
time to put in practice before being selected. Is there any reason why th&: 
age limit should not be raised to thirty as is the case in Bombay or thirty •. 
two as in Madras? 

A. I do not know what was the reason to introduce that change. 
Jlr. Jus'tice Stuart.-The :&~in reason was that the man does not get.: 

full pension as he is to retire at the age of 55. 
Q. But still I suppose it would be better if men, who have got some 

experience at the bar, are taken for judicial service. I think they will be: 
more useful than those who have got no practice at all. · 

A. I understand from what lawyers have told me that pl~aders in the• 
beginning have a very unhappy time and they are very UllJCertain whether. 
they would succeed or not, They do not get any real work to do. There 
is nothing like the English law according to which juniors go with seniors. 
to help them and to learn how cases are conducted. 

Q. In other provinces we generally get people up to the age of 30 orr 
32 and so it is possible for them to have practice for five or seven years. 

A. In these provinces it is not necessary. I do not think they can: 
learn much in five or seven years. 

Q. So you think that it is not good to recruit men who have· practised' 
for five or seven yNus because they get very little work and' no• important· 
cases are given to them? 

A. Yes. 
Q. But would it be possible to select only tlrose> men who have con. 

ducted a certain number of important cases? 
A. I am afraid, I have no knowledge of thatp J cannot say· anything: 

whether they recei'l"e important cases at all. 
Q. With regard to competitive e:xamination, do you· consider that' com

petitive examination for deputy collectors has proved a successful experiment!'-

.4 .• We have ht'ld that examination for two years. One this year and. 
one last year. The impression of two or three members of. the board waa-
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:that about half of the men who were. chosen by nomination would have got 
through the examination and the rest would not have been successf6.Y. · 

Q. Do you not think that if an examination is held, or men are recruit. 
.ed by holding a competitive examination, those communities who are some._ 
"'·hat backward would be entirely deprived of any oehance? 1\Iany people 
·Consider it to be a very serious objection. 

A. Tahsildars are generally promoted naib-tahsildars and about half 
·of them are selected and half of them are nominated. Then again 
.tahsildars are promoted to deputy collectors. · 

Q. So it is possible to nominate a certain number of these men to the 
,posts of munsifs and then promote some of them to higher offices? i 

A. Yes. 
Sir T. Desikachari.-1 would like to have figures with regard to duration 

.and expenses of some of your big Court of Wards suits. 
JJir. Justice Stuart.-Could you let us have statistics showing how long 

·these cases lasted from institution to first decision, then again to decision of 
appeals and then again- to the Privy Council and how much they cost? The 

·figures, I think, are not confidential and we can have them. 
A. Here are some of the statiatics. Here is a family dispute between 

-one ward and her husband. There were 42 adjournments last.ing over three 
_years and the costs were about ten thousand rupees. The case related to 
ca Mohammedan family and was about restitution of conjugal rights. Then 
·there is another case in which there were about 50 ad.iournments involving 
about three or four months and the costs were Rs. 9,600. ""ell I got these 
·cases compromised. 

Note, dated the 17th April 1924, received from Mr. R. BURN. 

When I gave evidence before the Committee o~ April the 3rd, I was asked 
to send further information on several points. One matter was the castes 
'Of candidates selected as Deputy Collectors by competitive examinaton. 
I have now got statistics for the two years in which the examination was 
held. They show that out of 9 Hindus taken in the two years two were 
Brahmans, two Kshattriyas, one Vaishya, one Khattri (a caste more common 
in the Punjab, which regards itself as Kshattriya but is regarded by some 
Hindus as Vaishya) and three Kayasthas. I should say that the proportion 
of the Kayasthas, namely one-third, is about the same as or probably sightly 
.Jess than the proportion of Kayasthas taken by selection. 
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